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PREFACE
The Report on Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments provides the
professional community with information on _irrent as well as planned
spacecraft activity in a broad range of scientific disciplines. All
scientific spacecraft that were active at some time during the period June 1,
1981, to May 31, 1983, are included in the active section of this catalog.
The performance information for active NASA and NASA-cooperative programs is
based, to a large extent, on the project office status reports through May 31,
1983. In addition, The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) has made
use of information from other sources. Therefore, new data concerning certain
spacecraft that were launched after May 31, but before this report went to
press, have been included to reflect the latest status. We do not claim our
coverage to be complete for this period, but have used all available data to
make this report as accurate and up-to-date as possible.
We would like to acknowledge the cooperation of scientific staff members
at NSSDC in obtaining information and writing/updating the spacecraft and
experiment descriptions for this report. We would like to give particular
thanks to Dr. Mary Elsen for her help in proofreading this report and also to
Mrs. Dorothy Rosenblatt for her efforts in managing the automated information
output on a timely schedule. The cooperation of the project offices and
experimenters in supplying current documentation of their spacecraft and
experiments is gratefully acknowledged. We are particularly pleased with the
many constructive comments and corrections we have received from interested
users of this report.
Ronald G. Littlefield
August 1983
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1INTRODUCTION

I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose
This report provides the professional community with information on current
and planned spacecraft activity for a broad range of scientific disciplines.
By providing a brief description of each spacecraft and experiment as well as
its current status, it is hoped that this document will be useful to many
people interested in the scientific, applied, and operational uses of the data
collected. Furthermore, for those planning or coordinating future
observational programs employing a number of different techniques such as
rockets, balloons, aircraft, ships, and buoys, this document can provide some
insight into the contributions that may be provided by orbiting instruments.
1.2 Contents
This document includes information concerninq active and planned spacecraft
and experiments known to the National Space Science Data Center. The
information covers a wide ranqe of scientific disciplines: astronomy, earth
sciences, meteorology, planetary sciences, aeronomy, particles and fields,
solar physics, life sciences, and material sciences. These spacecraft projects
represent the efforts and funding of individual countries as well as
cooperative arrangements among different countries.
Descriptions of navigational and communications satellites are specifically
not included here. Also not qiven are descriptions of spacecraft that contain
only continuous radio beacons used for ionospheric studies. Many of these
spacecraft are listed in the SPACEWARN Bulletin*. No attempt has been made to
present information regarding classified spacecraft or experiments.
1.3 Organization
This report is divided into two major parts with descriptive material
introducing each section.
The first part of this report, Section 2 - "Descriptions of Active
Spacecraft and Experiments " is a listing of descriptions of all scientific
spacecraft and experiments that were active at some time during the period June
I, 1981, to May 31, 1983. In addition, new data concerning certain spacecraft
that were launched or changed status after May 31, but before this report went
*The SPACEWARN Bulletin is prepared by the World Data Center A for Rockets and
Satellites, Code 601, Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771, USA.
It is intended to serve as an international communications mechanism for the
rapid distribution of information on satellites and space probes. It is
published on behalf of the Committee on Space Research (COSPAR) by the
International URSIGRAM and World Days Service (IUWDS), a permanent service
of the International Scientific Radio Union in association with the
International Astronomical Union and the International Union for Geodesy and
Geophysics.
to press, have been included to reflect the latest status. The listing is
arranged by spacecraft common name and the last name of the principal
investigator, lead investigator, or team leader.
The second _art, Section 3 - "Descriptions of Planned Spacecraft and
Experiments," contains descriptions of the scientific spacecraft and
experiments and onboard Space Shuttle experiment packages that were Droposed
or approved for missions as of May 31, 1983, for which experiments or
investigations have been selected and for which NSSDC has at least minimal
documentation.
Sections 4 and 5 are indexes to the information presented in Sections 2
and 3. Section 4, "Index of Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments,"
is an alphabetical listing by spacecraft name (or onboard experiment packaqe
name, for future Shuttle flights), including both common and alternate names,
of all active and planned spacecraft and experiments. This listing se_ves as
an index to the location of spacecraft and experiment descriptions and
includes launch dates and current status-of-operation data. Section 5,
"Investigator Name Index," is a listing, ordered by last name, of the
investigators or team members associated with the experiments and their
current affiliations.
These major sections were generated from NSSDC automated files. Other
relevant scientific spacecraft without brief descriptions are listed in
Appendix A. Special investigators for some missions that could not be
presented conveniently in Section 2 or 3 appear in Appendix B. Certain words
and phrases used in this report are defined in Appendix C. Appendix D is a
comprehensive list of the abbreviations and acronyms used frequently in this
document.
1.4 Document Availability
Upon request, NSSDC will provide copies of this report to individuals or
organizations resident in the United States. The report is available to
persons outside the United States through the World Data Center A for Rockets
and Satellites (WDC-A-R&S). The official addresses for requests are printed
on the inside front cover.
Recipients are requested to inform potential users of the availability of
this report. Because of continuing costs involved in publishing a document of
this size on a periodic basis, NSSDC encourages individuals located at the
same organization to share this document.
1.5 Request for Additions/Corrections
NSSDC continually strives to increase the usefulness of this report by
improving the spacecraft and experiment descriptions and by including
additional spacecraft and experiments as they become known to NSSDC. This
report is complete and reasonably accurate concerning NASA and
NASA-cooperative programs; however, descriptions of other spacecraft and
experiments may be incomplete because of a lack of information available to
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NSSDC. It should be noted that the information concerning the planned
spacecraft and experiments is frequently qeneral in nature and subject to
change.
NSSDC would welcome comments as to errors or omissions in this report.
Recommendations regarding the overall contents and organization would be
appreciated also. In particular, it is hoped that princiDal experimenters and
project of£ices will cooperate in bringing such matters to NSSDC's attention.

2
DESCRIPTIONSOF ACTIVE SPACECRAFT
AND EXPERIMENTS
l
2. DESCRIPTIONS OF ACTIVE SPACECRAFT AND F_PERIMENTS
This section contains descriptions of spacecraft and experiments pertinent
to this report that were active at some time during the period June I, 1981,
to May 31, 1983. In addition, new data concerning spacecraft or experiments
that were launched or changed status after May 31, but before this report went
to press, have been included to reflect the latest status. The descriptions
are sorted first by spacecraft common name. Within each spacecraft listing,
experiments are ordered by the principal investigator's, lead investigator's,
or team leader's last name. Explorer spacecraft prelaunch generic names are
used as common names; e.q., IMP-J instead of Explorer 50. If the common name,
as used by NSSDC, is not known, the reader should refer to his own common name
in the Index of Active and Planned Spacecraft and Experiments (Section 4) to
obtain the cross reference to the NSSDC common name.
Each spacecraft or experiment entry in this section is composed of two
parts, a heading and a brief description. The headings list characteristics
of spacecraft and experiments. Many of the terms used in this section are
defined in Appendix C.
2.1 Contents of Spacecraft Entries
The heading for each spacecraft description in this section includes a set
of initial orbit parameters: orbit type, epoch date, orbit period, apoapsis,
periapsis, and inclination for the spacecraft. No orbit parameters are list-
ed for lander, flyby, or probe missions. In addition, the heading contains
the spacecraft weight, launch date, site, vehicle, spacecraft common and
alternate names, NSSDC ID code, sponsoring country and agency, and spacecraft
personnel codes. The personnel codes are as follows:
CODE CO (general contact)
CODE _ (program manager)
CODE MM (mission manager)
CODE MO (mission operations manager)
CODE MS (mission scientist)
CODE PC (project coordinator)
CODE PD (project director)
CODE PE (project engineer)
CODE PM (project manager)
CODE PS (project scientist)
CODE SC (program scientist)
CODE TD (technical director)
This terminology is standard for NASA missions; the equivalent functions for
the missions of other countries or agencies have been given the same position
names. The spacecraft brief description is immediately below each heading.
2.2 Contents of Experiment Entries
Each experiment entry heading includes the experiment name, the NSSDC ID
code, the investigative program, the investigation discipline, and the name
and affiliation or location of the principal investigator (PI), lead
investigator (LI), or team leader (TL) for the experiment as well as other
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investigators (OI), team members (TM), deputy team leader (DT),
co-investigator (CI), experiment manager (EM), experiment scientist (ES), or
general contact (CO) associated with the experiment. The investigators are
not listed in any particular order within each experiment. The experiment
brief description is immediately below each heading.
The investigative program may include one of the followinq NASA Headquar-
ters division codes:
CODE EB (Life Sciences)
CODE EC (Communications)
CODE EE (Earth Science & Applications)
CODE EL (Solar System Exploration)
CODE EN (Materials Processing)
CODE EZ (Astrophysics)
CODE RS (Space Systems)
The addition of /CO-OP to any code indicates a cooperative effort between
NASA and another agency.
2.3 Active Spacecraft and Experiment Descriptions
A spacecraft is included in the active section of this report if it had a
status of "normal" or "partial" and a data acquisition rate of "standard" or
"substandard" for any length of time since June I, 1981. Experiments that
meet _ese same criteria also are included. Scientific experiment packages
which are carried entirely onboard the Space Shuttle during this same time
period are also included in the active section of this report.
Active spacecraft with only passive experiments such as laser re£1ectors
or those used only in upper atmospheric drag observations are included in
Appendix A.
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**************************** 1B7G-OB9A************************* ....... 1977-007A_ HIGBIE ......................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTOR
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IB76-C59A
ALTERNATE NAMES- 08916_ USA_ OPERATIONAL SAT-76 NSSDC ID- 77-007A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OPERATIONAL ENVIRON, MONITORING
NSSDC ID- 76-C59A
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
LAUNCH DATE- 06/26/76 WEIGHT- KG PARTICLES AND FIELDS
LAUNCH SITE- C_PE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES MAGNETOSPHERIO PHYSICS
LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN 3C
PERSONNEL
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY Pl - P.R. HIGBIE LOG ALAMOS NAT LAB
UNITED STATES DOD-USAF OI - R,D. BELIAN LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
OI - D.N, BAKER LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/28/76 BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ORBIT PERIOD- lA36. MIN INCLINATION- O. PEG The Energetic Particle Detector consisted of four
PERIAPSIS- 3ECO0. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 36000, KM ALT sotld-state detector units to measure electront protont and
atpha-partlcle populations. The low-energy electron (LEE} unit
PERSONNEL was maqe wlth five separate elementst each with a 5-deg
PM - SPACE DIVISION LSAF-LAS half-angle collimator (HAC); these detectors viewed at 0 deg,
PS - W,C. EVANS LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB plus and minus 50 deg9 and plus and minus GO deg latitude
relative to the spacecraft equatorial plane. The LEE measured
BRIEF DESCRIPTION electrons above seven threshold energies ranging from 30 to 300
The satellite was placed in a geostatlonary orbit wlth keV. The hlgh-energy electron unit consisted of one detector
some station-changlng capabilities. It was spin stabilized at with an 8-deg HACI fluxes above seven threshold energies
6 rpm with its spin vector aligned along a radius vector to the ranging from 0.2 to 2,0 MeV were measured, The low-energy
earth by an active control system. Reat-tlme particle data proton unit consisted of a single detector with a guard
were used by selecteq U,S. agencies for space disturbance scintillator, a 5-deg HACt and discriminators for 11 threshold
monitoring and forecasting, energies ranging from 50 to 500 keV. The hlgh-energy proton
(HEr) unit was a three-element telescope with a guard
....... I976-OBGA_ HIGBIE .................... scintillator and a 15-deg HAC that measured protons within 16
energy intervals ranging from 0.3 to 150 MeV. On commandt the
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTOR HEP could measure alpha particles in 16 energy intervals
ranging from 1,2 to 600 MeV.
NSSDC ID- 76-G59A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OPERATIONAL ENVIRON, MONITORING **************************** 1979-053A*************************
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 1979-053A
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS ALTERNATE NAMES- 11397t USAF OPERATIONAL SAT-?9
PERSONNEL NSSDC ID- 79-053A
Pl - P.R. HIGBIE LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
Ol - R.O. BELIAN LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB LAUNCH DATE- 06/10/79 WEIGHT- KG
OI - D.N. BAKER L3S ALAMOS NAT LAB LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN 3C
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Energetic Particle Detector consisted of four SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
sotld-state detector units to measure electron_ proton_ and UNITED STATES DOD-USAF
alpha-particle populations. The Low-energy electron (LEE) unit
was _ade with five separate elements_ each with a 5-deg I_ITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
half-angle collimator (MAC}; these detectors viewed at 0 deg_ ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06111/79
plus and minus 30 deg_ and oLus and minus 60 deg Latitude ORBIT PERIOD- 1436.5 MIN INCLINATION- 1.9 DES
relative to the spacecraft equatorial plane, The LEE measured PERIAFSIS- 35729. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 35859. KM ALT
electrons above seven threshold energies ranging from 30 to 300
keV, The hlgh-energy electron unit consisted of one detector PERSONNEL
with an _-deg HAC_ fluxes above seven threshold energies PM - SPACE DIVISION USAF-LAS
ranging from 0,2 to 2,0 MeV were measured, The Low-energy PS - W.D, EVANS LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
proton unit consisted of a single detector wlth a guard
sclntillatort a 5-deg HAC_ and discriminators for 11 threshold BRIEF DESCRIPTION
energies ranging from 50 to 500 keV. The hlgh-energy proton The satellite was placed in a geostatlonary orbit with
(HEr) unit was a three-element telescope with a guard some statlon-changlng capabilities. It was spin stabilized at
scintillator and a I5-deg HAC that measured protons within 16 6 rpm with its spln vector aligned along a radius vector to the
energy intervals ranging from 0.3 to 150 MeV. On commandt the earth by an active control system. Real-tlme particle data
HEP could measure alpha particles in 16 energy intervals were used by selected U.S. agencies for space disturbance
ranging from 1.2 to 630 MeV. monitoring and forecasting.
**************************** 1977-007A*********************'*** ....... 1979-053A_ HIGBIE ......................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTOR
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 1977-007A
ALTERNATE NAMES- 09803t USAF OPERATIONAL SAT-77 NSSDC ID- Tg-O53A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. MONITORING
NSSDC ID- 77-007A
INVESTIGATION'DISCIPLINEiS)
LAUNCH DATE- 02106/77 WEIGHT- KG PARTICLES AND FIELDS
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ dNITED STATES MAGNETOSPHERIC P_YSICS
LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN 3C
PERSONNEL
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY PI - F.R. HIGBIE LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
UNITED STATES DOD-USAF OI - R.O, BELIAN LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
OI - D,N, BAKER LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02/08/77 BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ORBIT PERIOD- 1436, MIN INCLINATION- O, DEG The energetic-partlcle detector consisted of four
PERIAPSIS- 36000, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 36000. KM ALT sotld-state Detector units to measure electron_ proton_ and
alpha-partlcte populations. The tow-energy electron (LEE) unit
PERSONNEL was made with flve separate etementsv each with a 5-deg
PM - SPACE DIVISION USAF-LAS half-angle collimator (HAC)I these detectors viewed at 0 debt
PS - W,D, EVANS LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB plus and minus 30 deg9 and plus and minus 60 deg latitude
relative to the spacecraft equatorlat plane. The LEE measured
BRIEF DESCRIPTION electrons above seven threshold energies ranging from 30 to 300
The satellite was placed in a geostatlonary orbit with keV. The hlgh-energy electron unit consisted of one detector
some station-changlng capabilities. It was spin stabilized at with an 8-deg HACI fluxes above seven threshold enerdles
6 rpm with its soln vector aligned along a radius vector to the ranging from 0,2 to 2.0 MeV were measured. The low-energy
earth by an active control system, Real-tlme particle data proton unit consisted of a slngte detector with a guard
were used by selected U.S, agencies for space disturbance sclntillator_ a 5-deg HACI and discriminators for 11 threshold
monitoring and forecasting, energies ranging from 50 to 500 keV, The hlgh-energy proton
(HEr) unit was a three-element telescope with a guard
scintillator and a 15-deg HAC that measured orotons within 16
energy intervals ranging from 0.3 to 150 MeV. On command_ the
HEP could measure alpha particles in 16 energy intervals
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ranging from 1.2 to 600 MeV. This instrument differed from 1982-015At HIGBIE ......................................
orevlous instruments in that it had a fast-tlme mode for
electrons. INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTOR
***1... *** . .
* ***** * ******** * 1981-025A************************* NSSDC ID- 82-019A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OPERATIONAL ENVIBON. MONITORING
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 1981-025A INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ALTERNATE NAMES- 12339 MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
NSSDC ID- 81-025A
PERSONNEL
LAUNCH DATE- 03/16/81 WEIGHT- KG PI - P,R. HIGBIE LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES OI - R,D. BELIAN LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN 3C OI - D.N. BAKER LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION
UNITED STATES DOD-USAF The energetlc-partlcle detector consisted of four
solld-state detector units to measure electron_ protont and
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS aLpha-partlcle populations, The low-energy electron (LEE} unit
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 03/1T/81 was made with five separate elementst each wlth a 5-dee
ORBIT PERIOD- 1421,2 MIN INCLINATION- l.g BEG half-angle collimator (HAD){ these detectors viewed at 0 deg_
PERIAPSIS- 35463. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 35527. KM ALT plus and minus 30 deg_ and plus and minus 60 deg latitude
relative to the spacecraft equatorial plane. The LEE measured
PERSONNEL electrons above seven threshold energies ranging from 30 to 3DO
PM - SPACE DIVISION USAF-LAS keV. The hlgh-energy electron unit consisted of one detector
PS - W.D, EVANS LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB wlth an 8-deg HAC( fluxes above seven threshold energies
ranging from 0.2 to 2.0 MeV were measured, The tow-energy
BRIEF DESCRIPTION proton unit consisted of a single detector with a guaro
The satellite was placed in a geostatlonary orbit with sclntillator9 a 5-deg HACt and discriminators for Ii threshold
some statlon-changlng capabilities. It was spln stabilized at energies ranging from 50 to 500 keV. The hlgh-energy proton
6 rpm wlth its spin vector aligned along a radius vector to the (HEP) unlt was a three-element telescope with a guard
earth by an active control system. Reat-tlme particle data scintillator and a 15mdeg HAC that measured protons within 16
were used by selected U.S. agencies for space disturbance energy intervals ranging from 0.3 to 150 MeV. On command_ the
monitoring and forecasting. HEP could measure alpha particles in 16 energy intervals
ranging from 1,2 to BOO MeV. This instrument had a fast-tlme
....... 1981-025At HIGBIE ...................................... mode for electrons.
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTOR ** * * **.* **** ** ,* *** * * ***** *'* ASTRON*********************.. ***.
NSSDC IO- 81-025A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OPERATIONAL ENVIRON, MONITORING SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ASTRON
ALTERNATE NAMES- 13901t AUTOMATIC STATION ASTRON
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS NSSDC ID- 83-020A
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
LAUNCH DATE- 03/23/83 WEI3HT- KG
PERSONNEL LAUNCH SITE- UNKNOWNt U.S.S.R.
PI - P.R, HIGBIE LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB LAUNCH VEHICLE- UNKNOWN
OI - R.D. BELIAN LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
OI - O,N, BAKER LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
U.S,S.R. SAG
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The energetlc-partlcte detector consisted of four INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
sotld-state detector units to measure electront protont and ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 03/24/83
atpha-partlcle populations, The Low-energy electron (LEE) unit ORBIT PERIOD- 5860. MIN INCLINATION- 51,5 DES
was made with five separate elementst each wlth a 5-deg PERIAPSIS- 2000. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 200000. KM ALT
half-angle collimator (HAD}; these detectors viewed at 0 deg_
plus and minus 30 degt and plus and minus 60 deg Latitude PERSONNEL
relative to the spacecraft equatorial plane. The LEE measured PM - UNKNOWN
electrons above seven threshold energies ranging from 30 to 300 PS - UNKNOWN
keV, The hlgh-energy electron unit consisted of one detector
with an 8-deg HACI fluxes above seven threshold energies BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ranging from 0.2 to 2.0 MeV were measured. The tow-energy The automatic astronomical station (ASTRON} carried a UV
oroton unit consisted of a single detector with a guard telescoped X-ray spectrometers_ and service systems.
scintillator9 a 5-eeg HAC9 and discriminators for 11 threshold
energies ranging from 50 to 500 keV. The high-energy proton ....... ASTRONt UNKNOWN ........................................
(HEP) unit was a three-element telescope with a guard
scintillator and a 15-deg HAC that measured protons within 16 INVESTIGATION NAME- ULTRAVIOLET TELESCOPE
energy intervals ranging from 0.3 to 150 MeV. On command_ the
HEP could measure alpha particles in 16 energy intervals NSSDC ID- 83-020A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
ranging from 1.2 to 600 MeV, This instrument had a fast-tlme SCIENCE
mode for electrons°
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
* *** ************ ************ LgB2-O19A************************* ASTRONOMY
SOLAR PHYSICS
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 1982-019A PERSONNEL
ALTERNATE NAMES- 13086 PI - UNKNOWN
NSSDC ID- 82-019A BRIEF DESCRIPTION
No details available.
LAUNCH DATE- 03106/82 WEIGHT- KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES ....... ASTRONt UNKNOWN ........................................
LAUNCH VEHICLE- UNKNOWN
INVESTIGATION NAME- X-RAY SPECTROMETERS
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES DOD-USAF NSSDC ID- 83-020A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE
PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PM - SPACE DIVISION USAF-LAS X-RAy ASTRONOMY
PS - WoO. EVANS LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
PERSONNEL
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PI - UNKNOWN
The satellite was placed in a geostatlonary orbit with
some statlon-changlng capabilities, It was spin stabilized at BRIEF DESCRIPTION
6 rpm with its spln vector aligned along a radius vector to the NO details available.
earth py an active control system. Real-tlme particle data
were used by selected U.S. agencies for space disturbance
monitoring and forecasting,
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**************************** AUREOL *************************** an rf generatort and the other two elements operated as
receivers, The probes measured as a function of frequency (100
kHz to 1B MHz) the current flowing between the various
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AUREOL 3 _transmit-recetve" pairs of elements. The current exhibited a
ALTERNATE NAMES- 12848t ARCAD 3 sharp maximum at the upper hybrid frequency from whtch the
AUREOLE 3t OREOL 3 electron density could be catculateq= A sharp minimum in the
current that was a function of Oebye Length provided a
NSSOC ID- 81-094A measurement of the electron temperature,
LAUNCH DATE- 09/21/81 UEIGHT- 1000. KG ....... AUREOL 3_ BERT_ELIER ...................................
LAUNCH SITE-
LAUNCH VEHICLE- UNKNOWN INVESTIGATION NAME- ION MASS SPECTROMETER (DYCTION)
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY NSSOC ID- 81-094A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
U.S.S.R. SAS SCIENCE
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 09/22/81 SPACE PLASMAS
ORBIT PERIO0- 108.2 MIN INCLINATION- 82.6 DEC PARTICLES AND FIELDS
PERIAPSIS- 380. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1920, KM ALT MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICSIONOSPHERES
PERSONNEL
PM - M.G. CHARLES CESR PERSONNEL
PS - Y.I, GALPERIN IKI PI - J,J. BERTHELIER CNRS-LGE
PS - H. REME CESR
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION The Spectrometer DYCTION (dynamic-composition and
Oreol 3 was a Soviet satellite that was part of the temperature of ions) provided the total denstty9 temperature
Intercosmos Series, subset AUOS-T (automatic universal orbital and velocity of thermal ions, The major ions (H+t and He* and
station terrestrial studies), The spacecraft was launched 0.) were measured simultaneously 70% of the ttme9 and the minor
September 21_ 19819 in a near-polar orbit. The center Dortlon ions were measured 20% of the tlme. These measurements were
of the spacecraft was a pressurized cylinder 1,6 m in diameter made in the direction of the satellite velocity vector, The
and 2.7 m in height. Extending from the central body an( remaining IOZ of observation time was used to provide a rough
deployed after launch were the telemetry and command antennas9 sweep of suprathermat ions at incidence angles rangihg from .30
the solar panels9 and six booms holding various sensors away deg to -30 deg in the horizontal plane of the satellite and
from the spacecraft. Magnetic torquing and gravity gradient ranging from +60 deg to -60 deg in the vertical plane of the
were utItlzeq to achieve three-axls stabltlzatlon, The Z axis satellite.
of the spacecraft was aimed toward the center of the earthy the
X axis was the direction of the spacecraft velocity vector. - ...... AUREOL 3t BERTHELIER ...................................
Both passive and active thermal control were used. Eight solar
panels and 28-V batteries _rovlded a maximum ooder of 250 W_ INVESTIGATION NAME- ISO F (ELECTRIC FIELD PROBE)
and an average power of 50 W, The spacecraft carried a total
of 12 experiments (q from the USSRt 7 from Francet and 1 done NSSOC ID- 81-094A-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
Jointly by France and the USSR), The overall objectives were SCIENCE
to provide some answers to the numerous questions related to
magnetosphere-lonosphere coupling at high latitudes, The INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
phenomena of interest included aurorae9 magnetosphertc IONOSPHERES
substorms9 origin and transport of plasmast assoclateq SPACE PLASMAS
energlest electric currentst and electric fields, The PARTICLES AND FIELDS
experiments planned to meet these objectives included
measurements of ambient electron densttyt electron temperature9 PERSONNEL
and plasma vetoctty_ of charged oarttctes over the range 0.1 eV PI - J.J. BERTHELIER CNRS-LGE
to 255 keV_ plus electrons wlth energies above 40 keY and OI - O,A. MOLCHANOV IZMIRAN
protons with energies above 500 keY; of qc electric and
magnetic fields (0 to 10 HZ) I of ELF and VLF waves tn the range BRIEF DESCRIPTION
O,Ol to 16 kHz; of electric ftetds at frequencies from 0,1 to The ISO F experiment consisted of four spherical Langmufr
16 MHZ_ and of auroral photometry at 4278 At 4861 A9 and &300 probes used to measure the three components of the electric
A. Commands were either carried out in real time or stored on field at frequencies between 0 and 10 Hzt two electric
a weekly basis. Two instruments were used for on-board components at frequencies between 10 Hz and 16 kHzt and two
processing of experimental data, The corretometer provided components at frequencies from 0ol to 10 MHz.
cross-correlatlon and autocorretatton data for the measurement
from either the four Kukushka detectors (81-094A-01) or two ....... AUREOL 39 BERTHELIZR ...................................
Kukushka and two Pietstchanka (81-094A-02) detectors. The
ONTCH-2ME instrument provided on-board processing of the data INVESTIGATION NAME- TRAC (FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER)
from the ISO F (81-094A-09) and ISO M (81-09QA-10) experiments,
Two telemetry systems were used9 a direct read-out system used NSSDC ID- 8L-O94A-L1 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
over French telemetry stations and a delayed read-out system SCIENCE
that used tape-recording and play back over the Soviet
telemetry stations, The routine scheduling of operations for INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
the French experiments was initiated weekly (on Frldays)9 24 PARTICLES AND FIELDS
days in advance. It HaS coordinated through the French Centre
qlOperattons Spectattse AREAD 3 (COS A3) and forwarded to the PERSONNEL
Institute for Space Research (IKI)_ Moscow9 where it was merged PI - d,J. BERTHELIER CNRS-LGE
wlth the input from the RJSslan experimenters. It was then OI - Y.I, GALPERIN IKI
returned to France for concurrence and returned to IKI Moscow
11 days prior to the beglnnlng of operations, The schedule was BRIEF DESCRIPTION
then finalized and distributed 5 days prior to the beginning of The TRAC experiment used a three-axls ftuxgate
magnetometer to measure slow fluctuations (0 to 10 HZ) of the
operations, local magnetic field. The instrument has a resolution of 13
....... AUREOL 39 BEGHIN ....................................... nT,
INVESTIGATION NAME- ISDPROBE (RADIO-FREQUENCY PROBE) ....... AUREOL 39 BOSQUED ......................................
NSSDC IO- 81-09AA-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION NAME- TBE SOFT PARTICLE SPECTROMETERS
SCIENCE
NSSDC ID- 81-094A-0_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION OISCIOLINE(S) SCIENCE
IONOSPHERES
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE PLASMAS IONOSPHERES
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PERSONNEL
PI - C. BEGHIN CNRSt CTR FOR SPECTROM .SPACE PLASMAS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
The Isoprobe (Interferometer Setf-Oscillatlng Probe) Pl - J.M, BOSQUED PAUL SABATIER U
experiment was basically a system of radto-fre=uency orobes OI - H, REME CESR
that was designed to provide ambient electron densttyt electron
temperature and plasma velocity. The experiment used two
toenttcat probest ISO 1 and ISO 2t mounted at different angles
with respect to the spacecraft velocity vector. The difference
between the data from ISO 1 and ISO 2 was used to determine the
velocity of the plasma, Each probe consisted of five elements
immersed in the plasma. Three elements could De connected to
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
The TBE (Very Low Energy) spectrometers were part of the Pl - Y.I. GALPERIN IKI
Spectro package, The TBE 01 spectrometer measured electrons OI - R,A, KOVRAZHKIN IKI
and protons in the energy range 10 eV to I keVt incident at an
angle of 20 dee wlth respect to the Z axls of the satellite. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The TBE 02 spectrometer measured electrons and protons in the The Pletstchanka spectrometer measured electrons and
energy range 10 eV to 10 keVt incident at an angle of 160 deg protons in the energy range 40 keV to 205 keV. This
wlth respect to the Z axls of the satellite. Both instruments intermediate energy range was measured in five energy bands,
utilized electrostatic analyzers to select the energy steps. This spectrometer was aimed at an a'ngle of 30 deg wlth respect
to the Z axis of the spacecraft,
....... AUREOL 3_ BOSQUED ......................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- ROBE SOFT PARTICLE SPECTROMETER ....... AUREOL 3t GALPERIN .....................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- FON ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTOR
NSSDC ID- 81-Og_A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE NSSDC ID- 81-094A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) SCIENCE
IONOSPHERES
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS SPACE PLASMAS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS PARTICLES AND FIELDS
PERSONNEL PERSONNEL
PI - J.M, BOSQUED PAUL SABATIER U Pl - Y.I. GALPERIN IKI
Ol - H, REME CESR 02 - R.A. KOVRAZHKIN IKI
BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The ROBE Soft Particle Spectrometer was part of the The FON detector consisted of two Gelger counters that
Spectro package. It measured electrons and protons in the 250 measured electrons with energies greater than 40 keV and
eV to 20 keV range incident at two fixed angles (0 and 90 dee protons wlth energies greater than 500 keVt and that were aimed
wlth respect to the Z axls of the spacecraft) and also at seven at 20 and 90 deg wlth respect to the Z axls of the spacecraft.intermediate angles. A choice of the number of energy steps
(8t iGt or 64) and of incidence angles (3_ Bt or 9) was ....... AUREOL 3t GLASYSHEV ....................................available by command,
INVESTIGATION NAME- ALTAIR (AURORAL PHOTOMETRy)
....... AUREOL 3t BOSQUED ......................................
NSSDC ID- 81-09_A-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC SPECTROMETER (ION) SCIENCE
NSSDC ID- 81-094A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE INVESTIGATION OISSIPLINE(S)
AERONOMY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S] ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS PERSONNEL
PARTICLES AND FIELDS Pl - V,A. GLASYSHEV IRl
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS OI - T. MULIARCHIK IKIIONOSPHERES
PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The ALTAIR experiment used three photometers (ALTAIR it
PI - J.M. BOSQUEO PAUL SABATIER U 2t and 3} to measure auroral emissions at 4861 At 4278 A and
OI - H. REME CESR BOO0 A. The instruments had a viewing angle of 2 degw and they
were aimed at an angle of iBO deg with respect to the Z axls of
BRIEF DESCRIPTION the spacecraft, A fourth photometer (ALTAIR 4) wlth a l-deE
The Energetic Ion Spectrometer experiment was part of the field of vlewt and aimed at 28 dee with respect to the Z axls_
Spectro package. It consisted of two identical spectrometerst was used for attitude determination,
Ion 01 and Ion 02t that could detect ions in the range i to 32
u. A choice of two modes of operation was available by ....... AUREOL 3t LEFEUVRE .....................................
commandt a thermal mode (5 to 150 eV/Q] and a suprathermal mode
(150 eV/Q to 50 keV/Q). Ion 01 and Ion 02 were oriented at INVESTIGATION NAME- ISO M (MAGNETIC FIELD PROBE)
angles of 60 deg and 120 deg respectively with respect to the Z
axis Of the spacecraft. NSSDC ID- 81-054A-I0 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
....... AUREOL 3_.GALPERIN ..................................... SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION NAME- KUKUSHKA SOFT PARTICLE SPECTROMETER INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
NSSDC ID- 81-094A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SCIENCE PERSONNEL
PI - F, LEFEUVRE CNRSt CTR FOR SPECTROM
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} Ol - O.A. MOLCHANOV IZMIRAN
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PARTICLES ANO FIELDS The ISO M experiment measured the three components of the
PERSONNEL magnetic field at frequencies between 10 Hz and 16 kHz.
oIPI ." R.A.Y'I" KOVRAZHKINGALPERIN IKIIKI *** * ********* ************* ** BHASKARA**************************
BRIEF DESCRIPTION SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- BHASKARA
The Kukushka spectrometer consisted of two proton ALTERNATE NAMES- SEO_ 11392
detectors and two electron detectors using electrostatic
analyzers to measure energies in the energy range from 50 eV to NSSDC ID- 7g-O51A
15 keV. These detectors were aimed at an angle of 75 deg with
respect to the Z axis of the spacecraft, LAUNCH DATE- 06107179 WEIGHT- 444, KG
LAUNCH SITE- KAPUSTIN YARt U.S,S,R,
....... AUREOL 39 GALPERIN .....................................
LAUNCH VEHICLE- INTRCOS
INVESTIGATION NAME- PIETSTCHANKA PARTICLE SPECTROMETER SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
INDIA ISRO
NSSDC ID- 81-Og4A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM U,S.S,R, INTERCOSSCIENCE
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/07/79
MAGNETDSPHERIC PHYSICS ORBIT PERIOD- 95,2 MIN INCLINATION- 50.7 DES
PARTICLES AND FIELDS PERIAPSIS- 512. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 557, KM ALT
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PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
MS - U.R, RAO ISRO SATELLITE CENTER This investigation studied an Indlgenously developed
PD - K. KASTURIRANGAN ISRO SATELLITE CENTER thermal control coating for use in space.
PS - D,P,N.CALLA SPACE APPLICATIONS CTR
PS - G. JOSEPH SPACE APPLICATIONS CTR ....... BHASKARA 29 CALLA
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION NAME- SATELLITE MICROWAVE RADIOMETER (SAMIR)
Bhaskara_ the second Indian satelllte_ was Launched as
part of the satelllte-for-earth-observations (SEO) program, It NSSDC IO- BI-IZBA-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
was placed in orbit by a Soviet vehicle launched from a APPLICATIONS
cosmoOrome in the U.S.S.R. The main objectives were to conduct
earth observation experiments for applications related to INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
hydrology_ forestryt and geology using a two-band TV camera METEOROLOGY
system_ and to conduct ocean-surface studies using a OCEANOGRAPHY
two-frequency satellite microwave radiometer (SAMIR) system.
Secondary objectives were to test engineering and data PERSONNEL
processing systemst to collect limited meteorological data from PI - O,P.N.CALLA SPACE APPLICATIONS CTR
remote olatformst and to conduct scientific investigations in
X-ray astronomy. Bhaskara was a 26-faced qJaSl-sohericaL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
polyhedron. It had a height of 1.66 my and a diameter of 1.55 The objectives of this investigation were to conduct
m, The satellite was named after the two "Bhaskaracharyas" studies over the Indian subcontinent and surrounding seas using
astronomer-mathematlclans of ancient India. a 19.35-_ 22.235- and 31.O-GHz microwave radlometric system.
The system monitored the changes in microwave radiation from
....... BHASKARAt CALLA ........................................ the sea surfacer yielding information on the sea state and the
sea surface temperature,
INVESTIGATION NAME- SATELLITE MICROWAVE RADIOMETER (SAMIR)
....... BHASKARA 2t JOSEPH
NSSOC ID- 79-051A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
APPLICATIONS INVESTIGATION NAME- DUAL TV CAMERA
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) NSSDC ID- 81-115A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY APPLICATIONS
PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PI - O,P.N, CALLA SPACE APPLICATIONS CTR EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
The objectives of this investigation were to conduct Pl - G, JOSEPH SPACE APPLICATIONS OTR
studies over the Indian subcontinent and surrounding seas using
a 19- and 22-GHz microwave radlometrlc system. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this investigation were to conduct
**************************** BHASKARA ************************* earth observation studies for appttcatlons related to
hydrologyt forestryt and geology using two television cameras
operating in visible (0,54-0,66 micrometer) and near-infrared
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- BHASKARA 2 (0,75-0.e5 micrometer) wavelengths, Each picture frame had an
ALTERNATE NAMES- 12gGBt SAT. =OR EARTH OBS,-2 area of 325 x 325 km, with a resolution of I km.
SEO-2
....... BHASKARA 2_ KAMAT ................
NSSDC ID- 81-115A
INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION PLATFORM
LAUNCH DATE- 11/20/81 WEIGHT- _#4. KG
LAUNCH SITE- KAPUSTIN YARt U.S.S,R. NSSOC ID- 81-11BA-D5 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
LAUNCH VEHICLE- C-I APPLICATIONS
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INDIA ISRO METEOROLOGY
COMMUNICATIONS
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 11/20/81 PERSONNEL
ORBIT PERIOD- 95.2 MIN INCLINATION- 50,6 DEG PI - D,S. KAMAT SPACE APPLICATIONS CTR
PERIAPSIS- 520. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 542. KM ALT OI - S. PAL ISRO SATELLITE CENTER
PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
MG - U.R. RAO ISRO SATELLITE CENTER This investigation was designed to collect meteorological
PD - K. KASTURIRANGAN ISRO SATELLITE CENTER data from remotely located platforms.
RS - O.P,N,CALLA SPACE APPLICATIONS CTR
PS - 3. JOSEPH SPACE APPLICATIONS CTR ....... BHASKARA 2t MATHUR
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR CELL
Bhaskara 2_ the Indian satellltet was launched as part of
the satetllte-for-earth-observatlons (SEO) program. It was NSSDC ID- 81-115A-0_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
placed in orbit by a Soviet vehicle Launched from a cosmodrome
in the U.S,S.R. The main objectives were to conduct earth
observation experiments for applications related to hydrologyt INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
forestryt and geology using a two-IV-camera system_ and to TECHNOLOGY
conduct ocean-surface studies using a three-frequency satellite
microwave radiometer (SAMIR) system. Secondary objectives were PERSONNEL
to test engineering and data processing systemst and to collect PI - R.S. MATHUR ISRO SATELLITE CENTER
limited meteorological data from remote platforms, Bhaskara 2
was a 2G-faced quasl-sphericat polyhedron. It had a height of BRIEF DESCRIPTION
1.G6 m, and a diameter of 1.55 m. The satellite was named This investigation studied indigenously developed solar
after the two "Bhaskaracharyas"i astronomer-mathematlclans of celts for use in space.
ancient India.
**************************** **********************************
....... BHASKARA 2t BHANDARI
INVESTIGATION NAME- THERMAL CONTROL COATING SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- COS-B
ALTERNATE NAMES- COSMIC RAY SATELLITE-Bt PL-T41B
NSSOC ID- 81r115A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NSSOC IO- 7B-O72A
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) LAUNCH DATE- 08109/75 _ IGHT- 277,5 KG
TECHNOLOGY LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB9 UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
PERSONNEL
PI - D.R, BHANDARI ISRO SATELLITE CENTER SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
INTERNATIONAL ESA
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INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS by scattering or absorption. This Quantity was added to the
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 08112/75 calorimeter signal to derive the energy of the incident gamma
ORBIT PERIOD- 2227.0 MIN INCLINATION- 90.13 DEG ray. The antlcolncldence dome was instrumented to detect
PERIAPSIS- 339.6 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 99876. KM ALT gamma-ray bursts9 and a small 80-sQ cm argon-filled
proportional counter sensitive to X-rays between 2 and 12 keV
PERSONNEL viewed parallel to the axis of the maln gamma-ray instrument to
PM - G. ALTMANN ESA-ESTEC provide contemporary X-ray data on axially located sources.
PS - K. BENNETT ESA-ESTEC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The COS-B scientific satellite was developed by the
European Space Agency (ESA) to study extraterrestrial gamma SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- DMSP 50-1/F3
radiation tn the 2B-MeV to 1-GeV energy range from a highly ALTERNATE NARES- DMSP 14537t OMSP BLOCK 5D-1
elliptical orbit of roughly lOOtOOO-km apogeet 3BO-km perlgeet DMSP5OIt DMSP-F3
and near-polar inclination, NASA provided_ on a fully
reimbursable basls_ the Delta Launch vehicle and the associated NSSDC IO- 7B-OA2A
Launch services. The COS-B spacecraft was cylindrical with a
diameter of 140 cm and a height of 121 cm, Four monooote LAUNCH DATE- 05/01/78 WEIGHT- 450, KG
antennast protruding 51.2 cm below the bottom of the LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB_ UNITED STATES
cylindrical bodyt gave the spacecraft a total effective height LAUNCH VEHICLE- THOR
of 172o2 cm, The spacecraft obtained orientation of tts
angular momentum vector with respect to inertial space using SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
data from an earth aLbedo sensor and a solar sensor, UNITED STATES DOO-USAF
Spacecraft attitude was adjusted by a nitrogen cold-gas
attitude control system (ADS). The ADS included two INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
spin-rate-adjust nozzles to maintain _he sptn rate at 10 rpm ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 05/02/78
and two precession nozzles to adjust the momentum vector. The ORBIT PERIOD- 96.89 MIN INCLINATION- 97.6 PEG
spacecraft had a pcm/psk/pm telemetry system with 6.B-W PERIAPSIS- 564. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 653. KM ALT
real-tlme-onty transmitter providing a switchable bit rate of
160 and 320 bps and a pcm/Dsk/mmt uo-ttnk/down-ltnk_ range-tone PERSONNEL
command system. Power was supplied by 9480 solar cells mounted HG - J, RIVERS USAF SPACE DIVISION
on 12 subpanels on the cytlndrtcaL body of the spacecraft.
Communications9 commandt and control of the COS-B satellite tn BRIEF DESCRIPTION
orbit were provided by the ESA Estrack network. The spacecraft DMSD BO-1/F3 was one of a series of meteorological
enclosed a gamma-ray astronomy experiment described under satellites developed and operated by the Air Force under the
"COS-B Caravane Collaboration" below, Members of the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP). This programt
university and research groups who implemented this satellite previously known as OAPP (Data Acouisftton and Processing
are Llsted9 wtth their afftttattonst in Appendix B. Program)t was classified until March 1973. The objectives of
this program were to provide global visual and infrared
....... COS°B9 CARAVANE COLLABOR, .............................. ctoudcover data and specialized environmental data to support
Department of Defense requirements. Operatlonatty9 the program
INVESTIGATION NAME- GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY SPARK CHAMBER consisted of two satellites in sun-synchronous polar orbttst
EXPERIMENT (25 - 1000 MEV) with the ascending node of one satellite in early morning and
the other at Local noon. The B.4-m-tong spacecraft was
NSSDC ID- 75-072A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM separated into four sections: (1) a precision mounting platform
SCIENCE (PMP) for sensors and equipment requiring precise alignment;
(2) an equipment support module (ESM) containing the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) etectronlcs_ reaction wheetst and some meteorological sensors;
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY (3) a reaction control equipment (RCE) support structure
(including the third-stage motor and hydnaztne reaction control
PERSONNEL system); and (4) a g,29-sQ-m solar celt panel, The spacecraft
PI - CARAVANE COLLABOR, SEE APPENDIX B2 stabilization was controlled by a combination flywheel and
magnetic oontnot coil system so sensors could be maintained in
BRIEF DESCRIPTION the desired "earth-looklng" mode, One feature was the
This experiment used a 16-deck spark chamber to perform preclsfon-polntlng accuracy of the primary Imager to 0.01 deg
gamma-ray astronomy in the 25- to lOtOOO-MeV energy interval, provided by a star sensor and an updated ephemeris navigation
The mission goals were as follows: (1) to study the angular system, This allowed automatic geographical mapping of the
structure of the so-catted ttne source of radiation in the digital imagery to the nearest picture element. The
galactic planer (2) to examine identified point sources and to operational tinescan system (OLS)_ built by Westtnghouset was
investigate other celestial obJectst which might be expected to the primary data aoguisttton system that provided real-time or
emit gamma rays (e.g.t supernova remnantst quasarst novae9 storedt muttl-orblt_ day-and-nlght visual and infrared imagery
etc.)t (3) to measure the intensity of the Isotroplc radiation of ctouds_ and provided with the data catlbratlont tlmlngt and
from high galactic tatttudest (4) to ascertain the energy other auxiliary signals to the spacecraft for digital
spectra of radiation from all observed sources_ (5) to search transmission to the ground. A supplementary meterotogicat
for long-term variations in the strength of sourcest and (G) to sensort the special sensor H (SSH)9 a step-scanning radiometer0
search for short-mertod pulsations from sources already known was the infrared temperature-humidity-ozone sounder, Either
to be pulsars at other wavelengths and to detect gamma-ray recorded or real-time data were transmitted to ground-receiving
bursts, The instrument contained the following key elements sites by two redundant S-band transmitters. Recorded data were
(top to bottom): (1) antieotnctdence scintillation domet (2) read out to tracking sites located at Fairchild AFB9 Wash._ and
16-deck spark chamber (SC)t (3) triggering telescope (TT) t (4) Lortng AFBt Matne_ and relayed by SATCOM to Air Force GLobal
energy calorimeter (EC)t and (B) cascade-particle plastic Weather Centratt Offutt AFB9 Nebraska, Real-time data were
scintillator counter (CPPS). The anttcotnctdence counter was a read out at mobile tactical sites Located around the world. A
Oome of scintillation ptasttct 10 mm thtckt viewed by nine more complete description of the satellite can be found tn the
bhotomuLttolten tubes (PMTs). It detected the entry of charged neoortt D, A. Ntchols_ "The defense meteorological satellite
particles and inhibited the triggering of the SO. The SC had programt" Optical Engtneeringt v, 14w n. 4_ July-August 1975.
16 deckst each composed of apatr of orthogonat grids of 192
parallel wires, The top 12 decks were interleaved wlth ....... DMSP 5D-1/FGt AFGWC STAFF ..............................
tungsten plates and the Lower 4 decks with molybdenum plates.
The SC was filled wlth neon at 12 atmt plus a small percentage INVESTIGATION NAME- OPERATIONAL LINESCAN SYSTEM (OLS)
of ethane. Upon conversion of a gamma ray tnto an
electron-posltron pair (e-p)_ an 8-kV voltage pulse was aookled NSSDC ID- 7B-O42A-OI INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
across the decks causing spark discharge along the ionization OPERATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL SYS
tracks of the pair from which the arrival direction of the
gamma ray could be determined. The recharge time of the SC INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
high voltage was 0.1 s. The TT consisted of three elements: a METEOROLOGY
4-mm-thtck scintillation counter (B1) able to identify events
in which an e-p pair Left the SCt a Cerenkov counter (CC) of PERSONNEL
30-mm-thtck ptextgLass that was sensitive to relativistic PI - AFGWC STAFF GLOBAL WEATHER CTR
particles moving in a downward dtrecttont and a second
scintillator (B2) 10 mm thick. The primary objectives of the BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TT were to define the FOVt to detect the downward-moving The Operational Ltnescan System (OLS) was the primary
etectronst and to provide the fast trigger to discharge the SC. experiment on the DMSP 50-1/F3 spacecraft. The purpose of this
It was possible to restrict the FOV of the instrument by the experiment was to proviDe gtobatl day/night observations of
division of the CC and B2 counters into Quadrants_ which were ctoudcover and measurements of cloud temperature to support
viewed by PMTs outside the FOV. The PMT outputs were Department of Defense requirements for operational weather
pulse-height analyzed to provide information on the numbers of analysis and forecasting, The OLS employed a scanning optical
particles leaving the SC and entering the EC. The EC unit was telescope driven tn an oscillating motton_ with optical
a single crystal of cesium !odtde_ 4.5 radiation lengths thfck_ compensation for image mottont which resulted in near-constant
in which the e-p pair initiated an electron-photon cascade that resolution throughout the sensor field of view, The radiometer
was completely absorbed at low energies. At higher energies_ operated in two ("tlght" and "thermal"} spectral intervals: (I)
the cascade penetrated to the final plastic scintillator visible and near infrared (0.4 to 1.1 micrometers) and (2)
counten_ CPPS. The output of the CPPS was analyzed to measure infrared (8 to 13 micrometers), The radiometer produced_ with
the number of particles escaping, Information from the TT onboard processtng_ data in four moQes: LF (tight fine) and T =
counters and from the SC provided a measure of the energy Lost (thermal fine) data with a resolution of ,56 km_ and LS (Light
L&
smoothed) and TS (thermal smoothed) data with a resolution of to tracking sites Located at Fairchild AFBt Wash,_ and Lortng
AFBt Malne_ and relayed by SATCOM to Alr Force GLobal Weather2.8 km, Each of three onboard recorders had a storage
capability of _00 mtn Of both LS and TS data or 20 mtn of LF CentraLt Offutt AFBt Nebraska, Real-time data were read out at
and TP data, For direct readout to tactical sttest the mobile tactical sites Located around the world, A more
experiment was programmed so that LF and TS data were obtained complete description of the satellite can be found in the
at night, The infrared data (TF and TS) covered a temperature reportt D, A, Ntchotst "The defense meteorological satellite
range of 210 to 310 deg K with an accuracy of I deg K, The LS program_" Optical Engtneertngt v, 14t n, 4_ July-August 1975,
data mode provided visual data through a dynamic range from
full sunlight down to a Quarter moon. This mode also ....... DMSP BD-2/FGt AFGWC STAFF ..............................
automatically adjusted the gain along the scan to allow useful
data to be obtained across the terminator, Additional INVESTIGATION NAME- OPERATIONAL LINESCAN SYSTEM (OLS)
information on this experiment is contained in the report9 D,
A, Nichots_ "Primary optical subsystems for DMSPt" Optical NSSDC ID- 82-118A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
Englneerlngt v. 14_ n. 4_ July-August 1975. OPERATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL SYS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
....... DMSP 5D-I/F3_ SHRUM .................................... METEOROLOGY
INVESTIGATION NAME- GAMMA-RAY DETECTOR (SSB)
PERSONNEL
NSSDC ID- 7B-_2A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM P: - AFGWC STAFF GLOBAL WEATHER CTR
OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. MONITORING
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) The Operational Ltnescan System (OLS) was the primary
PARTICLES AND FIELDS experiment on the DMSP BLock 5D spacecraft, The purpose Of
this experiment was to provide gtobaLt day/night cLoudcover
AERONOMY observations and cloud temperature measurements, The OLS
PERSONNEL employed a scanning optical telescope driven in an oscillating
PI - J, SHRUM USAF TZCH APPL CTR motion9 with optical compensation for image mottont which
resulted tn near-constant resolution throughout the sensor
field of view, The radiometer operated in two ("Light" andBRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrument consisted of a four-detector array of "thermal"} spectral intervals: (1} visible and near infrared
cesium iodide scintillators and photomutttptter tubes_ each (0,4 to 1,1 micrometers} and (2) infrared (10,2 to 12,8
surrounded by a tantalum ring shield to provide a directional micrometers), The radiometer peodusedt with onboard
system, Each detector was positioned so that its most processtngt data in four modes: LF (Light fine} and TF (thermal
sensitive direction faced 30 deg from the vertical, fine) data with a resolution Of ,56 kmt and LS (Light smoothed}
Pulse-height discriminators were used to provide gamma-ray and TS (thermal smoothed) data with a resolution of 2,8 km,
energy Loss thresholds of O,06t 0,1at and 0,375 MeV, Gamma There were four onboard recorders_ each had a storage
rays produced in the atmosphere by cosmic rayst sreclpttattng capability of 400 mtn of both LS and TS data or 20 mtn of L=
etectrons_ and other means could be monitored with this and TF data, For direct readout to tactical sttest the
experiment was programmed so that LF and TG data were obtained
instrument, at night, The infrared data (TF and TS} covered a temperature
K, The LS1. 1.. 1. 111 1.
, , ** ** ** ****** DMSP 50-2/F6 *- , , ** ** ** range of 190 to 310 deg K wtth an accuracy of 1 deg
*" * ** *** *** *** data mode provided visual data through a dynamic range from
full sunlight down to a Quarter moon, This mode also
automatically adjusted the gain along the scan to allow useful
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- DMSP 5D-2/F6 data to be obtained across the terminator, Additional
ALTERKATE NAMES- DMSP BLOCK 5D-2t DMSP-F6 information on this experiment ts contained in the reportt D,
DMSP 5D-2/S6t 13736 A, NtchoLst "Primary optical subsystems for DMSP BLock 5Dr"
NSSDC ID- 82-118A Optical Engtneertngv v, 14t n, 4_ July-August 1975,
LAUNCH DATE- 12/21/82 WEIGHT- 468, KG ....... DMSP _D-2/F6_ AFGWC STAFF ..............................
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB_ UNITED STATES
INVESTIGATION NAME- VERTICAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS E (SSH-2)
SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY
UNITED STATES DOD-USAF NSSDC ID- 82-118A-02 INVESTIGATIVE'PROGRAMOPERATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL SYS
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/22/82 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ORBIT PERIOD- 101.q MIN INCLINATION- 98,7 DEG METEOROLOGY
PERIAPSIS- 817° KM ALT APOAPSIS- 839. KM ALT PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL PI - AFGWC STAFF GLOBAL WEATHER CTR
MS - J. RIVERS USAF SPACE DIVISION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION The objective of this experiment was to obtain vertical
of series of meteorological temperature and water vapor profiles Of the atmosphere toDMSP 5D-2/F6 was one a
satellites developed and operated by the Air Force under the sumport Department of Defense requirements in operational
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP). This programt weather analysis and forecasting. The SSH-2 was a 16-channel
previously known as DAPP (Data Acquisition and Processing sensor with one channel (800 cm-1} tn the atmospheric wtndowt
Program)_ was classified until March 1973, The objective of one channel (835 cm-1) in the 12-micrometer atmospheric window9
this program was to provide global visual and infrared cloud six channels (747t 725t 708t 695t 6T6t 668,5 cm-1) in the
cover data and specialized environmental data to support 15-micrometer C02 absorption bandt and eight channels (535t
Department of Defense requirements for operational weather _08.5_ _1,5_ _20_ 37_ 397.5_ 355_ 353,5 cm-1) in the 22- to
analysis and forecasting, Operattonatty_ the program consisted 30-micrometer rotational water vapor absorption band. The
of two satellites in planned 830-km sun-synchronous polar experiment consisted of an optical system_ detector and
orbtts_ with the ascending node of one satellite in early associated etecteontcst and a scanning mirror. The scanning
morning and the other at Local noon, The 6,h-m-tong spacecraft mirror was stepped across the satellite subtrackt allowing the
was divided into four sections: (1) a precision mounting SSH-2 to.view 25 separate columns of the atmosphere every 32 s
platform (PMP) for sensors and equtprent requiring precise over a cross teack ground swath Of 2000 km, While the scanning
alignment; (2) an equipment support module (ESM) containing the mirror was stopped at a scene statton_ the channel filters were
etectrontcs9 reaction wheets_ and some meteorological sensors; sequenced through the field of view, The surface resolution
(_) a reaction control equipment (RC[) support structure (RSS) was approximately 39 km at nadir, The radiance data were
containing the spent third-stage rocket motor_ and supporting transformed into temperature and water vapor profiles by a
the ascent phase reaction control equipment; and (q} a mathematical inversion technique,
9,29-sQ-m solar celt panel, The spacecraft stabilization was
controlled by a combination flywheel and magnetic control coil ....... OMSP BD-2/F6_ KOLASINSKY ...............................
system so sensors were maintained in the desired
"earth-Looklng" mode. One feature was the preclslon-polntlng INVESTIGATION NAME- SCANNING X-RAY SPECTROMETER (SSB/A)
accuracy of the primary tmager to 0.01 deg_ provided by a star
sensor and an updated ephemeris navigation system, This NSSDC IO- 82-118A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
allowed automatic geographical mapping of the digital imagery OPERATIONAL ENVIRON, MONITORING
to the nearest picture element, The operational ttnescan
system (OLS)_ built by Westtnghouse_ was the primary data INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
acquisition system that provided real-time or stored PARTICLES AND FIELOS
muttl-orblt day-and-nlght visual and infrared imagery. A AERONOMY
supplementary sensor package contained four special sensors:
(1) special sensor H-2 (SSM-2)t am infrared
temperature/humidity sounder_ (2) special sensor B/A (SSB/A)_ a
scanning X-ray spectrometer_ (3) special sensor I/E (SSI/E)_ an
ionospheric plasma monttor_ and (_) special sensor J/4 (SSJ/4)_
a precipitating electron/ton spectrometer, Either recorded or
real-time data were transmitted to ground-receiving sites by
two redundant S-band transmitters, Recorded data _ere read out
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PERSONNEL fLux tube. The spacecraft approximated a short polygon 137 cm
PI - A. KOLASINSKY AEROSPACE CORP In diameter and 115 cm high. The antennas In the X-Y plane
were 200-m tip-to-tlpt and on the Z-axls were 9-m tip-to-tlp.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Two 6-m booms were provided for remote measurements. The
The primary objective of the scanning X-ray spectrometer weight of the spacecraft was 409 kg. Power was supplied by a
was to carry out studies in X rays9 Lyman-atpha, and locally solar celt array, mounted on the side and end panels. The
mirroring electrons. The instrument had three parts: (Z) spacecraft was spin stabilized. The spin axis was go dee from
proportional counters to measure X rays between 2 and 30 keV, the orbit normal and the spin rate was 10 plus or minus 0.1
(2) CdTe crystals to measure X rays between 15 and 100 keV. and rpm. A pulse code modulation (PCM) telemetry data system was
(3) two Gelger counters to measure electron fluxes above 40 keV used that operated in real tlme or a tape recorder mode. Dataand i00 keY=
were acqulred on a science-probtem-orlented basis, with closely
....... OMSP 50-2/F6t ROTHWELL ................................. coordinated operations of the various instruments, both
satellites, and supportive experiments. Data acdulred from the
instrument s_e__temporariLy stored on tape recorders before
INVESTIGATION NAME- PRECIPITATING ELECTRON/ION SPECTROMETER transmission at an 8:1 playback-to-record ratio. Additional
(SSJ/4) operational flexibility allowed a Playback-to-record ratio of
4:1. The primary data rate was 16t384 bits per second. Since
NSSOC ID- 82-118A-OB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM commands were scored in a command memory unlt_ spacecraft
OPERATIONAL ENVIR3N. MONITORING operatlons were not real timet except for the transmission of
the wldeband analog data from the Plasma Wave Instrument
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) (81-070A-02). Additional details are found in R. A. Hoffman et
IONOSPHERES al._ Space Sci, Ins,rum., v. 5t n. _, p. 34g_ 1981.
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
PERSONNEL ....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER It BURCH .............................
Pl - P.L. ROTHWELL USAF GEOPHYS LAB INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH ALTITUDE PLASMA INSTRUMENT
BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDC ID- 81-070A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROSRAM
The primary purpose of the precipitating electron/Ion CODE BE-8, SCIENCE
spectrometer was to measure fluxes and energies of electrons
and Ions precipitated into the upper atmosphere. Particles
were separated by an electrostatic analyzer into 20 energy INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
bands from 30 eV to 30 keV: (i) 10 hlgh-energy levels, 0.948_ MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
I.39, 2°04, 3.00t 4.40t 6.46t 9.48, 13.92t 20._4 and 30.00 keV; PARTICLES AND FIELDS
and (2) I0 Low-energy Levels, 3.00, 4._Ot 64.6_ g_.gt 139.2_ PERSONNEL
204.4, 300t 440t 646t and 948 eV. Channel,tons were used to PI - d.L. BURCH SOUTHWEST RES INST
count the Implnging electrons and ions in each energy band. OI - R.A. HOFFMAN NASA-GSPC
OI - J.a. WINNINGHAM SOUTHWEST RES INST
....... OMSP 50-2/FGt SAGALYN .................................. OI - D.M. KLUMPAR U OF TEXAS, DALLAS
OI - P.M. REIFF RICE U
INVESTIGATION NAME- IONOSPHERIC PLASMA MONITOR (SSI/E)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NSSDC ID- 82-11BA-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM The High-Altltude Plasma Instrument (HAPI) consisted of
OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. MONITORING an array of five electrostatic analyzers capable of making
measurements of the phase-space distributions of electrons and
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) positive ions in the energy/charge range from B eV to 32 keV asPARTICLES AND FIELDS
a function of pitch angle. This investigation provided data
IONOSPHERES contributing to the studies of (1) the composition and energy
PERSONNEL of Blrketand current charge carriers, (2) the dynamic
configuration of high-latitude magnetic flux tubes, (3) auroral
PI - R.C. SAGALYN USAF GEOPHYS LAB particle source regions and acceleration mechanlsms9 (4) the
BRIEF DESCRIPTION rote of E parallel to B and E perpendicular to B in the
magnetosphere-lonosphere system_ (5) the sources and the
The instrument consisted of one spherical (SEA) and one effects of polar cap particle ftuxes_ (6) the transport of
planar (PEA) electrostatic analyzer. The SEA provided plasma within and through the magnetospheric clefts, (7)
measurements of electron densities from 10 to 1.E6/cc in the wave-partlcte interactions, and (B) hot-cold plasma
temperature range from 200 to iB_O00 dee K. The PEA measured interactions. This instrument consisted of five identical
ion temperatures in the same range as welt as the average ion detector heads9 each having an electrostatic analyzer (of the
mass over the range 1 to 35 u. The PEA was oriented in the ISIS 2 type) and two sensors (one electron channel and one ion
direction of the Positive spacecraft velocity, channel). The detector heads were mounted on the main body.
**************************** DYNAMICS EXPLORER 1.************** One of the detector heads was mounted |m the sptn plane_ two
were offset by plus and minus 12 deg_ and two were offset by
plus and minus 45 deg. One detector swept within a few deg of
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- DYNAMICS EXPLORER I the field tlne during each rotation of the spacecraft_ except
when the magnetic field was greatly deformed from its meridian
ALTERNATE NAMES- DE-A, DE I plane. The basic mode of operation orovlded a 32-polnt energy
DYNAMICS EXPLORER-A spectrum from each sensor, but the voltages on the
NSSDC ID- 81-070A electrostatic analyzers were programmable to allow for
operation over limited portions of the energy spectrum, or at
higher time resolution with reduced energy resolution TheLAUNCH DATE- 08/03/81 WEIGHT- _09. KG
energy resolution was 32%. The angular resolution was 2.5 deg
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB, UNITED STATES FWHM (in the plane of detection) by 10 deg (polar angle). The
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA sampling rate was 6_ per second9 and the total acceptance angle
was 5 by 20 deg. More details can be found in J. L. Burch et
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY at., Space Scl. Instrum._ v. B, n. 4t p. 455, 1981.UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS ....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER I, DHAPPELL ..........................
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 08103181 INVESTIGATION NAME- RETARDING ION MASS SPECTROMETERORBIT PERIOD- 410.8 MIN INCLINATION- 89.9 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 567.6 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 23289. KM ALT NSSDC ID- 81-070A-0_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
_ERSONNEL CODE BE-B, SCIENCE
MG - M.A. CALABRESE NASA HEADQUARTERS
SC - J.T. LYNCH NASA HEADQUARTERS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDSPM - J.P. CORRIGAN NASA-GSFC
PS - R.A, HOFFMAN NASA-GS_3 MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
IONOSPHERES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
The general objective of the Dynamics Explorer (DE) PI - C.R. CHAPPELL NASA-MSPC
mission was to investigate the strong interactive processes OI - PoM. BANKS STANFORD U
coupling the hot, tenuous, convectlng plasmas of the Ol - W.B. HANSON U OF TEXAS, DALLAS
magnetosphere and the cooler, denser plasmas and gases OI - J.H. HOFFMAN U OF TEXAS, DALLAS
corotatlng in the earthts ionosphere, upper atmosphere, and OI - A.P. NAGY U O_ MICHIGAN
plasmasphere. Two satellltest DE 1 and DE 2t were launched OI - G.R. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN
together and were Placed In polar copLanar orbltst Permitting
almuttaneous measurements at hlgh and low altitudes in the same BRIEF DESCRIPTION
fietd-tlne region. The DE 1 spacecraft (high-altltude mission) The Retarding Ion Mass Spectrometer (RIMS) consisted of a
used an elliptical orolt selected to allow (i) measurements retarding potential analyzer for energy analysis in series with
extending from the hot magnetospheric plasma through the a magnetic Ion-mass spectrometer for mass analysis. Multiple
plasmasphere to the cool ionosphere; (2) global auroral sensor heads permitted the determination of the thermal plasma
imaglng_ wave measurements in the heart of the magnetosphere, flow characteristics. This instrument was designed to operate
and crossing of auroral field Lines at several earth radii; and in two basic commandsbte modes: a high-attltude mode in which
(3) measurements for significant periods along a magnetic field the density_ temperature, and bulk-flow characteristics of
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principally H., He._ and O. ions were measured_ and a ....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER It HELLIWELL .........................
Iow-attltude mode that concentrated on the composition in the
i- to 32-u (atomic mass units) range. This investigation INVESTIGATION NAME- CONTROLLED AND NATURALLY OCCURING WAVE
provided information on (I) the densities of H.9 He._ and O. PARTICLE INTERACTIONS
ions in the ionospheret plasmaspheret plasma trought and polar
cap (including the density distribution along the magnetic NSSDC IO- 81-070A°D8 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
vector in the vicinity of the satellite aoogee); (2) the CODE EE-8_ SCIENCE
temperature of H.t He.t and O. ions in the lonospheret
plasmasphere9 plasma trought and polar cap (energy range O-Q5 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
eV); (3) the bulk flow vetoclties of H.t He._ and O* in the PARTICLES AND FIELDS
plasmapausel plasma trough and Dolor cap; (4) the changing IONOSPHERES AN3 RADIO PHYSICS
character of the cold plasma densItyt temperature_ and bulk MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
flow in regions of interaction with hot plasma such as at the
boundary between the otasmasohere and the ring current; and (5) PERSONNEL
the detailed composition of ionospheric plasma in the i- to Pl - R.A. HELLIWELL STANFORD U
32-u range. Me.. and 0.. were also measured. The instrument OI - T.F. BELL STANFORD U
consisted of three detector heads. One Looked out In the OI - D.L. CARPENTER STANFORD U
radial dlrectlon_ and the other two were along the plus and OI - D.C. PARK CORNELL U
minus sbln axis direction. Each detector had a 55-deg OI - J.B. REAGAN LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
half-cone acceptance angle. The detector heads had a grlddedt
weakly collimating aperture where the retarding analysis was BRIEF DESCRIPTION
performedt followed by a parallel plate ceramic magnetic mass This investigation used a ground-based
analyzer with two separate exit slits corresponding to ion very-tow-frequency/low-frequency (VLF/LP) (0.5-200 kHz)
masses In the ratio 1:4. Ions exiting from these slits were transmitter located at Siptet Antarctlcat at an L value of
detected with electron multipliers. In the apogee mope, the about 49 and the broad-band magnetic field detector from
thermal particle fluxes were measured while the potential on a experiment 81-070A-02. The primary objective of the
set of retarding grids was stepped through a sequence of investigation was to determine the relationship between VLF/LF
settings. In the perigee model the retarding grids were waves and energetic electrons in the magnetospheret with
grounded and the detector utilized a continuous acceleration emphasis on wave growtht stimulated emlsslonst and wave-lnduced
potential sweep that focused the mass ranges from 1 to 8t and _ perturbations of the energetic electrons. Other objectives
to 32 u. Additional details can be found in C. R. Chappelt et were (1} to determine how wave propagation from both ground and
al._ SpaceScl. Instrum. t v. 5_ n. 4_ p. 477t 1981. magnetospherlc sources was affected by field-aligned plasma
structures such as the ptasmapause and ducts of enhanced
....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 1_ FRANK............................. tontzattont (2) to use the wave data to describe the structure
of the ptasmapause and the distribution of fonlzatlon along
INVESTIGATION NAME- GLOBAL AURORAL IMAGING AT VISIBLE AND fletd-atlgned ductst and (3) to study the effects of earth
ULTRAVIOLET WAVELENGTHS power-llne radiation and other VLF wave activity. The
spacecraft instrumentation for this experiment consisted of the
NSSDC ID- 81-070A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM Linear Wave Receiver (LWR) provided by the Plasma Wave
CODE EE-8_ SCIENCE Instrument (Bl-O70A-02). The LWR provided a waveform output
with a 30 dB linear amplitude response for bands of 1.5-3.0t
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) 3.11 plus or minus 7 1/2_ 3-Gt or 10-16 kHz for a selected
AERONOMY magnetic or electric sensor. This receiver was used to measure
IONOSPHERES growth rates for waves stimulated by the Stole VLF transmitter
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS or by natural wave phenomena. More details can be found in S.
PARTICLES AND FIZL3S 0. Shawhan et at.9 Space Sol. Instrum._ v. By n. 4t P. 535t
1981.
PERSONNEL
PI - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA ....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER i_ MAGGS
OI - K.L. AOKERSDN U OF IOWA
OI - R.L. CAROVILLANO BOSTON COLLEGE INVESTIGATION NAME- AURORAL PHYSICS
OI - R.H. EATHER BOSTON COLLEGE
NSSDC IO- 81-070A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
The Spln-Scan Auroral Imager (SAT) provided global
auroral imaging at visible and ultraviolet wavelengths. It INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
acquired (1) images at several visible wavelengths; (2) images IONOSPHERES
within a vacuum ultraviolet "wlndow"t which allowed usable AERONOMY
imaging of the aurora in the sunlit ionosphere; and (3) PARTICLES AND FIELDS
photometric measurements of the hydrogen corona. This
investigation provided data that advanced the knowledge.of (1) PERSONNEL
the spatial and temporal character of the entire auroral oval PI - J.E. MAGGS U OF CALIFv LA
at both visible and vacuum ultraviolet wavelengths (with good Ol - C.F. KENNEL U OF CALIF_ LA
time resotutlon)_ (2) the association of auroral and
magnetosoherlc plasmas with the diverse auroral emission BRIEF DESCRIPTION
features; (3) the relationship of the auroral emissions with The primary goal of this investigation was to use the
fleto-atlgned currents; (4) the energy deposited in the auroral results from other experimentst particularly 81-070A-O3t to
ionosphere by charged particles; (5) the acceleration mechanism test theoretical models and to develop new onese with emphasis
resbonslble for "Inverted-V" precipitation events; (6) the rote on research areas related to auroral arcst fleld-allgned
of the polar cap and magnetotaIl in auroral and magnetospherlc currentst plasma wave turbulence associated with anomalous
dynamics; and (7) the tlme-dependent distribution of neutral reslstancet generation of auroral electron beams9 production of
hydrogen in the ring current and polar regions. Of the three kilometrlc and VLF hiss radlation_ and spread-F. In addltlon9
photometers_ two measured radiation in the visible wavelength correlation studies were organized by selecting events that
range" and one measured it in the UV. A full image was 36 deg were interesting to the various Investlgatorst and data
by 120 deg. In Angstroms (A) some of the wavelengths were reduction procedures were suggested to facilitate comparison
3914t 5577t 6300t 3175_ 130_ 121Gt 1400-16009 and 1400-1700. and interpretation of the data.
The spatial resolution of a plxet (picture element) at auroral
altitudes in the nadir direction was 28 km at a spacecraft ....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 1_ SHAWHAN
attitude of 1 earth raOlus (Re). At 3.g Re attitude this
resolution was 109 km. For each photometert the time INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA WAVES
resolution was minutes per image. For visible wavelengthst the
photometers had a wlde-angte collimator; a super-reftectlng NSSDC ID- 81-070A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
scanning mirror; a mlrror-drlve motor; a quartz field Lens; an CODE EE-89 SCIENCE
Image-vlewlng assembly of fletd-stopt pinhole and collimating
Lens; a filter wheel with narrow-band interference filters; and INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
a small photomuttloller tube with an extended red ohotocathode. IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
The vacuum ultraviolet imaging photometer was a spln-scan PARTICLES AND FIELDS
Newtonlan telescope. The first optical element was an aluminum MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
scanning mirror with a MgF2 overcoat. The collimation and
mirror drive were similar to that used for the visible imaging PERSONNEL
photometer. A filter wheel wlth MgF2t CaF2t and BaF2 filters PI - S.D. SHAWHAN U OF IOWA
allowed global imaging from 1370 to 1700t at 130_t 1356t and OI - D.A. GURNETT U OF IOWA
121G A. The detector was a photomulttotter tube with a CsI
photocathode and a MgF2 window. Additional details are found BRIEF DESCRIPTION
in L. A. Frank et al._ Space Sol. Instrum.t v. 59 n. 4t p. 3Ggt The Plasma Wave Instrument (PWI) measured ac electric
1981. fields over the frequency range from 1 HZ to 2 MHz_ and an
amplitude range of 0,03 mtcrovolt per meter to 100 mttltvotts
per meter, Magnetic fields were measured from 1 Hz to 400 kHz
over an approximately 100 dB range, The objectives of this
investigation were to measure the spattaLt temporat_ spectral_
and wave characteristics (particularly the Poyntfng vector
component along the magnetic field line) and the wave
polarization for extremely-low-frequency (ELF)t
very-low-frequency (VLF)t and high-frequency (HF) noise
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phenomena, Of special interest were the auroraL ktLometrtc the two spacecraft and correlations of these measurements wtth
radiation and VLF htss_ and a variety of eLectrostatic waves observations of electric ffeLdst plasma wavest suprathermaL
that may cause ffeLd-aLIgned acceleration of particLes, The parttcLest thermaL parttcLes_ and auroral Images obtained from
investigation made use of the Long dipole antennas tn the sptn investigation BI-OTDA-03, ULtra Low frequency (ULF) waves were
plane and Z axts and a magnetic Loop antenna. A singLe-axis aLso studied, The magnetometer incorporated tts own 12-blt
search coiL magnetometer and a short eLectrtc antenna were anaLog-to-digitaL converter_ a 4-btt digital compensation
included for tow-freQuency measurements and electrostatic noise register for each axis9 and a system controL to generate a
measurements at short waveLengths, The electronics consisted 48-bit data word consisting of a 16-bit representation of the
of (1) a wtdeband/Long baseline receiver wtth a bamdw]_ h Of 10 fieLd measured atone each of the three magnetometer axes,
or 40 kHz in the range 0-2 MHz_ (2) a sweep-freQuency Track and hold moduLes were used to obtain simultaneous samples
correLator_ contalntng two sweep-freQuency receivers and phase on aLL three axes, Instrument bandwidth was 25 HZ, The
detectorst sweeping 100 Hz to 400 kHz in 32 st and giving the instrument dynamic range was plus Or minus 6o2E4 nT {gammas),
phase between magnetic and eLectric components of the field; and the resoLution was plus or minus 1,5 nT tn the 6,2E4 nT
(3) a Low-freQuency corretator containing two fitter receivers ranger plus or minus 0,25 nT in the 1,E3 nT ranger and plus or
and phase detectors9 (eight filters tn the range 1,78-100 HZ mlnus 0.02 nT tn the 80 nT range, The magnetometerWs digitaL
were swept tn 8 s); (4) dc monitors that measured the voltage compensation of .the ambient field was nominaLLy in 8,E3 nT
difference between the two sets of Long dipole antennas; and Increments, Further details are in W, H, Farthing et at,9
(5) a Linear wtdeband recetvert seLectabLe from 1,5 to 3,Or 3 Space Sct, Instrum. t v, 5_ n, 4_ p. 5Blt 1981,
to 6_ or 10 to 16 kHz bands, The wtdeband receiver was flown
to transmtt wtdeband waveform signaLs to the ground via an **************************** DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2***************
analog transmttter_ so that detatLed high-resoLution
frequency-time anaLysts could be performed, More detaiLs are
found in S, 0, Shawhan et aL,_ Space Sci, Instrum,_ v, 59 n, 4_ SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2
p, 535t 1981. ALTERNATE NAMES- DE-By DE 2
DYNAMICS EXPLORER-B
....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER It SHELLEY
NSSDC ID- 81-070B
INVESTIGATION NAME- HOT PLASMA COMPOSITION
LAUNCH DATE- 08103181 WEIGHT- 403, KG
NSSOC ID- 81-070A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES
CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
PARTICLES AND FIELDS UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
IONOSPHERES
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 08/05/81
PERSONNEL ORBIT PERIOD- 9B, HIN INCLINATION- 89.9 OEG
PI - E*G. SHELLEY LOCKHEED PALO ALTO PERIAPSIS- 309. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1012.5 KM ALT
OI - R,G, JOHNSON LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
OI - R,D, SHARP LOCKHEED PALO ALTO PERSONNEL
OI - J, GEISS U OF BERNE MG - M,A CALABRESE NASA HEADQUARTERS
OI - P,X. EBERHARDT U OF BERNE SC - J.T. LYNCH NASA HEADQUARTERS
OI - H. BALSIGER U OF BERNE PM - J,P. CORRIGAN NASA-GSFC
OI - D,T, YOUNG LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB PS - R,A. HOF_MAN NASA-GSFC
OI - A. GHIELMETTI U OF BERNE
OI - B.A, WHALEN NATL RES COUNC OF CAN BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The DE 2 spacecraft (Low-attitude mission) complemented
BRIEF DESCRIPTION the hlgh-aLtltude mission DE 1 and was placed Into an orbit
The Energetic Ion Composition Spectrometer (EICS) had wlth a perigee sufficientLy Low to permit measurements of
high sensitivity and high resokutiont and covered the energy neutral composltlont temperaturet and wind. The apogee was
range from O to 17 keY per unit charge and the _ass range from htgh enough to permit measurements above the interaction
tess than i to greater than 150 atomic mass units/charge, This regions of suprathermaL tonst and aLso plasma flow measurements
investigation provided data used in investigating the strong at the feet of the magnetosphertc field tines, The general
coupLing mechanism between the magnetosphere and the Ionosphere form of the spacecraft was a short polygon 137 cm tn diameter
that results in Large fluxes of energetic O. tons being and 115 cm high, The trtaxtat antennas were 23 m tip-to-tip,
accelerated from the ionosphere and lnJected into the One 6-m boom was provided for remote measurements. The
magnetosphere during magnetic storms, The properties of the spacecraft weight was 403 kg, Power was supplied by a solar
minor ionic species such as He_ and He++ reLative to the major ceLL array_ which charged two 6-ampere-hour nickeL-cadmium
constituents of the energetic magnetosphere plasma were aLso batteries. The spacecraft was three-axis stabilized with the
studied tn order to evaLuate the relative Importance of the yaw axis aligned toward the center of the earth to within 1
different sources of the plasma and of various energtzatton_ deE, The sptn axis was normal to the orbit plane within 1 dee
transportt and toss processes that may be mass- or with a spin rate of one revolution per orbit, A singLe-axis
charge-dependent, One of the primary Objectives was to measure scan platform was IncLuded tn order to mount the Low-aLtitude
the energy and pitch angle distributions of the principal mass plasma Instrument (81-070B-08), The platform rotated about the
¢onst4tuent$ (0- and H+) of the upward ftow4ng ions from the spin axis, A pulse code modulation telemetry data system was
auroraL acceleration region. An important area for study was used that operated In real time or In a tape-recorder mode.
the cusp region. The Instrument was similar to one flown on the Data were acquired on a sclence-probLem-orlented basls9 wlth
ISEE 1 satettttet and conslsted of a curved-pLate electrostatic cLoseLy coordinated operations of the various Instruments9 both
energy anatyzert foLLowed by a combined cyLindricaL satettttes_ and supportive experiments, Measurements were
eLectrostatic-magnetic mass analyzer, Open eLectron temporarily stored on tape recorders before transmission at an
muLtipLiers were used with puLse-ampLitude discrimination as 8:1 pLayback-to-record ratio, Since commands were also stored
the mass analyzer detectors in order to improve the mass in a command memory untt_ spacecraft operations were not real
separation characteristics of the spectrometer, The energy time, Additional detalts can be found in R, A, Hoffmam et at.t
resolution (deLta E)/E (InternaL) was 5%, The mass resolution Space Sc], Instrum,_ v, 51 n, 4_ p, 349t 1981, OE-2 reentered
M/(detta M) was Less than or eQuaL to 10 on the focus Line, the atmosphere on February 19t 1983,
Additional detaiLs can be found tn E, G, SheLLy et aL,t Space
Set, Instrum,_ v, 5_ n, q_ p, _43_ 1981, ....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 29 BRACE .............................
....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER It SUGIURA INVESTIGATION NAME- LANGHUIR PROBE
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD OBSERVATIONS NSSDC ID- 81-070B-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
NSSDC IO ° 81-070A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
AERONOMY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) IONOSPHERES
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS PERSONNEL
PI - L,H. BRACE NASA-GS:C
PERSONNEL OI - W,R, HOEGY NASA-GSFC
PI - M. SUGIURA NAGA-GSFC OI - R,F. THEIS NASA-GSFC
OI - B.G. LEDLEY NASA-GS_C OI - K.D. COLE LA TROBE U
OI - W.H. FARTHING NAGA-GSFC OI - G,R. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN
OI - L.J, CAHILL_ dR, U OF MINNESOTA
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION The Langmulr Probe Instrument (LANG) was a cyLindricaL
This Investigation used a triaxtat fLuxgate magnetometer eLectrostatic probe that obtained measurements of electron
(MAG-A)_ similar to one on board DE 2_ to obtain vector temperature_ Te_ and electron or ton €oncentratton_ Ne or Nt_
magnetic fteLd data needed "to study the respecttvety_ and spacecraft potentiaL, Data from this
magnetosphere-ionosphere-atmosphere coupling, The primary investigation were used to orovtde temperature and density
objective of this investigation was to obtain measurements of measurements aLong magnetic fletd Lines related to thermaL
fieLd-aLigned currents tn the auroraL oval and over the polar energy and particle flows within the magnetosphere-Ionosphere
cap at two different attitudes, This was accomokished using system_ to provide thermal plasma conditions for wave-particLe
2O
Interactlons_ and to measure Large-scale and flne-structure potential analyzer very similar in concept and geometry to the
ionospheric effects of energy deposition in the ionosphere, instruments carried on the AE satellltes. The retarding
The Langmuir Probe instrument was identical to that used on the potential was variable in the range from approximately .32 to 0
AE satellites and the Pioneer Venus Orbiter, Two independent volts. The details of thts voltage trace9 and whether it was
sensors were connected to individual adaptive sweep voltage continuous or steppedt depended on the operating mode of the
circuits which continuously tracked the changing electron instrument. Specific parameters deduced from these
temperature and spacecraft potenttal_ white autoramgtmg measurements were ion temperaturel vehicle potential; ram
electrometers adjusted their gain in response to the changing component of the ion drift velocity; the ion and electron
plasma density, The control signals used to achieve this concentration irregularity spectrum; and the concentration of
automatic tracking provided a continuous monitor of the H+t He.t O.t and Fe+t and of molecular ions near perigee,
ionospheric parameters without telemetering each volt-ampere Additional details are in W, B, Hanson mt al,t Space Set.
(V-I) curve, Furthermoret internal data storage circuits Instrum,_ v, 5t n, 4t p, 503t 1981,
permitted high resolution9 high data rate sampling of selected
V-I curves for transmission to ground to verify or correct the ....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2_ HAYS .......... - ...................
tnfltght processed data, More details are in J, P, KrehbJeL et
INVESTIGATION NAME- FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETER
at.9 Space Sol. Instrum._ v, 59 n. 4t p, 4g3t 1981.
....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2t CARIGNAN .......................... NSSDC IO- 81-OTOB-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAMCODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION'NAME- NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S]
SPECTROMETER AERONOMY
NSSDC ID- BZ-OTOB-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8, SCIENCE PERSONNEL
P_ - P,B, HAYS U OF MICHIGAN
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) Ol " R.G. ROBLE NATL CTR FOR ATMOS RES
AERONOMY OI - G.R, CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN
Ol - A.F* NAGY U OF MICHIGAN
PERSONNEL OI - D. REES U COLLEGE LONDON
PI - G,R. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN OI - T.M. OONAHUE U OF MICHIGAN
OI - N.W, SPENCER NASA-GSFC
OI - C.A. REBER NASA-GSFC BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OI - A.E. HEDIN NASA-GSFC The Fabry-Pmrot Interferometer (FPI) was a
OI - B,P. BLOCK U OF MICHIGAN high-resolution remote sensing instrument designed to measure
OI - J,C, MAURER U OF MICHIGAN the thermospheric temperature_ mertdtomat wlndt and density of
the following metastable atoms: atomic oxygen (stnglet S and
BRIEF DESCRIPTION D) and the 2P state of ionic atomic oxygen, The FPI performed
The Neutral Atmosphere Composition Spectrometer (NACS) a wavelength analysis on the light detected from the
was designed to obtain in sttu measurements of the neutral ther'mosphertc, emission features by spatially scanning the
atmospheric composition and to study the variations of the interference fringe plane with a muttfchammet array detector,
neutral atmosphere in response to energy coupled into it from The wavelength analysis characterized the Doppler Line profile
the magnetosphere, Because temperature enhancememtst of the emitting species, A sequential attttude scan performed
Large-scale circulation cells9 and wave propagation are by a €ommandable horizon scan mirror provided a cross-sectional
produced by energy input (each of which posseses a specific view of the thermodynamic and dynamic state of the thermosphere
signature in composition vartatton)t the measurements permitted below the DE 2 orbit, The information obtained from thts
the study of the partition9 flow1 and deposition of energy from investigation was used to study the dynamic response of the
the magnetosphere, Spectftcaltyt the investigation objective thermosphere to the energy sources caused by magnetosphertc
was to characterize the composition of the neutral atmosphere electric fields and the absorption of solar ultraviolet ttght
with particular emphasis on variability in constituent in the thermosphere, The instrument was based on the visible
densities driven by interactions in the atmospheret tonospheret airglow experiment (VAE) used in the AE program, The addition
and magnetosphere system, The quadruoole mass spectrometer of a scanning mtrrort the Febry-Perot etalont am image plane
used was nearly identical to those flown on the AE-Ct -O0 and detectort and a calibration lamp were the principal
-E missions, The electron-impact ion source was used in a differences, Interference fitters isolated tines at (tn
closed mode, Atmospheric particles entered an antechamber Angstroms) 5577_ 6300t T320t 5BgGt and 5200, The FPI had a
through a knife-edged ortftcet where they were thermaltzed to field of view of 0,55 deg (half-cone angle), More details are
the instrument temperature, The ions with the selected found in P. B. Hays et al._ Space SOl, Instrum, t v. 5t n, 4_ p.
charge-to-mass ratios had stable trajectories through the 395t 1981,
hyperbolic electric fletd9 exited the analyzmrt and entered the
detection system, An off-axis beryllium-cooPer dynode ....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2t HEELIS ............................
multiplier operating at a gain of 2oE6 provided an output pulse
of electrons for each ion arrival, The detector output had a INVESTIGATION NAME- ION DRIFT METER
pulse rate proportlonal to the neutral density in the ion
source of the selected mass, The instrument also included two NSSDD ID- 81-070B-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
baffles that scanned across the Input orifice for optional CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
measurement of the zonal and vertical components of the neutral
wind, The mass select system provided for 256 mass values INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
between 0 and 51 atomic mass units (u) or each 0,2 u, It was IONOSPHERES
possible to call any one of these mass numbers into each of AERONOMY
eight 0,016-s intervals, This sequence was repeated each 0,128
s, More details are found in G, R, Cartgnan et at*t Space Sct= PERSONNEL
Imstrum. t v. 5t n, 4t D, 429_ 1981, PI - R.A, HEELIS U OF TEXASt DALLAS
OI - W.B. HANSON U OF TEXASt DALLAS
....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2t HANSON ............................ OI - D,R, ZUCCARO U OF TEXASt DALLAS
OI - C.R, LIPPENCOTT U OF TEXASt DALLAS
INVESTIGATION NAME- RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NSSDC 10- B1-O70B-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM The Ion Drift Meter (IDM} measured the bulk motions of
CODE EE-B9 SCIENCE the ionospheric plasma perpendicular to the satellite velocity
vector, The measured parameterst horizontal and vertical
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) Ion-drlft vetocltlest had an expected range of plus or minus 4
AERONOMY km/s, The accuracy of the measurement was expected to be plus
IONOSPHERES or minus 50 m/s for the anticipated 0,5 deg accuracy in vehtcle
attitude determination, The nominal time resolution of the
PERSONNEL measurement was 1/32 s, This investigation yielded information
PI - W,B, HANSON U OF TEXAS9 DALLAS on (1} the ion convection (electric fleLd) pattern in the
OI - R,A, HEELIS U OF TEXASt DALLAS auroral and polar ionosphere; (2) the flow of plasma along
OI - O,R, ZUCCARO U OF TEXASt DALLAS magnetic field lines within the ptasmasphmre_ which determines
OI - C,R, LIPPENCOTT U OF TEXASt DALLAS whether this motion was stmpty a breathing of the
protonosphere_ a refilling of this region after a stormy or an
BRIEF DESCRIPTION tnterhemtsphertc transport of plasma; (3) the thermal ion
The RetarDing Potential Analyzer (RPA] measured the bulk contribution to field-aligned electric currents; (_} velocity
ion velocity tn the direction of the spacecraft motton_ the fields associated with small-scale phenomena that are important
constituent ion concentrattons_ and the ion temperature along at both low and high latitudes; and (5) the magnitude and
the satellite path, These parameters were derived from a Least variation of the total concentration along the flight path.
squares fit to the ion number flux vs energy curve obtained by The ion drift meter measured the plasma morton parallel to the
sweeping or stepping the voltage applied to the internal sensor face by using a grtdded collimator and multiple
retarding grids of the RPA, In addttton_ a separate wide collectors to determlne the direction of arrival of the plasma,
duct sensor_ was flown to measure the The instrument geometry was very stmtlar to that used on theaperture sensor_ a
spectral characteristics of tregutartttes in the total ion Atmosphere Explorer satellites, Each sensor consisted of a
concentration. The measured parameters obtained from this square entrance aperture that served as €otttmator_ some
investigation were important to the understanding of mechanisms electrically isolating grtdst and a segmented planar collector,
that influence the plasma| t,e,_ to understand the coupling The angle of arrival of the ions with respect to the sensor was
between the solar wind and the earth's atmosphere, The determined by measuring the ratio of the currents to the
measurements were made with a multtgridded planar retarding different collector segmentst and this was done by taking the
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difference in the Logarithms of the current, Two techniques ....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2t MAYR ..............................
were used to determine this ratio. In the standard drift
sensor (SDS)_ the collector segments were connected in pairs to INVESTIGATION NAME- ATMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS AND ENERGETICS
two Logarithmic amplifiers. The second technl_uet called the INVESTIGATION
unlveraL drift sensor (UDS)t allowed simultaneous measurement
of both components. Here_ each collector segment was NSSDC ID- 81-07DB-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
permanently connected to a Logarithmic amplifier and two
difference amplifiers were used to determine the horizontal and CODE EE-8t SCIENCE
vertical arrival angles simultaneously° The IbM consisted of
two sensorst one providing the SOS output and the other INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
providing the UDS output. Further details are in R. A. Heetls AERONOMY
et aLo_ Space Set. Instrum._ v. 59 n, 4_ p. 511t 1981, IONOSPHERES
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2t HOFFMAN ........................... PERSONNEL
PI - H,G, MAYR NASA-GSFC
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW ALTITUDE PLASMA INVESTIGATION HIGH OI - G,P. NEWTON NASA _EADQUARTER$ANGUL R RESOLUTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NSSDC ID- 81-070B-13 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM The purpose of this investigation was to study the
CODE EE-8t SCIENCE dynamic responses of the thermosphere and ionosphere to energy
deposition in the form of Joule heatlng_ particle
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) preclpltatlont and momentum transfer by electric
PARTICLES AND FIELDS fletd-generated drifts. The obJectlve was to determine the
AERONOMY relative importance of the various phenomena and the conditions
IONOSPHERES under which ordering occurs. Because the relative importance
PERSONNEL of the different processes varied with geomagnetic actlvltyt
both geomagnetlcaLly Quiet and disturbed conditions were
PI - R.A, HOFFMAN NASA-GSFC examined, Using theoretical models as toolsl the principal
OI m J.D, WINNINGHAM SOUTHWEST RES INST goat was to quantitatively analyze the physical processes
OI - P.M. KLUMPAR U OF TEXASt DALLAS involved in the energy coupling between the magnetosphere and
OI - J,L. BURCH SOUTHWEST RES INST the thermosphere. In addition to data obtained from various DE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION satellite Instrumentst the investigation planned to use
ground-based correlative measurements.
This investigation used the suprathermaL particle
distribution functions measured by both the hlgh-(81-OTOA-05) ....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2_ NAGY ..............................
and tow-(BE-OTOB-08) altitude plasma instruments. The
objectives were (I) to study the properties and locations of INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETOSPHERIC ENERGY COUPLING TO THEauroral acceleration mechanlsmst (2) to determine the nature
ATMOSPHERE INVESTIGATION
and distribution of electric fields parallel to the magnetic
fleLdt (3) to identify the charge carriers of the major NSSDC ID- BI-OTOB-lO INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
eLectrlc current systems coupling the magnetosphere and CODE EE-Bt SCIENCEionosphere0 and (4) to determine relations oetween these
quantitfes and the convection electric field and auroral Light
emission patterns, INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2t MAYNARD ........................... AERONOMY
IONOSPHERES
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRIC FIELD INVESTIGATIONS PERSONNEL
PI - A,F, NAGY U OF MICHIGANNSSOC ID- 81-070B-D2 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This investigation used data from various spacecraft
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) instruments to study the following: (1) global thermospheric
AERONOMY dynamics (the effects of energy input to the thermosphere from
PARTICLES AND FIELDS the magnetosphere by convection_ Joule heating_ particle
PERSONNEL precipitation and tidal energy)t (2) the convective coupling of
the thermal plasma between the ionosphere and magnetosphere;
PI - N,C. MAYNARD NASA'GS=C and (3) the energy-loss mechanisms of ionospheric
OI - J,P, HEPPNER NASA-GSFC photoelectrons in the PLasmasphere.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2_ ROBLE .............................The Vector ELectric Field Instrument (VEFI) used
flight-proven double-probe techniques with 20-m baselines to INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL-PLASMA INTERACTIONS
obtain measurements of dc electric fleLds, Thls electric field INVESTIGATIONInvestigation had the following objectives: (1) to obtain
accurate and comprehensive triaxtaL dc electric field NSSOC IO- Bl-OTOB-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
measurements at ionospheric altitudes in order to refine the
basic spatial patternst define the large-scale time history of CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE
these patternst and study the small-scale temporal and spatial INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
variations within the overall Datternsl (2) to study the degree AERONOMY
to which and in what region the electric field projects to the
equatorial pLane_ (3) to obtain measurements of extreme Low IONOSPHERES
frequency (ELF) and Lower frequency irregularity structures_ PERSONNEL
and (4) to perform numerous correlative studies. The PI - R.G, ROBLE NATL CTR FOR ATMOS RESinstrument consisted of six cylindrical elements 11 m Long and
28 mm in diameter, Each antenna was insulated from the plasma BRIEF DESCRIPTION
except for the outer 2 m, The baseLinet or distance between This investigation used data from several spacecraft
the mldpolnts of these 2-m active elements9 was 20 m. The instruments to study the Large-scale neutral-plasma
antennas were interlocked along the edges to prevent interactions in the thermosphere caused by
oscillation and to Increase their rigidity against drag forces, magnetospherlc-lonospherlc and thermospheric coupling
The basic electronic system was very similar in concept to processes. PLanned use of the models is to provide a
those used on IMP-J and ISEE i_ but modified for a three-axls theoretical framework in which certain important ionospheric
measurement on a nonsplnning spacecraft. At the core of the and atmospheric properties needed for coupling processes (such
system were the hlgh-lmpedance (I,E12 ohm) preampLiflerst whose
as the Pedersen and Hall conductlvltles] were consistently
outputs were accurately subtracted and digitized (14-blt A/D calculated using satellite data measured at a given height,
conversion for sensitivity to about 0.i microvoLt/m) to Planned examples are (I) to calculate vertical profiles of
maintain hlgh resoLutlon9 for subsequent removal of the ionospheric properties that were useful for comparison with
cross-product of the vectors V and B in data processing. This incoherent scatter radar measurements and other ground-based
provided the baslc dc measurement. Other circuitry was used to supporting data_ (2) to identify and evaluate the neutral
aid in interpreting the dc data and to measure rapid variations thermospheric heat and momentum sourcest and (3) to determine
in the signals detected by the antennas, The planned dc the effectiveness of hlgh-Latltude dynamic processes in
electric field range was plus or minus I V/my the planned controlling the global thermospheric circulation and thermal
resolution was 0,1 mV/m_ and the variational electric field was structure.
measured from 4 HZ to 1024 Hz. The dc electric field was
measured at 16 sampLes/s. The variational electric field was ....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2t SPENCER ...........................
measured from 1 mtcrovoLt/m to 10 mV/m rms. Additional details
are found in N. C, Maynard et at.t Space Scl. Instrumot v. 5t INVESTIGATION NAME- WIND AND TEMPERATURE SPECTROMETERn. 4! p, 523_ 1981o
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NSSDC ID- 81-070B-OA INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH NSSOC ID- 81-070B-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-89 SCIENCE CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
AERONOMY AERONOMY
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
PERSONNEL IONOSPHERES
PI - N.W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC
OI - A.E. HEDIN NASA-GSCC PERSONNEL
OI - H,B, NIEMANN NASA-GSFC PI - J,D, WINNINGHAM SOUTHWEST RES INST
OI - G,R, CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN OI - D,M, KLUMPAR U OF TEXAS_ DALLAS
OI -LoE, WHARTON NASA-GS_C OI - R.A. HOFFMAN NASA-GSFC
OI - J.C. MAURER U OF MICHIGAN OI - J,L. BURCH SOUTHWEST RES INST
BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Wind and Temperature Spectrometer (WATS) measured the The Low-Attltude Plasma Instrument (LAPI) provided
in sltu neutral wlndst the neutral particle temperaturest and hlgh-resotutlon velocity space measurements of positive ions
the concentrations of selected gases. The objective of this and electrons from 5 eV to 32 keVt and a monitor of electrons
investigation was to study the interrelationships among the with energies above 35 keV. Pitch angle measurements covered
wlndst temperaturest plasma drlftt electric fletds9 and other the full 180 deg range, Data from this investigation and
properties of the thermosphere that were measured by this and supporting measurements were used to study (i) the
other instruments on the spacecraft. Knowledge of how these identification and intensities of Birketand currentst (2)
properties are interrelated contributed to an understanding of auroral particle source regions and acceleration mechanlsms_
the consequences of the acceleration of neutral particles by (3) the existence and rote of E parallel to Bt (4) sources and
the ions in the ionosphere9 the acceleration of ions by effects of polar cap particle fluxes9 (5) the transport of
neutrals creating electric fletdst and the related energy plasma within and through the magnetospherlc cusp_ (6) dynamic
transfer between the ionosphere and the magnetosohere, Three configurations of hlgh-latltude flux tubest (7) loss-cone
components of the wind_ one normal to the satellite velocity effects of wave-oartlcte Interactlons_ (8) hot-cold plasma
vector In the horizontal planet one vertlcalt and one in the Interactlonst (9) ionospheric effects of particle
satetllte direction were measured. A retarding potential preclpltatlont and (10) plasma convection at high altitudes,
quadrupole mass spectrometert coupled to the atmosahere through The instrument contained an array of 15 parabolic electrostatic
a precisely orlflced antechambert was used, It was operated in analyzers of the ISlS 2 type_ each with an electron channel and
either of two modes: one employed the retarding capability and an ion channett in order to obtain detailed pitch-angte
the other used the ion source as a conventional nonretardlng distributions as a function of energy. Two Gelger-Muetter
source, Two scanning baffles were used in front of the mass counters were mounted on the scan platform. The basic mode of
spectrometer: one moved vertically and the other moved operation provided a 32-polnt energy spectrum in the range 5 eV
horizontally, The magnitudes of the horlzontat and vertlcat to 32 key every second, The voltages on the etectrostatlc
components of the wlnd normal to the spacecraft velocity vector analyzers were programmable to allow for greater space/tlme
were computed from measurements of the angular relationship resolution over limited portions of the energy and angular
between the neutral particle stream and the sensor, The distributions. The instrument was mounted on a one-axls scan
component of the total stream velocity in the satellite platform controlled oy a magnetometert whose purpose was to
direction was measured directly by the spectrometer system maintain the detector arrayt which spanned 180 degt at a nearly
through determination of the required retarding potentlat, At constant angle to the magnetic fietd° Additional details are
altitudes too high for neutral species measurementst the found in J. D, Winnfngham et at,t Space Sol, Instrum,t v, 5t n.
planned operation required the instrument to measure the 4t p, _65t 1981.
thermal ion species only. A series of four sequentially
occurring "slots" --each a 2-s tong measurement interval-- was **************************** ESA-GEOS *************************
adapted for the basic measurement format of the instrument,
Different functions were commanded into these "slots" in any
comblnatlon9 one per measurement interval. Further details are SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ESA-GEOS 2
found in N. W, Spencer et al, t Space Sol. Instrum, t v, 5t n, 4t ALTERNATE NAMES- 10981
O- %17_ 1981.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ESA-GEOS 2 was the first spacecraft placed in an
A trlaxlal ftuxgate magnetometer (MAG-B)_ similar to one equatorial geostatlonary orbit dedicated completely to
on board DE 1 (Bl-O7OA-O1)t was used to obtain magnetic field scientific measurements. The spacecraft served as a core or
data needed to study the magnetosphere-ionosphere-atmosphere reference spacecraft fop the International Magnetospheric Study
coupling. The primary objectives of this investigation were to (IMS) and carried out correlative measurements with extensive
measure fteld-atlgned currents in the auroral oval and over the ground-based networks in Scandinavia. The payload consisted of
polar CaD at two different attitudes using the two spacecraftt instruments to measure (1) dc and ac electric and magnetic
and to correlate these measurements with observations of fields; (2) gradient of the magnetic field; (3) thermal and
electric fields0 plasma wavest suprathermaL parttctest thermal suprathenmat plasma parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic
parttclest and auroral images obtained from investigation field; (4) energy spectral angular dtstrtbutton_ and
81-070A-03. The magnetometer had digital compensation of the composition of positive ions; and (5) angular distribution and
ambient field in 8.E3 nT (8.E3 gamma) increments. The energy spectra of energetic electrons and protons. In the
instrument incorporated its own 12-blt analog-to-dlgltat NSSDC experiment descriptions which fottowt ESA Exp. S-300 was
converter9 a 4-blt digital comoensatlon register for each axlst described as five separate experiments: 78-071A-O5t -06t -07t
and a system control that generated a 4B-blt data word -10t and -11, The spacecraft was cylindrical with a height of
consisting of a 16-blt representation of the field measured 1,321 m, The total mass_ excluding propellantst was 273.6 kg,
along each of three magnetometer axes, Track and hold modules There were four telescopic axlat booms 2.5 m in length for the
were used to obtain simultaneous samples on all three axes. wire mesh spheres of an ac electric field exvertment_ two 20-m
The instrument bancwfdth was 25 Hz. The analog range was plus cable booms for magnetic and electric field sensors and for an
or minus 6.2E4 nTt the accuracy was plus or minus 4 nTt and the excitation antenna for plasma resonancest and two locking
resolution was 1.5 hi. M_re details can be found in W, H. radiant booms 3 m in Length for a variety of instruments.
Farthing et al.t Space Sol, Instrum. t v, St n. 4t p. 551t 1981, There were six hydrazine thrusters; two to tilt and precess the
spacecraftt two to modify the orbit so the longitude of the
....... DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2w WINNINGHAM' apogee could be changedt and two for spin up and spin down,
The spin rate was nominally 10 rpm. Data were telemetered in
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW ALTITUDE PLASMA INSTRUMENT real time at 137.2 MHz (186 and 744 bps) and at 2299,5 MHz
(11,91 or 95,25 kbs), Attitude measurements were obtained by a
sun sensor_ a dual infrared earth sensor_ and acceterometers,
Power was supplied by 7200 solar celts mounted on the
spacecraft surface. To prevent spacecraft differential
chargtng_ 96% of the surface was electrically conductive.
Because of the importance of the magnetic field measurementst
the spacecraft residual field at the magnetometer was only 0.3
23
nT. Except for minor modifications to certain experlmentst PERSONNEL
this spacecraft and its instruments were IdentlcaL to ESA-GEOS PI - R.E. GENDRIN CNET
I (77-029A), More detailed Informatlon can be found in ESA OI - J.M, ETCHETO CNET
Buttetln_ n. 9t May 1977o Because one solar panel developed a OI - E. UNGSTRUP DANIS_ SPACE RES INST
short circuit soon after taunch_ a number of the experiments
were able to obtain useful data for only one-haLf of the spin BRIEF DESCRIPTION
period, The instrument used two sets of three-axis search coil
magnetometers9 one for the ULF/ELF range (0.1 to 450 Hz) and
....... ESA-GEOS 2t BEGHIN ................................. .... one for the VLF range (0,3 to 30 kHz). Each search coil
consisted of a high-permeabiLity material with a high-density
INVESTIGATION NAME- WAVE FIELD IMPEDANCE pick Up winding, Each set of the three coils was built into a
single assembLy and mounted on the Locking 3-m booms at a
NSSDC IO- 78-071A-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM distance of 2 m from the spacecraft. Typical sensitivities of
SCIENCE these sensors tn untts of _T per sq root of Hzl were 1E-1 at
0.1 Hit 2E-4 at 10 Hzt and about 3E-6 at 1 kHz. These sensors
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) and some associated electronics consisting of (1) a Large
PARTICLES AND FIELDS number of channeL-seLection swttchest (2) a number of bandoass
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS ftLterst (3) six swept-frequency analyzers (SFA)9 (4) a digital
SPACE PLASMAS corretator_ and (5) eight stepped-galn amptlflers9 were a part
of the ESA wave experiment S-300, These components were
PERSONNEL employed for the sensors described in 78-071A-07 (Pedersen) and
PI - C. BEGHIN CNRSg CTR FOR SPECTROM 78-071A-10 (Ungstruo)t and also the investigations described in
OI - P= DECREAU CNRSt CTR FOR SPECTROM 78-071A-OB (Petit) and 78-071A-11 (Beghin). Six analog
channels of 450 Hz bandwidth and the digital correLator output
BRIEF DESCRIPTION were transmitted by the 95,25 kbs telemetry mode, The SPA
Thts investigation was part of ESA experiment S-300 and covered the frequency range uo to 77 k_z in 256 partly
made use of one set of mesh electric spheres mounted on the end overlapping steps, The corretator provided an auto-corretogram
of the axial booms (part of TB-OTiA-ZOt Ungstrup) and the two of 128 points wlthfn 2g ms, Its bandwidth could be selected to
vitreous carbon spheres mounted on the end of the 20-m radiaL be 2.5t 5.Or or 10.0 kHz, A cross-correLogram between two
booms (78-07ZA-OTt Pedersen), The mesh spheres were used as sensors could be provided, The corretator also operated in a
transmitting elements for frequencies from 0.2 to 76 kHz. The time-sharing mode between auto- and cross-correLation.
seLf-impedance of these spheres and the mutual impedance
between the mesh and tong-boom carbon spheres were measured. ....... ESA-GEOS 2t H3LTQVIST ..................................
Strong resonances at the hybrid resonance frequencies and
anti-resonances at the gyro frequencies were used to determine INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON AND PROTON PITCH
the density of the surrounding plasma, Frequencies up to 450 A_$LE DISTRIBUTIO_
HZ were telemetered dtrecttyt and sweep-frequency analyzers and
digital correkatlon were employed to obtain the auto- and/or NSSDC ID- 7B-OTIA-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
cross-correLation up to 77 kHi with sekectabte bandwtdths of SCIENCE
2.59 5.Ot or 10.0 kHz,
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
....... ESA-GEOS 2t GEISS PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY ION COMPOSITION SPACE PLASMAS
NSSDC ID- 78-071A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PERSONNEL
SCIENCE PI " B,K,G,HULTQVIST KIRUNA GEORHYS INST
OI - H. BORG KIRUNA GEOPHYS INST
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) OI - L,A, HOLMGREN KIRUNA GEOPHYS INST
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This instrument (ESA experiment S-310) measured the
PERSONNEL energy and pitch-angLe distribution of electrons and protons tn
PI - J, GEISS U OF BERNE the energy range 0,2 to 20 keV with extensive angular coverage
PI - H.R. ROSENBAUER MPI-AERONOMY concentrated in the toss-cone region. The purpose of the
OI - P.X. EBERHARDT U OF BERNE investigation was to tmprove the understanding of auroral
OI " H, BALSIGER U OF BERNE particle acceleration and precipitation mechanisms by comparing
OI - A. GHIELMETTI U OF BERNE near-equatoriaL particle distributions with coordinated
OI - H. LOIDL MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS ground-based observations at the foot of the magnetic field
OI - D,T. YOUNG LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB Line. High temporal and spatlaL resolution was provided to
study wave-partlcLe interactions, The experiment of Wltken
BRIEF DESCRIPTION (78-071A-01) was complementary to this onet extending both
This instrument (ESA experiment S-303} measured the electron and proton observations to high energy ranges, A
energyt angular dtstrtbutiont and composition of posttlve ions total of ZO curved-pLate analyzers with channel electron
using a cyLindricaL electrostatic analyzer (ESA) foLLowed by a muLtipLiers for particle detection were used. ALthough
crossed electric and magnetic field analyzer (CFA) to select normaLLy eight analyzers were used to detect electrons and two
the energy and velocity. The energy (per unit charge) ranged to detect protons1 a complex arrangement with four separate HV
from 0.001 to 17.2 keV in 32 steps with a delta E/E of 0.03 and supplies aLtoweC independent switching of four detector groups,
a Bass range of 1 to 140 u in 64 LogarithmicaLLy spaced steps. The analyzing plate voltages could operate in a stepping mode_
There was a thermal mode in which a retarding grid in the a sweeping model or a constant-voLtage mode, In addltlon9 the
entrance slit was used for analysis below 0,1 keY. ALL ttme accumulation could be varied with a nominal frame duration
particles that overcame this grid voltage were accelerated to 3 of 43 ms. However9 this duration could be decreased by a
keV before entering the ESA in its Lowest energy step9 where factor of four at the expense of obtaining data from certain
both the ESA and CFA were transparent, The device viewed detectors in those cases where fast temporal variations were
perpendicular to the sptn or Z axis. For tow-energy tons9 the encountered in the Loss cone. The energy intervals in the
acceptance angles were plus or minus 6 deg tn azimuth and pLus stepping mode consisted of 32 energy steps. The eight normal
or minus 30 dee in elevation (referenced to the Z axis), For electron anatyzers_ with geometric factor (g) of 3E-; sa cm-sr0
the highest energtest these angles decreased to 3.B and 7ol consisted of four narrow-angLe (2 deg x 2 degt delta E/E of
deg_ respectively. Three percent of the ions Leaving the ESA 0,11) and four wide-angLe (8 deg x 7,5 deg_ delta E/E of 0,09)
were counted by a channettron. The remaining 97% entered the devices. The two normal proton analyzers had delta E/E of
CFA and the output was detected oy an electron muLtipLier. 0.13_ aperture of 6 dee x 3 degt and G of 1E-3 so c m-sr.
This signal was puLse-height analyzed by one fixed and one Aperture angular widths refer to elevation and aztmuth_
variable discriminator to obtain better mass discrimination° respecttvety_ tn relation to the spacecraft spin axis. This
The main purpose of this investigation was to identify the experiment reLied heaviLy on reaL-time ground computer controL,
sources of tow-energy particles in the magnetosphere. Time
variations of the hettumlhydrogen rattot the degree of
ionization of helium and oxygen9 and the isotopic abundance ....... ESA-GEOS 2t MARIANI ....................................
ratio of helium 3/heLtum 4 could be measured to determine these
sources. INVESTIGATION NAME- TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER
....... ESA-GEOS 2t GENDRIN, NSSDC ID- 7B-O71A-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC WAVE FIELDS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
NSSDC ID- 7B-O71A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SCIENCE MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
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PERSONNEL PERSONNEL
Pl - F. MARIANI U OF ROWE PI - A, PEDERSEN ESA-ESTEC
OI - M. CANDIDI CNRt SPACE PLASMA LAB OI - D. JONES BRITISH ANTARCTIC SURV
Ol - O.H. FAIRFIELD NASA-GSFC Ol - K. KNOTT ESA-ESTEC
OI - E. AMATA CNRt SPACE PLASMA LAB Ol - R.J.L.GRARD ESA-ESTEC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A trlaxiat ftuxgate magnetometer was employed for This instrument (part of ESA Exp, 5-300) consisted of two
simultaneous measurements of the three components of the vitreous carbon spheres mounted at the tips of the 20-m cable
magnetic field. The frequency range covered by the instrument boomst which extended radially from the spacecraft
extended from d¢ up to 5 Hz, In the normal orientation of the perpendicular to the sptn axis. Thts investigation was
satellite1 the main component of the field coincided with the Z concerned with the dc single axis electric field analysis. The
axis of the tnstrumemt_ which was attgned wtth the sptn axis of two output signals were evaluated in terms of dc electric field
the satellite, The experiment had been designed with two and conditioned for further treatment in the analysis of ac
sensitivity ranges for the X and Y componentst for which the etectrtc fields. The output from one sphere was
magnetic field component was only a fraction of the total field signal-conditioned on a linear scate_ the differential output
and was modulated by the rotation of the soacecraft. Thts Last from the two spheres was compressed Logarithmically. In
feature made the range switch technique preferable to a bias addtttont the two outputs were passed through 450-Hz to 77-kHz
offset technique, The two selected sensitivity ranges were plus fitters, These filtered stgnats were differenced and all three
or minus 60 nT and plus or minus 180 nTt respectively. ALong stgnats made available for analysts by the sweep-frequency
the Z axts_ where the field was higher and not modulated by the analyzers and digital correLator as part of the 7B-OT1A-05
satellite rotattont a single sensitivity range of plus or minus (Pettt)_ 78-071A-10 (Ungstrup)t and 78-071A-01 fBeghtn)
60 nT was used, The signal was kept within range by investigations. The sensitivity of this probe was about 1E-4
superimposing positive and negative bias levels of 60 nT each_ V/m at dc and 1E-8 volts per meter per square root of HZ for
such that a range plus or minus 480 nT with a constant pc,
quanttzatlon error of plus or minus 0.125 nT_ using g-bit
Oigttst was obtained. The noise level of the sensors was ....... ESA-GEOS 2t PETIT ......................................
comoarabte to this auanttzatton error,
INVESTIGATION NAME- VLF PLASMA RESONANCES
....... ESA-GEOS 2t MELZNER ....................................
NSSDC IDm 78-071A-OB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION NAME- DC ELECTRIC FIELD AND GRADIENT B SCIENCE
ELECTRON BEAM DEFLECTION
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
NSSDC ID- 7B-O71A-DB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SCIENCE MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIEL3S PERSONNEL
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS PI - M. PETI T CNET
OI - J,M. ETCHETO CNET
PERSONNEL
PI - F. MELZNER MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OI - H,J. VOELK MPI-NUCLEAR PHYS Thts Investigation (part of ESA experiment S-300)
OI - G. METZNER MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS utilized the 20-m booms (normal to the spacecraft spin axis) as
a dipole antennat and the carbon spheres (part of 78-OTIA-OTt
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Pedersen) as the receiving element, Frequencies from 0.3 to 77
The prime objective of thts investigation (ESA experiment kHz were employed. On transmission of a VLF signal of ttmited
no, S-329) was the measurement of the dc electric field in the duration0 a transient stgnat was observed for a much Longer
plane peroendtcutar to the Local magnetic field (B]. The period than the pulse Length9 provided that the spectrum of the
investigation also measured the spatial gradient of B in the transmitted stgnat tnctuded one of the resonant frequencies of
vicinity of the spacecraft. With these datat a mapping of the the plasma. The ambient plasma density was inferred from the
electric fields in the equatorial magnetosphere llnked determination of the resonant frequencies, Received
magnetically to the auroral zones could be achtevedt as well as frequencies up to 450 HZ were telemetered directlyt and six
determining plasma convection and particle flow within the sweep-frequency analyzers and a dtgttat corretator provided
plasma sheet. The instrument consisted of four electron guns auto- and cross-correlations up to 77 kHz, Bandwidths of 2.5t
spaced Logarithmically from the electron detector. Two of the 5.0_ or L0,0 kHz could be selected for the oorretator.
guns were mounted on one of the 3-m radial booms, The guns
were used one at a time to generate an electron beam of about ....... ESA-GEOS 2_ UNGSTRUP ...................................
1.E-8 amp and energy about Z keV. Both parameters were vatted
by tetecommand. Deflection plates associated pith each gun INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRIC WAVE FIELDS
received a stnusotdaL stgnat from the magnetometer
investigation to ensure that the beam was always at right NSSDC ID- 7B-O71A-lO INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
angles to Bt in spite of the angle of the sotn vector to B. SCIENCE
The electron detector consisted of deflection plates that
removed the elevation correction given to the beam by the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE[S)
magnetometer stgnat_ a curved plate energy ftttert and a PARTICLES AND FIELDS
photomutttptter tube, Because the maximum dlsptacement MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
occurred when the beam made an angle of 0 or 180 deg to the
electric ftetdt all possible displacements less than this PERSONNEL
occurred twice during a spin period. Conseauenttyt the beam PI - E, UNGSTRU _ DANISH SPACE RES INST
swept across the detector twice per spin perlodt provided the OI - A. BAHNSEN DANISH SPACE RES INST
maximum displacement was tess than the distance between the gun
and the detector. The values of the spin angle at whtch the BRIEF DESCRIPTION
beam was detected after one gyrattont and the distance between This investigation was part of the £SA S-300 wave
the gun and recetver_ allowed the determination of the electric experiment and employed four mesh spheres mounted at the end of
field. A posslbte contribution from the gradient of B could be the 2.5-m axial booms. Differential measurements from these
determined by varying the energy of the beam. The sensors provided the three vector components of the electric
investigation retied entirety on real-time control by a field, Frequencies from 50 HZ to 7T kHz were analyzed with the
ground-based computer, It had four basic modes of operation: sweep-frequency analyzer and the dtgttat corretetor.
search_ adJustment_ opttmtzattont and normal. The search mode Frequencies up to 450 HZ were telemetered dlrectty_ and auto-
was designed to find the signal at nominal beam oarameters, If and/or cross-correlation of the sensor outputs up to 77 kHz was
this was not achtevedt the adjustment mode was used to vary accomplished with setectabte bandwtdths Of 2.59 5.Ot and 10,0 '
these parameters systematically. Once the beam was detected_ kHz, The sensitivity Of the mesh sphere probes at 10 kHz was
the optimization mode determined the best comoromtse between 1E-6 volts per meter per square root of Hz,
beam current end received stgnat quality, Then the normal mode
started_ which consisted of a continuous measurement of the ....... ESA-GEOS 2t WILKEN .....................................
electric field and the gradient of By using the most
appropriate of the four guns, Tungsten filaments were used in INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRON AND PROTON PITCH ANGLE
the electron gun and the problems caused by the barium oxtde DISTRIBUTION
filaments on ESA-GEOS 1 were not experienced.
NSSDC ID- 7B-O71A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
....... ESA-GEOS 2t PEOERSEN ................................... SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION NAME- DC FIELDS BY DOUBLE PROBE INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
_SSDC ID- 78-071A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
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PERSONNEL INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
PI - B. WILKEN MPI-AERONOMY ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOOH DATE- 05/27/83
OI - G. PFOTZER(DECEASED) MPI-AERONOMY ORBIT PERIOD- 5_35.4 MIN INCLINATION- 72.5 OEG
OI - E. KEPPLER MPI-AERONOMY PERIAPSIS- 347. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 19Z709. KM ALT
OI - A. KORTH MPI-AERONOMY
OI - d. MUENCH MPI-AERONOMY PERSONNEL
PM - G. ALTMANN ESA-ESTEC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PS - R.D. ANDRESEN ESA-ESTEC
This instrument (ESA exoerlment S-321) measured the PS - A. PEACOCK ESA-ESTEC
energy and pltch-angle distribution of higher energy electrons
and protons than that of Hultqvlst (TB-OTEA-O!)t and was BRIEF DESCRIPTION
complementary to that instrument. The detector system The scientific mission of the European X-ray observatory
consisted of two separate magnetic spectrometers for eLectronst satellite (EXOSAT) was to measure the postttont structural
with two proton telescopes associated with each of the magnets featurest and spectral and temporal characteristics of cosmic
that focused the electrons away from the proton detectors. X-ray sources in the approximate range 0,04 to 80 keV. EXOSAT
There were five rectangular solid-state detectors mounted along used two operational modes: (a) the occultation mode_ for the
the focal Line of each spectrometer to measure the electrons, precise determination and identification of sources and the
Each spectrometer covered an angular aperture in elevation observation of structural featurest using primarily the moon or
angle (relative to the spin axis) of 60 deg, The two the earth as the occulting body_ and (b) the arbitrary pointing
deflection magnets were positioned so that elevation angles mode for the study of the temporal and soectrat variability of
(referred to the spin axis) from 10 to 120 degt on 10 deg sources over tong uninterrupted time intervals and the mapping
centers0 were covered for etectronst giving elevation angles of of Low-energy sources, The observatoryt placed in a highly
23t €69 83t and 106 deg for the proton telescopes. These eccentric orbit wlth its apogee at 200t000 km and at a high
telescopes consisted of a frontt surface-barrler detector and a tatltude9 was capable of observing Lunar occuLtatlons over 20%
rearm sotld-state detector. ELectron energies from 30 to 200 of the celestial sphere within a year. The positional accuracy
keV and proton energies from 0.0_ to 1._ MeV were covered. The of bright (>1E-2 photons/so cm-s in the range >i.5 keV) sources
effective angular aperture for protons was 10 dee x Q dee was limited to about 1 arc s by the inaccuracy of measurement
(elevation x azimuth) and for electrons was 6 deg x Q deg. of the position of the satellite and the uncertainty of the
Geometric factors in units of 1E-4 sg cm sr were five for topography of the Lunar limb, For weaker sourcest the accuracy
protons and one for electrons. A 12-channel pulse-height was limited by statlsttcs_ t,e._ the total number of X-ray
analyzer (PHA) for protons could be used for any one of the quanta received during the time of the corresponding angular
four front detectors9 provided a front-rear coincidence was displacement of the moon. When not engaged in occultation
detectedt and a 15-channel PHA could be used for any one of the observattonst the observatory could view the sky
10 electron detectors, The singles rate for one of the four untnterruotedty in sny chosen direction (except 60 deg about
proton detectors and the coincidence rate from one of the four the solar direction) for as Long as the orbital period was
proton telescopes could be selected. There were three modes above the Van Allen belts (approximately 80 h). With accurate
for data selection: mode Ot Integral count rates and spectral tlmekeealng on boardt and with the capability of Long
measurements for all 14 detectorsi mode 1_ integral count rates continuous observation, EXOSAT could determine regular and
and spectral measurements for four detectors (good time irregular variations of the intensity of X-ray sources on a
resolution of integral rates); and mode 2t Integral count rates time scale ranging from tens of microseconds to tens of hours.
and spectral measurements (good time resolution for energy The trlaxlal stabilized spacecraft was cylindrical wlth a
spectra). The minimum time for a complete spectrum was 688 msl diameter of 192 cm and a height of i17 cm. A rotatable solar
the minimum time for integral flux variations was 43 ms. The array wlth an area of 3 so m was mounted on top of the S/C.
spectral measurements had a resolution of delta E/E=0,35. The star trackers were mounted on the optical benches of the
two imaging telescopes to facilitate alignment and stability,
....... ESA-GEOS 2t WRENN ...................................... In the occultation mode the observatory was able to view all of
the celestial sphere except for a cone of half angle 15 dee
INVESTIGATION NAME- THERMAL PLASMA FLOW centered on the sun_ in the arbitrary pointing mode the
excluded cone was a cone of half angle 60 degt also centered on
NSSDC ID- 78-071A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM the sun. Consumables were distributed to enable some 100
SCIENCE orbital maneuvers for Lunar occultation to be undertaken and
over 2000 targets to be observed. The scientific payload was
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) funded by ESA and its development managed by ESA. Use of the
PARTICLES AND FIELDS observatory was open to the scientific community following
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS selection of observational proposals.
SPACE PLASMAS
....... EXOSAT_ BOYD ...........................................
PERSONNEL
PI - G.L. WRENN MULLARD SPACE SCI LAB INVESTIGATION NAME- L3W-ENERGY X-RAY IMAGING TELESCOPES
OI - R.L.F.BOYD(RETIRED} U COLLEGE LONDON
OI - K. NORMAN MULLARD SPACE SCI LAB NSSOC ID- 83-051A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OI - W.J. RAITT UTAH STATE U SCIENCE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
This instrument (ESA experiment S-302) employed two X-RAY ASTRONOMY
hemispherical electrostatic analyzers mounted on one of the
locking booms for the measurement of electrons or protons over PERSONNEL
the range 0.5 to 500 eV arriving close to parallel and close to TL - R.L.F.BOYD(RETIRED) U COLLEGE LONDON
perpendicular to the Local magnetlc field. The energy range TM - P.W. SANFORD U COLLEGE LONDON
was covered in 64 steps wlth a relative energy resolution of TM - B.N. SWANENBQRG U OF LEIDEN
0.11. One analyzer had its aperture pointing along the TM - J.A.M.BLEEKER U OF LEIDEN
negative Z spin axlst wlth an opening angle of 18 deg x 18 deg TM - C. DE JAGER U OF UTRECHT
providing a geometrical factor (G) of 6E-4 sq cm st. The other TM - A.C. BRINKMAN U OF UTRECHT
analyzer made an angle of 100 deg with respect to the *Z axts_
with an Opening angle of 8 deg x 30 deg_ providing a G of BE-q BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SO cm st. Both detectors had to measure the same type of The instrument consisted of two identical X-ray imaging
oartlctes at the same time. The collimators of these telescopes (LE1 and LE2) utilizing two nested grazlng-lncldence
instruments could be set at any voltage from -28 to +32 V in parabotlc/hyperboLic reflectors. The focal-plane assembly
steps of 0,1 V to compensate for the potential difference incorporated a gas-flow posltlon-sensltlve proportional counter
between the instrument and the undisturbed plasma envlronment, and a channel-multlptler array_ covering the energy range from
This voltage was used to determine the spacecraft potential. 0,04 to 2 keV_ this was limited by the reflecting optics. A
transmlsslon grating was located at the exit plane of the
**************************** EXOSAT**************************** mirror for spectroscopic measurements. Each telescope had an
FOV of 1 degt a geometric collecting area of 90 so cmt a mass
of 30 kgt and consumed 5 W. Filters and a grating could be
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- EXOSAT used to separate X-rays of different wavelengths.
ALTERNATE NAMES- HI.ECCEN LUN OCCULT. SAT._ EUROPEAN X-RAY OBS SAT
HELOS9 14095 ....... EXOSAT_ TAYLOR .........................................
NSSDC ID- 83-051A INVESTIGATION NAME- GAS SCINTILLATION X-RAY SPECTROMETER
LAUNCH DATE- 05/26/83 WEIGHT- 500. KG NSSDC ID- 83-051A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
LAUNCH SITE- VANOENBERG AFB_ UNITED STATES SCIENCE
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA 3914
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY X-RAY ASTRONOMY
INTERNATIONAL ESA
2G
PERSONNEL techniques and determine tnterdatum ttes and gravity modets$
TL - B.C. TAYLOR ESA-ESTEC and to support the calibration -me position determination of
TM - R,D. ANDRESEN ESA-ESTZC NASA Spaceflight Tracking and _ Network (STDN) S-band
TM - R.L,F. BOYD(RETIRED) U COLLEGE LONDON tracking stations. For more dt ":ts_ see special reports on
TM - P.W, SANFORD U COLLEGE LONDON the GEOS 3 in J, Geophys. Res.! v. 849 n, BBt 1979.
TM - L. SCARSI U OF PALERMO
TM - S. SALENI U OF PALERMO ....... GEOS 39 ANDERLE ........................................
TM - G. BOELLA U OF MILAN
TM - G. VILLA U OF MILAN INVESTIGATION NAME- US NAVY DOPPLER SYSTEM
TM - A. PEACOCK ESA-ESTEC
NSSDC ID- 75-027A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION CODE EE-89 APPLICATIONS
A gas" scintillation proportional counter spectrometer
(GSPC) was used to study detailed spectral features in the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
energy range 2.5 to 50 keV. The device had an effective area NAVIGATION
of 250 SQ cm and an energy resolution of 10% at 10 keV. The GEODESY
experiment FOVt defined by a mechanical cottlmator9 was 45 arc
mtn FWHM. The counter window was a 175-mtcrometer thick PERSONNEL
beryllium foil and the gas cell was filled wlth a P: - R.J. ANDERLE USN SURFACE WEAPNS CTR
one-atmosphere mixture of 95% xenon and 5% helium. The GSPC
had an X-ray collecting area of 200 so cmt a mass of 8 kg_ and BRIEF DESCRIPTION
consumed 5 W. The Doppler technlaue of timing and measuring the
frequency shift of radio transmissions from a moving spacecraft
....... EXOSAT9 TRUEMPZR ....................................... was useD to obtain data that further established the structure
of the earthts gravitational field through the comparison of
INVESTIGATION NAME- MEDIUM-ENERGY COSMIC X-RAY PACKAGE new wlth established geodetic measurements. Two transmitters
were operated at frequencies of 162 and 324 MHz. The dual
NSSDE ID- 83-051A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM frequencies were coherently related and utilized in conjunction
SCIENCE wlth ground Doppler receiving stations to obtain precision
satellite range-rate data. The dual frequencies were generated
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) by a highly stable oscillator driving two frequency
X-RAY ASTRONOMY multipliers. Both frequencies were used simultaneously to
provide comparison data of the effect of the ionosphere on the
PERSONNEL signals, Thirteen or more fixed ground receiving stations
TL - J. TRUEMPER MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS operated by the U.S. Navy Doppler Tracking Network (TRANET) and
TM - H. ZIMMERMAN MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS 12 portable geocelvers operated by the U.S. Armyt U.S. Navyt
TM - R. STAUBERT U OF TUBINGEN and U.S. Air Forcer all under the direction of the Defense
TM - K.A. POUNDS U OF LEICESTER Mapping Agency (DMA) obtained data. Observations made from
TM - M. TURNER U OF LEICESTER three or more known stations allowed deduction of orbital
parameters, Range-rate data from either the fixed stations or
BRIEF DESCRIPTION the geocetvers were estimated to be accurate within 0,5 cm/s,
The instrument consisted of a Large area proportional
counter (ME) array of argon-fltted counters9 backed up by ....... GEOS 39 JACKSON ........................................
xenon-filled counters wlth an effective area of 19800 sq cm9
covering the energy range from 1.2 to 50 keV. The array was INVESTIGATION NAME- C-BAND SYSTEM
divided into four sectlons9 each of which could be offset from
the pointing direction to orovlde for a variable flat-too NSSDC IO- 75-02TA-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
collimator response. The detectors had FOVs of 1,5 dee wtth an CODE EE-8_ APPLICATIONS
energy resolution of 20_ at 6 keY for argon and 22 keV for
xenon. The ME had a mass of 48 kg and consumed 17 W. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
NAVIGATION
**************************** GEOS *****************************
PERSONNEL
P: - E.B. JACKSON NASA-GSFC-WFF
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ;EOS 3
ALTERNATE NAMES- GEODETIC SATELLITE-C, GEOS-C BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment was to support the
NSSDC ID- 75-027A altimeter C-band system calibration as well as geometrlc9
gravlmetrlct and other geodetic investigations, The C-cand
LAUNCH DATE- 04109175 WEIGHT- 340. KG transponder subsystem consisted of two transponders: onet the
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB_ UNITED STATES GEOS 2 noncoherent type and the other1 a coherent C-band
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA transponder. The noncoherent transponder provided for range
and angle measurementst white the coherent transponder provided
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY for both range9 range-rate_ and angle measurements. Both
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA transponders received signals at 5690 MHz. The coherent
transoonder transmitted at 5690 MHzo white the non¢oherent type
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS transmitted at 5765 MHz. Each C-band transponder transmitted
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 04/10/75 one pulse for each coded group of pulses transmitted by a
ORBIT PERIOD- 101.82 MIN INCLINATION- 114.96 DEG ground tracking C-band radar. The internal delay between the
PERIAPSIS- 839. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 853. KM ALT recelveq ground-transmltted pulse code and the
transponder-transmltted pulse was calibrated prior to Launch.
PERSONNEL Each transponder (while operating separately or simultaneously)
MG - C.J. FINLEY NASA HEAOOUARTERS operated in either standby or override mode. In standby_ the
SC - J.P. MURPHY NASA HEADQUARTERS receiver became operational after approximately 60 s of
PS - H.R. STANLEY NASA-GSFE-WFF Interrogatlonl or Long enough for the output tube to warm up.
In overrldet the output tube filament was energized by the
BRIEF DESCRIPTION external command and the warm-up delay circuit bypassed after
The GEOS 3 (Geodynamics Experimental Ocean Satellite) the tube warmed up_ thus aLLowing the transponder to respond
spacecraft was an octahedron_ topped by a truncated pyramtd_ immediately to interrogation signals. This override mode
with a parabolic reflector for a radar altimeter on the flat reduced ground-command requirements and conserved spacecraft
bottom side. A metal ribbon boom with end mass extended Joward power.
approximately 6.1 m from the top of the pyramid. Passive Laser
retroreftector cubes were mounted in a ring around the ....... GEOS 39 PURDY ..........................................
oarabotlc reflector with the normal vector from each cube
facing 45 dee outward from the earth direction of the boom INVESTIGATION NAME- RADAR ALTIMETER SYSTEM
axis. A turnstile antemna for VHF and UHF frequencies and
separate antennae for earth-vlewing 324-MHz Oopptert C-band_ NSSDC ID- 75-027A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
and S-band transponders were mounted separately on flat CODE EE-B9 APPLIDATIDNS
surfaces next to the parabolic.reflector. The dimension across
the flats of the octahedron was 1.22 mt and the spacecraft was INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
1.1I m high. The mission orovtded the stepping stone between NAVIGATION
the National Geodetic Satellite Program (NGSP) and the Earth GEODESY
and Ocean Physics Application Program. It provided data to OCEANOGRAPHY
refine the geodetlc and geophysical results of the NGSP and
served as a test for new systems. Mission objectives were to PERSONNEL
perform a satellite altimetry experiment in orbltt to support Pl m C'LI PURDY NASA'GSFC'WFF
further the catlbratlon and position determination of NASA and
other agency C-band radar systems_ and to perform a
satellite-to-satellite tracking experiment with the ATS 6
spacecraft using an S-band transponder system. Thts system was
also used for periodic GEOS 3 telemetry data relay through ATS
69 to support further the ]ntercompartson of tracking systems9
to investigate the solid-earth dynamic phenomena through
precision Laser tracking9 to refine further orbit determination
27
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
The radar altlmeter was the highest priority experiment Pl - C.C. STEPHANIDES NASA-GSFC
on GEOS 3. The objectives were (I} to determine the
feasibility and utility of a spaceborne radar altimeter for BRIEF DESCRIPTION
mapping the topography of the ocean surface with an absolute Laser corner reftectorst composed of 264 35-mm cubes_ and
accuracy wtthin 5 m_ and with a relative accuracy of I to 2 m_ ground-based Laser systems were used to obtain precise
(2) to determine the feasibility of measuring the deflection Of satellite tracking information. The Applied Physics Laboratory
the vertical Information at seat (3} to determine the provided the Laser cube reflector panels. The cubes were
feasibility of measuring wave hetghtt and 44) to contribute to configured on the Lateral surface of a conic frustum, with the
the technology Leading to a future operational Lateral surface of the frustum adJotn]ng the bottom9
altimeter-satellite system with a lO-cm measurement capability, earth-oriented surface of the spacecraft at a 45-deg angle.
To meet the experiment obJectives_ the altimeter had two The base of the frustum measured approximately 0.9 meter in
distinct data-gathering modes: a tong-pulse altimetry data mode diameter. When illuminated by a Laser Light pulse from the
and a short-pulse mode. Performance capabilities and operating groundt each retrorefLector cube In the array reflected the
characteristics of the altimeter differed for the two modes. Light ray back to a special telescope receiver on the ground.
Both modes operated on a 13.9-GHz frequency_ used a parabolic The reflected Light was picked up by the teLescope_ anD the
antenna9 had a maximum range acquisition time of 6 st and had optical impulses converted to an electrical signal. A digital
an altitude granularity of plus or minus 0.2 m. Differing counter recorded the time when the Light beam was returned to
characteristics were as follows: (1) altitude data rate for the ground. The total travel time of the tight pulses_ from
Long pulse was two readings per second and for short pulse six ground to satellite and back to the groundt measured the
readings per secondt and (2} input power for Long pulse was 50 distance to the satettltev thus forming the basis of the
W_ for short pulse 100 W. The GEOS 3 radar altimeter had satellite optical Laser system. The following observat(onat
several features in common w(th the altimeter used on the systems acquired the necessary data: NASA/WaLLops Laser Ranging
Skytab satetttte_ but had advantages over the Skytab altimeter Systems_ GAO (Smtthsontan Astrophysical Observatory) Laser
because of improved accuracy and ability to operate over Ranging Systems9 GSFC Laser Ranging Systemst and other national
extended areas for greater periods of ttme9 thereby providing and international Laser stations as determined.
the capability of examining the earth over Longer arcs and
observing extensive ocean areas. The third in the series of **************************** **********************************
satellite altimeters was flown on Seasat 1. The system
provided good quality data and demonstrated the capabilities
more than originally anticipated. More details can be found in SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GMS
d. Geophys. Res,t v, B4t n. BBt 1979. Data are available from ALTERNATE NAMES- GEOSTATION. METEOROL. SAT. t HIMAWARI
SOSO.
NSSDC ID- 77-065A
....... GEOS 39 SALZBERG
LAUNCH DATE- 07/14/77 WEIGHT- 647, KG
INVESTIGATION NAME- S-BAND TRACKING SYSTEM LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL9 UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
NSSOC ID- 75-027A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
JAPAN NASDA
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
NAVIGATION
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
PERSONNEL ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 07/17/77
PI - I,M. SALZBERG NASA-GSFC ORBIT PERIOD- 1429,4 MIN INCLINATION- 1.2 PEG
PERIAPSIS- 55531. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 35779. KM ALT
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The S-band transponder subsystem provided metric tracking PERSONNEL
data (ranger range-rate). It transmitted telemetry datat but PM - N. KODAIRA METEOROL SATELLITE CTR
dtd not receive commands. The transponder operated tn the PS - JMA STAFF JAPANESE METEOROL AGCY
following three modes': 41) satellite-to-satellite tracking
(SST} from the Rosman or European ATG ground stations through BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ATS 6 to GZOS 3 and back (also see experiment 75-027A-O6)t (2) The Geostattonary Meteorological Satellite (GMS) was
dlrect untfled S-band (Doppler only} ground-station tracking of Japants contribution to the international GARP (GLobal
GEOS 3t and (3) direct GRARR (Goddard Range and Range Rate) Atmospheric Research Program). One major objective of GARP was
ground-station tracking of GEOS 3. The transponder subsystem to obtain synoptic global meteorological data sets for 1 year's
consisted of a single-channel transpondert a power ampLtftert a duration (to include two optimized observing periods Of a few
dtptexert and an earth-viewing and ATS-vtewtng antenna system, weeks each). These data served as raw material to opttmtze
The antennae were seLectabte by ground command. The computer models for meteorological prediction. It was hopes
earth-viewing antenna for direct tracktng with the USB (unified that determination could be made of the time Limitation for
S-band) and GRARR ground stations had approximately short-term modeling. This spacecraft was roughly cylindrical
hemispherical coverage and a minimum of 0 dB gain within 60 dee with a height of 345 cm and a diameter of 216 cm. The
of the spacecraft Z axis. The SST antenna system consisted of cylindrical surface was covered wtth solar celts which could
an 1n-track array that provided a 3-dB gain in the direction of provide 225 W. The satellite was spin-stabilized wtth a despun
ATS for GEOS ascending and descending node oassest whtch earth-pointing antenna. The satellite was positioned near 1_0
crossed the eguator within plus or m(nus 26 degrees of the ATS dee E and designed to operate for 5 years.
subsateLttte potnto In the SST operation model the
interrogation stgnat was ftrst transmitted at O-band by the ATS ....... GMSt JMA STAFF .........................................
ground station to the ATS 6 spacecraft. ATS 6 instrumentation
coherently altered the sfgnatt making it compatible with the INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE AND INFRARED SPIN-SCAN
input frequency (2069.1128 MHz) of the S-band transponder on RADIOMETER (VISSR)
GEOS 3_ and transmitted the signal to GEOS 3. GEOS 5 then9
after translating the received stgnat_ retransmttted it to ATS NSSOC IO- 77-065A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PRO3RAM
6 as tf ATS 6 were another ground statton. ATS 6 then APPLICATIONS SATELLITE
retransmttted the signal to the ATS ground station at C-band.
Range sum and range-rate sum were obtained by comparing the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
interrogation and response signals, The S-band on GEOS 3 was METEOROLOGY
also tracked by the USB and GRARR STDN stations. Carr|er
frequencies (2069.1125 HHz up and 2247 MHz down} were identical PERSONNEL
to those of the SST mode. Coherent GRARR track|ng was PI - JMA STAFF JAPANESE MET[OROL AGCY
accomplished via standard GRARR ranging stde tones. USB
tracking consisted only of coherent-carrier Doppler tracking. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The S-band transponder was a single-channel transponderI The Vtstbte-IR Spin-Scan Radiometer (VISSR) was similar
thereforet simultaneous operation was not possible° to VISSR experiments on other GARP (GLobal Atmospheric Research
Program} satellites such as GOES 1, It made both night IR
....... GEOS 3_ STEPHANIDES (10.5 tO 12*B micrometers) and day IRt plus vts(bte (0.5 to
0.75 micrometer) photometric observations of the subsatetttte
INVESTIGATION NAME- LASER TRACKING REFLECTOR area at 30-mtn intervals. The visible channel had a resolution
of about 1.25 km and the IR channel had a resolution of about B
NSSDC ID- 75-027A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRA_ km at nadir. Real-time transmission was available to the data
CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS acquisition station in Japant with additional data transmission
to other meteorological users as needed=
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
NAVIGATION ....... GMSt JMA STAFF .........................................
GEODESY
INVESTIGATION NAME- WEATHER COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY
2B
NSSDC IO- 77-065A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ....... GMS-2t JMA STAFF .......................................
APPLICATIONS SATELLITE
INVESTIGATION NAME- WEATHER COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
METEOROLOGY NSSDC ID- 81-076A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
APPLICATIONS SATELLITE
PERSONNEL
PI - JMA STAFF JAPANESE METEOROL AGCY INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
METEOROLOGY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The GMS included a communications facility. The PERSONNEL
objectives of this equipment were (1) to collect and relay PI - JMA STAFF JAPANESE METEOROL AGCY
weather observations from remote stattonst including buoyst
shtpsl and unmanned stations_ and (2) to transmit weather BRIEF DESCRIPTION
information and analyses from the central weather facility to The GMS 2 tnctudeo a communications facility. The
other weather stations., objectives of this equipment were (1) to collect and relay
weather observations from remote statfons_ tnctudtnq buoyst
....... GMSt KOHNO ............................................. shtpst and unmanned stattons_ and (2) to transmit weather
information and analyses from the central weather facility to
INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR (GEM) other weather stations.
NSSDC ID- 77-065A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ....... GMS-2_ KOHNO ...........................................
APPLICATIONS SATELLITE
INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR (GEM)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS NSSDC ID- 81-076A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
APPLICATIONS SATZLLIT[
PERSONNEL
PI - T. KOHNO INST PHYS . CHEM RES INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Space Environment Monitor (SEM) experiment observed PERSONNEL
the In-sltu charged particle environment, Solar protons (i to PI - T. KOHNO INST PHYS . CHEM RES
500 MeV)t alpha particles (8 to 390 MeV) and solar electrons
(greater than 2 MeV) were dlscrlmlnated_ and their respective BRIEF DESCRIPTION
energies monitored by means of a number of sotld-state The Space Environment Monitor (SEM) experiment observed
detectors, the tn-sttu charged particle environment. Solar protons (1 to
500 MeV)t alpha particles (8 to 390 MeV), and solar electrons
**************************** ********************************** (greater than 2 MeV) were dtscrtminatedt and their respective
energies were monitored by means of a number of solid-state
detectors.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GMS-2
ALTERNATE NAMES- GEOSTATION,METEORO,SAT.2t HIMAWARI-2 **************************** GOES *****************************
NSSDC ID- 81-076A
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GOES 1
LAUNCH BATE- 08110181 WEIGHT- 653, KS ALTERNATE NAMES- SMS-Cw GOES-A
LAUNCh SITE-.TANEGASHIHAt JAPAN GOES-I
LAUNCH VEHICLE- N-2
NSSDC ID- 75-100A
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
JAPAN NASDA LAUNCH DATE- 10116175 WEIGHT- G31. KS
LAUNCH SITE m CAPE CANAVERALv UNITED STATES
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 08/26/81
ORBIT PERIOD- 1435,9 MIN INCLINATION- 0.2 DEG SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
PERIAPSIS- 35776, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 35792, KM ALT UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
PERSONNEL
PM - N, KODAIRA METEOROL SATELLITE CTR INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
PS - JMA STAFF JAPANESE METEOROL AGCY ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10/17/75
ORBIT PERIOD- 1412,0 MIN INCLINATION- 1,0 OEG
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERIAPSIS- 3_IG5, <MALT APOAPSIS- 36_58. KM ALT
The Geostattonary Meteorological Satellites (GMS) were
dapants contribution to the international Global Atmospheric PERSONNEL
Research Program (GARP), The spacecraft was roughly PM - G,W. LONGANEC<ER NASA-GSFC
¢yttndrtoat with a height of 345 cm and a diameter of 216 cm. PS - W.E. SHENK NASA-GSFC
The cylindrical surface was covered with solar cells which
provided 225 W. The satellite was spin-stabilized with a BRIEF DESCRIPTION
despun earth-pointing antenna. The satellite was positioned GOES 1 (SMS-O) was a NASA-devetoped_ NOAA-oberated
near 140 deg E and was designed to operate for 5 years. This spacecraft. The sptn-stabtttzed_ earth-synchronous spacecraft
was a follow-on GMS type spacecraft launched and controlled by carried (1) a visible infrared spin-scan radiometer (VISSR) to
NASDA of Japan. provide high-quality day and night cloudcover data and to take
radiance temperatures of the earth/atmosphere systemt (2) a
....... GMS-2t JMA STAFF ....................................... meteorological data collection and transmission system to relay
processed data from central weather facilities to small
INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE AND INFRARED SPIN-SCAN APT-eaulpped regional stations and to collect and retransmlt
RADIOMETER (VISSR) data from remotely located earth-based ptatforms_ and (3) a
space environment monitor (SEM) system to measure proton9
NSSDC IO- BI-OT6A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM etectront and solar X-ray fluxes and magnetic fields. The
APPLICATIONS SATELLITE cylindrically shaped spacecraft measured 190.5 cm in diameter
and 230 cm in lengtht exclusive of a magnetometer that extended
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) an additional 83 cm beyond the cylinder shell. The primary
METEOROLOGY structural members were a honeycombed equipment shelf and
thrust tube. The VISSR telescope was mounted on the equipment
PERSONNEL shelf and viewed the earth through a special aperture In the
PI - JMA STAFF JAPANESE METEOROL AGCY side of the spacecraft. A support structure extended radially
from the thrust tube and was affixed to the solar panetst which
BRIEF DESCRIPTION formed the outer walls of the spacecraft and provided the
The Visible and Infrared Spln-Scan Radiometer (VISSR) was primary source of electrical power. Located In the
similar to VISSR experiments on other GARP (Gtooal Atmospheric annulus-shaped space between the thrust tube and the solar
Research Program) satellites such as GOES 1 and GMS. It made panels were stattonkeeptng and dynamics control eQutpment_
both night IR (10.5 to 12.5 micrometers) and day IR battertest and most of the SEM equipment. Proper spacecraft
measurementst plus visible (0,5 to 0.75 micrometer) photometrlc attitude and spin rate (approximately 100 rpm) were maintained
observations of the subsatetltte area at 30-mtn intervals. The by two separate sets of Jet thrusters mounted around the
visible channel had a resolution of about 1.25 kmt and the IR spacecraft equator and activated by ground command. The
channel had a resolution of about 5 km at nadir. Real-time spacecraft used both UHF-band and S-band frequencies in its
transmission was available to the data acquisition station in telemetry and command subsystem. A tow-Dower VHF transponder
Japant with additional data transmission to other provided telemetry and command during launch and then served as
meteorological users as needed, a backup for the primary subsystem once the spacecraft had
attained synchronous orbit. For more detailed tnformattomt see
"The OOES/SMS Userls Guide." On December It 1978t
responsibility for GOES 1 was turned over to ESA to use as Dart
of GARP. It was stationed over the Indian Ocean and controlled
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by ESOC in D _stadtt F.R,G, In December 197g_ it was returned BRIEF DESCRIPTION
unqer the control of NOAA and positioned at 135 deg W, The Visible Infrared Spln-Scan Radiometer (VISSR) flown
on GOES i provided day/nlght observations of cloud cover and
....... GOES I_ LEINBACH ....................................... earth/cloud radiance temperature measurements from a
: synchronous_ spln-stabltlzed_ geostatlonary satellite for use
I_VE_T:GATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR in operational weather analysis and forecasting. The
two-channel instrument was able to take both full and partial
'_°_3C ID- 75-I00A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM pictures of the earthls disk. The infrared channel (10.5 to
CODE EE-8/OPER, ENVIRON. MONITOR 12,6 micrometers) and the visible channel (0.55 to 0,70
micrometer) used a common optics system, Incoming radiation
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) was received by an eLLiptlcatty shaped scan mirror and
PARTICLES AND FIELDS collected by a Ritchey-Chretlen optical system. The scan
SOLAR PHYSICS mirror was set at a nominal angle of 45 deg to the VISSR
optical axlst which was aligned parallel to the spin axis of
PERSONNEL the spacecraft, The spinning motion of the spacecraft
PI - H. LEINBACH NOAA-ERL (approximately 100 rpm) provided a west-to-east scan motion
PI - H.H. SAUER NOAA-ERL when the spln axis of the spacecraft was oriented parallel with
the earth's axis, The latitudinal scan was accomplished by
ERIEF DESCRIPTION sequentially tilting the scanning mirror north to south at the
A number of separate silicon solld-state detectors_ each completion of each spin. A full picture took 18,2 mln to
having a taltoreq moderator thickness and a separate complete and about 2 mln to retrace, During each scan_ the
electronics unit for pulse amplification and putse-helght field of vlew on the earth was swept by a linear array of eight
dlscrlmlnatlont were used to obtain partlcte-type/energy vlsibte-spectrum detectorst each with a ground resolution of
measurements. Seven channels measured protons 19 the range i 0.9 km at zero nadir angle. A mercury-cadmlum-tellurlde
to 500 MeV. Six channels measured alpha particles in the range detector sensed the infrared portion of the spectrum with a
to _00 MeV, One channel measured electrons greater than 2.R horizontal resolution of approximately 8 km at zero nadir
4eV. angle. The infrared portion of the detector measured radiance
temperatures between 180 and 315 dog Kt with a proposed
....... GOES It LEINBACH ....................................... sensitivity between 0.4 and 1.4 deg K, The VISSR output was
digitized and transmitted to the National Oceanographic and
IMVESTIOATION NAME- SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Command Data Acquisition
Station (CDA)_ Wallops Istand_ Va. There the signal was fed
NSSDC 13- 75-100A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM Into a "llne stretcher" where it was stored and time-stretched
CODE EE-QIOPER. ENVIRON. MONITOR for transmission back to the satellite at reduced bandwidth for
re-broadcast to data utilization stations (DUG). The VISSR
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) datat as wlth all operational type data9 were handled by NOAA_
SOLAR PHYSICS and the majority of data was archlved by National Climatic
Center_ Satellite Data Service Divlslont NOAAt Washlngton_ D,C.
PERSONNEL The NSSDC has Limited amount of research-orlented data.
Pl - H, LEINBACH NOAA-ERL
Pl - H.H. SAUER NOAA-ERL ....... GOES it NESS STAFF ......................... % ...........
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DOS)
The X-ray counter was composed of a cotllmator_ two
ionization chamoerst and two electrometers. A small angular NSSDC ID- 75-I00A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
aperture was chosen for t_e telescope collimatort which was CODE EE-B/OPERATIONAL WEATHER O3
mounted so that the declination of its axis could be controlled
oy ground command to ensure that the full disk of the sun was INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
viewed by the telescope once during every vehicle rotation. METEOROLOGY
One ion chamber was filled wlth argon at 1 atm for detection of
i- to 8-A X rays and had a 1.27E-_ m beryllium window to PERSONNEL
exclude X rays of toMger wavelengths. The other chamber was PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
fltteq wlth xenon at 1,5 to 2 atm and had a I,2TE-3 m beryllium
window for measurements of X rays in the wavelength range O.B BRIEF DESCRIPTION
to 3 A. The meteorological data collection and transmission
system was an experimental communications and data-handtlng
....... GOES 19 LEINBACH ....................................... system designed to receive and process meteorological data
collected from remotely located_ earth-based data collection
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR (observation) platforms (DCP), The collected data were
retransmltted from the satellite to smallt ground-based9
NSSDC ID- 75-I00A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM regional data utilization centers, Data from up to 10t000 DCP
CODE EE-8/OPER. ENVIRON. MONITOR stations were handled by the system. The system also allowed
for the retransmlsslon of narrow-band (WEFAX-type) data from
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) centralized weather facilities to small, ground-based APT
PARTICLES AND FIELDS receiver stations. This communications system operated on
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS S-band frequencies, The minimum data collection system for one
small meteorological satellite consisted of approximately 3500
PERSONNELI DCP stations for contact in a 6mh period. The total amount of
PI - H. LEINBACH NOAA-ERL data collected during the 6-h period was between 350 and 600
Pl - H,H. SAUER NOAA-ERL kilobltst depending on the coding techniques. Data received
OI - J.C. JOSELYN NOAA-ERL from individual stations varied from 50 to 3000 bltst depending
on the types and varieties of sensors used at an individual DCP
BRIEF DESCRIPTION station.
A blaxlatt closed-Loopt fluxgate magnetometer was
deployed on a boom about ,61 m Long, The magnetometer had one **************************** GOES *****************************
sensor aligned parallel to the spacecraft spin axis and the
other oerpendlcular to thls axlst and measured the magnetic
field at synchronous altitude, Each sensor had a selectabte SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GOES 2
range (+50, lOOt 200t or 400 nT)t an offset field capability ALTERNATE NAMES- GOES-B
(plus or minus 1200 nT in 40-nT steps)_ and an Infllght
calibration capability. NSSDC ID- 77-048A
....... GOES It NESS STAFF ............. LAUNCH DATE- 06/16/77 WEIGHT- 294, KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES
INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
(VISSR)
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
NSS2C ID- 7S-IOOA-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS
CODE EE-8/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
METEOROLOGY ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/21/77
ORBIT PERIOD- 1436. MIN INCLINATION- 0,88 DEG
PERSONNEL PERIAPSIS- 35266. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 36304. KM ALT
Pl - NESS STAFF NDAA-NESS
Ol - W.E. SHENK NASA-GSFC PERSONNEL
PM - G,W. LONGANECKER NASA-GSFC
PS - W.E, SHENK NASA-GSFC
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
GOES 2 was a NASA-devetooedt NOAA-operated spacecraft, Pl - H. LEINBACH NOAA-ERL
The spln-stabItlzedt earth-synchronous spacecraft carried (1) a PI - H.H. SAUER NOAA-ERL
visible infrared spln-scan radiometer (VISSR) to provide Of - J.C. JOSELYN NOAA-ERL
hlgh-quality day/nlght cLoudcover data and to take radiance
temperatures of the earth/atmosphere system9 (2) a BRIEF DESCRIPTION
meteorological data collection and transmission system to relay The magnetometer was a blaxlatt closed-Loop9 fLuxgate
processed data from central weather facilities to small magnetometer wlth the two sensors aligned at right angles to
APT-eQuiPped regional stations and to collect and retransmtt one another, After mounting on a short boom (about ,61 m)_ one
data from remotely Located earth-based ptatformst and (3] a sensor was aligned parallel to the spacecraft spin axis and the
space environment monitor (SEM) system to measure proton9 other perpendicular to this axis. Each sensor had a setectabLe
eLectron_ and solar X-ray fluxes and magnetic fields, The range (509 lOOt 2009 or 400 nT]_ an offset field capability
cylindrically shaped spacecraft measured lgO,5 cm in diameter (plus or minus 1200 nT in 40-nT steps)t and an tnfLtght
and 230 cm in Length_ exclusive of a magnetometer that extended caLlbratloncapabILity,
an additional 83 cm beyond the cylinder shell, The primary
structural members were a honeycombed eQulo_ent shelf and ....... GOES 29 NESS STAFF .....................................
thrust tube. The VISSR telescope was mounted on the equlpment
shelf and viewed the earth through a special aperture in the INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS)
side of the spacecraft. A support structure extended radially
out from the thrust tube and was affixed to the solar panelst NSSDC ID- 77-04BA-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
which formed the outer walls of the spacecraft and provided the CODE EE-B/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB
primary source of electrical power. Located in the
annulus-shaped space between the thrust tuoe and the solar INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
panels were statlonkeeplng and dynamics control equlpment9 METEOROLOGY
batterles9 and most of the SEM equipment. Proper spacecraft COMMUNICATIONS
attitude and spin rate (approximately 100 rpm) were maintained
by two separate sets of Jet thrusters mounted around the PERSONNEL
spacecraft equator and activated by ground command, The PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
spacecraft used both UHF-band and S-band frequencies in its
telemetry and command subsystem, A Low-power VHF transponder BRIEF DESCRIPTION
provided telemetry and command during Launch and then served as The meteorological data collection and _ransmlsslon
a backup for the primary subsystem once the spacecraft attained system was an experimental communications and data handling
synchronous orbit, For more deatatLed information9 see "The system designed to receive and process meteorological data
GOES/SMS Userts Guide." collected from remotely Located earth-based9 data collection
(observation) platforms (DCP). The collected data were
....... GOES 21LEINBACH ....................................... retransmltted from the satellite to small9 ground-basedt
regional data utilization centers, Data from up to 109000 DCP
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR stations could be handled by the system, The system also
allowed for the retransmtsston of narrow-band (WEFAX-type) data
NSSDC IO- 77-048A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM from centralized weather facilities to existing small9
CODE EE-BIOPER. ENVIRON. MONITOR ground-based APT receiving stations. This communications
system operated on S-band frequencies, The minimum data
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) collection system for one small meteorological satellite
PARTICLES AND FIELDS consisted of apbroxtmateLy 3500 DCP stations to be contacted tn
SOLAR PHYSICS a &-h period, The total amount of data collected during the
6-h period was between 350 and 600 ktLobitst depending on the
PERSONNEL coding techniques, Data received from individual stations
PI - H, LEINBACH NOAA-ERL varied from BO to 3000 bits9 depending on the type and variety
PI - H,H. SAUER NOAA-ERL of sensors used at an individual OCP station,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION **************************** GOES 3****************************
A number Of separate silicon solid-state detectorst each
with a tailored moderator thickness and a separate electronics
unit for pulse amplification and pulse-height dlscrtmlnatton9 SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GOES 3
were used to obtain the following particle type and energy ALTERNATE NAMES- 109529 GOES-C
measurements: seven channels measuring protons in the range 1
to 500 MeVt six channels measuring alpha particles in the range NSSDC ID- 78-062A
4 to 400 MeVt and one channel measuring electrons > 2,8 MeV.
LAUNCH DATE- 06/16/78 WEIGHT- 294, KG
....... GOES 29 LEINBACH ....................................... LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL9 UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
NSSDC ID- TT-O!BA-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS
CODE EE-8/OPER. ENVIRON. MONITOR UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
SOLAR PHYSICS ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/17/78
ORBIT PERIOD- 1450.B MIN INCLINATION- 1,7 DES
PERSONNEL PERIAPSIS- 354G9,1 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 36G79,2 KM ALT
PI - H, LEINBACH NOAA-ERL
PI - H.H. SAUER NOAA-ERL PERSONNEL
PM " G,W. LONGANECKER NASA-GSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PS - W.Z, SHENK NASA-GSFC
The X-ray counter was composed of. a collimator9 two
ionization chamberst and two electrometers, A small angular BRIEF DESCRIPTION
aperture was chosen for the telescope oottlmator_ which was GOES 3 was a NASA-developed9 NOAA-operated spacecraft.
mounted so that the declination of its axis could be controlled The spln-stabltlzed9 earth-synchronous spacecraft carried (i) a
by ground command to ensure that the full disk of the sun was visible infrared spln-scan radiometer (VISSR) to provide
viewed by the telescope once during every vehicle rotation, hlgh-quaLtty day/night cLoudcover data and to take radiance
One ion chamber was filled with argon at i arm for detection of temperatures of the earth/atmosphere systemt (2) a
1- to 8-A X rays and had a 1,27E-4 m beryllium window to meteorological data collection and transmission system to relay
exclude X rays of Longer wavelengths. The other chamber was processed data from central weather facilities to small
filled with xenon at 1.5 to 2 atm_ and had a 1,2TE-3 m APT-equipped regional stations and to collect and retransmtt
beryllium window for measurement of X rays in the wavelength data from remotely Located earth-based pLatformst and (3) a
sbace environment monitor (SEM) system to measure proton9
range 0,5 to 3 A, electron9 and X-ray fluxes and magnetic fields, The
....... GOES 2t LEINBACH ....................................... cylindrically shaped spacecraft measured 190,5 cm in diameter
and 230 cm in Lengthy exclusive of a magnetometer that extended
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR an additional 83 ¢m beyond the ©yLtnder shetto The primary
structural members were a honeycombed equipment shelf and
thrust tube, The VISSR telescope was mounted on the equipmentNSSOC IO- 77-048A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EEm8/OPER. ENVIRON, MONITOR shelf and viewed the earth through a special aperture in the
side of the spacecraft, A support structure extended radially
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) out from the thrust tube and was affixed to the solar panels9
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS which formed the outer walls of the spacecraft and provided the
PARTICLES AND FIELDS primary source of electrical power. Located In the
annulus-shaped space between the thrust tube and the solar
panels were stattonkeeptng and dynamics control eQutpment_
battertest and most of the SEM equipment, Proper spacecraft
attitude and spin rate (approximately 100 rpm) were maintained
by two separate sets of Jet thrusters mounted around the
spacecraft equator and activated by ground command, The
spacecraft used both UHF-band and S-band frequencies in its
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telemetry and command subsystem. A Low-power VHF transponder BRIEF DESCRIPTION
provided telemetry and command durlng Launch and then served as The V1slbte Infrared Spln-Scan Radiometer (VISSR) flown
a backup for the primary subsystem once the spacecraft attained on GOES 3 was capable of providing both day and night
orbit. For more detailed Informatlonl see "The GOES/SMS Userts observations of cloud cover and earth/cloud radiance
Guide," temperature measurements from a synchronous spln-stabItlzedt
geostatlonary satellite for use In operational weather analysis
....... GOES 3t LEINBACH ....................................... and forecasting, The two-channel Instrument was able to take
both full and partial pictures of the earthts disk, Both the
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR infrared channel (lO,B to 12,5 micrometers) and the vlslble
channel (0,55 to 0,75 micrometers) used a common optics system.
NSSDC IO- 78-062A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM Incoming radlatlon was received by an etklptlcally shaped scan
CODE EE-81OPER, ENVIRON. MONITOR mirror and collected by a Rltchey-Chretlen optical system. The
scan mirror was set at a nominal angle of _5 dog to the VISSR
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) optical axls_ which was aligned parallel to the spin axls of
PARTICLES AND FIELDS the spacecraft. The spinning motion of the spacecraft
SOLAR PHYSICS (approximately 100 rpm) provided a west-to-east scan motion
when the spin axls of the spacecraft was oriented oaraltet to
PERSONNEL the earth's axis. The Latitudinal scan was accomplished by
PI - H. LEINBACh NOAA-ERL sequentially tilting the scanning mirror north to south at the
PI - H.He SAUER NOAA-ERL completion of each spin. A full picture took 18.2 mtn to
complete and about 2 mln to retrace, During each scan_ eight
BRIEF DESCRIPTION visible-spectrum detectors swept the earth_ with a ground
A number of separate silicon sotld-state detectorst each resolution of 0.9 km at zero nadir angle. A
with a tailored moderator thickness and a separate electronics mercury-cadmlum-tetturide detector sensed the infrared portion
unit for pulse amptlflcatfon and putse-helght dlscrlmlnatlon9 of the spectrum with a horizontal resolution of approximately 9
were used to obtain the following particle type and energy km at zero nadir angle. The infrared portion of the detector
measurements: seven channels measuring protons In the range I measured radiance temperatures between 180 and 315 dee K wlth a
to 500 MeVt six channels measuring alpha particles in the range proposed sensitivity between 0,4 and 1._ dog K. The VISSR
4 to 400 MeVt and one channel measuring electrons greater than output was digitized and transmitted to the NOAA Command and
2,8 MeV, Data AcQuisition Statlon_ Wallops Istandt Va, There the slgnat
was fed into a "Line stretcher_" where it was stored and
....... GOES 31 LEINBACH ....................................... tlme-stretched for transmission back to the satellite at
reduced bandwiQth for rebroadcast to APT user stations. The
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR X-RAy MONITOR VISSR data were handled by NOAA and eventually sent to the
National Climatic Centert Satellite Data Services Olvlslon9
NSSDC IO- 78-062A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM Washlngtonv D.C.t for archlvlng, The NSSDC also has some
CODE EE-8/OPER. ENVIRON. MONITOR Limited amounts of research-oriented data=
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ....... GOES 31NESS STAFF .....................................
SOLAR PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DOS)
PERSONNEL
PI - H. LEINBACH NOAA-ERL NSSOC ID- 78-062A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PI - H,H, SAUER NOAA-ERL CODE EE-BIOPERATIONAL WEATHER 03
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
The X-ray counter was composed of a colttmatort two METEOROLOGY
ionization chambers9 and tdo electrometers, A small angular COMMUNICATIONS
aperture was chosen for the telescope €otttmator_ which was
mounted so thatthe declination of its axis'could be controlled PERSONNEL
by ground command to ensure that the sun was viewed by the PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
tetescobe once during every vehicle rotatlon. One ion chamber
was filled wtth argon at i arm for detection of 1- to 8-A x BRIEF DESCRIPTION
rays and had a 1,27E-_ m beryllium window to exclude X rays of The data collection system was an experimental
longer wavelengths, The other chamber was fitted with xenon at communications and data-handling system designed to receive and
1.5 to 2 atmt and had a 1.2TE-3 m beryllium window for process meteorological data collected from remotely Located9
measurements of X rays in the wavelength range 0,5 to 3 A, earth-based9 data collection (observation) platforms (DCP).
The collected data were retransmltted from the satellite to
....... GOES 31LEINBACH ....................................... smattt ground-basedt regional data utIkfzatlon centers, Data
from up to 10_000 DCP stattons could be handled by the system.
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR The system also allowed for the retransmlsslon of narrow-band
(WEFAX-type) data from centralized weather facilities to
NSSDC IO- 78-062A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM existing smattt ground-based APT receiving stations, This
CODE EE-B/OPER. ENVIRON. MONITOR communications system operated on S-band frequencies, The
mlntmum data collection system for one small meteorological
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) satellite consisted of approximately 3500 DCP stations to be
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS contacted in a G-h period. The total amount of data collected
PARTICLES AND FIELDS durlng the 6-h period was between 350 and 600 kItobltst
depending on the codlng techniques, Data recelved from
PERSONNEL individual stations varied from 50 to 3000 bttst depending on
PI - H. LEINBACH NOAA-ERL the type and variety of sensors used at an individual DC D
PI - H,H, SAUER NOAA-ERL station.
Of - J,C. JOSELYN NOAA-ERL
**************************** GOES *****************************
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The magnetometer was a btaxlat_ ctosed-toopt fLuxgate
magnetometer with the two sensors aligned at right angles to SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GOES
one another. After mounting on a short boom (about ,61 m)_ one ALTERNATE NAMES- GOES-Dr 1196_
sensor was aligned parallel to the spacecraft spin axis and the
other perpendicular to this axis, Each sensor had a setectabte NGSDO IO- BO-O74A
range (501 1001 2001 or 400 nT)_ an offset field capaotttty
(plus or minus 1200 nT In 40-nT steps)_ and an fnftlght LAUNCH DATE- 09/09/80 WEIGHT- 660. KG
calibration capability. LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
....... GOES 31NESS STAFF .....................................
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS
(VISSR) UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
NSSDC ID- 78-062A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
CODE EE-8/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 09/28/80
ORBIT PERIOD- 1436.2 MIN INCLINATION- 0.2 DEG
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PERIAPSIS- 35776, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 35800. KM ALT
METEOROLOGY
PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL MG - A,J, CERVENKA NASA HEADgUARTERS
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS PM - G.W. LONGANECKER NASA-GSFC
OI - W.E, SHENK NASA-GSFC PS - W,E. SHENK NASA-GS=C
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
GOES 4 was the fourth in a series of NASA-devetopedt The magnetometer had a range of plus or minus 400 nT
NOAA-operated spacecraft, The spln-stabillzedt (aithout saturation) and a resolution of 0,1 nT over a range of
earth-synchronous spacecraft carried (i) a VISSR (visible plus or minus 50 nT.
infrared spin scan radiometer} atmospheric sounder (VAS) to
provide hlgh-quallty day/nlght cloudcover dalai to take ....... GOES 4t NESS STAFF .....................................
radiance temperatures of the earth/atmosphere systemt and to
determine atmospheric temperature and water vapor content at INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
various levetst (2) a meteorological data collection and ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDER (VAS)
transmission system to relay processed data from central
weather facilities to small automatic picture transmission NSSDC ID- 80-07qA-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
(APT)-equtpped regional stations and to collect and retransmtt CODE EE-B/OPERATIONAL WEATHER 0{3
data from remotely Located earth-based platformst and (3) a
space environment monitor (SEM} system to measure protont INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
etectront and solar X-ray fluxes and magnetic fields. The METEOROLOGY
cylindrically shaped spacecraft measured 190o5 cm in diameter
and 230 cm in lengthy exclusive of a magnetometer that extended PERSONNEL
an additional B3 cm beyond the cylindrical shell= The primary PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
structural members were a honeycombed equipment shelf and OI - W,E= SHENK NASA-GSFO
thrust tube, The VISSR telescope was mounted on the eQulprent
shelf and viewed the earth through a special aperture In the BRIEF DESCRIPTION
side of the spacecraft. A support structure extended radially The Vislble-lnfrared Spln-Scan Radiometer Atmospheric
from the thrust tube and was affixed to the solar panetst which Sounder (VAS} operated in three distinct modes to provide
formed the outer walls of the spacecraft to provide the primary parameter flexlbttttyt spectral band setectton_ geographic
source of electrical power. Located in the annulus-shaped tocattont and signal-to-noise ratio. The VISSR mode was the
space between the thrust tube and the solar panels were same as the VISSR system on board GOES tt 2t 3. Both the IR
stattonkeeping and dynamics control equtpmentt batteriest and channel (10.5 to 12.5 micrometers) and visible channel (0.55 to
most of the SEM equipment. Proper spacecraft attitude and spin 0.75 micrometer) used common optics, Incoming radlation was
rate (approximately 100 rpm) were maintained by two separate collected by a Ritchey-Chretlen optical system, The spinning
sets of Jet thrusters mounted around the spacecraft equator and motion of the spacecraft (100 rgm) provided a west-to-east
activated by ground command. The spacecraft used both UHF-band (W-to-E} scan motion= Scan mirror tilt after each sptn
and S-band frequencies in its telemetry and command subsystem, provided a north-to-south iN-to-S) scan motion= A full picture
A Low-power VHF transponder provided telemetry and command took 18.2 mtn to complete and 2 mtn to reset for the next
during launch and then served as a backup for the primary image. Eight visible-spectrum detectors (O.9-km horizontal
subsystem once the spacecraft had attained synchronous orbit, resolution) and one mercury-cadmfum-telturfde IR detector(6.9-km horizontal resolution} swept the earth during each
....... GOES 4t LEINBACH ....................................... scan. In the dwell-sounding model up to 12 spectral filters in
a wheel covering the range 678=7 per cm (14,74 micrometers)
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR through 2535 per cm (3.94 micrometers) were positioned into the
optical train while the scanner was dwelling on a single N-to-S
NSSDC ID- 80-074A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM scan Line, The filter wheel could be programmed so that each
CODE EE-8/OPER. ENVIRON. MONITOR spectral band fitter could dwell on a single scan ltne for from
0 to 255 spacecraft spins. Either the 6=9-km or 13.B-km
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINERS} resolution detectors could be selected for the seven filter
PARTICLES AND FIELDS positions operating in the spectral region 701.G per cm (14.25
SOLAR PHYSICS micrometers) through 1487 per cm (6.725 micrometers). For the
remaining five spectral bands the 13.8-km resolution detectors
PERSONNEL were used= Select,hie frame stzet position and scan direction
PI - Ho LEINBACH NOAA-ERL were also programmable vta ground command. For the VAS
PI - H.H. SAUER NOAA-ERL demonstrattont lO-btt reduced resolution (3=5-km) visible data
were provided for imaging. In some of the spectral regtons_
BRIEF DESCRIPTION multiple-line data were required to enhance the signal-to-noise
The energetic particle monitor consisted Of three ratio. Typtcattyt 167 satellite spins at the same N-to-S scan
detector assembltest each covering limited regions of the line position were required to obtain the desired sounding
overall energy spectrum. The first two detector assemblies data. Thts number of spins per ttne should be adequate to
monitored protons in seven energy ranges between 0=8 and BOO obtain soundings having a 50- x 50-km resolution and require
MeV_ and alpha particles in stx energy ranges from 4 to >qO0 approximately 1.9 minutes on the average. The multtsoectrat
MeV, There was also one channel for the measurement of imaging (MSI) mode could provide normal VISSR IR imaging plus
electrons in the energy range above 500 keY. The third data tn any two selected spectral bands having a spatial
detectort high energy proton and alpha detector (MEPAD)t resolution of 13=8 km. This mode of operation took advantage
monitored protons tn four energy ranges above 370 MeV and aloha of the small mercury-cadmium-tellurtde detector offset tn the
particles in two energy ranges above 640 MeV/nucLeon. N-to-S plane. Using the data from these detectors
simultaneously produced a corplete infrared map when the
....... GOES 4t LEINBACH ....................................... detectors were operated every other scan line. This allowed
using the larger detectors during half of the imaging/scanning
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR sequence period to obtain additional spectral information.
Unlimited N-to-S frame stze and position selecttont within the
NSSDC ID- 80-074A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM maximum N-to-S FOV scan dtrecttont could be selected. The
CODE EE-8/OPERo ENVIRON. MONITOR VISSR output was digitized and transmitted to the NOAA Command
and Data Acqutstton Stattont Wallops Istandt Va. There the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) signal was fed into a aline stretchert" where it was stored and
SOLAR PHYSICS time-stretched for transmission back to the satellite at
reduced bandwidth for rebroadcast to APT user stations. Data
PERSONNEL from the VAS MSI mode and the dwell sounding mode were not
PI - H, LEINBACH NOAA-ERL "stretched", The VISSR data were handled by NOAA and
PI - HoH, SAUER NOAA-ERL eventually sent to the National Climatic Center_ Satellite Data
Services Dtvtstont NOAA_ Washtngton_ D.C.t for archfvtng.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The X-ray monitor consisted of ton chamber detectors. ....... GOES 4t NESS STAFF .....................................
The wavelength ranges and minimum useful threshold sensitivity INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS)
were 0.5 to 3 At 1,0E-13 J per cm per s; and 1 to 8 At l,OE-12
J per cm per s; with a dynamic range of I,E_,
NSSDC ID- 80-074A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
....... GOES 4t LEINBACH ....................................... CODE EE-B/OPERATIONAL WEATHER 03
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
METEOROLOGY
NSSDC ID- 80-07_A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B/OPER. ENVIRON. MONITOR PERSONNEL
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS The meteorological data collection and transmission
system was an experimental communications and data handling
PERSONNEL system designed to receive and process meteorological data
PI - H. LEINBACH NOAA-ERL collected from remotely locatedt earth-basedt data collection
PI - H.Ho SAUER NOAA-ERL (observation) platforms (DCP)o The collected data were
OI - J.C= JOSELYN NOAA-ERL retransmttted from the satellite to smallt ground-basedt
regional data utilization centers= Data from up to IOtO00 DDP
stations could be handled by the system. The system also
allowed for the retransmtsston of narrow-band (WEFAX-type) data
from centralized weather facilities to existing smaltt
ground-based APT receiving stations= This communications
system operated on S-band frequencies. The minimum data
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coLLection system for one small meteorological satellite NSSDC ID- 81-04gA-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
consisted of approximately 3500 DCP stations to be contacted In CODE EE-B/OPER, ENVIRON. MONITOR
a 6-h period. The total amount of data collected during the
6-h period was between 350 and 600 kltobitst depending on the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
coding techniques. Data received from individual stations SOLAR PHYSICS
varied from 50 to 30D0 bltst depending on the type and variety
of sensors used at an individual DCP station, PERSONNEL
PI - H. LEINBAOH NOAA-ERL
**************************** GOES ***************************** PI - H.H. SAUER NOAA-ZRL
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GOES 5 The X-ray monitor consisted of ion chamber detectors.
ALTERNATE NAMES- GOES-E The wavelength ranges and minimum useful threshold sensitivity
were 0._ to 3 A_ I,OE-13 J per sq cm per s; and i to R At
NSSOC ID- 81-049A 1.0E-12 J per sq cm per s; wlth a dynamic range of 1,E4.
LAUNCH DATE- 05/22181 WEIGHT- 660. KG ....... GOES 5_ LEINBACH .......................................
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY NSSDC ID- 81-0@9A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS CODE EE-B/OPER, ENVIRON, MONITOR
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 07/29/81 MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
ORBIT PERIOD- 1434. MIN INCLINATION- 0,32 DEG PARTICLES AND FIELDS
PERIAPSIS- 35715, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 35769, KM ALT
PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL PI - H. LEINBAOH NOAA-ERL
MG - A,J. CERVENKA NASA HEADQUARTERS Pl - H.H. SAUER NOAA-ERL
PM - G,W, LONGANECKER NASA-GSFC Of - d.C. JOSELYN NOAA-ERL
PG - W,E. SHENK NASA-GSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION The magnetometer had a range of plus or minus 400 nT
GOES 5 was the fifth in a series of NASA-developed9 (without saturation) and a resolution of 0,i nT over a range of
NOAA-operated spacecraft, The spln-stabItlzedt plus or minus 50 nT,
earth-synchronous spacecraft carried (1) a visible infrared
spin scan radiometer (VISSR) atmospheric sounder (VAS) to ....... GOES 5t NESS STAFF .....................................
provide high-quality day/night ctoudcover datat to take
radiance temperatures of the earth/atmosphere systemt and to INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
determine atmospheric temperature and water vapor content at ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDER (VAS)
various levels0 (2} a meteorological data collection and
transmission system to relay processed data from central NSSDC ID- 81-049A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
weather facilities to small automatic picture transmission CODE EE-BIOPERATIONAL WEATHER 03(APT)-equtpped regional stations and to collect and retransmit
data from remotely Located earth-based ptatforms_ and (3) a INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
space environment monitor (GEM) system to measure protont METEOROLOGY
ekectront and solar X-ray fluxes and magnetic fields, The
cylindrically shaped spacecraft measured 190,5 cm in diameter PERSONNEL
and 230 cm tn Lengthy exclusive of a magnetometer that extended PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
an additional B3 cm beyond the cylindrical shell. The primary Of - W.E, SHENK NASA-GSFC
structural members were a honeycombed equipment shelf and
thrust tube, The VISSR telescope was mounted on the equipment BRIEF DESCRIPTION
shelf and viewed the earth through a special aperture tn the The Visible Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer Atmospheric
side of the spacecraft, A support structure extended radially Sounder (VAS) operated in three distinct modes to provide
from the thrust tube and was affixed to the solar panets_ which parameter ftextbtLtty_ spectral band setectton_ geographic
formed the outer walls of the spacecraft to provide the primary locatton_ and slgnat-to-notse (S/N) ratio, The VISSR mode was
source of electrical power, Located in the annulus-shaped the same as the VISSR system on board the other GOES
space between the thrust tube and the solar panels were spacecraft. Both the IR channel (10,5 to 12,5 micrometers) and
stattonkeeptng and dynamics control equtpmentt battertes_ and visible channel (0,55 to 0,75 micrometers) used common optics,
most of the GEM equipment, Proper spacecraft attitude and sptn Incoming radiation was collected by a Rttchey-Chretien optical
rate (approximately 100 rpm) were maintained by two separate system, The spinning motion of the spacecraft (100 rDm)
sets of Jet thrusters mounted around the spacecraft equator and provided a west-to-east (W-to-E) scan motion, Scan mirror ttLt
activated by ground command, The spacecraft used both UHF-band after each spin provided a north-to-south iN-to-S} scan motion,
and S-band frequencies in its telemetry and command subsystem, A full picture took 1B.2 mtn to complete and 2 min to reset for
A tow-power VHF transponder provided telemetry and command the next image, Eight visible-spectrum detectors (O,g km
during Launch and then served as a backup for the primary horizontal resolution) and one mercury-cadmium-teLturtde IR
subsystem once the spacecraft had attained synchronous orbit, detector (6, g horizontal resolution) swept the earth during
each scan. In the dwell-sounding mode_ up to 12 spectral
....... GOES 5t LEINBACH ....................................... filters in a wheel covering the range 678,7 per cm (14.74
micrometers) through 2535 per cm (3.94 micrometers} were
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR positioned Into the optical train while the scanner was
dwelling on a single N-tomS scan Line, The filter wheel could
NSSDC ID- 81-049A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM be programmeq so that each spectral band filter could dwell on
CODE EE-B/OPER, ENVIRON, MONITOR a single scan line for from 0 to 255 spacecraft spins, Either
the 6,9-km or 13,8-km resolution detectors could be selected
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) for the seven filter positions operating in the spectral region
PARTICLES AND FIELDS 701.6 per cm (14,25 micrometers) through 1487 per cm (6.725
SOLAR PHYSICS micrometers), For the remaining five spectral bands the
13.8-km resolution detectors were used. Setectabte frame slze9
PERSONNEL position and scan direction were also programmable via ground
PI - H, LEINBACH NOAA-ERL command, For the VAS demonstratton_ lO-btt reduced resolution
PI - H,H, SAUER NOAA-ERL (3.5 km) visible data were provided for imaging, In some of
the spectral reglonsl muLtlpLe-tlne data were required to
BRIEF DESCRIPTION enhance the signal-to-noise (SIN) ratio. Typtcattyt 167
The energetic particle monitor consisted of three satellite spins at the same N-to-$ scan Line position were
detector assembtiest each covering Limited regions of the required to obtain the desired sounding data, This number of
overall energy spectrum, The first two detector assemblies spins per line should be adequate to obtain soundings having a
monitored protons in seven.energy ranges between 0,8 and 500 30- x 30-km resolution and require approximately 1,g minutes on
MeV and aloha particles in six energy ranges from 4 to >400 the average. The muttispectrat imaging (MSI) mode could
MeV, There was also One channel for the measurement of provide normal VISSR IR imaging plus data in any two selected
electrons in the energy range above 500 keV, The third spectral bands having a spatial resolution of 13.8 km, This
detectort high energy proton and alpha detector (HEPAD)t mode of operation took advantage of the small
monitored protons in four energy ranges above 370 MeV and alpha mercury-cadmtum-tetturtde detector offset in the N-to-S plane,
particles in two energy ranges above 640 MeV/nucleon, Using the data from these detectors simultaneously produced a
complete infrared map when they were operated every other scan
....... GOES 5o LEINBACH ....................................... Line, This allowed using the larger detectors during half of
the imaging/scanning sequence period to obtain additional
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR spectral information. Unlimited N-to-S frame size and position
setectlon_ within the maximum N-to-S FOV scan dlrectlon_ could
be selected. The VISSR output was digitized and transmitted to
the NOAA Command and Data Acquisition Statlon9 Wallops Istandt
Va, There the signal was fed into a "llne stretcher_" where it
was stored and time-stretched for transmission back to the
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satellite at reduced bandwidth for rebroadcast to APT user ....... GOES G_ LEINBACH ............. - ...... L ..................
stations. The VIGSR data were handled by NOAA and eventually
sent to the Satellite Data Services Division, National CLimatic INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR
Centert Washlngton_ D.C,_ for archlvtng. Since Wallops Island
is committed to NOAA operational supoort_ data from the VAS MSI NSSDC ID- 83-041A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
mode and the dwell sounding mode are not "stretched," CODE EE-G/OPER. ENVIRON, MONITOR
....... GOES 5_ NESS STAFF ................ INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DOS) SOLAR PHYSICS
NSSDC ID- 81-049A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PERSONNEL
CODE EE-81OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB Pl - H. LEINBACH NOAA-ERL
PI - H,H, SAUER NOAA-ERL
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
METEOROLOGY BRIEF DESCRIPTION
COMMUNICATIONS The energetic particle monitor consisted of three
detector assembttes_ each covering Limited regions of the
PERSONNEL overall energy spectrum, The first two detector assemblies
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS monitored protons in seven energy ranges between 0.8 and 500
MeVt and alpha particles in six ranges from A to >400 MeV,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION There was also one channel for the measurement of electrons in
The meteorological data collection and transmission the >=500 keV range. The third detectort the hlgh energy
system was an experimental communications and data-handling proton and alpha detector (HEPAD)9 monitored protons in four
system designed to receive and process meteorological data energy ranges above 370 MeV and alpha particles in two energy
collected from remotely Located_ earth-based_ data collection ranges above 640 MeV/nuclmon,
(observation) platforms (DCP}. The collected data were
retransmltted from the satellite to smalLt ground-basedt ....... GOES 6t LEINBACH
regional data utilization centers. Data from up to 10_000 DCP
stations could be handled by the system. The syste_ also INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR
allowed for the retransmlsslon of narrow-band (WEFAX-type) data
from centralized weather facilities to existing smattt NSSDC ID- 83-041A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
ground-based APT receiving stations, This communications CODE EE-8/OPER, ENVIRON, MONITOR
system operated on S-band frequencies. The minimum data
collection system for one small meteorological satetllte INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
consisted of approximately 3500 DCP stations to be contacted in SOLAR PHYSICS
a 6-h period. The total a_ount of data collected during the
6-h period was between 350 and 600 ktlobttsw depending on the PERSONNEL
coding techniques, Data received from Individual stations PI - H, LEINBAGH NOAA-ERL
varied from 50 to 3000 bltst depending on the type and variety PI - H,H, SAUER NOAA-ERL
of sensors used at an tndtvtdJat OCP station,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
**************************** GOES ***************************** The X-ray monitor consisted of ion chamber detectors,
The ranges and minimum useful threshold sensitivities were 0,5
to 5 At 1,OE-15 J per sq cm per s and I to 8 At 1,OE-12 d per
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GOES 6 sq cm per s with a dynamic range of I,EA,
ALTERNATE NAMES- GOES-F_ 14050
....... GOES G_ LEINBACH
NSSDC ID- 83-041A
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR
LAUNCH DATE- 04/28/83 WEIGHT- 660. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES NSSDC ID- 83-041A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA CODE EE-BIOPER, ENVIRON, MONITOR
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS PERSONNEL
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/29/83 PI - H, LEINBACH NOAA-ERL
ORBIT PERIOD- 1436.0 MIN INCLINATION- 0.27 DEG PI - H.H. SAUER NOAA-ERL
PERIAPSIS- 35775.2 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 35796.2 KM ALT Ol - J.N. BARFIELD SOUTHWEST RES INST
PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
MG - A,J, CERVENKA NASA HEADQUARTERS The magnetometer had a range of plus or mlnus 400 nT
PM - G,W. LONGANECKER NASA-GSFC (without saturatlon) and a resolution of 0,1 nT over a range of
PS - W.E. SHENK NASA-GSFC plus or minus 50 nT,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... GOES G_ NESS STAFF ..........................
GOES 6 was the sixth in a series of NASA-deveLopedt
NOAA-operated spacecraft. The spln-stabItlzedt INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
earth-synchronous spacecraft carried (1) a visible Infrared ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDER (VAS)
spin scan radiometer (VISSR} atmospheric sounder (VAS) to
orovlde hlgh-quatlty day/nlght cLoudcover data9 to take NSSDC ID- 83-041A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
radiance temperatures of the earth/atmosphere systeml and to CODE EE-B/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB
determine atmospheric temperature and water vapor content at
various Levets_ (2) a meteorological data collection system to INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
relay processed data from central weather facilities to METEOROLOGY
regional stations equipped with small automatic picture
transmission (APT) and to collect and retransmtt data from PERSONNEL
remotely Located earth-based oLatformst and (3) a space PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
environment monitor (SEM) system to measure proton9 eLectron_ OI - W.E. SHENK NASA-GSFC
and solar X-ray fluxes and magnetlc fields. The cylindrically
shaped spacecraft measured 190,5 cm in diameter and 230 cm in BRIEF DESCRIPTION
tength_ exclusive of a magnetometer that extended an additional The Visible Infrared Spln-Scan Radiometer Atmospheric
83 cm beyond the cylindrical shell. The primary structural Sounder (VAS) operated in three distinct modes to provide
members were a honeycombed equipment shelf and a thrust tube, parameter flextbttttyt spectral band selection9 geographic
The VISSR telescope was mounted on the equipment shelf and tocatton_ and signal-to-noise ratio, The VISSR mode was the
viewed the earth through a special aperture tn the side of the same as the VISSR system on board GOES It 2t 3, Both the IR
spacecraft. A support structure extended radially from the channel (10,5 to 12.5 micrometers) and visible channel (0.55 to
thrust tube and was affixed to the solar panels1 which formed 0,75 micrometers} used common optics, Incoming radiation was
the outer wall of the spacecraft to provide the primary source collected by a Rttchey-Chretten optical system, One
of electrical power. Located in the annulus-shaped space west-to-east raster Line was formed for each revolution of the
between the thrust tube and the solar panels were spacecraft. A 20-deg north-to-south frame resulted from a
stattonkeeotng and dynamics control equtpmentt battertest and total of 1821 steps of the scan mtrrort one 0.192-mr step for
most of the GEM equipment, Proper spacecraft attitude and spin each spacecraft revolution, A full picture took 18,2 mtn to
rate (approximately 100 rpm) were maintained by two separate complete and 2 mtn to reset for the next image. Eight
sets of Jet thrusters mounted around the spacecraft equator and visible-spectrum detectors (0,9 km horizontal resolution) and
activated by ground command, The spacecraft used both UHF-band one mercury-cadmtum-tetlurtde IR detector (6,9 km horizontal
and S-band frequencies in its telemetry and command subsystem, resolution) swept the earth during each scan, In the
A Low-power VHF transponder provided telemetry and command dwell-sounding model up to 12 spectral filters in a wheel
during Launch- and then served as a backup for the primary covering the range 678.7 per cm (14.74 micrometers) through
subsystem once the spacecraft attained synchronous orbit. 2535 per cm (5,9A micrometers} were positioned into the optical
train while the scanner was dwelling on a single N-to-S scan
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Line. The filter wheel was programmed so that each spectral BRIEF DESCRIPTION
band filter dweLLed on a single scan tlne for from 0 to 255 After Launch9 the sixth Japanese sateLtltet CORSA-Bv was
spacecraft spins. Either the 6,9-km or 13,8-km-resotutlon officially renamed Hakuchot the Japanese word for swan. The
detectors could be selected for the seven filter positions spacecraft had the shape of an octagonal rlghtprlsm9 with
operating in the spectral region 701.6 per cm (14.25 maximum width BO cm and height G5 cm9 and was spln-stabilized
micrometers} through 1487 per cm (6,725 micrometers}, For the at a rate of 5 to 8 rpm. The spln axis was maneuvered by means
remaining five spectral bandst the 13.8-km-rmsotutlon detectors of magnetic torquing. ELeven X-ray detectors of various
were used. Setectabte frame slzet position and scan direction specifications were devoted to the observation of cosmic
were also programmable vla ground command, for the VAS X-rays. Four detectors had fletds of view (FOV} perpendicular
demonstratlon_ lO-blt reduced resolution (3,5 km) visible data to the spin axis and scanned over a wlde region of the sky In
were provided for imaging. In some of the spectral reglonst search of X-ray novae and transients, The other seven
multlpte-Llne data were required to enhance the slgnat-to-nolse detectors had FOVs along the spln axis and were used to study
ratlo. TyolcaLtyt 167 satellite spins at the same N-to-S scan selected celestial objects. Observational data could either be
tlne position were required to obtain the desired sounding telemetered back in real-tlme or stored in an on-board
data, This number of spins per Llne could provide the data-recorder, Telemetry freduencles were 136.72B MHz at 500
soundings a 30-x 30-km resolution and required approximately mW and 400,450 MHz at 100 mW, The scientific objectives of
1,B minutes on the average, The muLtlspectrat imaging (MSI) Hakucho were (i} a systematic survey and watch of short-LIved
mode could provide normal VISSR IR imaging plus data in any two X-ray phenomenal (2) observations of selected X-ray sources
selected spectral bands having a spatial resolution of 13.8 km. with a wlde spectral coverage (0.i to i00 keV]t (3} study of
Thls mode of operation took advantage of the small short-term variabilities and pulsations of X-ray sourcest and
mercury-cadmtum-tetLurtde detector offset in the N-to-S plane, (4} study of the X-ray sky in the sub-keV range,
Using the data from these detectors simultaneously produced a
complete infrared map when they were operated every other scan ....... HAKUCHOt MAKINO........................................
Line, This allowed using the Larger detectors during half of
the Imaging/scannlng sequence period to obtain additional INVESTIGATION NAME- DIFFUSE SOFT X-RAYS AND SOFT X-RAY
spectral information, Unlimited N-to-S frame size and position SOURCES
setectlon_ within the maximum N-to-S FOV scan dlrectlomt could
be selected, Visible data were not available in this mode. NSSDC IO- 79-014A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
The VISSR output was digitized and transmitted to the NOAA SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
Command and Data Acquisition Statlont Wallops Istandt Vs.
There the signal was fed into a "Line stretchert".where it was INVESTIGATION DIS31PLINE(S)
stored and time-stretched, The stetched data were immediately _-RAY ASTRONOMY
transmitted back to the satellite at reduced bandwidth for
rebroadcast to APT user stations and .regional forecast centers, PERSONNEL
The VISSR data were handled by NOAA and eventually sent to the Pl - F. MAKINO ISAS
Satellite Data Services Oivislont National CLimatic Center_ PI - Y. TANAKA ISAS
Washtngtont O,C,t for archtvtng,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
....... GOES 6_ NESS STAFF ..................................... This experiment surveyed the sky and monitored transient
soft X-ray sourcest in the energy range 0.1 to 2 keVt by means
INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS) of gas-flow DroportlonaL counters with thin potypropytene
windows,
NSSOC ID- 83-041A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB ....... HAKUCHOt MIYAMOTO ......................................
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} INVESTIGATION NAME- MONITOR OF X-RAY SOURCES
METEOROLOGY
NSSDC ID- 79-014A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PERSONNEL SCIENTIFIC SATELLITEPI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S]
BRIEF DESCRIPTION X-RAY ASTRONOMY
The meteorological data collection system was an
experimental "communications and data handling system designed PERSONNEL
to receive and process meteorological data collected from PI - S. MIYAMOTO OSAKA U
remotely Located earth-based data collection (observation) PI - Y, OGAWARA ISAS
platforms (DCP), The collected data were retransmltted from PI - I. KONOO U OF TOKYO
the satellite to smaLLt ground-basedt regional data utilization PI - M, YOSHIMORI RIKKYO U
centers. Data from up to 10tO00 DCP stations could be handled 01 - H. INOUE ISAS
by the system. The system also allowed for the retransmlsslon OI - K, KOYAMA ISAS
of narrow-band (WEFAX-tyDe) data from centralized weather Ol - K, MAKISHIMA ISAS
facilities to small ground-based APT receiving stations, This OI - M, MATSUOKA ISAS
communications system operated on S-band frequencies. The OI - T. MURAKAMI ISAS
minimum data collection system for one small meteorological OI - T. OHASHI ISAS
satellite consisted of approximately 3500 DCP stations to be OI - N. SHIBAZAKI ISAS
contacted tn a 6-h perlod, The total amount of data collected OI - Y, TANAKA ISAS
during the 6-h. period was between 350 and 600 kItoblts9 01 - H. KUNIEDA ISAS
deoendtmg on the coding techniques, Data received from 0I - F, MAKINO ISAS
individual stations varied from 50 to 3000 bitst depending on OI - K, MASAI NAGOYA U
the type and variety of sensors used at an individual OCP OI - F, NAGASE NAGOYA U
station, Ol - Y. TAWARA NAGOYA U
OI - H. TSUNEMI OSAKA U
**************************** HAKUCHO*************************** OI - K, YAMASHITA OSAKA U
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPACECRAFT COMMONNAME- HAKUCHO Thts experiment Located and monitored X-ray burst sources
ALTERNATE NAMES- COSMIC RADIATION SAT Bt CORSA-B and other variable X-ray sources_ over the energy range 1 to
11272 100 keVt using rotating modulation collimators and other
collimators,
NSSDC IO- 79-014A
**************************** HELIOS-A**************************
LAUNCH DATE- 02/21/79 WEIGHT- 96, KG
LAUNCH SITE- KAGOSHIMAt JAPAN
LAUNCH VEHICLE- M-3C SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- HELIOS-A
ALTERNATE NAMES- HELlO-At PL-TKIA
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY HELIOS 1
JAPAN ISAS
NSSDC ID- TK-OgTA
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02/22/79 LAUNCH DATE- 12/10/74 WEIGHT- 371.2 KG
ORBIT PERIOD- 93,1 MIN INCLINATION- 29.9 DEC LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES
PERIAPSIS- 421. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 433. KM ALT LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN
PERSONNEL SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
PM - M. ODA U OF TO<YO FED REP OF GERMANY BMWF
PS - S. HAYAKAWA NAGOYA U UNITED STATES NAGA-OSGA
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ORBIT PARAMETERS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 01/16/75 This experiment LESs) shared the 32-mi tlp-to-tlp
ORBIT PERIOD- 190.15 DAYS INCLINATION- 0.02 PEG electric antenna with experiments -05 and -06. The instrument
PERIAPSIS- 0.3095 AU PAD APOAPSIS- 0.985 AU RAD consisted of a 16-channeL spectrum analyzer wlth approximately
togarlthmlcatty egulspaced center frequenclesl 16 tog
PERSONNEL €ompressorst 16 R-C integrators for averaging the Log
MS - E.J. MONTOYA NASA HEADQUARTERS compressed electric field amplitude between readoutst and 16
SC - A.G. OPP NASA HEADQUARTERS peak detectors which were reset after readout. The iB averages
PM - A. KUTZER GES FUR WELTRAUMFORSCH and 16 peak Log values were sampled almost simultaneously. The
PM - G*Wo OUSLEY NASA.GS=C channetscovered the frequency range of about 20 HI to 200 kHz9
PS - H, PORSCHE OFVLR with four channels per decade of frequency, The tog
PS - J,H* TRAINOR NASA-GSFC compressors had a dynamic range Of 100 dB. Sampling rate
depended in detail on the spacecraft bit rate and telemetry
BRIEF DESCRIPTION format, The fastest real-time telemetered rate was for 1S
Thts spacecraft was one of a pair of deep space probes averages and 16 peak values to be sampled every 1,125 So
developed by the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) tn a Whenever a very strong signal was detected in a pre-setected
cooperative program with NASA, Experiments were orovlded by channett the shockatarm data mode was Initiated tn which the
scientists from both FRG and the U,S, NASA supptted the etectrt¢ field spectrum_ magnetic fteLd_ and plasma data were
Titan/Centaur Launch vehicle, The spacecraft was equipped with recorded into spacecraft memory for a period starttng before
two booms and a 32-m electric dtpote, The payload consisted of and terminating after the triggering signal time, The maximum
a ftuxgate magnetometerl electric and magnetic wave sampling rate of the spectrum data in this mode was 1q,2
experimentst which covered various bands in the frequency range samples per s for each channel, One half of the dipole antenna
6 HZ to 3 MHzl charged'particle expertments_ which covered failed to extend property and was short circuited to the
various energy ranges starting with solar wind thermal energies spacecraft ground, The resultant ©onftguratton was that of a
and extending to 1 GeV_ a zodiacal-Light expertment_ and a monopote which was calculated to have an effective Length of
mtcrometeorotd experiment, The purpose of the mission was to approximately 8 m, The primary detrimental effects were the
make pioneering measurements of the interplanetary medium from toss of 6 dB tn E ftetd sensitivity due to the shortened
the vicinity of the earthts orbit to 0,3 AUo The spin axis was antenna and the increase in the 178 kHz channel by 25 dB,
normal to the ecLtpttct and the nominal spin rate was 1 rps. Solar cell and sheath effects caused interference in the Lowest
The outer spacecraft surface was dietectrtc_ effectively 6 channels (which was tess severe with increasing channel
(because of the sheath potential) raising the tow-energy frequency), For more detatLsw see J, Geophys, Res,_ v, B2t p,
threshold for the solar wind plasma experiment to as high as 632g 1975t and pp, 2qS-2q7 of Raumfahrtforschungt v, zgt n, 5t
100 eV, Atsot sheath-related coupling caused by the spacecraft 1975,
antennae produced interference with the wave experiments, The
spacecraft was capable of being operated at bit rates fro¶ q096 ....... HELIOS-At GUR_ETT ......................................
to 8 bps_ vartabte by factors of two, White the spacecraft was
moving to perthettont it was generally operated from 6q to 256 INVESTIGATION NAME- FINE FREQUENOYt COARSE TIME RESOLUTION
Ups| and near 0°3 AUt it was operated at the highest bit rate. SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
Because of a deployment failure of one axis of the 32-my
tlp-to-tlp9 dipole antennat one axis was shorted_ causing the NSSDC IO- Tq-O97A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
antenna to function as a monopote, The major effect of thts CODE EL-q/CO-OP
anomaly was to increase the effective instrument threshoLds_
and to introduce additional uncertainties in the effective INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
antenna Length, Instrument descriptions written by the IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
experimenters were published (some in German_ some tn English) PARTICLES AND FIELDS
in the Journal Raumfahrtforschung_ v, 199 n, 5t 1975,
PERSONNEL
....... HELIOS-A_ FECHTIG ...................................... PZ - D,A, GURNETT U OF IOWA
OI - P,J, KELLOGG U OF MINNESOTA
INVESTIGATION NAME- MICROMETEQROID DETECTOR AND ANALYZER OI - S.J, BAUER GRAZ U
Of - R,G. STONE NASA'GSFC
NSSDC ID- 7q-OgTA-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-q/CO-OP BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment (ESb) shared the 32-mr ttD-to-ttp_
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} electric dipole antenna wlth experiments -Oq and -06.
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS Instrumentation consisted of three tunable plasma wave
INTERPLANETARY DUST receIvers_ a flxed-freQuency wldeband recelvert and a waveform
sampler. The tunable receivers and wideband receiver provided
PERSONNEL data for direct telemetry to earth, Each of the tunable
PI - H. FECHTIG MPI-NUCLEAR PHYS receivers covered a different frequency band In the range 1 HZ
Ol - J, WEIHRAUCH MPI-PHYS ASTROPHYS to 200 kHz. The hlgh-frequency receiver had 96 frequency
settings separated by about qgt and covered the frequency range
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 6,q kHz to 205 kHz. The mld-range receiver had 4B frequency
The purpose of the experiment (EZO) was to investigate settings separated by about 8%t and covered the range 208 Hz to
some theories about the interplanetary dust including whether 6,07 kHz, The Low-frequency receiver had 2q settings with 15%
or not (1) the number of particles increases toward the sun_ separatton_ and covered the range 11 HZ to 309 HZ, The
(2) the cutoff for small particles is dependent on the distance response ttme of the tow-frequency receiver was approximately 1
from the sunl because solar pressure increases nearer the sunt st necessitating the inclusion of the wtdeband receiver to
and (3) the number densities of particles change near the obtain information aOout the angular distribution of waves
orbits of planets, The kinetic energy of dust particles appearing in the tow-freouency band, Thts receiver covered the
hitting a target with high velocity (several km/s) caused the frequency range 1 HZ to 200 HZ, The time resolution depended
material to vaporize and become oartlaLty ionized, The in detail on the spacecraft telemetry format9 btt rater and
generated plasma cloud was then separated by appropriate experiment operational mode, When the shock alarm mode became
voltages into its negative (electron) part and into positive acttvatedt data from the waveform sampler were read into
ions, The mass and the energy of the dust particles was spacecraft memory for a period starting before and ending after
determined from the impulse heights. A time-of-flight mass the triggering event, In this model the instantaneous voltage
spectrometer tn connection with the target allowed the small across the antenna was passed through a tow-pass filter wtth
ion cloud to be analyzed, In this wayt the Investigation of corner frequency dependent on the sampling rater and measured
the chemical €omposition of the dust particles became possible, at discrete tntervatst the most rapid being 2,2 ms, One half
The threshold for the detection of a particle was about 1,E-15 of the electric dipole failed to deploy propertyt and became
go Mass and energy determination was posstbte for particles short-circuited to ground, The resulting configuration was
Larger than about Z,E-lq g, For particles tarQer than 1,E-13 that of a monopote with an operational effective Length of
about B m, Thts resulted in a 6-dB toss in senstttvtty_ and ang_ a mass spectrum was gathered. For further detatkst see pp-
268-269 of Raumfahrtforschung_ v, 19t n, 5_ 1975, increased receiver noise tevet_ particularly at tow
frequencies, In addttion_ the high-gain telemetry antenna
....... HELIOS-A_ GURNETT ...................................... produced additional interference, For a more detailed
dtscusstont see p, 2q8 of Raumfahrtforschung_ v, 19_ n, 5_
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND PLASMA WAVE 1975,
NSSDC ID- TA-OgTA-Oq INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ....... HELIOS-A_ GURNETT ......................................
CODE EL-q/CO-OP
INVESTIGATION NAME- 26o5-KHZ TO 3-MHZ RADIO WAVE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS NSSDC iD- 7q-OgTA-OB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PARTICLES AND FIELDS CODE EL-_/CO-OP
PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PI - D.A, GURNETT U OF IOWA RADIO PHYSICS
OI - P,J, KELLOGG U OF MINNESOTA PARTICLES AND FIELDS
OI - S,J. BAUER GRAZ U SOLAR PHYSICS
Of - R,G, STONE NASA-GSFC
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PERSONNEL PERSONNEL
PI - b.A. GURNETT U OF IOWA PI - H. KUNOW U OF KIEL
OIm P,J, KELLOGG U OF MINNESOTA OI - G,H, WIBBERENZ U OF <TEL
OI - R.R. WEBER NASA-GS¢C OI - G. GREEN U OF KIEL
Ol - R.G, STONE NASA-GSFC Ol - M. M_ELLER-MELLIN U 0€ KIEL
OI - M. WITTE MPI-AERONOMY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OI - H. HEMPE U OF KIll
This experiment (E5c) shared the 32-m_ tlp-to-tlpt
etectrlc dlpote antenna with experiments -04 and -05. A dual BRIEF DESCRIPTION
(redundant) 16-frequency channel radlometert with approximately The objective of the experiment (E6) was to study
togarlthmlcalty spaced channelst was used to detect type III hlgh-energy_ chargedt cosmlc-ray Dartlcles of sotar_ ptanetaryt
radio emissions associated with solar flare events in the and galactic origin in interplanetary space. Protons and alpha
frequency band 26,5 kHz to 3 MHz, The experiment sampling rate particles with energies >I,3 MeV/nucleon_ and electrons >0.3
was synchronized such that each spacecraft revolution was MeV were measured within interplanetary space over the range
divided into 52 sectors. The sequence and frequency of from 0.3 to 1.0 AU. The Instrument_ a particle telescope with
sampling depended on the instrument operational mode (one of a 55-deg field of vlewt consisted of five semiconductor
four) and the spacecraft bit rate. The most rapid sampling detectors_ one sapphire Cerenkov counter_ and one scintillation
possible for a slngte-frequency channel was once every 1/32 of counter_ all enclosed by an antlcolncldence cylinder. The
a satellite spin perlod_ or about .03 s. A typical sampling telescope was calibrated prior to launch using radioactive
sequence was for one frequency channel to be sampled for 16 sourcest partlcte accelerators_ and ground-Level muons, It
sectors (i/2 revotutlon) 9 followed by the next. One half of measured protons and alpha particles in six channels (1.5-3,5,
the 32-m dipole failed to extend properly during deptoymentt 3.5-13t 15-27_ 27-37t 57-_5_ and )45 MeV/nucteon) and electrons
and was shorted to ground. The resulting antenna configuration in flve energy channels (0,3-0.8t 0,8-2t 2-5_ 3-49 and )Q MeV),
was that of a monopole with an operational effective Length of For more detail see pp. 255-257 of Raumfahrtforschung_ v. 1%
about B m. This shorter configuration resulted in increased n. 5t 1975.
radlo-frequency interference (RFI) of from 3 to 50 dB above
expected tevetst and a toss of 6 dB in gain, Another problem FELIOS-A9 LEINERT ......................................
was unexpected interference with the hlgh-galn telemetry
antenna, This added 60 dB RFI at 27.5 kHz0 decreasing wlth INVESTIGATION NAME- ZODIACAL LIGHT PHOTOMETER
increasing frequencyt so that above 200 kHz it produced no
detectable interference. For more detalts about the instrument NSSDC ID- 74-097A-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
and modes of operatlont see p. 250 of Raumfahrtforschungt v. CODE EL-q/CO-OP
19_ n. 5_ 1975,
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
....... HELIOS-At KEPPLER ...................................... INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
ZODIACAL LIGHT
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTOR
PERSONNEL
NSSDC ID- 7Q-O97A-IO INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PI - C. LEINERT MPI-ASTRONOMIE
CODE EL-q/CO-OP OI - E. PITZ MPI-ASTRONOMIE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PARTICLES AND FIELDS This experiment (EB) consisted of three photometers
tooklng at 15 degl 5D deg_ and 9D deg from the ecllptlc. These
PERSONNEL photometers observed the intensity and potarlzatlon of the
PI - E. KEPPLER MPI-AERONOMY zodiacal Light in UVt btuel and visual bands. The purpose of
OI - B. WILKEN MPI-AERONOMY this experiment was to obtain information about the spatlat
OI - D.J. WILLIAMS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB dlstrlbutlon_ slze_ and nature of interplanetary dust
particles. For further detaIls_ see pp. 264-267 of
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Raumfahrtforschungl v. 19t n. 5t 1975.
The objective of the experiment (EB) was to study the
origin and the dlstrlbutlnn mechanism of tow-energy electrons ....... HELIOS-A_ NESS .........................................
and protons. The Instrument_ a magnetic spectrometer_
consisted of six semiconductor detectors with the fletd of view INVESTIGATION NAME- FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER FOR AVERAGE FIELDS
in the plane of the ecliptic, Soecles seDaratlon was achieved
by an Inhomogeneous magnetic field oriented perpendlcutar to NSSDC ID- 7Q-OBTA-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
the particle path. Four electron and two proton detectors CODE EL-Q/CO-OP
measured electrons from 20 to 1000 keY and protons from 80 to
1000 keV, The proton measurements were made with a INVESTIGATIO_ DISCIPLINE(S)
two-detector telescope employing coincidence and PARTICLES AND FIELDS
anttcotnctdence logic. Both particle species were measured in
16 energy channels through pulse-height analysts, For further PERSONNEL
information see PD, 261-265 of Raumfahrtforschung9 v. 199 n. 5_ PI - N.F, NESS NASA-GSFC
1975. OI - F, MARIANI U OF ROME
OI - L.F. BURLAGA NASA-GSFC
....... HELIOS-At KUNDT ........................................ OI - S,C, CANTARANO CNR_ SPACE PLASMA LAB
INVESTIGATION NAME- CELESTIAL MECHANICS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment (EB) consisted of a boom-mounted,
NSSDC IO- 74-097A-1Q INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM trlaxlat-ftuxgate magnetometer, An automatic Inftlght range
CODE EL-q/CO-OP switch system selected the optimum of four ranges that were
minus to plus 16_ QBt 144_ and 432 nT per sensor, These had
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) corresponding digitization resolutions of minus to plus 0.0_,
ASTRONOMY 0,099 0,28_ and 0.84 nT, A sensor flipper was actuated every
CELESTIAL MECHANICS 36 h to assist in sensor zero level determination. For
telemetry bit rates above 256 bpst vector measurements were
PERSONNEL made at rates between 1 and 16 per s_ depending on bit rates.
PI - W. KUNDT U OF HAMBURG At tower bit rates_ averages and variances were computed on
OI - W,G, MELBOURNE NASA-JPL board for transmission to earth.
BRIEF OESCRIPTION PELIOS-A_ NEUBAUER .....................................
This experiment used the tracking data to obtain a
detailed spacecraft orbit and improved knowledge of the orbital INVESTIGATION NAME- FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER FOR PIll)
elements of the earth-moon system and general relativity FLUCTUATIONS
parameters,
NSSDC ID- 74-097A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
....... MELIOS-A_ KUNOW ........................................ CODE EL-Q/CO-OP
INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
NSSDC IO- 7Q-O97A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
COPE EL-Q/CO-OP PERSONNEL
Pl - F,M. NEUBAUER U OF COLOGNE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) Ol - A. MAIER BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH U
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
COSMIC RAYS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrument (E2) consisted of a trlaxlat ftuxgate
magnetometer mounted on a 2,75-m boom to make magnetic field
measurements Up to Q HZ, Data from each axis were first sent
through a tow-pass fltter with the 3-dB attenuation point at 4
HE. Depending on the telemetry format and bit rater the data
were fed either into a tlme-averaglng computer or directly
connected to telemetry. A shock identification computer
triggered the storage of rapld-rate data in the spacecraft
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memory when there were discontinuities in the variations of the BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ambient magnetic field, Two measurement ranges were used9 plus The detector complement of this experiment lET) consisted
or minus 100 and _00 nT with resolutions of plus or minus 0,2 of three separate delta E/delta x vs E telescopes and a
and 0.8 nT9 respectively, The instrument was equipped with a proportional counter for monitoring solar X-rays in the range
flipper mechanismt which reoriented each sensor by 90 deg 2-8 keV, The high-energy telescope had a geometric factor of
periodically, For detailed Informatton_ see p. 232 of 0,22 sq cm-sr and measured electrons in three ranges between 2
Raumfahrtforschungt v, 19t n, 5t 1975, and B MeVt and protons and alpha particles in three ranges
between 20 and 56 MeV/n. Protons above 250 MeV are also
....... HELIOS-At NEUBAUER ..................................... measured, The first low-energy telescope (geometric factor was
0,155 sq cm-sr) measured protons and z >1 particles in three
INVESTIGATION NAME- SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER ranges between 3 and 21 MeV/n. The second Low-energy telescope
(geometric factor was 0,015 sa cm-sr) measured protons in
NSSDC ID- 74-0_7A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM several ranges between 0,12 and 2,1 MeVt alpha particles In the
CODE EL-4/CO-OP ranges 0,6-2,1 and 6-21,2 MeV/n_ and electrons in four ranges
between 0,12 and 2 MeV, For a number of coincidence modest
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) countlng-rate data sectored Into eight 45-deg sectors were
PARTICLES AND FIELDS obtained. The data cycle time was dependent on the spacecraft
telemetry rate (variable between 4096 and 8 blts/s) and format.
PERSONNEL Under optimum conditlonst five events per second were
PI - =.M. NEUBAUER U OF COLOGNE putse-helght analyzed and the rate data cycle was of the order
OI - G, OEHMEL BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH U of 5 mln, At the slowest combination of bit rate and formatt a
complete data cycle required about 2.5 h, See IEEE Trans, on
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Nuc, .Sct,t NS-22t p, 570t 1975_ and Raumfahrtforschungt v, 19t
This experiment (Ei) was designed to investigate the n, 5_ pp, 25B-260t 1975t for further details,
magnetic component of electromagnetic waves in the solar wind
from 0,3 to 1,0 AU. By means of its waveform channel (WFC) the ** * *************** ****** **********************************
rapid variations of the magnetic field were measured up from
plus or minus 8.75 nT to plus or minus 275 nT in three
orthogonal directions from _ to 128 Hz. A spectrum analyzer SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- HILAT
observed the field components in the ecliptic plane and ALTERNATE NAMES- SIP P83-10 P83-1
perpendicular to Itt to obtain the power spectral density and 1_154
peak values for eight logarithmically spaced channels in the
range from 4.7 to 2200 HZ. Because of the Large amount of data NSSDC ID- 83-063A
produced by this experlmentt an adaptive data reduction was
applied. For interesting time intervals selected by the LAUNCH DATE- 06/27/83 WEIGHT- 248.3 KG
fluxgate magnetometer (7_-097A-Olt Neubauer) or Gurnett (-04)t LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES
waveform data could be read into an on-board memory at a rapid LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT
rate to be transmitted slowly afterwards, For more detailed
information see p. 241 in Raumfahrtforschungt v. 199 n. 5t SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
1975. UNITED STATES DOD-USAF
CANADA NRC
....... HELIOS-At ROSENBAUER ...................................
ORBIT PARAMETERS
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA DETECTORS ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE-
ORBIT PERIOD" 101.5 MIN INCLINATION- 82.2 DEG
NSSOC ID- 74-097A-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PBRIAPSIS- 828.2 KM ALT AROAPSIS- 830,8 KM ALT
CODE EL-4/CO-OP
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PM - K.A. POTOCKI APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
PARTICLE_ AND FIEL3S PS - E.J, FREMOUW PHYSICAL OYNAMICSt INS
SPACE PLASMAS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PERSONNEL The HILAT satellite (also known as PB3-1] was a
PI - H.R. ROSENBAUZR MPI-AERONgMY refurbished TRANSIT satellite which carried experiments
OI - H. PELLKOFBR MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS intended to provide remote-senslng and In-sltu measurements of
OI - J.H. WOLFE NASA-ARC physical quantities Likely to provide insight into the dynamics
of plasma-denslty irregularity formation in the hlgh-tatltude
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ionosphere, The main objectives of the MILAT mission were (1]
This experiment (El] employed three plasma analyzers for to extend the data base on irregularity strength and
positive ions and one for electrons, ALL detectors were three-dlmenslonal shaper (2) to probe several hypotheses about
mounted normal to the soln axis. Positive ions with energy per the devetopmentt transport_ and decay of
charge within the range 0.155 to 15.32 keV/Q were measured in sclntillatlon-produclng Irregularltlest (3) to document the
two angular dimensions using a combination of a hemlspherlcat_ role of convective instabilities at high latltudest and (4) to
a quadrlspherlcatt and a slnusoldally shaped electrostatic describe the role of peculiarly hlgh-tatltude influences such
analyzer, Electrons with energy from 0,5 to 1660 eV were as particle precipitation and other aspects of
measured with a hemispherical electrostatic analyzer in one ionospherlc/magnetospherlc coupling, The satellite was
dimension, The experiment operated in several modest with three-axls stabilized by means of a TRANSIT gravlty-gradlent
oifferlmg time resolution depending in detail on telemetry boom and an added momentum wheel for yaw stabilization. The
format and satellite bit rate. Typical time resolution was on altttude was selected to be sufficiently high for scintillation
the order of a minute, Alsot whenever the special shock alarm and tmager operation but low enough for the various ]n-sttu
mode was triggered by experiments -04 or -01t measurements, The inclination was chosen to give overhead
hlgh-ttme-resotutlon plasma data for a period before and after passes nearly along the geomagnetic meridian at the preferred
the event was recorded into spacecraft memory for later receiving locations, The orbit precessed 24 hours in
transmission, Because the spacecraft body was dietectrtct approximately G monthst so that observations during all hours
sheath potentials of up to 100 eV degraded the usefulness of of the day and night were possible in roughly one calendar
data taken in the lower electron-energy channels, Thts season,
phenomenon was Judged to have minimal effects on the usefulness
of the ion data, For more detailed information see p, 226 of ....... HILAT_ HARDY ...........................................
Raumfahrtforschung_ v. igt n, 5t 1975.
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRON SPECTROMETER
....... HELIOS-At TRAINOR ......................................
NSSDC ID- 83-063A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION NAME- GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS SPACE TEST PROGRAM
NSSDC IO- 7_-097A-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION OISDIPLINE(S)
CODE EL-_/CO-OP MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
IONOSPHERES
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PARTICLES AND FIELDS
COSMIC RAYS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS PERSONNEL
PI - D.A. HARDY USAF GEOPHYS LAB
PERSONNEL
PI - J.H. TRAINOR NASA-GSFC BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OI - B.C. ROELOF APPLIED PHYSICS LAB AS a means for identifying primary ionization and energy
Ol - B.J. TEEGARDEN NASA-GS=C Input to the F layert HILAT carried an electron spectrometer,
OI - F.B. MCDONALD NASA HEADQUARTERS The spectrometer could measure the number and energy flux of
OI - K.G. MCCRACKEN CSIRO electrons in each of 16 channels in the energy range between 20
eV and 20 keV. The instrument contained sensors for viewing at
the zenltht at the nadlrt and at 40 deg to the zenith. It had
three operating modest including one designed for
identification of finely structured precipitation, In this
mode_ eight channels from a given Look direction could be
sampled often enough to yield Low-energy (20 to 600 eV) spectra
wlth an In-track resolution of about 310 m.
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....... HILATt HUFFMAN ................................................ HILATt RINO ............................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- AURORAL IONOSPHERIC MAPPER INVESTIGATION NAME- COHERENT BEACON
NSSDC ID- 83-063A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM NSSDC ID- 83-063A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM SPACE TEST PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INVESTIGATIOY DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
IONOSPHERES
PERSONNEL PERSONNEL
P/ - C,L, RINO SRI INTERNATIONAL
Pl - R.E. HUFFMAN USAF GEOPHYS LAB Ol - P,A. FORSYTH WESTERN ONTARIO U
P/ - C.I. MENG APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The coherent beacon experiment used both phase
The AuroraL/Ionospherlc Mapper (AIM) instrument was measurements and amplitude measurements to enhance the utility
intended to give simultaneous synoptic information through of scintillation measurements for the remote sensing of PLasma
optical remote sensing of the ionosphere, The instrument density irregularities in the ionosphere, The experiment could
consisted primarily of a vacuum-uttravlotet (VUV) imaging transmit coherently on five frequencies: one at VHF (138 MHZ)_
spectrometer which could operate in any of three modes, The three at UHF (3909 413t and 536 MHz)t and One at L band (1239
most ambitious mode provided an image at any of six seLectabke MHz). Comptex-slgnaL scintillation measurements were possible
wavelengths In the band 1150 to 2000 At with a bandwidth of 30 at both VHF and UHF. The triplet of UHF signals was used to
A. Cross-track ttne scans of 134.4 dee by 1.5 deg with 336 obtain the total electron content (TED) from measurements of
ptxets per Line could yield nadir resolution of 3 by 13 km at the second difference of phase. The L-band signal served as a
350-km altitude. The other two modes were fixed nadir-viewing phase reference for the VHF and UHF scintillation measurements
ones with a field-of-view of 1,5 dee by 0.4 deg. One of these and could also be used for observations of amplitude
modes was a spectroohotometer mode in which a 30-A filter could scintillation at L band, Use of a moderate gatn (about 9 dB)
be swept from 1150 A to 2000 A, The other mode was a simple broad-beam steerable antenna allowed the measurement of minimum
fixed-wavelength photometer mode. In addition to tts VUV detectable phase fluctuations at UFM and VHF of 6 deg at Low
spectrophotometert the AIM payload contained a pair of elevations and of about 1 degree overhead, These values are
nadir-viewing visual-wavelength photometers, One operated at for post-detection bandwtdths of 100 HZ_ corresponding to a
3914 A and the other operated at 6300 A, samottng resolution of about 30 m in an overhead phase screen
at 350-km altitude. A considerably narrower post-detectlon
....... HILATt POTEMRA ......................................... bandwidth value was used for TEC measurements_ yielding a
minimum detectable value on the order of 1E15 electrons/so m
INVESTIGATION NAME- THREE-AXIS FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER with an overhead samotlng interval of about 3 km in the F
Layer,
NSSDC ID- 83-063A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM *** **** ** *** .
** * ** *** ***** ** HINOTORI************************.,
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
IONOSPHERES SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- HINOTORI
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS ALTERNATE NAMES- ASTRONOMICAL SATELLITE-A9 ASTRO-A
PERSONNEL 12307
PI - T,A, POTEMRA APPLIED PHYSICS LAB NSSDC ID- 81-017A
BRIEF DESCRIPTION LAUNCH DATE- 02/21/81 WEIGHT- 188, KG
The three-axls fLuxgate magnetometer was designed to LAUNCH SITE- KAGOSHIMAt JAPAN
measure the total vector magnetic field with a precision of 12 LAUNCH VEHICLE- M-3S
nT at a resolution of about 400 m, About 20 vector samples per
second could be measured, SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
JAPAN ISAS
....... HILAT9 RICH ............................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA MONITOR INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DAT_- 02/22/81
ORBIT PERIOD- 96,2 MIN INCLINATION- 31,3 DEC
NSSDC ID- 83-063A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PERIAPSIS- 548. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 603, KM ALTSPACE TEST PROGRAM
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PM - Y. TANAKA ISAS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS PS - K, TANAKA U OF TOKYOIONOSPHERES
PARTICLES AND FIELDS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The main objective of the ASTRO-A mission was the
PERSONNEL detailed study of solar flares during solar maximum. Principal
PI - F.J. RICH USAF GEOPHYS LAB investigations were (1) imaging of solar flare X-rays tn the
OI - WoB. HANSON U OF TEXAS9 DALLAS range 10 to 40 keV by means of rotating modulation collimators
Ol - R,Ao HEELIS U OF TEXAS9 DALLAS and (2) spectroscopy of X-ray emission Lines from highly
ionized tron In solar flares tn the range 1,7 to 2.0 A by means
BRIEF DESCRIPTION of a Bragg spectrometer, Wavelength scanning was achieved by
This payload was designed to provide several tn-sttu the spacecraft revolution9 wtth an Offset pointing of the sptn
measurements related to plasma density irregularities in the axts wtth respect to the sun, Investigations (1) and (2) each
ionosphere and consisted of the following three instruments: a had a time resolution of 6 s. In addition9 the following
Langmutr prober a retarding-potential analyzer (RPA)t and an investigations were included: three solar flare X-ray monitors
ton drift meter. These instruments were mostly of proven that recorded the time profile and spectrum of the X-ray flares
design, Once in 64 seconds9 a 2-s voltage sweep of the in the range 2 to 20 keVt a solar flare gamma-ray detector for
Langmutr probe was made to obtain direct measurements of the the range 0.2 to %0 MeV9 a particle detector that monitored
electron density and temperature and refinement of the RPA electron flux above 100 keVt and plasma probes for the
measurements9 including assessment of the spacecraft potential, measurement of electron density and temperature,
Between sweeps9 the Langmutr-probe voltage was held in the
electron saturation region and current was employed to measure ....... HINOTORI9 HIRAO ........................................
plasma-density fluctuations. Its output was sampled 32 times
per secondt LogarlthmlcatLy amptlfled9 and passed through a INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA PROBES
bank of filters centered at 709 120t 700_ and 2200 HE, The
fltter outputs were detected and sampled once per second to NSSDC IO- 81-017A-OF INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
give samples of_ respecttvetyp lO0-m_ 60-mr lO-mt and 3-m SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
irregularity strength at the satellite altitude (830 km)t with
orectstons of about plus or minus 1X and resolutions of about 7 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
km, The RPA measured the _Lasma density with a precision of IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
about plus or minus 251 and a spatial resolution of about 4.7 SPACE PLASMAS
km by sensing ions during 28 rapid voltage sweeps in a 64-s
operating sequence. In this RPA sequencer there were also PERSONNEL
slower sweeps for providing more accurate measurements of ion PI - K. HIRAO ISAS
temperature and dominant-ton mass. The tn-track ion drift PI - F, OYA U OF TOMOKU
speed was measured with the RPA three times every 2 secondst OI - K, OYAMA ISAS
with a resolution of about 4.7 km and a precision of abo_t 200 Ol - T, TAKAHASHI U OF TOHOKU
m/s. The ton drift meter measured the cross-track drift
velocity at the rate of 16 vectors per second with a resolution
of about 460 meters and a precision of about 30 m/s, From
these measurements of ton drtft_ the Local convective electric
field intensity could be determined.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDC ID- 81-017A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
This experiment used plasma probes to measure electron SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
density and electron temperature during the solar maximum INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
period. SOLAR PHYSICS
....... HINOTORIt KONDO ........................................
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR FLARE GAMMA-RAY DETECTOR IN Pl - K. TANAKA ISAS
0.2-9.0 MEV RANGE OI - F. MORIYAMA ISAS
OI - K. NISHI U OF TOKYO
NS_C ID- 81-OZTA-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment used a Bragg spectrometer to study the
• INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) spectroscopy of X-ray emission Lines from highly ionized iron
SOLAR PHYSICS in solar flares. The spectral range covered was 1.7 to 2.0 A.
Wavelength scanning was achieved by spacecraft rotation with
PERSONNEL the spin axis offset slightly from the sun. The time
PI - I, KONDO U OF TOKYO resolution was 6 s,
PI - K, OKUDAIRA RIKKYO U
***** **** ****** * IK BULGARIA **********************OI - y. HIRASHIMA RIKKYO U ** *** **** * **
OI - M. YOSHIMORI RIKKYO U
BRIEF DESCRIPTION SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IK BULGARIA 1300
This experiment measured gamma-rays from solar flares in ALTERNATE NAMES- INTERCOSMOS BULGAR 1300t 12645
the energy range 0.2 to 9.0 MeV wlth a scintillation counter.
NSSDC IO- 81-OTBA
....... HINOTORIt MAISUOKA .....................................
LAUNCH DATE- 08107/81 WEISHT- KG
INVESTIGATION NAME- TIME PROFILE AND SPECTRA OF X-RAY FLARES LAUNCH SITE-
IN THE 2-20 KEV RANGE LAUNCH VEHICLE- UNKNOWN
NSSDC ID- 81-017A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE BULGARIA BAS
U.S.S.R. INTERCOS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SOLAR PHYSICS INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 08/08/81
PERSONNEL ORBIT PERIOD- 101.9 MIN INCLINATION- 81.2 DEG
PI - M. MATSUOKA ISAS PERIAPSIS- 825. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 906. KM ALT
OI - K. KOYAMA ISAS
OI - H. INOUE ISAS PERSONNEL
OI - Y. TANAKA ISAS PM - A.G. IOSIPHIAN INTERCOSMOS
PM - K.B. SERAFIMDV CLSR-BAS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PS - M.M. GOGOSHEV CLSR-BA$
This experiment used a gas scintillation proportional PS - I. KUTIEV CLSR-BAS
counter to record tlme profiles and spectra of solar X-ray P$ - V.M. BALEBANOV IKI
flares in the 2- to 20-keV and above 20-keV ranges.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
....... HINOTORIt TAKAKURA ..................................... The spacecraft contained a set of ptasmat partlctes_
fteLds_ and optical experiments that were designed and
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR FLARE 5-40 KZV X-RAYS USING constructed in Bulgaria, The spacecraft was three-axis
ROTATING MODULATION COLLIMATOR IMAGING stabilized wlth the negative Z-axls pointing toward the center
of the earth and the X-axis potnttng along the velocity vector.
NSSDC IO- 81-017A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM The outer skin of the spacecraftt including the solar paneLs_
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE was coated with a conducting material in order to allow the
proper measurement of electric fletds and Low energy plasma.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) Both active and passive thermal control were employed. The
SOLAR PHYSICS solar panels supplied 2 kilowatts and batteries were used
during eclipse periods. There were two tape recorders, each
PERSONNEL with a capacity of 60 megabtts. The transmitter radiated about
PI - T. TAKAKURA ISAS 10 W in the 130 MHz band.
OI - S. MIyAMOTO OSAKA U
OI - Y. OGAWARA ISAS IK BULGARIA 1300_ ARSHINKOV .........
OI - K. OKI U OF TOKYO
OI - T. MURAKAMI ISAB INVESTIGATION NAME- TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS
Ol - S. TSANETA ISAS
NSSDC ID- 81-OTSA-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION SCIENCE
This exoerlment used rotating modulation collimators to
image solar flare X-rays in the energy range of 10 to AO keV. INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINEiS)MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
The time resotutlon was 6 s. PARTICLES AND FIELDS
....... HINOTORIt TAKEUC_I ..................................... PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRON FLUX ABOVE 100 KEV PARTICLE PI - I. ARSHINKOV CLSR-BAS
DETECTOR MONITOR PI - A. BOCHEV CLSR-BAS
OI - L. JUSGOV IZMIRAN
NSSDC IO- BI-01TA-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrument consisted of three fLuxgate magnetometers
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) that extended from the spacecraft along the negative Z-axls to
SOLAR PHYSICS obtain the vector field. The range of field intensity covered
PARTICLES AND FIELDS was plus or minus 64_000 nT with a resolution of 2 nT,
PERSONNEL ....... IK BULGARIA 1500t BANKOV...............................
PI - H, TAKEUCHI INST PHYS . CHEM RES
OI - T. IMAI INST PHYS . CHEM RES INVESTIGATION NAME- ION DRIFT METER AND RETARDING POTENTIAL
OI - T. KOHNO INST PHYS . CHEM RES ANALYZER
BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDC ID- 81-075A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
This experiment used a pair of proportional counters to SCIENCE
monitor solar electron flux above 100 keV. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
....... HINOTORIt TANAKA ....................................... IONOSPHERESPARTICLES AND FIELDS
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR FLARE X-RAT BRAGG SPECTROSCOPY IN
1.7-2,0 A RANGE PERSONNEL
PI - L. BANKOV CLSR-BAS
OI - B. KIROV CLSR-BAS
OI - M.G. GUSHEVA CLSR-BAS
OI - V.G. ISTOMIN IKI
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... IK BULGARIA 1300t IVANOVA ..............................
The instrument consisted of a Retarding Potential
Analyzer (RPA) and an Ion Drift Meter (IDM) that pointed out INVESTIGATION NAME- SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ION TRAP
along the spacecraft X-axts. This set of instruments was
capable of measuring the three components of the ion velocity NSSDC ID- BI-O75A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
vector from 0,1 to 5 km/st the ion density from 1o12 to 1.16 SCIENCE
per cm cubed9 the ion temperature from 600 to 109000 deg K9
plasma irregularities from 0°1 to lO0%t the photoelectron INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
energy range from i to 30 eVt and the mass range from i to 56 PARTICLES AND FIELDS
u. For more details on the IDM see L° G. Bankov et aL.9 Adv. IONOSPHERES
Space Res. v° 29 n. 79 pp. 71-749 1983o
PERSONNEL
....... IK BULGARIA 1300t DACHEV ............................... Pl - T° IVANOVA CLSR-BAS
OI - T. SAMARDZHIEV CLSR-BAS
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON-PROTON ELECTROSTATIC OI - So HALOVA CLSR-BAS
ANALYZER ARRAY IN 3 ORTHOGONAL DIRECTIONS OI - G.L. GDALEVICH IKI
NSSDC ID- 81-07BA-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM BRIE_ DESCRIPTION
SCIENCE The instrumentation consisted of two spherical
electrostatic probes, The first was a three-electrode devicet
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) with a floating potential on the outer grldl that measured the
PARTICLES AND FIELDS plasma density fluctuations. The outer diameter of this probe
MAGNETOSRHERIC PHYSICS was 60 mm and its optical transparency was 4_X. The collector
current was measured in the range of 1.E-I0 to I.E-6 amps and
PERSONNEL the outer grid potential was measured. The second probe was a
PI - TS. DACHZV CLSR-BAS four-electrode (three grids) device with a sawtooth voltage
OI - Y. MATVIYCHUK CLSR-BAS applied to the middle grid that sat on a step of O, -4, -B, or
OI - I. IVANOV CLSR-BAS -12 Vt depending on what the potential of the outer floating
OI - M. TELZOV IKI grid was. The dynamic range of the collector current was I.E-7
to 1,E-11 broken into _ ranges. The first and second
BRIEF DESCRIPTION derivatives of the ion current were obtained to provide ion
The instrument consisted of three sets of electrostatic temperatures in the range of 5D0 to 5000 deg K and an ion
analyzers (ESA)I each set had three ESAst one to measure density of 1,E2 to I,E6 per cubic cm for each ion specie that
protons and two to measure electrons, The angular field of could be determined. The outer diameter of this probe was 70
view for each individual analyzer was 7 deg x 24 deE, One set mm and its optical transparency was 27%, For more detatls on
viewed out along the spacecraft Z-axis and the other two along this instrument see T. N. Ivanova et al,t Adv, Space Reso_ v,
perpendloutar axes in the spacecraft X-Y plane at azimuthal 2t n. 7_ pp° 21-25_ 1985°
angles of 50 and 1dO deg. The energy per charge range from 0.2
to 15 keV/Q could be covered by up to 16 channels/s and the ....... IK BULGARIA 13009 IVANOVA ..............................
energy resolution adjusted to 0.19 0.2_ or O.S° The flux range
was 1.E4 to 1oE9 partlcte/(sq cm-sr-keV-s). INVESTIGATION NAME- CYLINDRICAL LANGMUIR PROBE
....... IK BULGARIAlBOOt GOGOSHEV ............................. NSSDC ID- 81-075A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE AIRGLOW PHOTOMETERS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
NSSDC IO- 81-075A-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SCIENCE IONBSPHERES
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PERSONNEL
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS Pl - T. IVANOVA CLSR-BAS
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES 01 - Ko GEORGIEVA OLSR-BAS
OI - V.F° GUBSKI IKI
PERSONNEL
PI - M,M, GOGOSHEV CLSR-AO BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OI - N.P. PETKOV CLSR-AO The instrumentation consisted of a cylindrical Langmulr
OI - TS.N. GOGOSHEVA CLSR-AO probe9 14 cm tong and 4 mm in dlameter_ that was capable of
Ol - A. KUZMIN IKI measuring the electron temperature from I.E3 to 1.14 deg K and
the electron density from 5. E2 to 5.E5 per cm cubed. The probe
BRIEF DESCRIPTION viewed along the spacecraft negative Z-axls.
The instrument consisted of two optical channels with
interference fitters at wavelengths (in A) of 4278 9_861t 55779 ....... IK BULGARIA 13009 KAZAKOV ..............................
6300t 6345 and 7520, The field of view of one channel was 5
deE. The second channel viewed plus and minus 15 deg from the INVESTIGATION NAME- PROTON SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE
nadir in 6300 A and was done by a mirror scannlng over this
range so that an image of the upper atmosphere in the red Line NSSDC ID- 81-075A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
of oxygen was obtained. The nadir was the spacecraft negative SCIENCE
Z-axls. The sensitivity range was 10 raytelghs to 100
klLoraytelghs. For more details on this instrument see M. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
Gogoshev et at.9 Adv. Space Res.9 v. 2t n. Tt pp. I15-120t PARTICLES AND FIELDS
1983. MAGNETBSPHERIC PHYSICS
....... IK BULGARIA 13009 GOGOSHEV PERSONNEL
PI - K. KAZAKOV CLSR-BAS
INVESTIGATION NAME- WAVELENGTH SCANNING UV PHOTOMETER OI - I. GEORGIEV CLSR-BAS
OI - N. NIKDLAEVA IKI
NSSDC ID- 81-OTBA-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrumentation consisted of a sotld-state telescope
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) that viewed out along the spacecraft Z-axls and measured
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS protons from 90 keV to i MeV in four channels,
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
....... IK BULGARIA 1300t MARKOV ...............................
PERSONNEL
Pl - M,M, GOGOSHEV CLSR-AO INVESTIGATION NAME- DOUBLE SPHERICAL ELECTRON TEMPERATURE
OI - SToI, SARGOICHEV CLSR-AO PROBES
OI - B. MENDEVA CLSR-BAS
OI - L.P° SMIRNOVA IKI NSSDC ID- 81-075A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrument consisted of a Lined grating spectrometer INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
that scanned from 1150 to 2600 A with a resolution of 10 A. PARTICLES AND FIELDS
The field of view was conical with a half angle of 4.5 deg IONOSPHERES
centered on the nadir9 which was the spacecraft negative
Z-axis, The intensity range covered from BO rayLetghs to 200 PERSONNEL
kttorayletghs. The instrument was capable of _easurtng the PI - V, MARKOV 3LSR-BAS
nlghtglow and the dayglow atmospheric spectra. OI - D. TEODOSIEV CLSR-BAS
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
The instrumentation consisted of a double probe that ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10/29173
viewed along the spacecraft X-axls, The gold s_herlcat sensors ORBIT PERIOD- 17286, MIN INCLINATION- 28.7 0E3
were capable of measuring the electron temperature from BOO to PERIAPSIS- i_122_, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 2889_0, KM ALT
61000 deg K and the spacecraft potential from -30 to *5 V=
PERS3NNEL
....... IK BULGARIA 13001 NENOVSKI ......... MG - M,A, CALABRESE NASA _EADQUARTERS
SC - M.J. WISKERCHEN NASA HEADQUARTERS
INVESTIGATION NAME- ION ENERGY-MASS COMPOSITION ANALYZERS PM - J,P, CORRIGAN NASA'GSFC
PS - J.H. KIN3 NASA-3S:C
NSSDC ID- 81-075A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE BRIEF 3ESCRIPTION
IMP 8 (Explorer 50)t the Last satellite of the IMP
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) serlesl was a drum-shaped spacecraftt 135.& cm across and 1aT.&
PARTICLES AND FIELDS cm hlghl instrumented for interplanetary and magnetotaIt
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS studies of cosmic rays9 energetic solar partlctest ptasmal and
electric and magnetic fields. Its initial orbit was more
PERSONNEL elliptical than Intendedl with apogee and perigee distances of
Pl - P. NENOVSKI CLSR-BAS about 45 and 25 earth radii, Its eccentricity decreased after
OI - R, KOLEVA CLSR-BAS Launch. The spacecraft spin axis was normal to the ecliptic
OI - J. SERXOVA CLSR-BAS ptanel and the spin rate was 23 tom, The data telemetry rate
OI - V. SMIRNOV IKI was 1600 bps. The objectives of the extended IMP-B operations
OI - O.L, VAISBERG IKI (after 1981) were (1) to provide solar wlnd parameters as input
for magnetospherlc studies and as a I-AU baseline for deep
BRIEF DESCRIPTION space studlest (2) to add 30-40 RE IMP data to simultaneous
The instrument consisted of two separate analyzers: the ISEE 11 21 and 3 data for studies of magnetospherlc boundary
Low-energy one viewed out along the spacecraft X-axls (along and tail phenomenap and of the phenomena upstream of the bow
the velocity vector of the spacecraft) and the hlgh-energy one shockl and (3) to continue solar cycle variation studies wlth a
along the Z-axls. The mass range for both devices was I to 64 single set of welt-calibrated and understood instruments.
u, The electrostatic analyzer portion of the Low-energy unit
allowed ions with a range from I to 27 eVlg to enter the ....... IMP-Jr AGGSON ..........................................
magnetic analyzer. The energy resolution was 0,055; the field
of view was i deg x G deg; and the flux range covered was I.E5 INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS
to 1.E10 ionsl(sq cm-sr-eV-s). The hlgh-energy unit had the
following parameters: E/Q range from 0.2 to 8 keY/Q; energy NSSDC ID- 73mO7BA-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
resolution of 0.071 and flux range 5.E5 to I,Eg ions/(sQ CODE EE-8t SCIENCE
cm-sr-eV-s). For more details about this instrument see P.
Nenovskl et at._ Adv, Space Res, 9 v, 21 no 79 pp. 27-301 1983. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
....... IK BULGARIA 1300w STANEV ............................... PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION NAME- TRIAXIAL SPHERICAL VECTOR ELECTRIC FIELD
PROBES PERSONNEL
Pl - T,L. AGGSON NASA-GSFC
NSSDC IO- 81-075A-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM OI - u,P° HEPPNER NASA-GSFC
SCIENCE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} The instrument was designed to measure ambient eLectmlc
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS fields in the solar wind and the earthVs magnetosheath up to I
PARTICLES AND FIELDS kHz in frequency, The sensor consisted of a pair of 70-m wlre
antennas (1_0 my tlp-to-tBp)_ which were held rigid by
PERSONNEL centrifugal force due to satellite spin (about 24 rpm). The
PI - G. STANEV CLSR-BAS wires were insulated from the ptasma_ except for their short
OI - D, TEODOSIEV CLSR-BAS outer sectlonst to remove the active probe area from the
OI - Mo PETRUNOVA CLSR-BAS spacecraft sheath, The antenna served as a double floating
OI - M, PETRUNOVA CLSR-BAS probel and measurements were obtained every 1/4 spacecraft
OI - V. OHMYREV IZMIRAN revolutlcn (about 0,75 S)o ULF and VLF measurements were
obtained using seven 60% bandwidth filters with center
BRIEF DESCRIPTION frequencies Logarithmically spaced from i HZ to 1 kHz. These
This investigation involved the measurement of: (i) the frequency channels had an intrinsic sensitivity of 1=DE-5 V/m_
quaslstatlc vector electric fleldt (2) the spacecraft potential and a peak range of 1.0E-2 V/m. However_ the effective
from -10 to . 2 V, (3) the vector etectrlc and _agnetlc fields Low-frequency fitter threshold was determined by interference
in the frequency range 0.2 to G.B Hz_ (4) the X or Z electric due to harmonics of the spacecraft spinning within an
field component (determined by ground command) over the asymmetric sheath. The other major limitation was also due to
frequency range 0.03 to 1G kHz with a dynamic range of 80 dB9 sheath effect. Whenever the electron plasma density was Less
and (5) the Y component of the magnetic fletdt over the same than about 10 partlctes/cu cm_ the sheath overlapped the active
frequency and dynamic range as in (4). The double probe method antenna portions and precluded meaningful measurements of
was used for electric flelds; four spherical probes covered ambient conditions=
with vitreous carbon were placed at the ends of _.5-m booms to
serve as the sensors. A trlaxlat fluxgate magnetometer with a ....... IMP-Jr BAME ............................................
frequency-dependent feedback Loop was employed as the sensor
for the frequency range of 0.2 to G.5 Hz while a search-coll INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR PLASMA ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
magnetometer was used for the high frequency range, The
sensitivity of the DC electric field measurements was O.G mV/m NSSDC ID- 73-078A-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
while it was 0,01 mV/m for the 0,2 to G.5 HZ range, In this CODE EE-81CO-OP9 SCIENCE
range the magnetic field sensitivity was 3,E-2 nT. There were
eight bandpass filters centered at (in HZ) 331 70_ 1401 5601 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
1200_ qgO01 93001 and 15000 to measure wave amplitudes, In INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
addltiont two parallel correlators were used to determine MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
autocorrelatlon functions in the range 0.1 to 5 kHz. _or SPACE PLASMAS
further details on this instrument see G. Stanev et al.9 Adv,
Space Res.t v, 29 n, 79 DP, _3-Q89 1983. PERSONNEL
PI - S,J. BAME LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
**************************** ********************************** OI - J,R, ASBRIDGE LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IMP-J A hemispherical electrostatic analyzer measured the
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-723A9 IMP 8 directional intensity of positive ions and electrons in the
EXPLORER 509 GBg3 solar wtnd_ magnetosheath9 and magnetotatto Ions as heavy as
oxygen were resolved when the $otar wlnd temperature was Low.
NSSDC ID- 73-078A Energy analysis was accomplished by charging the plates to
known voltage levels and allowing them to discharge with known
LAUNCH DATE- 10/26/73 WEIGHT- 371, KG RC time constants= In the solar windt positive ions from 203
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES eV to 5 key (151 spaclngl 3% resolution) and electrons from 5
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA eV to 1 keV (30% spaclng_ 151 resolution) were studied= In the
magnetosheatht positive ions from 200 eV to 5 keV (15% spactngt
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 3% resolution) and from 200 eV to 20 keV (30% spaclngt 151
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA percent resolution) and electrons from 5 eV to I keV (30%
spaclngl 151 resolution) were studied. In the magnetotail9
positive ions from 200 eV to 20 keY (301 spactng_ 151
resolution) and electrons from 5 eV to 1 keV (30% spacingt 151
resotutlcn) and from 100 eV to 20 keY (15X resolution) were
studied.
_3
....... IMP-Jr BRIDGE .......................................... NSSDC ID- 73-078A-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8_ SCIEN=E
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR PLASMA FARADAY CUP
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
NSSDC ID- 73-078A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE PARTICLES AND _IELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
SPACE PLASMAS PERSONNEL
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS PI - D.A. GURNETT U O_ IOWA
OI - T.L. AGGSON NASA-GSFC
PERSONNEL OI - G.W. PFEIFFER U O; IOWA
PI - H.S. BRIDGE MASS INST OF TECH
OI - A.U. LAZARUS MASS INST OF TECH BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OI - J.H* BINSACK MASS INST OF TECH A wlde-band receiver was used to observe hlgh-resolutlon
OI - E.F. LYON MASS INST OF TECH frequency-tlme spectral and a slx-channet narrow-band receiver
with a variable center frequency was used to observe wave
BRIEF DESCRIPTION characteristics. The receivers ooerated from three antenna
A modulated split-collector Faraday cupt perpendicular to systems. The first system contained a pair of tong dipole
the spacecraft spin axts_ was used to study the directional antennas loner extendable to about 124 m0 normal to the
intensity of positive ions and electrons tn the solar wtnd_ spacecraft spin axis and the other antenna_ extendable to about
transition regton_ and magnetotatt. Electrons were studied in 6.L m_ along the sptn axis). The second system contained a
eight Logarithmically equtspaced energy channels between 17 eV boom-mounted triad of orthogonal loop antennas. The third
and 7 keV. Positive ions were studied in eight channels system consisted of a boom-mounted O.51-m spin-axis dipole.
between 50 eV and T keV. A spectrum was obtained every eight The magnetic and electric field intensities and frequency
spacecraft revolutions. Angular information was obtained in spectraw polartzatton_ and direction of arrival of naturally
either 15 equally spaced intervals during a 360-deg revolution occurring radio noise tn the magnetosphere were observed.
of the satellite or in 15 angular segments centered more Phenomena studied were the time-space dtstributton_ ortgtnt
closely about the spacecraft-sun line. propagattont dtspeestont and other characteristics of radio
noise occurring across and on either side of the magnetosphertc
....... IMP-Jr FRANK boundary region. The frequency range for electric fields was
0.3 Hz to 200 kHz9 and for magnetic fields it was 20 HZ to 200
INVESTIGATION NAME- MEASUREMENT OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND kHz.
ELECTRONS
IMP-Jr KRIMIGIS ........................................
NSSDC ID- 73-078A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-89 SCIENCE INVESTIGATION NAME- CHARGED PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS
EXPERIMENT
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
SPACE PLASMAS NSSDC ID- 73-078A-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PERSONNEL PARTICLES AND _IELDS
PI - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA SOLAR PHYSICS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to measure the energy PERSONNEL
spectra of Low-energy electrons and protons tn the geocentric PI - S.M. KRIMIGIS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
range of 30 to 40 earth radii to gtve further data on OI - T.P. ARMSTRONG U OF KANSAS
geomagnetic stormsg aurora_ tail and neutral sheetw and other OI - J.A. VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA
magnetosphertc phenomena. The detector was a duat-channett
curved-plate electrostatic analyzer (LEPEDEA - tow energy BRIEF DESCRIPTION
proton and electron differential energy analyzer) with 16 Three solid-state detectors in an anticotnctdence plasttc
energy intervals between 5 eV and 50 keV. It had an angular scintillator observed electrons between 0.2 and 2.5 MeV_
field of view of 9 deg by 25 deg. The detector could be protons between 0.3 and 500 MeVI alpha particles between 2.0
operated in one of two modes: (1) one providing good angular and 200 MeV; heavy particles wtth Z values rangtng from 2 to 5
resolution (16 directions for each particle energy band) once with energies greater than 8 MeV_ heavy particles with Z values
each 272 s_ and (2) the other providing good temporal ranging between 6 and 8 wtth energies greater than 32 MeVI and
resolution in which the entire energy range in four directions integral protons and alphas of energies greater than 50
was measured every 68 S, For further detatts see L. A. Frank MeV/nucleon_ aft with dynamic ranges of Z to 1E.6 particles per
et at.t d. Geophys. Res.t v. 81t p. 58599 1976. (sq cm s st)° Five thin-window Getger-Mueller tubes observed
electrons of energy greater than 15 keVt protons of energy
....... IMP-Jr GLOECKLER greater than 250 keVt and X rays with wavelengths between 2 and
IO AT all with a dynamic range of ZO to 1E_8 (per sa cm s st).
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLID-STATE DETECTORS Particles and x rays. primarily of solar orJgtnt were studtedt
but the dynamlc range and resolution of the instrument also
NSSDC IO- 73-078A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM permitted observation of cosmic rays and magnetotait particles.
CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCIENCE For further details9 see T, P, Armstrong et aL,_ J, Geophys,
Res._ v. 83t p. 5198t 1978o
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
COSMIC RAYS ....... IMP-Jr MCDONALD ........................................
PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR AND COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES
PI - G. GLOECKLER U OF MARYLAND
OI - C.Y. FAN U OF ARIZONA NSSDC IO- 73-078A-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OI - D.K° HOVESTADT MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
This experiment was designed to determlne the composition COSMIC RAYS
and energy spectra of Low-energy particles observed during
solar flares and 27-d recJrrent events. The detectors used PERSONNEL
included (1} an electrostatic analyzer (to select particles of PI - F.B. MCDONALD NASA HEADQUARTERS
the desired energy per charge) combined with an array of OI - B.J. TEEGARDEN NASA-GSFC
windowless solid-state detectors (to measure the energy loss)
and surrounded by an antlcolnctdence shteldt and (2) a BRIEF DESCRIPTION
thin-window proportional countert solid-state particle The GSFC cosmic-ray experiment was designed to measure
telescope, The experiment measured particle energies from 0.i energy spectra_ composltlon9 and angular distributions of solar
to 10 MeV per charge in 12 bands and uniquely identified and galactic electronst protons_ and heavier nuclei up to Z=30o
positrons and electrons as well as nuclei with charges of Z Three distinct detector systems were used. The first system
from 1 to 8 (no charge resolution for Z greater than 8). Two consisted of a pair of solid-state telescopes that measured
lOOO-channet pulse-height analyzers_ one for each detectort integral fluxes of electrons above 150t 350e and 700 keV and of
were included in the experiment payload, protons above .OBt .1St .BOt .70_ Z.O_ 1.2r 2.0_ 2.5, B.O_ 1Be
and 25 MeV. Except for the .05-MeV proton model all counting
....... IMP-Jr GURNETT modes had unique species identification. The second detector
system was a solid-state d_/dx vs E telescope that Looked
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTROSTATIC WAVES AND RADIO NOISE perpendicular to the spin axis. Thls telescope measured Z=l to
16 nuclei with energies between 4 and 20 HeY/nucleon. Counts
of particles In the 0.5- to 4-MeV/nucteon ranger wlth no charge
resotutton_ were obtained as counts in the dE/dx sensor but not
in the E sensor, The third detector system was a three-element
telescope whose axis made an angle of 39 deg with respect to
the spln axis. The middle element was a _sl scintillator,
while the other two elements were solld-state sensors. The
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instrument responded to electrons between 2 and 12 MeV and to
Z=l to 30 nuclei in the energy range 20 to 500 MeVlnucteon. - ...... IMP-Jr WILLIAMS ........................................
For particles below 80 MeVt this instrument acted as a dE/dx vs
E detector, Above BO MeVt it acted as a bidirectional triple INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS
dE/dx vs E detector. FLux directionality information was
obtained by dividing certain portions of the data from each NSSOD ID- T3-O78A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
detector into eight angular sectors. For further details9 see CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
B. J, Teegarden et at.t Astroohys. J.t v. 202t o. 815_ 1975, INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
....... IMP-Jr NESS ............................................ COSMIC RAYS
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD EXPERIMENT INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
NSSDC ID- 73-OTBA-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PERSONNEL
CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE PI - O.J. WILLIAMS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
OI - C.O. BOSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) 01 - J.H, TRAINOR NASA-GSFC
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS The purposes of thls Investlgatlon were (I) to study the
propagation characteristics of solar cosmic rays through the
PERSONNEL interplanetary medium over the energy ranges indicated belowt
Pl - N.F. NESS NASA-GSFC (2) to study electron and proton fluxes throughout the
OI - C.S. SCEARCE NASA-GSFC geomagnetic tall and near the flanks of the magnetospheret and
01 - J.B. SEEK NASA-GSFC (3) to study the entry of solar cosmic rays into the
magnetosphere, The instrumentation consisted of a
BRIEF DESCRIPTION three-element telescope employing fully depleted
This experiment consisted of a boom-mounted trlaxlat surface-barrler solld-state detectors and a magnet to deflect
ftuxgate magnetometer designed to study the Interplanetary and electrons. Two slde-mounted detectors were used to measure the
geomagnetic tall magnetic fields, Each sensor had three deflected electrons, Two additional detectors in separate
dynamic ranges of plus or minus 12t plus or minus 36t and plus mounts were used to measure charged particles above 15 keV iF)9
or minus 108 nT. With the aid of a bit compaction scheme Z greater than or equal to 2 above 0.6 MeV (G1) and above 1.O
(delta modulation)_ there were 25 vector measurements made and MeV (G2)! and Z greater than or equal to 3 above 2.0 MeV (G3),
telemetered per second, The experiment operated normally from The telescope measured protons in three ranges between 2.1 and
Launch until mld-19TS, On July 119 1975_ because of a range 25 MeV (14_ 15_ 16); Z greater than or equal to i in three
indicator problem_ the experiment operation was frozen into the ranges between 0.05 and 2,1 MeV (11t 12t 13); alpha particles
3G-nT range, The digitization accuracy in this range is about between 8.4 and 35.0 MeV in two ranges (111t 112); Z greater
plus or minus 0,3 nT, On March 230 1978_ the sensor flipper than or equal to 2 between 2.2 and 8,4 MeV (110); and a
failed. After that timer alternative methods of Z-axis sensor background channel (19). Deflected electrons were measured in
zero-level determination were required, two ranges between 30 and 200 keV (IT_ 18). A complete
description of the instrument was given by D. J, Williams tn
....... IMP-Jr SIMPSON ......................................... NOAA Technical Report ERL 393-SEL 40_ October 1977,
* ** * INSAT'IA************************************* **** ****** ***
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LOW-E AND LOW-Z
ISOTOPE
NSSOC IO- 75-OTBA-O7 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- INSAT-IA
CODE EE-80 SCIENCE ALTERNATE NAMES- INDIAN NATIONAL SAT._ 13129
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) NSSDC ID- 82-031A
COSMIC RAYS
LAUNCH DATE- 04/10/82 WEIGHT- 1152. KG
PERSONNEL LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES
PI - J.A. SIMPSON U OF CHICAGO LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
Ol - M. GARCIA-MUNOZ U OF CHICAGO
SPONSORING COUNIRYIAGENOY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INDIA ISRO
This experiment used two telescopes to measure the UNITED STATES NASA-OSTO
composition and energy spectra of solar (and galactic)
particles above about 0,5 MeVlnucteon. The main telescope INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
consisted of five colllnear elements (three solid state_ one ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 04/11/82
CsI+ and one sapphire Cerenkov) surrounded by a plastic ORBIT PERIOD- 631.5 MIN INCLINATION- 2B,1 DIG
anticolncldence shield. The tetescope had a 60-degt full-angle PERIAPSIS- 225. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 35784. KM ALT
acceptance cone with Its axis approximately normal to the
spacecraft spin axist permitting 8-sectored information on PERSONNEL
particle arrival direction. Four elements of the main MG - J,P. SINGH ISRO SATELLITE CENTER
telescope were putse-helght anaLyzedt and low- and hlgh-galn PM - P.P, KALE INDIA DEPT OF SPACE
modes could be selected by command to permit resolution of the
elements H through Nt or of electrons and the isotopes of H and BRIEF DESCRIPTION
He and Light nuclei. A selection-priority scheme was included The Insat-1 satellite program incorporated two three-axis
to permit sampling of less abundant particle species under stabtltzeQ spacecraft in geostationary orbit (Insat-lA at 74
normal and solar-flare conditions, The tow-energy telescope degrees E and Insat-lB at 94 degrees E) with a host of ground
stations throughout India, The Insat-lA sat*lifter built by
was essentially a two-element shielded sotldmstate detector
with a 70-deg full-angle acceptance cone. The first element the ForO Aerospace and Communications Corporatlont was designed
was pulse-height analyzed9 and data were recorded by sectors, to provide combined tetecommuntcattonst direct IV broadcastt
and meteorological service to IndtaWs civilian community over a
....... IMP-Jr STONE ........................................... T-year-ln-orblt tlfespan. The telecommunications package
provided two-wayt Long distance telephone circuits and direct
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRONS AND HYDROGEN AND HELIUM radio and TV broadcasting to the remotest areas of India. The
ISOTOPES meteorology package was composed of a scanning
very-htgh-resotuttonw two-channel radiometer (VHRR) to provide
NSSDC IO- 73-078A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM full-framer full-earth coverage every 30 minutes, The visual
CODE EE-Bv SCIENCE channel (0.55-0.75 micrometers) had a 2.TS-km resolution while
the IR channel (10.5-12,5 micrometers) had an ll-km resolution,
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) Using the Insat TV capability9 early warnings of impending
COSMIC RAYS disasters (t,e._ floodst storms_ etc.) could directly reach the
civilian poputattont even in remote areas. The Insat-lA also
PERSONNEL had a data channel for relaying meteorotogtcatt hydrotogtoalt
Pl - E.C. STONE CALIF INST OF TECH and oceanographic data from unattended Land-based or
OI - R,E. VOGT CALIF INST OF TECH ocean-based data collection and transmission platforms.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... INSAT-1At UNKNOWN ......................................
This experiment was designed to measure the differential
energy spectra of the isotopes of hydrogen through oxygen from INVESTIGATION NAME- VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER (VHRR)
2 to 40 MeV/nucleont and of electrons from 0,2 to 5 MeV, The
instrument consisted of a stack of 11 fully depleted silicon NSSDC ID- 82-D31A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
solid-state detectors surrounded by a plastic scintillator APPLICATIONS
anttcolnctdence sup, The outer two solid-state detectors were
annutart permitting measurements in both narrow-geometry INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
(typical geometrical factor was 0.2 sq cm-sr) and wlde-geometry METEOROLOGY
(typical geometric factor was 1,5 sq cm-sr) coincidence modes.
Antsotropy data fiB-deE angular and 20-s temporal resolution)
were obtained, For further detattst see R, A, Mewatdt and E,
C. Stoner Astrophys. J._ v. 205_ P. 95t 1976.
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PERSONNEL ....... INTERCOSMOS 199 GOGOSHEV ...............................
PI - UNKNOWN
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTROPHOTOMETER (EMO-1)
The Very High Resolution Radiometer (VHRR] was a NSSDC IO- 79-020A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
two-channel scanning instrument. Both channels gave full earth INTERCOSMOS
coverage wlth a full frame image every 30 minutes. The visible
channel (10.5-12.5 micrometers) had a 2.TS-km resolutlont and INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
the IR channel had an 11-km resolution. The half-hourly PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
observations were used for monitoring weather systems over land
and sear i,e,t observing cyclones and measuring sea surface and PERSONNEL
cloud top temperatures, PI - P.M. GOGOSHEV CLSR-AO
OI - TS,N. GOGOSHEVA CLSR-AO
....... INSAT-IA9 UNKNOWN ...................................... OI - B.P. KOMITOV CLSR-AO
OI - N,P, PETKOV CLSR-AO
INVESTIGATION NAME- TELECOMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE OI - ST.I. SARGOICHEV CLSR-AO
OI - K.B, SERAFIMOV CLSR-BAS
NSSOC ID- 82-031A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
APPLICATIONS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This investigation was concerned wlth the optical airglow
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) emission of the earthts atmosphere around 427Bt 55779 and G300
COMMUNICATIONS A. The instrument was comprised of a photomultlptier tuber an
8-posltlcn wheel9 a conical 3.5-deg aperture that contained a
PERSONNEL lO-element baffle9 and am optical path that contained two
Pl - UNKNOWN lenses and two mirrors. The instrument was pointed 70 deg from
the nadir. The filter wheel contained 6 interference filters
BRIEF DESCRIPTION (6247-64009 62BOmGAO0| 5520-B630 t 5540-56409 4230-4350w and
The telecommunications package had 12 transponders 4250-4350 A)t a plug for measuring dark currentt and a
operating at 5935-G425 MHZ (earth-to-satetllte) and 371D-4200 radioactive calibration source. For more detailst see M. M.
MHz (sateltlte-to-earth) for thick route9 thln router and Gogoshevt et all Adv. Space Res., v. i1 n. It Do* 193-1969
remote area communication and TV program distribution. Zt also Ig8i.
had 2 transponders operating at 585B-B93B MHz
(earth-to-satelllte) and 2555-2635 MHz (satelllte-to-earth) for ....... INTERCOSMOS Ig_ UNKNOWN ................................
direct broadcasting to augmented tow-cost community TV sets in
rural areast radlo-program dlstrlbutlont national TV networking INVESTIGATION NAME- TOPSIDE SOUNDER
and disaster warning, i
NSSDC ID- 79-020A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
....... INSAT-IA9 UNKNOWN ...................................... INTERCOSMOS
INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION AND TRANSMISSION RELAY INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINE(S)
NSSDC ID- 82-031A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
APPLICATIONS PERSONNEL
Pl - UNKNOWN
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
COMMUNICATIONS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
METEOROLOGY
PERSONNEL ....... INTERCOSMOS 199 UNKNOWN ................................
PI - UNKNOWN
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA EXPERIMENT
The data collection and transmission package consisted of NSSDC ID- 7g-D2OA-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
a data channel to provide for the relay of meteorotoglcalt INTERCOSMOS
hydroLoglcalt and oceanographic data from unattended land-based
and ocean-based data collection and transmission platforms. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
******** * **** ******** "**** ** INTERCOSMOS ********************** SPACE PLASMAS
PERSONNEL
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- INTER_OSMOS 19 PI - UNKNOWN
ALTERNATE NAMES- 11285_ IONOSONDE-IK
IONO-IK BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NSSDC ID- 7g-O20A
....... INTERCOSMOS 199 UNKNOWN ................................
LAUNCH DATE- 02127/79 WEIGHT- 550. KG
LAUNCH SITE- PLESETSKt U.S.S.R. INVESTIGATION NAME- WAVE EXPERIMENT
LAUNCH VEHICLE- UNKNOWN
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY NSSDC ID- 79-020A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
U.S.S.R. INTERCOS INTERCOSMOS
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02128/T9 PARTICLES AND _IELDS
ORBIT PERIOD- 9g.8 MIN INCLINATION- 74. DIG
PERIAPSIS- 502. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 966. KM ALT PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL Pl - UNKNOWN
PS - V.V. MIGULIN IZMIRAN BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
During the International Magnetosphere Study period an ....... INTEREOSMOS 199 UNKNOWN ................................
Intercosmos spacecraft_ Ionosonde-IK_ was launched into a high
Inctlnatlon_ elllptlc_l orbit with a low apogee, The main INVESTIGATION NAME- PARTICLE EXPERIMENT
scientific objectives of Ionosonde-IK were : (I) the study of
the electron-denslty dlstrloutlon from the main ionization NSSDC TO- 79-020A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
maximum of the F region up to the satellite altitude wlth a INTERCOSMOS
topside soundert and the correlation of the tlme and space
variations wlth solar actlvltyt corpuscular fluxes and other INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
geophysical phenomenal (2) glooat mapping of basic ionospheric MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
parameters and construction of a topside ionosphere model9 (3) PARTICLES AND FIELDS
the study of wave processes in magnetosphertc plasma in the
frequency range 100 HZ to 5 MHz9 (_) the study of time and PERSONNEL
space variations of emissions in the G500-636_ A bands and 5914 PI - UNKNOWN
A and 5577 A tlnest (5) the study of time and space variations
of charged particles with energies between 10 eV and 50 MeV and BRIEF DESCRIPTION
their ionospheric effect_ and (6) the study of time and space
variations of local electron and ion densities and
temperatures. The program included simultaneous ground-based
observations at ionospheric and solar stations of the U,S,S.R,
and Socialist countries. Exoerlment information das requested
but never was supplied.
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**************************** ********************************** BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Dutch additional experiment (DAX} consisted of a tow
resolution spectrometer (LRS)_ a chopped ohotometrlc channels
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IRAS (CPO} tong wavelength photometer9 and a short wavelength
ALTERNATE NAMES- INFRA-RED ASTRONOM SATt IR ASTRON, SAT. channel (SWC) ac-coupted photometer, The LRS was used in
13777 combination wlth the survey instrument and measured spectra of
point sources in the range 7.4 to 23 micrometers wlth a
NSSDC ID- 83-004A resolution of about 20, The CPC mapped IR sources in two
bands9 from 41 to 62,B and from B4 to 114 mlcrometers9 with a
LAUNCH DATE- 01/25/83 WEIGHT- lO00, KG spatial resolutlo_ of 1.2 arc mln and could not be used
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB_ UNITED STATES simultaneously wlth the survey instrument. The SWC scanned
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA with the nominal survey rate over a band of e.Z to 8
micrometers with a 15-arc-sec FOV and could be used with the
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY survey instrument,
THE NETHERLANDS NIVR
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA **************************** ISEE *****************************
UNITED KINGDOM SRC
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ISEE 1
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 01/26/83 ALTERNATE NAMES- IMP-Kt 10422
ORBIT PERIOD- 103. MIN INCLINATION- 99.1 DEG MOTMERt INTNL SUN EARTH EXPL-A
PERIAPSIS- 889, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 503. KM ALT ISEE-A
PERSONNEL NSSDC IO- 77-I02A
MG - D. WRUBLIK NASA HEADQUARTERS
SC - N.W. BOGGESS NASA HEADQUARTERS LAUNCH DATE- 10/22/77 WEIGHT- 340.2 KG
PM - G.F. SQUIBB NASA-JPL LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES
PS - H.H. AUMANN NASA-JPL LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
BRIEF DESCRIPTION SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
The Infrared Astronomical Satellite LIRAS} was a mission UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
with Joint execution by the United States (NASA}t the
Nethertandst and the United Kingdom. The basic goal of this INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
planned 1-year mission was to obtain a full sky survey over the ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE-10/23/77
approximate wavelength range 8 to 120 micrometers with four ORBIT PERIOD- 3_46,4 MIN INCLINATION- 28,7 DEC
broadband photometry channels. The IRAS contained a O,6-meter PERIAPSIS- 281, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 138120, KM ALT
Ritchey-Chretlen telescose cooled by helium to a temoerature of
near i0 deg K. An array of 62 detectors was used to detect the PERSONNEL
infrared flux in bands centered at 129 25t 609 and 100 MG - M,A. CALABRESE NASA HEADQUARTERS
micrometers. The noise e_ulvatent flux densities were_ SC - M,J. WISKERCHEN NASA HEADQUARTERS
respectlvety9 0.1_ O,Z_ 0.1_ and 0.3 dy (1 dansky = 1E-26 W/sq PM - J.P. CORRIGAN NASA-GSFC
m-Hz) in the four survey bands. The positions of galactic and PS - K,W. OGILVIE NASA-GSFC
extragalactic sources were determined to an accuracy of 0,5 arc MO - R.O, WALES NASA-GSFC
mln. In addition to the focal-plane detector array used for
the all-sky surveyt a low-resolutlon spectrometer and a 60- and BRIEF DESCRIPTION
100-mlcrometer chopped photometric channel were included on the The Explorer-class mother spacecraftt ISEE It was part of
IRAS, The IRAS was ftowm in a 900-km oroitt with an the motherldaughterlhetlocentrlc mission which included the
inclination close to 99 dew. To scan the sky for the survey_ ISEE it ISEE 2t and ISEE 3 spacecraft, The purposes of the
the satellite was rotated at a constant angular velocity around mission were (1) to investigate solar/terrestrial relationships
the sum vector in the direction of the orbital angular at the outermost boundaries of the earthts magnetospheret (2)
velocity, The IRAS could be pointed also at a selected to examine in detail the structure of the solar wind near the
celestial object for up to 12 mtn. This pointing ability earth and the shock wave that forms the interface between the
permitted observations of selected objects with up to a factor solar wind and eartht and (3) to continue the investigation of
of ten increase in sensitivity or spatial resolution comoared cosmic rays and solar flares in the interplanetary region near
to that of the survey. The science working group ts Listed in 1 AU. The mission thus extended the investigations of previous
Appendlx B, IMP spacecraft. The mother/daughter portion of _he mission
consisted of two spacecraft with a station-keeping capability
....... IRASt SCIENCE WORKING TEAM ............................. in a highly eccentric earth orbit with apogee at 23 earth
radii, The spacecraft maintained a smaLL separation dlstancel
INVESTIGATION NAME- IR TELESCOPE and made simultaneous coordinated measurements to permit
separation of spatial from temporal irregularities in the
NSSDC ID- B3-OOiA-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM near-earth solar windt the bow shock_ and inside the
CODE EZ-7 magnetosphere. The spin rate was set at 19.75 rpmt differing
slightly from that of the ISEE 2 spacecraft. For instrument
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) descriptions written by the Investlgatorst see IEZE Trans. on
ASTRONOMY Geoscl, Electron. 9 v. GE-1Gt n. 3t July 197B,
PERSONNEL ....... ISEE it ANDERSON .......................................
PI - SCIENCE WORKING TEAM
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRONS AND PROTONS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The IRAS telescope system (TSY) consisted of the optical NSSDC IO- 77-102A-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
sub-system (OSS}t electronic9 cryogentc_ structural and thermal CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE
sub-systems. The OSS consisted of a two-mirror
Ritchey-Chretlem fotded-optlcs reflector telescope with an INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
aperture of 57 cm and a focal length of 5.5 m, The FOV was MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
slightly more than 1 deg and was diffraction Limited at all PARTICLES AND FIELDS
wavelengths beyond 8 micrometers. The aperture was _lX INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
obscured by the secondary mirror with a total effective area of
202_ sq cm. The focal plane assembly (FPA) was a subassembly PERSONNEL
of 62 IR and 8 visible detectors mounted at the focal plane of Pl - K.A. ANDERSON U OF CALIFt BERKELEY
the OSS. The total array consisted of eight IR color band OI - C.I, MENG APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
modules and two visible band modules, OI - F.V. CORONITI U OF DALIF_ LA
OI - J.M, BOSDUED PAUL SABATIER U
....... IRAS, SCIENCE WORKING TEAM............................. OII R" PELLAT CTR #OR THEORETIC PHYS
OI - G.K. PARKS U OF WASHINGTON
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW RESOLUTION SPECTROMETER OI - R,P, LIN U OF CALIFt BERKELEY
OI - H. REME CESR
NSSDC ID- B3-OOiA-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-7 BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Thts experiment was designed to determiner by using
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) identical instrumentation (see 77-102B) on the mother/daughter
ASTRONOMY spacecraft_ the spatial extentt propagation vetocttyl and
temporal behavior of a wide variety of particle phenomena,
PERSONNEL Electrons were measured at 2 and 6 keV and in two bands: 8 to
PI - SCIENCE WORKING TEAM 200 keY and 30 to 200 keV. Protons were measured at 2 and 5
keY and in three bands: B to 200 keVt 30 to 200 keY9 and 200
to 380 keY. The 30 keV threshold could be commanded to 15 or
GO keV. Identical instrumentation on each spacecraft consisted
of a pair of surface-barrier semiconductor-detector telescopes
(one with a foil and one without a foil) and four fixed-voltage
cylindrical electrostatic analyzers (two for electrons and two
for protons}. Channel multipliers were used as detectors with
the fixed-voltage analyzers. The telescopes had a viewing cone
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with a AO-deg haLf-angLe_ oriented at about 20 deg to the spin q-at-st solid angle was covered for particLe velocity vectors,
axis. A GM tube was also tnctuqedt wtth a conical field of vtew of
40-deg fuLL-angLer perpendicular to the spin axis, This
....... ISEE 1_ BARE ........................................... detector was senstt]ve to electrons with E>45 keY9 and to
protons with E>GO0 keVo
INVESTIGATION NAME- FAST PLASMA AND SOLAR WIND IONS
....... ISEE 1_ GURNETT ........................................
NSSDC ID- 77-I02A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE INVESTIGATION NAHE- PLASMA WAVES
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) NSSDC ID- 77-I02A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE
SPACE PLASMAS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PERSONNEL PARTICLES AND FIELDS
P: - S,J. BAME LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
O: - H. MIGGENRIEDER MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
OI - K, SCHINDLER U OF BOCHUM PERSONNEL
OI - JoR, ASBRIDGE LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB P: - D,A, GURNETT U OF IOWA
O: - H,R, ROSENBAUER MPI-AERON3MY O: - F,L, SCAR = TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
O: - H.J, VOELK MPI-NUCLEAR PHYS OI - R,W° FRED_ICKS TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
O: - M,D, MONTGOMERY LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB OI - E,J. SMITH NASA-JPL
O: - G, PASCHMANN MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
OI - W.C, FELDMAN LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OI - E,W, HONES_ JR, LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB This exaerlmentt in conjunction with a similar (but
simpler) experiment (77-I02B-05) on ISEE 29 was designed to
BRIEF DESCRIPTION measure wave phenomena occurring within the magnetosphere and
This experiment was deslgnedt In conjunction with a solar wind, Three electric dlpote antennas (215 m_ 73,5 mo and
similar Instrument {TT-IO2B-01) provided by G. Paschmann of Max 0o61m) and a trlaxlat search-coiL antenna were used, The
PLanck Institute for flight on the daughter spacecraftt to instrumentation consisted of four matn elements: (1) a
study the plasma velocity distribution and its spatial and narrow-band sweep-frequency receiver with 32 frequency steps tn
temporal vartattons_ in the solar wfndt bow shock9 each of four bands from 100 HZ to _00 kHzt a complete sweeo
magnetosheath_ magnetopause_ magnetotatLt and magnetosphere, required 52 s; (2) a htgh-tfme-resoLutton spectrum analyzer
Protons from 50 eV to 40 keV and electrons from B eV to 20 keV with 20 channels from 5,62 Hz to 311 kHz for electric field and
were measured tn onet two9 and three dimensions ay three 90-deg 14 identical channels from 5,62 Hz to 10 kHz for magnetic field
spherical electrostatic analyzers. The expertmentt which information9 the electric and magnetic channels were sampled
utilized channeLtron electron muLtipLiers as detectorst simuLtaneousLy; (3) a wave-normaL analyzer to provide
operated in two ranges9 with energy resolution for the several momoonents for computing the wave normal and the Poynttng flux9
steps In each range of 10% of the center energy LeveL, this analyzer had a 10 HZ bandwtdtht and covered 32 frequencies
from 100 Hz to B kHz; and (4) a wide-band receiver to condition
....... ISEE 19 CLINE .......................................... electric and magnetic waveforms for transmission to the ground
via the speciaL-purpose analog transmtttert thts receiver also
INVESTIGATION NAME- GAMMA-RAY BURSTS provided the signals for tong-baseLfne-lnterferometer
measurements between ISEE i and ISEE 2. There were two basic
NSSDC IO" 77-102A-14 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM frequency channels: 10 HZ to i kHz and 650 HZ to 10 or 40 kHz.
CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE In addttton_ the frequency range could be shifted by a
frequency-conversion scheme to any of eight ranges up to 2 MHz,
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
X-RAY ASTRONOMY ....... ISEE 19 HARVEY .........................................
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA DENSITY
PERSONNEL
P: - T,L, CLINE NASA-GSFO NSSDC ID- 77-102A-OB INVESTIGATIVE PROSRAM
OI - O.K. HOVESTADT MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE
OI - B°J. TEEGARDEN NASA-GSFC
O: - G. GLOECKLER U 0 _ MARYLAND INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{S}
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION SPACE PLASMAS
Thls experiment was designed to recognize and record the PARTICLES AND FIELDS
time history of gamma-ray bursts. Two sensors were used: a
4-cm-dtametert CsI scintiLLator system and a 6-sq-cmt PERSONNEL
soLid-state (Cd Te) array, An intensity increase in either of PI - C,C, HARVEY PARIS OBSERVATORY
the sensors could cause a trigger stgnaL to occurt freezing the OI - M, PETIT CNET
circulating memory of the immediate past counting-rate history OI - J,R. MCAFEE NOAA-ERL
and fftLlng another memory w_th the €ounting Pates for I mtn OZ - 0, JONES _RITISH ANTAR:TIC SURV
fottowlng the trigger signaL. The time of the trigger signal OI - J.M° ETCHETO CNET
and its Location in the temporal history were also stored tn OI - R.J,L,GRARD ESA-ESTEC
memory. ALL stored information was then read out at a very tow OI - R,E. GE_DRIN CNET
bit rate during the succeeding several hours. Three trigger
stgnats were used based on total counts in h mst 52 ms9 and 256 BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ms, Six memories were used9 three before and three after the Thts experiment measured the plasma electron density near
trigger stgnaLt yielding storage of 1/6_t 1/89 and 1 min of the mother sateLLite and aLso the total electron content
data each to provide detailed rise-time information, between the mother and the daughter spacecraft, The experiment
consisted of two distinct parts, The mother spacecraft carried
....... ISEE it FRANK .......................................... an exoertment (the sounder) to detect resonances of the ambient
plasma. After an antenna had been momentarily excited at one
INVESTIGATION NAME- HOT PLASMA of the characteristic frequencies of the plasma in which it was
Immersedt a pronounced "ringing" was observed, These
NSSDC IO- 7T-IO2A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM resonances occurred at the plasma frequency9 the upper hybrlQ
CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE resonancet the cyclotron frequency and tts harmontcst and the
measurement of their frequencies permitted the determination of
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) several plasma parameterst including the electron density, In
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS this expertment_ the transmitter was designed to step through
SPACE PLASMAS 128 sub-bandsw covering the characteristic resonance
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS frequencies of the pLasmat from 0°3 to 50,9 kHz9 and from 0 to
353 kHzo The integrated density between the mother and the
PERSONNEL daughter was obtained from a second exoerlment (the brobagatlon
PI - L,A. FRANK U OF IOWA experiment) that measured the phase delay introduced by the
O: - V.M, VASYLIUNAS MPI-AERONOMY ambient plasma onto a wave of frequency about 683 kHz
OI - C.F. KENNEL U OF CALler LA transmitted from the mother and received on the daughter
(experiment -06), The phase was compared against a
BRIEF DESCRIPTION phase-coherent signal transmitted from the mother to the
This experiment was designed to studyt by means of daughter by modulation onto a carrier of frequency htgh enough
Identical instrumentation on the mother/daughter spacecraft9 to be unaffected by the ambient plasma (272o5 MHz), Due to
the spatial and temporal variations of the solar wind and perturbations to other expertmentst active operation was on a
magnetosheath electrons and ions. Protons and electrons tn the Limited duty cycle,
energy range from I eV to _5 keV were measured in 64 contiguous
energy bands with an energy resolution (deLta E/E) of 0,16. A
quadrlspherlcat Low-energy proton and electron dlfferentlaL
energy analyzer (LEPEDEA) t empLoying seven continuous channel
electron muLtipLiers in each of its two (one for orotons and
one for electrons) electrostatic analyzers was flown on both
the mother and the daughter spacecraft. ALL but 2Z of the
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....... ISEE it HELLIWELL ...................................... energy spectraw antsotroptes_ and composition of energetic ions
were determined, In the Limited range 0,4 to & MeV/nucteont
INVESTIGATION NAME- VLF WAVE PROPAGATION simultaneous determination of ionic and nuclear charge was
possible. The instrument consisted of three different sensor
NSSDC ID- 77-102A-13 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM systems, ULECA (ultratow-energy charge analyzer) was an
CODE EE-B/CO-OPv SCIENCE electrostatic analyzer with solid-state detectors, Its energy
range was approximately 5 to B60 keY/charge, ULEWAT
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{S) (uLtratow-energy wide-angle telescope) was a double dE/dx vs Et
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS thln-wlndowt flow-through proportional counter/solid-state
PARTICLES AND FIELDS detector telescope covering the range 0,2 to 80 MeV/nucteon
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS (Fe), ULEZEQ (uttratow-energy Z_ E_ and Q) was a combination
of an electrostatic analyzer and a dE/dx vs E system with a
PERSONNEL thln-wlndow proportional counter and a positlon-sensltlve
PI - R,A, HELLIWELL STANFORD U solid-state detector, The energy range was 0,_ to 6
O: - T,P, BELL STANFORD U MeV/nucleon, Data could be obtained in 45-deg sectors,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... ISEE i_ MOZER ..........................................
This experiment was intended to provide data to study
interactions between discrete VLF waves and energetic particles INVESTIGATION NAME- gQASI-STATIC ELECTRIC FIELDS
in the magnetosphere, The VLF waves were produced by a
ground-based transmitter, Injection of the waves beyond the NSSDC ID- 77-102A-OG INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
ionosphere was assured by transmitter Location in a region CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
where the magnetic lines of force are open: in this case_ the
Sipte statlon_ Antarctica. The injected signal and any INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
stimulated VLF emissions were recorded through a loop antenna MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
by a i- to 32-kHz broadband receiver on the satellite, The PARTICLES AND _IELDS
observed parameters were the intensities of received radio
frequency waves as a function of time, PERSONNEL
PI - F.S, MOZER U OF CALIFt BERKELEY
....... ISEE 1_ HEPPNER ........................................ OI - M.C. KELLEY OORNELL U
INVESTIGATION NAME- DC ELECTRIC FIELD BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment was to study
NSSDC ID- 77-102A-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM quasl-statlc and Low-frequency electric fields in the
CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCIENCE plasmaspheret magnetosphere_ magnetosheath_ and solar wind,
Measurements were made of the potential difference between a
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) pair of 8-cm diameter vitreous carbon spheres which were
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS separated by 73,B m and mounted on the ends of wire booms in
PARTICLES AND FIELDS the satellite spin plane, To attempt to overcome the
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS spacecraft sheath (a potential problem which plagues all
electric field detectors)_ an electron gun for changtng the
PERSONNEL spacecraft potential was included and all exposed spacecraft
PI - J,P. HEPPNER NASA-GSFC surfaces were made electrically conducting, The instrument was
O: - ToL, AGGSON NASA-GSFC designed to be sensitive to fields from 0,1 to 200 mV/m in the
O: - N,C, MAYNARD NASA-GSFC frequency band of 0 to 12 HZ, The experiment also measured the
O: - D,A, GURNETT U OF IOWA electric field component of waves at freguencles below ZOO0 HI,
OI - D,P, CAUFFMAN LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
ISEE it OGILVIE ........................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was intended to study guasl-statlc INVESTIGATION NAME- FAST ELECTRONS
electric fields and low-frequency plasma waves in the
ptasmasphere_ magnetospheret magnetosheath9 and solar wind, NSSDC ID- 77-102A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
The double-probe fLoatlng-potentlat technique was spokled using CODE EE-8/_O-OOt SCIENCE
long-wlre antenna probes with an effective electric field
baseline of 179 m, The dc differential voltage was measured 8 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
or 32 times per st depending on bit rate, In addltlont the dc
field was measured at selected azimuthal angles relative to the SPACE PLASMAS
sun and the magnetic fletd_ and the peak value of delta V and
its azimuthal angles were measured, Low-frequency waves were PERSONNEL
measured in B frequency bands as follows: 0,19 to O,Gt 0,6 to P: - K,W, OGILVIE NASA-GSFC
1.99 1.9 to 6t & to 19_ 19 to 60t GO to 190t 190 to 600t and OI - d,O. SCUDDER NASA-GS=C
GOD to 1900 HZ, The dc-mode measurements had a two-step_
varlable-galn amplifier controlled from the ground, The BRIEF DESCRIPTION
resolution in the highest gain state was 0o5E-6 V/m. The ac This experiment studied the transport coefficients of
measurement electronics consisted of two amplifier sections, turbulence in the cotttstonLess plasma represented by the
One amplifier was used for Low-frequency channeLst and one for interplanetary medium and magnetosheatht Low-energy solar
high-frequency channels. Gain Lines for each amplifier were electron events_ and bow-shock-associated electrons. Two
independently controllable from the ground, In the trtaxtat systems of 127-deg cylindrical electrostatic analyzers
highest-gain model each analyzer channel had a sensitivity of were used to make three-dimensional measurements of the
0.0_E-6 V/m (rms). The experiment could be run in either a electron distribution function, There were three modes of
sun-sensor synchronized or a free state as controlled from the operation9 with the following nominal energy ranges: solar
ground, In addttton_ the ac portion could be run in an wtndt T to 500 eVI magnetosheatht 10 eV to 2 keV| and
averaging mode_ or an alternating averaging and magnetotait and sotart 105 eV to 7,05 keV, The energy
_eak-amotttude-detectton mode keyed to the telemetry readout resolution (delta E/E) was 0.07. The entire set of six
simultaneous spectrometer measurements was taken while the
sequence, satellite rotated through 60 deg. Each spectrometer consisted
....... ISEE it HOVESTADT ...................................... °f a curved-plate analyzer and two channettron detectors,
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS ....... ISEE Lt RUSSELL ........................................
NSSOC ID- 7T-lO2A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION NAME- FLUXGAT£ MAGNETOMETER
CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
NSSOC ID- 77-102A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) CODE EE-BICO-OPt SCIENCE
COSMIC RAYS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
PERSONNEL INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
P: - D,K, HOVESTADT MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
O: . J,J, OtGALLAGHER U OF MARYLAND PERSONNEL
OI - M, SCHOLER MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS PI - C.T, RUSSELL U OF CALIFt LA
OI - L,A, FISK U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE O: - R,L, MCPHERRON U OF CALIFt LA
O: - C,Y, FAN U OF ARIZONA O: - P,C, HEDGECOCK IMPERIAL COLLEGE
O: - G. GLOECKLER U OF MARYLAND O: - E,W, GREENSTADT TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
O: - M,G, KIVELSON U OF CALIFt LA
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This Instrumentt carrled on both ISEE i and ISEE 3t was
designed to measure sotart Interplanetary9 and magnetosoherlc
energetic ions in numerous bands within the energy range 2
keV/charge to 80 MeV/nucleon_ and electrons in four contiguous
bands from 7B to 1300 keV, At the lower energles_ charge
states of heavy ions in the hlgh-speed ( ) 500 km/s) solar wind
were determined, In the range 0.3 to 80 MeV/nucteon_ the
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION simultaneous coordinated measurements to permit separation of
In thls trlaxlal fluxgate magnetometer, three rlng-core spatial from temporal Irregularltles in the near-earth solar
sensors in an orthogonat triad were enclosed In a flipper wind, the bow shock9 and inside the magnetosphere. The spln
mechanism at the end of the magnetometer boom. The electronics rate of the ISLE 2 spacecraft was fixed at 19.8 rpm, differing
unit was on the main body of the spacecraft at the foot of the slightly from that of the ISLE I spacecraft. For instrument
boom. The magnetometer had two operating ranges of plus or descriptions written by the Investlgators_ see IEEE Trans. on
minus 8192 nT and PlUSre°rwe minus 256 nT in each vector Geoscl. Electron., v. GE-16, n. 3t July 1978.component. The data digitized and averaged within the
instrument to provide increased resolution and to provide ....... ISLE 2, ANDERSON .......................................
Nyoulst filtering. There were two modes for the transmission
of the averaged data. In the double-preclslon mode of INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRONS AND PROTONS
operatlont 16-blt samples of data were transmitted. This
provided a maximum resolution of plus or minus 1/4 nT or 1/128 NSSDC ID- 77-I02B-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
nT in the low-sensltlvlty and hlgh-sensltlvlty ranges, In the CODE EE-8/CO-OOt SCIENCE
slngte-preclslon model any 8 consecutive bits of the above 16
bits were selected by ground command for transmission and the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
telemetry bandwldths of the magnetometer were doubled. This MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
bandwidth varied from 2 HZ for the low-telemetry-rate, PARTICLES AND =IELDS
double-preclslon experiment mode to 32 HZ for the
hlgh-tetemetry-ratet slngte-preclslon experiment mode, PERSONNEL
Pl - K,A. ANDERSON U _ CALl;, BERKELEY
....... ISLE i, SHARP .......................................... O: - C.I. MENG APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
O: - J.M. BOSQUED PAUL SABATIER U
INVESTIGATION NAME- ION COMPOSITION O: - R. PELLAT CTR FOR THEORETIC PHYS
OI - F.V, CORONITI U OF _ALI;t LA
NSSDC ID- 77-102A-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM O: - H, REME CESR
CODE EL-B/DO-OPt SCIENCE OI - R.P. LIN U OF CALIF, BERKELEY
O: - G.K. PARKS U OF WASHING:ON
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIO PHYSICS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPACE PLASMAS This experiment was designed to determine, by using
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS identical instrumentation on the mother/daughter spacecraft.
the spatial extent_ propagation velocity, and temporal behavior
PERSONNEL of a wide variety of particle phenomena. Electrons were
PI - R.D. SHARP LOCKHEED PALO ALTO measured at 2 and 6 keV and in two bands: 8 to 2DO keV and 30
OI - G. HAERENDEL MPI-EXTRATERR PHYG to 200 keV. Protons were measured at 2 and 6 KeV and in three
OI - H.R. ROSENBAUER MPI-AERONOMY bands: B to 200 keV, 30 to 200 keVt and 200 to 380 keV. The
01 - R.G. JOHNSON LOCKHEED PALO ALTO 30-keV threshold could be commanded to 15 or 60 keV. Identical
O: - LoG. SHELLEY LOCKHEED PALO ALTO instrumentation on each spacecraft consisted of a pair of
OI - J. GEISS U OF BERNE surface-battler, semiconductor-detector telescopes (one with a
O: - P.X. EBERHARDT U OF BERNE loll and one without a foil) and four flxed-vottage
O: - H. BALSIGER U OF BERNE electrostatic analyzers (two for electrons and two for
OI - C.R. CHAPPELL NASA-MSFO protons). Channel multipliers were used as detectors with the
O: - A. GHIELMETTI U OF BERNE flxed-vottage analyzers. The telescopes had a viewing cone
OI - D.T. YOUNG LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB with a 40-deg half-angle, oriented at about 20 deg to the spln
axts,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this investigation was to determine the ....... ISLE 2t EGIDI ..........................................
Ion composition and energy spectra of the plasma within the
magnetosphere, magnetosheatht and solar wlndt and to determine INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND IONS
the angular distribution of the plasma In the magnetosheath.
An energetic ion mass spectrometer was flown that had an NSSDC ID- 77-I02B-O2 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
electrostatic energy analyzer followed by a combined CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
cylindrical electrostatlc/magnetlc mass analyzer. A
combination of electron multipliers was used as the detector. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
The energy-per-unlt-charge range measured was from 0 to 17 MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
keV/Q. The mass-per-unlt-charge range measured extended from i SPACE PLASMAS
to 150 u/Q. INTERPLANETARY PQYSICS
**************************** ISLE ***************************** PERSONNEL
PI - A. EGIDI CNRt SPACE PLASMA LAB
Ol - G, MORENO CNR, SPACI PLASMA LAB
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ISLE 2 Ol - P. CERULLI CNR_ SPACE PLASMA LAB
ALTERNATE NAMES- IMP-K PRIME_ IME-D O: - V. FORMISANO ESA-ESTEC
10423t ISEE-B OI - S.C. CANTARANO CNR_ SPACE PLASMA LAB
DAUGHTER
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NSSDC ID- 77-I02B This instrument was designed to measure the angular
distributions and energy spectra of positive ions in the solar
LAUNCH DATE- 10/22/77 WEIGHT- 165.78 KG wind. The main region of interest was outward from and
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES including the magnetopause (greater than B earth radii). Two
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA hemispherical electrostatic analyzers were used to cover the
energy range 100 eV to 10 keV/Q in up to 64 energy channels.
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY There were two operating modes: one for hlgh-tlme resolution
INTERNATIONAL ESA and one for hlgh-energy resolution. Energy levels were kept
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA constant through a complete spacecraft revolution.
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS ....... ISLE 2t FRANK ..........................................
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10/23/77
ORBIT PERIOD- 3454.1 MIN INCLINATION- 28.7 DEG INVESTIGATION NAME- HOT PLASMA
PERIAPSIS- 280. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 138317. KM ALT
NSSDC ID- 77-102B-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PERSONNEL CODE EE-BICO-OP_ SCIENCE
MG - M,A, CALABRESE NASA HEADQUARTERS
SC - M.d. WISKERCHEN NASA HEADQUARTERS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PM - A, MAWKYARD ESA-ESTEC MAGNETOSPHERI3 PHYSICS
PS - A. PEDERSEN ESA-ESTEC SPACE PLASMAS
PS - A,C. DURNEY(NLA) ESA-ESTEC INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
The Explorer-class daughter spacecraft, ISLE 2_ was part PI - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA
of the mother/daughter/heliocentrlc mission (ISLE It 2t and 3). O: - V.M. VASYLIUNAS MPI-AERONOMY
The purposes of the mission were (1) to investigate O: - C.F. KENNEL U OF CALIF_ LA
soLar-terrestrlat relatlonshlos at the outermost boundaries of
the earth,s magnetosphere, (2) to examine In detail the BRIEF DESCRIPTION
structure of the solar wind near earth and the shock wave that This experiment was designed to study, by means of
forms the interface between the solar wlnd and earth, and (3) identical instrumentation on the mother/daughter spacecraft_
to continue the investigation of cosmic rays and solar flares the spatial and temporal variations of the solar wind and
in the interplanetary region near 1 AU. The mission thus magnetosheath electrons and ions. Protons and electrons In the
extended the investigations of prevlous IMP spacecraft. The energy range from I eV to 45 keV were measured in 64 contiguous
mother/daughter portion of the mission consisted of two energy bands with an energy resolution (delta E/E) of 0.16. A
spacecraft wlth a statlon-keeplng capability in a highly quadrlspherlcal low-energy proton and electron differential
eccentric earth orbit wlth apogee of 23 earth radii. The two energy analyzer (LEPEDEA)9 employing seven contlnuous-channet
spacecraft maintained a small separation dlstancet and made electron muttlpllers in each of Its two (one for protons and
5O
one for electrons) electrostatic anaLyzers was flown on both Nyoutst filtering. There were two modes for the transmission
the mother and the daughter spacecraft. ALl but 2% of the 4 of the averaged d_ta. In the double-precision mode of
pt-sr solid angle was covered for parttcke-veloclty vectors. A operation9 16-bit samples of data were transmitted. This
GM tube was also tncluded_ with a conical field of view of provided a maximum resolution of plus or minus 1/4 nT or 1/128
qO-deg full-angler oeraendtcutar to the spin axis. This nT in the Low-sensitivity and high-sensitivity ranges.
detector was sensitive to electrons with E)45 keV_ and to
protons with E>600 keV. ....... ISEE 2t WILLIAMS .......................................
....... ISZE 2. GURNETT ........................................ INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA WAVES NSSDC ID- 77-102B-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B/CO-OP, SCIENCE _
NSSDC ID- 77-I02B-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS PERSONNEL
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS PI - D.J. WILLIAMS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
Of - T.A. FRITZ LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
PERSONNEL Of - C.O. BOSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
PI - O.A. GURNETT U OF IOWA Of m E. KEPPLER MPI-AERONOMY
OI - F.L. SCARF TRW SYSTEMS GROUP Of - B. WILKEN MPI-AERONOMY
Of - E.J. SMITH NASA-JPL Of - G.H. WIBBERENZ U OF KIEL
Of - R.W. FREDRICKS TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Thls experiment was designed to identify and to study
In this exoerlment, a slngte-axls search colt plasma Instabilities responsible for acceleration, source and
magnetometer with a high permeability core and two electric loss mechanisms_ and boundary and Interface phenomena
field dipoles (30 m tIp-to-tlp and O.G1 m) measured wave throughout the orbital range of the mother/daughter satellites.
phenomena occurring within the magnetosphere and solar wind in A proton telescope and an electron spectrometer were flown on
conjunction with a similar experiment (77-102A-07) flown on the each spacecraft to measure detailed energy spectra and angular
mother spacecraft. The antennas were mounted perpendicularly distributions. These detectors used stttcont surface-barrtert
to the spin axis. The instrumentation was composed of two totally depleted solid-state devices of various thtcknessest
elements: (1) a high-time-resolution spectrum analyzer wtth 16 areas_ and configurations. Protons in 5 directions and L2
frequency channels (identical to those on ISEE 1) from B. G2 Hz energy channels between 20 keV and 2 MeV and electrons in 5
to 31.1 kHz where all channels were sampled 1 or _ times per s, directions and 12 energy channels between 20 keV and 300 keV
depending on bit rate; and (2) a wlde-band receiver to (to 1.2 MeV for 90 deg) were measured. Data were accumulated
condition electric and magnetic waveforms for transmission to in uP to 32 sectors per spin.
the ground via the special-purpose analog transmitter. There
*************** *****e.e**t** ISEE *****************************
were two basic frequency channelst from 10 Hz to 1 kHz and from
650 HZ to 10 kHZ. In addition_ the frequency range could be
shifted by a frequency-converslon scheme to any of eight ranges
up to 2.0 MHz. SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ISEE 3
ALTERNATE NAMES- STP PROBEr IME-H
....... ISEE 2t HARVEY ......................................... HELIOCENTRIC_ INTNL SUN EARTH EXPL-C
ISEE-C
INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIO PROPAGATION
NSSDC IO- 7B-O79A
NSSDC ID- 77-102B-OG INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE LAUNCH DATE- 0B/12/78 WEIGHT- 469. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL9 UNITED STATES
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
PARTICLES AND FIELDS UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
PERSONNEL INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
PI - C.Co HARVEY PARIS OBSERVATORY ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 11/25/78
OI - R.E. GENDRIN CNET ORBIT PERIOD- 3G5. DAYS INCLINATION- O. DEG
Ol - J.R. MCAFEE NOAA-ERL PERIAPSIS- 0.99 AU RAP APOAPSIS- 0.99 AU RAD
Ol - M. PETIT CNET
Ol - D. JONES BRITISH ANTARCTIC SURV PERSONNEL
Of - J.M. ETCHETO CNET MG - M.A. CALABRESE NASA HEADQUARTERS
Ol - R.J.L.GRARD ESA-ESTEC SC - M.J. WISKERCHEN NASA HEADQUARTERS
PM - J.P. CORRIGAN NASA'GS_C
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PS - T.T. VON ROSENVINGE NASA-GSFC
The total electron content between the mother and MO - R.O. WALES NASA-GSFC
daughter _as obtained by measuring the phase delay introduced
by the ambient plasma onto a wave of frequency about 683 kHzt BRIEF DESCRIPTION
transmitted from the mother (experiment -08) and received on The Explorer-class heliocentric spacecraftt ISEE 3t was
the daughter. The phase was compared against a phase-coherent part of the mother/daughter/heliocentric mission (ISEE it 29
signal transmitted from the mother to the daughter by and 3). The purposes of the mission were (1) to investigate
modulation onto a carrier of frequency htgh enough (272.5 MHz) solar/terrestrial relationships at the outermost boundaries of
to be unaffected by the ambient plasma, the earthts magnetospheret (2) to examine in detail the
structure of the solar wind near the earth and the shock wave
....... ISEE 2, RUSSELL ........................................ that forms the Interface between the solar wind and eartht and(3) to continue the investigation of cosmic rays and solar
INVESTIGATION NAME- FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER flares in the interplanetary region near i AU. The mission
thus extended the investigations of previous IMP spacecraft.
NSSDC ID- 77-102B-0_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM The Launch of three coordinated spacecraft In this mission
CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE permitted the separation of spatial and temporal effects. This
heliocentric spacecraft had a spln axis normal to the ecliptic
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) plane and a spin rate of about 20 rpm. It was placed into an
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS elliptical halo orbit about the libratfon point (L1) 235 earth
PARTICLES AND FIELDS radii on the sun side of the earth_ where it continuously
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS monitored changes in the near-earth interplanetary medium.
Because both the mother and daughter spacecraft had eccentric
PERSONNEL geocentric orblts_ it was hoped that this mission would measure
PI - C.T. RUSSELL U OF CALZF_ LA the cause/effect relationships between the incident solar
OI - R.L. MCPHERRON U OF CALIF9 LA plasma and the magnetosphere. Ftnatlyt the heliocentric
Of - P.C. HEDGECOCK IMPERIAL COLLEGE spacecraft also provided a near-earth base for making
OI - E.W. GREENSTADT TRW SYSTEMS GROUP cosmlc-ray and other planetary measurements for comparison with
OI - M.G. KIVELSON U OF CALIF, LA coincident measurements from deep-space probes. For instrument
descriptions written by the Investigators9 see IEEE Trans. on
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Geosct. Electron.9 v. GE-16, n. 3t July 1978. In 1982 the
In this trtaxtal fluxgate magnetometer9 three ring-core spacecraft began a magnetotatl and comet encounter mission. On
sensors in an orthogonal triad were enclosed in a flipper August LOt 1982t an orbit change maneuver was conducted to
mechanism at the end of the magnetometer boom. The electronics remove the spacecraft from the halo orbit around the L1 point
unlt was on the main body of the spacecraft at the foot of the and place it in a transfer orbit to a series of orbits between
boom. The magnetometer had two operating ranges of plus or earth and the L2 (magnetotatl) ttbratton point. After several
minus 8192 nT and plus or minus 25G nT tm each vector orbits through the earthts magnetotatlt with gravity assists
component. The data were digitized and averaged within the from lunar flybys in September and October of 1983t a critical
instrument to provtde increased resolution and to provide lunar flyby December 229 1983t wtLL throw the spacecraft out of
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the earth-moon system and into an orbit which leads the earth. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The spacecraft wllt encounter the tall of comet This instrument (HOH)t carried on ISEE 1 and ISEE 39 was
Glacobint-Ztnner on September 11p 1985_ and wtlt be between the designed to measure solar9 tnterptanetaryt and magnetosphertc
sun and comet Halley in Late March 1986t when other spacecraft energetic ions in numerous bands within the energy range 2
(Gtottot Planet-At MS-TS_ VEGA) wltt be nearer to comet Halley keV/charge to 80 MeV/nucteont and electrons in four contiguous
on comet rendezvous missions. Tracking and telemetry support bands from 75 to 1300 keY. At the Lower energlest charge
will be provided by the DSN (Deed Space Network) starting in states of heavy ions in the hlgh-speed (>500 km/s) solar wlnd
February 1985. were determined. In the range 0,3 to 80 MeV/nucleon_ the
energy spectra_ antsotroptes_ and composition of energetic ions
....... ISLE 3t ANDERSON ....................................... were determined, In the Limited range 0,4 to 6 MeV/nucteont
simultaneous determination of ionic and nuclear charge was
INVESTIGATION NAME- INTERPLANETARY AND SOLAR ELECTRONS possible, The instrument consisted of three different sensor
systems. ULECA (ultratow-energy charge analyzer) was an
NSSDC ID- 78-079A-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM electrostatic analyzer with sotld-state detectors. Its energy
CODE EL-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE range was approximately 3 to 56D keV/charge. ULEWAT
(uttratow-energy wlde-angte telescope) was a dEldx vs E_
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) thin-wlndow_ flow-through proportional counter/sotld-state
PARTICLES AND FIELDS detector telescope covering the range 0,2 to 80 MeV/nucteon
COSMIC RAYS (FED. ULEZEQ (uttralow-energy Zt g_ and g) was a combination
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS of an electrostatic analyzer and a dEldx versus E system with a
thln-wlndow proportional counter and a oosltlon-sensltlve
PERSONNEL sotld-state detector. The energy range was 0.4 to
PI - K,A. ANDERSON U OF CALIFt BERKELEY MeV/nucteon, Data could be obtained in 45-dee sectors.
OI - R,P. LIN U OF CALIFt BERKELEY
OI - D.F. SMITH HIGH ALTITUDE OBS ISLE 3_ HYNDS ..........................................
OI - S.R. KANE U OF CALIF_ BERKELEY
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PROTONS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to study spectra and NSSDC ID- 78-079A-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
antsotroptes of interplanetary and solar electrons (2 to 1000 CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE
keV) in the transition energy range between solar wind and
low-energy cosmic rays. The electrons were measured by a palr INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
of passively cooled_ surface-barrlert semlconductor-detector COSMIC RAYS
telescopes (approximately IB keV to approximately i MeV) and by INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
a hemispherical plate electrostatic analyzer with PARTICLES AND FIELDS
channet-muttlptler detectors (2-18 keV}. Counting rates were
sectored into angular sectors about either the magnetic field PERSONNEL
or the sun direction, The telescope yielded 8 or 16 sectors PI - R.J. HYNDS IMPERIAL COLLEGE
and the analyzer ylelded'16 sectors, Ol - J,J. VAN ROOIJEN U OF UTRECHT
OI - J.N. VAN GILS U OF UTRECHT
....... ISLE 3t BAME ........................................... OI - R,M, VAN DEN NIEUWENHOF U OF UTRECHT
Ol - K,P, WENZEL ESA-ESTEC
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND PLASMA Ol - T.R. SANDERSON ESA-ESTEC
OI - V. DOMINGO ESA-ESTEC
NSSDC ID- 78-OTQA-OI INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM OI - D.E. PAGE ESA-ESTEC
CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE OI - A, BALOGH IMPERIAL COLLEGE
OI - C. DE JAGER U OF UTRECHT
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) OI - H, ELLIOT IMPERIAL COLLEGE
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment (DFH) was designed to study Low-energy
PERSONNEL solar proton acceleration and propagation processes in
PI - S.J. BAME LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB interplanetary space, The instrument measured the energy
OI - J.R, ASBRIDGE LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB spectrum in 8 channetst and the 3-dlmenslonat angular
OI - E.W. HONESt JR. LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB distribution of protons in the energy range 0,055 to 1,6 MeV
OI - M.D. MONTGOMERY LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB with a basic time resolution of 16 s, Counts of each channel
OI - W,C. FELDMAN LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB were grouped into eight _5-deg sectors, The instrument
consisted of three identical telescopes mounted at 30t 609 and
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 135 deg relative to the spacecraft spin axtst each containing
This experiment was designed to make an integrated study two surface-barrier detectors_ a mechanical collimator9 and a
of the maturer ortgtnt and evolution of structure in the "broom" magnet to sweep away electrons.
interplanetary medium, Atsot the thermal state of the
interplanetary plasma was studted_ unperturbed by the earth's ....... ISLE 3t MEYER ..........................................
bow shock. Ion velocity distributions were measured by a
135-deg spherical electrostatic analyzer in both two and three INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS AND NUCLEI
dimensions. Step energy resolution for each energy window was
4,2_, Electron velocity distributions were measured by a NSSDC ID- 78-079A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
gO-deE spherical electrostatic analyzer, also in two and three CODE EL-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE
dimensions. The energy window per step for electrons was 10%.
Channettron electron multipliers were used as detectors for INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
each of the analyzers. Solar wind electrons were measured in COSMIC RAYS
15 contiguous channels from 8.5 to 1140 eV. A special
photoelectron range of 1.6 to 220 eV could De commanded. PERSONNEL
Various mixtures of data for 2-D and 3-D distribution functions PI - P. MEYER U OF CHICAGO
could be selected, Ions were measured in 32 channels from 237 OI - P. EVENSON U OF CHICAGO
eV per charge to 10.7 keY per charge. Various modes were
available for basic sweept searcht and tracking of the peak of BRIEF DESCRIPTION
the distribution, This experiment was designed to study particle
propagation within the solar system and the properties of the
....... ISLE 3t HOVESTADT ................... - .................. interplanetary medium, The following species were resolved:
(i) electrons (differential spectrum from 5 to 400 MeV)_ (2)
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS nuclei from protons to the iron group (differential spectra and
relative abundances from 30 to 15_000 MeV/nucleon)I and (3)
NSSDC IO- 78-079A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM helium through sulfur, A charged-partlcle telescope was used
CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE to make these measurements, it consisted of three solid-state
detectors_ a gas Cerenkov coumtert a Csl scintillation
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) detector_ two plastic scintillation counterst and a quartz
COSMIC RAYS Cerenkov counter. The design of the telescope was based on
that used in experiment 68-014A-Og for OGO 5,
PERSONNEL
PI - O,K, HOVESTADT MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS ....... ISLE 3t OGILVIE ........................................
OI - J.d. OIGALLAGHER U OF MARYLAND
OI - C.Y. FAN U OF ARIZONA INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND ION COMPOSITION
OI - G. GLOECKLER U OF MARYLAND
OI - M. SCHOLER . MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS NSSDC ID- 78-079A-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OI - L.A. FISK U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS
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PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Pl - K,W, OGILVI[ NASA-OSFC Thls experiment was designed to measure the direction
oI - j, GEISS U OF BERNE (two angles) of type-III solar bursts at 24 frequencies stepped
OI - M,H, ACUNA NASA-GSPE from 30 kHz to 2 MHZ, Relying on solar rotatlon_ one could
OI - M.A, EOPLAN U OF MARYLAND obtain a 3-D map of the magnetic tines of force which guide the
OI - O,L. LIND NASA-JSC electrons that produce type-III solar bursts, These results
could be determined from iO solar radii to i AUt in or out of
BRIEF DESCRIPTION the ecliptic, The instrument consisted prlmarlty of two dipole
This experiment consisted of a hemispherical antennas and a four-channel radlometer_ wlth bandwldths of 3
electrostatic energy analyzer and a Wien velocity filter kHz and I0 kHz, The frequency sequence had 72 steps and
configured as a mass spectrometer to determine the charge state required 108 s, Self-calibratlon occurred every 18 h.
and isotopic constitution of the solar wind, The instrument
had an energy-oer-unlt-charge range of 0,8_ to 11,7 keV per ....... ISEE 3r STONE..........................................
charger a mass-per-unlt-charge range of 1,5 to 5,6 u per
chargew and a velocity range of 300 to 600 km/s, INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS
ISEE 3r SCARF .......................................... NSSOC ID- 78-OTgA-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
....... CODE EE-B/COIOPr SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA WAVES INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
NSSDC ID- 78-079A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM COSMIC RAYS
CODE EE-BICO-OPr SCIENCE PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) Pl - E,C, STONE CALl= INST OF TECH
PARTICLES AND FIELDS OI - R,E, VOGT EALIF INST OF TECH
SPACE PLASMAS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS BRIEF DESCRIPTIONThis experiment was designed to study the isotopic
PERSONNEL constitution of solar matter and galactic cosmic-ray sourcest
PI - F.L, SCARF TRW SYSTEMS GROUP the processes of nucLeosynthests in the sun and in the gataxyt
Ol - O,A, GURNETT U OF IOWA and astrophysical particle acceleration processes, The
OI - E,J- SMITH NASA-JRL fottowlng species were resolved: tlthfum through nickel (Z
Ol - R,W, FREDRICKS TRW SYSTEMS GROUP from 3 through 28 and A from 6 through 64) in the energy rangefrom 5 to 250 MeV/nucLeon, The mass resolution was < 0,5 u for
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Z<30,
This experiment was designed to provide data for
plasma-wave studies undertaken to gain a better understanding ....... ISEE 3t TEEGAROEN ......................................
of the wave-partlcLe interaction and plasma InstabItltiest
which Lead to the equlvatent collision phenomena that produce INVESTIGATION NAME- GAMMA-RAY BURSTS
apparent fluld-Like behavior in the solar wlnd near i AU, Two
electric dlootes and a boom-mounted magnetic search coil were NSSDC ID- 78-0.79A-15 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
used to measure magnetic and etectrlc fleld wave Levels from 17 CODE EE-BICO-OPr SCIENCE
Hz to I kHz in 8 channels and electric field Levels from 17 HZ INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
to 100 kHz in 16 channels, In addltlonr a third spectrum X-RAY ASTRONOMY
analyzer with three bands between 0,516 and 8,8 HZ was Included GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY
for measurement of the magnetic field, This unit used the
search cottr but was Located within the electronics unit of
experiment 78-079A-02, PERSONNELPI - e,d, TEEGARDEN NASA-GSFC
....... ISEE 3t SMITH .......................................... OI - O,K, HOVESTA3T MPI-EXTRATERR PHYSOI - T,L, CLINE NASA-GSFC
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELDS OI - G, GLOECKLER U OF MARYLAND
NSSDC ID- TB-OTgA-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM BRIEF DESCRIPTION
CODE EE-8/CO-OPr SCIENCE This experiment was designed to recognize and record thetime history of gamma-ray burstst and to provide
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) hlgh-resolutlon spectra of gamma-ray burst photons between 0.05
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS and 6.5 MeV. Three detectors were used. Detector 1 was a 4-cm
PARTICLES AND FIELB_ diameter by 3-cm-thick germanium crystatt radtattvely cooled
to operate at approximately 101 deg K, The energy range was
between 0,12 and 6,5 MeVt and the energy resolution was < 3,5PERSONNEL
PI - E,J, SMITH NASA-JPL keV at 1 MeV, A 4096-channel ADO digitized the signals for
OI - L. DAVISt dR. CALIF INST OF TECH input to the gamma-burst digital Instrumentatlont which was in
OI - G.L. SISCOE U OF CALIFt LA the Low-energy cosmlc-ray experlmentt 78-079A-03. Detector 2
OI - D.E. JONES BRIGHAM YOUNG U consisted of the CsI and surrounding detectors in the
OI - B,T, TSURUTANI NASA-JPL ¢osmlc-ray electrons and nuclei exoerlmentt TB-OTgA-06, Both
temporal and spectral information were obtained from this
BRIEF DESCRIPTION detector. This detector was felt to be somewhat noisy.
The instrumentation for this experiment consisted of a Detector 3 consisted of the smatter EsI crystal in experiment
boom-mounted trtaxtaL vector helium magnetometer. Measurements 7B-OTgA-03, Its energy range began at about 79 keV. Two
were made of the steady magnetic field and its tow-frequency time-history memories of 2000 12-bit words were usedt and
variations. Eight field amplitude ranges (minus to plus 4r 14_ received information from any of the three detectors by
42t 1_4_ GAOl Q000_ 22_000r and 140t000 nT) were available, command. The stored values were time intervals over which a
The instrument ranged up and down automatically or could be fixed number (1-128) of counts was accumulated, The
commanded into a specific range, The fletd equivalent noise time-interval clock frequency was setectable from 1 to 8 kHZ,
power soectrat density was 2E-Q nT squared per Hertz Spectral information from either detector I or 2 was stored in
(independent of frequency)t or 0.01 nT rms in the oassband 0 to a third memory of 3072 EG-btt words, Twelve bits were used for
0.5 HZ, A single-axis spectrum analyzer measured fluctuations pulse-height data and four bits for time, The counting rate
parallel to the spacecraft spin axis in three frequency bands input to the time history memories caused a trigger signal to
centered at 0.33_ 3,2w and 8.8 Hz, occur If the rate exceeded a commandabte value, When thisoccurred9 all three memories were allowed to fill, These
memories could be dumped at a very tow bit rater either
....... ISEE 3r STEINBERG ...................................... automatlcaLty or by command,
INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIO MAPPING ....... ISEE 3r VON ROSENVINGE .................................
NSSDC ID- TB-O79A-IO INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B/CO-OPr S:IENCE INVESTIGATION NAME- MEDIUM ENERGY COSMIC RAY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) NSSDC ID- 78-OTgA-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PARTICLES AND FIELDS CODE EE-B/EO-OPt SCIENCE
RADIO PHYSICS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SOLAR PHYSICS COSMIC RAYS
PERSONNEL
PI - J,L, STEINBERG PARIS OBSERVATORY PERSONNEL
oI - P. COUTURIER PARIS OBSERVATORY PI - T.T. VON ROSENVINGE NASA-GSFC
OI - R, KNOLL PARIS OBSERVATORY OI - L,A, FISK U Of NEW HAMPSHIRE
OI - J, FAINBERG NASA-GSFE OI - F,B, MCDONALD NASA HEADQUARTERS
Ol - R,G, STONE NASA-GSFC OI - J,H, TRAINOR NASA-GSFC
OI - S,R, MOSIER NAIL SCIENCE FOUND OI - M,A,I,VAN HOLLEBEKE U OF MARYLAND
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION observations for four different tlme periods for each full
Thls experiment was designed to study the composition of recordln_ period. The recorder data were dumped only at
solar cosmic rays from hydrogen through iron and the elemental Ottawa, For non-tape-recorded observatlons_ data for the
abundance of galactic cosmic rays, Three cosmlc-ray satellite and subsatelllte regions could be acquired and
tetescopes_ plus a proportional counter for measurement of telemetered when the spacecraft was in the llne of sight of
electrons and X rays_ comprised the instrumentation. Nuclei telemetry stations. The selected telemetry stations were in
with Z between i and 30 were measured in various energy windows areas that provided primary data coverage near the BO dee W
in the range 1 to 500 MeV/nucteon, Unit mass resolution was meridian and in areas near Hawailt Singaporet Austratla_
obtained for isotopes wlth Z equal to it 2_ and 3 to 7 in the England9 Norwayt Indla_ Japan9 Antarctlcat New Zeatand_ and
energy ranges 4 to 709 1 to 70_ and 30 to 140 MeV/nucleon_ Central Africa. NASA support of the ISIS project was
respectively. ELectrons were measured in the energy range terminated on October I_ 1979. A significant amount of
approximately 2 to IO MeV. Anlsotropy information was obtained exoerlmental data9 however_ was acquired after this date by the
for the electrons and nuclei wlth Z equal to 1 to 26. Canadian project team.
....... ISEE 3_ WIEDENBECK ............................ ISIS 1_ BARRINGTON .....................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC RAY INVESTIGATION NAME- VLF RECEIVER
NSSDC ID- TB-O79A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM NSSDC ID- 69-009A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-81CO-OP_ SCIENCE _ CODE EE-BICO-OPt SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INVESTIGATION DIS3IPLINE(S)
COSMIC RAYS IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
PERSONNEL PERSONNEL
PI - M.E. WIEDENBECK U OF CHICAGO PI - R.E. BARRINGTDN DOC-CRC
OI - D.E. GREINER U OF CALIFt BERKELEY Ol - F.H. PALMER DEFENCE RESEARCH ESTAB
OI - H,G. JAMES DOC-CRC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment was designed to determine the isotoolc BRIEF DESCRIPTION
abundance in the primary cosmic rays for hydrogen through The purpose of this experiment was to study natural and
nickel. The instrument used a 10-element solld-state particle man-made VLF signals. Specific objectives IncluDed the
telescope consisting of tlthlum-drlfted silicon detectors, investigation of VLF propagation phenomenal ion and hybrid
Energy ranges measured ran from approximately 20 to plasma resonances_ and correlations between VL = emissions and
approximately 500 MeV/nucleon, The direction of incident intense fluxes of energetic particles, In this experiment an
nuclei was obtained from a slx-ptane drift chamber wlth 2-deg attempt was made to stimulate the ion resonances of the ambient
resolution, plasma by using signals from a VLr sweqt-freguency excltert
contained within the spacecraft. The instrumentation consisted
....... ISEE 3t WILCOX ................... of a tow-frequency_ broadband receiver that sensed signals
received by the 73-m dipole (split monopote) antennat between
INVESTIGATION NAME- GROUND BASED SOLAR STUDIES 0,05 and 30 kHz, This same antenna was used for receiving
frequencies below 5 MHz on the ionosonde. The receiver had a
NSSDC IO- 7B-O79A-13 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM wide dynamic range (80 dB) that was achieved by use of an
CODE EE-B/CD-OP9 SCIENCE automatic gain control system. This VL= experiment Incluaed an
optional-use onboard exciter that operated over a frequency
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) cycle from 0 to 0.3 to 0 to 11 to 0 kHz over a 3,5-s "frame"
SOLAR PHYSICS period. The frames sequenced through four steps where the
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS transmissions were attenuated by O_ 20_ 20t then AO d3_ thus
requiring 14 s for one complete cycle of exciter operation.
PERSONNEL The exciter transmitted on the short antennas and the receiver
PI - J.M, WILCOX STANFORD U sensed the signals coupled between the two antennas by the
ambient plasmat plus any nolse signals which were excited in
BRIEF DESCRIPTION the plasma. This VLF experiment also permitted antenna
This experiment consisted of the measurement of impedance measurementst with or without a dc bias on the
large-scale solar magnetic and velocity fields wlth the antenna, The reaL-tlme data were transmitted on 136,08-MHz
Stanford ground-based solar tetescooet and the comparison of telemetry, The VLF data could be recorded on one of the four
these measurements wlth measurements of the interplanetary tape-recorder channels during the time the tape recorder
magnetic field and solar wlnd made by other experiments on this operated, Tape-recorded and backup real-tlme data were
spacecraft. The purpose of the experiment was to study the transmitted on 40D-MHz telemetry.
large-scale structure of the solar magnetic field and its
extension into interplanetary space by the solar wind. ....... ISIS it BRACE ..........................................
**************************** ISIS ***************************** INVESTIGATION NAME- CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBES
NSSDD ID- 6g-OOgA-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ISIS I CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
ALTERNATE NAMES- ISIS-At 03669
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
NSSDC ID- 6g-OOgA IONOSPHERES
AERONOMy
LAUNCH DATE- 01130169 WEIGHT- 2_1. KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES PERSONNEL
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA PI - L.H, BRACE NASA-GSFC
OI - J,A. FINDLAY NASA-GSFC
SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENDY
CANADA DRB-DRTE BRIEr DESCRIPTION
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA The purpose of this experiment was to study the global
variations of electron temperature and electron concentration
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS at spacecraft (S/C) altitudes during solar maximumt and to
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02104/69 study characteristics of the S/C ion sheath, The measurements
ORBIT PERIOD- 128.42 MIN INCLINATION- B8,42 PEG were made with two cylindrical probest operating as Langmulr
PERIAPSIS- 57B, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 3526, KM ALT probes, There were a boom probe and an axial probe. The axial
probe extended QB.3 cm from the SIC9 along the spln axls9 and
PERSONNEL was centered among the four telemetry antennas on the underside
MG - M,B, WEINREB NASA HEADQUARTERS of the S/C. This probe was capable of measurements undisturbed
MG - B.A. FRANKLIN COMMUN RESEARCH CENTRE by the satellite motion only when the probe preceded the S/C in
SC - E.R, SCHMERLING NASA HEADQUARTERS its motion through the plasma. The boom probe extended
SC - T.R. HARTZ COMMUN RESEARCH CENTRE horizontally and outward (in SIC frame of reference) from a
PM - L,H, BRACE NASA-GSFC boom I m tongt which in turn extended from an upper surface of
PS - L.H, BRACE NASA-GS_C the satellite at an angle of about 45 deg to the spin axis.
This probe provided some observations during each SIC spln
BRIEF DESCRIPTION cycle that were free of S/C wake effects, The probes consisted
ISIS l was an ionospheric observatory instrumented with of three concentrlc_ electrically Isotatedj stainless steel
sweep- and flxed-frequency ionosondest a VLF recelvert tubes. The outer (O,2_-cm dlam and 23-cm long) tube floated at
energetic and soft particle detectorst an ion mass Its own equilibrium potential and served to place the collector
spectrometert an electrostatic probe9 an electrostatic welt away from the S/C plasma sheath. The center tube
analyzert a beacon transmltter9 and a cosmic noise experiment. (O.ZG5-cm dlam) extending 23 cm outward from the outer tube
The sounder used two dipole antennas 173 and 18.7 m tong_ acted as an electrical guard for the collector, Its electrical
respect|vely). The satellite was spln-stabltlzed at about 2,9 potential was controlled. The collector (O.058-cm dlam)
rpm after antenna deployment. Some control was exercised over extended 23 cm outward from the driven guard. During each
the spln rate and attitude by using magnetically induced 2-mln sequencep a volt-ampere curve was obtained from the
torques to change the spin rate and to precess the spin axis. sawtooth voltage (-2 to .10 V) applied to the collector, This
A tape recorder with 1-h capacity was included on the was interpreted in electron densities over a range from I,E2 to
satellite. The satellite could be programmed to take recorded 1.5E6 electrons per cc9 and temperatures from about 400 to 5,Eq
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deg K. NSSOC has all the useful data that exist from this ....... ISIS It NELMS ..........................................
investigation.
INVESTIGATION NAME- SWEEP-FREQUENCY SOUNDER
....... ISIS It CALVERT ........................................
NSSOC IO- Bg-OOgA-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION NAME- FIXED-FREQUENCY SOUNDER CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
NSSDC ID- 69-009A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
CODE EE-8/CO-OP9 SCIENCE IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PERSONNEL
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS PC - G.L, NELMS DOC-CRC
PC - C,B. MULDREW DOC-CRC
PERSONNEL OI - J.E. JACKSON NASA-GSFC
PI - W. CALVERT U OF IOWA OI - J,H, WHITIEKE_ DOC-CRC
OI - R.B. NORTON NOAA-ERL OI - J, TURNER IONOSPHERIC PRZO SERV
OI - J.M, WARNOCK NOAA OI - M. SYLVAIN LGE
Ol - J.H, WHITTEKER DOC-CRO Ol - O. HOLT AURORAL OBS
OI - Y. OGATA RADIQ RESEARCH LAB
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OI - R. RAGHAVARAO PHYSICAL RESEARCH LAB
This experiment was designed to study ionospheric OI - R,B, NORTON NOAA-ERL
features of a smaller scale than could be detected by the sweep OI - K.L. CHAN NASA-ARC
sounder_ and to study plasma resonances. Parameters measured OI - R.S, UNWIN DEPT OF SCI.INDUST RES
were virtual range (a function of propagation time of the
reflected pulse) and time. These data were normally observed BRIEF DESCRIPTION
only when the spacecraft was in range of a telemetry station. The purpose of this experiment was to investigate the
The flxed-frequency sounder operated from the same antenna_ ionospheric electron density in the altltude range 300 to 3500
transmltter_ and receiver used for the sweep-frequency km for a full solar cycle {by combining the ISIS I measurements
experiment. It normally operated for 5 s during the frequency with the Alouette 2 data). Another important function of the
flyback period of the sweep-frequency operation that was every sounder was to provide correlative data for the other ISIS 1
19 or 29 s. One of six frequencies {0.259 0._8_ 1.000 1.g5_ experlments_ particularly those measuring ionospheric
A.O0_ or 9,303 MHz) was chosen for use by the experimenter as parameters. The ISIS I lonosonde was basically a radio
desired, Other modes of operation were availablet including transmltter/recelver that recorded the time delay between a
continuous observation at a selected frequency_ and a special transmitted and a returned radio frequency pulse. A continuum
mixed mode with transmission at the fixed frequency of 0.82 MHz of frequencies between 0.1 and 20 MHz was sampled once every 19
and sweeo reception, or 29 s_ and one of six selected frequencies was also used for
a period of 3 to 5 s during this 19- or 29-s period, In
....... ISIS I_ HARTZ ............ addition to the sweep- and fixed-frequency modes of operatlon9
a mixed mode was possible where the transmitter frequency was
INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC RADIO NOISE fixed at 0,82 MMZ while the receiver swept. Several virtual
height (delay time) traces were normally observed due to ground
NSSDC ID- G9-OOgA-IO INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM reflectionst plasma resonancest blrefrlngence of the
CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE ionosphere_ nonvertlcal propagatlonl et¢, Virtual helght at a
given frequency was primarily a function of distance traversed
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) by the slgnalt electron density along the propagation patht and
ASTRONOMY mode of propagation. The standard data format was an ionogram
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS showing virtual height as a function of frequency,
PERSONNEL ....... ISIS Is SAGALYN ........................................
Pl - $.R, HARTZ(RETIRED) DOC-CRC
PI - H.G. JAMES OOC-CRC INVESTIGATION NAME- SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER
BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDC ID- G9-OOgA-O8 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
This experiment used the sweep-frequency 4onosonde CODE EE-BICO-OPs SCIENCE
receiver automatic gain control voltage to measure galactic and
solar radio noise levels. The receiver swept from 0.1 to 20 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MHz. The dynamic range was 50 dBi and the bandwidth was 55 IONOSPHERES
kHz. The antennas used were 18.7-m and 73-m dipoles. AERONOMY
....... ISIS 1s MCDIARMID PERSONNEL
Pl - R.C. SAGALYN USAF GEOPHYS LAB
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS OI - M. SMIDDY USAF GEOPHYS LAB
NSSDC ID- 69-009A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM BRIEF DESCRIPTION
CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE The objective of the spherical electrostatic analyzer
experlment was to measure the temporal and spatial variations
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) In the concentration and energy dlstrlbutlon of the charged
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS particles throughout the orbit. Speclflcallys the objectives
PARTICLES AND FIELDS were to measure the following parameters: (I) the density of
positive ions having thermal energy in the concentration range
PERSONNEL from E,EI to 1.E6 ions per cc_ (2) the klnetlo temperature of
PI - I,B, MCDIARMID NAIL RES COUNC OF CAN the thermal ions In the range from 700 to 4000 deg Ks (3) the
OI - J.R. BURROWS NATL RES COUNC 0 f CAN flux and energy spectrum of protons in the range from 0 to 2
OI - R.C, ROSE{RETIRED) NATL RES COUNC OF CAN keVl and {4) the satellite potential wlth respect to the
undisturbed plasma. Two units made up the experiment package:
BRIEF DESCRIPTION a 96-cm boom that supported the sensor and made possible
The purpose of this exoerl_ent was to provide data that omnidirectional measurements9 and an electronics package
would aid in understanding (i) the mechanisms responsible for (considered to include the sensor) to perform the measurements
the production and control of the outer radiation zonal (2) the and to process the data into a suitable form for tetemetry,
related problems of oartlcle entry into the earthts magnetic The sensor was made up of three concentric spherical meshed
fleldt and (3) interactions between the earth's magnetosphere grids having radii of 3,lBs 2.54t and 1.90 cm. The innermost
and the solar wind. Thls experiment consisted of four sets of grid was the collector, These grids were made from tungsten
detectors, The first set_ comprising four Gelger counters_ mesh and had a transparency of 80 to 90%. To measure the
measured electrons greater than 20 and 40 keV and Protons parameters listed abovet suitable sweep and step voltages were
greater than 300 and 500 keV parallel and perpendicular to the applied to the grids. This instrument was operated in several
satellite spin axis, All remaining detectors measured modes, The ion densities were sampled 60 times a seconds
oartlcles perpendicular to the spin axis. The second set corresponding to a spatial resolution of 150 m. Once per
consisted of sotld-state silicon Junction detectors, These minute the ratio of mass to temperature was sampleds and the
responded to electrons greater than 25 and 140 keVs electrons energy distribution was sampled once every 2 mln, NSSDC has
in the range 200 to 770 keVt and protons greater than 200 and all the useful data that exist from this tnvesttgattono
AO0 keV, The third set conststeq of five silicon Junction
detectors that responded to protons between 0.L5 and 30 MeV. **************************** ISIS *****************************
The fourth set consisted of cesium iodide scintillation
ohotomulttolter systems, Each system operated tn two modes and
responded to electrons greater than 8_ 40t and 60 keY and SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ISIS 2
protons greater than 50 keV and in the range 50 to 70 keV, ALTERNATE NAMES- ISIS-Bt PL-TOLF
05104
BB
NSSDC ID- 71-024A ....... ISIS 2_ BARRINGTON .....................................
LAUNCH DATE- 04101171 WEIGHT- 256. KG INVESTIGATION NAME- VL= RECEIVER
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA NSSDC ID- 71-02QA-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-81CO-OP_ SCIENCE
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
CANADA DOC-C_C INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS PERSONNEL
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 04/02171 Pl - R.E. BARRINGTON DOC-=RD
ORBIT PERIOD- 113.6 MIN INCLINATION- 88.1 DEG OI - F.H. PALMER DEFENDS RESEARCH ESTAB
PERIAPSIS- 1358, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1428. KM ALT OI - H.G, JAMES DOC-ORC
PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
MG - M.B, WEINREB NASA HEADQUARTERS The purpose of this experiment was to study natural and
SC - E,R, SCHMERLING NASA HEADQUARTERS man-made VLF signals. Specific objectives included the
SC - T.R, BARTZ CDMMUN RESEARCH CENTRE investigation of VL= propagation phenomena_ ion and hybrid
PM - L.H. BRACE NASA-GSFC plasma resonances_ and correlations between VLF emissions and
PS - L.H. BRACE NASA-GSFC intense fluxes of energetic particles. In this experiment a
swept-frequency exctter_ covertng-_tA_ range from 15 kHz down to
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 0.05 kHz in 1,0 s_ was used to stimulate ion resonances in the
ISIS 2 was an ionospheric observatory instrumented with a plasma. The instrumentation consisted of a Low-frequency
sweep-and a fixed-frequency tonosonde9 a VLF recetvert broadband receiver that observed signals from the 73-m Long
energetic and soft particle detectors_ an ton mass dipole (split monopole) antenna between 0.05 and 30 kHzo This
spectrometer_ an electrostatic prober a retarding potential same antenna was used for re the region eivtng signals below 5
anatyzert a beacon transmtttert a cosmic noise expertment_ and MHz on the tonosonde. The VL_ receiver had a wide dynamic
two photometers. Two long crossed-dlpoLe antennas (75 and 1B,7 range that was achieved by use of an automatic gain control
m) were used for the soundtng_ VLFt and cosmic noise system. The experiment also permitted antenna impedance
experiments. The spacecraft was spin-stabilized to about 2 rpm measurements9 with or without adc bias on the antenna. The
after antenna deployment. There were two basic orientation reat-tlme data were transmitted on 136.0B-MHz telemetry, The
modes for the spacecraft9 cartwheel and orblt-atlgned, The VLF data could be recorded on one of the four tape-recorder
spacecraft operated approximately the same Length of time In channels when the spacecraft tape-recorder was operating.
each model remaining in one mode typically 3 to 5 months, The Tape-recorded and backup real-tlme data were transmitted on
cartwheel mode wlth the axls perpendicular to the orbit plane 400-MHz telemetry,
was made available to provide ram and wake data for some
experiments for each spin perfodt rather than for each orbit ....... ISIS 29 BRACE....................
period. Attitude and spin information was obtained from a
three-axls magnetometer and a sun sensor, Control of attitude INVESTIGATION NAME- CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBES
and spin was possible by means of magnetic torquing. The
experiment package also included a programmable tape recorder NSSDC ID- 71-02_A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
with a 1-h capacity. For nonrecorded observations9 data from CODE EE-B/CO-OP9 SCIENCE
satellite and subsatetltte Locations were telemetered when the
spacecraft was In the Line of sight of a telemetry station. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
Telemetry stations were Located so that primary data coverage IONOSPHERES
was near the 80-deg-W meridian and near Hawallt Singaporet AERONOMY
Australlat Englandt Francet Norway_ Indlat Japan_ Antarctlcat
New Zeatandt and Central Africa. NASA support of the ISIS PERSONNEL
project was terminated on October it 1979. A significant PI - L.H. BRACE NASA-GSFC
amount of experimental dalai howevert was acquired after thls OI - J,A. FINDLAY NASA-GSFC
date by the Canadian project team.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
....... ISIS 2t ANGER- The purpose of this experiment was to study the global
variations of electron temperature and electron concentration
INVESTIGATION NAME- 3914- AND 5577-A PHOTOMETER at spacecraft altitudes during the waning phase of the solar
cycle. The measurements were made with two cylindrical probes
NSSDC IO- 71-024A-LZ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAH mounted along the spin axls_ one at each end of the spacecraft.
CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE The sensors were operated as Langmutr probest with the probe
current being measured as a function of probe voltage.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ALthough basically the same cylindrical probe experiment was
IONOSPHERES flown on ISIS It the ISIS 2 probe provided (L) greater
PARTICLES AND FIELDS sensitivity allowing a more complete coverage of low-denslty
AERONOMY regions such as the region over the polar cap_ (2) very high
resolution of plasma structure (down to 10 m in extent)t and
PERSONNCL (3) onboard signal processing wlth backup to orovtde data tn
PI - C.O. ANGER U OF CALGARY the format that had been used for the ISIS I experlment. NSSDC
has all the useful data that exist from this investigation.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This dual-wavelength scanning auroral photometer was ....... ISIS 2t CALVERT
designed to map the distribution of auroral emissions at 5577
and 3914 A over the portion of the dark earth visible to the INVESTIGATION NAME- FIXED-FREQUENCY SOUNDER
spacecraft. A combination of internal electronic scanning
performed by an image dissector and of the natural orbital and NSSDC IO- 71-02qA-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
rotational motions of the spacecraft permitted the sensor to CODE ZE-B/CO-OP9 SCIENCE
systematically scan across the earth. The detector system was
constructed to allow incident radiation to be accected from two INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
directions 180 deg apartt and then to focus this llght at a IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
common point on the slngte-lmage-dlssector photometer tube,
Only one of the two optical systems pointed at the earth at any PERSONNEL
one ttmet white the other faced into space. When the PI - W. CALVERT U 0_ IOWA
spacecraft spln axls was oriented to Lie In the orbital planer OI - R.B, NORTON NOAA-ERL
each rotation of the spacecraft resulted in an earth scan 5 deg OI - J.H, WHITTEKER DOC-CRC
wide. This width size was chosen to ensure o_erlap with the OI - J.M, WARNOCK NOAA
previous scan. The image dissector repetitively scanned at a
high speed across the narrow dimension of each 5-deg band and BRIEF DESCRIPTION
divided it into separately resolved regions 0.4 deg by 0.4 deE. Thts experiment was designed to study ionospheric
Similar strips were scanned at each of the two waveLengths_ but features of a smatter scale than could be detected by the sweep
at times that differed by half the rotation period of about 10 sounder and to study plasma resonances. Parameters measured
s. A calibration Light source for each wavelength was built were virtual range (a function of propagation time of the
into the optical assemblyt and a calibration cycle was pulse) and time, These data were normally observed only when
initiated automatically whenever a "power on" command was the spacecraft was in range of a telemetry station. The
given. To minimize the problems arising from solar flxed-frequency sounder operated from the same antennat
lltumfnatlon of the optics and the direct viewing of the sunlit transmlttert and receiver used for the sweep-frequency
eartht a sunlight protection system was |nctJded. Complete experiment, It normally operated for 3 to 5 s durlng the
details about the experiment can be found in C. D, Anger et frequency ftyback period of the sweep-frequency operation which
at,_ "The ISIS-IT scanning auroral photometert M Applied Optfcs_ was every L_ or 21 s, One of sly frequencies (0.12_ 0.iB_
v, 12t n, By pp. 1753-E7G6_ August L973, 1.OO_ L,95_ q,O0_ or 9.303 MHz) was chosen for use by the
experlmenter_ as desired. Other modes of operation were
avaltabte_ including continuous observation at a selected
frequency and a special mixed mode with transmission at a
selected one of the six fixed frequencies and sweep reception,
5&
....... ISIS 2t HARTZ .......................................... ISIS 21 SHEPHERD .......................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC RADIO NOISE INVESTIGATION NAME- 6300-A PHOTOMETER
NSSOO ID- 71-024A-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM NSSDC ID- 71-024A-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE CODE EE-B/CO-OP5 SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INVESTIGATION DIS=IPLINE(S)
ASTRONOMY IONOSPHERES
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS PARTICLES AND FIELDS
AERONOMY
PERSONNEL
PI - T,R. HARTZ(RETIRED) DOC-CRC PERSONNEL
PI - H.G. JAMES DOC-CRC PI - G.G. SHEPHERD YORK U
BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment used the sweep-frequency ionosonde A two-channel photometer was used to measure directly and
receiver automatic gain control voltages to measure galactic to map the intensity of the atomic oxygen red Line at 6300 A in
and solar radlo-nolse Levels. The receiver swept from 0.1 to dayl twItlghtt and night airglow and aurora. Each channel had
20 MHz. The dynamic raqge was 50 dB5 and the bandwidth was 55 its own optical Input_ and the two inputs were mounted at the
kHz. The antennas used were 18.7-m and 73-m dipoles, same end of the spacecraft5 separated by 180 degt wlth their
axes at 90 deg to the spacecraftEs spln axis. One optical
....... ISIS 25 MAIER .......................................... input was characterized by a spectral bandwidth of 12 A
centered around the 6300-A Line of atomic oxygen5 and the other
INVESTIGATION NAME- RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER input was used for whlte-tlght measurements. The spinning
satellite caused the photometer to alternately view the earth
NSSOO ID- 71-024A-OB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM and then the sky5 I.e.5 when one sensor vlewed the eartht the
CODE EE-B/CO-OP5 SCIENCE other sensor saw the sky. Both sensors had a 2.5-dmg circular
field of view. With the use of a beam-combiner arrangementt
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) the same photorultlpller accepted the two inputs. The dynamic
IONOSPHERES range of intensity measurements was from about I,Eli photons
AERONOMY per sq m per s (10 rayLelghs} to more than 1,El6 photons per sq
m per s. Sunlight could enter the optical systems directly in
PERSONNEL addition to earth-reflected Light, The instrument baffle was
PI - E.J. MAIER NASA-GSFC illuminated by the sun only for the off-axls angles Less than
OI - B.E. TROYt JR. US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB 47 deg. Outside this tlmlt5 the data were not degraded by
Ol - J,L. DONLEY NASA-GSFC suntlght5 permitting normal operation in the region of the
orbit where the spacecraft was in sunlightt but the portion of
BRIEF DESCRIPTION the earth beneath it was dark. An external Light source *saw"
The primary objective of this experiment was to measure the filter only when it was 7.5 deg or Less off axis, In the
the positive ion denslty_ compositlon_ and temperature in the range 7,5 to 47 degt good data were still obtained when the
vicinity of the spacecraft. A secondary objective was to sunlit earth was the origin of the contamination. To perform
measure the thermal electron density and temperature5 and the the data analysts5 it was necessary5 among other operational to
flux of suprathermaL electrons, This retarding potential evaluate different geometrical situations5 and to Locate the
analyzer consisted of three grids (aperture grid5 retarding on-earth Limb crossing of the 12-A bandpass photometer so that
grld5 and suppressor grid} that provided a volt-ampere curve the data could be organized into spin maps, For more details
relating sweep voltage on the retarding grid to current flow to see G. G. Shepherd et at. *ISIS-IT atomic oxygen red tlne
the collector. Analysis of the volt-ampere curves provided photometers" Applied Optlcs5 v. 125 n. 8t DP. 1767-17745 August
Ion/electron temperatures and densities. This experiment was 1973.
designed to operate only wlth the satellite In a cartwheel mode
of operation. In this mode5 the spin axis was perpendicular to ....... ISIS 25 WHITTEKER ......................................
the orbit plane. This allowed the analyzer aperture to face
the direction of satellite motion once each spin oerlod. NSSDO INVESTIGATION NAME- SWEEP-FREQUENCY SOUNDER
has all the useful data that exist from this investigation.
NSSDC ID- 71-02_A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
....... ISiS 2, MCDIARMID ...................................... CODE EE-BIOO-OPI SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
NSSDC IO- 71-C24A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
C03E EE-B/CO-OP5 SCIENCE PERSONNEL
PI - J,H, WHITTEKER DOE-ORE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{S) PI - D.B. MULDREW DOC-CRC
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS OI - J. TURNER IONOSPHERIC PRED SERV
PARTICLES AND FIELDS OI - M. SYLVAIN LGE
OI - O. HOLT AURORAL OBS
PERSONNEL OI - Y. OGATA RADIO RESEARCH LAB
Pl - I.B. MCDIARMID NATL RES COUNC OF CAN OI - R. RAGHAVARAO PHYSICAL RESEARCH LAB
Olm J.R. BURROWS NATL RES COUNC 0 _ CAN Ol - J.E. JACKSON NASA-GSFE
OI - R.B. NORTON NOAA-ERL
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OI - K.L. OHAN NASA-ARC
The objectives of the energetic particle experiment were OI - R.S. UNWIN DEPT OF SCI.INDUST RE*
to provide data that would aid in the understanding of (1) the
mechanisms responsible for the production and control of the BRIEF DESCRIPTION
outer radiation zoner (2) the related problem of solar-flare The purpose of this experiment was to measure the
particle entry into the earthts magnetic fletd5 and (3) ionospheric electron density in the altitude range 300 to 1400
interactions between the earthgs magnetosphere and the solar km. Another important function of the sounder was to provide
wind. This experiment consisted of four sets of detectors, correlative data for the other ISIS 2 experlmentst particularly
The first set consisted of three Gelger counters (of which one those measuring ionospheric parameters. The ISIS 2 ionosonde
failed after Launch} and measured electrons greater than 20 and was a radio transmitter that recorded the time delay between a
40 keV perpendicular and parallel to the spin axis. These transmitted and returned radlo-frequency pulse. A continuum of
Gelger counters were also sensitive to protons with energies frequencies between 0.i and 20 MHz was sampled every 14 or 2Z
greater than 240 and 600 keY5 respectively, ALL remaining st and one of six selected frequencies was also used for
detectors measured particles perpendlcutar to the spin axis. sounding for a few seconds during each 14- or 21-s period. In
The second set consisted of two solid-state silicon Junction addition to the sweep- and fixed-frequenCy modes of operatton_
detectors. Both detectors were operated in Low- and a mixed mode was available In which the transmitter frequency
high-threshold mode5 while one could additionally be switched was fixed at one of six possible frequencies while the receiver
to another discrimination Level. They measured electrons with swept. Several virtual-range (delay-time) traces resulting
energies greater than 405 605 905 1205 1505 and 200 keV. They from ground reflections5 plasma resonances5 btrefrtngence of
were also sensitive to protons wlth energies greater than 1509 the ionosphere, nonverttcaL propagation5 etc. 5 were normally
2009 and 750 keV, The switchable detector experienced observed, Virtual range at a given frequency was primarily a
continuous saturation, The third set consisted of three function of distance traversed by the signal5 electron density
silicon-Junction detectors that measured protons in the energy along the propagation path_ and mode of propagation, The
ranges 0.8 to 4,05 3,2 to 12.7t and 12,9 to 28,0 MeV_ alpha standard data format was an tonogram (graph) showing virtual
particles in the energy range 2.5 to 1G.O MeV_ and electrons in range as a function of radio frequency,
the energy range 1,0 to 2,0 MeV. The fourth set was composed
of two cesium iodide sctnttLtatton-ohotomutttotter systems **************************** **********************************
(channeltrons with cylindrical electrostatic analyzers) stepped
through eight energies in G_/60 of a second, These
differential spectrometers measured electrons at 9,65 7.85 6. Or SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ISS-B
4.1t 3.Or 2.21 1.3t and 0.15 keVt and measured protons at 26.2t ALTERNATE NAMES- IONOSP SOUNDING SAT 2t 10674
21.6t 17,0t 12.45 9.4t 7,65 5.25 and 2,2 keY. UME 25 IS*-2
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NSSDD ID- ?B-OIBA PERSONNEL
PI - I. IWAMOTO RADIO RESEARCH LAB
LAUNCH DATE- 02/16/78 WEIGHT- 135. KG
LAUNCH SITE- TANEGASHIMAt JAPAN BRIEF DESCRIPTION
LAUNCH VEHICLE- NU This experiment was flown to measure the positive ion
composition over the spacecraft orbit. Two Bennett-type
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY Ion-mass spectrometers were flush-mounted on opposite ends of
JAPAN RRL the spacecraft to took in opposite directions along the spin
axis. The inside diameter of these cylindrical sensors was 36
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS mm. The mass range covered was 1 to 20 atomic mass units and
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02/17/78 the ion concentrations were measured over the range from i to
ORBIT PERIOD- 107. MIN INCLINATION- 69.4 PEG I.E4 ions per cc.
PERIAPSIS- 972. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1225. KM ALT
PERSONNEL ....... ISS-B_ KATOH ...........................................
PM - y. HAKURA RADIO RESEARCH LAB INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIO NOISE NEAR 2.5t 5t 10_ AND 25 MHZ
PS - N. MATUURA RADIO RESEARCH LAB
BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDO ID- 78-018A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
The Ionosphere Sounding Satellite (ISS) was part of
Japants contribution to the International Magnetospherlc Study INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
(IMS). Its objectives were to accumulate data for study of the IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
topside ionosphere and to survey radio noise at four
frequenclest from both earth and cosmic sources. It prepared PERSONNEL
wortd-wlde maps of F2 critical frequency from the ionosphere Pl - C. KATOH RADIO RESEARCH LAB
sounqlng data. The ISS 2 was a small observatory with four
experiments on board. The soacecraft_ a right cyllndert 82 cm BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Long and 93.5 cm in dlameter_ was spin stabilized at aoout 13 The objectives of this experiment were to observe and
rpm with the spin axis normal to the ecliptic plane. Two pairs study (1) the global distribution of spherlcs and (2) the time
of crossed dipole antennas extended from the central part of variation of spherlcs and cosmic noise. Radio noise was
the satellite and Lay perpendicular to the sDin axis. These observed at the following frequencles: 2.497_ 4._979 9.997t
antennast 36.8 and 11.4 m Long_ were unfurled in orbit and were 10.0039 2_.996t and 25.006 MHz. Characteristics observed at
shared by ionospheric sounding and radio noise experiments. A each frequency were noise intensity (resolution of 1/12.8 s)
spherical retardlng-potentlat trap sensor was mounted on a boom and occurrence frequency of Imoulslve noise ()15 d3 above
perpendicular to the spin axis. A magnetic attitude sensor was resolved intensity).
mounted on a similar boom on the opposite side of the
spacecraft. The remaining experiment involved a Bennett-type ....... ISS-B, SAGAWA ..........................................
mass spectrometer with two sensors flush-mounted on opaoslte
ends of the spacecraft. Spacecraft attltude was determined b_. INVESTIGATION NAME- RETARDING POTENTIAL TRAP
means of a magnetometer, a solar sensort and an earth horizon
sensor. Small telemetry and command antennas extended from the NSSDC ID- 78-018A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
spacecraft. The spacecraft was powered from a battery SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
solar-cell system with solar cells covering most of the
cylindrical surface. One recorder on board permitted INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
spacecraft ooeratlon in elthe_ a recorded (for u} to 112 mln) IONDSPHERES
or real-tlme mode. Readout and reat-tlme operation were done AERONOMY
from Kashlmat Japant and Ottawat Canada.
PERSONNEL
ISS-Bt AIKYO ........................................... PI - E. SAGAWA RAPT3 RESEAR=_ LAB
INVESTIGATION NAME- SWEEP FREQUENCY TOPSIOE IONOSPHERIC BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SOUNDER (TOP} Thls probe was a spherical retardlng-potentlal trap
designed to observe ambient ion and electron densities ranging
NSSDC ID- 7B-OZ8A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM from I.E3 to 1.E6 per cc. Ambient ion and electron temperatures
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE in the range 500 to 5000 deg K were determined. AS with all
retardlng-potentlal Instrumentst these parameters were derived
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) from interpretation of the current flow measurement with a
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS given voltage sequence applied to the collector and screen
grids. The sensor was mounted on a boom extending
PERSONNEL perpendicular to the spacecraft spln axis. It consisted of a
Pl - K. AIKYO RADIO RESEARCH LAB 2-cm diameter collector, concentrically enveloped by 6- and
10-cm diameter spherical wire grids. The current-voltage analog
BRIEF DESCRIPTION data were telemetered and subsequently analyzed by the
The Ionosphere Sounding Satellite (ISS) ionosonde was a experimenter.
pulsed radio transmitter and receiver that recorded the time
delay between a transmttteO pulse and its return. Frequencies **************************** **********************************
between 0,5 and 14.8 MHz were sampled in O.I-MHz steps to
orovlde virtual range (delay tlme) of signal reflections. More
than one virtual range-vs-frequency trace was often observed. SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- IUE
These resulted from ground reflectlonst plasma resonances_ ALTERNATE NAMES- INT ULTRAVIOLET EXPLt SAS-D
blrefrlngence of the lonospheret nonvertlcal propagation, etc. 10637
Virtual range at a given frequency was primarily a function of
distance traversed by the slgnalt electron density along the NSSDC ID- 78-012A
propagation patht and mode of propagation. The standard data
form_ an lonogram (graph) showing virtual range as a function LAUNCH DATE- 01/26/78 WEIGHT- 669. KG
of radio pulse frequency, was used to display these LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL, UNITED STATES
observations. Two other forms of data were prepared from these LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
lonograms. They were digital (virtual range vs frequency)
values of characteristic ionospheric features read directly SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
from the ionogram, and computed profiles of electron density. UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
This soundlng mode of operatlon_ called TOP-B9 required 16 s to INTERNATIONAL ESA
sample all frequencies (one lonogram]. A TOP-A mode was also UNITEO KINGDOM SRE
available. In _he TOP-A mode_ an Iteratlve Logic was employed
with the pulsed transmission to determine the F2 region INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
crlticaL frequency_ its corresponding virtual height, and other ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 01/27/78
related supporting data. Unfortunately, the TOP-A mode failed ORBIT PERIOD- 1436.6 MIN INCLINATION- 28.8 CEG
to function due to Internal spurious noise. With data from the PERIAPSIS- 26643. KM ALT APDAPSIS- 44951. KM ALT
TOP-B model world-wlde maps of critical frequency were
prepared. For both the TOP-A and TOP-B modest the complete PERSONNEL
cycle time between successive ionograms or successive critical MG - J.W. WARNER NASA HEADQUARTERS
frequency observations was 64 s. SC - E.J. WEILER NASA HEADQUARTERS
PM - J.P. CORRIGAN NASA-GSFC
....... ISS-Bt IWAMOTO ......................................... PS - Y. KONDO NASA-GSFC
INVESTIGATION NAME- ION MASS SPECTROMETER BRIE_ DESCRIPTION
The International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE, formerly
NSSDC ID- 78-018A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM SAS-D) satellite was a spaceborne ultraviolet astronomical
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE observatory for use as an Internatlonal facIllty. The IUE
containeD a 45-cm telescope solely for spectroscopy in the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) wavelength range of 1150 to 3250 A. The satellite and optical
IONOSPHERES instrumentation were provided by the Goddard Space Flight
AERONOMY Center (GSFC). The television camerast used as detectors, were
provided by the United Kingdom Science Research Council
(UKSRC). The European Space Agency (ESA, formerly ESRO)
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supplied solar paddles for the satellite and a European Control BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Center. After launcht two-thlrds of the observing time was The particle flux monitor experiment was placed in IUE to
directed from a control center at GSFC; one-thlrd of the timer monitor the trapped electron fluxes that affected the
the satellite was operated from the European Control Center sensitivity of the ultraviolet sensor in the IUE spectrograph
near Madrid. The IUE observatory was in a synchronous orbit, package experlmentt NSSDC IO 78-012A-01. The particle flux
The 45-cm Ritchey-Chretlen f/15 telescope fed a spectrograph monitor was a tlthlum-drlfted slllcon detector wlth a
package, The spectrograph packager using secondary electron half-angle conical field of vlew of 16 deg. It had an aluminum
conduction (SEC) Vldlcon cameras as detectors_ covered the absorber of 0,357 g/sd cm in front of the collimator and a
spectral range from 1150 to 3250 A_ operating in either a high- brass shield with a minimum thickness of 2.31 g/sq cm, The
or tow-resolutlon mode wlth resolutions of aobroxlmatety 0.1 effective energy threshold for electron measurements was 1.3
and G A9 respectively, The SEC Vldlcons could integrate the MeV. The experiment WaS also sensitive to protons with
signal for up to many hours, This integration time Limited energies greater than 15 MeV. The instrument was used as an
detection in the high- and Low-resotutlon modes to operational tool to aid in determining background radiation and
approximately 5 and 0.03 photonsl(sq cm s A)_ resoectlvelyt for acceptable camera exposure time, The data were also useful as
a slgnat-tOmnolse ratio of 50. Listings of guest observers and a monitor of the trapped radiation fluxes. The instrument was
their investigations can be obtained from the IUE NewsLetter_ provided by Or, C. Bostrom of the Applied Physics Laboratory.
IUE Observatory_ Code 685_ Goddard Space Flight Center_
Greenbelt_ Marytand_ 20TTl_ U,S.A. **************************** **********************************
....... IUE9 GUEST INVESTIGATORS
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- JIKIKEN
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-/HIGH-RESOLUTION, ULTRAVIOLET ALTERNATE NAMES- EXOSPHERIC SAT. B_ EXOS-B
SPECTROGRAPH PACKAGE 11027
NSSDC ID- 78-012A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM NSSOC 10- 78-087A
CODE EZ-T/CO-OP
LAUNCH DATE- 09/16/78 WEIGHT- 92. KG
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) LAUNCH SITE- KAGOSHIMAt JAPAN
ASTRONOMY LAUNCH VEHICLE- M-OH
PERSONNEL SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
PI - GUEST INVESTIGATORS SEE EXPER. DESCRIPT, JAPAN ISAG
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
This experiment included the ultraviolet spectrograph ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 09/16/78
package carried by the IUE_ consisting of two physically ORBIT PERIOD- 533. MIN INCLINATION- 31. DE_
distinct echetle-spectrograph/camera units capable of PERIAPSIS- 230. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 30556, KM ALT
astronomical observations, Each spectrograph was a
three-element echelte system comgosed of an off-axls PERSONNEL
parabololdal colllmator_ an echeIte gratlng_ and a spherical PM - T. OBAYASHI U OF TOKYO
flrst-order grating that was used to separate the echette PS - N. KAWASHIMA U OF TOKYO
orders and focus the spectral display on an image converter PS - H. OYA U OF TOHOKU
PlUS SEC Vidlcon camera. There was a spare camera for each PS- A. NISHIDA U 0 f TOKYO
unit. The camera units were able to integrate the signal. The
readout/preparatlon cycle for the cameras took approximately 20 BRIEF DESCRIPTION
mln. Wavelength calibration was provided by the use of a This mission was part of the Japanese contribution to the
hollow cathode comparison ta_o. The photometric calibration International Magnetospherlc Gtudy_ and it carried out
was accompllsheo by observing standard stars whose spectral coordinated observations with Kyokko, Investigations of
fluxes had previously been caLiprated by other means. Both correlated mechanisms between particles and fields and plasma
echelte-spectrograDh/camara units were capable of turbulence were made with in sttu measurement techniques using
hlgh-resotutlon (0.1 A) or Low-resotutlon (6 A) performance, electrostatic particle analyzers, The sgacecraft_ a 12-slded
The dual hlgh/tow-resotutlon capability was implemented by the potyhedront carried extendable dipole antennas with lengths of
insertion of a flat mirror in front of the echelte gratlng9 so 103 m and G9.6 mr and a l-m boom for a vector magnetometer. A
that the only dispersion was provided by the spherical grating, solar panel array provided 30 W into a battery and regulator
As the SEC Vidlcons could integrate the signal for up to many system. The spacecraft spin stabilized at 150 rpm but dropped
hourst data with a slgnat-to-nolse ratio of 50 could be to 3rpm when the two sets of antennas were extended. Attitude
obtained for 60 stars of 9th and 14th magnitudes in the high- was measured with a sun sensor to an accuracy of 0.5 dmg. A
and tow-resolutlon modest respectively. The distinguishing 0.5-w 136-MHz PCM/PM telemetry system handled 256 or 1024 bps_
characteristic of the units was their wavelength coverage. One and a 2-w QOO-MHz PM system handled wldebamd 10-kHz or 3-kHz
unit covereo the wavelength range from 1192 to 1924 A in the data. Data acquisition was in real time except for a lO-Kbytm
hlgh-resotutlon mode9 and 1135 to 2085 A in the tow-resolutlon memory for housekeeping and plasma parameter data.
mooe, For the other unltr the ranges were from 1893 to 3031 A
and 1800 to 3255 A for the high- and tow-resolutlon modest ....... JIKIKENt EJIRI .........................................
resoectlvely. Each unit also had its own choice of entrance
apertures: either a 3-arc-s hole or a 10- by 20-arc-s slot. INVESTIGATION NAME- IMPEDANCE AND ELECTRIC FIELD (IEF)
The I0- by 20-arc-s slots could be blocked by a common shutter
but the 3-arc-s aperture was always open. As a resultr two NSSDC IO- TG-OGTA-O_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
aperture configurations were possible: (I) ooth 3-arc-s SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
apertures open and both 10- by 20-arc-s slots closedt or (2)
all four apertures open, With this Instrumentatlont the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
observational options open to an ooserver were tong-wavelength PARTICLES AND FIELDS
and/or short-wavelength spectrograph_ high or too resolutlon_ IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
and large or small apertures. Exposures could be made with the
two spectrographs simultaneously but the entrance apertures for PERSONNEL
each were distinct and separated in the sky by aooJt I arc min. P* - M, EJIRI ISAS
An additional restriction was that data could be read out from 01 - A. NISMIDA ISAS
only one camera at a time, However0 one camera could be Ol - Y, WATANABE U OF TOKYO
exposed while the other camera was being read out, The choice Ol - T. OGAWA KYOTO U
of high or low resolution could be made independently for the
two spectrographs. Listings of guest observers and their BRIEF DESCRIPTION
investigations can be obtained from the IUE Newsletter_ IUE Sweep-frequency impedance probe measurements were made in
Observatoryt Code 685t Goddard Space FLight Centert Greenbett_ the frequency range from ,02 to 3 MHz using a 103-m
Maryland, 20771_ U.S.A. (tlp-to-tlp) antenna. This provided basic data for calibration
of natural plasma wave detections and data for the estimation
....... IUEt NONE ASSIGNED ..................................... of the transmission efficiency for plasma wave stimulations,
Electron density was measured independently and accurately by
INVESTIGATION NAME- PARTICLE FLUX MONITOR (SPACECRAFT) canceling stray capacitance, Using this same antennar electric
fields from dc to 1 kHz were measured. The spacecraft body was
NSSDC IO- 78-012A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM coated with conductive materials to avoid the generation of
CODE EZ-7 Local electric fteldst so that accurate measurements of natural
fields could be made,
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS ....... JIKIKEN_ KAWASHIMA .....................................
PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION NAME- CONTROLLED ELECTRON BEAM EMISSIONS (CBE)
Pl - NONE ASSIGNED
NSSDC IO- 78-067A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACE PLASMAS
5g
PERSONNEL NSSDC TO- 7B-O87A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PI - N, KAWASHIMA U OF TOKYO SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
OI - S, MURASATO U OF TOKYO
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PARTICLES AND FIELDS
Thls experiment provided important effects for the SPACE PLASMAS
analyses of wavelpartlcte interactions, Spacecraft potential
was controlled by the emission of electron beamst that could be PERSONNEL
varied in energy from 1 to 200 eV in _ steps_ to allow other PI - M, OYA U OF TOHOKU
instruments to make accurate measurements of tow-energy Ions OI - H, MATSUMOTO KYOTO U
and electrons, The beams could also cause plasma instabilities Ol - J, OHTSU NAGOYA U
that resulted in the production of many kinds of plasma waves. OI - A. MORIOKA U OF TOHOKU
Beam currents of 0o251 0,59 0.75_ and 1,0 mA could be selected OI - T. MIYATAKE U OF ELECTRO-COMMUN
for each energyt or an automatic mode could be selected where OI - I, KIMURA KYOTO U
energy and beam current were changed every 8 or 32 s, Ol - Ho MIYAOKA U OF TDHOKU
....... JIKIKENt KIMURA ........................................ BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment used a i03-m (tlp-to-tlp) dipole antenna
INVESTIGATION NAME- VLF DOPPLER PROPAGATION (DPL) or a cored Loop antenna consisting of 76 turns wlth a diameter
of 15,5 cm for detecting VLF waves in the plasmaspheret
NSSDC Ig- 78-087A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM electrostatic plasma waves in the magnetosphere_ and radio
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE waves from the earth and planets, The dipole was used to
detect hectometer and dekameter waves from the ptanetst as well
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) as terrestrial kltometrlc wavest in the range 0,02 to 5 MHz,
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS VLF WaVes up to lO kHz were detected using the dipole and a
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS wldeband receiver, Ion waves (0,i to 1 kHz) and plasma waves
(0,i to I MHz) were detected in the near-earth portion of the
PERSONNEL orbit, Correlated observations wlth the VL_ transmltter at
PI - I, KIMURA KYOTO U Sipte Station were planned, Fluctuations of the electric field
Ol - K, HASHIMOTO KYOTO U up to 450 HZ were measured wlth a Langmulr probe, The
bandwidth and sweep time of the frequency analyzer could be
BRIEF DESCRIPTION selected by choosing one of four modes,
Thts experiment involved detecting the NWC 22.3-kHz
signal transmitted regularly from Australia with one of the two **************************** LANDSAT **************************
tong dipole antennas (69.6 m and 103 m tip-to-tip) extended
perpendicular to the spacecraft spin axis, This signal was
heterodyned down to 590 Hzt amplified wlth a bandwidth of 100 SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- LANDSAT 2
Hit and transmitted to the ground on a wtdeband analog channel, ALTERNATE NAMES- EARTH RES TECH SAT,-Bt PL-733D
The electric field intensity of the NWC signal was telemetered ERTS-B_ 07615
via the PCM system. Antenna Impedance data were obtained also.
NSSDC IO- 75-00_A
....... JIKIKENt KUBO ..........................................
LAUNCH DATE- 01/22/75 WEIGHT- 816, KG
IN_STIGATION NAME- ENERGY SPECTRUM OF PARTICLES (ESP) LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB_ UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
NSSDC ID- 78-087A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
PARTICLES AND FIELDS INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
SPACE PLASMAS ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 01/25/75
ORBIT PERIOD- 103,28 MIN INCLINATION- 99,09 OEG
PERSONNEL PERIAPSIS- 907. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 91B. KM ALT
PI - H, KUBO ISAS
OI - N, KAWASHIMA U OF TOKYO PERSONNEL
OI - T, MUKAI ISAS MG - J,C, WELCH NASA HEADQUARTERS
01 - T, ARAKAWA U OF TOKYO PM - C,M, MACKENZIE NASA-GS_C
PS - S,C. FREDEN NASA-GSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Thts experiment consisted of a hemispherical BRIEF DESCRIPTION
electrostatic analyzer for electrons and a cylindrical one for Landsat 2 was the second of a series of modified Nimbus
ions. The energy range was 5 eV to 11 keV for electrons and satellites. The near-polar orbiting spacecraft served as a
0,02 to 30 keV/Q for ions. The energy resolution for both stabilized9 earth-oriented platform for obtaining information
analyzers (delta E/E) was 0,6, Besides being Jsed to obtain on agricultural and forestry resourcest geology and mineral
spectral the instrument was used to investigate wave-particle resources_ hydrology and water resourcesl geograohyt
Interactions and determine the response of the magnetospherfc cartographyt environmental pollution9 oceanography and marine
plasma when either the stimulated plasma wave transmitter or resourcest and meteorological phenomena. To accomplish these
the co_ rolled electron beam experiment was operating, obJecttvest the spacecraft was equipped with a three-camera
return beam vidlcon (RBV} and a four-channel multlspectral
....... JIKIKENt OYA. scanner (MSS) to obtain visible and near IR photographic and
radlometrlc images of the earth. A data collection system
INVESTIGATION NAME- STIMULATED PLASMA WAVE (SPW} (DCS) was also used to collect information from remote
individually equipped ground stations and to relay the data to
NSSDC 13- 78-087A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM central acquisition stations, Landsat 2 carried two wlde-band
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE video tape recorders (WBVTR)_ capable of storing up to 30 mln
of scanner or camera data, An advanced attitude control
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) systemt consisting of horizon scannerst sun sensors_ and a
PARTICLES AND FIELDS command antenna comotned with a freon gas propulsion systemt
SPACE PLASMAS permitted the spacecraftgs orientation to be controlled to
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS within plus or minus 0,7 deg in all three axes, Spacecraft
communications included a command subsystem operating at 154.2
PERSONNEL and 2106.4 MHZ and a PCM narrow-band telemetry subsystemt
PI - H. OYA U OF TOHOKU operating at 2287.5 and 137,86 MHz_ for spacecraft
OI - To KAMADA NAGOYA U housekeeplngt attltudet and sensor performance data. Video
OI - T. ONO U OF TOHOKU data from the three-camera RBV system was transmitted In both
real tlme and from WBVTR at 2276,5 MHz_ while information from
BRIEF DESCRIPTION the MSS was constrained to a 20-MHz rf bandwidth at 2229.5 MHz,
This experiment was designed to excite plasma waves by
transmitting 300-W pulses from a lOD-m (ttp-to-tto) antenna in ....... LANDSAT 2t BALLA .......................................
the frequency range .02 to 3 MHz, The frequency could be
changed tn a continuous sweep or stepped through fixed INVESTIGATION NAME- MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS)
frequencies to obtain electron temperaturet temperature
antsotropyt and electron density. Plasma instabilities and NSSDC ID- 75-00_A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
nonlinear wave/partlcle interactions were studied. CODE EL-89 APPLICATIONS
....... JIKIKEN_ OYA INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
INVESTIGATION NAME- NATURAL PLASMA WAVES (NPW) METEOROLOGY
GO
PERSONNEL ....... LANDSAT 3_ BALLA .......................................
PI - J.A. BALLA N ASA'GG¢C
INVESTIGATION NA_E- MJLTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Landsat 2 MuttlspectraL Scanner (MSS) was designed to NSSDD ID- T8-D26A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
provide repetitive daylight acquisition of hlgh-resotutlon CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS
mutttspectral data of the earthes surface on s global basis,
While its primary function was to obtain information In various INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
areas such as agrlculturet forestry9 geologyt and hydrology_ EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
the MSG system was also used for oceanographic and METEOROLOGY
meteorological ourposest t,e.t to map sea-ice ftetdst Locate
and track major ocean currentsl monitor both air and water PERSONNEL
potLutlon_ determine snow coverl investigate severe storm PI - J.A. BALLA NASA-GSFD
envtronmentst etc, The MSS consisted of a 22,86-cm double
reflector-type teLescopet scanning mtrrort fttters_ detectors_ BRIEF DESCRIPTION
and associated electronics, The scanner Operated in the The Landsat 3 MulttspectraL Scanner (MSS) provided
following spectral intervals: (1) 0,5 to 0,6 micrometer_ (2) repetitive day/night acquisition of high-resolution
0.6 to 0,7 mtcrometer_ (3) 0,7 to 0,8 mtcrometer_ and (4) 0,8 mutttspectrat data on the earth0s surface on a global basis,
to 1,1 micrometers (these bands were designated as bands 4_ E_ While its primary function was to obtain data in various areas
6_ and 7t repectivety), Incoming radiation was collected by such as agricultural forestry_ geology9 and hydrologyt the MSS
the scanning mtrrorw which oscillated 2,89 deg to either side system was also used for oceanographic and meteorological
of nadir and scanned cross-track swaths 185-km wide. The burposest t,e,t to map sea-tee ftelds_ locate and track major
along-track scan was produced by the orbital motion of the ocean currentst monitor both air and water potlutton_ determine
spacecraft, The primary image broduced at the image plane was snow covert investigate severe storm envtronmentst etc, The
relayed by use of ftber-optlc bundles to detectors where MSS consisted of a double reflector-type tetescope_ scanning
conversion to an electronic signal was accomplished, Optical mtrrort ftlters_ detectorst and associated electronics, The
filters were used to produce the desired spectral separation, scanner operated in the following spectral intervals: (13 0,5
Six detectors were employed in each of the four spectral bands: to 0,6 mtcrometer_ (2) 0,6 to 0,7 mfcrometert (3). 0,7 to 0,8
bands 4 through 6 used photomutttplter tubes as detectors_ band mtcrometert (4) 0,8 to 1,1 mtcrometerst and (5) 10,4 to 12,6
7 used silicon photodtodes, A multiplexer included in the MSG micrometers (these bands were designated as bands 4t 5_ Gt 71
system processed the scannerts 24 channels of data, These data and 8t respectively), The last bandt which ttes in the thermal
were tlme-multtplexed and then converted to a pulse-code (emtsstve) Dart of the spectrumt gave Landsat 3 nighttime
modulated signal by an A/D converter, The data were then sensing capabilities, But this thermal band failed on July 11_
transmitted (at 2229,5 MHz) directly to an acquisition station 1978_ and produced ttttte useful data, Incoming radiation was
or stored on magnetic tape for subsequent playback the next collected by the scanning mtrror_ which oscillated 2,89 deg to
time the spacecraft came wtthtn communication range of an either side of nadir and scanned cross-track swaths 1BS-km
acquisition station, Data from this experiment are handled by wide, The along-track scan was produced by the orbital motion
the NASA Data Processing Facttttyt GSFDt Greenbett_ Md._ and of the spacecraft, The primary image produced at the image
are available to approved investigators through its Landsat plane was relayed by use of fiber-optic bundles to detectors
users t services section, All other interested individuals may where conversion to am electronic signal was accomplished,
obtain data through the Earth Resources Data Center9 Department Optical fitters were used to produce the desired spectral
of the Intmrtorl Sioux Falls9 S,O, separation, Six detectors were employed tn each of the first
four spectral bands and two in the fifth band: bands 4 through
**************************** LANDSAT 3,*********** ***** ***** 6 used photomutttpLter tubes as detectors_ band 7 used silicon
photodlodes_ and oand 8 used mercury-cadmlum-tellurlde
detectors. The minimum dimensions that were resolved by the
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- LANDSAT 3 MSS were 80 m for bands 4 through 7 and 240 m for band 8, A
ALTERNATE NAMES- EARTH RES TECH SAT,-C_ ERTS-C multiplexer included in the MSS system processed the scannerts
26 channels of data, These data were time-multiplexed and then
10702t LANDSAT-C converted to a PCM signal by an A/D converter, The data were
NSSDC IO- 78-02&A transmitted (at 2229,5 MHz) directly to an acquisition station
or stored on magnetic tape for subsequent playback the next
LAUNCH DATE- 03105178 WEIGHT- 960, KG time the spacecraft came within communication range of an
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES acquisition station. Data from this experiment were handled by
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA the NASA Data Processing Factlttyt GSFC_ Greenbettt Md, t and
were made available to approved investigators through its
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY Landsat users t services, ALL other interested individuals cam
UNI_O STATES NASA-OSSA obtain data through the Earth Resources Data Center_ Department
of the Interlort Sioux Fattst S.D.
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 03/06/78 ....... LANDSAT 3t GILBERT .....................................
ORBIT PERIOD- 103.1 MIN INCLINATION- 99.1 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 897. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 914. KM ALT INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DES)
PERSONNEL NSSDC ID- 7B-O26A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
MG - d.C. WELCH NASA HEADQUARTERS CODE EE-8_ APPLICATIONS
PM - C.M, MACKENZIE NAS A'GS_C
PS - S.C. PREDEN NASA-GSFC INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
COMMUNICATIONS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
Landsat 3 was a modified version of the Ntmous satelltte_
with the general mission objective of extending the period of PERSONNEL
space-data acquisition for earth resources initiated by Landsat PI - E,L, GILBERT NASA-GSFC
1 (formerly ERTS 1) and continued by Landsat 2. The near-polar
orbiting spacecraft served as a stabtltzed_ earth-orte_ ed BRIEF DESCRIPTION
platform for obtaining information on agricultural and forestry The Landsat 3 Data Collection System (DOS) provided users
resourcest geology and mineral resourcest hydrology and water with near real-time data collected from various remote
resourcest geography9 cartographyt environmental pottutlon_ locations. The DOG was composed of (1) the data collection
oceanography and marine resources_ and meteorological platforms (POPs) which might have been ocean buoyst constant
phenomena, To accomplish these objectives9 the spacecraft was pressure battoons_ or automatic ground stattons_ (2) the
satellite equipment9 and (3) the ground data cemters_ including
eouIppeO with a two-camera return beam vldlcon (RBV) and a
five-channel muLttspectrat scanner (MSS) to obtain both visible remote receiving sites and the ground data handling system at
and IR photographic and radtomeIrtc images of the earth, A GSFC, Use of the Landsat spaceborne DES provided a continual
data collection system was also used to collect information flow of information for better management of wtldltfe_ mariner
from remote individually eQutPoed ground stations and to relay agrtcutturet vater_ and forestry resources and led to improved
the data to central acquisition stations, Landsat 3 carried weather forecasts_ pollution contrott and earthquake prediction
two wide-band video tape recorders (WBVTR) capable of storing and warning, The environmental sensors mounted on a DCP were
up to 30 mtm of scanner or camera data, An advanced attitude selected by individual investigators to satisfy their
control system_ consisting of horizon scanners_ sun sensors9 particular requirements, From an orbital altitude Of 912 km_
and a command antenna combined with frmom gas propulsion the spacecraft was capable of acquiring data from DCP= within a
system_ permitted the spacmcraftts orientation to be controlled radius of approximately 3100 km from the subsatetltte potnt_
to within plus or minus 1,0 deg tn all three axes, Spacecraft thus allowing data to be obtained from any remote platform at
communications included a command subsystem_ operating at 154,2 least once every 12 h, The DCPs transmitted at 401,55 MHz,
and 2106.4 MHzt and a PCM narrow-band telemetry subsystem_ The DES equlpmentl essentially a recelvert received and
operating at 2287,5 and 137,86 MHz_ for spacecraft retransmttted data (at 2287,5 MHZ) to selected ground receiving
housekeeptng_ attttude_ and sensor performance data, Video stations, There was no signal multiplexing or data processing
data from the two-camera RBV system were transmitted in both on the satellite, The Landsat 3 DES accommodated up to 1000
real time and from the wide-band recorder system at 2265,5 MHz_ DCPs deployed throughout the continental United States, Data
white information from the MSS was constrained to a 20-MHz rf from this experiment were handled and distributed to the
various platform investigators by the NASA Data Processing
bandwidth at 2229,5 MHz, Factttty_ GSFCt GreembeLt_ Md,
61
....... LANDSAT 3t WEINSTEIN ...................................
and ground system resources from NASA,
INVESTIGATION NAME- RETURN BEAM VIDICON CAMERA (RBV)
....... LANDSAT 4t BA_<S .......................................
NSSDC IO- 78-D26A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION NAME- MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS)
CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS
NSSDC IO- 82-072A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROSRAM
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
METEOROLOGY INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
PERSONNEL EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
Pl - O. WEINSTEIN NASA-GSFC METEOROLOGY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
PI - G.F. BANKS NASA-GSFC
The Landsat 3 Return Beam Vldlcon (RBV) camera system
contalned two identical cameras covering the spectral band from BRIEF DESCRIPTION
0,53 to 0,75 micrometer, The two earth-orlented cameras were The Landsat 4 Multlspectral Scanner (MSS) provided
mounted on a common basey structurally isolated from the reoetltive daytime acquisition of hlgh-resolutlon multlspectral
spacecraft to maintain accurate alignment. Each camera data of the earth's surface on a global basis. While its
conta|ned an optical lenst a RBV sensory a thermoelectric primary function was to provide an alternate to the thematic
cootert deflection and focus coilst a mechanical shuttert erase mapper (TM)y it provided data for agrlculturey forestryw
tampst and sensor electronics. The cameras were aligned to geologyy and hydrology, The MSS system was also used for
view adjacent 98-km square ground scenes which overlapped oceanographic and meteorological ourposesy i.e,t to map
Slightly so that the total width of the ground scene was 185 sea-lcet fleldst Locate and track major ocean currentsy monitor
km, The cameras were operated every 12.S s to produce both air and water ootlutlony determine snow covert investigate
overlapping images along the dlrectlon of spacecraft motion, severe storm environmentst etc, The MSS consisted of a double
After shutterlngy the image was scanned by an electron beam to reftectlon-type telescopet scanning mlrrort fILterst detectorsy
PrOduce a video output signal, The timing cycle was arranged and associated electronics. The scanner operated in the
so that a 3.5-s offset was introduced between the readouts of following spectral intervals: band it 0,5 to O.G mlcrometers_
the two camerasy permitting sequential readout of the camerasy band 2t 0.6 to 0.7 mlcrometersl band 3t D,7 to O,B micrometers;
allowing the same tape recorder and communication channel to be band 4y 0.8 to 1,1 micrometers (the band numbering was
used. Video data from the RBV were transmitted Cat 2265,5 MHz) different from Landsats 1-37. The Landsat 4 MSS was similar to
in both reat-tlme and tape-recorder modes, From a nominal the Landsat 3 MSS except for changes necessary to accommodate
spacecraft attitude of 912 kmt the RBV had a ground resolution the lower orbital altitude, The swath width of 185 km remained
of 40 m (twice the Landsat I resolution of 80 m). Data from the same by increasing the _OV of the sensors from 11.55 to
this experiment were handled by the NASA Data Processing 14.92 deg. The ground resolution was 82.6 m for all four
Facilltyy GSFCy Greenbettt Md.y and were made available to bands. The primary image produced at the image plane was
approved investigators and a_encles through its Landsat users' relayed by use of flber-optlc bundles to detectors where
services section. ALl other interested individuals can obtain conversion to an electronic signal was accomplished. Optical
data through the Earth Resources Data Centert Department of the filters were used to produce the desired spectral separation,
Interiory Sioux Fallsy S.D, Six detectors were employed in each of the four spectral bands:
bands i through 3 used photomultlpller tubes as detectorsy and
**************************** LANDSAT 4*************************
band 4 used silicon photodtodes, A multiplexer included in the
MSS system processed the scanner's 24 channels of data, These
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- LANDSAT 4 data were tlme-multlplexed and then converted to a PSM signal
by an A/D converter. The data were transmitted via the
ALTERNATE NAMES- LFO-At LANDSAT-D Tracking And Data Relay Satellites (TDRS) and/or direct readout
13367 to local receiving stations, For Informatlon about archival
NSSDC ID- 82-072A datat one may contact the Earth Resources Data Centerw
Department of the Intertort Sioux Faltsy S,D.
LAUNCH DATE- 07/16/82 WEIGHT- 1407. KG ....... LANDSAT 4t FEINBERG ....................................
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA INVESTIGATION NAME- GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS)
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY NSSDC IO- 82-072A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(St
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 07117/B2 NAVIGATION
ORBIT PERIOD- 9B.5 MIN INCLINATION- 98.3 DEG PERSONNEL
PERIAPSIS- 678. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 696, KM ALT PI - P.M. FEINBERG NASA-GSPC
PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
MG - B.B. SCHARDT NASA-GSFC The Global Positioning System (GPS) was a Department of
PM - L. GONZALES NASA-GSFC Defense (POD) program to provide very precise position and
PS - V.V. SALOMONSON NASA-GSFC timing information to a variety of users, The GPS assembly on
Landsat 4 operated in two phases, The first phase
BRIEF DESCRIPTION (approximately gO days) was an experimental one to validate and
The Landsat 4 system was an experimental earth resources calibrate the position and timing information provided by the
monitoring system with the new powerful remote-senslng GPS assembly. The second phase catted for operational use of
capabilities of the thematic mopper (TM)y and it provided a the GPS data by Landsat 4.
transition for both foreign and domestic users from the
multlspectral scanner (MSS) data to the higher resolution and ....... LANDSAT 4y LINSTROM ....................................
data rate of the TM. It had a complete end-to-end highly
automated data systemt which was designed to be a new INVESTIGATION NAME- THEMATIC MAPPER (TM)
generation aystemy and was a major step forward in global
remote-sensing appLtoattons. The Landsat 4 mission consisted NSSDC ID- 82-072A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
of an orbiting satellite (flight segment) with the necessary CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS
wtdeband data links and support systemsy and a ground segment,
The Landsat 4 ftlght segment consisted of two major systems: INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
41) the instrument moduley containing the instruments together EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
with the mission unique subsystemsy such as the solar array and METEOROLOSY
drlve9 the TDRS antennat the wlde-band module (WBM)t and the
global positioning system (GPS); and (2) the muttlmlsslon PERSONNEL
modular spacecraft (MMS) that contained the modularized and Pl - L. LINSTROM NASA-GSFC
standardized powery proputslont attitude controty and
communications and data handling subsystems. The flight BRIEF DESCRIPTION
segment was designed with 3 years nominal lifetime in orbit and The Thematic Mapper (TM) was a seven-bandy earth-tooklng_
could be extended through In-orblt replacement capability when scanning radiometer with a 30-m ground element resolution
the Space Shuttle became operational. The spacecraft was covering a 185-km ground swath from a 705-km altitude, The
placed into an orbit havlng a descending node equatorial instrument consisted of orlmary imaging optlcsy scanning
crossing between 9:30 and 10:00 a.m. local time. The mechanlsmt spectral band discrimination optlcsy detector
spacecraft and attendant sensors were operated through the arraysl radiative coolert Infllght callbratort and required
GSTDN stations before the Tracking And Data Relay Satellite operating and processing electronics. The scanning mechanism
System (TDRSS) available, An identical back-up spacecrafty provided the cross-track scany while the progress of the
Landsat-D Prime (NSSDC ID Landsat-E) wilt be placed in storage spacecraft provided the scan along the track, Seven spectral
and launched after Landsat 4 is no longer operable. On October bands were used to brovlde the spectral signature capability of
It 1982y NOAA assumed responsibility for Landsat data the instrument: band It 0.45-0°52 mlcrometerl band 2t 0,52-0.60
production and archlvlng activities at the 3apartment of mlcrometer{ band 3y 0.63-0.69 mlcrometer_ band _ O,7G-O,gO
Interlorls EROS Data Center. On January 31y 1983_ NOAA also mlcrometerl band Bt 1.55-1.75 mlcrometersl band 6, lO,qO-12._O
took over operation and maintenance of the Landsat spacecraft mlcrometersl and band 7y 2,08-2.35 micrometers. The optical
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system imaged the earthls surface on a field stop or a detector BRIEF DESCRIPTION
sized to define an area on the earthts surface 30 m square (i,0 Thls investigation was designed to utilize simultaneous
m for band 6). Several lines were scanned simultaneously to measurements made on the nearby parent spacecraft Intercosmos
permit suitable dwell time for each resolution element. The lB. The detectors were Gelger-Mueller tubes viewing in two
variation in radiant flux passing through the field stop onto dlreotlonst parallel and perpendloular to the magnetic
the photo and thermal detectors created an electrical output orientation axis. The energy threshold was 30 keV for
that represented the radiant history of the llne. The electrons. Due to power klmltationst except during the short
information, outputs from the detector channels were processed initial phase after separation and actlvatlont not all
in the TM multiplexer for transmission via the Tracking And instruments were operated simultaneously. Either electric
Data Relay Satellites (TOPS) and/or direct readout to Local field broadbandt magnetic field broadband_ or VLF narrow-band
receiving stations. For information of archival dalai one may channels and particle detectors were operated.
contact the Earth Resources Data Centerl Department of the
Intertort Sioux Falls, S.D. **************************** METEOSAT *************************
**************************** MAGION****************************
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- METEOSAT I
ALTERNATE NAMES- METEOROLOGICAL SAT-At METOSAT
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- MAGION 104B_
ALTERNATE NAMES- 11110
NSSDC ID- 77-108A
NSSDC ID- 78-099C
LAUNCH DATE- 11/23/77 WEISHT- 625.8 KG
LAUNCH DATE- 10/24/78 WEIGHT- 15. KG LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES
LAUNCH SITE- PLESETSK_ U.S.S.R, LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
LAUNCH VEHICLE- UNKNOWN
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY INTERNATIONAL ESA
U.S.S.R. INTERCOS
CZECHOSLOVAKIA CAS INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 11/24/77
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS ORBIT PERIOD- 1411.5 MIN INCLINATION- 0.7 PEG
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10/25/78 PERIAPSIS- 3_913, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 35692, KM ALT
ORBIT PERIOD- 96._ MIN INCLINATION- 82,96 DEG
PERIAPSIS- _07, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 768. KM ALT PERSONNEL
PM - J. AASTED ESA-TOULOUSE
PERSONNEL
PS - P. TRISKA CZECH A:AD OF SOl BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Meteosat 1 was a geostattonary spacecraft that served as
BRIEF DESCRIPTION part of European Space Agencyts (ESA)' contribution to the
MAGION was a Czechoslovakian subsatelltte that separated Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP). As part of GARPt
from Intercosmos 1B on November 14t 1978. It was magnetically the satellite helped to supply data required for global data
stabilized and was designed to carry Ionospherlc-type sets used in improvement of machine weather forecasts. In
experiments related to the International Magnetospherlc Study. general9 the spacecraft deslgnt Instrumentatlont and operatlon
MAGION had a prismatic shape (.3 x .3 x .15 m) and followed the were similar to SMS/GOESo The spln-stabIllzed spacecraft
orbit of Intmroosmos lB. Czechoslovak participation in studies carried (1) a vtstble-IR radiometer to provide high-quality
of mutual relations between the earthts magnetosphere and day/night cloudcover data and to take radiance temperatures of
ionosphere consisted mainly of measuring VLF phenomena on board the earth/atmosphere system and (2) a meteorological data
MAGIONt which was moving slowly away from Intercosmos 1at and collection system to disseminate image data to user stattonst
in cooperating tn the measurements of plasma properties in the to collect data from various earth-based ptatformst and to
vicinity of this satellite. For more details on the spacecraft relay data from polar-orbiting satellites. The cylindrically
and its experiments see P. Triskat et. al.t Ad_. Space Res.9 shaded spacecraft measured 210 cm in diameter and 430 om in
v. Z_ n, 79 p, 53-56t 1983. length9 including the apogee boost motor. The primary
structural members were an equipment platform and a central
....... MAGIONt TRISKA tube. The radiometer telescope was mounted on the eqqlpment
platform and viewed the earth through a special aperture In the
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELF AND VLF RECEIVERS side of the spacecraft. A support structure extended radially
out from the central tube and was affixed to the solar panelst
NSSDC ID- 78-099C-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM which formed the outer walls of the spacecraft and provided the
SCIENCE primary source of electrical power. Located in the
annulus-shaped space between the central tube and the solar
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) panels were statlonkeeplng and dynamics control equipment and
SPACE PLASMAS batteries. Proper spacecraft attitude and spin rate
PARTICLES AND FIELDS (approximately 100 rpm) were maintained by Jet thrusters
mounted on the spacecraft and activated by ground command. The
PERSONNEL spacecraft used both UHF-band and S-band frequencies in its
PI - P. TRISKA CZECH ACAD OF SCI telemetry and command subsystems. A low-power VHF transponder
OI - F. JIRICEK CZECH ACAD OF SOl provided telemetry and command during launch and then served as
a backup for the primary subsystem Once the spacecraft attained
BRIEF DESCRIPTION synchronous orbit. Meteosat 1 was placed in geosynchronous
This investigation was designed to utilize simultaneous orbit near the prime meridian.
measurements made on the nearby parent spacecraftt Intercosmos
iB. Five parts of the experiment were identified. (i) ....... METEOSAT 19 PERA
Electric and magnetic fields from 0.05 to 0.16 kHZ were
measured in a broadband channel. (2) VLF narrow-band channels INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION PLATFORM (DCP)
were set at O,_St O,Bt 1,95t 4.GSt and 15 kHz. (3) There was a
16-channel frequency analyzer. (_) A resonance exciter NSSDC ID- 77-108A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
operatedt sweeping the range 0.8 to 8 kHz. (5) Electric fields APPLICATIONS
in the range 0.01 to 80 khz were measured. Due to power
tlmitatlonst except during the short initial phase after INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
seDaratlon and actlvatlont not all components were operated METEOROLOGY
simultaneously. Either electric field broadbandt magnetic
field broadbamdt or VLF narrow-band channels and particle PERSONNEL
detectors were operated. PI - L. PERA ESA-TOULOUSE
....... MAGIONt TRISKA BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The data collection system was designed to (1)
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS disseminate image data to user statlons9 (2) collect data from
various earth-based platformst and (3) provtde for a
NSSDC ID- 7B-099C-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM space-to-space relay for data from polar-orbltlng satellites.
SCIENCE This experiment was similar to the meteorological data
collection and transmission system (WEFAX) flown on SMS 1_ SMS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) 2t and GOES series spacecraft. This experiment operated on
PARTICLES AND FIELDS S-band frequencies for WEFAX-tyoe transmissions and UHF for
data collection platform report and interrogation.
PERSONNEL
PI - P. TRISKA CZECH ACAD OF SDI **************************** METEOSAT *************************
OI - F. JIRICEK CZECH ACAD OF SCI
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- METEOSAT 2
ALTERNATE NAMES- METEOROLOGICAL SAT-at METEOSAT-3
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NBSDC ID- 81-057A west-east scan motion when the spin axis of the spacecraft was
oriented parallel with the earthts axis. The Latitudinal scan
LAUNCH DATE- 06/19/81 WEIGHT- 625,8 KG was accomplished by sequentially tilting the scanning mirror at
LAUNCH SITE- KOUROU (CENTRE S_ATIAL GUYANAIS)t FRANCE the completion of each spin, Resolutions at the sub-satellite
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ARIANE point were 2,5 km for the visibtet and 5 km for the IR and
water-vapor channels, Data from thts experiment are available
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY through the European Space Operations Center (ESOC)t Darmstadtt
INTERNATIONAL ESA W, Germany,
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS **************************** NIMBUS ***************************
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/27/81
ORBIT PERIOD- 14_2,1 MIN INCLINATION- 1.01 OEG
PERIAPSIS- 35847, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 35973. KM ALT SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- NIMBUS 5
ALTERNATE NAMES- NIMBUS-E_ PL-721B
PERSONNEL 06305
PM - J, AASTED ESA-TOULOUSE
NSSDC ID- 72-097A
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Meteosat 2 was a geostattonary spacecraft and served as LAUNCH DATE- 12/11/72 WEIGHT- 770, KG
Dart of the European Space Agency,s (ESA) contribution to the LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB_ UNITED STATES
GLobal Atmospheric Research Program (GARP), As Dart of GARP_ LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
the satellite helped to supply data required for global data
sets used in improvement of machine weather forecasts. In SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
generatt the spacecraft deslgnt Instrumentatlont and operation UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
were similar to SMS/GOES, The spin-stabilized spacecraft
carried (i) a vislbte-IR radiometer that provided hlgh-quality INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
day/night cloud€over data and that took radiance temperatures ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/11/72
of the earth/atmosphere system and (2) a meteorological data ORBIT PERIOD- 107.2 MIN INCLINATION- 99.9 DES
collection system that disseminated image data to user PERIAPSIS- 1089, KM ALT AROAPSIS- 1101, KH ALT
stattonst collected data from various earth-based platformst
and relayed data from potar-orbltlng satellites. The PERSONNEL
cylindrically shaped spacecraft measured 210 cm In diameter and MG - G,F, ESENWEIN NASA HEADQUARTERS
430 cm in Lengtht including the apogee boost motor. The PM - C,M, MACKENZIE NASA-GSFC
primary structural members were an equipment platform and a PS - A,J, FLEIG NASA-GSFC
central tube, The radiometer telescope was mounted on the
equipment platform and Viewed the earth through a special BRIEF DESCRIPTION
aperture in the slde of the spacecraft, A support structure The Nimbus 5 research-and-development satellite was
extended radially out from the central tube and was affixed to designed to serve as a stabILizedt earth-orlented platform for
the solar paneLst which formed the outer walls of the the testing of advaKced meteorological sensor systems and
spacecraft and provided the primary source of electrical power, collecting meteorological and geological data on a global
Located In the annulus-shaped space between the central tube scale, The polar-orbltlng spacecraft consisted of three major
and the solar panels were stattonkeeptng and dynamics control structures: (1) a hottowt ring-shaped sensor mount_ (2) solar
equipment and batteries, Proper spacecraft attitude and SDtn padOtes_ and (3) a control system housing. The solar paddles
rate (approximately 100 rpm) were maintained by Jet thrusters and control system housing were connected to the sensor mount
mounted on the spacecraft and activated by ground command. The by a truss structure_ giving the satellite the appearance of an
spacecraft used both UHF-band and S-band freduenctes in its ocean buoy. Nimbus 5 was nearly 3,7 m tatt_ 1.5 m tn diameter
telemetry and command subsystems. A Low-power VHF transponder at the basel and about 3 m wtde with solar paddles extended.
provided telemetry and command during Launch and then served as The Lotus-shaped sensor mountt which formed the satellite base_
a backup for the primary subsystem once the spacecraft had housed the electronics equipment and battery modules, The
attained synchronous orbit, Lower surface of the torus provided mounting space for sensors
and antennas, A box-beam structure mounted within the center
....... METEOSAT 29 PERA ....................................... of the torus provided support for the Larger sensor
experiments. Mounted on the control system houstng_ which was
INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION PLATFORM (DCP) Located on top of the spacecraft9 were sun sensors1 horizon
scannerst and a command antenna, An advanced attitude-control
NSSDC ID- 81-057A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM system permitted the spacecraft orientation to be controlled to
COMMUNICATIONS within plus or minus 1 deg tn all three axes. Primary
experiments included (1) a temperature-humidity infrared
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) radiometer (THIR) for measuring day and night surface and
METEOROLOGY ctoudtop temperatures9 .as welt as the water vapor content of
the upper atmosphere_ (2) an electrically scanning microwave
PERSONNEL radiometer (ESMR) for mapping the thermal radiation from the
PI - L, PERA ESA-TOULOUSE earthWs surface and atmospheret (3) an infrared temperature
profile radiometer (ITPR) for obtaining vertical profiles of
BRIEF DESCRIPTION temperature and moisturet (4) a Nimbus E microwave spectrometer
The data collection system was designed to (1) (NEMS) for determining tropospheric temperature profttesl
disseminate image data to user stattonst (2) collect data from atmospheric water vapor abundances_ and cloud Liquid water \
various earth-based Dtatformst and (3) provide for a contentst (5) a selective chopper radiometer (SCR) for
space-to-space relay for data from polar orbiting satellites, observing the global temperature structure of the atmosphere_
This experiment was similar to the meteorological data and (6) a surface composition mapping radiometer {SCMR) for
collection and transmission system (WEFAX) flown on SMS 1_ SMS measuring the differences tn the thermal emission
2t and GOES series spacecraft. This experiment operated on characteristics Of the earthWs surface, A more detailed
S-band frequencies for WEFAX-txpe transmissions and UHF for description can be found in "The Nimbus 5 Userls Guide" (TRF
data collection platform report and interrogation. 14758)o available from NSSDC,
....... METEOSAT 2t SERENE ......................... NIMBUS B0 HOUGHTON .....................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- IMAGING RADIOMETER INVESTIGATION NAME- SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER (SCR)
NSSDC ID- Bl-O57A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM NSSDC ID- 72-097A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
APPLICATIONS CODE EE-B/CO-OPt APPLIOATIONS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINEiS) INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
METEOROLOGY METEOROLOGY
UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARDH
PERSONNEL
PI - B, SERENE ZSA-TOULOUSE PERSONNEL
PI - J,T, HOJGHTON OXFORD U
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OI - S,D, SMITH READING U
The vtstbte-ZR radiometer flown on Meteosat 2 was capable
of providing day/night observations of cloud cover and BRIEF DESCRIPTION
earth/cloud radiance temperature measurements from a The Nimbus 5 Selective Chopper Radiometer (SCR) was
synchronousl spin-stabilized satellite for use in (1) designed to (1) observe the global temperature structure of the
operational weather analysis and forecasting and (2) for atmosphere up to BO km In altitude9 (2) make supporting
support to GARP. The five-channel instrument was able to take observations of water vapordtstrtbuttont and (3) determine the
full pictures of the earthls disk, The three IR channels (two density of ice particles in cirrus clouds, To accomplish these
in the 10,5- to 12,B-micrometer region and one in the 5,7- to obJecttvest the SCR measured emitted radiation in 16 spectral
7,1-mlcrometer reglon)_ and the two visible channels (0,4- to intervals separated into the following four groups: (I) four
E.l-mtcrometers) used a common optics system, Incoming C02 channels between 13.8 and 14,8 micrometers (2) four
radiation was received by a scan mirror and collected by an channels at 15,0 mtcrometerst (3) an IR window channel at 11.1
optical system. The scan mirror was set at a nominal angle of mtcrometers_ a water vapor channel at 18,6 micrometers9 two
q5 dee to the radiometer optical axls9 which was aligned channels at 49,5 and 133,3 mlcrometerst and (4) four channels
parallel to the spin axis of the spacecraft. The spinning at 2.08t 2,59t 2,65t and 3,5 micrometers. From an average
motion Of the spacecraft (approximately 100 rpm) provided a satellite attitude of 1100 kmt the radiometer viewed a _B-km
6_
circle on the earthts surface wlth a ground resotutlon of about tropical wind energy conversion and reference Level experiment
25 km. A similar experiment was flown on Nimbus 4, For a more (TWERLE). This complement of advanced sensors was capable of
detailed descrlptlont see Section 6 in "The Nimbus 5 Userts (1) mapping tropospheric temperaturet water vapor abundancet
Guide" (TRF B14758)t available from NSSDC, Both NSSDC and SDSD and cloud water contentt (2) providing vertical profltes of
have data. temperaturet ozonet and water vapor_ (3) transmitting real-tlme
data to a geostattonary spacecraft (ATS 6)t and (4) yielding
....... NIMBUS 5_ WILHEITt JR, data on the earthts radiation budget, A more detailed
description can be found tn "The Nimbus 6 Userts Guide" (TRF
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE B232GI)0 avaitabte from NSSDC,
RADIOMETER (ESMR)
....... NIMBUS 6t HOUGHTON .....................................
NSSDC ID- 72-097A-Oq INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B9 APPLICATIONS INVESTIGATION NAME- PRESSURE MODULATED RADIOMETER (PMR)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) NSSDC IO- 75-052A-09 INVESTIGATIV_ PRDSRAM
METEOROLOGY CODE EE-B/CO-OPt APPLICATIONS
OCEANOGRAPMY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PERSONNEL METEOROLOGY
PI -T°T. WILHEIT9 JR. NASA-GSFC UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH
OI - P, GLOERSEN NASA-GSFC
PERSONNEL
PRIEF DESCRIPTION PI - J,T. HOUGHTO_ OXFORD U
The primary objectives of the Nimbus 5 ELectrically OI - C,D. RODGERS OXFOR D U
Scanning Microwave Radiometer (ESMR) were (1) to derive the OI - E.J. WILLIAMSON OXFORD U
LIQuid water content of clouds from brightness temperatures OI - G.D, PESKETT OXFORD U
over oceans9 (2) to observe differences between sea ice and the OI - P. CURTIS OXFORD U
open sea over the polar capst and (3} to test the feasibility
of inferring surface composition and sott moisture. To BRIEF DESCRIPTION
accomplish these obJecttvest the ESMR was capable of continuous The Nimbus 6 Pressure Modulator Radiometer (PMR)
global mapping of the l.SS-cm (19.36 GHz) microwave radiation exoerlment took radlometrfc measurements in the 15-mlcrometer
e_ttted by the earth/atmosphere system9 and could function even C02 band at altitudes between 4B and 70 km on a global scale.
in the presence of cloud condltlons that block conventlonat By appropriate mathematical retrieval methodst the temperature
satellite infrared sensors. An 83.3- by BS.5-cm radiometer structures of the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere were
antenna systemt deployed after taunch_ scanned the earth then deduced, The pressure-modulation techntgue permitted the
successively at various angles tn a plane perpendicular to the extension of selective chopping techntoues to higher altitudes
spacecraft orbital track_ producing a brightness-temperature where the pressure-broadened emission tines in the
map of the surface of the earth and its at_asohere, The 15-micrometer C02 band became so narrow that conventional
scanning process was controlled by a computer on board9 and it spectrometers and tnterferometers had insufficient spectral
consisted of 78 symmetrically distributed independent scan resolution, In addition to pressure scanning (tn discrete
spots extending 50 deg to either side of nadir. Angular steos)t the radiometer also employed Doppler scanning along the
separation of the scan spots allowed for an 8.B% overlap direction of flight, The PMR comprised two similar radiometer
between view positions. From a mean orbital height of 1100 km_ channels9 each consisting of a plane scanning mtrrort reference
the radiometer had an accuracy of about plus or minus 1 dog C btackbodyt pressure-modulator cetLt and detector assembly. The
with a spatial resolution of about 25 km at nadir. The ESMR plane mirror was gold coated and mounted at 45 dee on a 90-dog
data were stored on magnetic tape for transmission to ground stepping motor so that the field of view of the channel could
acquisition stations, For more detailed tnformattont see be directed to space or to the tnternat reference blackbody for
Section 4 in "The Nimbus 5 Userts Guide" (TRF B1_758), tnfttght range and zero calibration, The motor was mounted on
Selected ESMR images were presented in "The Nimbus 5 Data a pair of ftextbte pivots so that the mirror could be rotated
Catalog." Both documents are available from NSSDC. through plus or minus 7-1/2 dog from its rest position to give
the required Doppler scan. Major components in the
**************************** NIMBUS *************************** pressure-modulator celt were a movable ptston_ a dtaphragmt and
a magnetic drive coil. The detector assembly consisted of a
field tenst a condensing tight pipet and a pyroetectrto flake
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- NIMBUS & botometer, Each radiometer had a field of view that was 20 dog
ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-T31B_ NIMBUS-F whole-angle across the spacecraftts Line of ft,tght and 40 dee
07924 whole-angle parallel to the tlne of flight, The derived
temperature values were within 2 dee K at 65 km and about 0.2
NSSOC ID- 75-052A dog K near 50 km wlth a vertical resolution of 10 km. For a
more detailed descrtpttont see Section 8 in "The Nimbus 6
LAUNCH DATE- 06/12/75 WEIGHT- 585, KG Userls Guide" (TRF B23261)t available from NSSDC, The
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES Instrument performed satlsfactorlty.
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
....... NIMBUS 6_ JACOBOWIIZ .............
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA INVESTIGATION NAME- EARTH RADIATION BUDGET (ERB)
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS NSSOC ID- 75-052A-OB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/12/75 CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS
ORBIT PERIOD- 107.3 MIN INCLINATION- 100, PEG
PERIAPSIS- 1095. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 1101, KM ALT INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
METEOROLOGY
PERSONNEL ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
MG - G,F, ESENWEIN NASA HEADQUARTERS
PM - C.M. MACKENZIE NASA-GSFC PERSONNEL
PS - A,J, FLEIG NASA-GSFC PI - h, JACOBOWITZ NOAA-NESS
OI - A,J, DRUMMOND(DECEASED) EPPLEY LABt INC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OI - I. RUFF NOAA-NESS
The Nimbus 6 research-and-development satellite served as OI - J,R. HICKEY EPPLEY LAB9 INC
a stabtttzedt earth-oriented platform for testing advanced OI - W.J, SCHOLES EPPLEY LAB_ INC
systems for sensing and collecting meteorological data on a OI - L,L. STOWE NOAA-NESS
global scale. The polar-orbiting spacecraft consisted of three
major structures: (1) a hollow torus-shaped sensor mountl (2) BRIEF DESCRIPTION
solar paddtest and (3) a control housing unit connected to the The Nimbus 6 Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) experiment
sensor mount by a tripod truss strJcture. ConftgJred somewhat measured reflected and emitted terrestrial radiation fluxes in
tlke an ocean buoy_ Nimbus 6 was nearly 3.7 m tall9 1.5 m in conjunction wlth solar radiation, The results were used (1) to
diameter at the basel and about 3 m wide with solar paddles determine the earth radiation budgett (2) to determine the
extended, The sensor mount that formed the satettlte base angular distribution of terrestrlat radiation for various
housed the electronics equipment and battery modules. The meteorological and geographic regImest and 13) to correlate
tower surface of the torus provided mounting space for sensors measurements made using identical but Independent channels
and antennas. A box-beam structure mounted within the center calibrated to the same standard, Incoming solar radiation from
of the torus supported the Larger sensor experiments. Mounted 0.2 to BO micrometers was normally monitored tn 10 soeetrat
on the control housing unit9 which was Located on too of the Intervals several times each day and in every orbit during
spacecraftt were sun sensors9 horizon scannerst and a command periods of solar activity, Terrestrial radiation measurements
antenna. An advanced attitude-control system permitted the were taken continuously tn the 0.2 to 4-mtorometert 0,7 to
spacecraftts orientation to be controlled to within plus or 3-mtcrometer_ and 4 to 50-micrometer intervals. The
minus 1 dog tn all three axes (pttch_ roLtt and yaw), The nine measurements were taken in two Ways, Four channetst using
experiments selected for Nimbus 6 were (1) earth radiation fixed wide-angle optics (133,3-dog field of vtew)_ measured the
budget (ERB)t (2) electrically scanning mtcrodave radiometer total outgoing radiation Integrated over the entire,disk of the
(ESMR)_ (3) high-resolution infrared radiation sounder (HIRB)_ earth. The second set of measurements was obtained for eight
(4) Limb radiance inversion radiometer (LRIR)_ (B) pressure high-resolution narrow-angle scanning channels that measured
modulated radiometer (PMR)9 (6) scanning microwave spectrometer the terrestrial radiation emanating from a relatively smart
(SCAMS)_ (7) temperature-humidity Infrared radiometer (THIR)_ area over a range of various zenith and azimuth angles, The
(B) tracking anD data relay experiment (T.ORZ)_ and (9) multi€harmer radiometer employed a bt-axtat scanning mechanism
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which enabled measurements to be obtained from the forward BRIEF DESCRIPTION
horizon to the aft horizon in a 64-s interval, Each axis of The Nimbus 6 Electrically Scanning Microwave Radiometer
the scanning mechanism contained four shortwave channels (0,2 (ESMR) measureD the earth's microwave emission to provide the
to 4.0 micrometers) and four Longwave channels (4.0 to 50 liquid water content of cLoudst the distribution and variation
micrometers) with a 0.28- by 5.14-deg field of view. The of sea ice covert and gross characteristics of Land surfaces
channels were oriented in a directional fan to cover 20 deg to (vegetatlont solt molsturet and snow cover). The two-channel
each side of the orbital plane, The 64-s scan oarlod allowed scanning radiometer operated in a 250 MHz band centered at 37
an area to be measured from up to 17 different angles as the OHz. One channel was used to measure the vertical polarization
spacecraft passed overhead. For a more detailed descrlptlonw and the other measured the horizontal polarization, The
see Section 6 in aThe Nimbus 6 Userts Guide" (TRF B23261)t antenna beam array9 a 90- by 20- by 12-cm box-tlke structure_
available from NSSDC. A similar instrument was flown on Nimbus was mounted on top of the spacecraft sensory ring and was
5 and 7. The solar and wide-angle channels operated pointed in the direction of the spacecraftts forward motion and
successfully and provided good Quality data, The scanning tilted down 45 deg from the satellite antenna axis. The
channels developed mechanical scan problems in August 1975 and antenna beam scanned the earth in 71 discrete steps for various
operated only in the nadir position after March 1976. angles extending up to 35 deg on either side of the orbital
plane, The deduced brightness temperatures were expected to be
....... NIMBUS Gt JULIAN ....................................... accurate to within 3-5 deg K, $patlat resolution was 20 km in
the cross-track direction and 45 km in the direction parallel
INVESTIGATION NAME- TROPICAL WIND ENERGY CONVERSION AND to the subpolnt track, For a more detailed descrlptlont see
REFERENCE LEVEL (TWERLE) Section 8 of "The Nimbus 6 Userts Guide" (TRF B23261)t
available from NSSDS. The ESMR performance was satisfactory
NSSDC ID- 75-052A-OZ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM until 15 September 1976t when the horizontal channel output was
CODE EE-80 APPLICATIONS zero due to a failure of the Ferrlte-Dicke switch, Selected
ESMR images were presented in "The Nimbus 6 Data Catalog" (TRF
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) B26731)9 also available from NSSDC.
METEOROLOGY
*************** *********** ** NIMBUS ***************************
PERSONNEL
PI - P, JULIAN NATL DTR =OR ATMOS RES
OI - W,W. KELLOGG NATL CTR FOR ATMOS RES SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- NIMBUS 7
OI - V.E. SUOMI U OF _ISCONSIN ALTERNATE NAMES- 11080t NIMBUS-G
OI - C.R. LAUGHLIN NASA-GS=C
OI - R.L. TALLEY SIGMA DATA SERV CORP NSSDC ID- 78-098A
OI - W.R, BANDEEN NASA-GSFC
OI - C,E. COTE NASA-GSFC LAUNCH DATE- 10124178 WEIGHT- 832. KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
The goals of the Nimbus 6 Tropical Wind Energy Conversion
And Reference Level Experiment (TWERLE) were closely associated SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
with the objectives of GAR_ and included (1) measuring upper UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
atmospheric winds in the troplcst (2) studying the relative air
motion along isobaric surfaces to determine the rate of INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
conversion of atmospheric potential energy into kinetic energyt ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10/25178
and (3) providing direct measurements of various meteorological ORBIT PERIOD- 104,0 MIN INCLINATION- 99.3 DES
parameters that served as reference points in adjusting PERIAPSIS- 938. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 953. KM ALT
indirect temperature soundings made from satellites. The
experiment consisted of two basic components: (1) approximately PERSONNEL
300 constant-level meteorological balloons to yield MG - G.F, ESENWEIN NASA HEADQUARTERS
measurements of wlnds_ temperature_ and pressure in the tropics PM - C.M. MACKENZIE NASA-GSFC
and at southern hemisphere mldLatltudes at 150 mb (about PS - A,J, FLEIG NASA-GSFC
13.6-km attltude)t and (2) the Nimbus 6 random access
measurements syste_ (RAMS) to provide data collection and BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Location determinations from the balloons. The 3.5-m-diam The Nimbus 7 research-and-development satellite served as
polyester-mylar balloons were equipped with a a stabIllzedt earth-orlented platform for the testing of
transmltter-osclLLator_ solar power SUbpkyt advanced systems for sensing and collecting data in the
dlgltlzer/modutatort and sensors. The sensors consisted of a pottutlon9 oceanographic and meteorological disciplines, The
radio altimeter having an accuracy of better than plus or minus potar-orbltlng spacecraft consisted of three major structures:
20 mt a bead thermistor monitoring the ambient air temperature (I) a hollow torus-shaped sensor mountt (2) solar paddles_ and
to an accuracy of 0.5 deg C_ and a pressure sensor measuring (3) a control housing unit that was connected to the sensor
the 150-mb flight altitude to an accuracy of 0.5 mb. A mount by a tripod truss structure, Configured somewhat Like an
magnetic cutdowm device was used to eliminate any accidental ocean buoyw Nimbus 7 was nearly 3.04 m tatLt 1.52 m in diameter
overflights into regions of the northern hemisphere north of 20 at the basel and about 3.96 m wide with solar paddles extended,
deg N Latitude, The RAMS merely detected each balloon signal The sensor mount that formed the satellite base housed the
(401.2 MHz) and extracted the carrier frequency9 balloon electronics equipment and battery modules, The Lower surface
Identlflcatlon9 and sensor data. This Informatlon_ along with of the Lotus provided mounting space for sensors and antennas.
time referencest was stored in digital form for subseouent A box-beam structure mounted within the center of the torus
relay to a ground acquisition station. The baktoonts position provided support for the Larger sensor experiments, Mounted on
and velocity were derived from the relative motion between the the control housing unlt_ which was located on top of the
platform and the satellite by measuring Doppler shifts in the spacecraftt were sum sensors_ horizon scanners_ and a command
carrier signal received from the balloon. TWERLE was capable antenna, An advanced attltude-controt system within plus or
of a t_ation accuracy of 5 km and a platform velocity accuracy minus 1 deg in all three axes (pltcht roltt and yaw). Eight
of I m/s. For more detailed Informatlont see Section 9 in "The experiments were selected: (1) tlmb infrared monitoring of the
Nimbus 6 User0s Guide * (TRF B23261), For information stratosphere (LIMS)_ (2) stratospheric and mesopheric sounder
concerning TWERLE datat contact Dr. Paul R. Jutlant NCARt P.O. (SAMS)t (3) coastal-zone color scanner (CZCS)t (_)
Box 300Dr Bouldert Colorado 80303. In addition to the TWERLE stratosoherlc aerosol measurement IT (SAMS IT)9 (5) earth
balloon experlmentt many other experiments used RAMS. These radiation budget (ERB)t (6) scanning muttlchannet microwave
experiments used ocean buoys to measure oceanographic and radiometer (SMMR)_ (7) solar backscatter UV and total ozone
atmospheric parameters, Information about experiments can be mapping spectrometer (SBUV/TOMS)t and (8) temperature-humldlty
obtained from principal investigators Listed as Nimbus RAMS infrared radiometer (THIR), These sensors were capable of
Experiments in the Userts Guide and "The Nimbus 6 Data Catalog" observing several parameters at and below the mesospherlc
(TRF B26731)9 both available from NSSDC. levels. More Details can be found in "The Nimbus 7 Users'
Guide" (TRF B30045)9 available from NSSSC.
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INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE
RADIOMETER (ESMR) INVESTIGATION NAME- SCANNING MULTISPECTRAL MICROWAVE
RADIOMETER (SMMR)
NSSDC ID- 75-052A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS NSSDC IO- 78-098A-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B/CO-OP9 APPLICATIONS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
METEOROLOGY INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
OCEANOGRAPHY METEOROLOGY
PERSONNEL OCEANOGRAPHY
PI - T.T. WILHEITt JR. NASA-GSFC PERSONNEL
Ol - A,T, EDGERTON AEROJET ELECTROSYSTEMS TL - P, GLOERSEN NASA-GS=C
TM - R,O. RAMSEIR ENVIRONMENT CANADA
TM - D,H. STAELIN MASS INST OF TECH
TM - W,J, CAMPBELL US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
TM - D.B, ROSS NOAA-ERL
TM - P. GUDMANSEN TECH U OF DENMARK
TM - F,T, BARATH NASA-JPL
TM - T.T. WILHEITt JR. NASA-GSFC
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION The objective of the Stratoapherlc and Mesospheelc
The primary purpose of the Scanning Multlchannel Sounder (SAMS) was to observe emission from the tlmb of the
Microwave Radiometer (SMMR) was to obtain sea surface atmosphere through various pressure-modulator radiometers in
temperature and near-surface winds under all-weather conditions order to determine temperature and vertical concentrations of
for developing ana testing global ocean circulation models and H2Ot N2O_ CM!_ CO_ and NO in the stratosphere and mesosphere,
other aspects of ocean dynamics, Wimdst water yapper Measurements of zonal wind in this region were attempted by
Liquld-water content_ mean cloud droplet slze_ rainfall rate observing the Doppler shift of atmospheric emission Lines.
and sea ice parameters were also determined. Microwave Radiation from the tlmb of the atmosphere was incident on a
brightness temperatures were observed wlth a 10-channel telescope of 1B-cm aperture. In front of the telmscope_ a
{five-frequency dual polarized) scanning radiometer operating plane mirror scanned the tlmb9 viewed space for catlbratlon_
at frequencies of 3T_ 21_ 18_ IO.G9_ and G.6 GHz. Six and vlewed the atmosphere obllquely to obtain vertical
Dicke-tyoe radiometers were utilized. Those ooeratlng at the profiles. Three adjacent fields of vlewt each 28 by 2.8 mead
four Longest wavelengths measured alternate polarizations (corresponding to 100 km by 10 km at the tlmb)9 focused onto a
during successive scans of the antenna_ the others operated fletd-sptlttlng mirror which directed radiation to six
continuously for each ootarlzatlon. The antenna was a detectors. The remaining division into channels was
parabolic reflector offset from the nadir by 42 deg. Motion of accomollshed through dlchroic beam splitters. There were seven
the antenna reflector provided ooservatlons from within a pressure modulator cells (PMC)_ two containing C02t the
conical volume along the.ground track of the spacecraft. The remainder N201 NO_ CH!_ CD_ H20. Pressure in the cells could
same instrument was flown on SEASAT 1. For a complete be varied on command by changing the temperature of a small
descrlptlon_ see Section 8 in "The Nimbus 7 Users v Guide" (TRF container of molecular sieve material attached to each PMC.
BODO!B)t available from NSSDC. The spectral parameters for the H20 channel were 2.7
micrometers and 25 to 100 micrometers, ALl other channels lay
....... NIMBUS 79 HEATH ........................................ within the range 4,1 to 1B micrometers, Within the telescope9
a chopper operating at 250 HZ allowed measurement of two
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET/TOTAL separate signals from all detectors_ one at 250 HZ and one at
OZONE MAPPING SPECTROMETER (SOUV/TOMS) the PMC frequency, Comparison of these signals permitted
eliminating the emission from interfering gases within a
NSSDC ID m TB-O98A-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM particular spectral Interval. In front of the choppert a small
CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ APPLICATIONS black body at known temperature could be introduced for
calibration. Accurate measurement of the atmospheric pressure
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) at the Level being viewed was obtained from the two signals
METEOROLOGY from one CO2 channel, For a more detailed descrlptlont see
UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH Section G in "The Nimbus T Users t Guide" (TRF B30045)_
available from NSSDC.
PERSONNEL
TL - D,F, HEATH NASA-GSFC ....... NIMBUS 79 HOVIS ........................................
TM - O.L, MATEER ENVIRONMENT CANADA
TM - A.D, BELMONT CONTROL DATA CORP INVESTIGATION NAME- COASTAL ZONE COLOR SCANNER (CZCS)
TM - A,J, MILLER NOAA-NMC
TM - A.E,S.GREEN U OF FLORIDA NSSDC ID- TB-O98A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
TM - D,M. CUNNDLD GEORGIA INST OF TECH CODE EE-8_ APPLICATIONS
TM - W,L. IMHOF LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
TM - A.J, KRUEGER NASA-GSFD INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
OCEANOGRAPHY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
The objectives of the Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet and
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (SBUV/TCMS) were to determine PERSONNEL
the vertical distribution of ozone_ map the total ozone TL - W,A, HOVIS NOAA-NESS
contentt and monitor the incident solar ultraviolet (uv) TM - H,L. RICHARD NASA-GSFC
Irradlance and ultraviolet radiation backscattered from the TM - C,S, YENTSCH BIGELOW LAB OCEAN SCI
earth. The SBUV consisted of a double Ebert-Fastle TM - D. CLARK NOAA-NESS
spectrometer and a filter photometer similar to BUV on Nimbus TM - J.R. APEL APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
4. The SBUV spectrometer _easured solar UV backscattered by TM - S,Z, EL-SAYE3 TEXAS A+M
the earthls atmosphere at 12 wavelengths between 0.25 and 0,34 TM - F,R, GORDON NOAA-PMEL
micrometer (2500 and 3400 A)_ with a spectral bandpass of ,001 TM - R.C. WRIGLEY NASA-ARC
micrometer (10 A). The Instrjment FOV of 0.20 tad was directed TM - F,P, ANDERSON NATL RES INST OCEANOL
at the nadir. Both channels also viewed the sun for TM - R. AUSTIN SCRIPPS INST OCEANOGR
calibration through the use of a diffuser plate deployed near
the terminator, The contribution functions for the eight BRIEF DESCRIPTION
shortest wavelengths were centered at levels ranging from 5B to The Coastal Zone Color Scanner Experiment (SZCS) was
28 km and were used to infer the vertical ozone profile, The designed to map chlorophyll concentration in watert sediment
four Longest wavelengths had contrloutlon functions in the distrlbutlon9 gelbstoffe concentrations as a salinity
troposphere which were used to compute the total ozone amount. Indlcator_ and temperature of coastal waters and ocean
The SBUV spectrometer had a second mode of ooeratlon that currents. Reflected solar energy was measured In six channels
allowed a continuous spectral scan from 0.1G to 0.4 micrometer to sense color caused by absorption due to chtorophytlt
(1600 to 4000 A) for detailed examination of the sediments_ and getbstoffe In coastal waters. Spectral bands at
extraterrestrial solar soectrJm and its temporal variations. A 0.443 and 0.670 micrometers centered on the most intense
parallel photometer channel at 0.343 micrometer (3430 A) absorption bands of chLorophylLt while the band at 0.550
measured the refkectlvlty of the atmospherets Lower boundary in micrometers centered on the "hinge polmte" the wavelength of
the same O.21-rad FOV. The TOMS was a slngte Ebert-Fastle minimum absorption. Ratios of measured energies In these
spectrometer with a fixed grating and an array of exit slits, channels were shown to closely parallel surface chlorophyll
The TOMS step-scanned across the orbital track BE deg from the concentrations. Data from the scanning radiometer were
nadir in 3-deg steps wlth an POV of approximately 0.052 tad. processedt with algorithms developed from the field experiment
At each scan posltlon_ the earth radiance was monitored at six dalai to produce maps of chlorophyll absorption. The
wavelengths between 0.31 and 0.38 micrometer (3125 and 3800 A) temperatures of coastal waters and ocean currents were measured
to infer the total ozone amount. The slgnat-to-nolse ratio of in a spectral band centered at 11.5 micrometers. Observations
the SBUV was greater than B.EO. The TOMS slgnat-to-nolse ratio were made also in two other spectral bandst 0.520 micrometers
was greater than 1.EB. For a more detailed descrlptlon9 see for chlorophyll correlation and 0.750 micrometers for surface
Section 7 in "The Nimbus T Users t Guide" (TRF B3004B)9 vegetation. To avoid sun glint, the scanner mirror was tilted
available from NSSDC. about the sensor pitch axis on command so that the line of
sight of the sensor was moved in 2-deg increments up to 20 deg
....... NIMBUS 7_ HOUGHTON ..................................... with respect to the nadir. The scan width was 1556 km centered
on nadir and the ground resolution was 0.82B km at nadir. For
INVESTIGATION NAME- STRATOSPHERIC AND MESOSPHERIS SOUNDER a more detailed descrlptlon_ see Section 2 in "The Nimbus 7
(SAMS) Users t Guide" (TRF B3004B)_ available from NSSDC. Data are
archlved at SDSD.
NS_C 10- 78-OB8A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B/CO-OPt APPLICATIONS ....... NIMBUS 7t HWANG ........................................
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INVESTIGATION NAME- TEMPERATUREIHUMIDITY INFRARED RADIOMETER
METEOROLOGY (THIR)
UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH
NSSDC ID- 7B-OgBA-IO INVESTIGATIVE PROSRAM
PERSONNEL CODE EE-8t APPLICATIONS
PI - d,T. HOUGHTON OXFORD U
Ol - G.D, PESKETT OXFORD U INVESTIGATION DISSIPLINE(S)
OI - C.D. RODGERS OXFORD U METEOROLOGY
01 - E,J. WILLIAMSON OXFORD U
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PERSONNEL ....... NIMBUS 7_ MCCORMICK ....................................
Pl - P.H, HWANG NASA-GS_C
O? - L.J. ALLISON(RETIRED) NASA-GSFC INVESTIGATION NAME- STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL MEASUREMENT-IT
{SAM-IT)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Nimbus 7 Temperature-Humldlty Infrared Radiometer NSSDC ID- 78-098A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
(THIR) detected emitted thermal radiation in both the 10.5- to CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS
12.5-mlcrometer region (IR window) and the 6.B- to
7.0-mlcrometer region (water vapor). The window channel INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
provided an image of the {loudcover_ and temperatures of the UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH
cloud topst landt and ocean surfaces. The other channel METEOROLOGY
provided information on the moisture and cirrus cloud content ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
of the upper troposphere and stratosphere_ and the location of
Jet streams and frontal systems. The ground resolution at PERSONNEL
nadir was G.7 km for the window channel and 20 km for the water TL - M,P. MCCORMICK NASA-LARC
vapor channel. Data from these two channels were used TM _ T.J. PEPIN U OF WYOMING
primarily to support other sophisticated meteorological TM - G.W. GRAMS GEORGIA INST OF TECH
experiments onboard Nimbus 7. The instrument consisted of a TM - B.M. HERMAN U O: ARIZONA
12.7-cm Cassegraln system and scanning mirror common to both TM - P,B. RUSSELL SRI INTERNATIONAL
channels9 a beam spllttert fltterst and two germanlum-lmmersed
thermistor boLometers. In contrast to TVt no image was formed BRIEF DESCRIPTION
within the radiometer. Incoming radiant energy was collected The objective of the Stratospheric Aerosol Measurement
by a flat scanning mirror inclined at 45 deg to the optical (SAM IT) experiment was to provide vertical distribution of
axis. The mirror rotated through 360 deg at @8 rpm and scanned stratospheric aerosols In the polar regions of both
In a plane normal to the spacecraft velocity. The energy then hemispheres. When no clouds were present In the instantaneous
was focused on a dlchrolc beam splitter which divided the field of view (IFOV)_ the tropospheric aerosols also could be
energy spectratly and spatially. The two channels of this mapped. The Instrument_ basically a sun photometer_ measured
sensor transformed the received radiation into electric output the extinction of solar radiation at l,O-mlcrometer wavelength
(voltages)t which were recorded on magnetic tape for subsequent during spacecraft sunrise and sunset. The photometer viewed a
playback to a ground acquisition station. For a more complete portion of the solar disk with a O,lqB-mrad IFOV and a sampling
information on instrument and data oroductst see Section g in rate of BO samples per second, As the spacecraft first viewed
"The Nimbus 7 Users I Guide" (TRF B3ODQB) and the "Nimbus 7 the sunrtsey the photometer-pointing axis was depressed
Temperature Humidity Infrared Radiometer (THIR) Data Userts approximately 0.52 tad wtth respect to the spacecraft
Guide" (TRF B30601)t both available from NSSDCo Except for horizontal. The photometer continued looking at the sun until
data being digitized on boardt the Nimbus 7 THIR was of the tts depression angle was on the order of 0,44 rad
same design and operation as the THIR flown on Nimbus 4_ 5_ 6, (approximately 1,4 mtn observing time), Before sunsett the
photometer head rotatea 3,14 tad in azimuth and viewed the sun
....... NIMBUS 7t JACOBOWITZ ........................ from a depression of approximately O.Q4 to 0.52 rad as the
spacecraft orbited to the dark side of the earth, The
INVESTIGATION NAME- EARTH RADIATION BUDGET (ERB) extinction measurements were inverted for the number density
times the aerosol scattering across the atmosphere by using the
NSSDC IO- 7B-O98A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM Lambert-Beer Law and assuming the atmosphere to be composed of
CODE EE-B_ APPLICATIONS Layers. To determine the stratospheric aerosol optical
propertlest ground-truth and in sltu balloon-borne aerosol
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} measurements were also made. For more detailed Informatlont
METEOROLOGY see Section B In "The Nimbus 7 Users t Guide" (TRF BSOO45)t
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS available from NSSDC.
PERSONNEL **************************** NOAA *****************************
TL - H, JACOBOWITZ NOAA-NESS
TM - T.H. VONDERHAAR COLORADO STATE U
TM - F.B, MOUSE BREXEL U SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- NOAA 6
TM - K.L. COULSON U OF CALIF_ DAVIS ALTERNATE NAMES- NOAA-At 11416
TM - J.R. HICKEY ERPLEY LABt INC
TM - L,L. STOWE NOAA-NESS NSSOC TO- 7g-O57A
TM - A,P, INGERSOLL CALIF INST OF TECH
TM - G. Lo SMITH NASA-LARC LAUNCH DATE- 06/27/79 WEIGHT- 588.9 KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERS AFBt UNITE} STATES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS F
The objective of the Earth Radiation Budget (ERa)
experlmentt a continuation of Nimbus G ERBt was to determlne_ SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
over a period of a ymart the earth radiation oudget on both UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS
synoptic and planetary scales by simultaneous measurements of
incoming solar radiation and outgoing earth-reflected INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
(shortwave) and emitted (tongwave) radiation. Both (1) fixed ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06128179
wlde-angte sampling of terrestrial fluxes at the satellite ORBIT PERIOD- 101.8 MIN INCLINATION- B8.7 DES
attitude and (2) scanned narrow-angle sampling of the radiance PERIAPSIS- 833. KM ALT APOAPSIS- B33. KM ALT
componentst which were dependent on angte_ were used to
determine outgoing radiation (reflected and emitted), The ERB PERSONNEL
subsystem consisted of a 22-channel radiometer containing MG - R.J. ARNOLD NASA HEADQUARTERS
separate subassemblies to perform the required solart PM - G.W, LONGANECKER NASA-GSFC
earth-flux (wide angte)t and scanned earth radiance (narrow
angle) measurements. The systems used optical filters for BRIEF DESCRIPTION
spectral dlscrlmlnat|onsl as well as uncooled thermal NOAA 6 was an operational meteorological satellite for
detectors_ thermoplte detectors In the solar and use In the National Operational Environmental Satellite System
flxed-earth-flux channetst and pyroetectrlc dstectors in the (NOESS) and for the support of the Global Atmospheric Research
scanning channels. The 10 solar channels viewed in front of Program (GARP) during IBTB-8_. The satellite design provided
the observatory in the X-Y plane, The solar channels obtained an economical and stable sun-synchronous platform for advanced
usable solar data only during a period of about 3 mln in each operational instruments to measure the earthts atmospheret its
orbit when the spacecraft was over the Antarctic region. Their surface and cloud covert and the near-space environment,
full response field of view (FOV) was 0.18 tad. The solar Primary sensors included an advanced very high resolution
channel subassembly was pivoted plus or minus O.3B tad in the radiometer (AVHRR) for observing daytime and nighttime global
X-Y plane to compensate for sun-angle deviation when required, cloud covert and a TIROS operational vertical sounder (TOVS)
The four earth-flux channels were mounted so that they could for obtaining temperature and water-vapor profiles through the
continuously vtew the total earth dtskl and they were earthts atmosphere. Secondary experiments consisted of a space
continuously sampled at four per second. Demodulator output environment monitor (SEM)t which measured the proton and
signals were integrated for periods of at least 3.8 s. There electron fluxes near the eartht and a data collection system
were eight narrow FOV channels (four shortwave and four (DCS)_ which processed and relayed to central data acquisition
tongwave) mounted tn the scanning head, The head was stations the various meteorological data received from
gtmbat-mounted in the radiometer unit main frame. The FOVs of free-floating balloons and Ocean buoys distributed around the
the telescopes were asymmetric (_.4 by 89,A mrad) and those of globe, The satellite was based upon the Block BD spacecraft
the shortwave and tongwave channels were coincident. The 89,Q bus developed for the U.S. Air Force_ and tt was capable of
mrad FOVs of the four pairs of channels were not conttguous_ maintaining an earth-pointing accuracy of better than plus or
but covered only alternate 8g._ mrad angular intervals along minus 0,1 deg wtth a motion rate of tess than 0,035 deg/s. For
the horizon. For a more detailed descrIptlont see Section 3 in a more detailed descrlptlont see A. Schwatb_ "The TIROS-N/NOAA
"The Nimbus 7 Users t Guide" (TRF B3OOqB)_ available from NSSDC. A-G Satellite Serles_" NOAA Tech. Mem, Ness 9at 1978.
The narrow-vlew scanner failed in June 1980.
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....... NOAA 6t LEINBACH ....................................... to the pressure-modulated radiometer (PMR) flown on Nimbus 6,
The SSU operated at three 15.0-micrometer channels using
INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR (SEM) selective absorpttont passing the tncomtng radiation through
three pressure-modulated cells containing C02, The third
NSSDC ID- 79-057A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM Instrument_ the microwave sounding unit (MSU)_ was similar to
CODE EE-BIOPER, ENVIRON. MONITOR the scanning microwave spectrometer (SEAMS) flown on Nimbus 6°
The MSU had one channel in the 50.51-GHz window region and
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) three channels in the 5B-GHz oxygen band (53.T3_ B!,96y B7.95)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS to obtain temperature profiles which were free of cloud
interference. The instruments were cross-course scanning
PERSONNEL devices utilizing a step to provide a traverse scant while the
PI - H. LEINBACH NOAA-ERL orbital motion of the satellite provided scanning in the
PI - H,H, SAUER NOAA-ERL orthogonat direction° The HIRS/2 had a field of view (FOV) 30
PI - D.S= EVANS NOAA-ERL km in diameter at nadlrt whereas the MSU had a FOV of 110 km in
diameter, The HIRS/2 sampled 5G FOVs in each scan Line about
BRIEF DESCRIPTION 2250 km wider and the MSU sampled 11 FOVs along the swath with
This experiment was an extension of the solar proton the same width. Each SSU scan Line had 8 FOVs with a wtdth of
monitoring experiment flown on the ITOS spacecraft series, The 1500 km. This experiment was also flown on other TIROS-N/NOAA
experiment package consisted of three detector systems and a series spacecraft, FOP a more detailed descripttont see W. L.
data processing unit. The medium energy proton and electron Smithy nThe TIROS-N operational vertical soundert" Bull. Am.
detector (MEPED) measured protons above 16y 36t and 80 MeVt and Meteorol, Soc.t v. 60t pp. 11TT-118Ty 1979o Archival data are
the protons in five energy ranges from 30 keY to )2,5 MeV; available from the Satellite Data Services Dlvlslont National
electrons above 30y 100_ and 300 keV; and protons and electrons CLimatic Centert NOAAy Washtngtony D.C,
(inseparable) above 6 MeV. The hlgh-energy proton alpha
telescope (HEPAT}y which had a 48-deg viewing cone_ vlewed in ....... NOAA 6t NESS STAFF .........
the anti-earth direction and measured protons in four energy
ranges above 370 MeV and alpha particles in two energy ranges INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DES)
above 640 MeVlnucteon, The total energy detector (TED)
• easured electrons and protons between 300 eV and 20 keY, NSSDC IO- 79-057A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B/OPERATIONAL WEATHER 03
....... NOAA 6y hESS STAFF ..................................... INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
INVESTIGATION NAME- ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER METEOROLOGY
(AVHRR)
PERSONNEL
NSSDC IO- 79-OB7A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
CODE EE-8/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) The Data Collection System (DES) on NOAA 6 was designed
METEOROLOGY to meet the meteorological data needs of the United States and
to support the GLobal Atmospheric Research Program (GARP)° The
PERSONNEL system received low-duty-cycle transmissions of meteorological
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS observations from free-floating baltoonst ocean buoysy other
satellttest and fixed ground-based sensor platforms distributed
BRIEF DESCRIPTION around the globe, These observations were organized on board
The NOAA 6 Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer the spacecraft and retransmttted when the spacecraft came in
(AVHRR) was a four-channel scanning radiometer capable of range of a command and data acquisition (CDA) station° For
providing global daytime and nighttime sea-surface temperature free-moving batloonst the Doppler frequency shift of the
and information about tcey snowt and clouds, These data were transmitted signal was observed to calculate the Location of
obtained on a daily basis for use in weather analysis and the balloons. The DES was expeotedy for a moving sensor
forecasting. The mutttspectraL radiometer operated in the pLatformt to have a Location accuracy of 3 to 5 km rmst and a
scanning mode and measured emitted and reflected radiation in vetoctty accuracy of 1 to 1.6 m/s. This system had the
the following spectral intervals: channel 1 (vtstote)y 0,55 to capability of acquiring data from up to 4000 platforms per day.
0.9 rtcrometer; channel 2 (near IR)t 0,725 micrometer to Identical experiments were flown on other spacecraft tn the
detector cutoff around 1.1 micrometers; channel 3 fIR wtndow)t TIROS-N/NOAA series.
3.55 tO 3,93 micrometers; and channel 4 fIR wlndow)y 10°B to
11.5 micrometers, All four channels had a spatial resolution **************************** NOAA *****************************
of 1,1 km_ anD the two IR-wtndow channels had a thermal
resolution of 0.12 dee K at 300 deg K. The AVHRR was capable
of operating in both real-time or recorded modes, Reat-tlme or SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- NOAA 7
direct readout data were transmitted to ground stations both at ALTERNATE NAMES- NOAA-Cy 12553
low (4-km) resolution via automatic picture transmission (APT)
and at high (1-km) resolution via high-resolution picture NSSDC IO- 81-059A
transmission (HRPT), Data recorded on board were available for
central processing, They included global area coverage (GAC) LAUNCH DATE- 06/23/81 WEIGHT- 588.9 KG
dotal with a resolution of 4 kmt and Local area coverage (LAC)y LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES
that contained data from selected portions of each orbit with a LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS F
1-km resolution, Identical experiments were flown on the other
spacecraft in the TIROS-N/NOAA series, SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS
....... NOAA 6t NESS STAFF .....................................
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
INVESTIGATION NAME- TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/24/81
(TOVS) ORBIT PERIOD- 102° MIN INCLINATION- 98,9 PEG
P[RIAPSIS- 845° KM ALT APOAPSIS- 863* KM ALT
NSSDC ID- T9-O57A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB PERSONNEL
MG - R.J. ARNOLD NASA HEADQUARTERS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PM - G,W, LONGANECKER NASA-GSFC
METEOROLOGY PS - A. ARKING NASA-GSFC
PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS NOAA T was an operational meteorological satellite for
use in the National Ooeratlonal Environmental Satellite System
BRIEF DESCRIPTION (NOESS} and for the support of the GLobal Atmospheric Research
The TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) consisted Program (GARP) during 1978-84. The satellite destgn provided
of three instruments designed to determine radiances needed to an economical and stable sun-synchronous o,latform for advanced
calculate temperature and humidity profiles of the atmosphere operational instruments to measure the earthts atmospheret Its
from the surface to the stratosphere (approximately 1 mb). The surface and cloud covert and the near-space environment,
ftrst instrument was the second version of the high-resolution Primary sensors included an advanced very high resolution
infrared spectrometer (HIRS/2), The HIRS was tested on the radiometer (AVHRR) for observing dayttme and nighttime global
Ntmous 6. The HIRS/2 had 20 channels in the following spectral cloud covert and a TIROS operational vertical sounder (TOVS)
intervals: channels 1 through 5 _ the 15-micrometer C02 bands for obtaining temperature and water-vapor profiles through the
(15°Or 14,7_ 14°5y ZA°2y and 14,0); channels 6 and 7y the 13.T earthts atmosphere, Secondary experiments consisted of a space
and 13,_-mtcrometer C02/H20 bands; channel 8t the environment monitor (SZM)t which measured the proton and
ll.l-mtcrometer window region; channel 9y the 9,T-micrometer electron fluxes near the earthy and a data collection system
ozone bandl channels 10 through 12y the 6-micrometer water (DCS)t which processed and relayed to central data acquisition
vapor bands (8,3t 7.3y and 6.7); channels 13 and 14y the 4°57 stations the various meteorological data received from
and 4.B2-mtcrometer N20 bands; channels 15 and 16y the 4,46 and free-floating balloons and ocean buoys distributed around the
4,40-micrometer C02/N2O bands; channel 17t the 4.24-micrometer globe° A contamination monitor was provlded by USAF to assess
C02 band; channels 18 and 19t the 4,0 and 3°7-micrometer window contamination sourcesy kevetst and effects for oonstderatton on
bands; and channel 20t the 0.70-micrometer window region, The future spacecraft, The satellite was based upon the Block 5D
second tnstrumentt the stratospheric sounding unit (SSU)t was spacecraft bus developed for the U,S. Air Forcer and it was
provided by the British Meteorological Office, It was similar capable of maintaining an earth-pointing accuracy of better
69
than plus or minus 0.I deg wlth a motion rate of Less than and _.52mmlcrometer N20 bands; channels 15 and 161 the _.46 and
0.033 deg/s. For a more detailed descrlptlon9 see A. Schwalb_ 4.40mmlcrometer C02/_20 bands; channel 171 the 4.24-mlcrometer
"The TIROS-N/NOAA A-G Satellite Serlest" NOAA Tech. Mem. Ness CO2 band; channels 18 and Igt the 4.0 and 3.7-mlcrometer window
951 1978. bands; and charnel 201 the O.70-mlcrometer window region. The
second Instrument9 the stratospheric sounding unit (SSU}_ was
....... NOAA 71 LEINBACH ....................................... provided by the British Meteorological Office. It was similar
to the pressure-modulated radiometer (PMR) flown on Nimbus 6.
INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR (SEM) The SSU operated at three IB.O-mlcrometer channels using
selective absorption9 passing the incoming radiation through
NSSDC ID- 81-059A-0_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM three pressure-modulated cells containing CO2. The third
CODE EE-8/OPER. ENVIRON. MONITOR Instrument9 the microwave sounding unit (MSU)9 was similar to
the scanning microwave spectrometer (SCAMS} flown on Nimbus 6.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} The MSU had one channel in the 30.31-GHz winOow region and
PARTICLES AND FIELDS three channels in the BB-GHz oxygen band (53.73, 54.96_ 57.95)
to obtain temperature profiles which were free of cloud
PERSONNEL interfere _ e. The instruments were cross-course scanning
PI - H. LEINBACH NOAA-ERL devices utilizing a step to provide a traverse scan_ while the
PI - H.H. SAUER NOAA-ERL orbital motion of the satellite provided scanning in the
PI - D.S. EVANS NOAA-ERL orthogonal direction. The HIPS/2 had a field of view (FDV) 30
km in diameter at nadlr9 whereas the MSU had a =OV of 110 km in
BRIEF DESCRIPTION diameter. The HIRSI2 sampled 56 FOVs in each scan llne about
This experiment was an extension of the solar proton 2250 km wlde_ and the MSU sampled ii FOVs along the swath with
monitoring experiment flown on the ITOS spacecraft series. The the same width. Each SSU scan tlne had 8 FOVs with a width of
experiment package consisted of three detector systems and a 1500 km. This experiment was also flown on other TIROS-N/NOAA
data processing unit. The medium energy proton and electron series spacecraft. For a more detailed descrlptlont see W. L.
detector (MEPED) measured protons above 161 369 and 80 MeVt and Smltht "The TIROS-N operational vertical sounqerp" Bull. Am.
the protons in five energy ranges from 30 keV to >2.5 MeV; Meteorol. Soc.t v. 609 pp. 1177-11871 1979. Archival data are
electrons above 301 i00_ and 300 keV; and protons and electrons available from the Satellite Data Services DIvislont National
(inseparable} above 6 MeV. The hlgh-energy proton alpha Climatic Center_ NOAA9 Washlngton_ D.C.
telescope (HEPAT)_ which had a _8-deg viewing cone_ viewed in
the antl-earth dlrectlont and measured protons in four energy ....... NOAA 7_ NESS STAFF .....................................
ranges above 370 MeV anq alpha particles in two energy ranges
above 640 MeV/nucleon, The total energy detector (TED) INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS}
measured electrons and protons between 300 eV and 20 keV.
NSSDC ID- 81-039A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
....... NOAA Tt NESS STAFF ..................................... CODE EE-8/ORERATIONAL WEATHER OB
INVESTIGATION NAME- ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
{AVHRR) METEORDLO3Y
NSSDC ID- 81-059A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM COMMUNICATIONS
CODE E[-8/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB PERSONNEL
PI - NESS STAPF NOAA-NESS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
METEOROLOGY BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Data Collection System (OCS) on NOAA 7 was designed
PERSONNEL to meet the meteorological data needs of the United States and
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS to support the Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP). The
system received tow-duty-cycle transmissions of meteorological
BRIEF DESCRIPTION observations from free-ftoatlng balloonst ocean buoys9 other
The NOAA 7 Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer satellltest and fixed ground-based sensor platforms distributed
(AVHRR} was a five-channel scanning radiometer capable of around the globe. These observations were organized on board
providing global daytime and nighttime sea-surface temperature the spacecraft and retransmltted when the spacecraft came in
and information about Ice_ snowy and clouds. These data were range of a command and qata acquisition (SPA) station. For
obtained on a daily basis for use in weather analysis and free-moving balloons, the Doppler frequency shift of the
forecasting. The muttlspectral radiometer operated in the transmitted signal was observed to calculate the Location of
scanning mode and measured emitted and reflected radiation in the balloons. The DCS was expectedt for a moving sensor
the following spectral intervals: channel 1 (vlslale)1 0.55 to platformt to have a location accuracy of 3 to 5 km rmst and a
0.9 micrometer; channel 2 (near IR}+ 0.723 micrometer to velocity accuracy of i to 1.6 m/s. This system had the
detector cutoff around i.I micrometers; channel 3 (IR wlndow)t capability of acquiring data from as many as 4000 platforms per
3.55 to 5.93 micrometers; channel _ (IR alndow}_ 10.5 to 11.5 day. Identical experiments were flown on other spacecraft in
micrometers; and channel 5 fIR window)t ii.5 to 12.5 the TIROS-N/NOAA series.
micrometers. All five channels had a spatial resolution of 1.1
km_ and the three IR-wlndow channels bad a thermal resolution **************************** NOAA *****************************
of 0.12 deg K at 300 deg K. The AVHRR was capable of operating
in both real-tlme or recorded modes. Reat-tlme or direct
readout data were transmitted to ground stations both at low SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- NOAA 8
(4°km) resolution via automatic picture transmission (APT} and ALTERNATE NAMES- 159231 NOAA-E
at high (l-km) resolution via hlgh-resolutlon picture
transmission (HRPT). Data recorded on board were available for NSSDC ID- 83-022A
central processing. They included global area coverage (GAC)
data9 wlth a resolution of 4 kmt and Local area coverage (LAC)t LAUNCH DATE- 03/28/83 WEIGHT- 588.9 KG
that contained data from selected portions of each orbit wlth a LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB, UNITED STATES
1-km resolution. Identical experiments were flown on the other LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS F
spacecraft in the TIROS-NINOAA series.
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGEnCY
....... NOAA 71NESS STAFF ..................................... UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
INVESTIGATION NAME- TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TOVS) INITIAL ORBIT PARAmETeRS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 03/29/83
NSSDC IO- 81-059A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ORBIT PERIOD- 101.2 MIN INCLINATION- 98.8 DEG
CODE EE-8/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB PERIAPSIS- B06. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 829. KM ALT
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PERSONNEL
METEOROLOGY MG - _.R. GREAVES NASA HEADQUARTERS
PM - G.W. LONGANECKER NASA-GSFC
PERSONNEL PS - A. ARKING NASA-GSFC
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION NOAA 8 was a thlrd-generatlon operational meteorological
The TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) consisted satellite for use in the National Environmental Satellite Data
of three instruments designed to determine radiances needed to and Information Service (NESDIS) of NOAA. NOAA 8 was the first
calculate temperature and humidity profiles of the atmosphere spacecraft of the advanced TIROS-N (ATN) series. The satellite
from the surface to the stratosphere (approximately i mb). The design provided an economical and stable sun-synchronous
first instrument was the second version of high-resolution platform for advanced operational instruments to measure the
infrared spectrometer (HIRS/2). The HIRS was tested on the earthts atmospheret its surface and cloud covert and the
Nimbus G. The HIPS/2 had 20 channels in the following spectral near-space environment, Primary sensors included an advanced
intervals: channels i through 5 _ the 15°mlcrometer C02 bands very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) for observing daytime
(15.09 1_.7_ 14.5_ I_.2, and I_.0)1 channels 6 and 7t the 13.7 and nighttime global cloudcover and a TIROS operational
and 13.4-mlcrometer C02/H20 bands; channel 8_ the vertical sounder (TOVS) for obtaining temperature and
ll.l-mlcrommter window region; channel 91 the 9.T-mlcrometer water-vapor profiles through the earth's atmosphere. Secondary
ozone band; channels i0 through 12_ the 6-mlcrometer water experiments consisted of a space environment monitor (SEH)_
Vapor Dands (8.5_ T.3t and 6.7)1 channels 15 and 14_ the A.57 which measured the proton and electron fluxes near the earth.
7O
and a data collection system (DCS)_ which processed and relayed through 59 the 15-micrometer C02 bands (15.09 14,79 14,5_ 14.2t
to central data acquisition stations the various meteorological and 1AoO)_ channels G and 79 the 13.7 and 13.4-micrometer
data received from free-ftoatlng balloons and ocean buoys C02/H20 bands_ channel 8_ the 11.l-micrometer wlndow region;
distributed around the globe, A search and rescJe (SAR) system channel 9t the 9,7-micrometer ozone band; channels 10 through
was also IncluDed on NOAA S to receivet processt and relay 129 the G-mlcrometer water vapor bands (B,39 7,39 and 6,7}|
olstress signals transmitted by beacons carried by civil channels 13 and 1_ the _,B7 and 4,B2-mlcrometer N20 bandsl
aircraft and some classes of marine vessels, The satellite was Channels 15 and 169 the 4,4G and 4,40-mlcrometer C02/N20 bands;
based upon the Block BD spacecraft bus developed for the U,So channel iT_ the 4.24-mlcrometer C02 band; channels IB and Igt
Air Force_ and was capable of maintaining an earth-polntlng the 4DO and 3,T-mlcrometer window bands; and channel 201 the
accuracy of better than plus or minus 0.1 deg wlth a motlon O,7-mlcrometer window region, The HIRS/2 provided data for
rate of Less than 0,035 deg/s, calculations of temperature profiles from the surface to 10 mb9
water vapor content at three levels of the atmosphere_ and
....... NOAA 89 LEINBACH total ozone content, The second Instrument9 the stratospheric
sounding unit (SSU)t had three channels operating at 15,0
INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR (SEM) micrometers using selective absorption by passing the incoming
radiation through three pressure-modulated cells containing
NSSDC ID- 83-022A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM C02, The third Instrumentt the microwave sounding unit (MSU)9
CODE EE-8/OPER, ENVIRON, MONITOR had one channel in the 50,31-GHz window region and three
channels in the 50 to 60 GHz oxygen band (53.T3t 54,96 and
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) 57,95) to obtain temperature profiles which were free of cloud
PARTICLES AND FIELDS interference, The instruments were cross-course scanning
devices utilizing a step scan to provide a traverse scan while
PERSONNEL the orbital motton of the satellite provided scanning tn the
PI - H° LEINBACH NOAA-ERL orthogonal direction, The same experlments were flown on other
PI - H,H, SAUER NOAA-ERL spacecraft in the TIROS-N/NOAA series,
PI - D,S, EVANS NOAA-ERL
....... NOAA 89 NESS STAFF .....................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTIgN
This experiment was an extension of the solar-proton INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (OCS)
monitoring experiment flown on the ;lOS spacecraft series, The
exoerlment package consisted of three detector systems and a NSSDC ID- 83-022A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
data orocesslng unit. The medium energy proton and electron CODE EE-8/OPERATIONAL WEATHER 05
detector (MEPED) measured protons above 169 36_ and 80 MeV9 and
protons in five energy ranges from 30 keV to >2o5 MeV; INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
electrons above 30t I00_ and 300 keV; and protons and electrons METEOROLOGY
(inseparable) above G MeV, The hlgh-energy proton alpha
telescope (HBPAT) had a 50-deE viewing conet viewed in the PERSONNEL
antl-earth direction, The HEPAT measured protons in four P; - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
energy ranges above 370 MeV and alpha particles in two energy
ranges above G!O MeV/n, The total energy detector (TED) BRIEF DESCRIPTION
measured electrons and protons between 300 eV and 20 keV, The Data Collection System (DCS) on NOAA 8 was designed
to meet the meteorotogfcat data needs of the United States and
....... NOAA By NESS STAFF ..................................... to support the Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP)o The
system received low-duty-cycle transmissions of meteorological
INVESTIGATION NAME- ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER observations from free-floatlng battoonst ocean buoys9 other
(AVHRR) satellites9 and fixed ground-based sensor platforms distributed
around the globe, These observations were organized on board
NSSDC ID- 83-022A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM the spacecraft and retransmltted when the spacecraft came in
CODE EE-8/OOERATION_L WEATHER OB range of a command and data acquisition (COA) station, For
free-movlng balloons_ the Doppler frequency shlft of the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) transmitted signal was observed to calculate the locatlon of
METEOROLOGY the balloons° The DOS was expected9 for a moving sensor
platform9 to have a Location accuracy of 5 to B km rmst and a
PERSONNEL velocity accuracy of 1 to 1,6 m/s, Thts system had the
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS capability of acquiring data from as many as 2000 platforms per
day, The same experiments were flown on other spacecraft in
BRIEF DESCRIPTION the TIROS-N/NOAA series,
The NOAA B Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) was a four-channel scanning radiometer capable of ....... NOAA 8t NESS STAFF ......................................
orovldlng global daytime and nighttime sea surface temperatures
and information about Ice9 snowt and clouds. These data were INVESTIGATION NAME- SEARCH AND RESCUE (SAR}
obtained on a daily basis for use in weather analysis and
forecasting, The multlspectrat radlometer operated in the NSSDC ID- 83-022A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
scanning mode and measured emitted and reflected radiation in
the foLtowlng spectral intervals: channel 1 (vlslbte)_ 0.55 to
0,9 mlcrometer9 channel 2 (near-IR)_ 0,72B micrometer to INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
detector cutoff around 1,1 mlcrometers_ channel 3 (IR wlndow)t COMMUNICATIONS
10,5 to 11,B mlcrometerst and channel 4 (IR window)t 3°55 to
3,93 micrometers, ALL four channels have a spatial resolution PERSONNEL
of I.I km9 and the two IR window channels have a thermal P; - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
resolution of 0.12 deg K at 300 deg Ko The AVHRR was capable
of operating in both reat-tlme or recorded modes, Real-tlme or BRIEF DESCRIPTION
direct readout dala were transmitted to ground stations both at The Search and Rescue (SAR) instruments had the
Low (4-km) resolution via automatic picture transmission (APT)9 capability of detecting and Locating exlstlng emergency
and at high (1-km) resolution via hlgh-resolutlon picture transmitters in a manner independent of the environmental data,
transmission (HRPT). Data recorded on board were available for Data from the 121,5-MHz emergency tocator transmitters (ELT)9
central processing, They included global area coverage (GAD) the 243-MHz emergency position indicating radio beacons
data (a _-km resolution) and Local area coverage (LAC) data (EPIRB)_ and experimental 406-MHz ELTslEPIRBs were received by
from selected portions of each orbit (1-km resolution), The the search and rescue repeater (SARR) and broadcast in real
same experiments are flown on the other spacecraft in the time on an L-band.frequency (1544o5 MHz), Real-tlme data were
TIROS-N/NOAA series, monitored by local user terminals operated in the United
States_ Canadat and France. The 40G-MHz data were also
....... NOAA 89 NESS STAFF ..................................... processed by the search and rescue processor (SARP) and
retransmttted in real time and stored on the spacecraft for
INVESTIGATION NAME- TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER later transmittal to the CDA stations in Alaska and Vlrglnla9
(TOVS) thus providing full global coverage, The distress signals were
forwarded to Mission Control Centers located in each country
NSSDC IO- 83-022A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM for subsequent relay to the appropriate Rescue Coordination
COgE EE-8/OPERATIDN_L WEATHER 05 Center,
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) **************************** PIONEER 6************************
METEOROLOGY
PERSONNEL SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER 6
Pl m NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-At 01841
BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDC ID- GB-IOSA
The TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) on NOAA-B
consisted of instruments designed to determine radiances needed LAUNCH DATE- 12116/65 WEIGHT- 146, KG
to calculate temperature and humidity profiles of the LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES
atmosphere from the surface to the stratosphere (approximately LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
I mb). The first instrument was the second version of the
hlgh-resotutlon spectrometer (HIRS/2), The HIRS/2 had 20
channels in the following spectral intervals: Channels 1
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SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY ....... PIONEER 6_ BRIDGE .....................................
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND PLASMA FARADAY CUP
ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 07/15/75 NSSDC ID- 65-105A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
ORBIT PERIOD- 311.1 DAYS INCLINATION- 0,168 PEG CODE EL-4
PERIAPSIS- 0,813 AU RAP APOAPSIS- 0,9B3 AU RAP
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PERSONNEL PARTICLES AND =IELOS
MG - G. STROBEL NASA HEADQUARTERS SPACE PLASMAS
SC - A.G, OPP NASA HEADQUARTERS
PM - R,O, FIMMEL NASA-ARC PERSONNEL
PS - P, DYAL NASA-ARC PI - H.S, BRIDOE MASS INST OF TEOH
Ol - A.J, LAZARUS MASS INST OF TECH
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OI - F, SCHERB U OF WISCONSIN
Pioneer 6 was the first in a series of solar-orbttlng_
sptn-stabitizedt solar-cell and battery-powered satellites BRIEF DESCRIPTION
designed to obtain measurements on a continuing basls of A multtgrfd Faraday cup with two semtctrculart coplanar
interplanetary phenomena from widely separated points in space, collectors was used to study solar wtnd ions and electrons,
Its experiments studied the oosittve tons and electrons in the The instrument had 14 conttguoust energy-per-charge (E/Q)
solar windt the interplanetary electron density (radio channels between 75 and 9485 V for positive tonst and four
propagation expertment)t solar and galactic cosmic rayst and energy-per-charge channels between 90 and 1880 V for electrons,
the interplanetary magnetic field, Its main antenna was a The instrument view axis was perpendicular to the spacecraft
high-gain directional antenna, The spacecraft was spin axis and parallel to the ecliptic plane, The line
spin-stabilized at about 60 rpm9 and the spin axis was separating the two collectors lay in the ecliptic planet
perpendicular to the ecliptic plane and pointed toward the enabling a rough omtermlnatlon of solar wlnd bulk flow
south ecLtotic pole, By ground commandt one of five bit rates9 perpendicular to the .ecliptic plane, During every second
one of four data formats9 and one of four operating modes could spacecraft rotation and at one voltage tevelv the sum of the
be selected, The ftve bit rates were 5121 256_ 641 161 and 8 currents from the collectors was obtained tn 28 contiguous
bps, Three of the four data formats contained primarily 11,25-deg angular sectors (from -45 deg to 270 degt with 0 deg
scientific data and consisted of 32 seven-bit words Per frame, being the spacecraft-sun line), The eight measurements about
One scientific data format was for use at the two highest btt the sun-earth lfne (-45 deg to +AB deg) were telemetered_ but
rates, Another was for use at the three lowest bit rates, The only the Largest measurement in each succeeding AS-deg interval
third contained data from only the radio propagation (45 deg to 270 deg) was telemetered, In addtttont during thts
experiment, The fourth data format contained mainly rotatton_ the current from one of the collectors was measured
engineering data, The four operating modes were real ttme_ in all twenty-eight 11,25-deg sectors_ and the largest was
telemetry store_ duty cycle storet and memory readout, In the identified and telemetered (both magnitude and sector), A
real-time mode_ data were sampled and transmitted directly complete set of positive ion measurements and one energy
(without storage) as specified by the data format and bit rate channel of electron measurements were completed every _2 s,
selected, In the telemetry store model data were stored and The tlme between each 32-s group of measurements varied with
transmitted simultaneously in the format and at the blt rate the bit rate, For a more complete descrlptiont see J, Geophys,
selected, In the duty-cycle store model a single frame of Res, t v, 71_ p, 3787-3791_ August 1966,
sclentlflc data was collected and stored at a rate of 512 bos,
The time interval between the collection and storage of ....... PIONEER Gt GOLDSTEIN ..................................
successive frames could be varied by ground command between 2
and 17 mtn to provide partial data coverage for periods up to INVESTIGATION NAME- SPECTRAL BROADENING
19 h_ as limited by the bit storage capacity, In the memory
readout mode_ data were read out at whatever bit rate was NSSDC ID- 65-i05A-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
appropriate to the satellite distance from the earth, CODE EL-4
....... PIONEER 6_ ANDERSON ................................... INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS
INVESTIGATION NAME- CELESTIAL MECHANICS SOLAR PHYSICS
NSSOC ID- 65-105A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PERSONNEL
CODE EL-4 PI - R,M. GOLDSTEIN NASA-JPL
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} BRIEF DESCRIPTION
CELESTIAL MECHANICS The objective of thls experiment was to explore the
structure of the corona and solar events by using telemetry
PERSONNEL signals and their spectral line broadening as they passed
PI - J,D, ANDERSON NASA-JPL through the solar corona and approached the sunts tlmb during
superior conjunction occultation. Normallyt the signals
BRIEF DESCRIPTION consisted of very-narrow-band (monochromatic) and spectralty
The purpose of this experiment was to use the tracktng pure carrier wavest and a set of modulation stde bands. The
data from the mission to obtatn prtmary determtnatlonm of the carrier-wave frequency was nominally 2295 HZt and the side
masses of the earth and moont the astronomical unttt and the bands were separated by multiples of 2 kHz and were removed by
oscillating elements of the orbit of the earth, This was filtering. Data were collected in the form of spectrogramst
appropriate because of the absence of midcourse orbit each consisting of a 15-mtn observation, The three parameters
corrections and near-planetary encounters, AL$ot solar of interest were the signal power9 center fredumncyt and
radiation pressure effects were small, The experiment used the bandwidth, The instrumentation consisted of the spacecraft
onboard receiver and transmitter equipment in conjunction with S-band telemetry system and JOLts 64-m receiver antennat which
Deep Space Network station equipment to oatatn Doppler had a beamwtdth of only 0,14 deg at 2300 MHz (S-band), It was
measurements= extremely sensittve_ having an equivalent noise temperature of
only 25 dee K, The receiver was tuned continuously according
....... PIONEER 61 ANDERSON ................................... to an ephemertst wtth an accuracy to 0,05 HZ, This was
necessary in order to compensate for frequency shifts resulting
INVESTIGATION NAME- RELATIVITY INVESTIGATION from orbital velocities of the spacecraft and earthls spin,
The frecuency bandwidth was 100 HZ for each spectruml defined
NSSDC ID- 65-105A-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM . by a filter at the last stage of the receiver. Frequency
CODE EL-4 resolution was 0.2 Hz over the IO0-Hz bandwidth,
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ....... PIONEER 6_ MCCRACKEN ..................................
ASTRONOMY
INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY
PERSONNEL
PI - J.D, ANDERSON NASA-JPL NSSOC ID- 65-105A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE £L-4/CO-OP
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Pioneer 6 spacecraft presented the first opportunity INVESTIGATION DIS31PLINZ(S)
to investigate the relativistic contribution of the sun to the PARTICLES AND FIELDS
Doppler shifting of the spacecraft transmitter signal, The COSMIC RAYS
Doppler transponder segment of the spacecraft transmitter was
to be used for thls purpose, Howevert the coronal noise PERSONNEL
produced a much Larger contribution to the transmitter signal Pl - K,G, MCCRACKZN CSIRO
than did the relativistic Doppler effect, Thus_ although the OI - W,C, BARTLEY DOE HEADQUARTERS
experiment failed in its primary purposet it did contribute the OI - U,R. RAO ISRO SATELLITE CENTER
first measure of the relative effect of coronal noise on
Doppler shifting of radio signals,
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION mode operation, all collectors were observed for one
This experiment was designed primarily to measure the revotuttont and the maximum flux observed was reported_ along
directional characteristics of galactic and solar cosmic-ray with the number of the collector that observed it and the
fluxes. The particle detector was a CsI (TL) scintillator angular direction (2-13/16-deg resolution) of the observation,
crystal that was set into an anttcotnctdence plastic At the next highest btt rate (256 bps)y the short-scan mode was
scintillator collimator cup. Separate photomuktipLter tubes alternated every spacecraft revolution with the maximum-flux
viewed the two scintillators. Pulses from the CsI crystal mode. The short-scan mode was the same as the full-scan mode9
unaccompanied by pulses from the plastic scintillator were except that only the peak flux tn each of the eight
sorted by a three-window pulse-height analyzert the windows 5-5/8-deE-wide azimuthal sectors was recorded, Thusy thts
corresponding to energy depositions of 7.4 to 44.09 44.0 to cycle also took 400 spacecraft revolutions, At the Low bit
77,1_ and 123.8 to 303.8 MeV. Counts in the two lower energy rates (649 169 and 8 bps)_ the maxtmum flux mode alone was
windows were due mainly to protons with the window energtes_ used, Thus_ no azimuthal distributions were measured. At the
while only particles of Z greater than or equal to 2 Low bit ratest 1t took 32 s for a complete set of ion
comtrJbuted to the highest energy window count rate, (Protons measurements and 16 s for a complete set of electron
above 90 MeV gave anttcotnctdence pulses.) For each energy measurements. At 64 bps_ the ion and electron measurements
wtndow_ counts were separately accumulated in each of four were taken and telemetered every 84 s. At 16 bbS_ they were
angular sectors as the spacecraft spun. Each angular sector taken and telemetered every 336 s. At 8 bpst they were taken
was normally 89.5 deg in width9 with the sun in the middle of and telemetered every 672 s.
one sector. Ho.evert when large fluxes were encountered9 each
**************************** PIONEER *************************
angular sector was reduced to 11.2 deg9 with the sun near the
midpoint between two sectors. A soJn-lntegrated (isotroplc)
mode9 in which all particles depositing 7.4 HeY in the Csl
crystal (no antlcoincldence requirement) were counted_ was also SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER *
used. Accumulation times for each of the 12 directional modes ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-Or PL-GBiK
and for the omnidirectional mode varied between 14 s and 112 s 03533
(spacecraft spin period was about 1 s) depending on the
telemetry btt rate, See BartLey et at._ Rev. Sct, Instrum.t v. NSSDC ID- &8-1OOA
389 o. 26G_ 1967_ for a more detailed experiment description. LAUNCH DATE- 11/08/68 WEIGHT- 147. KG
....... PIONEER &t SIMPSON .................................... LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVZRALt UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
NSSDC ID- &5-105A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
CODE EL-4
ORBIT PARAMETERS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02127/76
PARTICLES AND FIELDS ORBIT PERIOD- 297.6 DAYS INCLINATION- 0,088 DEG
COSMIC RAYS PERIAPSIS- 0.754 AU RAP APOAPSIS- 0.990 AU RAP
PERSONNEL PERSONNEL
PI - J.A, SIMPSON U OF CHICAGO MS - G= STROBEL NASA HEADQUARTERS
OI - J.E. LAMPORT U OF CHICAGO SC - A,G, OPP NASA HEADQUARTERS
PM - R,O, FIMMEL NASA-ARC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PS - P. DYAL NASA-ARC
This exoerlment used a charged-oartlcle telescope
composed of four silicon solid-state detectors to study the BRIEF DESCRIPTION
anlsotropy and fluctuations of solar protons and alpha Pioneer 9 was the fourth in a series of sotar-orbltlng9
particles. The proton energy ranges sampled were 0.6 to 13.9 spln-stabILizedt and solar-cell and battery-powered satellites
MeV9 13.9 to 73.2 MeV9 73.2 to 175 MeV9 and E)175 MeV. The designed to obtain measurements of interplanetary phenomena
alpha particle energy ranges sampled were 2.4 to 55.6 MeVy ES.G from widely separated points in space on a continuing basis.
to 293 MeV9 and E>2g4 MeV. The time resolution ranged from The spacecraft carried experiments to study the positive tons
about one measurement per 0,4 s to about one measurement per 28 and electrons in the solar windy the interplanetary electron
s depending on the telemetry bit rate. The detector was density (radio propagation experiment)9 solar and galactic
mounted so that it made a 360-dee scan in the ecliptic plane cosmic rays9 the interplanetary magnetic ftetd9 cosmic dust9
about once per s. Pulse-height analysis of detector DI output and electric fields. Alsot a new coding process was
(128 channel) and D3 output (32 channel) was accomplished for tmpLetented for Pioneer 9, Its main antenna was a htgh-galn
the Last event prior to each telemetry readout for the directional one. The spacecraft was spin-stabilized at about
experiment. For further detalts_ see Fan et at.9 d. Geophys. 60 rpm9 and the spln axis was perpendicular to the ecliptic
Res._ v, 739 p. 15559 1968. plane and pointed toward the south ecliptic pole, By ground
€ommand_ one of five bit rates9 one Of four data formatsy and
....... PIONEER 69 WOLFE ...................................... one of four operating modes could be selected. The ftve bit
rates were 512_ 2569 Git 169 and 8 bps, Three of the four data
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER formats contained primarily scientific data and consisted of 32
seven-bit words per frame. One scientific data format was used
NSSDC TO- 65-I05A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM at the two highest bit ratest another was used at the three
CODE EL-4 lowest bit rates9 and the third contained data from only the
radlo-propagatlon experiment, The fourth data format contained
INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINE(S) mainly engineering data. The four operating modes were
PARTICLES AND FIELDS real-tlmer telemetry-storey duty-cycle storet and memory
readout, In the reat-tlme mode_ data were sampled and
PERSONNEL transmitted directly (without storage) as specified by the data
PI - J.H. WOLFE NASA-ARC format and bit rate selected, In the telemetry-store mode9
data were stored and transmitted simultaneously in the format
BRIEF DESCRIPTION and at the bit rate selected. In the duty-cycle store model a
A quadrtsphericat electrostatic analyzer with eight single frame of scientific data was collected and stored at a
contiguous current collectors was used to study the directional rate of 512 bps. The time period between collection and
intensity of electrons and positive ions tn the solar wind. storage of successive frames could be varied by ground command
Ions were detected in 16 logarithmically eauisoaced between 2 and 17 mtn to provide partial data coverage for
energy-per-charge (E/O) steps from 200 to 10_000 V, There was periods of up to 19 h9 as limited by the bit-storage oapacity.
an electron mode of operation tn which electrons were measured In the memory readout modey data were read out at whatever bit
in eight logarithmically equlsoaced E/Q steps ranging fro_ 1 to rate was approorlate to the satellite distance from the earth.
BOO V. The eight collectors measured particles Incident from
eight different contiguous angular intervals relative to the ....... PIONEER 99 ANDERSON ...................................
spacecraft equatorial plane (same as the ecliptic plane).
There were four IB-deg Intervals9 two 20-deg Intervatsy and two INVESTIGATION NAME- CELESTIAL MECHANICS
30-deg intervals, As the spacecraft was splnning9 fluxes were
measured in 15 azimuthal angular sectors. Eight of these NSSDC ID- GB-IOOA-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
sectors were 5-5/8 deg wider were contlguous9 and bracketed the CODE EL-4
solar 0trectton. The remaining seven sectors were _5 deg wide.
Three different modes of data collection were used. At the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
highest blt rate (512 bps)t the full scan mode was alternated CELESTIAL MECHANICS
with the maximum flux mode at each E/Q step. In the full scan
mode9 the maximum flux observed in each of the 15 azimuthal PERSONNEL
sectors as the spacecraft rotated was recorded for a given PI - J,D. ANDERSON NASA-JPL
single collector at a given E/Q step. During 24 successive
operations of the full scan mode (48 spacecraft revolutions)9 BRIEF DESCRIPTION
the 16 ion E/Q steps and eight electron E/O steps were The objectives of this investigation were (1) to obtain
exercised for a given collector. During eight successive such primary determinations of the masses of the earth and moon and
pertodsy each of the eight collectors was exercised, The full the distance between the earth and suny (2) to use the tracking
cycle of full scan moOe data required 400 spacecraft data from the whole series of Pioneer probes in a program
revolutions (about 400 s), Such cycles were repeated without designed to improve the ebhemerts of the earthy and (3) to
interruption at the high blt rate, In the maximum flux model investigate the possibility of a test of general relativistic
for the E/G step used in the preceding revolution of full scan mechanics using the Pioneer orbits and data. The
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instrumentation was a two-way S-band Doppler tracking first three detectors formed a telescope with the fourth
mechantsme using hlgh-gatn antennas with disk-Like patterns in detector. Each of the three telescopes thus formed had an
a plane perpendicular to the spln axis Of the spacecraft. When acceptance cone of 23-deg half-angle, The mean viewing
the spln axis was perpendicular to the ecllptlc_ radio signals directions of the telescopes were in the ecliptic plane and 48
from the antenna continuously illuminated the earth, Data were deg above and below that plane9 respectively, Two concurrent
transmitted continuously and were received at ground-based Deed modes of counting were employed. In the first model counts
Space Network stations wlth 26.B-m diameter antennast and at were accumulated in eight separate 45-deg intervals during the
the G4-m antenna in California, spacecraft soln+ while9 in the secondt spln-lntegrated counts
were acquired. In the first mode_ the scintillator separately
....... PIONEER 9t BERG ....................................... measured oartlcles with energies in the ranges 7,4 to 21.5
MaY/nucleon and 1_.7 to 63.0 MeV/nucteon (no species
INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC DUST DETECTOR discrimination} while each solid-state telescope separately
measured protons in the energy ranges 3.3 to 3.6 MeV and 3,6 to
NSSDC ID- 68-I00A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 6.7 MeV, In the second mode_ the scintillator separately
CODE EL-4 measured particles in six contiguous energy intervals between
h.5 and 40 MeV/nucleon (interval Lower limits at 4,5_ 7,Dr g. Gt
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) 13_ 219 and 28 MeV/nucLeon) 9 while each of the sotld-state
INTERPLANETARY DUST telescopes separately measured protons In the energy ranges I
to 8t i to Bt i to 3t and 4 to G MeVt and alpha oartlcles in
PERSONNEL the energy range _ to 8 MeV. During each 224-blt main
PI - O.E. BERG(RETIRED) NASA-GSFC telemetry framer two flrst-mode g-blt accumulators and one
second-mode 9-blt accumulator were read out. Inftlght
BRIEF DESCRIPTION calibration of the scintillator and of some of the electronics
Thls e_erlment was deslgneq (I} to measure the was performed daily. See Bukata et all IEEE Trans. Nuc. Scl.t
cosmlc-dust flux density In the solar system_ (2) to determine NS-17_ DD, 18-249 1970t for a more detailed experiment
the distribution of cosmlc-dust concentrations in the earthts description.
orbltt (3) to determine the gradlentt flux densltyt and speed
of particles in meteor streams9 and (_) to perform an Infllght ....... PIONEER 9_ SCARF ......................................
control experiment on the reliability of the microphone as a
cosmlc-dust sensor, The experiment instrumentation was INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR
identical to that carried on Pioneer 89 consisting essentially
of two thln-fItm-grld detectors (separated by a distance of 5 NSSDC ID- 68-100A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
cm) that produced an electrical signal when the film was CODE EL-4
penetrated by a mlcrometeorold. Each fltm had a sensitive area
of lO0 SQ cm and was composed of IG segments that provided both INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
the direction and the time of flight needed for the meteoroid PARTICLES AND =IELDS
to traverse the B-cm distance between the front-film and the SPACE PLASMAS
rear-film sensor. The combined results of the Pioneer 8 and 9
cosmlc-dust experiments tent strong support to the hypothesis PERSONNEL
that the bulk of meteoroid dust is of cometary origin. Pl - F.L. SCARe TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
OI - I.M. GREEN TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
....... PIONEER 9t ESHLEMAN ................................... OI - G.M. CROOK GAINES M, CROOK ASSOC
OI - R.W. FREDRICKS TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
INVESTIGATION NAME- TWO-FREQUENCY BEACON RECEIVER
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NSSDC ID- 68-100A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM Electrostatic and electromagnetic plasma waves were
CODE EL-4 measured in the solar wind near 1 AU using an unbalanced
electric dipole antenna. The 423-MHz Stanford University
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) antennat which served as the sensort was capacltlvely coupled
PARTICLES AND FIELDS to three telemetry channels, Channel i was a 15% banppass
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS filter centered at 400 HZ9 and channel 2 was a 15% bandpass
filter centered at 30 kHz. These channels were each samPLed G4
PERSONNEL times per telemetry sequence. Channel 3 was a broadband 100-Hz
Pl - V.R, ESHLEMAN STANFORD U to IO0-kHz channel. The broadband channel was fed into a
OI - T.A. CROFT SRI INTERNATIONAL count-rate meter that measured the number of posltlve-going
OI - H.T. HOWARD STANFORD U pulses per unit time having amplitudes Large enough to cross
OI - R.L. LEADABRAND SRI INTERNATIONAL the present trigger Level. The trigger level was varied
OI - R,A. LONG SRI INTERNATIONAL through eight stepst eight times per telemetry sequence, The
OI - A.M. PETERSON STANFORD J trigger levetst together wlth the count rate at each tevel_
gave a measure of the broadband power spectrum. Due to ambient
BRIEF DESCRIPTION condltlonst these data usually represented the power at about
Both 423.3-MHz and its 2/17 subharmonlc 49._-MHz signals 10D HE. The telemetry sequence was repeated over time
were transmitted from a 4.6-m steerable parabolic antenna at intervals from T mln 28 s to 472 mln 52 s.
Stanfcrd University to the two-frequency radio receiver on the
spacecraft, The hlgh-frequency signal served as a reference ....... PIONEER g_ SONETT .....................................
s4gnat9 since Its orooagatlon t(me was not aopreclabLy delayed.
The Low-frequency signal was delayed in proportion to the total INVESTIGATION NAME- TRIAXIAL MAGNETOMETER
electron content in the propagation path. On the spacecraftt a
phase-locked receiver counted the beat frequency zero crossings NSSOC ID- 68-100A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
of the received signals to obtain measurements of phase-path CODE EL-4
differences. Differential delay of the group veloctty was also
observed_ and these values were telemetered to the ground INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
station and used to calculate the total electron content. The PARTICLES AND FIELDS
ionospheric contribution (u3 to a selected altitude obtained
from other experimental techniques) could be subtracted to PERSONNEL
produce data describing the interplanetary electron content of Pl - C.P. SONETT U OF ARIZONA
the solar wlnd and its variations. More detailed descriptions OI - D.S, COLBURN NASA-ARC
of the experiment can be found in J. Geophys, Res.t v, 71_ Do.
3325-3327t and in Radio Sol.9 v. Gt pp. 55-G3. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A boom-mounted9 trlaxlaL fluxgate magnetometer was used
....... PIONEER 99 MCCRACKEN .................................. to study the interplanetary magnetic field and its
fluctuations, The sensors were orthogonaLty mounted with one
INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY axis parallel to the spacecraft spln axis. Upon command_ a
motor interchanged a sensor in the spln plane with the sensor
NSSDC IB- 68-I00A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM along the spin axls9 enabling Inftlght determination of zero
CODE EL-4/CO-OP levels. Every 24 hourst the instrument was commanded into a
setf-catlbrate sequencer and this was often repeated after the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) sensors were flipped. The Instrument_ which had a dynamic
PARTICLES AND FIELDS range of plus or minus 200 nT with a resolution of plus or
COSMIC RAYS minus 0.2 nTt was capable of Inftlght demodulation of the
signals received from the two sensors in the spin plane, Each
PERSONNEL magnetic field component was digitized into a lO-blt telemetry
PI - K.G, MCCRACKEN CSIRO word. Nine magnetic field components9 comprising three
OI - U.R. RAO ISRO SATELLITE CENTER magnetic field vectorst were transmitted in each spacecraft
OI - W.C. BARTLEY DOE HEADQUARTERS telemetry frame.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... PIONEER 9_ WEBBER .....................................
This experiment consisted of a Csl scintillator and three
sotld-state telescopes. The CsI scintillator was collimated by INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT
an anticotnctdence plastic scintiLLator and had a conical
aperture with a 38.2-deg half-angle, The scintillator Look
direction was centered in the ecliptic plane. Three
solid-state detectors were oriented in a fan arrangement with
respect to a fourth solid-state detector_ such that each of the
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NSSDE ID- 68-I00A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM NSSDC IO- T2-O12A
CODE EL-_
LAUNCH DATE- 03103/72 WEIGHT- 231. KG
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES
PARTICLES AND FIELDS LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS
COSMIC RAYS
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
PERSONNEL UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
PI - W.R. WEBBER U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ORBIT TYPE- JUPITER FLYBY
This experiment u_Illzed a telescope comprised of five
sotld-state sensors_ a Cerenkov detectort and an PERSONNEL
antlcolncldence shield. The telescope axis was perpendicular MG - G. STROBEL NASA _EADQUARTERS
to the spacecraft spin axis. As determined by two coincidence SC - A.G. OPP NASA HEADQUARTERS
modes and electronic discrimination of sensor output putsest PM - R.O. FIMMEL NASA-ARC
particles measured were (1) electrons in three contiguous PS - P. DYAL NASA-ARC
energy intervals between 0.31 anO 5.1 MeV_ (21 arotons in five
contlcuous energy intervals between 2.2 and 42 MeV_ and 13) BRIEF DESCRIPTION
alpha particles in contiguous energy intervals between 5.8 and This mission was the first to be sent to the outer solar
42 MeV/nucleon. A third coincidence mode measured the sum of systemt and after encountering the planet Jupiter it assumed an
counts due to electrons above 0.6 MeV and nuclei above 14 escape trajectory from the solar system. The spacecraft body
MeV/nucleon. A fourth coincidence mode measured the sum of was mounted behind a 2.74-m-dlameter parabolic dish antenna
nuclei above 42 MeV/nucleon and electrons above 5.1 MeV. that was 46 cm deep. The spacecraft structure was a 36-cm-deep
Spacecraft spln-lntegrated directional fluxes were measured in flat equipment compartment_ the top and bottom being regular
the various modes. Accumulation times and readout intervals hexagons. Its sides were 71 cm Long. One side Joined a
were dependent on the telemetry bit rate and were typically in smaller compartment that carried the scientific experiments.
tens of seconds. In all casest they were Longer than the The hlgh-galn antenna feed was situated on three st'ruts_ which
spacecraft spin period, projected forward aoout 1.2 m. This feed was topped with a
medlum-galn antenna. A low-galn omnidirectional antenna
....... PIONEER g9 WOLFE ...................................... extended about 0.76 m behind the equipment compartment and was
mounted below the hlgh-galn antenna. Power for the spacecraft
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR PLASMA DETECTOR was obtained by four SNAP-19 radioisotope thermonuclear
generators (RTG)_ which were held about 3 m from the center of
NSSDC ID- G8-100A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM the spacecraft by two three-rod trusses 120 deg apart. A third
CODE EL-4 boom extended G.G m from the experiment compartment to hold the
magnetometer away from the spacecraft. The four RTG's
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) generated about 155 watts at launch and decayed to
SPACE PLASMAS approximately 140 watts by the time the spacecraft reached
PARTICLES AND FIELDS Jupiter on December 3t 1973, 21 months after Launch. There
were three reference sensors: a star sensor for Canopus, and
PERSONNEL two sun sensors. Attitude position could be calculated from
PI - J,H. WOLFE NASA-AR3 the reference qlrectlons to the earth and the sun_ with the
OI - D,D. MCKIBBIN NASA-ARC known direction to Canopus as a backup. Three pairs of rocket
thrusters provided spln-rate control (maintained at 4.8 rpm)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION and changed the veLocity of the spacecraft. These thrusters
A truncated hemispherical electrostatic analyzer (120-deg could be pulsed or fired steadily by command, Communications
total parallel-plate curvature) with three contiguous current were maintained via (1] the omnidirectional and medlum-galn
collectors was used to study the directional intensity of the antennas which operated together while connected to one
electrons and positive ions in the solar wind. Ions were receiver and (2) the hlgh-galn antenna which was connected to
detected in 30 logarithmically equisoaced energy per unit another receiver. These receivers could be interchanged by
charge (E/G) steps from 150 to 15_000 V. There was an electron command to provide some redundancy. Two radio transmitters,
mode of operation in which electrons were measured in 14 coupled to two travetlng-wave tube ampllflerst produced 8 watts
logarithmically equlspaceo E/Q steps ranging fro_ 12 to 1000 V. at 2292 MHz each. Upllnk was accomplished at 2110 MHz_ white
There was also a zero E/Q_ or backgrpundt step. The three data transmission downllnk was at 2292 MHz. The data were
collectors measured particles incident from three different received by NASAWs Deep Space Network. The spacecraft was
contiguous angular intervals relative to the spacecraft temperature-controlled between minus 23 deg C and plus 38 deg
equatorial plane (same as the ecliptic plane). TaD collectors C. Fifteen experiments were carried to study the
measured flux from 10 to 85 deg on either side of the interplanetary and planetary magnetic fields; solar wind
spacecraft equatorial planer and the third measured flux in a parameters; cosmic rays; transition region of the hellosphere;
20-deg interval centered on the spacecraft eoJatorlat plane, neutral hydrogen abundance; dlstrlbutlon_ slzet masst flux, and
As the spacecraft was splnnlng9 fluxes were measured In 23 velocity of dust particles; Jovian aurorae; Jovian radio waves;
possible 2-13/16-deg-wlde azimuthal angular sectors. Seventeen atmosphere of Jupiter and some of its satellites, particularly
of these sectors were contiguous and bracketed the solar To; and to photograph Jupiter and its satellites. Instruments
direction= The remaining six sectors were widely spaced. The carried for these experiments were magnetometert plasma
instrument had three modes of data collection: polar scant analyzer_ charged particle detector, ionizing detector_
azimuthal scan_ and maximum flux, At the two highest bit rates non-lmaglng telescopes with overlapping fields of view to
(512 and 256 bps)_ the polar-scan mode was alternated with the detect sunlight reflected from passing meteorolds_ sealed
azimuthal scan mode at each E/Q step. In the polar-scan mode9 pressurized cells of argon and nitrogen gas for measuring the
all three collectors were observed_ and the peak flux obtained penetration of meteorolds_ UV photometer_ IR radlometer_ and an
and the azimuthal direction (to 2-13/16 deg) of the observation imaging photopolarlmeter_ which produced photographs and
were reported for each collector, In the azimuthal scan mode_ measured polarization, Further scientific information was
the peak flux observed in the 23 azimuthal sectors was recorded obtained from the tracking and occultation data, The
for the central collector at each E/O step. At the Low bit spacecraft achieved its closest approach on December 3_ 19731
rates (64, 1Gt and 8 bps), the maximum flux mode was used at when it reached approximately three Jovian radii (about 210t000
each E/Q step followed by either (I) for ions_ a polar scan and km). The spacecraft contains plaques that have drawings
an azimuthal scan at that E/Q step where the peak flux depicting a man, a woman_ and the Location of the sun and the
measurement during the maxlmu_ flux mode was ootslned9 or (2) earth in our galaxy. It has left the solar system and passed
for electronst a polar scan and an azimuthal scan at [/Q : 100 into interstellar space.
V. In the maximum flux mode, only the central collector was
observed9 the peak flux obtalnedw and the azimuthal direction ....... PIONEER 10t ANDERSON
(to 2-13/16 deg) of the oDservation reported, A complete set
of measurements consisted of seven sets of ion measurements (at INVESTIGATION NAME- CELESTIAL MECHANICS
each E/Q step) and one set of electron measurements (at each
E/Q step). At the high bit rates (512 and 256 bps) one set of NSSDC ID- 72-012A-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
ion measurements took 62 s and one set of electron CODE EL-4
measurements. 38 s. At the low bit rates (64, 16, and 8 bps)t
one set of ion measurements took 37 s and one set of electron INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
measurements took 28 s. At 6q bpst a complete set of ASTRONOMY
measurements (seven Ions plus one electron) _as taken and PLANETOLOGY
telemetered every _02.5 s. At 16 bps_ it took 1610 s_ and_ at CELESTIAL MECHANICS
8 bps_ it took 3220 s.
PERSONNEL
*,. * ** PIONEER ************************** PI - J.D. ANDERSON NASA-JPL
OI - G.W. NULL NASA-JPL
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER 10 BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-F* PL-723D In this Investlgatlont carried on both Pioneers I0 and
05860 11. two-way Doppler tracking of the spacecraft was used to make
more precise determinations of planetary massest the
heliocentric orbit of Jupiter, and the gravitational fields of
the sun, Jupltert and the Gatltean satellites,
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....... PIONEER iO_ FILLIUS
....... PIONEER 10t JUDGE ....................
INVESTIGATION NAME- JOVIAN TRAPPED RADIATION
INVESTIGATION NAME- ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY
NSSDC ID- 72-012A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4 NSSDC ID- 72-012A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS INVESTIGATIO_ DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS ASTRONOMY
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
PERSONNEL
PI - R,W. FILLIUS U OF CAkl=t SAN DIEGO PERSONNEL
Oi - C.E. MCILWAIN U OF CALIFt SAN DIEGO Pl - D.L. JUDGE U OF SOUTHERN CALIF
OI - R,Wo CARLSON NASA-JPL
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted of an array of five particle BRIEF DESCRIPTION
detectors wlth electron thresholds in the range .01 to 35 MeV This experiment (on both Pioneers 10 and IZ) consisted of
and proton thresholds in the range 0,15 to 80 MeV, A Cerenkov a broadband photometer sensitive between 200 and 800 A, During
counter (C) had four output channels (C1_ C2_ O3_ and CDC) the cruise phase of the mlsslon_ this experiment was used to
sensitive to electrons having energies above 6_ 9_ 13_ and Z search for the supersonlc-to-subsonlc transition region in the
MeVt respectively, An electron-scatter counter (E) had three solar wind. During the Jovian encountert this experiment was
output channels (EI_ E2_ and E3) sensitive to electrons above used to Look for evidence of an auroral oval on the Jovian
• 16t .2AT and ,4G MeV. A minimum ionization coJnter (M) had dayslde_ to find the ratio of hydrogen to helium in the Jovian
three output channeLs_ MI sensitive to electrons having atmospheret and to find the temperature of the outer portion of
energies greater than 35 MeVt M2 that measured backgroundt and the Jovian atmosphere. Evidence of helium was found in the
M3 that was sensitive to protons having energies greater than interplanetary region indicating interactions between charged
80 MeV. The Last two sensors were scintillator detectors (SP particles and neutral hydrogen,
and SE)t both of which had energy thresholds of 10 keV for
electrons and 150 keV for protons. The sensitivity of the SE ....... PIONEER lot KINARD .....................................
detector to protons was about a factor of ZO Lower than its
sensitivity to electrons. Thust the SEDC channel effectively INVESTIGATION NAME- METEOROID DETECTORS
measured the electron flux9 which could then be subtracted from
the S PDC channel response to obtain the proton flux, Several NSSDC ID- 72-012A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
other channeLst Listed above_ required corrections to obtain CODE EL-4
the fluxes of the species indicated, Three of the channels
(CDCt SPDCt and SEDC) were read out through a common INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
electrometer, Due to a malfunction that occurred between launch ASTRONOMY
and Jovian encounter0 these three channels produced no usable INTERPLANETARY DUST
encounter data. The detector channels could be programmed for
readout in any one of four patterns at each of the eight PERSONNEL
spacecraft bit rate modes, During encounter when the PI - W,Ho KINARD NASA-LARC
spacecraft was ooeratlng in the highest bit rate mode_ the Ol - R,E, TURNER NASA-LARC
minimum time to sample one channel was 1,5 s and the time to OI - J.M, ALVAREZ NASA-LARC
obtain a complete scan through all channels was 108 s, Since OI - D.H. HUMES NASA-LARO
the directional detectors pointed perpendicular to the spin Ol - R.L. O'NEAL NASA-LARC
axis and the spin rate was 5 rpm_ pltch-angLe measurements were
obtained, While the experiment was primarily designated for BRIEF DESCRIPTION
encounter studlest some data were obtained at low rates in This experiment was designed to measure the number of
interplanetary space. A descrlotlon of the instrumentation and meteoroid impacts on the Pioneer ZO spacecraft (and a similar
initial results was published in J, Geophys. Res,t Vo 79_ p. one was on Pioneer ll)t by means of 12 panetst each containing
358gt 1974, 18 pressurized cetts_ mounted on the back of the antenna disk,
The total exposed area was 0,465 sq m, Each panel of
....... PIONEER 10_ GEHRELS' gas-filled cells consisted of a 2.54E-5 m (1-mtL) thick and a
5,08E-5 m (2-mIt) thick sheet of stainless steel welded
INVESTIGATION NAME- IMAGING PHOTOPOLARIMETER (IPP) together in such a way that many small pockets of gas were Left
between them. Whenever a pocket was punctured_ the gas escaped
NSSDC IO- 72-012A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM and a cold cathode device detected the Loss, The rate of
CODE EL-4 pressure Loss indicated the size of the hole made9 and thus the
parttcteWs mass and incident energy could be determined. The
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) combination of these data with trajectory data provided an
ASTRONOMY indication of the spatial density of the particles. The
PLANETARy ATMOSPHERES 2,54E-5 m thick side of the gas panel was exposed to the
interplanetary medlumt and penetrations of the cells from that
PERSONNEL side indicated encounters with oartfctes having masses of 1
PI - T. GEHRELS U OF ARIZONA nanogram or more.
OI - D,L. COFFEEN NASA-GISS
OI - d. HAMEEN-ANTTILA U OF ARIZONA ....... PIONEER lot KLIORE ...........
OI - C.E. KENKNIGHT U OF ARIZONA
OI - R,F, HUMMER SANTA BARBARA RES CTR INVESTIGATION NAME- S-BAND OCCULTATION
OI - M.G, TOMASKO U OF ARIZONA
OI - W, SWINDELL U OF ARIZONA NSSDC IO- 72-012A-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Imaging Photopolarlmeter (IPP) experiment (also on INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
Pioneer El) used during Jovian encounter made slmuttaneous9 IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
two-color (blue 3900 to 4900 At red - 5800 to 7000 A) PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
polarlmetrlc and radlometrlc measurements_ and
moderate-resolution (about 200 km at best) spin-scan images of PERSONNEL
Jupiter and the Jovian satellites. The poLarlmetrlc and PI - A.J. KLIORE NAGA-JPL
radlometrlc work was performed using an 8- x 8- mrad fleld-stop OI - G. FJELDBO(NLA) NASA-JPL
aperture_ white the spln-scan imaging used a 0.5- by O,5-mrad OI - D,L, CAIN NASA-JPL
aperture stop, Relative radlometrlc calibration was derived OI - B.L, SEIDEL NASA-JPL
using an internal tungsten Lamp. Long-term absolute calibration OI - S,I. RASOOL IBM
of the instrument was accomplished by means of a sunlight
dlffuser/attenuator element Located in the spacecraft antenna BRIEF DESCRIPTION
structure. Primary radlometrlc calibration was obtained This experlment9 carried on both Pioneers 10 and 11t
throughout the mission by periodically commanding the telescope utilized the S-band (2292 MHzt 8 W) spacecraft radio
to view this diffuse backllghted (sunlight) source. The transmitter signal characteristics to obtain information about
experimental train for the IPP package consisted of the the ionospheres and atmospheres of Jupiter and its satellite
following elements: (I) a near-dlffractlon-llmlted 2,54-cm Io, Entrance into and exit from Jupiter and To occultation
Maksutov catadloptrlc telescope of focal ratio f/3.49 (2) a provided changes in the signal characteristics from which
focal-plane wheel containing fleLd-of-vlew (FOV) apertures_ atmospheric temperaturet pressure_ and electron density
depolarlzerst calibration source9 etc._ (3) a WolLaston orlsm profiles could be calculated, Temperature and pressure
to split tight into two orthogonaIly polarized beams_ (4) a profiles were limited to levels above the pressure of one earth
45-deg dichromatic mirror that reflected wavelengths shorter atmosphere, Signal occultation also provided a determination of
than 5500 A (blue beam) and transmitted all light of greater the planetary diameter.
wavelength (red beam)t (5) for each spectral beam (two
polarizations) a fltterlng-coated relay Lens and folding
mirrors t and (G) for each spectral beamy two Bendix
Ehannettron detectors (blue blalkItl S-IZ photoc3thodes and red
S-20 photocathodes) to register the intensity in each
polarization component, Polarization data also include the
interplanetary region,
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....... PIONEER I09 MCDONALD ................................... triangular array_ each element respondlng to electrons above 31
MeV and protons above 77,5 MmVv and [3) a thln-window tube (G]
INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA with a gold-plated elbow as the aperture which admitted
scattered electrons above 0,06 MeV while discriminating
NSSDC ID- T2-OI2A-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM strongly against protons, Single element and coincidence rates
CODE EL-_ICO-OP were telemetered from the first two telescopes, The telemetry
bit rate prevailing during the Jupiter encounter permitted
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) directional sampling In intervals of about 14 deg of roll about
PARTICLES AND FIELDS the spin axis, For further detaIls_ see Baker and Van Allen9
KOSMIC RAYS J, Geophys. Res._ v, Blt p, 617_ 1976,
PERSONNEL ....... PIONEER 10_ WOLFE ......................................
Pl - F,B, MCDONALD NASA HEADQUARTERS
O: - K,G° MCCRACKEN CSIRO INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA
O: - W,R, WEBBER U OF NEW _AMPSHIRE
O: - E.C, ROELOF APPLIED PHYSICS LAB NSSDC IO- 72-012A-L3 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OI - J,H, TRAINOR NASA-GSFC CODE EL-!/CO-OP
Ol - B.J, TEEGARDEN NASA-GSFC INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE PLASMAS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted of three murAl-element PARTICLES AND FIELDS
solld-state teLescopes_ all Looking normal to the spacecraft
spin axis. The hlgh-energy telescope (HET) consisted of five PERSONNEL
coLllnear sensorst and measured stopping particles (Z : i to 8) Pl - J,H, WOLFE NASA-ARC
in the energy range 20 to 50 _eVlnucteon and penetrating O: - L.A, FRANK U OF IOWA
particles in the range BO to 800 MeV/nucleon, Charge O: - R, LUEST MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
resolution for penetrating oartlcLes was possible up to 200 O: - D,S, INTRILISATOR U 0 _ SOUTHERN CALIF
MeV/nucLeono The first Low-energy telescope (LET-I) had four OI - C,D, MCKIBBIN NASA-ARC
elements and measured stopping (Z = L to 8) particles in the O: - V,T, ZAVIENTSEFF(NLA) NASA-ARC
energy range 3 to 32 MeVlnucleon, The second Low-energy Ol - F,L, SCARF TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
telescope (LET-IT) had three elements and measured stopping O: - H,R, COLLARD NASA-ARC
electrons between 50 and 1000 keV and stopping protons between O: - W,C, FELDMAN LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
SO keV and 20 MeV. For each tetescope_ count rates were O: - Z,A, SMITH NOAA-SEL
obtained for each of several sensor cotnctdence-anttcotnctdence
modes. Some of the rates from each telescope were sectored BRIEF DESCRIPTION
into eight octants In the spacecraft spin plane, In additton_ The instrument consisted of dual 90-deg _uadrasphertcat
three-sensor pulse-height anatystst with priority schemes electrostatic anatyzerst one with 26 individual particle
favoring the analysis of heavier parttctest was associated with detectors and the other with 5 current collectors. The system
was capable of measuring incident plasma distribution
each telescope, parameters over the energy range 0.1 to 18 keV for protons and
....... PIONEER lot SIMPSON .................................... approximately 1-500 eV for electrons, The htgh-resotutlon
anatyzer_ with a constant of 9 keV/Q per kV applied to the
INVESTIGATION NAME- CHARGED PARTICLE COMPOSITION platest had a mean plate radius of 9 cm and separation of 0,5
cm, This analyzer which was used to measure ions only and had
NSSDC ID- 72-012A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 26 channettrons mounted on the semicircular exit to the
CODE EL-_ analyzer. The aperture pointed through a wide slit in the back
of the spacecraft high-gain antenna reflector and pointed along
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) the sptn axis toward the earth (and therefore the sun). The
PARTICLES AND FIELDS edges of the antenna reflector limited the viewing Of the
COSMIC RAYS instrument to 73 deg with respect to the sptn axis, The
channettrons covered a range of plus or minus 51 deE, Each
near the center covered 3 degt and approximately 8
PERSONNEL channeltron
PI - J.A, SIMPSON U OF CHICAGO deg near the edges of the analyzer, The angular width
O: . j,J, OtGALLAGHER U OF MARYLAND perpendicular to the Long angular width was about 2 deg, In
OI - A. TUZZOLINO U OF CHICAGO one half the sptn pertodt the whole cone of half angle 51 degt
centered on the sun_ was swept out. A medium-energy analyzer
BRIEF DESCRIPTION with a mean radius of 12 cm and a 1-cm plate separation
This experiment (carried also on Pioneer 11) measured (constant of 6 keV/O per kV applied) was used to detect both
charged-particle composition and spectra using four detector ions and electrons. The detectors were ftve flat-surface
systems: (1) the main telescopet consisting of seven elements current collectors, The three center collectors each covered
and providing energy spectra (approximately 3 to 6B MeV for 15 deg and covered the angular range of plus or minus 22,5 deg
protons and IO to EBO MeV/N for oxygen)t element resolution from the spin axis, The two outside collectors had an angular
(through oxygen)_ and tsotooe resolution (for H and He)I (2) width of 47.5 deg and were located at plus or minus 46,25 deg
the Low-energy subsystem telescopet consisting of two elements from the center of the analyzer. There were a variety of
possible operating modes for the expertmentl howevert the
and using a very small thin first element to extend the
hlgh-sensltlvlty proton measurements below i MeV (0,3 to 9 MeV) principal mode utilized during the encounter phase was one in
in the presence of a high gamma-ray Packgrou_d aboard the which the analyzer plate potential was stepped through its
spacecraftl (3] the electron-current detector (or ECG)t range every one-half revolution of the spacecraft_ and all
consisting of a beryllium-shield silicon detector operated tn current collectors or channettrons were read out at the peak
current mode to measure high fluxes of electrons with e_rgtes flux roll angle, The high- and medtum-resolution analyzers
above 3 MeV; and (4) the fission cell detector0 recording operated tndeoendently_ so that a cross-check between these
fission fragments from the nucleon-induced ftsslon of thorium analyzers was possible. The dynamic range for the particle
232 sandwiched between two Large-area silicon detectors to fluxes was from 1,0E_2 to 3,0E.9/sg cm and the proton
measure fluxes of protons (above 30 MeV) in the presence of temperature could be ascertained down to 2,0E_3 deg K,
high fluxes of electrons, The experiment sample time was
synchronized with the spacecraft sptn9 permitting sectoring of **************************** PIONEER **************************
the readout of the main and Low-energy telescopes into eight
octants about the spin axis, Data also include the
interplanetary region, SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER 11
ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER-Go PL-733C
6_21
....... PIONEER 10t VAN ALLEN ..................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES NSSDC TO- 73-019A
I_SSDC ID- 72-012A-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM LAUNCH DATE- 04106173 WEIGHT- 231, KG
CODE EL-4 LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY
MA3N{TOSPHERIC PHYSICS UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
PERSONNEL INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
P: - J,A, VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA ORBIT TYPE- SATURN FLYBY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
This exoerlment ased seven miniature Gelger tubes in MG - G, STROBEL NASA HEADQUARTERS
three arrays to measure proton and electron fluxes in SC - A,G, OPP NASA HEADgUARTERS
interplanetary space and in the vicinity of Jupiter, Detector PM - R,O, FIMMEL NASA-ARC
groupings were as follows: (1) a three-element (A_ B_ and C) PS - P, DYAL NASA-ARC
differentially shielded teLescope_ with tube C shielded
omnldlrectlonatly and used for background subtraction to
provide directional rates such as A-C (5-21 MeV electrons and
30-77°5 MeV protons) and B-C (O.BB-21 MeV electrons and
6,6-77o5 MeV protons)t (2) a three-element (O_ E_ and F)
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION ,iGt .2G_ and .MG MeV. A minimum ionization counter (M) had
This was the second mission to investigate Jupiter and three output channels: M1t sensitive to electrons having
the outer solar system, Pioneer 11_ llke Pioneer lot used energies greater than 35 MeV; M2t measuring background; and M39
Jupiter's gravitational field to alter Its trajectory sensitive to protons having energies greater than 80 MeV, The
radically. It passed close to Saturn and then it followed an Last two sensors were scintillator detectors (SP and SE)t both
escape trajectory from the solar system • The spacecraft was of which had energy thresholds of 10 keV for electrons and 150
2.9 m tong and contained a 2,74-m diameter hlgh-galn antenna of keV for protons. The sensitivity of the SE detector to protons
aluminum honeycomb sandwich material whose feed was looped with was about a factor of 10 lower than its sensltlvlty to
a medlum-galn antenna. A low-galnt omnidirectional antenna was electrons. Thus_ the SEDC channel effectively measured the
mounted below the hlgh-gain dish, It contained two nuclear electron fluxt which could then be subtracted from the SPDC
electrlc-power generators_ which generated 144 W at Juplter_ channel response to obtain the proton flux. Several other
but decreased to 100 W at Saturn, There were three reference channels Listed above required corrections to obtain the fluxes
sensors: a star (Canopus) sensort and two sun sensors, of the species indicated. The detector channels could be
Attitude position could be calculated from the reference programmed for readout in any one of four patterns at each of
direction to the earth and the sun_ with the known direction to the eight spacecraft olt-rate modes, During encounter when the
Canopus as backup. Pioneer 11ts star sensor gain and threshold spacecraft was oberatlng in the highest blt-rate model the
settings were modlfledt based on experience gained from the minimum time to sample one channel was 1,5 s and the time to
settings used on Pioneer i0, Three palrs of rocket thrusters obtain a complete scan through all channels was 108 s, Since
provided sbln-axls control (at 4,8 rpm) and change of the the directional detectors pointed perpendicularly to the spin
spacecraft velocity. The thrusters could be either fired axls and the spin rate was 5 rpmt pltch-angte measurements were
steadily Or putsedt by command. Communications were maintained obtained, Although this experlment was prlmarILy designed for
vla the omnidirectional and medium-galn antenmast which encounter studlest some data were obtained at tow rates In
operated togethert connected to one recelver_ while the interplanetary space. A description of the instrumentation and
hlgh-galn antenna was connected to the other receiver. The initial Pioneer 10 results was published In d. Geophys. Res._
receivers could be interchanged by command. Two radio v. 799 p, 3589_ 1974.
transmltterst coupled to two traveling wave tuoe amptlflers_
produced B W power each In S-band. Communication upllnk (earth ....... PIONEER iI_ GEHRELS ....................................
to spacecraft) operated at 2110 MHz_ and downllnk (spacecraft
to earth) at 2292 MHz. At Juplterts dlstance_ round-trlp INVESTIGATION NAME- IMAGING PHOTOPOLARIMETER (IPP)
communication time took 92 mln, Data were received at the Deep
Space Network (DSN), The spacecraft was temperature-controlled NSSDC IO- T3-OIgA-OT INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
to between -23 and *38 deg C (-10 to .I00 deg F), An CODE EL-4
additional experlmentt a Iow-sensltlvlty fluxgate _agnetometer_
was added to the Pioneer 11 payload, Instruments studied the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
interplanetary and planetary magnetic fields; solar wlnd ASTRONOMY
properties; cosmic raysl transition region of the hellospherel PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
neutral hydrogen abundance; dlstrlbutlont slzet masst flux_ and PLANETOLDGY
velocity of dust partlclesl Jovian aurorael Jovian radio wavesl
the atmospheres of planets and satellltesl and the surfaces of PERSONNEL
duplterl Saturnt and some of their satellites. Instruments PI - T. GEHRELS U OF ARIZONA
carried for these experiments were magnetometer_ plasma O; - D.L, COFFEEN NASA-GISS
analyzer (for solar wlnd)t charged-partlcle detectort ionizing 01 - J. HAMEEN-ANTTILA U OF ARIZONA
detectort non-lmaglng telescopes with overlapping fields of O; - CoLD KENKNIGHT U OF ARIZONA
view to detect sunlight reflected from passlna meteoroldsl 01 - R.F. HUMMER SANTA BARBARA RES CTR
sealed pressurized cells of argon and nitrogen gas for 01 - M,G. TOMASKO U OF ARIZONA
measuring penetration of meteoroldst UV photometer_ IR O; - W. SWINDELL U OF ARIZONA
radlometer9 and an imaging photopotarimeter9 which produced
photographs and measured the polarization. Further scientific BRIEF DESCRIPTION
information was obtained from celestial mechanics and The Imaging Photobolarlmeter (IPP) experiment used during
occultation phenomena, Thls spacecraftt Like Pioneer 10t Jovian and Saturnian encounter made slmuttaneous_ two-color
contains a plaque that has a drawing depicting _ant woman9 and (blue - 3900 to 4900 At red - 5800 to TOO0 A) potarlmetrlc and
the location of the sun and earth in the galaxy. Pioneer 11 radlometrlc measurementst and moderate-resotutlon (about 200 km
was 3GtBO0 km from Jupiter during Its closest approach9 at best) spln-scan images of Jupiter and the Jovian satellites
December 4t 1974_ to within 43t000 km of its cloud tops. It and Saturn and some of Its satellites, The polarlmetrlc and
passed by Saturn on Aug. 5t 1979t at a distance of 21t400 km radiometrlc work was performed using an 8- by 8-mrad fleld-stop
from Saturnts cloud tops. aperturet while the spln-scan imaging used a 0.5- by 0.5-mrad
aperture stop. Relative radlometrlc calibration was derived
....... PIONEER 11t ANDERSON ................................... using an internal tungsten Lamp. Long-term absolute
calibration of the instrument was accomplished by means of a
INVESTIGATION NAME- CELESTIAL MECHANICS sunlight dlffusor/attenuator element Located in the spacecraft
antenna structure. Primary radiometrlc calibration was
NSSDC ID- 73-019A-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM obtained throughout the mission by periodically commandlnQ the
CODE EL-4 telescope to view this diffuse backllghted (sunlight) source,
The experimental train for the IPP package consisted of the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) following elements: (i) a near-dlffractlon-llmited 2,54-cm
PLANETOLOGY Maksutov telescope of focal ratio f13,_ (2) a focal-plane
ASTRONOMY wheel containing fletd-of-vlew (FOV) aperturest depolarlzers9
CELESTIAL MECHANICS calibration source_ etc.9 (3) a Wollaston prism to split the
light Into two orthogonally polarized beamst (4) a 45-deg
PERSONNEL dichromatic mirror that reflected wavelengths of Less than 5503
P; - d.D, ANDERSON NASA-JPL A (blue bea_) and transmitted all light of longer wavelength
O; - G.Wo NULL NASA-JPL (red beam)t (5) a fltterlng-coated relay tens and folding
mirrors for each spectral beam (the two polarizations were
BRIEF DESCRIPTION separated)t and (G) two Bendix channeltron (blue - blatkall
In this Investlgatlont two-way Doppler tracking of the S-119 red S-20) photocathodes for each spectral beam to
spacecraft was used to make more precise determinations of register the intensity in each polarization component.
planetary massest the heliocentric orbits of Juolter and Polarization data included the interplanetary region.
Saturnt and the gravitational fields of the Sun_ dupltert
Saturnt and the Gatllean and Saturnian satellites. ....... PIONEER 11_ INGERSOLL ..................................
....... PIONEER lit FILLIUS .................................... INVESTIGATION NAME- INFRARED RADIOMETER
INVESTIGATION NAME- JOVIAN TRAPPED RADIATION NSSDC ID- 73-019A-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4
NSSDC ID- 73-019A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-_ INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(G)
ASTRONOMY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
PARTICLES AND FIELDS PLANETOLOGY
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PLANETOLOGY PERSONNEL
P; - A,P. INGERSOLL CALIF INST OF TECH
PERSONNEL O; - R.W. BOESE NASA-ARC
Pl - R,W. FILLIUS U OF CALIFt SAN DIEGO O; - S,C, CHASEr JR. SANTA BARBARA RES CTR
OI - C,E. MCILWAIN U OF CALIFt SAN DIEGO OI - G. NEUGEBAUER CALIF INST OF TECH
BRIEF DESCRIPTION O; - L.M. TRAFTON U OF TEXASt AUSTIN
Thls experiment consisted of an array of flve particle
detectors wlth electron thresholds in the range .01 to 35 MeV
and proton thresholds In the range 0.15 to 80 MeV. A Cerenkov
counter (C) had four outout channels (Clt C21 C3_ and CDC)
sensitive to electrons having energies above 5_ B_ 12_ and I
MeVt respectively. An electron scatter counter (E) had three
output channels (Ell E21 and E3) sensitive to electrons above
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Pioneer 11 infrared radiometer experiment measured This experiment utilized the S-band (2292-MHzt 8-W}
the Jovian and Saturnian thermal balance_ temperature spacecraft radio transmitter signal characteristics to obtain
clstrlbutlon in the outer atmosphere_ general surface information about the ionospheres and atmospheres of Jupltert
composition (including the overall hydrogen-to-helium ratlo)_ lot and Saturn, Entrance into and exit from Jupiter and To
and dark-slde temperatJre, The Instrument consisted of a occuttatlons provided changes In the signal characteristics
7.62-cm reflecting Cassegraln telescope wlth a 1-deg by 3-deg from which atmospheric temperature_ pressuret and electron
field of view that illuminated a pair of 88-channel9 thln-fltm density profiles could be calculated. Temperature and pressure
bimetallic thermopIles in two bands of the IR spectrum (14 to profiles were limited to levels above the pressure of one earth
28 micrometers and 19 to 56 micrometers) to measure the atmosohere, Signal occultation also provided a determination
Irradlance. The two-channel radlometer was similar to those of the planetary diameter,
flown on Mariners G and 7t but was more accurate and had better
spatial resolatlon, ....... PIONEER Ii_ MCDONALD ...................................
....... PIONEER llt JUDGE ...................................... INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA
INVESTIGATION NAME- ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY NSSDO ID- 73-01gA-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-41CO-OP
NSSOC ID- 73-PLEA-06 .INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-_ INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} COSMIC RAYS
ASTRONOMY
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES PERSONNEL
PLANETOLOGY PI - F,B, MCDONALD NASA HEADQUARTERS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS OI - K.G, MCCRACKEN CSIRO
OI - W,R, WEBBER U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
PERSONNEL OI - E.C. ROELOF APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
PI - O,L, JUDGE U OF SOUTHERN CALIF OI - E,J. TEEGARDEN NASA-GSFC
OI - R,W, CARLSON NASA-JPL OI - J,H, TRAINOR NASA-GSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted of a broadband photometer_ This experiment consisted of three 3-element tetescopest
sensitive between 200 and 80D A, Durlng the cruise phase of all looking normal to the spacecraft spin axis, A
the mlsslon_ this exoerlmegt was used to seDrch for the bidirectional telescope measured 20- to 80O-MeV/nucleon
supersonlc-to-subsonlc transition region in the solar wind. particles with 5 to 10% energy resolution, Another telescope
During the Jovian encounter_ this experiment was used to took measured 3- to 22-MeV/nucLeon particles with 5% resolution.
for evldence of an auroral oval on the Jovian daysldet to find These two telescopes measured particles with Z values between i
the ratio of hydrogen to helium in the Jovian atmosphere_ and and 8, The third telescope measured 50-keV to I-MeV electrons
to find the temperature of the outer portion of the Jovian and 50-keV to 20-MeV protons with 20% resolution. Data include
atmosphere, Evidence of helium was found in the interplanetary the interplanetary region.
reglon_ indicating interactions between charged _artlcles and
neutral hydrogen. - ...... PIONEER 11t SIMPSON ....................................
....... PIONEER 11_ KINARD ..................................... INVESTIGATION NAME- CHARGED PARTICLE COMPOSITION
INVESTIGATION NAME- METEOROID DETECTORS NSSDC ID- 73-019A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4
NSSDC IO- 73-019A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) COSMIC RAYS
ASTRONOMY
INTERPLANETARY OUST PERSONNEL
PI - J,A. SIMPSON U OF CHICAGO
PERSONNEL OI - J.J. OVGALLAGHER U OF MARYLAND
PI - W,H, KI_ARD NASA-LARC OI - A, TUZZOLINO U OF CHICAGO
OI - J,M, ALVAREZ NASA-LARC
Ol - D,H, HUMES NASA-LARO BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment used two telescopes to measure the
BRIEF DESCRIPTION composition and energy spectra of solar (and galactic)
The Pioneer 11 meteoroid detection experiment attempted particles above about O.B MeV/nucleon. The main telescope
to detect the distribution in interplanetary space of consisted of five coltlnear elements (three solid staler one
meteoroids too small to be seen by llght-scatterlng techniques, CsI9 and one saophlre Cerenkov} surrounded by a plastic
Twelve panelst each containing 18 pressurized cetlsw were antlcolncldence shield, The telescope had a 6O-deg_ full-angle
mounted on the back of the spacecraft antenna dish. The acceptance cone with its axis approximately normal to the
oressurlzed cells consisted of a 5.08E-5 m thick stainless spacecraft spin axlst permitting 8-sectored information on
steel outer layer welded to a 2.5_E-5 m thick stainless steel particle arrival direction, Four elements of the main
inner layert with a large number of small pockets of gas telescope were putse-helght analyzed9 and tow- and hlgh-galn
trapped between them. Loss of gas pressure from any of the modes could be selected by command to permit resolution of the
cells indicated a hltt and the rate of gas Loss indicated the elements H through NI or of the electrons of H and He and the
size of the hole made. Thus9 the mass and incident energy of isotopes of Ht Hat and light nuclei, A selectlon-prlorlty
each meteoroid particle could be obtalned_ and when combined scheme was included to permit sampling of less abundant
with the trajectory datat allowed the spatial density of the particle species under normal and solar-flare conditions. The
meteoroids to Pe determined. The panels detected impacts of Low-energy telescope was essentially a two-etementt shlelded_
particles having a mass of greater than I,E-8 g. The panels solld-state detector with a TO°deE9 full-angle acceptance cone,
covered 0._6 sq m of exposed area on Pioneer 11. Results from The first element was putse-helght analyzedt and data were
this experiment were combined with those from a similar recorded by sectors, Data include the interplanetary region.
experiment flown on Pioneer 10 to determine the range in mass
of small particles on both the inner and outer boundaries and ....... PIONEER llt SMITH ......................................
within the asteroid belt.
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELDS
....... PIONEER ii_ KLIORE .....................................
NSSDC ID- 73-019A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION NAME- S-BAND OCCULTATION CODE EL-_
NSSDC ID- 73-019A-I0 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
CODE EL-_ MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PARTICLES AND FIELDS
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES PERSONNEL
Pl - E,J, SMITH NASA-JPL
PERSONNEL OI - D,S, OOLBURN NA _-ARC
PI - A,J, KLIORE NASA-JPL OI - P, DYAL NASA-ARC
OI - G, FJELDBO(NLA) NASA-JPL OI - C,P, SONETT U OF ARIZONA
OI - D,L. CAIN NASA-JPL OI - P,J, COLEMANI JR, LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
OI - B,L, SEIDEL NASA-JPL OI - L, DAVIS9 JR, CALl € INST OF TECH
OI - S,I, RASOOL IBM OI - D,E, JONES BRIGHAM YOUNG U
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION through its range every one-half revolution of the spacecraft_
The magnetometer on Pioneer 11 was a trtaxtal helium and all current collectors or ¢hannettrons were read out at the
magnetometer with seven dynamic ranges_ from plus or minus 2.5 peak flux roll angle. The high and medium resolution analyzers
nT to plus or minus 1.0E°3 T. The lineartty was O.Zg and the operated tndependently_ so a cross check between these
noise threshold was 0.01 nT rms for 0-1 HZ, The accuracy was analyzers was possible. The dynamic range for the parttcte
0.5% of full scale range. The experimenter used RTN fluxes was from 1,01.2 to 3.0Z.9/sq cm s and the proton
coordinates in the data analysis. In this systemt R (or X) is temperature down to 2.0E*3 deg K could be ascertained. Data
radially outward from the sunt T (or Y) was parallel to the tnclude the interplanetary region,
sun's equatorial plane and had tts direction given by the cross
product of the sun's spin vector into the radial direction **************************** PIONEER VENUS 1,******************
(t.eot into R)_ and N (or Z) completed the right-handed
orthogonat system (positive northward)° A detatled instrument
description may be found in Smith et aL.t IEEE Trans. On SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PIONEER VENUS 1
Magnettcs_ v. M-11t p. 962t July 1975. Data include the ALTERNATE NAMES- PIONEER VENUS 1978 ORBITt 10911
interplanetary region. PIONEER VENUS ORBITER
....... PIONEER 11t VAN ALLEN .................................. . NSSDC ID- 78-051A
INVESTIGATION NAME- JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES LAUNCH DATE- 05/20/78 W_IDHT- 517. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES
NSBDC ID- 73-019A-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS-CENT
CODE EL-4
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- VENUS ORBITER EPOCH DATE- 12/04/7B
PERSONNEL ORBIT PERIOD- 14AO. MIN INCLINATION- 105. PEG
PI - J.A, VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA PERIAPSIS- 200. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 66614. KM ALT
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
This experiment used seven miniature Gelger tubes in MG - G, STROBEL NASA HEADGUARTERS
three arrays to measure proton and electron fluxes near duplter SC - h, BRINTON NASA HEADgUARTERS
and Saturn, Detector groupings were as follows: (i) a PM - R,O. FIMMEL NASA-ARC
three-element (At Bt and C) differentially shielded telescope, PS - L. COLIN NASA-ARC
Tube C was shielded omnldlrectionatly and was used for PS - R.A, CRAIG NASA-ARC
background subtraction to provide rates such as A-C (5 to 21
MeV electrons and 30 to 77.5 MeV protons) and B-C (0.55 to 21 BRIE_ DESCRIPTION
MeV electrons and 6.6 to 77.5 MeV protons)i (2) a three-element Pioneer Venus 1 was the first of two missions designed to
triangular arrayt each element responding to electrons above 31 conduct a comprehensive investigation of the atmosphere of
MeV and protons above 77.5 MeV| and (3) a thin-window tube (G) Venus. The spacecraft was a solar-powered cylinder about 250
with a gold-plated elbow as the entrance aperture to admit cm in diameter with its spin axis spin-stabilized perpendicular
scattered electrons above 0.06 MeV while discriminating to the ecliptic plane, A hlgh-gain antenna was mechanically
strongly against protons. For a description of the similar despun to remain focused on the earth. The instruments were
experiment on Pioneer 10_ see Van Allen et at.t J° Geophys. mounted on a shelf within the spacecraft except for a
Res.t v. 79_ p. B395t 1974. Early results are given in magnetometer mounted at the end of a boom to ensure against
Science9 v. 188_ p. 459+ 1975. Data include the interplanetary magnetic interference from the spacecraft. Pioneer Venus 1
region, measured the detailed structure of the upper atmosphere and
ionosphere of Venust investigated the interaction of the solar
....... PIONEER 11t WOLFE ...................................... wind wtth the ionosphere and the magnetic field in the vicinity
of Venust determined the characteristics of the atmosphere and
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA surface of Venus on a planetary scaler determined the ptanetts
gravitational field harmonics from oerturbatlons of the
NSSDC ID- 73-019A-13 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM spacecraft orbttt and detected gamma-ray bursts.
CODE EL-4/CO-OP
....... PIONEER VENUS It BARNES ................................
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE PLASMAS INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND PLASMA ANALYZER (OPA)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
NSSOC ID- 78-051A-18 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PERSONNEL CODE EL-4
PI - J.H. WOLFE NASA-ARC
OI - L.A, FRANK U OF IOWA INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
OI - R. LUEST MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS SPACE PLASMAS
OI - D.S. INTRILIGATOR U OF SOUTHERN CALIF PARTICLES AND FIELDS
OI - V.T. ZAVIENTSEFF(NLA) NASA-ARC
OI - Z,A. SMITH NOAA-SEL PERSONNEL
OI - F,L, SCARF TRW SYSTEMS GROUP PI - A, BARNES NASA-ARC
OI - H.R, COLLARD NASA-ARC OI - H,R. COLLARD NASA-ARC
OI - W,C. FELOMAN LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB OI - O,O. MCKIBBIN NASA-ARC
OI - O,O. MCKIBBIN NASA-ARC OI - d,O. MIHALOV NASA-ARC
Ol - R,C, WHITTEN NASA-ARC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OI - D,S. INTRILIGATOR U OF SOUTHERN CALIF
The instrument consisted of dual 90-deg quadrtsphertcat
electrostatic analyzerst one with 26 individual particle BRIEF DESCRIPTION
detectors and the other with 5 current collectors. The system The instrument for this experiment was a quadrtspherlcaL
was capable of measuring incident plasma distribution electrostatic analyzer (similar to the plasma instrument on
parameters over the energy range 0.1 to 18 keV for protons and Pioneers 10 and 11)t with five current collectors and
approximately 1-500 eV for electrons. The high-resolution electrometers. The energy/charge range was 50-8000 (ions) in
analyzer with a constant of 9 keV/g per kV applied to the 32 steps and 1-500 (electrons) in 16 steps. The angular range
ptatest had a mean plate radius of 9 cm and separation of 0.5 covered was plus or minus 85 deg elevation by 360 deg aztmutht
cm. Thts analyzer was used to measure ions only9 and had 26 and the detector field of view was 15 dog times 25 deg or 15
channettrons mounted on the semicircular exit to the analyzer, dog times 45 degt depending on position. The logic design was
The aperture pointed through a wide slit in the back of the essentially that used on Ploneers 8 and 9. The objectives were
spacecraft high-gain antenna reflector and pointed along the to measure solar wtnd conditions outside the Venustan bow
sptn axts toward the earth (and therefore the sun). The edges shock9 inside the magnetosheath flow fleLdt and to study the
of the antenna reflector limited the viewing of the instrument tonopausat structure. Solar-wind measurements were made during
to 73 dog with respect to the spin axis. The channeltrons the transit to Venust particularly to study macroscate problems
covered a range of plus or minus 51 dog. Each channettron near and to determine average gradients. The near-planet wake
the center covered 3 dog and approximately 8 dog near the edges region was also available for study.
of the analyzer. The angular width perpendicular to the tong
angular width was about 2 dog. In half the pin period the FIONEER VENUS it BRACE .................................
whole cone of half-angle 51 dog centered on the sun was swept
out, A medium-energy analyzer with a mean radius Of 12 cm and INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PROBE (OETP)
a 1-cm plate separation (constant of 6 keV/g per kv applied)
was used to detect both ions and electrons. The detectors were NSSDC ID- 78-051A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
five flat-surface current collectors. The thr_e center CODE EL-A/CO-OP
collectors each covered 15 dog and covered the angular range of
plus or minus 22.5 dog from the spin axis, The two outside INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
collectors had an angular width of 47,5 deg and were located at PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
plus or minus A6.25 dog from the center of the analyzer° There PLANETARY IONOSPHERES
was a variety of possible operating modes for the expertmentl
however_ the principal mode utilized during the encounter phase
was one in whlch the analyzer plate ootentlal was stepped
8O
PERSONNEL ....... PIONEER VENUS I, KEATING ...............................
PI - L,H, BRACE NASA-GSFC
OI - M.B. MCELROY HARVARD U INVESTIGATION NAME- ATMOSPHERIC DRAG (DAD)
Ol - A, PEDERSEN ESA-ESTEC
OI - A.F. NAGY U OF MICHIGAN NSSDC ID- 78-051A-L9 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OI - T.M. OONAHUE U OF MICHIGAN CODE EL-A
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Thls experiment consisted of a oalr of cylindrical PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
Langmulr probes of the type used on the Atmospheric Explorer
(AE) series, Two probes were requlredt so that one was always PERSONNEL
out of the wake of the spacecraft, In flight analyslst 56 Pl - G.M, KEATING NASA-LAMB
_easurements taken at a rate of one per second orovlded high
spatial resolution for the measurements of Ne and Te, The BRIEF DESCRIPTION .
results of these hlgh-resotutlon measurements were used both to This experiment maae use of the spacecraft S-band and
study the upper atmosphere and the ionosphere and to X-band radio signals for data measurements. The objectives
investigate the interaction of the solar wind with the Venustan were (1) to establish the diurnal variation of thermospheric
ionosphere. This experiment provided measurements over the density and density scale height (2) to determine the
whole region traversed by the orbttert covering a large range relationship of solar wtnd variations to variations in
of solar aspect anglest to yield a more complete configuration atmospheric densityt (3) to determine the relationship of Long
of the physical properties of the tonopause region, and short term variation in solar extreme UV radiation to
density vartattonst (4) to search for phenomena such as a
semi-annual variation and super rotation of the thermosbheret
....... PIONEER VENUS Et CROFT .................................
and (5) to formulate a thermospheric model for the Venuslan
INVESTIGATION NAME- GAS-PLASMA ENVIRONMENT-DUAL FREQUENCY atmosphere,
EXPERIMENT (OGPE)
....... PIONEER VENUS it KLIORE ................................
NSSOC ID- 78-OBIA-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4 INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIO OCCULTATION (ORO)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) NSSOC IG- 78-051A-20 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
GEODESY AND CARTOGRAPHY CODE EL-4
PLANETARY IONOSPHERES
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
PERSONNEL
TL - T.A. CROFT SRI INTERNATIONAL PERSONNEL
TM - G.M. KEATING NASA-LARC PI - A,J, KLIORE NASA-UPL
TM - A.J. KLIORE NASA-JPL
TM - R.J. PHILLIPS LUNAR . PLANETARY INST BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TM - l,I. SHAPIRO MASS INST OF TECH This experiment made use of the S-band and X-band radio
TM - R, WOO NASA-JPL signals for data measurements. The objectives were (1) to
measure refractivity proftlest (2) to measure S- and X-band'
BRIEF DESCRIPTION dispersion and absorptlont (3) to measure electron density
This experiment used data obtained from the S-band and height profltest and (4) to determine the dynamics of the Lower
X-band radio signals. The objectives were (1) to determine the atmosphere, /
lateral variations in the Venusian atmosphere and tonospheret
(2) to study the solar wind microscopic ftowt and (3) to ....... PIONEER VENUS Zt KNUOSEN ...............................
analyze solar wind scintillations (scale and characteristics of
the irregularities in the Venusian atmosphere]. INVESTIGATION NAME- RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER (ORPA)
....... PIONEER VENUS it DONAHUE ............................... NSSDC ID- 78-051A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAMCODE EL-4/CO-OP
INVESTIGATION NAME- INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENTIST INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
NSSDC IO- 78-051A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
CODE EL-4 PLANETARY IONOSPHERES
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PERSONNEL
AERONOMY PI - W.C, KNUOSEN LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
IONOSPHERES OI - K, SPENNER INST FUR PHYS WELTRAUM
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES OI - R,C. WHITTEN NASA-ARC
PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PI - T.M. DONAHUE U OF MICHIGAN This investigation used a Langmutr-probe
retardlng-potentlat analyzer designed to measure electron
BRIEF DESCRIPTION concentration and temperaturet major Ion concentrations and
This investigation combined results obtained from the temperaturest ion drift velocltlest and the energy distribution
orbiter mission with results from the muttl-probe mission to function of ambient photoelectrons, It was an adaptation of
obtain a unified picture of the atmospheric and ionospheric the instrument flown on the German Aeros satellite in 1972,
chemistry and transport processes occurring in the atmosphere Either one of two sensor heads could be usedt each consisting
of Venus, of a multigrld cup and electrometer_ which could operate In
electront lont or photoelectron modes_ initiated by spacecraft
....... PIONEER VENUS It EVANS ................................. roll pulses, The measurements taken when the sensor axis was
closest to the plasma flow velocity vector were transmitted,
INVESTIGATION NAME- GAMMA BURST DETECTOR (OGBD) The aims of the investigation were to improve knowledge of the
important ionic reactions in the Venuslan ionospheret to study
NSSDC IO- 78-051A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM the plasma transport processes to determine if Venus has a
CODE EL-_ polar windy to study the processes at the solar wind-ionosphere
boundaryt and to study similar aims concerning the ambient
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) electron population,
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY
....... PIONEER VENUS Et MASURSKY ..............................
PERSONNEL
Pl - W.D. EVANS LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB INVESTIGATION NAME- INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENTIST
Ol - J.P. CONNER LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
Ol - P,R, HIGBIE LOS ALAHGS NAT LAB NSSDC IO- 78-OBIA-O8 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OI - R.W. KLEBESADEL LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB CODE EL-4
Ol - R,A, OLSON LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
OI - I.B. STRONG LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINEiS)
OI - R.E. SPALDING SANOIA LABORATORIES GEOGESY AND CARTOGRAPHYPLANETOLOGY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
An omnidirectional gamma-ray detector employing two PERSONNEL
Phoswtch scintillation spectrometers sensitive to protons from PI - M. MASURSKY US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
0.2 to 2.0 MeV was used with Logic circuitry to detect the
beginning of a gamma event and to initiate a period of rapid BRIEF DESCRIPTION
data collection. Data were stored in a memory unit for Surface profiler roughnesst and electrical properties
subsequent transmission to earth, Confirmation that a true data from the Pioneer Venus radar altimeter were analyzed In
gamma event had occurred was obtained by comparison with conjunction wtth spacecraft-derived gravity information and
results from other experiments tn earth satellites. This earth-based radar backscatter data to produce a series of
experiment provided long-basetlne time correlations necessary cartographic and geologic maps. The initial maps included
for calculating accurate source Locations. geometric arrays of radar profiles and topographic contourdata, These were then utilized to produce a shaded relief
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cartographic mapt scale I to 25 mltL1ont with superlmpo_ed BRIEF DESCRIPTION
contour information. Preliminary Venuslan geologic A radar altimeter was used to obtain information on the
information+ inferred from all available spacecraft and orbiter altltude9 planetary surface temperature+ and radar
earth-based radar data sources+ will subsequently be added to scattering properties in order to infer the surface topography+
the cartographic map base to produce geologic maps. It is geology+ and the thermal and mechanlcat properties of the
anticipated that one to three larger-scale (I to B.E6) interior of Venus. The weight of the instrument was %0 kg (20
cartographic and geotogic maps of sclentlflcalty interesting tb)+ and the power consumption was 25 W.
Venuslan surface features also wltl be produced.
....... PIONEER VENUS 1, PHILLIPS ..............................
....... PIONEER VENUS 19 MCGILL ................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- INTERNAL DENSITY DISTRIBUTION (OIDD)
INVESTIGATION NAME- INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENTIST
NSSDC ID- 78-OBIA-23 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NSSDO ID- 78-051A-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM CODE EL-4
CODE EL-4
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PLANETOLOGY
PLANETOLOGY PLANETARY PHYSICS
PERSONNEL PERSONNEL
PI - G.E. MCGILL {j OF MASSACHUSETTS Pl - R.J. PHILLIPS LUNAR + PLANETARY INST
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PI - W.L. SJOGREN NASA-JPL
Investigations of the topography and geology of Venus BRIEF DESCRIPTION
were undertaken to assure correct recognition of topographic This experlment usea the S-band and X-band radio signals
and material characteristics of the planet and to arrive at the for data measurements. The objectives were (i) to determine
geological and geophysical interpretation of these the internal mass distribution and the physical processes that
characteristics, have operated to produce the dlstrlbutlon_ (2) to determine the
relationship of the surface morphology to the internal density
....... PIONEER VENUS 19 NAGY .................................. dlstrlbutlon9 (3) to Oetermlne the amount of Isostatlc
compensation of the Venuslan topography+ and (4) to describe
INVESTIGATION NAME- INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENTIST an evolutionary track for Venus that is consistent with the
above,
NSSDC ID- 7B-OB1A-IO INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-_ ....... PIONEER VENUS I_ RUSSELL ...............................
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETOMETER (OMAG)
AERONOMY
PLANETARY IONOSPHERES NSSDC ID- 78-051A-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES CODE EL-_
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{S)
PI - A=F. NAGY U OF MICHIGAN MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PARTICLES AND FIELDS
Investlgatlons of the ionosphere of Venus were optimized ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
by extending current models and formulating a mission plan best PERSONNEL
suited to address topics including the physics of the solar PI - C.T. RUSSELL U OF CALIF+ LA
wlnd-lonosphere interaction+ energetlcs of the upper OI - P.J. COLEMAN9 JR. LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
atmospherel ion chemistry+ and the processes responsible for Ol - F.V. CORONITI U OF CALIF+ LA
the general structure of the ionosphere+ Inctudlng mechanisms OI - C.F. KENNEL U 0= CALIF9 LA
responsible for the maintenance of the nighttime ionosphere. OI - R.L. MCPHERRON U OF CALIF9 LA
OI - G.L, SISCOE U OF CALIF+ LA
....... PIONEER VENUS 19 NIEMANN ...............................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER (ONMS} Thls experiment used a trlaxlat fLuxgate magnetometer
with two rlng-core sensors at the end of a magnetometer boom
NSSDC ID- 78-051A-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM and one rlng-core sensor_ at _B deg to the spln axlsl halfway
CODE EL-_ down the boom. The drive and electronics design had been used
on the Apollo 15 and 16 subsateltltes. The objectives were to
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} determine any planetary and remnant magnetic fields9 to deduce
AERDNOMY the location and strength of the ionospheric current systemt to
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES determine the energy and mass balance In the upper atmosphere
of Venus_ to determine the nature of the solar wind interaction
PERSONNEL with Venus+ and to study the near-wake region of Venus and the
PI - H,B. NIEMANN NASA-GSFC structure of the Venuslan bow shock. Interplanetary objectives
OI - G.R. CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN were to determine the perturbation of the near-planet region by
OI - R.E. HARTLE NASA-GSFC Venus and to compare the properties of the average fletd at O.T
OI - N.W. SPENCER NASA-GSFC and 1,0 AU. The instrument was intended to+ in the worst case
of tow-blt and tow-sample rates+ measure one vector per 32 s.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION While in Venus orbit+ when the spacecraft was coasting through
The experiment used a quadrupole mass spectrometer with the interplanetary region in the apoapsls mode9 the sample rate
three Ion-source operating modes and three mass-scannlng modes, was one vector per B s. White the spacecraft was passing
The ion source could be operated alternately In open and closed through the Venuslan ionosphere in the perlapsls mode+ the
configurations to increase accuracy. An adaptive mass scan was sample rate was four vectors per s,
used to reduce the bit rate required for a given
Informatlon-return rate. The resolution was E.E-q for adjacent ....... PIONEER VENUS 19 SCARF .................................
masses9 and the mass range was 1 to 4B u. Vertical and
horizontal density variations of the major neutral constituents INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR (OEFD)
of the upper atmosphere of Venus were detected and measured to
define the dynamlct chemicat_ and thermal states of the upper NSSDC IO- 78-051A-13 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
atmosphere. Important constituents measured were He+ O+ 02+ CODE EL-4
COt C02 and/or N2t and A. It was also possible to study Ht D
and/or H2_ Ct and NO.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
....... PIONEER VENUS 19 PETTENGILL ............................ PARTICLES AND _IZLDS
SPACE PLASMAS
INVESTIGATION NAME- RADAR MAPPER (ORAD} PERSONNEL
PI - F,L. SCARF TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
NSSDC ID- 78-051A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM OI - I,M, GREEN TRW SYSTEMS GROUPCODE EL-_
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) This experiment consisted of a modified version of the
GEODESY AND CARTOGRAPHY Pioneer 8 and Pioneer 9 experiments to measure the
PLANETOLOGY etectrle-fleld components in four 30X+ narrow-band channels
centered at 1009 730t 7350t and 30tO00 Hz. The aims of the
PERSONNEL investigation were to perform an analysis of VLF electric
PI - Go PETTENGILL MASS INST OF TECH fields at Venus and to elucidate the plasma interactions
OI - W.E. BROWN+ dR. NASA-JPL between the solar wind and the ionospheric or exospherlc
OI - W.M. KAULA U OF CALIFt LA plasma. The rote of plasma instabilities in modifying the heat
OI - D.H, STAELIN MASS INST 0 _ TECH flux from the solar wind and in thermatlzlng newly-born ions
from Venus was also studied. A self-contalned balanced V-type
antenna with a olfferentlat preampllfler was employed to make
the measurements. At the B12-bps satellite mode+ one frequency
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scan per second was obtained, PERSONNEL
Pl - H.A, TAYLORt JR. NASA-GSFC
....... PIONEER VENUS It SCHUBERT OI - S.J. BAUER GRAZ U
OI - R.E. HARTLE NASA-GSFC
INVESTIGATION NAME- INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENTIST OI - P.C. BRINTON NASA HEADQUARTERS
OI - J.R. HERMAN NASA-GSFC
NSSDC ID- ?B-O51A-14 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM OI - T.M. DONAHUE U OF MICHIGAN
CODE EL-@ OI - P.A. CLOUTIER RICE U
OI - F.C. MICHEL RICE U
INVESTIGATION DISCIPlINE(S)
IONOSPHERES BRIEF DESCRIPTION
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS The composition and concentration of thermal positive
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES ions in the ionosphere of Venus were determined and interpreted
PLANETOLOGY in terms of vertical and horizontal components. The instrument
GEODESY AND CARTOGRAPHY used was a Bennett radio-frequency mass spectrometer based on
the design of those flown on OGO and Atmospheric Explorer
PERSONNEL satellites. A mass range of 1 to 60 u was covered with a
PI - G, SCHUBERT U OF CALl=9 LA variety of automatic scan-search modes available.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... PIONEER VENUS it TRAVIB
Measurements of plasma temperaturest magnetic fleldst
oartlcle composltlon_ and other data were used to develop and INVESTIGATION NAME- CLOUD PHOTOPOLARIMETER
test theories of atmospheric circulation and solar
wlnd-lonosphere interactions. In the case of topography and NSSDC ID- 7B-OBIA-O6 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
gravltyt the data (altimetry and tracking) were used both in CODE EL-_
oescrlptlve fashlont to slmoly characterize the surface of
Venus and its gravitational fletdl and in a more quantitative INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
way to model the internal structure of the planet. PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES.
....... PIONEER VENUS it SHAPIRO PERSONNEL
PI - L, TRAVIS NASA-GISS
INVESTIGATION NAME- CELESTIAL MECHANICS (OCM) OI - P.H. STONE MASS INST OF TECH
OI - A.A. LACIS NASA-OISS
NSSOC ID- T8-O51A-21 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-_ BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment used a simplified verslon of the Imaging
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) Photopolarlmeter (IPP) flown on Pioneers 10 and 11 to provide
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES low-resotutlont four-color maps of the Venuslan cloud cover
CELESTIAL MECHANICS with a hlgh-resotutlon imaging capability near apocenter° The
principal objective of this investigation was to determine the
PERSONNEL properties of the clouds and hazer including the vertical and
PI - I.I. SHAPIRO MASS INST O_ TECH horizontal distribution of the particles, cloud particle size
and refractive index, the cloud-top helghtt and the number
BRIEF DESCRIPTION density of particles.
This experiment used the S-band anc X-band radio signals
for data measurements. The objectives were: (i) to model the ....... PIONEER VENUS it WOO
gravity field of Venus_ (2) to estimate the direction and
magnitude of the Venus spin vector, (3) to bound the magnitude INVESTIGATION NAME- ATMOSPHERIC AND SOLAR CORONA TURBULENCE
of (and possibly estimate) the polar motion of Venust (_) to (OTUR)
determine the density profile of the upper atmosphere, and (5)
to determine a connection between the coordinate system of NSSDC ID- ?8-051A-22 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
planetary ephemerldes and an inertial coordinate system CODE EL-q
referenced to extragalactic radio sources.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
....... PIONEER VENUS 1, STEWART PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
INVESTIGATION NAME- PROGRAMMABLE ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER PERSONNEL
(OUVS} PI - R. WOO NASA-JPL
NSSDC ID- 78-051A-15 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM BRIEF DESCRIPTION
CODE EL-4 This experiment made use of the S-band and X-band radio
signals for data measurements, The objectives of the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) experiment were to measure (1) the intensity variation of
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES turbulence wlth altltude9 (2) planetary latitude and longitude.
AERONOMY and (3) the distribution of scale sizes in the atmosphere.
IONOSPHERES
**************************** PROGNOZ **************************
PERSONNEL
PI - A,Io STEWART U OF COLORADO
OI - C.A. BARTH U OF COLORADO SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PROGNOZ B
OI - C.W. HORD U OF COLORADO ALTERNATE NAMES- 12116
Ol - G.E. THOMAS U OF COLORADO
OI - Do ANDERSON NOAA-SEL NSSDC ID- 80-I03A
BRIEF DESCRIPTION LAUNCH DATE- 12/25/80 WE-IGHT- 915. KG
This investigation used a 125-mm Cassegraln telescope on LAUNCH SITE- TYURATAM (BAIMONUR COSMODROME)t U.S.S.R.
a 125-mm Ebert-Fastle spectrometer wlth a programmable grating LAUNCH VEHICLE- UNKNOWN
drive. Airglow_ scattered sunllghtt and hydrogen Lyman-alpha
emissions were detected in the thermospheret mesosphere, and SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
exosphere of Venus, These measurements were used to establish U.S.S,R. SAS
and mad the composltlont temperature, and photochemistry of the
thermosphere and ionospheret to determine the pressure at and INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
above the visible cloud topst and to establish the distribution ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 12/25/80
and escape rate of atomic hydrogen. The instrument operated in ORBIT PERIOD- 5689. MIN INCLINATION- 65.8 PEG
the ii00-3_00 A region. PERIAPSIS- 980. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 197390. KM ALT
....... PIONEER VENUS 1_ TAYLOR, JR. PERSONNEL
PS - A.A. GALEEV IKI
INVESTIGATION NAME- ION MASS SPECTROMETER E-60AMU (DIMS)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NSSDC ID- 78-051A-17 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM This spacecraft was a member of a continuing series to
CODE EL-Q measure charged particles, plasmat magnetic fields and
electromagnetic radiation, Although no specific information
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) has been provided concerning the experiments and the scientific
PLANETARY IONOSPHERES ob_ectlvest it is Likely they were both similar to Prognoz 7.
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES The stuDy of solar UV, X-ray, and gamma-ray emissions was
continued along with the monitoring of electrons and protons in
interplanetary space and the magnetosphere, The investigation
of the nuclear compositions of solar and galactic cosmic rays
was continued along with the measurement of in-sltu magnetic
fields, A request was made to the Project Scientist to provide
descriptions of the various instruments but no response was
received. It was known from other sources that the solar X-ray
experiment was the same as that flown on Prognoz 7,
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION
....... PROGNOZ 8t LICKIN ...................................... The objectives of the Stratospheric Aerosol anC Gas
Experiment (SAGE) were to determine the spatial distribution of
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR X-RAY SPECTROMETER stratospheric aerosols and ozone on a global scale. Specific
objectives were (i) to develop a satellite-based remote-senslng
NSSDC ID- BO-IO3A-OL INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM technique for stratospheric aerosols and ozonet (2) to map
SCIENCE aerosol and ozone concentrations on a time scale shorter than
major stratospheric changes_ (3) to Locate stratospheric
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) aerosol and ozone sources and slnks_ (A) to monitor circulation
SOLAR PHYSICS and transfer phenomena_ (5) to observe hemisphere dlfferences_
and (6) to investigate the optical properties of aerosols and
PERSONNEL assess their effects on global climate. The SAGE instrument
PI - O.B, LICKIN IKI was a radiometer consisting of a Gregorian telescope and a
PI - B. VALENICEK ASTRONOMICAL INST detector subassembly which measured the attenuation of solar
radiation at four wavelengths (.385+ .!B+ .6_ and 1._
BRIEF DESCRIPTION micrometer) during solar occultation. As the spacecraft
Two detectors were used to record solar X rays In the emerged from the earthts shadowy the sensor scanned the earthts
energy range 2.2 to 98 keY. ANal (TL) scintillation detector atmosphere from the horizon up_ and measured the attenuation of
3 mm thick wlth 4.5 sq cm area was used for the energy range 6 solar radiation by different atmospheric Layers, This
to g8 keV. Pulse-amplitude analysis was done for B contiguous procedure was repeated during spacecraft sunset. Two vertical
energy channels over this range. An additional energy range of scannlngs were obtained during each orblt_ wlth each scan
2.2 to 7 keV was covered by a gas-fILted_ beryllium window requiring approximately I mln of time to cover the atmosphere
proportional ¢ountert using amplitude discrimination, The high above the troposphere. The instrument had a field of vlew of
voltage to the gas counter was automatically switched off by a approximately 0.15 mrad which resulted in a vertical resolution
rate-sensltlve device during passage through the radiation of about 1 km. Spatial coverage extended from about 79 deg N
beLts_ to prolong the Life of the detector, The same to 79 deg S Latitude and thus complemented the coverage (68 deg
instrument was used on Prognoz 59 6t and 7, N 80 dee N and 68 deg S - 80 deg S) of the SAM IT on Nimbus
7. The instrument performed satisfactorily, Because of power
*********** * ********* *A'E****************************** probLems_ the data collection was Limited to sunset events
after dune 197g_ and was eventually terminated on November 1St
1981. Both NSSDC and world Ozone Data Center_ Atmospheric
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SAGE Environmental Servlces_ 4905 Dufflns St,_ Oownsvlewt Ontarlot
ALTERNATE NAMES- AEM-Bt STRAT AERO AND GAS EXP MQH ST4 Canadat have data.
APPL EXPL MISSION Bt 11270
**************************** **********************************
NSSDC IO- 79-013A
LAUNCH DATE- 02118/79 WEIGHT- 148.7 KG SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SHE
LAUNCH SITE- WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER_ UNITED STATES ALTERNATE NAMES- SOLAR MESOSPHERE EXPLt 12887
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT-F
NSSDC ID- 81-I00A
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSTA LAUNCH DATE- 10/06/81 WEIGHT- 145. KG
LAUNCH SITE- VAhDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH BATE- 02/19/79
ORBIT PERIOD- gG,B MIN INCLINATION- 54,g DES SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
PERIAPSIS- 547,B KM ALT APOAPSIS- 660.2 KM ALT UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
PERSONNEL INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
MG - D.S. DILLER NASA HEADQUARTERS ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10/16/81
SC - R.A, SCHIFFER NASA HEADQUARTERS ORBIT PERIOD- BB.B MIN INCLINATION- g7.B DES
PM - C.M. MACKENZIE NASA-GSFC OERIAPSIS- 535. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 551. KM ALT
PS - R,S. FRASER NASA-GSFC
PERSONNEL
BRIEF DESCRIPTION MG - M.B. WEINREB NASA HEADQUARTERS
The Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) SC - S.G. TILFORD NASA HEADQUARTERS
spacecraft was the second of the Applications Explorer Missions PM - K.S. WATKINS NASA-JPL
(AEM). The smalLt versatILet Low-cost spacecraft was made of PS - C.A. BARTH U OF COLORADO
two distinct parts: (I) the SAGE instrument module containing
the detectors and the associated hardwaret and (2) the base BRIEF DESCRIPTION
module containing the necessary data handtlng_ power_ The Solar Mesosphere Explorer (SME) mission objective was
communtcattonst commandt and attitude control subsystem to primarily to investigate the processes that create and destroy
support the instrument mode, The objectives of the SAGE ozone In the earthts mesosphere and upper stratosphere. Some
mission were to obtain a global data base for stratosoherlc specific goals were (1) to determine the nature and magnitude
aerosols and ozone and to use these data sets for a better of changes in mesosphertc ozone densities that are the result
understanding of the earthls environmental quality and of changes tn the solar ultraviolet flux_ (2] to determine the
radiation budget. The spacecraft was designed for a 1-year interrelationship between solar ftuxt ozonet and the
Life tn orbit. The spacecraft experienced power problems after temperature of the upper stratosphere and mesospherel (3) to
May 15t 1979. Spacecraft operations continued until November determine the interrelationship between ozone and water vapor_
19t 1981. The signal from the spacecraft was last received on and (4) to determine the interrelationship between nitrogen
January 7t lgB2t when the battery failed. For more detailed dioxide and ozone. The satellite experiment complement
tnformatfont see "Satellite studies of the stratospheric consisted of a solar ultraviolet spectrometer_ a UV ozone
aerosol" by M, P, McCormlckt et. aL.t Bull, Am. MeteoroL, Soc,_ spectrometer_ an infrared radlometert a 1,27-mlcrometer
v. GOt DO, 1038-10469 1979. spectrometert and a nitrogen dioxide spectrometer. In
addtttont a solar proton alarm detector was carried to measure
....... SAGEr MCCORMICK ........................................ the integrated solar flux in the range 30 to 500 MeV, Spin
stabilized at B rpmt the satellite moved in a 3 am to 3 pm
INVESTIGATION NAME- STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL AND GAS EXPERIMENT sun-synchronous orbit. The spacecraft body was a cylinder
(SAGE) approximately 1.7 by 1.25 m and consisted of two major modules:
the observatory module which housed the scientific Instrumentst
NSSDC ID- 79-013A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM and the spacecraft bus. The spln axis was oriented normal to
CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS the orOital plane. The command system was capable of executing
commands In real time or from stored program control. Power
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) was supplied by a solar celt array. The telemetry system was
UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH used either in a real-tlme or in a tape-recorder mode. Further
METEOROLOGY details and some measurement results can be found in O.A. Barth
et aL._ "Solar mesosphere explorer: scientific objectives and
PERSONNEL resuLtsB" Geophys. Res. Lett.t v. lot n. 4t p. 23T_ 1983,
PI - M,P* MCCORMICK NASA-LARC
OI " D.M, CUNNOLD GEORGIA INST OF TECH ....... SME_ BARTH .............................................
OI - G.W. GRAMS GEORGIA INST OF TECH
OI - B.M, HERMAN U OF ARIZONA INVESTIGATION NAME- UV OZONE
OI - D.E. MILLER METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE
OI - D.G. MURCRAY U OF DENVER NSSDC ID- 81-1DOA-OI INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OI - T,J. PEPIN U OF WYOMING CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE
OI - W.G. PLANET NOAA-NESS
OI - P.B. RUSSELL SRI INTERNATIONAL INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
AERONOMY
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PERSONNEL NSSDD IO- 81-100A-D4 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PI - C,A, BARTH U OF COLORADO CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE
OI - G,J, ROTTMAN U OF COLDRADO
OI - R,J. THOMAS U OF COLORADO INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(St
OI - J,C, GILLE NAIL CTR FOR ATMOS RES METEOROLOGY
OI - A,I, STEWART U OF COLORADO
OI - C.W. HORO U OF COLORADO PERSONNEL
OI - P,J, CRUTZEN MPI-DHEMISTRY PI - C,A. BARTH U OF COLORADO
OI - R,E, DICKINSON NAIL CTR FOR ATMOS RES OI - G,J, ROTTMAN U OF COLORADO
OI - P.L. BAILEY NAIL CTR =OR ATMOS RES OI - R.J, THOMAS U OF COLORADO
OI - J,F. NOXON NOAA-ERL OI - d,C, GILLE NAIL CTR FOR ATMOS RES
OI - G.E, THOMAS U OF COLORADO OI - P,L, BAILEY NAIL CTR FOR ATMOS RES
OI - d, LONDON U OF COLORADO OI - J,F, NOXON NOAA-ERL
OI - A.I, STEWART U OF COLORADO
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OI - C,W, HORD U OF COLORADO
The objective of the Ultraviolet Ozone Experiment was to OI - G,E, THOMAS U OF COLORADO
measure ozone absorotlon of raytelgh-scattered sunlight in the OI - J, LONDON U OF COLORADO
middle ultraviolet region. A dual-channel Ebert-Fastle OI - P*J, CRUTZEN MPI-CHZMISTRY
spectrometer operated in the regions 1880-3100 Angstroms (At OI - R,E, DICKINSON NAIL OTR FOR ATMOS RES
and 2230-3404 A and viewed normal to the spin axis, At half
maximum the full width of the signal was 15 A. There were BRIEF DESCRIPTION
208/11 grating steps per scan9 respectively, The objective of the Visible Nitrogen Dioxide Experiment
was to measure the distribution of nitrogen dioxide 4n the 85-
....... SMEt BARTH ............................................. to 40-km altitude region, This was done by measuring the
differential absorption of scattered sunlight by NO2 at two
INVESTIGATION NAME- INFRARED RADIOMETER (4 CHANNELS) wavelengths near 4400 A, A dual-channel Ebert-Fastle
spectrometer operated in the following wavelength Intervals:
_SSDC ID- 81-100A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 4390 to 4420 A and 3200-6400 A, The signal at half maximum had
CODE EE-81CO-OP_ SCIENCE a full width of 9,8 A119.6 At respectively, There were 5121438
grating steps per scant respectively. The instrument Line of
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(St sight was normal to the spin axis.
AERONOMY
....... SMEt BARTH .............................................
PERSONNEL
PI - C,A. BARTH U OF COLORADO INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR UV MONITOH
OI - G.J. ROTTMAN U OF COLORADO
OI - R,J. THOMAS U OF COLORADO NSSDC ID- 81-100A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PRO$RAM
OI - J.C. GILLE NAIL CTR FOR ATMOS RES CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
OI - P,L, BAILEY NAIL CTR FOR ATMOS RES
OI - J,F, NOXON NOAA-ERL INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINE(S)
OI - A,I, STEWART U OF COLORADO SOLAR PHYSICS
OI - C,W, HORO U OF COLORADO IONOSPHERES
OI - G.E, THOMAS U OF COLORADO AERONOMY
OI - J, LONDON U OF COLORADO
OI - P.J. CRUTZEN MPI-CHEMISTRY PERSONNEL
OI - R,E, DICKINSON NAIL CTR FOR ATMOS RES PI - C,A, BARTH U OF COLORADO
OI - G*J, ROTTMAN U OF COLORADO
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OI - R,J, THOMAS U 0 = COLORADO
The objective of the Infrared Radiometer Experiment was OI - d,C. GILLE NAIL CTR FOR ATMOS RES
to determine the altltude-mlxlng ratio profiles for water and OI - P,L. BAILEY NAIL CTR FOR ATMOS RES
ozone from thermal emissions, ALso_ pressure and temperature Ol - J,F, NOXON NOAA-ERL
were determined between 20 and 70 km altitude, The OI - A,I° STEWART U OF COLORADO
four-channel radlometer/tetescope had the following spectral OI - C°W° HORD U OF COLORADO
ranges (in micrometers): 17,2 to 13,2t 15,7 to 1_=7t 10,6 to Oi - G,E, THOMAS U OF COLORADO
B,Gt and 7.2 to 6.1, The fult.wldths at half-maximum were 4,09 OI - J, LONDON U OF COLORADO
1.09 2,09 and I,Z mlcrometers_ respectively. ALL four channels OI - P,J, CRUTZEN MPI-CHEMISTRY
utilized (Hg-CdtTe detectors, Wavelength separatlon was OI - R,E, DICKINSON NATL CTR FOR ATMOS RES
accomplished wlth muLtltayer bandpass filters, The instrument
Line of sight was normal to the soln axis, BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of the Ultraviolet Solar Monitor Experiment
....... SME_ BARTH ............................................. was to monitor the incoming solar radiation to determine the
effect on the ozone concentration. A dual-channel Ebert-Fastle
INVESTIGATION NAME- 1.27 MICROMETER AIRGLOW spectrometer measured solar radiation at 1218 A and between
1600 and 3100 A with a resolution of 1 A, The Look direction
NSSOC ID- 81-1DOA-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM was 45 deg to the spacecraft axis of rotation, In the 3 am to
CODE EE-BICO-OP_ SSIENCE 3 pm sun-synchronous orblt_ the instrument scanned through the
sun once per orbit. The full width at half maximum was 14 A,
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) There were 512 grating steps per scan.
AERONOMY
....... SME_ BARTH .............................................
PERSONNEL
PI - C,A, BARTH U OF COLORADO INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR PROTON ALARM
OI - G,J, ROTTMAN U OF COLORADO
OI - R,J. THOMAS U OF COLORADO NSSDC IO- 81-100A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OI - J.C, GILLE NAIL CTR FOR ATMOS RES CODE EZ-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
OI - P,L. BAILEY NAIL CTR FOR ATHOS RES
OI - J,F, NOXON NOAA-ERL INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(St
OI - A,I, STEWART U OF COLORADO PARTICLES AND FIELDS
OI - C,W. HORD U OF COLORADO SOLAR PHYSICS
OI - G,E° THOMAS U OF COLORADO
OI - J, LONDON U OF COLORADO PERSONNEL
OI - P.J. CRUTZEN MPI-CHEMISTRY Pl - C.A, BARTH U OF _OLORADO
OI - R,E* DICKINSON NAIL CTR FOR ATMOS RES OI - G,J° ROTTMAN U OF COLORADO
OI - R,J, THOMAS U OF COLORADO
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OI - J,C, GILLE NAIL CTR FOR ATMOS RES
The objective of the 1,27-Micrometer Airglow Experiment OI - P,L, BAILEY NAIL DTR FOR ATMOS RES
was tc obtain Limb-scannlng measurements of the 1,27-mlcrometer OI - J.F, NOXON NOAA-ERL
airglow in the 50- to 90-km attitude ranger and of the hydroxyl OI - A,I, STEWART U OF COLORADO
emission between 60 and gO km altitude, A dual-channel OI - D°W, HORD U OF COLORADO
Ebert-Fastle spectrometer operated in the reglons 1.1 to 2.6 OI - G.E. THOMAS U OF COLORADO
micrometers (channel i1 and 1,1 to 3.2 micrometers (channel 2)t OI - J. LONDON U OF COLORADO
and viewed normal to the spin axis. The full width of the OI - P,J, ERUTZEN MPI-CHEMISTRY
signal at hatf-maxlmum was 123 A, There were 512 grating steps OI - R,E, DICKINSON NAIL GTR FOR ATMOS RES
per scan. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
....... SMEt BARTH ............................................. The Solar Proton Alarm Detector monltored the integrated
solar proton flux in the 30 to 500 MeV range. When the flux
INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE NITROGEN DIOXIDE exceeded a selected commandable valuer the instrument signaled
an opportunity to alter science commands to observe the effects
of solar protons on atmospheric constituents.
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spectrometers with a field of view 14 by 14 arc s that could be
fast.red in B-s steps over any portion of a target 7 arc-mln
square. The FCS provided good spatial and spectral resolution
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SMM at some cost to temporal resolution. Its programmable
ALTERNATE NAMES- SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION_ 11703 microprocessor controlled the operation of the FCS's raster and
NSSDC ID- 80-014A crystal drive mechanisms. For further Informatlon see Acton et
at._ Solar Physlcs_ v, 65t p. 53 (1980),
LAUNCH DATE- 02/14/80 WEIGHT- 231B, KG ....... SMMt CHUPP ........................................
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES .....
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA INVESTIGATION NAME- GAMMA-RAy SPECTROMETER IGRE)
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY NSSDC 10- 80-014A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA CODE EZ-7/CO-OP
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02/15/80 SOLAR PHYSICS
ORBIT PERIOD- 94,8 MIN INCLINATION- 28.5 PEG ASTRONOMY
PERIAPSIS- 508, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 512. KM ALT
PERSONNEL PERSONNEL
Pl - E.L. CkUPP U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
MG - B.R. MCCULLAR NASA HEADQUARTERS OI - D,J. FORREST U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SC - E.G. CHIPMAN NASA HEAdqUARTERS OI - K. PINKAU HPI-EXTRATZRR PQYS
PM - J.P. CORRIGAN NASA-GSFC OI - C, REPPIN MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
PG - K,J. FROST NASA-GSFC OI - E, RIEGER MPI-EXTRATERR PHY_
OI - W.N, JOHNSON US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OI - R.L. KINZER US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
The Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) was designed to provide OI - J.O. KURFESS US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
coordinated Pbservatlons of solar actlvltyt in particular solar OI - G,H. SHARE US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
flarest during a period of maximum solar activity. The payload OI - A.S, JASOBSON NASA-JPL
was made up of seven instruments, specifically select ed to
study the short-wavelength and coronal manifestations of BRIEF OESCRIPTICN
flares. Data were obtained on the storage and release of flare The gamma-ray spectrometer (GRE) utilized a set of
energyt particle acceleratlont formation of hot olasmat and NaI(TL) detectors and CsI(Na) detectors to form three separate
mass ejection. Complementary studies were made as part of the instruments for measurement of the solar gamma-ray spectrum:
SMM guest investigator program and coordinated In-sltu (i) an actively shlelded_ multlcrystat gamma-ray spectrometer9
measurements of flare particle emissions were made from the (2) a hlgh-energy gamma-ray detectort and (3) an auxiliary
ISEE 3 satellite. The SMM observatory was approximately 4 m in X-ray detector. The heart of the gamma-ray spectrometer
length9 fitting into a circular envelope 2.3 m in diameter, consisted of seven 7.6 cm sq Nal integral llne detectors
The construction was modular. The instrument module occupied shielded by an annulus of CsI and a 7.6-cm thick CsI back; the
the top 2.3 m and contained all the solar payload instruments front and back of this system was shielded by a plastic
together with the flne-polntlng sun-sensor system. Below the scintillator to reject charged particles. The spectrometer
instrument module was the multlmlsslon modular spacecraft (MMS] produced a 476-channel putse-helght spectrum every 16 s over
containing the systems for attitude controtv powert the energy range 0.3 to 9 MeV. The energy resolution was tess
communlcation_ and data handling, Between the instrument than 7% FWHM at 0.662 MeV. A 2-s time resolution was available
module and the MMS was the transition adaptor9 supporting two in three windows to study prompt llne emission at 4.4 and 6.1
fixed solar paddles that supplied between 1500 and 3000 W of MeV; photons from 0.3 to 0.35 MeV were recorded with a 6_-ms
Power. Quick and coordinated responses to solar flares were resolution, The hlgh-energy detector consisted of the seven
considered essential for meeting the scientific objectives of NaI front detectors of the gamma-ray spectrometer and the large
the mission, Thereforet the ground system was designed to 25-cm diameter by 7.6-cm CsI back cetector. Events in the 10
facllltate coordinated data evaluation, observatlont plannlngt to 100 HeV range occurring In this total detector mass were
and command upllnk to the onboard stored command processor, analyzeo by separate pulse-helght analyzers. Neutrons above 20
Onboard coordination of response to a flare was performed in MeV could be distinguished by a difference in signature and in
real time. The attltude-controt software allowed observatory time of flight from the solar surface. The hlgh-energy system
re-Polntlngs and slow scanning motions; there was also a had a 2-s time resolution. The auxiliary X-ray detector
special module for tracking a solar feature over many days. A consisted of two 0.6-cm thick Nal detectorst one with an At
repair mission on STS-13 is planned. For this mission, filter to cover the 10 to 80 keV range and the other with an
astronauts rendezvous with SMM to make repairs and an orbital AL-Fe filter to cover the 25 to 140 keV range. The X-ray
adjustment, system had a time resolution of I s and _ channels of energy.
For more details on this experiment see Fort.st et al,t Solar
....... SMM_ ACTON ............................................. Physlcs_ v, 65_ p. 1B (1980).
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOFT X-RAY POLYCHROMATOR (XRO) ....... SMMt DE JAGER ..........................................
NSSDC ID- 80-014A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION NAME- HARD X-RAY IMAGING SPECTROMETER (HXIS)'CODE EZ-7/CO-PP
NSSDC ID- BO-O14A-OB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) CODE EZ-7/CO-OPSOLAR PHYSICS
ASTRONOMY INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PERSONNEL SOLAR PHYSICS
PI - L.W. ACTON LOCKHEED PALO ALTO ASTRON3MY
PI - A.H, GABRIEL RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB PERSONNEL
PI - J.L. CULHANE U COLLE3E LONDON PI - C. DE JAGER U OF UTRECHT
OI - R.C. CATURA LOCKHEED PALO ALTO OI - H.F. VAN BEE< SPACE R_SEARCH LAB
OI - J.H. PARKINSON U COLLEGE LONDON OI - A,P. WILLMORE U OF BIRMINGHAMOI - C.G. RAPLEY U COLLEGE LONDON
OI - B.a. JONES RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OI - C. JORDAN OXFORD U The objective of the hard X-ray imaging spectrometer
OI - C.J. NOLFSON LOCKHEED PALO ALTO (HXRIS) experiment was to measure the oosltlont structure_ and
01 - B,C. FAWCETT RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB thermodynamic properties of hot thermal and nonthermaL sources
in active regions and in flares, This instrument Produced
BRIEF DESCRIPTION two-dlmenslonal images wlth B-arc-s resolution over an
The soft X-ray potychromator (XRP) was a hlgh-resolutlon approximately square area of side 2 mln qO st or 32-arc-s
instrument that covered the spectral region from I=4 A to 22.4 resolution over a square of side 6 mln 24 s. These images were
A. This area included emission lines which were Important for observed in six selectable energy channets_ between 3.5 and 30
the diagnosis of plasmas in the 1.5 to 5,0E7 deg K temperature keVt with a temporal resolution of 0.5 to 7 sT depending on the
range_ an area especially useful for solar flare and active mode of operation. By means of a flare flag9 the experiment
solar region studies. The XRP consisted of two instruments alerted other SMM instruments when a flare began and indicated
with a common control data handling and power system. The bent the position of the brightest plxel of the observation. The
crystal spectrometer (BCS) was designed for high instrument consisted of i0 etched grid plates, each divided
tlme-resolutlon studies in the lines of Fe I to =e XXVI and Ca into 576 sections that formed the coltlmator_ and 900
XIX, It simultaneously obse_ed eight flxed-wavetength mlni-oroportlonal counters that provided a posltlon-sensitlve
intervals with a relatively large FOV (6 by 6 mln FWHM). A detector system capable of spectral analysis. A dual
programmable microprocessor controlteq tradeoffs between microcomputer system permitted three modes of operation with
temporal and spectral resolution that could provide an ultimate commandable parameters that provided for a flexible trade-off
temporal resolution of 0.064 s, The flat crystal scanning between temporal resolution and spatial coverage during
spectrometer (FCS) provided for 7-channel polychromatlc mapping different phases of a solar flare. For more details on this
of flaring and other active regions in the resonance lines of 0 experiment see Van Seek et al,t Solar Physlcs9 v. 65_ p. 39
VIIIt Ne IX_ Mg XI9 Si XIIIt S xv9 Ca XIX and Fe XXV with (1980).
14-arc-s spatial resolution. In its spectral scanning mode it
could cover the entire 1.4 to 22.4 A region in about 7 s. The
FCS consisted of a finely collimated array of flat-crystal
86
....... SMM9 FROST NSSDC ID- 80-014A-D2 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-T
INVESTIGATION NAME- HARD X-RAY BURST SPECTROMETER (HXRBS)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
NSSDC ID- 80-014A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM SOLAR PHYSICS
CODE EZ-7 ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
AERONOMY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ASTRONOMY
SOLAR PHYSICS
ASTRONOMY PERSONNEL
PI - E, TANDBERG-HANSSEN NASA-MSFC
PERSONNEL OI - R,G, ATHAY HIGH ALTITUDE OBS
PI - K.J. FROST NASA-GS=: OI - J.M. BECKERS SACRAMENTO PEAK OBS
OI - L,E, ORWIG NASA-GSRC OI - J.C. BRANDT NASA-3S=C
OI - B.R, DENNIS NASA-GSFC OI - E.C. BRUNER LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
OI - T.L. CLINE NASA-GSFC OI - R,D, CHAPMAN NASA-GSFC
OI - U.D. DESAI NASA-GS=C OI - B.E. WOODGATE NASA-GSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The hard X-ray burst spectrometer (HXRBS) was concerned The ultraviolet spectrometer and potarlmeter (UVSP) was a
with impulsive flare emission to determine the role of modified version of the telescope-spectrograph system flown on
energetic electrons in solar flare mechanisms. The instrument OSO 8. The objective of the experiment was to study solar
consisted of a dlsk-shaped CsI(Na) central detector and a ultraviolet radiation from active reglonst ftares_ pmomlnencest
CsI(Na) active collimator element that surrounded the central and the corona_ in order to determine temperaturet densltyt
detector, Photomultlplier (PM) tubes were used to view the velocity and the magnetic field in the solar plasma, A
crystals. The central crystal was 0,635 cm thick wlth a secondary objective was to conduct an aeronomy program to
sensitive area of 71 sq cm, The collimator provided a 40 deg measure the height distribution of major absorbers in the
FWHM FOV. The energy range 20 to 260 key was covered by 15 earth's atmospheret such as ozone and oxygent an_ to detect
energy-loss channels that provided continuous measurements with trace constituents and their changes as a result of solar
a time resolution of 128 milliseconds. The system possessed an flares. The instrument consisted of a Gregorian telescope and
energy resolution of 30% FWHM at 122 keV. By use of a an Ebert spectrometer. The telescope had an effective focal
circulating 32k word me_oryt time resolutions as short as 1 ms length of 1.8 mt a collecting area of 66.4 sq cm and FOV 256 by
were obtained for fast-rlslng bursts_ but no spectral data were 25G arc s sq. The secondary mirror had a master mechanism that
available with this memory, Either a constant time (CT) or allowed up to a 25G- by 25G-arc s scan range, Spatial
constant count (CC) mode for the memory could be selected, resolution was determined by an entrance slit mechanism that
Using the CT mode during solar observing oeriodst lO-ms was adjustable from I by I arc s to 30 by 30 arc s, A choice
resolution could be obtained for any flare output that of 22 entrance/exlt sllt combinations was available, The Ebert
triggered the device. Using the CC mode during spacecraft spectrometer had a spectral range of 1750 to 3GO0 A with a
nlght_ gamma-ray bursts coJld be detected effectively. A resolution of 0,04 A FWHM in the first order and 1150 to 1800 A
charged particle detector was used to sense the South Atlantic . wlth a resolution of 0,02 A FWHM in the second order, The
anomaly region and to turn off the voltage to the PM tubes, polarlmeter was located behind the entrance silt and consisted
For more detailed information about this experiment see Orwlg of two retarders (waveplates)t a linear polarlzert and drive
et at,w Solar Physlcs9 v, 65t O. 25 (igBO), mechanisms, The control electronics for the instrument
included a programmable microprocessor, Simultaneous
....... SMMt HOUSE .......................... measurementst at different heights in the chromosphere and in
the coronal could be made by selecting any of three sets of
INVESTIGATION NAME- CORONAGRAPH/POLARIMETER four Line pairs for spectroscoby and any of six tlne pairs for
polarlmetry. For further information see Woodgate et al.t
NSSOC ID- BO-OI4A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM Solar Physlcs_ v, 65_ p, 73 (1980),
CODE EZ-IlCO-OP
....... SMMt WILLSON
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SOLAR PHYSICS INVESTIGATION NAME- ACTIVE CAVITY RADIOMETER IRRADIANCE
ASTRONOMY MONITOR
PERSONNEL NSSDC ID- 80-OZ4A-O8 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PI - L.L. HOUSE HIGH ALTITUDE OBS CODE EZ-T
OI - W.J. WAGNER HIGH ALTITUDE OBS
OI - E,G, HILDNER HIGH ALTITUDE OBS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
OI - G.A, OULK U OF COLORADO SOLAR PHYSICS
OI - C,E, SAWYER HIGH ALTITUDE OBS ASTRONOMY
OI - R, KOPP LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
OI - G,W. PNEUMAN HIGH ALTITUDE OBS PERSONNEL
Ol - C,W, QUERFELD HIGH ALTITUDE OBS PI - R,C, WILLSON NASA-JPL
OI - H.U. SCHMIDT MPI-PHYS ASTROPHYS
OI - K,V, SHERIDAN CSIROtDIV OR RADIOPHYS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of the active cavity radiometer irradlance
BRIEF DESCRIPTION monitor (ACRIM) was to measure the total solar Irradlance with
The prime objective of this experiment was to measure the state-of-the-art accuracy and precision (<0.5%} in order to
response of the coronal electron density and msgnetlc field determine the magnitude and direction of variations in the
structure to the passage of transient phenomena on rapid time total solar output of optical energy. Solar irradlance in the
scales. The secondary objective was to determine the density far ultraviolet was measured by three active cavity radiometer
anq orientation of the magnetic field structure of the corona detectorst individually shuttered. These detectors were
on a synoptic basis. The coronagraph/polarlmeter (C/P) was the electrically self-callbrated_ conical cavity pyrohellometers
most recent version of a spaceborne externally occulted Lyot capable of defining the solar flux with an uncertainty of 0.1%
coronagraph designed to produce images of the solar corona in and a precision of 0,2%. One detector was used routinely to
seven wavelength bands in the Visual spectral range. The C/P monitor the sun_ a second detector was intermittently exposed
was occulted by three disks with a 2,G-cm diameter primary to the sun to establish the long-term stability of the first
objective lens of alr-spaced doublet design. Coronal quadrants detector_ and a third detector was used for resolving
were imaged at f/aq on a _eshless vldlcon with a nutatlng ambiguities in the performance of the first two detectors.
mirror arrangement and were recorded on a dedicated tape
recorder for subsequent transmission to the earth. Fields of *********************** *** SMS 2*****************************
view ranged from 1,5 to 6.0 sq solar radii and were selectable
within the coronal quadrant, Soatlal resolution was selectable
between G.Q and 12,8 arc S° Seven filters were available SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SMS 2
within the range 4465 to 6583 A and polarization was measured ALTERNATE NAMES- PL-T31Ew SYNCH METEOROL SATELL B
by a sequence of three polaroids oriented 60 deg apart (a clear SMG-B_ ME02
oosltlon was also available}, The stray radiance was about
35-I0 of the solar brightness in the outer field. The NSSDC ID- TB-OIIA
instrument was on an independent glmbat mount and was
sun-centered to within 10 arc s, Experiments with the C/P LAUNCH DATE- 02/06/75 WEIGHT- 243. KG
involved either radiance observations or polarization LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITE3 STATES
sequences. For further information see MacOueen et at.$ Solar LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
Physlcs_ v, GEt p. 91 (1980),
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
....... SMMt TANDBERG-HANSSEN UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
INVESTIGATION NAME- ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER AND POLARIMETER
8T
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS ....... SMS 29 NESS STAFF ......................................
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 04101/75
ORBIT PERIOD- 1436.2 MIN INCLINATION- 1.0 PEG INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (3_S)
PERIARSIS- 35778. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 35799. KM ALT
NSSOC ID- 75-011A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PERSONNEL CODE EE-8/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB
PM - T.J. KARRAS NOAA-NESS
PS - W,E, SHENK NASA-GSFC INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
METEOROLOGY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The SMS 2t a NASA-develooedt NOAA-operated ,spacecraftt PERSONNEL
carried (i) a vlsfbte-infrared spln-scan radiometer (VISSR) to PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
provide hlgh-ouatlty day/nlght ctoudcover data and to take
radiance temperatures of the earth/atmosphere systemt (27 a BRIEF DESCRIPTION
meteorological data collection and transmission system to relay The meteorological data collection and transmission
processed data from central weather facilities to small system_ an experimental communications and data handling system
APT-equipped regtomal stations and to collect and retransmtt operating on S-band frequenctes_ received and processed
data from remote earth-based otatformst and (3) a space meteorological data collected from remotely located earth-based
environment monitor (SEM) system to measure proton9 etectront data collection (observation) platforms (DCP), The collected
and solar X-ray fluxes and magnetic fields, The data were retransmttted from the satellite to smalkt
sptn-stabtLlzed_ earth-synchronoust and cylindrically shaped ground-based_ regional data utilization centers. Data from up
spacecraft measured 190,5 cm tn dtam and 250 cm in Length9 to 10t000 DCP stations were handled by the system, The system
exclusive of a magnetometer that extended an additional 83 cm also allowed for the retransmission of narrow-band (WEFAX-type)
beyond the cylinder shell. The primary structural members were data to existing small ground-based APT receiving stations from
a honeycomb equipment shelf and a thrust tJoe. The VISSR a larger weather central facility, The minimum data collection
telescope was mounted on the equipment shelf and viewed the for one spacecraft consisted of approximately 3500 OCP stations
earth through a special aperture in the side of the spacecraft, contacted in 6 h. The total amount of data collected during
A SUpport structure extended radially out from the thrust tube the 6 h was between 350 and GO0 ktlobits_ depending on the
and was affixed to the solar paneLst which formed the outer coding techniques, Data received from individual stations
watts of the spacecraft, Locatedin the annulus-shaped space varied from 50 to 3000 bttst dependfng on the type and variety
between the thrust tube and the solar panels were of sensors used at the DCP station.
stattonkeeptng and dynamics €ontrol equtomentt battertesv and
most of the GEM equipment. Proper spacecraft attitude and spin ....... SMS 2t WILLIAMS ........................................
rate (approximately 100 rpm) were maintained by two separate
sets of let thrusters mounted around the spacecraft equator and INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR
activated by ground command, Both UHF-oand and S-band
frequencies were used In the telemetry and command subsystems, NSSDC IO- 75-011A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
A tow-power VHF transponder provided telemetry and command CODE EE-B/OPER. ENVIRON, MONITOR
during tauncht and then served as a backup for the primary
subsystem after the synchronous orbit was attained, For more INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
detailed tnformattont see "The GOES/SMS Userts Guide." PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SOLAR PHYSICS
....... SMS 2t NESS STA _ ......................................
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER P: - D,J, WILLIAMS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
(VISSR) O: - R,N. GRUBB NOAA-ERL
01 - H,H, SAU_R NOAA-ZRL
NSSDC 10- 75-011A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-BIOPERATIONAL WEATHER OB BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A number of separate silicon solid-state detectorst each
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) wlth a tailored moderator thickness and a separate electronics
METEOROLOGY unit for pulse amplification and putse-height dlscrimlnatlont
were used to obtain the fottowlng particle type and energy
PERSONNEL measurements: seven channels measured protons in the range I to
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS 500 MeVt six channels measured alpha particles in the range @
01 - W.[, SHENK NASA-GSFC to 400 MeV_ and one channel measured electrons greater than 0.5
MeV.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The visible infrared spin-scan radiometer (VISSR) flown ....... SMS 2t WILLIAMS ........................................
on SVS 2 provided day/night observations of cloud cover and
earth/cloud radiance temperature measurements from a INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR
synchronousl sptn-stsbtttzedt geostattonary satellite for use
tn operational weather analysts and forecasting. The NSSDC ID- 75-011A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PRD3RAM
two-channel instrument was able to take both full and partial CODE EE-B/OPER. ENVIRON, MONITOR
pictures of the earthts disk, The infrared channel (10,5 to
12.6 mi©rometers) and the visible channel (0.55 to OoTO INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINZ($)
micrometer) used a common optics system, Incoming radiation SOLAR PHYSICS
was received by an eltfottcatty shaped scan mirror and
collected by a Ritchey-Chretten optical system, The scan PERSONNEL
mirror, was set at a nominal angle of 45 deg to the VISSR P: - D.J, WILLIAMS APPLIED PHYSISS LAB
optical axfst which was aligned parallel to the spin axls of OI - R.N. GRUBB NOAA-ERL
the spacecraft. The spinning motion of the spacecraft OI - R,F. DONNELLY NOAA-ERL
(approximately 100 rpm) provided a west-to-east scan motion
when the spin axis of the spacecraft was oriented parallel wlth BRIE_ DESCRIPTION
the earthWs axis. The Latitudinal scan was accomplished by The X-ray counter was composed of a cotllmatort two
sequentially tilting the scanning mirror north to south at the ionization chambers9 and two electrometers. A small angular
comptetlon of each spin, A full picture took 18,2 min to aperture was chosen for the telescope collimator, The
complete an d about 2 mln to retrace. During each scant the cottlmatort mounted so its axis declination was controlled by
field of view on the earth was swept by a linear array of eight ground commandt viewed the full disk of the sun once every
vlslbte-spectrum detectorst each with a ground resolution of vehicte rotation. One ion chamPert filled with argon at i atmt
0.9 km at zero nadir angle, A mercury-cad¢ium-tetlurlde detected 1- to 8-A X rayst and had a 1.27E-4 m beryllium wln_ow
detector sensed the infrared portion of the spectrum with a to exclude X rays of longer wavelengths, The other chamber was
horizontal resolution of approximately 8 km at zero nadir fitted wlth xenon at 1.5 to 2 atm and had a 1.27E-3 m beryllium
angle, The infrared portion of the detector measured radiance window to measure X rays of 0.5 to 3 A,
temperatures between 180 and 315 dee K with a proposed
sensitivity between 0.4 and 1.4 dee K. The VISSR output was ....... SMS 2t WILLIAMS ........................................
digitized and transmitted to the National Oceanographic and
Atmospherlc Administration (NOAA) Command and Dat_ Acquisition INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR
Station (CDA)t Wallops Islandt Vs. Theret the slgnal was fed
into a "llne stretcher_" where It was stored and tlme-stretched NSSDC ID- 75-011A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
for transmission back to the satetllte at reduced bandwidth for CODE EE-8/OPER. ENVIRON. MONITOR
re-broadcast to data utilization stations (DUS), The VISSR
data were handled by NOAAt and the majority of data were INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
archlved by the Satettlte Data Service Dlvlslon_ National PARTICLES AND FIELDS
Climatic Centert NOAAt Washlngton_ D,C, Limited amounts of MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
research-orlented data were collected by NASA and are
maintained at NSSDC. PERSONNEL
Pl - D,J. WILLIAMS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
Ol - R,N, GRUB_ NOAA-ERL
01 - J.C, JOSELYN NOAA-ERL
BB
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A short-boom-deployed (.61 m) blaxlatt closed-toop_ ....... STP P78-1_ MCKENZIE ....................................
fluxgate magnetometer wlth one sensor aligned parallel to the
spacecraft spin axis and the other oeroendlcutsr to this axis INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR X-RAY SPECTROMETER
measured the vector magnetic field, There was a selectabte
range (_SOt lOOt 200t or 400 nT)t an offset field capability NSSDC IO- 79-017A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
(plus or minus 1200 nT in @O-nT stePs)_ and an Inftlght SPACE TEST PROGRAM
calibration capability.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
**************************** STP ****************************** SOLAR PHYSICS
PERSONNEL
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- STP PT8-1 PI - D.L. MCKENZIE AEROSPACE CORP
ALTERNATE NAMES- SPACE TEST PROGRAM P78-1_ P78-1 PI - R.W. KREPLIN US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
11278_ SOLWIND OI - G,A, DOSCHEK US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
NSSDC ID- 79-017A BRIE= DESCRIPTION
Thts investigation was composed of four parts: Solext
LAUNCH DATE- 02/2417g WEIGHT- 84g.6 KG Solflext Monex_ and Magmap. The objective of these four
LAUNCH SITE- VANOENBERG AFB_ UNITED STATES experiments was the study of solar flares and active regions,
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS Solex obtained spectra in the 3- to 25-A wavelength interval
while pointed at a specific solar reglon_ as welt as maps of
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY the sun in individual X-ray spectral Lines using muttlgrld
UNITED STATES DOD-USAF collimators and Bragg crystal spectrometers, Sotftes obtained
flare spectra in four narrow-wavelength bands between 1,8 and
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS 8,6 A using uncotllmated Bragg crystal spectrometers, Monex
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02/24179 recorded full sotar-dlsk intensity wlth 32-ms time resolution
ORBIT PERIOD- 96.3 MIN INCLINATION- 97,9 DEG from 0.1 to 12 A using umcottimated proportional counters.
PERIAPSIS- 560. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 600. KM ALT Magmap obtained futl-dlsk solar maps from B to 12 A using
filtered collimated prooortlonat counters,
PERSONNEL
PM - R.B, KEHL USAF SPACE DIVISION ....... STR P78-19 MICHELS
PS - H.E. WANG AEROSPACE CORP
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND MONITOR
bRIEF DESCRIPTION
The space test Grogram (STP) P78-1 mission was designed NSSDC ID- 79-01TA-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
to obtain scientific data from earth and sun-orlented SPADE TEST PROGRAM
experiments, The spacecraft was sun-orlented amp had its spin
axis perpendicular to the orbit plane and the sateltlte-sun INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
llne. The instrumentation consisted of (I) a gam¶a-ray SOLAR PHYSICS
spectrometer and particle detectorst (2) a whlte-llght
coronagraph and an extreme-uttravlotet hetlograph_ (3) solar PERSONNEL
X-ray spectrometer and spectrohellograbhw (A) an Pl - D,J, MICHELS US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
extreme-ultravlolet spectrometer9 (5) a hlgh-latltude particle
spectrometer_ (6) an X-ray monltor_ and (7) a preliminary bRIEF DESCRIPTION
aerosol monitor. Thts investigation used a white-tight coronagraph and an
extreme ultraviolet (ZUV) heliograph to monitor the sunts inner
....... STP P78-1t BOWYER and outer corona, The purpose of the investigation was to
determine the character of the plasma outflow at the source of
INVESTIGATION NAME- EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER the solar wind, The investigation also measured the form and
structure of solar ftares_ coronal holesl and Atfven waves.
NSSDC ID- 79-017A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM Due to background Light problems_ the EUV heliograph data were
SPACE TEST PROGRAM completely compromised,
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ....... STP P78-1_ PEPIN.
AZRONOMY
IONOSPHERES INVESTIGATION NAME- PRELIMINARY AEROSOL MONITOR
PERSONNEL NSSOC ID- 79-017A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PI - C.S, BOWYER U OF CALI_t BERKELEY SPACE TEST PROGRAM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
This investigation used an extreme ultraviolet METEOROLOGY
spectrometer to measure airglow radiation in the upper
atmosbhere. The instrument had a 6-deg by 6-deg field of vlew PERSONNEL
and measured a selected 600-A bandwidth with 5-A resolution PI - T,J. PEPIN U OF WYOMING
within the 200- to 1400-A range.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
....... STP P78-1_ IMHOF ..................... This investigation used an aerosol-monltorlng instrument
to measure the concentration and vertical distribution of
INVESTIGATION NAME- GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER aerosols and ozone in the earthts stratosphere,
NSSDC ID- 7g-O17A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM SIP P78-1_ SHULMAN .....................................
SPACE TEST PROGRAM
• INVESTIGATION NAME- X-RAY MONITOR
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY NSSDC ID- 79-01TA-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PARTICLES AND FIELDS SPACE TEST PROSRAM
PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
P; - W.L, IMHOF LOCKHEED PALO ALTO X-RAY ASTRONOMY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
This investigation used gamma-ray spectrometers to Pl - S.D, SHULMAN(NLA) US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
measure the distribution of gamma-ray sources and the
characteristics of energetic particle fluxes at Low altitudes, BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrument consisted of three different types of detectors, Thls investigation used an X-ray monitor to determine the
There were two GE oetectorst cooled by a mechanical frequency and location of short-tlved X-ray bursts from space•
refrlgerator_ two CsI/plastlc Phoswlch detectors_ and an array It provided a Low-resotutlon mapping capability for auroral
of eight cadmium tellurium detectors. Each GE detector had a X-ray emission,
conical field of vlew (FOV) of 45 deg half angler was 80 cc In
volume and 15 sq cm in front areal and measured energy toss ....... SIP PTB-lv VANCOUR .....................................
from 40 keV to 2.5 MeV in 4056 channels, A factor-of-3 gain
change allowed the range to change to 0.12 to 7,5 MeV, The INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH LATITUDE PARTICLE SPECTROMETER
initial energy resolution was 3,5 keV at I MeVt butv due to
radiation damage and temperature cycling caused by the NSSOC IO- 79-017A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
necessity to turn off the refrigerator for power conservatlong SPACE TEST PROGRAM
the resolution degraded to about 40 keV at the 0,511-MeV llne,
The Phoswlch detectors were 10.16-cm diameter disks of 1.27 cm INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
thickness; they measured energy toss from 40 keY to 2.5 MeV in PARTICLES AND FIELDS
256 channels. The cadmium telturlu_ oetectors had a fan-shaped MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
FOV of 90 deg by 10 deg and were equally spaced in the lO-deg
widths around the circle, The energy Loss range was 20 to 200
keV in six channels,
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PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PI - R.P. VANCOUR USAF GEDPHYS LAB Thls experiment (SC2-6) measured the proton flux in the
energy range from 20 to 1000 keY In six differential channels
BRIEF DESCRIPTION plus integral fluxes for energies above I and 3 MeV.
This investigation used two sets of dual electrostatic
analyzers at right angles to acquire electron data In ....... STP P78-2, CO_EN .......................................
hlgh-tatltude auroral zones_ primarily during magnetic storm
and substorm oerlods. One analyzer in each set swept through INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRON GUN-ION GUN
the energy range 50 to 1000 eV_ while the other analyzer swept
from 1 to 20 keV simultaneously. The total energy range 0.05 NSSDC ID- 79-007A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
to 20 keV was divided Into 16 channels. SPACE TEST PROGRAM
***1.*********** ** ******** ** STP ***-************************** INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNET3SP_ERIC o_YSISS
TECHNOLOGY
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- STP P78-2 SPACE PLASMAS
ALTERNATE NAMES- SESP P7B-2A9 P78-2 PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SCATHA_ 11256
PERSONNEL
NSSDC IO- 79-007A Pl - M.A. COHEN USAF GEOPHYS LAB
LAUNCH DATE- 01/30/79 WEIGHT- 343. KG BRIEF DESCRIPTION
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES This experiment (SC!) consisted of an electron-beam
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA system (EBS) and a posltlve-lon-beam system (PIBS)_ which were
flown to control the eJectlont respectlvetyt of negative charge
SPONSORING COUNTRY/ASENCY (electrons) and positive charge (xenon ions) from the space
UNITED STATES DOD-USAF vehicle. The EBS conslsteq of a control grid and an indirectly
heated oxlde-covereo cathode, which was kept at a controlled
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS negative potential wlth respect to the space vehicle. The
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 04/29/79 controlled negative potential determined the energy of ejected
ORBIT PERIOD- 1416.2 MIN INCLINATION- 7.7 PEG electrons and varied in steps as follows (In volts): 50t 150w
PERIAPSIS- 27553. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 45239. KM ALT 300, 500_ 1500_ and 3000. The control grid was normally kept
negative wlth respect to the cathode and was pulsed positively
PERSONNEL to allow electron ejection current. The duration and
PM - R.B. KEHL USAF SPACE DIVISION electron-current level of the pulse were controlled by ground
command. A focusing element between the control grld and the
BRIEF DESCRIPTION grounded exit anode served to reduce the beam divergence. The
Spacecraft Charging At Hlgh Altitudes (SCATHA) was a magnitude of the beam current could vary over six steps (in
satellite program for measJrlng the characterlstlcs of the milliamperes = 0.001_ 0.01, 0.i0_ 1.01 5.0_ and 13). The
pLasmasheath charging process. This program determined the maximum power drawn was 42 W. Mounted in bonded electrical
resbonse of the satellite to the charging and evaluated the contact with the spacecraft frame groundt the EBS was oriented
techniques to correct the problem, The spacecraft was so that the beam axis was perpendlcular to the spacecraft spin
essentially a right circular cyLinder_ 1,7 m in diameter and axis. A protective aperture cover was removed by ground
1,8 m high. It had a near-synchronous orbit and spun about the command when the spacecraft was in orbit. The PISS consisted
cylinder axis at a rate of I rbm. The spin vector was normal of a Penning dlscharge-chamber ion source and a control grid.
to the earth-sun llne and in the equatorlaL plane of the earth. The Ion source consisted of an ionization chamber and beam
There were three 3-m boomst a 2-mr and a 7-m boomv all for formation electrodes. A cylinder of pressurized xenon
deployment of experiments, In aodltlont there was a 100-m constituted the gas source and was controlled by a leak valve
tlp-to-tlp electric field antenna. An electron gun and a with the flow rate commandable from the ground. The intensity
positive Ion (xenon) gun were Includedt to test the control of and duration of the ion beam was also determined by ground
the spacecraft potential. Telemetry capability was both PCM command. The two beam bias voltages were 1000 V dc and 2000 V
and FM_ and data could be stored up to 12 hours using on-board dct and the five selectable beam intensity levels were (In
tape recorders. The planned mission Lifetime of 1 year has milliamperes) 0.3t 0.St 1.0_ 1.5_ and 2.0. During maximum beam
been surpassed, eJectlon_ the power drawn was 60 W. The PISS nozzle was the
element that controlled the nature of the ejected beam_ and the
....... STP P7B-29 AGGSON ...................................... thin wlres mounted on top of the nozzle could neutralize all or
a fraction (including zero) of the beamy depending on satellite
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR experiment requirements, The expeltant storage tank was
connected to the ion source through a pressure regutatort a
NSSDC ID- 79-007A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM sotenold-operated latchlng_ a porous plug9 and an insulator.
CODE EE-8/CO-OP9 SCIENCE The Ion source was maintained under vacuum and opened to the
atmosphere in orbit on command,
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS STP P78-2_ FENNELL .....................................
IONOSPHERES
SPACE PLASMAS INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACECRAFT SHEATH FIELDS DETECTOR
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
NSSDC IO- 79-007A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PERSONNEL SPACE TEST PROGRA_
Pl - T.L, AGGSON NASA-GSFC
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PARTICLES AND _IELOS
This experiment (SCIO) measured the absolute potential SPACE PLASMAS
between the satellite and the plasma using a lO0-m tip-to-tlp MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
dipole antenna. The antenna elements were copper-berylllum
stem extendable antennas and were 0.6_-cm diameter tubes when PERSONNEL
extended, Two 50-m elements plus the Z.?-m spacecraft body Pl - J.F, FENNELL AEROSPACE CORP
made the total length 101.7 m. The antenna elements were
insulated except for 20 m at the ends. ThJst for ambient BRIEF DESCRIPTION
plasma condltlons_ the conducting segments of the antenna were This experiment (SC2-1t 2t and 3) consisted of three
positioned outside the sheath region. The experiment measured miniature electrostatic analyzers. Two of the analyzers were
dc electric fields from 0.1 to 20 mV/m and ac fields in the separately enclosed within 17.8-cm-dlameter spherical probes
frequency range from 3 to 2DO HZ from 1 to 100 _Icrovolts/m, mounted on dlametlcally opposed 3-m booms. The third analyzer
was mounted behind the center band of the spacecraft. The
....... STP PTa-2t BLAKE ....................................... three analyzers had the same took directions and entrance
angles so that_ if there were no electric fields about the
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PROTON DETECTOR spacecraftt all three analyzers would measure the same flux,
spectrum_ and angular dlstrbutlon of electrons and ions in the
NSSDC ID- 79-007A-1_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM energy range I to 1000 eV. An optical data-transmlsslon system
SPACE TEST PROGRAM was used to telemeter digital data from the analyzers to the
spacecraft data-processlng system to maintain electrical
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) isolation at the analyzers, The experiment also measureo the
PARTICLES AND FIELDS floating potential of the spherical probes relative to the
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS spacecraft reference point over a Large dynamic range, The
soherlcat probes could be biased relative to the spacecraft
PERSONNEL upon ground command, Potential and electric field measurements
PI - J.B. BLAKE AEROSPACE CORP at three positions in the plasma sheath were obtained.
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....... STP P78-2_ HALL ........................................ NSSDC ID- 79-007A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPA3E TEST PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION NAME- QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICROBALANCES IN
RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZERS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
NSSDC ID- Tg-OOTA-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM TECHNOLOGY
SPACE TEST PROGRAM SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TECHNOLOGY PERSONNEL
PI - H.C. KOONS AEROSPACE CORP
PERSONNEL
PI - O.F. HALL AEROSPACE CORP BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment (part of SC1) measured electromagnetic
BRIEF DESCRIPTION interference in the range 100 to 1E7 HZ, Three separate
In this experiment (part of ML12)9 two Quartz-crystal instruments were used, The frequency range from 2 to 30 MHz
mlcrobalances were placed in retarding Potential analyzerst was measured with a swept-frequency analyzer. The frequency
with one mlcrobatance-analyzer set mounted on the spacecraft band 1.3 to 300 kHz was monitored by flxed-frequency analyzers.
side_ anD the other set placed on a spacecraft end maintained The capability also existed to telemeter broadband signals from
in continuous shadow, The retarding potential analyzer was sensors in the frequency band 100 to 5000 HZ, The analyzer
used to exclude ions from the mlcrobatance and to maintain a sampled signals from a variety of sensors9 including solar
zero-electrlc-fleld condition at the sensor. To determine the array busw power tlne bus_ typical command llnel external short
dependence of contamination rate upon surface charge_ dtpolet and electrlc-ftetd-detector boom.
Measurements were made with and without the retarding-potential
bias. The ouartz sensors had an active temperature control and ....... STP P78-2t LEDLEY ......................................
could De operated over a range of temperatures from -60 to .60
deg C. INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR
....... STP PTG-2t HALL ........................................ NSSDC ID- 7g-OO7A-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION NAME- THERMAL CONTROL SAMPLE MONITOR
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
NSSOC ID- 79-007A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACE TEST PROGRAM MAGNETOSPHERIO PHYSICS
PLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TECHNOLOGY PERSONNEL
PI - Bog. LEDLEY NASA-GSFC
PERSONNEL
PI - D. =, HALL AEROSPACE CORP GRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment (SCli) obtained trlaxlat measurements of
BRIEF DESCRIPTION the geomagnetic field. A boom-mounted (T-m boom} fLuxgate
This experiment (part of MLI2) evaluated the performance magnetometer was used. Time resolution was 4 vectors per
of thermal-control materials as a function of orbit second. Field resolution was approximately 0.3 nT with a
contamination conditions. The sensor measured the backface dyna_tc range of plus and minus approximately 450 nT per axis,
temperature of eight thermaL-control-materlaL samples. The Sensor response was from dc to 70 HI,
instruments were positioned contiguously with the quartz
crystal monitors. It was OOSsIDLe to heat the samples and to ....... STP P78-2t MIZERA ......................................
purge contaminants which froze out on the test surface.
INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACECRAFT SURFACE POTENTIAL MONITOR
....... STP PT8-2t HARDY .......................................
NSSDC ID- 79-007A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION NAME- RAPID SCAN PARTICLE DETECTOR SPACE TEST PROGRAM
NSSDC ID- 79-007A-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
SPACE TEST PROGRAM MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
TECHNOLOGY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) SPACE PLASMAS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACE PLASMAS PERSONNEL
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS PI - P.F. MIZERA AEROSPASE CORD
PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PI - b.A. HARDY USAF GEOPHYS LAB Thls experiment (part of SC1) measured the surface
potential of seven different types of materials relative to a
BRIEF DESCRIPTION gold cylindrical common reference point on the satellite. The
This experiment (SCS) employed curved-plate electrostatic sample was mounted on one surface of a dielectric slabt and a
analyzers and solld-state spectrometers to measure the flux of conducting plate was mounted on the other surface. The surface
electrons and ions. The exoerlment recorded 3 spectrum for potential was measured from Leakage currents and by a chopper
both electrons and ions once per second in two orthogonal electrometer (Monroe detectors}, Some of the materials used
directions. The electron flux was measured in 16 energy ranges were sillcont cloth fabrlct solar cell cover gLassest gold
spanning 50 eV to 1.1 MeV. The ion flux was teasured in 18 (reference)_ sItver-teflon_ and kaoton muttltayer insulation.
energy ranges spanning 50 eV to 35 MeV. Any given energy Five of the samples were placed on the sides of the satellite
channel could be reaD out with a time resolution of 240 and rotated in and out Of sunlight. Pour samples were Located
microseconds, at the end of the spacecraft in shadow,
....... STP P78-21 JOHNSON ............................................ STP P7B-2t NANEVICZ ....................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC ION SPECTROMETER INVESTIGATION NAME- TRANSIENT PULSE MONITOR
NSSDC ID- 79-007A-13 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM NSSDC ID- 79-007A-16 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM SPAGE TEST PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACE PLASMAS PERSONNEL
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS PI - J.E, NANEVICZ STAN=DR3 RES INST
PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Pl - R.O. JOHNSON LOCKHEED PALO ALTO The Transient Pulse Monitor (TPM) was an eng|neerlng
experiment which provided data on the electromagnetic pulse
BRIEF DESCRIPTION environment on the spacecraft. The experiment conslsted of an
Thls experiment (SCB) measured the flux of ions in the electronic processor and four sensors which were built into the
mass range from I to 150 u and In the energy range from i00 to wiring harness, Two of the sensors were current probes which
20t000 eV. The sensor was an energetic ion mass spectrometer, provided voltage signals to the electronic processor with
sensitivities of 1 mV/mA. One of these probes measured current
....... STP P78-29 KOONS ....................................... fluctuations in the solar array power tlne_ and the other
measured current fluctuations In the ground Line of the maln
INVESTIGATION NAME- CHARGING ELECTRICAL EFFECTS ANALYZER power system. The other two sensors were Long wire antennas
mounted outslce the shields of the main cable bundles. The two
antennas ran parallel to each other and differed only in the
magnitude of their terminal impedances. The electronic
processor had commandable sensitivities and continuously
monltorec electrical slgnats from each of the four sensors
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simultaneously, The processor provided the foLLowing PERSONNEL
information for each sensor once per second: total pulse countt PI - W.L. IMHOF LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
Positive voltage-time 4ntegratt negative voltage-time _ntegral_ CI - J.B. REAGAN LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
positive peak voltage amptttudet and negative Peak voltage CI - H.D. VOSS LOCKMEED PALO ALTO
amplitude, For more detail see Stevens_ J. R,_ and A. L. CZ - E.E. GAINES LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
Vampotat "Description of the space test program P78-2 CI - D,W, DATLOW LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
spacecraft and paytoadso" Air Force Space and Missile Systems CI - J. MOBILIO LOCKHEE_ PALO ALTO
Organization (now Space Division) report SAMSO TR-TB-24t CI - R.A, HELLIWELL STANFORD U
October 1978 (TRF B54218). CI - U.S. INAN STANFORD U
CI - J, KATSUFRAKIS STANFORD U
....... STP P7B-21 REAGAN ......................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH-ENERGY PARTICLE DETECTOR The purpose of this experiment was to measure radiation
belt electrons precipitated by controlled injection of VLF
NSSDC ID- 79-007A-15 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM signals from ground stations. It measured precipitated
SPACE TEST PROGRAM particles directly wlth an array of seven solid-state silicon
electron spectrometers_ and indirectly through an X-ray imaging
INVESTIGATION DISCPLINE(S) proportional counter (XRIP) to map bremsstrahtung X rayst and
PARTICLES AND FIELDS an airglow photometer tAP) to measure optical emissions, The
COSMIC RAYS AP sensed radiation at 3914 A and 6300 A. The XRIP was a
MAGNETOSPBERIC PHYSICS spectrometer which could be used wlth either 8 or 24 Levels and
which covered the range of 3 to GO keV. Five of the electron
PERSONNEL spectrometers (LElt LE2. LE3t LE_ and LE5) were
PI - J.B. REAGAN LOCKHEED PALO ALTO radlatlvely-cooled tow-energy spectrometers with energy ranges
of 3 keV to 1 MeV_ and were aimed to receive electrons at five
BRIEF DESCRIPTION separate Ditch angles. The other two spectrometers (ME1 and
This experiment (SO3) measured the electron flux in the ME2) were mlddte-energy spectrometers with energy ranges of 45
0.3 to 2.1 MeV ranger the proton flux in the 1 to 100 MeV keV to 1 MeV.
range_ and alpha particles in the range from 6 to 60 MeV. A
high-energy particle spectrometer was used to determine flux ....... STP SBl-lt SIMPSON .....................................
and pitch-angle distributions.
INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC RAY ISOTOPE EXPERIMENT-LOW ENERGY
....... STP P78-2_ WHIPPLE0 JR, (ONR-6D2) {PHOENIX 1)
INVESTIGATION NAME- UCSD CHARGED PARTICLE DETECTOR NSSDC ID- B2-O41A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM/CO-OP
NSSDC 13- 79-00TA-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM INVESTIGATION DISSIRLINE(SI
COSMIC RAYS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{S) SOLAR PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACE PLASMAS PERS3NNEL
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS Pl - J.A. SIMPSON U OF CHICAGO
IONOSPHERES OI - M, GARCIA-MUNOZ U OF CHICAGO
Ol - J,P. WEFEL LOUISIANA STATE U
PERSONNEL
PI - E,C, WHIPPLE_ JR. U OF CALIF_ SAN DIEGO BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The primary objectives of this investigation were (l) to
BRIEF DESCRIPTIOi. study solar flare energy conversion and solar acceleration
This experiment (SCg) measured the electron and ion mechantsmst and (2) to monitor solar flare particle fluxes.
differential fluxt energyt and pitch-angle distribution. This Objective (1) was accomplished through the identification of
particle detector measured energy spectra in 64 steps between 1 isotopes whose presence was a measure of the amount of solar
and 70t000 eV. The acceptance angle of the telescope was B deg matter traversed during acceleration and the time spent within
_alf-angle. This same type instrument was flown on the ATS B the solar corona. The instrument package contained a
Ind ATS 6 spacecraft, tow-energy elght-element solld-state detector telescope and a
tow-energy single-etement sotld-state proton flare monitor,
**************************** STP *,1-************************** The tow-energy telescope was used to resolve isotopes from He
to Nt in the range 4 to 230 MeV/nucteon_ and its vtew angle was
BO deg. The flare monitor was supported by fast electronics
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- STP SBI-I which allowed proton counting rates up to 2.0EB/s to be
ALTERNATE NAMES- 13170t SB1-1 monitored for protons in the range 0.5 to 3,2 MeV. The data
rate was one 360-blt word/s for the Low-energy telescope and
NSSOC ID- 82-041A the flare monitor combined. This experiment worked welt
throughout the satellite lifetime,
LAUNCH DATE- 05/11/B2 WEIGHT- KG
LAUNCM SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES **************************** ***-******************************
LAUNCH VEHICLE- UNKNOWN
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- STS-2
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA ALTERNATE NAMES- SHUTTLE DFT-29 OSTA-1
UNITED STATES POD-NAVY STS-2/OSTA-I_ OSTA-1/STS-2
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS NSSDC ID- 81-111A
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 05/13/82
ORBIT PERIOD- BS.gl MIN INCLINATION- 96._ DEG LAUNCH DATE- 11/12/81 WEIGHT- 2542. KG
PERIAPSIS- 177. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 262. KM ALT LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
PERSONNEL
MG - M, WEINREB NASA HEADQUARTERS SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
SC - A.G. OPP NASA HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
PM - M.A. DAVIS NASA-GS_S
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 11/12/81
This U.S. Air Force STP satellite was three-axls ORBIT PERIOD- B9,0 MIN INCLINATION- 3B. DEG
stabillzedt and in an approximately potart sJ_-synchronous PERIAPSIS- 21g. <M ALT APOAPSIS- 229. KM ALT
orbit at an altitude of approximately 200 km. Two unclassified
experiments were flown on this satellite. PERSONNEL
MG - L.J. DEMAS NASA HEADQUARTERS
....... SiP SB1-1t IMHOF .......... SC - M. SETTLE NASA _EADQUARTERS
PM - G.S. tUNNEY NASA-JSC
INVESTIGATION NAME- STIMULATED EMISSION OF ENERGETIC
PARTICLESt ONR-B04 BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The second flight of the Space Shuttle (STS-2) carried
NSSDC ID- 82-041A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM the first scientific payload OSTA-1 {Office of Space and
SPACE TEST PROGRAM Terrestrial Application I). The instruments from the OSTA-I
payload were designed to perform remote sensing of the earth's
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) atmospherev oceanst and Land resources. _urlng its time in
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS orblt_ the Shuttle assumed an earth-vlewlng orlentatlon_ thus
PARTICLES AND FIELDS accommodating the experiments of the OSTA-I Payload, In this
attltude_ called Z-axls local vertical (ZLV)_ the Shuttle's
payload bay faces the earth on a Line perpendicular to the
earthOs surface. The OSTA-1 payload consisted of (1) a shuttle
imaging radar-A (SIR-A)_ (2) a shuttle mutttspectrat infrared
radiometer (SMIqR)t (3) a feature identification and location
g2
experiment (FILE)t (q) a measurement af air oatlutton from PERSONNEL
satellites (MAPS)9 (S) an ocean color experiment (OCE), (6) a PI - A.H. GOETZ NASA-JPL
night/day oottcal survey of Lightning (NOSL)t and (7) a heLfex OI - L.C= ROWAN US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Otoengineertng test (HgT). The first five instruments were
Located tn the payload bay. A pallet, supplied by the European BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Space Agency, made the interface between the payload bay and The purpose of the Shuttle Mutttspectral Infrared
these five experiments. The NOSL and HBT instruments were Radiometer (SMIRR) experiment was to determine the spectral
Located in the crew compartment. Due to the Loss of one of bands to be included in a future high-resolution imaging system
three fuel cetLst the STS-2 mission was shortened from the for mapping rocks associated with mineral deposits from space.
planned 124-h to a Bi-h minimum mission. The OSTA-1 payload The SMIRR system consisted of a Cassegratn tetescopet a filter
was activated approximately 4.5 h after Launch. The wheett two Hg-Cd-Te detectors, two fttm camerast and supporting
earth-viewing time was reduced from the planned 88 h to 36 h. electronics. The telescope was a modified version of the
The STS-2 mission successfully demonstrated the capability of Mariner telescope that gathered images of Venus and Mercury tn
the Space Shuttle to conduct scientific research. For more 1973. Since SMIRR was not an imaging devtce_ photographs were
detailed descriptions of the OSTA-1 paytoadt see "OSTA-1 necessary to locate the lOO-m diameter radiometer reading
Experiments," JSC 1TO59t NASA-JSC, and Science, v. 218t n. within the cameras t ground vtew (20 by 25 km). The two
cameras_ one color and one bLack-and-white_ were aligned wtth
4576t pp. g93-1033t 1982. the telescope. Analysis showed that the cameras remained
....... STS-2t BROWN ........................................... aligned after launch stresses. The filter wheel allowed 10filters to sample the following spectral bands: filters 1 and 2
INVESTIGATION NAME- HEFLEX BIOENGINEERING TEST (HBT) at 0.5 and 0.6 micrometer for correlation wlth Landsat; filters3 and 4 at 1.05 and 1.2 micrometers for field measurements;
NSSDC IO- 81-111A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM fitter 5 at the 1.6-micrometer Landsat 0 band; filter 6 at the
CODE Eg-Bt APPLICATIONS 2.1-micrometer NO hydroxyl absorption band; filters 7t 8 and 9
at the 2.17, 2.20t and 2.22-micrometer hydroxyl ion absorption
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) bands; and fitter 10 at the 2.35-mlcrometer carbonate
SPACE BIOLOGY absorption band. The SHIRR sampled 80_000 km of the earthts
surface for 3 h and 6 mtn. Over 1 h of prime data was obtained
PERSONNEL over cloud-free Land areas.
PI - A.H. BROWN U OF PENNSYLVANIA
....... STS-21 KIM .............................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of the Heflex Bioengineering Test (HBT) was INVESTIGATION NAME- OCEAN COLOR EXPERIMENT (OCE)
to determine the effect of near weightlessness and soil content
on Hetlanthus annus (dwarf sunflower) growth. The HBT was a NSSDC IO- 81-I11A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
precursor to the Heflex (Hetlanthus Annus FLight Experiment) CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS
planned on Spacetab I. The HBT exoerlment was a sultcase-tlke
container Loaded wlth B5 sealed plant modules varying in soil INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
OCEANOGRAPHY
moisture content from 55% by weight to 77%. Thls plant
carry-on was storec in a locker in the crew compartment of the EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
Space Shuttle. There was insufficient time for the plants to
grow because of the shortened mission. Germination percentage PERSONNEL
was 98%t but the data relating to growth required to support PI - H.H. KIM NASA-GSFC
the Spacetab 1 experiment were not obtained. Ol - L.R. BLAINE NASA-GSFC
Ol - R.S. FRASER NASA-GSFC
....... STS-21ELACHI .......................................... OI - N.E. HUANG _ ASA'WrC
OI - H. VAN PER PIEPER DFVLR
INVESTIGATION NAME- SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR-A (SIR-A)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NS_OC ID- 81-111A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM The Ocean Color Experiment (OCE) was primarily to
CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS demonstrate the ability to Locate plankton or chlorophyll
concentrations and identify circulation features by mapping
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) color patterns in the ocean. The OCE instrument was a modified
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY version of the U-2-borne ocean color scanner. It consisted of
two main modules: the scanner and the electronics. The scanner
PERSONNEL was mounted on the experiment pallet sheLft and the electronics
Pl - C. ELACHI NASA-JPL were coupled to a cold plate on the pallet deck. The rotating
OI - W.E. BROWN, JR. NASA-JPL mirror on the OCE instrument scanned plus or minus 45 deg from
OI - L.F. DELLWIG U OF KANSAS nadir across the direction of flight with a ground resolution
OI - A.W. ENGLAND NASA-JSC of 3 km. The scanner operated In the eight spectral intervals:
OI - M. GUY CNES 48G nm (btue)t 518 nm9 553 nm (green)_ 585 rim, 621 nm, 655 nm
OI - H. MACDONALD U OF ARKANSAS (red)t 685 nm_ and 787 nm (near-lnfrared). The OCE experiment
Ol - R.S. SAUNDERS NASA-JPL operated successfully and overall image quality and spectral
OI - G. SCHABER US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY information were excellent. The instrument acquired
approximately 20 to 30 minutes of cloud-free data.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The prime objective of Shuttle Imaging Radar-A (SIR-A} ....... STS-2t REICHLEt JR. ....................................
was to obtain maptike images of the earthts sJrface and to
evaluate their utility for geologic exploration. The SIR-A INVESTIGATION NAME- MEASUREMENT OF AIR POLLUTION FROMSATELLITES (MAPS)
experiment used a sldetooklng9 synthetic aperture radar
operating at L-band (Io27B SHZ) with a viewing _ngLe of 47 dmg
to create two dimensional images of the earth+s surface. The NSSDC IO- BE-IE1A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
imaging radar was independent of sunlight and able to penetrate CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS
cloud cover. A radar image 50 km wide and a total of 160,000
km long was produced. A resolution of 40 m oath across and INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
along the track of the beam was attained by this system. Radar METEOROLOGY
tmabery recorded differences in surface roughness and terrain ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
attitude and thus was used to delineate such geological
features as fautts_ a_ttcltnest folds and do_est drainage PERSONNEL
patterns_ and stratification. Landsat muLtlspectral imagery Pl - H.G. REICHLEt dR. NASA-LARC
could provide the supplementary information necessary to OI - W.L. CHAMEIDES GEORGIA INST OF TECH
identify rock types and types of vegetation. For _ore detailed OI - W.D. HESKETH NASA-LARC
descriptlonst see "Shuttle Imaging Radar-A (SIR-A) Experiment," OI - C.B. LUDWIG PHOTON RESEARCH INC
JPL B2-TTt NASA-JPLt and C. Elachlt et at.t "Shuttle Imaging Ol - R.E. NEWELL MASS INST OF TECH
Radar Expertment_" Sctencet v. 218_ n. 4576_ pp. gg6-1OOOt OI - L.K. PETERS U OF KENTUCKY
Ol - W. SEILER MPI-CHEMISTRY
1982. OI - J.W. SWINNERTON US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
....... STS-2t GOETZ ........................................... OI - F.A. WALLIO NASA-LARC
INVESTIGATION NAME- SHUTTLE MULTISPECTRAL INFRARED BRIEF DESCRIPTIONThe Measurement of Atr Pollution from Satellites (MAPS)
RADIOMETER (SHIRR) experiment measured the distribution of carbon monoxide in the
NSSDC ID- BI-111A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM middle tropospheret upper tropospheret and Lower stratosphere
CODE EE-81 APPLICATIONS over the region from 38 deg N to 3B deg S during both daytime
and nighttime. The performance of the MAPS instrument under
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) various temperatures and other orbital conditions indicated the
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY efficiency of using orbiting spacecraft to measure
environmental quality. The MAPS equipment consisted of an
etectro-optlcat head, an electronics module_ a digital tape
recorder, and an aerial camera. The core of the MAPS
instrument was a nadir viewing gas filter radiometer operating
at the 4.67-mlcrometer CO band. The instantaneous field of
view was approximately 20 by 22 km. The equipment was coupled
to a cold plate and mounted on the experiment pallet shelf.
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The aerlat camera was mounted alongside the MAPS PERSONNEL
etectro-optlcat head to provide information on cloud cover and MM - K. KISSIN NASA-GSFC
the terrain over which the data were gathered, MS - W,M, NEUPERT NASA-GSFC
....... STS-21 SCHAPPELL ....................................... BRIEr DESCRIPTION
The experiments selected to be part of the OSS-L/STS-3
INVESTIGATION NAME- FEATURE IDENTIFICATION AND LOCATION payload had several objectives which included the following:
(FILE} (a} to conduct supplementary observations of the Orbiterls
environment that have specific applicability to plasma physics
NSSDC ID- 81-111A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM and astronomical payloads; (b) to conduct scientific
CODE EE-8t APPLICATIONS observations that demonstrate the Space Shuttle's research
capabilities and are appropriate for flight on an early
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) mission; and (c) to evaluate technology that may have
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY application in future experiments in space, Three hours after
llftofft ColumblaWs payload bay doors were opened and the
PERSONNEL payload pallet was exposed to the space environment, Eight
Pl - R,T, SCHAPPELL MARTIN-MARIETTA AEROSP experiments were mounted on the U-shaped oaltet_ and the plant
O; - W.E. SIVERTSONt JR. NASA-LARC tlgnlflcatlon experiment was mounted In the cabin area. The
O; - J,C, TIETZ MARTIN-MARIETTA AEROSP parameters measured by the payload included (I) ptasmat wavest
O; - R.G. WILSON NASA-LARD and fields; (2} polarization in solar X-ray bursts; (3) solar
flux in the wavelength range 120-400 nanometers; (4) electrical
BRIEF DESCRIPTION charging properties of the Orbiter vehicle; (5) thermal
The objective of the Feature Identification and Location prooertles of the canister experiment; (6) optical properties
Experiment (FILE} was to test a technique for autonomously of the Shuttle-induced atmosphere; and (T) mlcrometeorlte
classifying earthts features into four categories: water_ impacts, In addltlont there were measurements of plant
vegetatlont bare land9 and clouds/snow/Ice, The FILE system llgnlflcatlon in welghttessnessv and of the induced
consisted of a sunrise sensort two TV camerast a contamination environment of the Orbiter bay,
decls.lon-maklng electronics unltt a buffer memoryt a tape
recordert and a 70-mm Hassetblad camera. This equipment was ....... STS-3t BANKS ...........................................
mounted on the experiment pallet shelf. The sunrise sensor
would activate the exoerlment when the sun was 60 deg from the INVESTIGATION NAME- VEHICLE CHARGING AND POTENTIAL
Space Shuttlets zenith. The two TV cameras were equipped with EXPERIMENT
optical filters for visual red (O,G5 micrometer} and near
infrared (0,85 micrometer) to determine the ground track. The NSSDO ID- 82-022A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
FILE was a data management technique, Using the ratio between CODE EE-8/SO-OPt SCIENCE
visual red reflectance and near-IR reflectancet it categorized
scenes as vegetatlont bare groundt watert or snow and clouds, INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
And it would suppress further data acquisition in a certain TECflNOLOSY
category after it had acquired a given number of scenes, The PARTICLES AND FIELDS
FILE experiment operated successfully for several orbits, But IONOSPHERES
only 5 S of classified data were recorded due to a tape
recorder malfunction, The data are a#altable from PERSONNEL
investigators Eugene Slvertsont Jr, and Gate WILsont NASA-LARC. PI - P.M. BANKS STANFORD U
O; - W.J, RAITT UTAH STATE U
....... STS-2t VONNEGUT ........................................ O; - P.R. WILLIAMSON UTAH STATE U
OI - P,M, GOLDSTEIN NASA-JPL
INVESTIGATION NAME- NIGHT/DAY OPTICAL SURVEY OF LIGHTING O; - U, SAMIR U Of MICHIGAN
O; - T, OBAYASHI U OF TOKYO
NSSDC ID- 81-11ZA-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM O; - H.B. LIEMOHN BATTELLE MEMORIAL INST
CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS O; - C.R. CHAPPELL NASA-MSRC
O; - L,M, LINSON SCIENCE APPL_ INC
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) O; - d.L, BURCH SOUTHWEST RES INST
METEOROLOGY
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of the Vehicle Charging and Potential
PERSONNEL Experiment (VCAP} were (Z) to determine electrical potential
PI - B, VONNEGUT STATE U O = NEW YORK changes associated wlth the Orbiter and wlth the experiment
OI - M, BROOK NM INST OF MINE * TECH operatlont (2) to determine the electrical charging properties
O; - O,H, VAUGHANt JR, NASA-MSFC of the Orblter9 (3} to observe electrical potential changes
arising from active electron emlsslont (4) to observe
BRIEF DESCRIPTION electrical processes associated with charging and discharging
The objective of the Night/Day Optical Survey of of vehicle dielectric surfacesl (5} to assess the electrical
Lightning (NOSL} was to obtain motion picture films and response of the vehicle to Low Levels of electron emlsslont (6}
correlated photocell sensor slgnats of Lightning storms, The to document the operation of a tow-power electron accelerator
NOSL equipment consisted of the camerat the attached photocell in the Orbiter envlronment_ (7) to evaluate the suitability of
sensor_ and the connected tape recorder. During tauncht boostt the Orblter bay for in sltu thermal plasma measurementst and
and reentryt thls equipment was secured In stowage Lockers in (8} to mad the wave and particle distributions in the vicinity
the crew compartment, In orbltt the equipment was retrieved of the electron beam wlth the plasma diagnostic package
and assembled for use in the crew cabin, The motion plcture (82-022A-01) group, To achieve these ob]ectlvest the following
camera was a 16-mm data acquisition camera_ a model which has instruments were flown: (1) two charge and current probes
been flight tested on Apollo and Skylab missions. Despite the (CCP) to measure vehicle return currents and dielectric charges
curtailed duration of the flight and the greatly increased at two Locations on the pallet; (2) a spherical retarding
demands on the crawl the crew obtained photographs of lightning potential analyzer/langmulr probe (SRPA/LP) to measure vehicle
at night and excellent motion picture sequences of six Large potential relative to the plasmat electron densityt and plasma
thunderstorm systems during the day. Thls experiment was temperature; and (3) a fast-pulse electron gun (FPEG) to
planned to refty on Later Shuttle missions, Data are available provide bursts of electron emission with durations of 500 ns to
from the principal investlgatort Dr. Bernard Vonnegut, several minutes at controlled repetltlon rates.
• *************************** ********************************** ....... STS-3t BRUECKNER .......................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- STS-3 MONITOR
ALTERNATE NAMES- SHUTTLE OFT-3t 13106
OSS-I/STS-3t SHORT-4 NSSDO ID- 82-022A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NSSDC ID- 82-022A CODE EZ-7
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
LAUNCH DATE- 03122/82 WEIGHT- 3730, KG SOLAR PHYSICS
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL9 UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE PERSONNEL
PI - G.E. BRUEDKNER US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY O; - J.D,F.BARTOE US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA O; - D.K. PRINZ US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
Ol - M,[, VAN HOOSIER US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 03123182 BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ORBIT PERIOD- 89.3 MIN INCLINATION- 38. DEG The objectives of the Solar Ultraviolet Spectral
PERIAPSIS- 2gO. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 240. KM ALT Irradlance Monitor (SUSIM) exoerlment were (I} to measure the
intensity of the solar ultraviolet continuum at 180 nm relative
to its intensity at 2ZO nm with an accuracy of . or - 1%; (2)
to measure the relative spectral distribution of the solar
radiance throughout the spectral region from 120 to 400 nm with
an accuracy of i to 5% (dependent on wavelength) using a single
instrument; (3} to measure the absolute intensity of the solar
9_
spectrum between 120 and _00 nm with an absolute accuracy of 6 in a satellite environment was evaluated, The flight
to ZOX_ depending on wavelength9 and tie into hlgh-accuracy Instrumentt a scatter block polarlmetert consisted of three
ground-based measurements above 300 nm; and (4) to search for detectors mounted in an equilateral configuration to provide
variability of the solar continuum and emission tlnes redundant observations of X-ray polarization, There were four
attributable to changing levels of solar activity. The counters and four rectangular lithium scattering blocks per
instrumentation consisted of two double-dispersion scanning detector assembly designed to detect antsotroptc X-ray
spectrometers_ seven detectors_ an ultraviolet calibration scattering if the incoming beam was polarized, The polarlmeter
source_ and a soLar-oolntlng error sensor, The soectrometers was pointed at the sun durlng the occurrence of solar flarest
were sun-polnted, One spectrometer was used almost and when sun-polnted_ it had a 3-deg field of view.
continuously during the daytlght portion of each solar-polnted
orbit to measure the short time variations of the solar ....... STS-3_ OLLENDORF ..........
ultraviolet flux, The second spectrometer was used only once a
day to track any change in sensitivity of the first INVESTIGATION NAME- THERMAL CANISTER EXPERIMENT
spectrometer, SlmILartyt three of the five photodlodes were
used only once a day. A deuterium tamp was used as the NSSDC ID- 82-022A-OB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
transfer standard source for daily Inftlght calibration and CODE RS
stability tracking of both spectrometers and all seven
detectors. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TECHNOLOGY
....... STS-3t COWLES ..........................................
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAME- INFLUENCE OF WEIGHTLESSNESS IN P; - S. OLLENDORF NASA-DSFC
LIGNIPIOATION OF PLANT SEEDLINGS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NSSDC ID- 82-022A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM The objectives of the Thermal Canlster Experiment (TOE)
CODE EB-3 were (1) to demonstrate under the diverse thermal environment
of the Space Shuttle the performance of a thermal canister
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) utilizing feedback variabte-conductance heatplpestand (2) to
SPACE BIOLOGY demonstrate the ability of the system to maintain temperature
control within narrow Limits by varying internal power
PERSONNEL dissipation over a wlde range and monltorlng thermal behavior,
P; - J,R. COWLES U OF HOUSTON To achieve these obJectlvest the investigator flew a canister
O; - H.W. SCHELD U OF HOUSTON measuring 1 m x 1 m x 3 m and weighing 160 kg; fixed
conductance canister heat pipes; variable conductance heat
BRIEF DESCRIPTION pipes| a radiator and radiator heat pipes; a control
The objectives of the study of the Influence Of electronics and data acquisition and command system; and
Weightlessness On Ltgntficatton In Developing Plant Seedlings simulated instrument heat loads (heaters) within the canister.
Experiment were: to test the function and effectiveness of the The thermal canister was built as close in configuration as
plant growth unit (PGU) to suooort plant growth in sbace| 2) to posstole to the flight application and mounted on a structure
utilize the PGU to determine the effect of weightlessness on together with support electronics. Heaters within the canister
synthesis of a major plant structural potymert lfgnlnI and 3) simulated instrument power dissipation. Canisters developed
to observe the overall growth and development of young for flight instruments are a standard inventory item for future
seedlings exposed to weightlessness. The PGU was located in use as required.
the Shuttle mid-deck area. This experiment was self-contained
and required minimal data taking during flight. The two PGUts ....... STS-3t SHAWHAN .........................................
remained Dowered throughout the mission. Mung beans9 oat
seedst and pine seedlings were grown. Quantities measured INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA DIAGNOSTIC PACKAGE
included germination success_ stem growth_ root growth_ and
respiratory gases. Analysis were performed on llgnlnt plant NSSDC ID- 82-022A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
ttssuet protetn_ and enzyme activities. Further details and CODE EE-8t SCIENCE
experiment results can be found in J, R, Cowtes9 "Final
Report-PGU and Plant Ligniflcatlon -STS-3t" U of Houstont INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
Houstont Tex._ Aprilt 1983. (NSSDC TRF-B-35029-OOOA) SPACE PLASMAS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
....... STS-39 MCDONNELL .......................................
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAME- MICROABRASION FOIL P; - S.D. SHAWHAN U OF IOWA
O; - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA
NSSDC ID- 82-022A-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM Ol - O.A, GURNETT U OF IOWA
CODE EL-41CO-OP O; - N, DWANGELO U OF IOWA
O; - H,C. BRINTON NASA HEADQUARTERS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) O; - O,L, REASONER NASA-MSFC
INTERPLANETARY DUST OI - N.H. STONE NASA-MSFC
PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PI - J.A,M,MCDONNELL U OF KENTt CANTERBURY The objectives of the Plasma Diagnostic Package (PDP)
O; - W.C. CAREY U OF KENTt CANTERBURY experiment were (Z) to study the Orblter-magnetoplasma
OI - 0. DIXON U OF KENT_ CANTERBURY interactions within 15 m of the Orbiter by measurement of
electric and magnetic flelds_ ionized particle wakes_ and
BRIEF DESCRIPTION generated waves; (2) to measure and locate the sources of
This Microabraslon Folt Experiment (MFZ) was flown to fleldst electromagnetic interference (EMI)_ and plasma
measure the flux of small mlcrometeorolds in cislunar contamlnatlon in the environment of the Orbiter out to 15 m;
(near-earth) space, This cosmic dust investigation was (3) to demonstrate the operation of the POP prior to its flight
designed to measure the flux of mlcrometeorolds for particle on Spacelab 2; and (_) to determine the characteristics of the
masses greater than 1.E-8 g; velocity of incident particles by electron beam emitted from the Fast-Pulse Electron Gun (FPEG)
observation of their characteristic oenetratlon profilel of Experiment 82-022A-0_ out to a range of 15 m from the
density of incident particles using a "meteor bumper" Orblter9 and to measure the results of beam-plasma interactions
technique; and chemical properties of incident particles from in terms of fletdsv wavest and particle distribution functions,
analysis of impact debris. The electromagnetic interference and plasma contamination
within the Orbiter bay were mapped using the remote manipulator
....... STS-3t NOVICK .......................................... arm to scan the POP over the bay area. The following
instruments were in the POP: (I) a Low-energy proton and
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR FLARE X-RAY POLARIMETER EXPERIMENT electron differential energy analyzer (LEPEDEA) to measure •
nonthermal electron and ion energy spectra and pitch angle
NSSDC IO- 82-022A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM distributions for particle energles between 2 eV and BO keVI
CODE EZ-7 (2) an ac magnetic wave search coll sensor to measure magnetic
fields with a frequency range of i0 HZ to 30 kHz| (3) an ac
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) electric and electrostatic wave analyzers to measure electric
SOLAR PHYSICS fields with a frequency range of 10 HZ to I GHz; (_) a dc
electrostatic double probe with spherical sensors to measure
PERSONNEL electric fletds tn one axis from 2 mV/m to 2 V/m| (5) a dc
Pl - R. NOVICK COLUMBIA J trlaxlaL ftuxgate magnetometer to measure magnetic fields from
Ol - G.A. CHANAN COLUMBIA U 1o2E3 to I°BE5 nT; (6) a Langmulr probe to measure thermal
electron densities between I0.E4 and I0.E7 per cubic cm and
BRIEF DESCRIPTION density irregularities wlth 10-m to 10-km scale size; (7) a
The obJectlves of the Solar Flare X-Ray Polarlmeter retarding potential analyzer/dlfferentlat veloclty probe to
(SFXP) Experiment were to measure the : (i) the degree of measure ion number density from I0.E2 to ZO.ET per cubic cmt
polarization in solar X-ray burstst (2) the temporal dependence the energy distribution function below 16 eVt and directed ion
of the X-ray potarlzatlont (3) the energy deoendence of the velocities up to IB km/s; (8) an ion mass spectrometer to
X-ray poLarlzatlon_ (4) the polarization angle of the X-ray measure ion densities from 20 to 2.E7 ions per cubic cm in the
emlsslont and (B) the solar X-ray flare emlsslon between 5 and mass range from 1 to 64 u ( atomic mass units); and (9) a
30 keV° In addltlont the correlation of the X-ray polarization pressure gauge to measure ambient pressure from 10,E-3 to
with other phenomena associated with solar flares was studledt IO,E-7 torr.
and the systematic effects of the operation of the instrument
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....... STS-3t TRIOLO .......................................... BRIEF DESCRIPTION
On the seventh flight of the Space Shuttle (STS-7)t
INVESTIGATION NAME- CONTAMINATION MONITOR Challenger carried a flve-person crew on Its second trip into
space. The mission objectives for the ST*-7 were (1) to carry
NSSDC ID- 82-022A°Og INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM and perform the experiments on the Office of the Space and
CODE RS Terrestrial Application (OSTA-2} paytoad_ (2) to carry and
operate the experiment packages monodlsperse Latex reactor
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) (MLR) and continuous flow eLectrophoresls system (C_ES)t (3) to
DUST deploy the Canadian communication satellite Tetesat-Ft (4) to
TECHNOLOGY deploy the Indonesian communication satellite PALAPA-BI9 (B) to
complete attached and detached experiments with the Shuttle
PERSONNEL Pallet Satellite (SPAS-OIL NSSDC ID 83-OBgF)_ and (6) to
PI - J.d. TRIOLO NASA-GSFC conduct experiments on seven Get-Away-Speclal (GAS) payloads.
01 - C. MAAG NASA-JPL The OSTA-2 payload shared the cargo bay with TeLesat-F_
01 - P. PORZIO USA_ SPA3E DIVISION PALAPA-Blt SPAS-01_ and seven GAS self-contalned payload
OI - R, MCINTOSH NASA-GSFC canisters. The SPAS-01 was deployed following attached
operations and was retrieved for return to the orbiter after
BRIEF DESCRIPTION completing free-ftylng operations. The MLR and the CFES were
The Contamination Monitor Package (CMP) ¶easured mass mounted in the mtddeck area. The DSTA-2 payload was the first
accretion emanating from sources on and around the OSS-1/STS-3 in a series of planned orbital investigations of materials
pallet. Quartz crystal mtcrobalances (QCM) viewed orthogonatly processing in space, The OSTA-2 comprised the Materials
in three directions and measured the accumulated mass of Experiments Assembly (MEA)_ developed and managed by the
molecular and gas oontamtnant. They were not affected by Marshall Centert and the Matertatwtssenschaftttche Autonome
particulate contaminants. Correlation studies of the data Experiments unter Schweretostgkett (MAUS)t developed by the
obtained here with those from other pallet instruments were German Ministry for Research and Technology (BMFT). The MEA
undertaken. Two monitor mirrors were mounted on the front face was a desk-size package carrying two experiment furnaces and an
of this CMPt and were coated with magnesium fluoride over acoustic Levltatorl each was contained inside individual
atumtnumt a material commonly used for optics in ultraviolet experiment containers. The experiments were vapor growth of
instruments, The mirrors t UV reftectivtty was _masured prior alloy-type semiconductor crystals_ Liquid phase miscibility gad
to and after flight, matertaLst and contatnertess processing of glass-forming melts,
The MAUS consisted of three tnstrumentsl each was contained in
....... STS-3t WEINBERG ........................................ a get-away-special (GAS) canister. Each cylindrical canister
carried an experiment furnacet which was thermally Insulated9
INVESTIGATION NAME- CHARACTERISTICS OF SHUTTLE/SPACELAB and had its own service module, The MAUS experiments were two
INDUCED ATMOSPHERE metallic dispersions and a sotlOlflcatlon front,
NSSOC ID- B2-O22A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM STS-7t DAY .............................................
CODE EE-89 SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION NAME- CONTAINERLESS PROCESSING OF GLASS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) FORMING MELTS
TECHNOLOGY
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS NSSDC ID- B3-OBgA-03 INVESTIGATIVE PRD3RAM
PERSONNEL CODE EN
PI - J.L, WEINBERG U OF FLORIDA INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINERS)
OI - D.W, SCHUERMAN U OF FLORIDA SPACE PROOESSI_;
OI - F. GIOVANE U OF FLORIDA
nT - J,A.M.MCOONNELL U OF KENTt CANTERBURY PERSONNEL
PI - D,E. DAY U OF MISSOURI
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The primary objective of the Shuttle/Spa©etab Induced BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Atmosphere Experiment (SSIA) was to provide an early assessment The objective of this experiment was to gain further
of the effect of the Orbiter-induced atmosphere on astronomical knowledge of htgh-temperaturet contatnertess processing of
observattons_ using measurements of the brightness and various compositions of glass-forming substances. The
polarization of light scattered in the vicinity of the Orbiter experiment utilized the one-dimensional Levitation furnace with
at ten wavelengths between 400 and 820 nm, Secondary science automatic sample exchange for eight samples, Three of the
objectives were to use repeated or continuous _easurements of eight samples were aluminum oxide and were processed in the
the optical properties of the Shuttle environment to solid state to perform an engineering checkout of the
characterize decay rates for contamination resulting from tevttator-furnace apparatus, The other five samples were
outgasstngt thruster ftrtngs_ water dumpst and flash glass-forming compositions to be processed for acquiring
evaporation opmrattonst and to determine the brtghtnesst scientific information. The sample was suspended in a sound
polartzattont and color of the diffuse astronomical background wave to melt and purtfy_ then cooled and collected,
(zodiacal Light and background starlight). The existing Skytab
photometer/camera system was used. A photoelectric ootartmeter ....... STS-7_ GELLES ..........................................
measured the intensity and polarization of sky brightness in
ten colors. It had a seLf-sontatned pointing system an_ INVESTIGATION NAME- LIQUID PHASE MISCIBILITY GAP MATERIALS
automatic shutdown and startup provisions to allow maximum
viewing time, A boreslghted 16-mm camera orovlded concurrent NSSDC ID- 83-05gA-02 INVESTIGATIVE PRO;RAM
photographic records of star fields to establish instrument CODE EN
pointing direction, The instrument operated in a single-axis
scan mode_ sweeping fore and aft through the Orbtterts vertical INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
axis. A photometer mount orovlded adaptation of the existing SPACE PROCESSING
Instrumentation to the pallet mounting surface.
PERSONNEL
**************************** ***-****************************** PI - S.H. GELLES S.H. GELLES ASSOCIATES
CI - A,J. MARKWORTH BATTELLE COLUMBUS LABS
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- STS-7 BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ALTERNATE NAMES- OSTA-2/STS-7t OSTA-2 This experiment was to produce space-formed alloys
SPACE TRANSPORT SYS-7_ 14132 difficult to obtain on earth for analysis of their physical,
chemlcaL9 and electrical properties. The experiment process
NSSDC IO- 83-05gA was analogous to mixing water anO olt on earth, Two Liquid
metals were heated_ mlxed_ and cooled to produce a new solid
LAUNCH DATE- 06/18/83 WEIGHT- KG metal alloy retaining the qualities of both materials,
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE ....... STS-Tt KLEIN ...........................................
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLIDIFICATION FRONT
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
FED REP OF GERMANY BMFT NSSDC ID- B3-OBgA-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS CODE EN/CO-OP
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DAT_- 06/18/83 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ORBIT PERIOD- 90.4 MIN INCLINATION- 28,5 PEG SPACE PROCESSIN;
PERIAPSIS- 291. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 296. KM ALT
PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL PI - H. KLEIN DFVLR
MG - N,R. WIRMAN NASA HEADQUARTERS CI - A, BEWERSOORFF DFVLR
SC - W.A, ORAN NASA HEADQUARTERS CI - P,U. WALTER DFVLR
SC - G.H. OTTO DFVLR CI - J. POETSCHKE KRUPP RESEARCH INST
PM - R,P. CHASSAY NASA-MSF_
PM - D. BAUM DFVLR
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... TENMA_ MIYAMOTO ........................................
This experlment9 using a general purpose rocket furnaces
was designed to investigate the particle transport mechanisms INVESTIGATION NAME- HADAMARD TRANSFORM TELESCOPE
during the melting and solidification of metal alloys, This
kno.tedge is of value in the faorlcatlon of composite NSSDC ID- 83-011A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
materials, SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
....... SIS-79 OTTO ............................................ INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
X-RAY ASTRONOMY
INVESTIGATION NAME- STABILITY OF METALLIC DISPERSIONS
PERSONNEL
_SSDC ID- 83-059A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PI - S. MIYAMOT3 OSAKA U
CODE IN/CO-OP OI - K. YAMASHITA OSAKA U
OI - H. TSUNEMI OSAKA U
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
SPACE PROCESSING BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A wlde-angle FOV Hadamard transform telescopes Looking
PERSONNEL parallel to the spacecraft spin axlss monitored X-ray bursts
PI - G,H, OTTO O=VLR and transients.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... TENMAs MIYAMOTO ........................................
The scientific objective of this experiment was to
investigate in Low gravity the behavior of metallic dispersions INVESTIGATION NAME- ALL SKY X-RAY MONITOR
during the heat-ups temperature soakl and repeated cooling into
a temperature region where the two Liquids do not mix in earth NSSDC ID- 83-011A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
gravity. The engineering objective was to develop a technique SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
for taking X-ray photographs of the melting and solidification
of metals. The experiment Jnlt consisted of 3n X-ray unit INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
working at 80 kVs supplied through a cascade systemt an X-ray X-RAY ASTRONOMY
transparent Teflon ovent and a motorized advance mechanism for
double-Layered continuous X-ray film. The sampler consisting PERSONNEL
of gallium wlth 20 ato_ percent of mercurys was sealed within PI - S. MIYAMOTO OSAKA U
the oven. This experiment occupied two GAS canisters. The OI - K, YAMASHITA OSAKA U
experiment configuration was identical in each canlstert but OI - P. TSUNEMI OSAKA U
the experiments had different heating and cooling cycles.
BRIEF DESCRIPTIO*
....... STS-Is WIEDEMEIER ...................................... A pair of proportional counters_ wlth a fan-beam FOV_ was
used on the spinning spacecraft to provide an all-sky monitor.
INVESTIGATION NAME- VAPOR GROWTH OF ALLOY-TYPE SEMICONDUCTOR
CRYSTALS ....... TENMAs TANAKA ..........................................
NSSDC ID- 83-059A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION NAME- GAS SCINTILLATION PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS
CODE EN (GSPC)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) NSSDC ID- 83-011A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE PROCESSING SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PI - H. WIEDEMEIER RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC X-RAY ASTRONOMY
CI - E.A. IRENE IBM
CI - C.C, WANG RCA °ERSONNEL
PI - Y. TANAKA ISAS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Ol - M, MATSUOKA ISAS
The objective of this ex_erlment was to grow crystals of OI - Y° OGAWARA ISAS
alloy semiconductors to provide data for a better understanding OI - T. MURAKAMI ISAS
of the fluid dynamics of vapor transport systems in space. A OI - K. KOYAMA ISAS
Quantity of germanium setenlde was placed in a sealed glass OI - H. INOUE ISAS
tube. Both ends of the tube were heate_ at different OI - K, MAKISHIMA ISAS
temperatures,. The substance turned into a vapor when heated OI - T, OHASHI ISAS
and moved to the cooler end of the tube to crystallize, The
apDllcatlons resulting from this type of research include BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Improved semiconductor technology for the electronics industry, A cluster of 10 gas scintillation proportional counters(GSPDs)_ having an effective area of 800 sq cmt was used to
**************************** ********************************** obtain the energy spectra of X-ray sources with an energy
resolution that was a factor of 2 better than that of
conventional proportional counters, Two GSPCs were equipped
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- TENMA with modulation collimators°
ALTERNATE NAMES- K-RAY OBSERVATION SAT,s 13829
ASTRO-B ....... TENMAs YAMASHITA .......................................
NSSDC ID- 83-011A INVESTIGATION NAME- X-RAY REFLECTING TELESCOPE
LAUNCH DATE- 02120/83 WEIGHT- 216, KG NSSDC ID- 85-011A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
LAUNCH SITE- KAGOSHIMAt JAPAN SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
LAUNCH VEHICLE- M-3S-3 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY X-RAY ASTRONOMY
JAPAN ISAS
PERSONNEL
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS Pl - K, YAMASHITA OSAKA U
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 02/21/83 OI - F. MAKINO ISAS
ORBIT PERIOD- 94,5 MIN INCLINATION- 31.5 DEG OI - F° NAGASE NAGOYA U
PERIAPSIS- 489. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 503, KM ALT OI - M. KUNIEDA ISAS
OI - Y. TAWARA ISAS
PERSONNEL
PM - Y. TANAKA ISAS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PS - J. NISHIMURA ISAS A one-dlmenslonal reflecting telescope pointed along the
spacecraft spin axis, The focal length of the telescope was 60
BRIEF DESCRIPTION cm and the effective area was 15 sq cm,
This X-ray astronomy mission had the following major
objectives: (1) study of X-ray source spectra with good energy **************************** TIP ******************************
resolutton_ (2) study of temporal variations of X-ray sourcess
(3) all-sky survey for X-ray bursts and transtentst and (4)
observation of soft X-ray sources with a reflecting telescope. SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- TIP 1
The spacecraft could spin at 0.546t 0,137s or O,OG8 rpm with ALTERNATE NAMES- TRIAD It TRIAD Ol 1x
the aid of a momentum wheel. The spin axis was maneuvered by TRIAD As 06173
magnetic torquing. TRIA3
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NSSDC ID- 72-069A PERSONNEL
P; - R.L.F.BOYD(RETIRED) U COLLEGE LONDON
LAUNCH DATE- 09/02/72 WEIGHT- 94. KG O; - A.P. WILLMORE U OF BIRMINGHAM
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB_ UNITED STATES OI - A.M. CRUISE U COLLEGE LONDON
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT D; - C.V. GO3DALL U O; BIRMINGHAM
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION
UNITED STATES POD-NAVY This system consisted of four grazlng-lncldence
hyPerbolold mirrors that reflected X-rays through an
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS aperture/filter to four contlnuous-flow propane gas detectors
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 09/04/72 covered wlth a 1-mlcrometer polypropylene window. The
ORBIT PERIOD- 100o7 MIN INCLINATION- 90.1 DEG instrument was sensitive to X-rays from 0.1 to 2 keV and had
RERIAPSIS- 716.0 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 863.0 KM ALT seven selectable _OVs from 0.2 to 3.6 deg. The system could be
operated In four different modes: spectral (32 channels of
PERSONNEL pulse helght)+ tlme (0.5 ms to 16 s}+ pulsar (periods from 8 ms
PM - Jo DASSOULAS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB to 4 h)+ and autocorrelator (periodic variations from 128 ms to
PS - R.Z. FISCHELL APPLIED PHYSICS LAB 2 s). The detectors pointed along the spacecraft spin axis.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... UK 69 FOWLER ...........................................
This three-body spacecraft was connected by booms which
served as gravlty-gradlent stabilizers In the radial direction. INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC RAY
A momentum wheel was used for stabilization in roll and yaw.
The primary function of the spacecraft was to test various NSSDC ID- 79-047A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
concepts for improving the USN Transit Navigation System. The CODE EZ-TICO-OP
Power was supplied by a radlolsotooe thermal electric
generator. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
....... TIP 1, POTEMRA ......................................... COSMIC RAYS
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAME- TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER Pl - P.H, FOWLER U DF 3RISTOL
NSSDC ID- 72-069A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGY The instrument consisted of _-pi Cerenkov and gas
scintillation counters with a geometric factor of 2 sq m-sr,
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) These were used to measure the charge and energy spectra of the
PARTICLES AND FIELDS uttraheavy component of cosmic radlatlon with particular
PERSONNEL emohasls on the charge region Z>=30.
PI - T.A. POTEMRA APPLIED PHYSICS LAB UK 69 POUNDS ...........................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION NAME- X-RAY PROPORTIONAL COUNTER SPECTROMETER
This experiment consisted of a trlaxlal fluxgate
magnetometer designed to measure vector fields _Ith magnitudes NSSDC ID- 79-047A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
up to S°EA nT. Measurements were made by sampling each axls CODE EZ-7/CO-OP
sequentially at a rate of 2.25 samples/s. D1gltlzatlon
resolution was aboJt 10 nT as given by a 13-bit INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
analog-to-dlgftal €onverter9 but zero-Level drifts were not X-RAY ASTRONOMY
readily checked. Therefore_ the experiment was most useful In
studies of magnetic fluctuations. Due to the reat-tlme data PERSONNEL
transmission and the Locations of the tracking stations9 most PI - K,A. POUNDS U O= LEICESTER
of the data Obtained related to northern and southern
hemisphere hlgh latitudes. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Instrument conslsted of an array of xenon-filled
************** ***** ********* UK 6-****.4.********* ********* **** proportional counters designed for detailed measurement of time
variability and spectra of both galactic and extragalactic
sources, The detector array was sensitive over the energy
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- UK 6 range 1.2 to 50 keV and viewed along the spacecraft spln axis
ALTERNATE NAMES- UNITED KINGDOM-69 ARIEL G through 3-dee FWHM field collimators. Bright X-ray sources
11382 could be measured to several microseconds tfme resolution9 and
spectral data were obtained in 32 channels,
NSSDC ID- 79-047A
**************************** **********************************
LAUNCH DATE- 06/02/79 WEIGHT- 152. KG
LAUNCH SITE- WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTER+ UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT SPACECRAFT COMMO_ NAME- UOSAT
ALTERNATE NAMES- 12888
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED KINGDOM SRD NSSDC ID- 81-100B
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
LAUNCH DATE- 10/06/81 WEIGHT- 54, KG
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB+ UNITED STATES
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 06/02/79 LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA 2310
ORBIT PERIOD- 97.3 MIN INCLINATION- 55. DEG
PERIARSIS- 605. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 651. KM ALT SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES AMSAT
PERSONNEL U_ITED KINGDOM U OF SURR
PM - J.E. FOSTER RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB
PS - J.L. CULHANE U COLLEGE LONDON INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 10/07/81
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ORBIT PERIOD- 95.4 MIN I_CLINATION- 97.5 DE3
UK 6 was the 6th and Last satellite in the Ariel series. PERIAPSIS- B36. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 561. KM ALT
The objective of this mission was to undertake studies in
high-energy astrophysics. Two X-ray experlmentst one PERSONNEL
cosmlc-ray experlmentt and three technology ex_erlments were MG - D. DANIELS NASA HEADQUARTERS
carried. The spacecraft was spin stab|llzedt with the spln SC - J.A, KING AMSAT CORP
axis commanded into a sequence of orlentatlons to accommodate PM - M,N, SWEETING U OF SURREY
the X-ray experiment redulrements. PS - R.A. PARISE AMSAT CORP
....... UK 6_ BOYO ............................................. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The experiments selected to be part of the UOSAT payloao
INVESTIGATION NAME- X-RAY GRAZING INCIDENCE SYSTEM had several objectives which included the followlng: to
provide the educational communlty with an operational
NSSDC ID- 79-0_7A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM scientific satellite which could be utilized with a minimal
CODE EZ-7/CO-OP ground station; to provide the scientific community with a ne.
source of data to aid in the understanding of the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) electro-magnetlc properties of the near earth environment; and
X-RAY ASTRONOMY to provide the amateur radio community wlth a full complement
of instruments for the study and monitoring of radio
propagation conditions from the high frequency to microwave,
In order to meet these objectives the following instruments
comprised the UOSAT payload: a trlaxlal fluxgate magnetometer
wlth a resolution of plus or minus 2 nT and maximum vector
sample rate of 6.25 per s; two charged particle counters with
threshold energies of 20 and 60 keY; four-phase referenced
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high-frequency beacons at 7_ 149 219 and 28 MHz; two microwave PERSONNEL
beacons at 2.4 and 10.47 GHz_ and a CCO earth imaging camera PI - M.N. SWEETING U OF SURREY
_Ith 2 km resolutlon_ and spectral response qf 0.4 - l.O
micrometers. One VHF and one UH_ telemetry channel provided BRIEF DESCRIPTION
data in standard FSK ASCII at a variety of baud rates_ as welt The video display and imaging system consisted of a CC3
as Morse code and synthesized voice formats, camera and 256 kblt video memory. Snapshot pictures of the
earthts surface covering 512 x 512 km were taken by the camera
....... UOSAT_ ACUNA and stored in the video memory for subsequent transmission to
the ground, The on-board computer could have access to the
INVESTIGATION NAME- TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER video memory enabling on-board picture processing and graphic
display of computer data. Each image contained 256 x 256
NSSDC IO- 81-100B-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM plxetst wlth a resolution of 2 km per plxett and a spectral
CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE response of 0.4 - 1.0 micrometers. Picture data was
transmitted at 1.2 kb/s synchronously with a 32-bit sync word
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) at the beginning of each Line,
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS ....... UOSAT_ SWEETING ........................................
PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION NAME- MICROWAVE BEACON
PI - M,H. ACUNA NASA-GSFD
NSSDC ID- 81-EOOB-OB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION CODE EC-4/CO-OP
The magnetometer provided vector measurements of the
earthts magnetic field. The output of the experiment consisted INVESTIGATION DIS:IPLINE(S)
of a vector sample of the. field approximately once every COMMUNICATIONS
second, Each measurement cycle provided three analog signals
representing the magnetic field components Bx_ By_ and Bzt as PERSONNEL
well as three 16-bit digital versions of these values, The PI - M,N, SWEETINS U OF SURREY
on-board computer was sent a series of seven lO-ms strobe
pulses, These seven strobe pulses occurred at 20-ms intervals BRIEF DESCRIPTION
giving a calibration word and the most significant byte (msb) Beacons at 2,4 and 10,47 GHz were used to demonstrate the
and the least significant byte (lsb) qf the _agnetlc field feasibility of using the higher frequency bands in transponder
components BX msb_ By msbt Bz msbt Bx lsb_ By lsbt and Bz lsb. applications for future amateur communications satellites and
Thus the complete sample length was 160 ms of each s, Each to encourage the development of relatively inexpensive
vector compqnent was represented by 16 oils of _htch 1 count microwave ground station equipment by amateurs, The
equaled 2 nT and the dynamic range was 2 to power 15. The spacecraft-to-ground transmission Link budget was very
maximum sample rate at a spacecraft bit rate of 1.2 kbls was marglnalw and required considerable skill to overcome Doppler
6,25 vector samples per s, and azlmuth-elevatlon tracking requirements,
...... UOSATt FEREBEE ......................................... **************************** VENERA ***************************
INVESTIGATION NAME- CHARGED PARTICLE
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VENERA 11
NSSDC In- 81-1005-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ALTERNATE NAMES- 11020
CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE
NSSDC In- T8-O84A
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS LAUNCH DATE- 09/09/78 WEIGHT- KG
LAUNCH SITE- TYURATAM (BAIKONUR COSMODROME)$ U.S.S.R.
PERSONNEL LAUNCH VEHICLE- UNKNOWN
PI - I.C. FEREBEE U OF SURREY
OI - D.R. LEPINE RJTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
OI - D.A. BRYANT RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB U.S.S,R. SAS
02 - P. GUTTRIDGE MULLARD SPACE SCI LAB
ORBIT PARAMETERS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE-
The system incorporated two Gelger counters with electron ORBIT PERIOD- DAYS INCLINATION- DE3
threshold energies of 20 and 60 keV. These energies were PERIAPSIS- AU RAP APOAPSIS- AU RAP
chosen to give good resolution of auroral activity for the
study of VHF radio propagation effects, The instrument putout PERSONNEL
was tn the form of a Z2-blt count supplied to the on-board PM - UNKNOWN IKI
computer at a maximum rate of once every 200 ms. PS - v.o. KURT IKI
....... UOSAT_ SMITHERS ............... - ........................ BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Venera Z% was part of a two-spacecraft mission tq study
INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH FREQUENCY BEACON Venus and the interplanetary medium. Each of the twq
spacecraft9 Venera 11 and Venera 12t consisted of a flight
NSSDC ID- 81-i003-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM platform and a Lander probe, Identical instruments were
CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCIENCE carried on both spacecraft, The flight platform had
instruments to study sotar-wlnd composltfon$ gamma-ray bursts_
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ultravlolet radlatlont and the electron density of the
PARTICLES AND FIELDS ionosphere nf Venus, The lander probe carried instruments to
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS study the characteristics and composition of the atmosphere of
Venus. After ejection of the lander prober the flight platform
PERSONNEL continued in a heliocentric orbit, Near encounter with Venus
PI - D.W. SMITHERS U OF SURREY occurred on December 25_ 197Bt at approximately 34_000 km
Ol - M.J. UNDERHILL U OF SURREY attitude.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... VENERA 11_ ESTULIN
The objectives of this experiment were the investigation
of trans-lonospherlc propagation of hlgh-frequency (HF) radio INVESTIGATION NAME- GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETER
signals and the measurement of ionospheric electron column
densities by phase-referenced observations at multiple NSSDC ID- 78-084A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
frequencies, The instrument transmitter radiated up to four SCIENCE
ahase-referenced HF signals simultaneously, These signals were
all synthesized from the same oscillator using frequency INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
division techniques, The approximate frequencies chosen for GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY
the experiment were Tt 14t 211 and 28 MHz,
PERSONNEL
....... UOSAT_ SWEETING PI - I.V. ESTULIN IKI
PI - G. VEDRENNE CESR
INVESTIGATION NAME- EARTH IMAGING
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NSSDC In- 81-100B-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM The objectives of this investigation were to measure
CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ APPLICATIONS solar and cosmic gamma-ray bursts_ to accurately measure their
position in conjunction wlth measurements from other
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) spacecrafte and to determine the energy spectra and temporal
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY characteristics of the bursts. The instrumentation consisted
of two scintillation detectors, One pointed towards the sunI
the other pointed at 180 deg from the first. The detectors
measured 0.08 to 2.5 MeV energy Loss in 7 channels. The
detectors had a sensitivity of 5.0E°6 ergs/sq cm for each
gamma-ray burst detected.
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....... VENERA 11t GRINGAUZ .................................... NSSDC ID- 7B-OBiA-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION NAME- RETARDING POTENTIAL TRAPS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
NSSOC IO- 78-084A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SCIENCE
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) Pl - N.F, PISARENKD IKI
SPACE PLASMAS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this Investlgatlon were to study proton
PERSONNEL acceleration in the interplanetary medium and the
Pl - K.I. GRINGAUZ SOVIET ACAD OF SOl sotar-actlvlty processes involved in the origin of charged
particles, The instrumentation consisted of a semiconductor
BRIEF DESCRIPTION spectrometer with a Si n-p detector, It had i0 energy channels
The objective of this investigation was to study the covering from 0.1 to 100 MeV_ and was sensitive to a flux >
energy spectra of the ion and electron components of the solar 1.0E4 protons/sq cm-s at LO MeV.
wind at varying distances from the sun. The instrument was a
retarding potential analyzer which measured ions from 0 to 4.5 ....... VENERA 119 SAVICH ......................................
keV and electrons from 0 to 300 eV, The detector had a flux
sensitivity of 3,0E5 to 3.0E9 partlctes/sq cm-s. It was INVESTIGATION NAME- TWO-FREQUENCY TRANSMITTERS
operated at intervals during the mission.
NSSDC IO- 78-OBiA-O7 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
....... VENERA 119 KURT ......................... SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION NAME- UV GRATING MONOCHROMATOR INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
NSSDC ID- 78-OBiA-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PARTICLES AND =IELDS
SCIENCE
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PI - N.A. SAVICH IRE
ASTRONOMY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PERSONNEL The objectives of this investigation were to StUdy the
PI - V,G, KURT IKI electron concentration distribution in the ionosphere of Venus
PI - J,L, BERTAUX CNRS-SA and to study fluctuations of electron concentratfon in
interplanetary and near-sun plasmas. This investigation used
BRIEF DESCRIPTION radio transmissions in the centimeter and decimeter range,
The objectives of this investigation were to measure
scattered UV radiation from interplanetary space and Venus by VENERA Llt VAISBERG ....................................
analyzing spectra lines at 304_ 584t 736t B69t 1048t 1216t
1300t 13569 and 1500 A, Determinations of Line spectra for H_ INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND PLASMA DETECTORS
He I_ He IIv 0 I9 Ne I+ Ar It and CO were made when the
spacecraft was close to Ven_s. Line intensities for Ht He 11 NSSOC ID- T8-O84A-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
and He II were determined while the spacecraft was in SCIENCE
interplanetary space, The detector consisted of a multtchannel
grating monochromator wlth the optical axis oriented in the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
antl-solar dlrectlon, This investigation was operated at SPACE PLASMAS
selected intervals during the mission including a scan of the PARTICLES AND FIELDS
solar-illuminated disk of Venus.
PERSONNEL
....... VENERA 11t LOGACHEV .......................... PI - O,L. VAISBER3 IKI
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRON AND PROTON SPECTROMETER BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this investigation was to measure the
NSSDC ID- 78-084A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM energy spectra of the solar wind ion and electron components.
SCIENCE It also measured separately protons and alpha particles at
varying distances from the sun, The investigation used
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) electrostatic analyzers and a cylindrical Faraday cup,
PARTICLES AND FIELDS ELectrons were measured from 10 to 200 eV in 24 stepst total
ion concentrations from 0.25 to B keV in 2Q steps_ protons from
PERSONNEL 0,25 to 5 keV in 24 stepst and alpha particles from 0.5 to LO
PI " YU, I, LOGACHEV INST NUCLEAR PHYSICS keV in 24 steps. Spectral measurements took 192 s. The flux
sensitivity was 5,0E7 to 1,0E10 particles/sq cm-s, The
BRIEF DESCRIPTION instrument was operated at intervals during the mission.
The objectives of this investigation were to measure the
spectra and angular distribution of electrons and protons in **************************** VENERA ***************************
the solar wind. It used proportional coJnters9 Getger
counterst and semiconductor and scintillation detectors.
ELectrons from 5 to 500 keV and protons in two rangest 0.05 to SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VENERA 12
1 MeV and 30 to 200 MeVt were measured, The instrumentation ALTERNATE NAMES- 11025
had a dynamic range up to 5.0E5 parttcles/sq cm-s-sr.
NSSDC IO- 78-086A
....... VENERA 11t MAZETS ......................................
LAUNCH DATE- 09/1_/78 _IGHT- KG
INVESTIGATION NAME- GAMMA-RAY BURST DETECTORS LAUNCH SITE- TYURATAM (BAIKONUR COSMODROME)t U.S.S.R.
LAUNCH VEHICLE- UNKNOWN
NSSDC ID- 78-084A-OB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
U.S.S.R. SAS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE-
PERSONNEL ORBIT PERIOD- DAYS I_CLINATION- DE;
PI - E.P, MAZETS LENGRAD INST PHYS TECH PERIAPSIS- AU RAP APOAPSIS- AU RAp
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
The objective of this investigation was to determine the PM - UNKNOWN IKI
coordinates of gamma-ray bursts to within 2-3 deg. The PS - V.G, KURT IKI
instrumentation consisted of six identical scintillation
detectors with their orientation along the geometric axis of BRIEF DESCRIPTIO_
the spacecraft. They had a measurement range of 20 to 300 keV Venera 12 was part of a two-spacecraft mission to study
wtth a sensitivity of 1,0E-6 ergs/sq cm-s. Venus and the interplanetary medium, Each of the two
spacecraftt Venera 11 and Venera 12t consisted of a flight
....... VENERA 11t PISARENKO ................................... platform and a Lander probe. Identical instruments were
carried on both spacecraft. The flight platform had
INVESTIGATION NAME- PROTON SPECTROMETER instruments to study solar wind composition+ gamma-ray bursts_
ultraviolet radiation+ and the electron Oenslty of the
ionosphere of Venus. The lander probe carried instruments to
study the characteristics and composition of the atmosphere of
Venus. After ejection of the lander probe+ the flight platform
continued in a heliocentric orbit. Near encounter with Venus
occurred on December 21+ 1978+ at approximately 34+000 km
altitude.
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....... VENERA 121 MAZETS ......................................
....... VENERA 12_ ESTULIN .....................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- GAMMA-RAY BURST DETECTORS
INVESTIGATION NAME- GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETER
NSSDC ID- 7B-086A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NSSDC 10- T8-OBGA-OI INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM SCIENCE
SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY
PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL PI - E.P. MAZETS LENGRAD INST PHYS TECH
PI - I.V. ESTULIN IKI
P, - G, VEDRENNE CESR BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this investigation was to determine the
BRIEF DESCRIPTION coordinates of gamma-ray bursts to within 2-3 deg, The
The objectives of thts investigation were to measure instrumentation consisted of six identical scintillation
solar and cosmic gamma-ray burstst to accurately measure their detectors with their orientation along the geometric axis of
position in conjunction with measurements from other the spacecraft, They had a measurement range of 20 to 300 key
spacecraftt and to determine the energy spectra and temporal with a sensitivity of 1.OE-6 ergs/sq cm-s,
charctertsttcs of the bursts. The instrumentation consisted of
two scintillation detectors, One pointed towards the sun; the ....... VENERA 12t PISARENKO ...................................
other pointed at 180 deg from the first. The detectors
measured O,OB to 2.5. MeV energy toss in T channels, The INVESTIGATION NAME- PROTON SPECTROMETER
detectors had a sensitivity of 5.0E-6 ergs/sq mm for each
gamma-ray burst detected. NSSDC ID- 78-086A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE
....... VENERA 12t GRINGAUZ .................................... INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(s}
INVESTIGATION NAME- RETARDING POTENTIAL TRAPS MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND :IELDS
NSSDC I0- 78-086A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE PERSONNEL
PI - N.F. PISARENKO IKI
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE PLASMAS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PARTICLES AND FIELDS The objectives of this investigation were to study proton
acceleration tn the interplanetary medium and the
PERSONNEL solar-activity processes involved tn the origin of charged
PI - K,I, GRINGAUZ SOVIET ACAD OF SCI particles. The instrumentation consisted of a semiconductor
spectrometer wtth a St n-p detector. It had 10 energy channels
BRIEF DESCRIPTION covering from 0,1 to 100 MeVt and was sensitive to a flux >
The objective of this investigation was to study the 1.0E4 protons/sq cm-s at 10 MeV.
energy spectra of the ion and electron components of the solar
wind at varying distances from the sun. The instrument was a ....... VENERA 12t SAVICH ......................................
retarding potential analyzer which measured ions from O to 4.5
keV and electrons from 0 to 300 eV. The detector had a flux INVESTIGATION NAME- TWO-FREQUENCY TRANSMITTERS
sensitivity of 3.0E5 to 3.0E9 parttctes/sq cm-s. It was
operated at intervals during the mission. NSSDC ID- TB-OBSA-OT INVESTIGATIVE PROSRAM
SCIENCE
....... VENERA 12t KURT ........................................
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INVESTIGATION NAME- UV GRATING _ONOCHROMATOR IONOSPHERES ANO RADIO PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
NSSDC ID- 78-086A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE PERSONNEL
PI - N.A. SAVICH IRE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ASTRONOMY BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this investigation were to study the
PERSONNEL electron concentration distribution in the ionosphere of Venus
PI - V.G, KURT IKI and to study fluctuation of electron concentration in
PI - J.L. BERTAUX CNRS-SA interplanetary and near-sun plasmas. This investigation used
radio transmissions In the centimeter and decimeter range,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this investigation were to measure ....... VENERA 12t VAISBERG ....................................
scattered UV radiation from interplanetary space and Venus by
analyzing spectra Lines at 304t 584t 73Gt BSBt i048t 1216w INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND PLASMA DETECTORS
1300t 13SOt and 1500 A. Determinations of tlne s_ectra for Ht
He It He lit 0 It Ne It Ar It and CO were made when the NSSOC ID- 78-086A-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
spacecraft was close to Venus. Line intensities for Ht He It SCIENCE
and He IT were determined while the spacecraft was in
interplanetary space. The detector consisted of a muttlchannel INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
grating monochromator with the optical axis oriented in the SPACE PLASMAS
antl-sotar direction. This investigation was operated at PARTICLES AND FIELDS
selected intervals during the mission including a scan of the
solar-ILluminated disk of Venus. PERSONNEL
PI - O.L. VAISBERG IKI
....... VENERA 12t LOGACHEV ....................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRON AND PROTON SPECTROMETER The objective of this investigation was to measure the
energy spectra of the solar wind Ion and electron components,
NSSDC IO- TB-OBSA-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM It also measured separately protons and alpha particles at
SCIENCE varying distances from the sun. The investigation used
electrostatic analyzers and a cylindrical Faraday cup.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) Electrons were measured from i0 to 200 eV In 24 steps_ total
PARTICLES AND FIELDS ton concentrations from 0,25 to 5 keV In 24 steps9 protons from
0.25 to 5 keY in 24 stepst and alpha particles from 0.5 to 10
PERSONNEL keV in 24 steps. Spectral measurements took 192 s. The flux
PI - YU.I, LOGACHEV INST NUCLEAR PHYSICS sensitivity was 5,DE7 to Z.OEIO partlcles/sq cmms, The
instrument was operated at intervals during the mtssfon.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this investigation were to measure the * ****** ***************** VENERA ***************************
spectra and angular dtstrtoutton of electrons and protons in
the solar wind. It used proportional coumters_ Getger
counters_ and semiconductor and scintillation detectors, SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VENERA 1B
Electrons from 5 to BOO keV and protons in two rangesw 0.05 to ALTERNATE NAMES- 1A104
i MeV and 3C to 200 MeV9 were measured. The instrumentation
had a dynamic range uo to 5,0E5 oarttcles/sQ cm-s-sr.
i01
NSSDC ID- BO-O53A
....... VIKING I LANDZR_ ARVIDSON ..............................
LAUNCH DATE- 06/02/83 WEIGHT- KG INVESTIGATION NAME- LANDER IMAGING
LAUNCH SITE- TYURATAM (BAIKONUR COSMODROME)t U,S.S,R.
LAUNCH VEHICLE- UNKNOWN NSSDC I3- 75-075C-OG INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY CODE EL-_
U.S.S.R. SAS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ORBIT PARAMETERS PLANETARy ATMOSPHERES
METEOROLOGY
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- PLANETOLOGY
ORBIT PERIOD- DAYS INCLINATION- DEG
PERIAPSIS- AU RAP APOAPSIS- AU RAD PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL TL - R,E. ARVIDSON WASHINGTON U
TM - T.A, HUTCH(DECEASED) NASA HEADQUARTERS
PM - UNKNOWN IKI TM - C. SAGAN CORNELL U
PS - UNKNOWN IKI TM - A.B. BINDER U Om KIEL
TM - E,C, MORRIS US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION TM - P.O, HUCK NASA-LARC
Venera 15 is part of a two spacecraft mlslon (along with TM - E.C. LEVINTHAL NUCLEAR REGULATORY COM
Venera 16) designed to study the properties of Venus. Details TM - S, LIEBES_ JR. STAN=OR3 U
of the spacecraft and Its instrumentation are not knownt but it TM - J.B POLLACK NASA-ARCis b lieved
to be a Venus Orbiter carrying a Venus surface
radar mapper, Information indicates that there is not a lander BRIEF DESCRIPTION
probe as part of this mission, The lander imaging experiment viewed the scene
surrounding the landerw the surface sampler and other parts of
**** ******'*******°********* VENERA 16-******************. ***** the landery the sunt Phobosy and Delmos to provide data for
operational purposes and for geological and meteorological
investigations. Two scanning cameras_ capable of resotvlng
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VENERA 16 O.O_ deg (hlgh-resotutlon) or 0.12 deg (tow-resotutlont colorl
ALTERNATE NAMES- 14107 and IR) were used on each lander, Each image acoulred covered
a vertical field of 20 deg (hlgh-resotutlon) or GO deg
NSSDC IO- 83-054A (tow-resotutlont color9 and IR) and a horizontal field that was
commandable from 2,5 deg to 342,5 deg in 2.5-deg increments.
LAUNCH DATE- OG/O7/83 WEIGHT- KG Images were acquired from 40 deg above the nominal horizon to
LAUNCH SITE- TYURATAM (BAIKONUR COSMODROME)y U.S.S.R, 60 deg betowy and were commandabte in ZO-deg increments, TheVEHICLE- UNKNOWN
cameras were mounted 1,3 m above the nominal landing plane and
were capable of viewing two footpads and most of the area
SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY accessible to the surface sampler. The two cameras were
U,S,S.R. SAS separated by 0.8 m_ and stereoscopic Pictures were obtalnea
over most of the scene, BLack-and-whlte images in either Low
ORBIT PARAMETERS or high resolution inctuPed radiation wavelengths from 0,4 to
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC EPOCH DATE- 1,1 micrometers, The use of a single detector to image an
ORBIT PERIOD- DAYS INCLINATION- PEG entire frame allowed a relative radlometrlc accuracy of plus or
PERIAPSIS- AU RAD APOAPSIS- AU RAP minus 10 percent, For more information concerning the camerast
see Huck et al,y Space Science Instrumentatlont v. ly p.PERSONNEL 18g-21_t 1975.
PM - UNKNOWN IKI
PS - UNKNOWN IKI ....... VIKING 1 LANDERy HESS ..................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION NAME- METEOROLOGY
Venera 16 is part of a two spacecraft mlssio_ (along wlth
Venera 15) designed to study the properties of Venus, Details NSSDC ID- 75-0780-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
of the spacecraft and its instrumentation are not known_ but it CODE EL-4
is believed to be a Venus Orbiter carrying a Venus surface
mapper. Information indicates that there is not a Lander probe INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)as part of this mission,
PLANETARy ATMOSPHERES
. . METEOROLOGY
*** *** ******************** VIKING 1 LANDER*******************
PERSONNEL
TL - S,L, HESS(DECEASED) =LORIBA STATE U
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VIKING I LANDER TM - C.B, LEOVY U OF WASHINGTON
ALTERNATE NAMES- VIKING-B LANDER TM - R.M, HENRy U OF WASHINGTON
TM - J.A. RYAN CALl; ST Ut FULLERTON
NSSDC IO- 75-075C TM - J,E, TILLMAN U OF WASHINGTON
LAUNCH DATE- 08/20/75 WEIGHT- 605. KG BRIEF DESCRIPTION
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES This experiment analyzed the meteorological environmentLAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN
near the planetary surface and obtained information about
motion systems of various scales. The atmospheric parameters
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY determined were pressure9 temperaturey wind speedy and wind
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA direction. Diurnal and seasonal variations were of particular
importance. The sampling rates and durations for any one
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS Martian day (sol) were setectable by ground command. The
ORBIT TYPE- MARS LANDER sensors were mounted on an erected boom. Three hot-fltm
anemometers_ through which an electric current was passed to
PERSONNEL heat two glass needles coated with platinum and overcoateo with
MG - G,K, STROBEL NASA HEADQUARTERS aluminum oxlde_ were used to measure wind speed. The electric
SC - J,M. BOYCE NASA HEADQUARTERS power needed to maintain these sensors at a fixed temperature
PM - J.S, MARTIN(NLA) NASA-JPL above the surrounding air was the measure of wlnd speed.
PS - G.A, SOFFEN(NLA) NASA-LARC Atmospheric temperature was measured by three flne-wire
BRIEF DESCRIPTION thermocouples in parallel. A thin metal dlaphragm_ mounted in
This spacecraft was the landing vehicle for the two-part a vacuum-seated caset was used to measure atmospheric pressure,
Viking spacecraft mission. It soft-landed on July 20t 197Gt in ....... VIKING 1 LANDERt MICHAELt JR.- .........................
the Chryse region of Mars at 22.27 deg N latitude and 47.9A deg
W Longitude. The lander carried instruments to study the INVESTIGATION NAME- LANDER RADIO SCIENCE
btologyt chemical co_posltlon (organic and tnorgantc)l
meteorotogyy selsmotogyy magnetic propertlest surface NSSDC ID- 75-075C-ZI INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
appearancet and physical properties of the Martian surface and CODE EL-4/CO-OP
atmosphere. The lander had a 70-W power capacity and a
scientific payload of ap_rsxlmatety 91 kg (200 lb). Some of
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
the data collected were returned by direct radio tlnk to earthy ASTRONOMY
but most of the data were returned by relay through one of the IONOSPHERES
orbiters, The lander was approximately 3 m across and about 2 PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
m high. For a detailed description of the Viking mission and PLANETOLO3Y
experiments see "Scientific Results of the Viking ProJectg" J.
Geophys. Res.t v, 82t n, 28y 1977,
I02
PERSONNEL
TL m W.H. MICHAEL9 JR, NASA-LARD BRIER DESCRIPTION
TM - I,I. SHAPIRO MASS INST OF TECH The plasma investigation made use of two Faraday-cuD
TM - G.F, LINDAL NASA-JPL detectors9 one pointed along the earth-spacecraft llne and one
TM - J.3. DAVIES U OF MANS_ESTER at right angles to this llne. The earth-polntlng detector
TM - D,L. CAIN NASA-JPL determined the macroscopic properties of the plasma ions9
TM - M,D, GROSSI RAYTHEON CORP obtaining accurate values of their veloclty9 densltyt and
TM - G,L. TYLER STANFORD U pressure. Three sequential energy scans were employed wlth
TM - J.P. BRENKLE NASA-JPL Idetta E)/E equal to 209 7,29 and 1.8%9 allowing a coverage
TM - R.H. TOLSON NASA-LARC from subsonic to highLy supersonic flow. The side-Looking
TM - C.T. STELZRIED NASAmJpL Faraday cup measured electrons in the energy range from 5 eV to
TM - G. BORN NASA-JPL I keV.
TM - R. REASENBERG MASS INST OF TECH
VOYAGER 19 BROADFOOT ............
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Thls experiment used the lander S-band radio transmitter INVESTIGATION NAME- ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY
to acquire Doppler and range data for the lander9 utilizing the
same Deep Space Network facilities that were used by the NSSDC ID- 7T-OBAA-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
orbiters. The resulting data were used to determine the CODE EL-4
Location of the Lander on the planetts surface, They also
orovlded more precise information about the oroltaLt INVESTIGATION DISGIPLINE(S)
rotational, and precessional motion of Mars than had previously PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
been available, The two principal differences between orbiter
and lander tracking data are (1) lander tracking periods were PERSONNEL
never longer than 2 h and were sometimes much shorter because PI - A.L. BRgADPOOT U 0 = SOUTHERN CALIF
of thermal constraints on the duration of lander transmitter OI - H,W, MOOS JOHNS HOPKINS U
operatlont and (2) landers had no X-band signals to provide the CI - M.J.S.BELTON KITT PEAK NATL OBS
corrections to range data for the interplanetary plasma CI - D.F. STROBEL US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
effects, Consequently_ lander ranging sessions were scheduled CI - T.M. DONAHUE U OF 41CHISAN
to be nearly simultaneous wlth orbiter ranging whenever CI - M,B. MCELROY HARVARD U
posslble9 so that the orbiter S- and X-band data could supply CI - J.D. MCDONNELL YORK U
these corrections, CI - R.M. GOODY HARVARD U
CI - A, DALGARNO SAO
**************************** VOYAGER ************************** CI - J.E. BLAMONT CNRS-SA
CI - d.L, BERTAUX CNRS-SA
CI - S.K, ATREYA U OF MICHIGAN
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VOYAGER 1 CI - B.R. SANOEL U OF SOUTHERN DALIF
ALTERNATE NAMES- MARINER JUPITER/SATURN A9 OUTER PLANETS A CI - D.E. SHEMANSKY U OF SOUTHERN CALIF
MARINER TTA9 MJS 77A
10321 BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The UV spectrometer was designed to measure atmospheric
NSSDC ID- 77-08qA propertles9 and to measure radiation in the wavelength range
from 0,04 to 0.16 micrometers (400 to 1600 A). Two modes of
LAUNCH DATE- 09105177 WEIGHT- 700, KG instrument operation were planned9 airglow and occultation. In
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL9 UNITED STATES the airglow mode the atmospheric radiation was measured. This
LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN radiation is predominantly resonance-scattered solar radlatlon9
where the scattering is by molecular or atomic atmospheric
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY constituents such as hydrogen (1216 A) or helium I5B4 A). In
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA the occultation model sunlight was reflected into the
spectrometerw and the solar spectrum was recorded, As the
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS atmosphere moved between the spacecraft and the sun9 the
ORBIT TYPE- SATURN FLYBY absorption characteristics of the atmosphere were obtained over
the measured wavelength region, The absorption spectrum was
PERSONNEL used to identify the absorber as well as to measure its
MG - R. MILLS NASA HEADQUARTERS abundance in the tlne of sight to the sun. In addltlont the
SC - W.A. BRUNK(DEOEASED) NASA HEAG_UARTERS atmospheric thermal structure could be inferred.
PM - R.P. LAESER NASA-JPL
PS - E.C. STONE CALIP INST OF TECH ....... VOYAGER 19 HANEL .......................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION NAME- INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY AND RADIOMETRY
The overall objectives of Voyager were to conduct
exploratory investigations of the planetary systems of Jupiter NSSDC IO- 77-084A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
and Saturn and of the interplanetary medium out to Saturn. CODE EL-4
Primary emphasis was placed on comparative studies of these two
planetary systems Oy oot_Inlng (1) measurements of the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
envlronment9 atmosphere9 and body characteristics of the PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
planets and the satellites of each planet9 (2} studies of the
nature of the rings of Saturnw and (3} _xptoratlon of the PERSONNEL
interplanetary (or interstellar) medium at increasing distances Pl - R,A, HANEL NASA'_S=C
from the sun. These objectives were attained by using a CI - V.G. KUNDE NASA-GSFC
variety of instruments and methods including Imaglng9 a CI - D.P. CRUIKSHANK U OF HAWAII
coherent S- and X-band RF recelvert an infrared Interferometer CI - W.C. MAGUIRE NASA-GSFC
and radlometert UV spectrometert fluxgate mGgnetometmrst CI - J,C, PEARL NASA-GSrC
Faraday cupst a charged-partlcle analyzer_ plasma detector9 CI - J,A, PIRRAGLIA NASA°GSFC
plasma-wave radio receIvert cosmlc-ray tmlescopes_ CI - R.E, SAMUELSON NASA-GSFC
ohotopolarlmeter9 and a sweeP-frequency radio receiver, CI - P.J, GIERASC4 CORNELL U
Voyager 1 had its closest encounter wlth Jupiter on March 59 OI - C.A. PONNAMPERUMA U OF MARYLAND
1979_ and with Saturn on November 12_ 1980. CI - D. GAUTIER PARIS OBSERVATORY
CI - F.M. FLASAR NASA-GSFO
....... VOYAGER It BRIDGE ...................................... OI - S, KUMAR U 0_ SOUTHERN _ALIF
CI - B,J. CONRATH NASA-GSPC
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA SPECTROMETERS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NSSDC ID- 77-084A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM This investigation was carried out using an infrared
CODE EL-4 radiometer and an Interferometer-spectrometer similar in design
to the Mariner 9 IRIS_ combined into a single instrument, The
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) investigation studied both global and local energy balancet
PARTICLES AND FIELDS using infrared spectral measurements in conjunction with
SPACE PLASMAS broad-band measurements of reflected solar energy, Atmospheric
composition was also Investlgatedt including determination of
PERSONNEL the H2/He ratio9 and the abundance of CH2 and NHG. Vertical
PI - H.S, BRIDGE MASS INST OF TECH temperature profiles were obtained on the planets and
CI - J.W, BELCHER MASS INST OF TECH satellites with atmospheres. Studies of the composltlonw
CI - C,K. GOERTZ U OF IOWA thermal propertles9 and size of particles in Saturnls rings
CI - A.J, LAZARUS MASS INST OF TECH were conducted. The Interferometer had a spectral range of 200
CI - S, OLBERT MASS INST OF TECH to 4000 11cmt while the radiometer range covered 5000 to 339000
CI - V.M, VASYLIUNAS MPI-AERONOMY l/cm. The instrument used a single primary mirror 51 cm in
CI - L.F, BURLAGA NASA-GSFO diameter with a field of view of 0.25 deg.
CI - R.E, HARTLE NASA-GS:S
CI - K.W. OGILVIE NASA-GSPC
CI - G.L. SISCOE U OF CALIF_ LA
CI - A.J. HUNDHAUSEN NATL CTR sOR ATHOS RES
CI - J,O, SULLIVAN MASS INST OF TECH
CI - J,D. SCUDDER NASA-GSFC
103
....... VOYAGER 19 KRIMIGIS .................................... VOYAGER it SMITH .......................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYZER AND INVESTIGATION NAME- IMAGING
TELESCOPE
NSSDC IO- 77-084A-01 INVESTIGATIVE PRO3RAM
NSSDC TO- 77-084A-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM CODE EL-41CO-OP
CODE EL-4/CO-OP
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) METEOROLOGY
COSMIC RAYS PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS PLANETOLOGY
PARTICLES AND FIELDS ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PERSONNEL PERSONNEL
PI - S.M. KRIMIGIS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB TL - B,A. SMITH U OF ARIZONA
CI - C.Y, FAN U OF ARIZONA DT - L.A, SODERBLOM US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
CI - G. GLOECKLER U OF MARYLAND TM - G,A. BRIGGS NASA HEADQUARTERS
CI - L,J, LANZEROTTI BELL TELEPHONE LAB TM - A,F. COOK SAO
CI - T.P. ARMSTRONG U OF KANSAS TM - G.E. DANIELSON CALIF INST OF TECH
Cl - W,I. AXFORD VICTORIA U WELLINGTON TM - M,E, DAVIES RAND CORP
CI - C.D. BOSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB TM - G.E. HUNT U COLLE3E LONDON
CI - E.P, KEATH APPLIED PHYSICS LAB TM - T. OXEN STATE U OF NEW YORK
TM - C. SAGAN CORNELL U
BRIEF DESCRIPTION TM - V,E. SUOMI U OF WISCONSIN
The objective of this experiment was to study the TM - T.V. JOHNSON NASA-JPL
magnetospheres of Jupiter and Saturnt using a Low-energy TM - P. MASURSKY US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
magnetospherlc particle analyzer. Thls detector made
measurements in (I) the distant magnetosphere and bow shock of BRIEF DESCRIPTIO_
dupfter_ (2) the magnetosphere of Saturnt and (3) the The photographic experiment used a two-camera system_
trapped-radlatlon belts In the vicinity of Jupiter. based on the Mariner 1C system. This system included one
AddltlonaLLy_ this detector was able to study Low-energy narrow-angler Long-focal-Length camera and one wlde-angLer
particles In the interplanetary medium. The energy range of short-focal-Length camera. The maximum resolution achievable
thls detector was i0 key to i.i MeV for electrons and 10 keV to depended on the actual trajectory on this multl-encounter
150 MeV for ions, During the interplanetary cruise perlodt missiont but the resolution was as high as O,B to 1,0 km on the
orotonst alpha oartlctes_ and heavier nuclei (z from 3 to 26) closest approaches to some objects. At Jupiter and Saturnt the
were separately identified and their energy measured in the resolution was better than 20 km and 5 kmt respectively. The
range from 0,05 to 30 MeV_ using a tow-energy particle objectives of the experiment were to photograph global motions
telescope, and cloud distributions on Jupiter and Saturn9 gross dynamical
prooertles_ zonal rotatlon_ orientation of spin axls_ zonal
....... VOYAGER Zi NESS ........................................ shear0 vertical sheart flow Instabltltlest spots_ and spectrum
of scale of atmospheric motions in time and space, Additional
INVESTIGATION NAME- TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS objectives included the study of the mode of release of
internal energy flux (search for convection cells and roLLs)_
NSSDC IO- 77-084A-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM study of growtht dlsslpatlon_ morphotogyt and vertical
CODE EL-4 structure of cloud comptexest gross optical propertlest global
and Localized scattering function in the visible spectrum_
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) poLarlmetryt nature of chromophores (their structure and
PLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD deveLopment)_ and high resolution of the Great Red Spot, The
PARTICLES AND FIELDS objectives of the satellite encounters included the following:
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS (1) gross characteristics (slze_ shape_ rotatlon_ spin axlst
cartographyt improved ephemerfdes_ and masses)_ (2) geology
PERSONNEL (major physiographic provlncest impact and volcanic features_
PI - N.F. NESS NASA-GSFC tfneamentst polar capst erosion processest Lo_- and
CI - M,H. ACUNA NASA-GS_ hlgh-denslty satellite comparative studiest detection of
CI - K,W, BEHANNON NASA-GSFC atmospheres9 frosts9 and tlmb stratification of aerosoLs)_ and
CI - L,F. BURLAGA NASA-GSFC (3) surface properties (cotorlmetry9 scattering functlont
CI - R.P. LEPPING NASA-GS=O nature of brightness varlatlont and search for new satellites),
CI - F,M, NEUBAUER U OF COLOGNE Studies of Saturnts rings included (I) resokutlon of individual
ring components or clumps of materlaL9 (2) vertical ana radial
BRIEF DESCRIPTION distribution of material at very high resoLutlonl (3)
This experiment was designed to investigate the magnetic scattering functlont (4) coarse poLarlmetry_ (5) occultation -
fields of Jupiter and Saturnt the solar-wind interaction with optical depthe and (6) distinguishing different types of
the magnetospheres of these pLanets_ and the interplanetary material in the rings. Other objectives were to search for new
magnetic field out to the solar wlnd boundary with the cometst asteroldst and targets of opportunity,
interstellar magnetic field and beyond_ if crossed. The
investigation was carried out uslng two hlgh-fleLd and two ....... VOYAGER it TYLER .......................................
tow-fleLd trlaxiaL fLuxgate magnetometers, Data accuracy of
the Interplanetary fletds was plus or minus 0.i nit and the INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIO SCIENCE TEAM
range of measurements was from 0.01 nT to 2.E-3 T.
NSSDC ID- 77-O84A-D2 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
....... VOYAGER 19 SCARF ....................................... CODE EL-4
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA WAVE (,0L-56 KHZ) INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSI:S
NSSDC IO- 77-084A-13 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM CELESTIAL MECHANICS
CODE EL-4 IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PERSONNEL
PARTICLES AND FIELDS TL - G.L. TYLER STANFORD U
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS TM - V.R. ESHLEMAN STANFORD U
PLANETARY IONOSPHERES TM - J.D, ANDERSON NASA-JPL
TM - T,A. CRO_T SRI INTERNATIONAL
PERSONNEL TM - G,F. LINDAL NASA-JPL
Pl - F.L. SCARF TRW SYSTEMS GROUP TM - G.S. LEVY NASA-JPL
CI - D,A, GURNETT U OF IOWA TM - G,E. WOOD NASA-JPL
BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This investigation provided continuous9 The Radio Science Team used the telecommunications system
sheath-Independent measurements of the electron-density of the Voyager spacecraft to perform its studies. The system
profiles at Jupiter and Saturn. It also gave basic information was a coherent S- and X-band downLink and an S-band upLink,
on Local wave-particLe interaction required to carry out The science objectives of the radio science investigation were
comparative studies of the physics of the Jupiter and Saturn (1) to determine the physical properties of planetary and
magnetospheres, The instrumentation consisted of a 16-channett satellite ionospheres and atmospheres by examining the
step-frequency receiver and a tow-frequency waveform recelvert propagation effects on a dual-freQuency radlo signal during
with associated electronics. The frequency range for this immersion and emerston of spacecraft occultation by the subject
instrument was from 10 HZ to 56 kHz, This instrument shared bodyl (2) _o determine planetary and satellite masses_ gravity
the lO-m antennas developed for the investigation of planetary fteLds_ and densities by precise tracking of a dual-frequency
radio astronomy, radio slgnat from the spacecraft during the encounter perlod9
and (3) to determine the amount and size distribution of
material in Saturnts rings and the ring dimensions by examining
the propagation effects on a dual-freQuency radio signal that
passed through each ring In successlon_ and through the gap
between the E rlng and Saturn's surface.
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....... VOYAGER It VOGT ........................................ BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The overall objectives of Voyager 2 were to conduct
INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY exploratory investigations of the planetary systems of Jupltert
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE Saturn9 Uranust and Neptune9 and of the interplanetary medium.
Primary emphasis was placed on comparative studies of these
NSSDC ID- 77-OBiA-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM planetary systems by obtaining (1) measurements of the
CODE EL-A envtronmentt atmosphere9 and body characteristics of the
planets and one or more of the sateLLites of each pLanet9 (2)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} studies of the nature of the rings of Saturn and Uranust and
COSMIC RAYS (3) exploration of the interplanetary (or interstellar) medium
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS at increasing distances from the sun. These objectives were
met using a variety of instruments and methods including
PERSONNEL tmagtngt a coherent S- and X-band RF recetverp an IR
PI - R.E, VOGT CALIF INST OF TEGH tnterferometer and rsdtometer_ a UV spectrometert ftuxgate
CI - J.R. JOKIPII U OF ARIZONA magnetometers9 Faraday cups9 a charged-particle analyzer9
CI - E,C. STONE CALIF INST OF TECH plasma detector9 plasma-wave radio recelver9 cosmlc-ray
CI - F.B. MCDONALD NASA HEAGQUARTERS teLescopest photopotarlmeterv and a sweep-frequency radio
Cl - J.H, TRAINOR NASA-GSFC receiver. Jupiter close encounter was achieved on July 99
CI - W.R. WEBBER U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 1979_ and Saturn on August 51 1981.
CI - A,W. SCHARDT NASA-GSFC
....... VOYAGER 29 BRIDGE ......................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Thls investigation studied the origin and acceleration INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA SPECTROMETERS
process9 Life hlstory9 and dynamic contribution of interstellar
cosmic rays9 the nucteosynthests of elements in cosmic-ray NSSDC ID- 77-07&A-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
sourcest the behavior of cosmic rays tn the interplanetary CODE EL-4/CO-OD
medlumt and the trapped planetary energetlc-partlcte
environment. The instrumentation included a High-Energy INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
Telescope System (HETS] and a Low-Energy Telescope System SPACE PLASMAS
(LETS). The HETS covered an energy range between 6 and BOO PARTICLES AND _IELOS
MeV/nucLeon for nuclei ranging in atomic numbers from 1 through
30, In addltlon_ electrons in the energy range between 3 and PERSONNEL
100 MeV/nucLeon were measured by thls telescope and an electron PI - H.S, BRIDGE MASS INST OF TECH
tetesc_e. The LETS measured the energy and determined the CI - A,J. LAZARUS MASS INST OF TECH
Ioentlty of nuclei for energies between 30, The instruments CI - S. OLBERT MASS INST OF TECH
also measured the anisotroples of electrons and nuclei. In CI - J.W, BELCHER MASS INST OF TECH
addltlont electrons in the energy range between 3 and 100 CI - V.M, VASYLIUNAS MPI-AERONOMY
MeVlnucteon were measured by an electron telescope. CI - L.F. BURLAGA NASA-GSFC
CI - C.K. GOERTZ U OF IOWA
....... VOYAGER it WARWICK ..................................... CI - G.L. SISCOE U OF CALIFt LA
CI - A.J, HUNDHAUSEN NATL CTR FOR ATHOS RES
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY CI - R,E. HARTLE NASA-GSFC
CI - K.W, OGILVIE NASA-GSFC
NSSDC ID- 77-OBiA-LO INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM CI - d.D, SULLIVAN MASS INST OF TECH
CODE EL-4/CO-OP CI - J.D, SCUOGER NASA-GS=C
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) BRIEF DESCRIPTION
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS The plasma investigation made use of two Faraday-cup
SPACE PLASMAS detectors9 one pointed along t he earth-spacecraft Line and one
at right angLes to this Line, The earth-pointing detector
PERSONNEL determined the macroscopic properties of the plasma tonst
PI - J,W, WARWICK U OF COLORADO obtaining accurate values of their veLoctty_ densttyt and
CI - J,K. ALEXANDERt JR, NASA-GS=C pressure. Three sequential energy scans were employed with
CI - T.D. CARP U OF FLORIDA (delta E)/E equal to 299 7°29 and 1.B%t allowing a coverage
CI - F,T, HADDOCK U OF MICHIGAN from subsonic to highly supersonic flow. The side-tooklng
CI - D,H. STAELIN MASS INST OF TECH Faraday cup measured electrons tn the energy range from 5 eV to
CI - A. BOISCHOT PARIS OBSERVATORY I keY,
CI - C.C. HARVEY PARIS OBSERVATORY
CI - Y, LEBLANC PARIS OBSERVATORY ....... VOYAGER 29 BROADFOOT ...................................
CI - W.E. BROWNt JR. NASA-JPL
CI - S, GULKIS NASA-JPL INVESTIGATION NAME- ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY
CI - R,J. PHILLIPS LUNAR . PLANETARY INST
El - J.B, PEARCE RADIOPHYSICS_ INC NSSOC 10- 77-076A-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CI - A.C. RIDDLE U OF COLORADO CODE EL-A/CO-OP
CI - RoG, PELTZER MARTIN-MARIETTA AEROSP
CI - M.L. KAISER NASA-GSFC INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted of a sweep-frequency radio PERSONNEL
receiver operating in both polarization stalest between 20 kHz PI - A.L, BROAOFOOT U OF SOUTHERN CALIF
and 40,5 MHZ. The signal was received by a pair of orthogonaL CI - A. DALGARNO SAO
tO-m monopote antennas, Study of the radlo-emlssion signals CI - J.C. MCCONNELL YORK U
from Jupiter and Saturn over this range of frequencies yielded CI - R.M, GOODY HARVARD U
data concerning the ohyslcs of magnetospherlc plasma resonances CI - T,M. DONAHUE U OF MICHIGAN
and nonthermaL radio e_Isslo_s fro_ these otanetary regions, CI - M,B. MCELROY HARVARD U
CI - M.J.S,BELTON KITT PEAK NAIL OBS
**1 t . 1.1 _ • . . .1*****
******** * * ********** VOYAGER 2******** ** * * * * CI - D.F. BTROBEL US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
CI - H.W° MOOS JOHNS HOPKINS U
CI - J.E. BLAMONT CNRS-SA
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VOYAGER 2 CI - J,L. BERTAUX CNRS-SA
ALTERNATE NAMES- MARINER JUPITER/SATURN By OUTER PLANETS B CI - S.K. ATREYA U OF MICHIGAN
MARINER 77B_ MJS 77B CI - B,R. SANDEL U OF SOUTHERN CALIF
10271 CI - O,E. SHEMANSKY U 0 = SOUTHERN CALIF
NSSDC IO- 77-076A BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The UV spectrometer was designed to measure atmospheric
LAUNCH DATE- 08/20/77 WEIGHT- TO0, KG properties and measured radiation tn the wavelength range 0°0_
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES to 0.16 micrometer (400 to tOO0 A). Two modes of instrument
LAUNCH VEHICLE- TITAN operation were planned: airglow and occultation. In the
airglow model the atmospheric radiation was measured. Thls
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY radiation ts predominantly resonance-scattered solar radtat!on_
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA where the scattering ts by the moLecuLar or atomic atmospheric
constttuentst such as hydrogen (1216 A) or helium (584 A), In
INITIAL ORBIT PARAMETERS the occultation mode9 sunlight was reflected Into the
ORBIT TYPE- SATURN FLYBY soectrometert and the solar spectrum was recorded. As the
atmosphere moved between the spacecraft and the sune the
PERSONNEL absorption characteristics of the atmosphere were obtained over
MG - R, MILLS NASA HEADQUARTERS the measured wavelength region. The absorption spectrum was
SC - W.A. BRUNK(DECEASED) NASA HEADQUARTERS used to identify the absorber as well as to measure its
PM - R,P. LAESER NASA-JPL abundance in the Ltne of sight to the sun, In additton_ the
PS - E.C. STONE CALIF INST OF TECH atmosoherels thermal structure could be inferred.
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....... VOYAGER 2t HANEL ....................................... BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment consisted of an 8-in. (29-cm) f11.1
INVESTIGATION NAME- INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY AND RADIOMETRY telescope that sent radiation through a polarizer and a filter
for 'one of eight bands in the 2200- to 7300-A spectral reglont
NSSDC ID- 77-076A-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM then on to a photomultlpler tube, By study of these emission
CODE EL-_ intensity data9 information on surface texture and composition
of Jupltert Saturn9 Uranus9 and Neptune could be obtalned9
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} along wlth information of size distribution and composition of
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES Saturn's and Uranus t rings and information on atmospheric
scattering properties and density for all planets. Molecular
PERSONNEL scale heights for these planets could also be determined from
PI - R,A, HANEL NASA-GSFC these data.
CI - C,A. PONNAMPERUMA U OF MARYLAND
CI - P.J. GIERASDH CORNELL U ....... VOYAGER 29 NESS ........................................
CI - J.A, PIRRAGLIA NASA-GSFC
CI - R,E. SAMUELSON NASA-GSFC INVESTIGATION NAME- TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS
CI - W.C, MAGUIRE NASA-GS=S
CI - J,C. PEARL NASA-GSFC NSSDC ID- 77-07GA-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CI - V,G. KUNDE NASA-GSFC CODE EL-4/CO-OP
CI - D,P. CRUIKSHANK U OF HAWAII
CI - B,J. CONRATH NASA-GSFC INVESTIGATION DISSIPLINE(S)
CI - 0, GAUTIER PARIS OBSERVATORY PLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
CI - FoM, FLASAR NASA-GSFC PARTICLES AND FIELDS
CI - S, KUMAR U OF SOUTHERN CALIF
INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
This investigation was carried out using an infrared PI - N,F, NESS NASA-GSFC
radiometer and an Interferometer spectrometer similar in design CI - R.P. LEPPING NASA-GSFC
to the Mariner 9 IRIS_ combined into a single instrument. The CI - F,M. NEUBAUER U O= COLOGNE
investigation studied both global and Local energy balances CI - K,W, BEHANNON NASA-GSFC
using infrared spectral measurements In conjunction wlth CI - L.F. BURLAGA NASA-GSFC
broad-band measurements of reflected solar energy. Atmospheric CI - M.H, ACUNA NASA-GSFC
composition was also Investlgated_ including det_rmlnatlon of
the H2/He ratio and the abundance of CH2 and NHO. Vertical BRIEF DESCRIPTION
temperature profiles were obtained on the planets and This experiment was designed to investigate (1) the
satellites with atmospheres, Studies of the composition9 magnetic fields of Jupttert Saturnt Uranust and Neptune and (2)
thermal properttest and stze of particles in SaturnWs rings the solar-wind interaction of the magnetospheres of these
were conducted. The fnterferometer had a spectral range of 200 planets with the interplanetary magnetic field out to the
to 4009 1/cmt while the radiometer range covered 5900 to 339009 solar-wind boundary with the interstellar magnetic fleld_ and
Z/cm. The instrument used a single primary mirror 51 cm in beyondt if crossed. The investigation was carried out using
diameter with a field of view of 0.25 deE, two high-field and two tow-fletd trtaxtal fluxgate
magnetometers. Data accuracy of the interplanetary fields was
....... VOYAGER 2t KRIMIGIS .................................... plus or minus 0.1 nT_ and the range of measurements was from
9,01 nT to 2,E-3 T,
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYZER AND
TELESCOPE ....... VOYAGER 2t SCARF .......................................
NSSDC ID- 77-07GA-97 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA WAVE (.01-56 KHZ)
CODE EL-b/CO-OP
NSSDC ID- 77-076A-13 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) CODE EL-4
COSMIC RAYS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS PLANETARY IONOSPHERES
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
PERSONNEL MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PI - S.M. KRIMIGIS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
CI - C.O. BOSTROM APPLIED PHYSICS LAB PERSONNEL
CI - T,P. ARMSTRONG U OF KANSAS PI - F,L. SCARF TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
CI - W,I, AXFORD VICTORIA d WELLINGTON CI- D.A° GURNETT U OF 19WA
CI - G. GLOECKLER u OF MARYLAND
CI - L,J. LANZEROTTI BELL TELEPHONE LAB BRIEF DESCRIPTION
CI - C.Y, FAN U OF ARIZONA This investigation provided contlnuoust
Cl - E.P. KEATH APPLIED PHYSICS LAB sheath-lndePendent measurements of the electron density
profiles at Jupiter and Saturn and will provide similar
BRIEF DESCRIPTION measurements for Uranus and Neptune, It also gave basic
The objective of this experiment was to study the information on Local wave-particle interactions required to
magnetospheres of Jupttert Saturnt Uranus9 and Neptune9 using a carry out comparative studies of the physics of the
Low-energy magnetosphertc particle analyzer, This detector magnetospheres of these planets, The instrumentation consisted
made measurements in (1) the distant magnetosphere and bow of a 1G-channel step frequency receiver and a low-freouency
shock of Juptter9 (2) the magnetosphere of Saturn and possible waveform receiver with associated electronics. The frequency
magnetosphere of Uranus and Neptunet and (3) the trapped range for this instrument was from 10 HZ to 5G kHz. This
radiation belts 4n the vicinity of these planets, instrument shared the 19-m antennas developed for the planetary
Additionally9 this detector was aole to stJdy tow-energy radio astronomy investigation.
particles in the interplanetary medium. The energy range of
this detector was 19 keV to 1,1 MeV for electrons and 19 keV to ....... VOYAGER 2t SMITH .......................................
150 MeV for ions. During the interplanetary cruise periods
protons9 alpha partlctmst and heavier nuclei (z from 3 to 26) INVESTIGATION NAME- IMAGING
were separately identified and their energies measured in the
range from 0,95 to 30 MeVt by the tow-energy particle NSSDC ID- 77-976A-91 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
telescope, CODE EL-4
....... VOYAGER 2t LANE ................... L .................... INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
METEOROLOGY
INVESTIGATION NAME- MULTIFILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETER_ PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
2200-7300 A PLANETOLOGY
NSSOC ID- 77-076A-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PERSONNEL
CODE EL-4/CO-OP TL - B.A, SMITH U OF ARIZONA
DT - L,A. SODERBLOM US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) TM - G.A, BRIGGS NASA HEAOGUARTERS
INTERPLANETARY DUST TM - A.F. COOK SAO
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES TM - G,E, DANIELSON CALIF INST OF TECH
TM - M,E. DAVIES RAND CORP
PERSONNEL TM - G.E, HUNT U COLLEGE LONDON
PI - A,L, LANE NASA-JPL TM - T* OWEN STATE U OF NEW YORK
CI - K,D. PANG NASA-JPL TM - C. SAGAN CORNELL U
CI - J.E. HANSEN NASA-GISS TM - V,E, SUOMI U OF WISCONSIN
CI - D.L. COFFEEN NASA-GISS TM - T.V. JOHNSON NASA-JPL
CI - L.W. ESPOSITO U OF COLORADO TM - _, MASURSKY US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
CI - M. SATO(NLA] NASA-GISS
Cl - R,A, WEST U OF COLORADO
CI - C,W. HORD U OF COLORADO
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The photographic experiment used a iwo-camera system_ This investigation studied the origin and acceleration
based on the Mariner ZO system. Thls system included one process9 llfe hlstoryt and dynamic contribution of interstellar
narrow-angler long-focal-length camera and one wlde-anglet cosmic rayst the nucleosynthesls of elements in cosmlc-ray
short-focal-length camera. The maximum resolution achievable sourcest the behavior of cosmic rays in the interplanetary
depended greatly on the actual trajectory on this medtumt and the trapped planetary energetic particle
multl-encounter mlsslont but was as high as 0.5 to 1.0 km on environment. The instrumentation included a Hlgh-Energy
the closest approaches to some objects. At Jupiter and Saturnt Telescope System (HITS) and a Low-Energy Telescope System
the resolution that was achieved was better than 20 km and 5 (LETS). The HETS covered an energy range between 6 and 500
kmt resoectlvety. The ooJectlves of the experiment were to MeV/nucleon for nuclei ranging in atomic numbers from I through
photograph global motions and cloud distributions (on Juoltert 30. In addltlont electrons in the energy range between 3 and
Saturn_ Uranust and Neptune)t gross dynamical propertles_ zonal 100 MeV were measured by this telescope and an electron
rotatlonst orientation of spin axest zonal sheart vertical telescope. The LETS measured the energy and determined the
sheart flow Instabltltles_ sootst and soectram of scale of identity of nuclei for energies between .15 and 30 MeV/nucteon
atmospheric motions In time and space. Additional objectives and atomic numbers from 1 to 30. The instruments also measured
included the study of the mode of release of internal energy the anlsotroples of electrons and nuclei, In additlont
flux (search for convection cells and rolts)_ study of growtht electrons in the energy range between 3 and ZOO MeV were
dlsslpatlont morphology9 and vertical structJre of cloud measured by the electron telescope.
complexes_ gross optical properties_ global and Localized
scattering function in the visible spectrumt potarlmetryt ....... VOYAGER 2t WARWICK .....................................
nature of chromoahores (their strJcture and deveLooment)_ and
high resolution of the Great Red Spot. The objectives of the INVESTIGATION NAME- PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY
satellite encounters included (l) gross characteristics (stze_
shaper rotatlont spin axls9 cartographyt improved ephemerldes NSSDC ID- 77-076A-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
and masses); (2} geology (major ohystograohtc provtncest impact CODE EL-4
and volcanic features_ ttneamentst polar caps_ erosion
processest and tow- and hlgh-denslty satellite comparative INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
studles_ detection of atmospherest froster and tlmb MAGNETOSPHERIO PHYSICS
stratification of aerosols); and (3) surface properties SPA_E PLASMAS
(colorlmetry_ scattering functlont nature of brightness
varlatlont and search for new satellites). Studles of Saturnts PERSONNEL
rings were carried out and wltt be for Uranus' rings. PI - J.W. WARWICK U OF COLORADO
Objectives included (1) resolution of individual ring CI - W.E, BROWNt JR, NASA-JPL
components of clumps of materlali (2) vertical and radial CI - S. GULKIS NASA-JPL
distribution of material at very high resolution; (3) CI - C,C. HARVEY PARIS OBSERVATORY
scattering function| (_) coarse oolarimetry| (5) occultation - CI - Y. LEBLANC PARIS OBSERVATORY
optical depth; and (6) distinguishing different types of CI - D.H. STAELIN MASS INST OF TECH
material in the rings. Other objectives were to search fnr new CI - A, BOISCHOT PARIS OBSERVATORY
cometst asteroldst and targets of opportunity. CI - T,O, CARR U OF FLORIDA
CI - F.T, HADDOCK U 0 = MICHIGAN
....... VOYAGER 2t TYLER ....................................... CI - J.K, ALEXANDER_ JR, NASA-GSFC
Cl - R.J. PHILLIPS LUNAR * PLANETARY INST
INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIO SCIENCE TEAM CI - R,G. PELTZER MARTIN-MARIETTA AEROSP
Cl - J.B. PEARCE RADIOoHYSICS_ INC
NSSDC ID- 77-076A-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM CI - A.C. RIDDLE U OF COLORADO
CODE EL-4 CI - M.L. KAISER NASA-GSFC
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS This experiment consisted of a sweep-freQuency radio
CELESTIAL MECHANICS receiver operating in both polarization statest between 20 kHz
IONOSPHERES AND RA)IO PHYSICS and gO.5 MHz, The signal was received by a pair of orthogonat
IO-m monopote antennas, The physics of magnetospherlc plasma
PERSONNEL resonances and of nonthermat radio emissions from these
TL - G.L. TYLER STANFORD U planetary regions was studied by investigation of the radio
TM - G.F. LINDAL NASA-JPL emission signals from Jupiter and Saturn over this range of
TM - G.S, LEVY NASA-JPL freguenclest and similar studies wilt be done at Uranus and
TM - T.A. CROFT SRI INTERNATIONAL Neptune.
TM - V.R, ESHLEMAN STANFORD U
TM - J.D. ANDERSON NASA-JPL
TM - G.E. WOOD NASA-JPL
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Radio Science Team used the telecommunications
systems of the Voyager spacecraft to perform their studies.
The system was a coherent S- and X-band dow_li_k and S-band
uptlnk. The science objectives of the radio science
investigation were (1) to determine the physical properties of
planetary and satellite ionospheres and atmospheres by
examining the propagation effects on a dual-frequency radio
signal during immersion of spacecraft occultation by the
subject bodyt (2) to determlne planetary and satellite massest
gravity fields and densities by precise tracking of a
dual-frequency radio signal from the spacecraft during the
encounter perlodt and (3) to determine the amount and size
distributions of material in the rings of Saturn and the ring
dimensions by examining the propagation effects on a
dual-frequency radio signal that passes through each ring tn
succession and through the gap between the C ring and the
surface of Saturn.
....... VOYAGER 2t VOGT ................................. r.......
INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE
NSSDC ID- 77-076A-08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-_
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
COSMIC RAYS
MASNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PERSONNEL
PI - R.E. VOGT CALIF INST OF TECH
O1 - J.R. JOKIPII U OF ARIZONA
CI - E.O. STONE CALIF I_ST OF TE3H
CI - =.B. MCDONALD NASA HEADQUARTERS
CI - J.H. TRAINOR NASA-GSFC
CI - W,R, WEBBER U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
CI - A,W. SCHARDT NASA-GS =c
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3DESCRIPTIONSOF PLANNED SPACECRAFT
AND EXPERIMENTS

3. DESCRIPTIONS OF PLANNED SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS
This section contains descriptions o£ spacecraft and experiments pertinent
to this report that were planned as of May 31, 1983, that had progressed beyond
the experiment or investigation selection stage, and for which NSSDC has at
least minimal documentation. A few changes subsequent to this date may appear,
depending on availability. The descriptions are sorted by spacecraft common
name (for "free flying" spacecraft) and bv onboard experiment package name (for
experiment packages which are not deployed from the Shuttle). Within each
spacecraft or onboard experiment package listing, experiments are ordered by the
principal investigator's, lead investigator's, or team leader's last name. If
the common name, as used by NSSDC, is not known, it can be found by referring to
an alternate name found in the Index of Active and Planned Spacecraft and
Experiments (Section 4).
Each spacecraft, onboard Shuttle experiment package, or experiment entry in
this section is composed of two parts, a heading and a brief description. The
headings list characteristics of spacecraft and experiments. Many of the terms
used in this section are defined in Appendix C.
3.1 Contents of Spacecraft Entries
The heading for each spacecraft description in this section includes a set
of planned initial orbit parameters: orbit type, orbit period, apoapsis,
periapsis, and inclination for the spacecraft. No orbit parameters are listed
_or lander, flyby, or probe missions. In addition, the heading contains the
spacecraft weight, launch date (as provided by the project office; actual date
may change), site, vehicle, spacecraft common and alternate names, NSSDC
ID code, sponsoring country and agency, and spacecraft personnel codes. The
personnel codes are as follows:
CODE CO (general contact)
CODE MG (program manager)
CODE MM (mission manager)
CODE MO (mission operations manager)
CODE MS (mission scientist)
CODE PC (project coordinator)
CODE PD (project director)
CODE PE (project engineer)
CODE PM (project manager)
CODE PS (project scientist)
CODE SC (program scientist)
CODE TD (technical director)
This terminology is standard for NASA missions; the equivalent functions for
the missions of other countries or agencies have been given the same position
names. The spacecraft brief descripeion is immediately below each heading.
3.2 Contents of Experiment _Intries
Each experiment entry heading includes the experiment name, the NSSDC ID
code, the investigative program, the investigation discipline, and the name
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and af£iliation or location of the principal investigator (PI), lead
investigator (LI), or team leader (TL) for the experiment as well as other
investigators (OI), team members (TM), deputv team leader (DT),
co-investigator (CI), experiment manager (EM), experiment scientist (ES), or
general contact (CO) associated with the experiment. The investigators are
not listed in any particular order within each experiment. The experiment
brief description is immediately below each heading.
The investigative program may include one of the following NASA Headquar-
ters division codes:
CODE EB (Life Sciences)
CODE EC (Communications)
CODE EE (Earth & Science Applications)
CODE EL (Solar System Exploration)
CODE EN (Materials Processing)
CODE EZ (Astrophysics)
CODE RS (Space Systems)
The addition of /CO-OP to any code indicates a cooperative effort between
NASA and another agency.
3.3 Planned Spacecraft and Experiment Descriptions
A spacecraft or onboard Shuttle experiment package is included in the
planned section of this report i£ it is either an approved or a proposed
mission where the experiments or investigations have already been selected and
NSSDC has at least minimal documentation.
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**********11.****111.****.** AMPTE/CCE************************* BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrument consists of a collimator and electron
sweeping magnet followed by a lO-cm tlme-of-ftlght (TDF)
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AMPTE/CCE telescope with thln foils at the front and mld-polnt and a
ALTERNATE NAMES- AMPTE/CHARGE COMP EXPLt CHARGE COMPOSITION EXPL solid state detector st the rear, Incident ion TOF is measured
CCE from the front foil to the back detector and from the center
foil to the back detector9 and energy Is measured in the back
NSSDC ID- CCE detector. The dual TOF measurement and very fast energy
channel processing give htgh immunity to accidental eventst and
LAUNCH DATE- 08/00/84 WEIGHT- 220, KG allow the instrument to measure the composition and spectra of
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES both common species and tracer ions over a species-dependent
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA energy range of ) 10 keV/nucteon to 6 MeV/nucteon_ with a
geometric factor of Z,E-2 sq cm-sr and 32-sector angular
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY resolution.
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
....... AMPTE/CCEt POTEMRA
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC INVESTIGATION NAME- CCE MAGNETOMETER (MAG}
ORBIT PERIOD- 960. MIN INCLINATION- O, PEG
PERIAPSIS- 550, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 51000, KM ALT NSSDC ID- CCE -OB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B, SCIENCE
PERSONNEL
MG - M.B. WEINREB NASA HEADQUARTERS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SC - E.R. SCHMERLING NASA HEAD2UARTERS PARTICLES AND =IELDS
PM - G.W. OUSLEY NASA-GSFC MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PS - M.H, ACUNA NASA-GSFC SPACE PLASMAS
PI - S.M. KRIMIGIS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
PERSONNEL
BRIEF DESCRIPTION LI - T.A. POTEMRA APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
The AMPTE (Active Magnetospherfc Particle Tracer 01 - M,H. ACUNA NASA-GSFC
Experiment) mission is designed to study the access of
solar-wind ions to the magnetospheret the convective-diffusive BRIEF DESCRIPTION
transport and energtzatton of magnetosphertc parttcLesl and the The instrument is a trtaxtaL fLuxgate magnetometer
interactions of plasmas in space, The program consists of moBnted on a 2.A-m boom. It has seven automatically switchable
three spacecraft: the CCEI the IRMt which provides multiple ranges (from plus and minus 16 nT to plus and minus 65_B36 nT)
ton releases in the solar windt the magnetosheatht and the with resolution commensurate wtth a La-btt A/D convertert and
magnetotatL9 with tn-sttu diagnostics of eachl and the UKS_ ts read out at 8.6 vector samples/s, The signals from two
which uses thrusters to station-keep near the IRM to provide sensors Cone parallel to the spin axts and one orthogonaL) are
two-point Local measurements. This particular spacecraft9 the also fed into 5-50 Hz bandpass channels that are read out every
CCE (Charge Composition Exptorer}t is instrumented to detect 5 s.
those lithium and barium tracer ions from the IRM releases that
arm transported into the magnetosphere wtthin the CCE orbit. ....... AMPTE/CCEt SCARF .......................................
The spacecraft is spin stabilized at 10 rpm with the sptn axts
tn the equatorial plane and offset from the earth-sun line by INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA WAVE EXPERIMENT (PWE]
about 20 deg_ and can adjust attitude with both magnetic
torquelng and cold gas thrusters, The s/c uses a 2,EB-btt tape NSSDC ID- CCE -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
recorder and redundant 2.5-W S-Band transponders. The CODE EE-B_ SCIENCE
spacecraft battery is charged by a I@O-W solar array, Each
instrument is provided by a Lead Investigator (LI), The PI for INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
the U.S, AMPTE Program and for the CCE ts S, M, Krtmigts, The SPACE PLASMAS
PI for the European AMPTE Program_ the IRM_ and the UKS is G. MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
HaerendeL, PARTICLES AND =IELDS
....... AMPTE/CCE_ GLOECKLER ................................... PERSONNEL
LI - F.L. SCARF TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
INVESTIGATION NAME- CHARGE-ENERGY-MASS SPECTROMETER(CHEM)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NSSDC ID- CCE -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM The instrument consists of a balanced electric dipole
CODE EE-B/CO-OP9 SCIENCE wtth an effective length of 70 cm and stx bandpass channels
covering the range from 5 Hz to 178 kHz, The highest five
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} channels are sampled every 0.6 s and the lowest (5-50 HZ)
SPACE PLASMAS channel is sampled every 20 s, The instrument is the flight
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS spare of the Pioneer Venus ELectric Field Detector9 with two
PARTICLES AND FIELDS additional fitters added.
PERSONNEL ....... AMPTE/CCE_ SHELLEY
LI - G. GLOECKLER U OF MARYLAND
Of - D,K, HOVESTADT MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS INVESTIGATION NAME- HOT PLASMA COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT (HPCE)
Of - F.M. IPAVICH U OF MARYLAND
OI - W. STUDEMANN MPI-AERONOMY NSSDC IO- CCE -DE INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
Of - W,I. AXFORD VICTORIA U WELLINGTON CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE
BRI'EF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
The instrument consists of an entrance collimator and SPACE PLASMAS
electrostatic analyzer section followed by a time-of-flight and MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
total-energy-measurement section floating at a 30kV
acceleration potential. The energy range covered is from 1 to PERSONNEL
300 keV/Q_ with a geometric fact^r of 2,E-3 sq cm-sr and LI - E.G, SHELLEY LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
32-sector angular resolution, Energy resolution is B to 1Bit OI - R,D. SHARP LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
and all charge states and isotopes of H and Hem Lt with its OI - G. HAERENOEL MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
charge states9 and major elements and charge states up to and OI - H,R. ROSENBAUER MPI-AERONOMY
including Fe are resolved. Of - R.G, JOHNSON LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
Of - F.X. EBERHARDT U OF BERNE
....... AMPTEICCEt MCENTIRE .................................... OI - H, BALSIGER U OF BERNE
Of - J, GEISS U OF BERNE
INVESTIGATION NAME- MEDIUM ENERGY PARTICLE ANALYZER (MEPA) Of - D.T, YOUNG LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
OI - A, GHIELMETTI U OF BERNE
NSSDC ID- CCE -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM Of - W,K, PETERSON LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) This instrument consists of an entrance collimator and
PARTICLES AND FIELDS retarding potential anaLyzer_ a curved-plate electrostatic
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS energy analyzer9 and a combined electrostatic-magnetic mass
SPACE PLASMAS analyzer in series. The energy range covered ts approximately
0 to 17 keVIGt wlth a geometric factor ranging from 0,01 to
PERSONNEL D,05 so cm-sr_ an energy resolution from G to 60%t and a M/_
LI - R,W. MCENTIRE APPLIED PHYSICS LAB resotutJcn of 10%, Thls instrument cLeanLy separates Li. and
Of - S,M, KRIMIGIS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB Ba* tracer ions from the background, It Is nearly identical to
OI - A,T.Y*LUI APPLIED PHYSICS LAB one flown on DE 1 by the same group of investigators. An
additional set of 8 spectrometers containing permanent bending
magnets and channettrons measures electrons tn eight channels
from 50 eV to 2_ keV.
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* 111.********1.************* AMPTE/IRM************************* ....... AMPTE/IRMt LUEHR .......................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETOMETER
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AMPTE/IRM
ALTERNATE NAMES- ION RELEASE MOOULEt AMRTE/ION RELEASE MODULE NSSDC IO- IRM -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
IRM SCIENCE"
NSSDC ID- IRM INVESTIGATION DISOIPLINEKS)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
LAUNCM DATE- 0B/00184 WEIGHT- 690. KG PARTICLES AND FIELDS
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA 3924 PERSONNEL
LI - H, LUEHR BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH U
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY OI - N. KLOECKER BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH U
FED REP OF GERMANY BMFT OI - B. HAUSLER MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
OI - M,H. ACUNA NA _-GS=C
PLaN EO ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ORBIT PERIOD- 2630. MIN INCLINATION- 28,7 DEG The instrument is a three-axls ftuxgate magnetometer
PERIAPSIS- 550. KM ALT APOAP$IS- 112824° KM ALT mounted on a 2-m boom. It has two switchable ranges (plus and
minus 4 micro tesLat and plus and minus 60 micro testa) with
PERSONNEL resolutions of 0.12 and 1.8 nTt respectively and is read out at
MG - M. OTTERBEIN BMFT 32t 16t 8_ or 4 vector samples per secondt depending on the TIM
PM - U. JONELEIT DFVLR rate. Signals from each sensor are also fed into four band
PM - B. HAUSLER ffPI-EXTRATERR PHYS pass filters with 5.Bt 11t 22_ and 44-Hz center frequencies
PS - G, PAGCHMANN MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS read out up to two times per second.
PI - G, HAERENDEL MPI-EXTRATERR PMYS
....... AMPTE/IRMt PASCHMANN ........................ _ ..........
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The IRM provides multiple ion releases in the solar wlnd_ INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA INSTRUMENT
the magnetosheathv and the magnetotalt with In sltu diagnostics
of each. The ions released by the IRM are detected within the NSSDC ID- IRM -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
magnetosphere by the instruments on CCE. The spacecraft ts SCIENCE
sptn-stabttttzed at 15 rpm. The spin axis is initially in the
ecliptic planet but later it Is adjusted wlth magnetic INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
torquelng to be at right angles to the ecliptic, The power MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
system is a 60-W solar array wlth redundant batteries, There PARTICLES AND FIELDS
is a redundant S-band telemetry and tel,command system. SPACE PLASMAS
Telemetry rates can be chosen between 1 and 8 kbps. For
injection into the final orbit9 the IRM carries its own ktck PERSONNEL
stage. The PI for the German AMPTE Program is G. HearendeL. LI - G. PASCHMANN MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
The release experlment and the diagnostic instruments are each OI - N. SCKOPKE MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
provided by a Lead investigator (LI). OI - C.W, CARLSON U OF CALIFt BERKELEY
....... AMPTE/IRMt HAUSLER ..................................... BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The main instrument consists of two symmetrtzed
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA WAVE INSTRUMENT quadrlsoherlcal electrostatic analyzers to measure the 3-3
distributions of electrons and tonst respectively over 4-pt sr
NSSDD IO- IRM -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM every satellite spln (4 s). The energy range covered Is 15 eV
SCIENCE to 30 keV/g in 30 channels. The angular resolution ts 22.5
deE. Moments of the measured distributions are directly
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) computed onboard. An additional retarding potential analyzer
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS measures electrons between approximately 0 and 25 eV.
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACE PLASMAS ....... AMPTEIIRM_ ROSENBAUER ..................................
PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA ION COMPOSITION INSTRUMENT
LI - B. HAUSLER MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
OI - R. TREUMANN MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS NSSDC ID- IRM -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
Ol - PeA, GURNETT U OF IOWA SCIENCE
OI - R.R. ANDERSON U OF IOWA
Ol - R. HOLZWORTH U OF WASHINGTON INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
OI - H.C. KOONS AEROSPACE CORP MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION SPACE PLASMAS
The instrument uses a 42-m tiP-to-tip antenna to measure
electric fields from dc to 5 MHz and two boom-mounted search PERSONNEL
coil magnetometers to measure magnetic fields from 30 HZ to 1 LI - P.Re ROSENBAUER MPI-AERONOMY
MHz. The signals are analyzed by a VLF/MF 16-channel spectrum OI - H. GRUENWALDT MPI-AERONOMY
anatyzert three VLF narrow-band swept frequency recetversl a OI - M. WITTE MPI-AERONOMY
60-channel HF stepped frequency receiver and an analog OI - H, GOLDSTEIN MPI-AERONOMY
wlde-band receiver.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
....... AMPTE/IRM9 HOVESTADT ................................... The instrument consists of a retarding potential analyzer
entrance sectiont a torotdaL electrostatic energy-per-charge
INVESTIGATION NAME- SUPRATHERMAL IONIC CHARGE ANALYZER analyzert and is followed by a quadrtsphertcat electrostatic
analyzer with superimposed radial magnetic field for
NSSDC ID- IRM -06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM mass-per-charge analysis. The energy range covered is
SCIENCE approximately 0 to 12 (or 24) keV/Ot wtth adequate mass
resolution to separate the Lt and Ba tracer ions. Up to eight
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) different ion species can be analyzed simultaneously.
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS ....... AMPTEIIRMt VALENZUELA ..................................
SPACE PLASMAS
INVESTIGATION NAME- ION RELEASE EXPERIMENT
PERSONNEL
LI - O,K. HOVESTADT MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS NSSOC 10- IRM -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OI - M. SCHOLER MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS SCIENCE
OI - E. MOEBIUS MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
OI - B. KLECKER MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
OI - F.M, IPAVICH U OF MARYLAND MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
Ol - G. GLOECKLER U OF MARYLAND SPACE PLASMAS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
The main instrument consists of a curved plate LI - A. VALENZUELA MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
electrostatic energy-oar-charge analyzer followed by a 12-cm OI - G. HAERENDEL MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
tlme-of-ftight telescope with a thin carbon foil at the front Ol - H. FOEPPL MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
and a solid-state detector at the reart which measures ion OI - E. RIEGER MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
velocity and residual energy. The energy-per-charge range IS OI - O. BAUER MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
10 to 300 keVlO. The mass resoLutiont delta MIMt ranges from
0.25 to 0.12. The instrument package also contains an electron
sensor for the energy range 35 to 220 kePt provided by _C
Berkeley.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
The experiment consists of eight Lithium and eight barium LI - D.S. HALL RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB
canisters, which are injected from the IRM oalr-wise by ground Of.- C.P. CHALONER RUTHERFORD/APRLTON LAD
command and ignited 10 minutes after separation from the OI - D.A. BRYANT RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB
spacecraft, A patr of Lt/Ba canisters produces a total of
2.E25/7.E24 Lt/Ba atomst respectivety_ which are subsequently BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ionized by solar radiation, Lt releases in the solar wtnd are ELectron distribution functions are measured using two
foLLowed by an artificial comet release of 8a ions in the hemispherical electrostatic analyzers with mtcrochannet plate
dawnstde magnetosheath and a number of Ba and Lt releases in detectors. The instrument has several operating modes, In its
the geomagnetic taiL, In sttu diagnostics by IRM and UKS and primary mode electron Intensities are measured_ in 1 s_ tn 24
optical observations of the clouds from the ground are foLLowed energy channels covertng the range G eV to 25 keY wtthfn 8
by tracing of the ions In the inner magnetosphere by CCE. angular sectors spannlng 180 deg retattve to the spacecraft
spin axis. The three dimensional distribution function Is
**************************** AMPTE/UKS******'****************** measured during the 5-s spin period of UKS, The geometric
factors of the sectors are within the range 0,4 to 1,0 sq mm -
sr and the energy bandwidth _detta E/E_ is 3%,
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- AMPTE/UKS
ALTERNATE NAMES- UK SUBSATELLITEt UNITED KINGDOM SUBSAT ....... AMPTE/UKS_ JOHNSTONE ...................................
UKS INVESTIGATION NAME- THREE-DIMENSIONAL ION ENERGY/CHARGE
NSSDC ID- UKS DISTRIBUTIONS
LAUNCH DATE- 08100184 WEIGHT- 74. KG NSSDC IO- UKS -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES SCIENCE
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY PARTICLES AND FIELDS
UNITED KINGDOM SERC MAGNETOSPMERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC PERSONNEL
ORBIT PERIOD- 2630* MIN INCLINATION- 28.5 DEG LI - A,D. JOHNSTONE MULLARD SPACE SDI LAB
PERIAPSIS- 550= KM ALT APOAPSIS- 112TT1, KM ALT OI - A=J. COATES MULLARD SPACE SDI LAB
OI - S,J, KELLOCK MULLARD SPACE SCI LAB
PERSONNEL OI - G.L. WRENN MULLARD SPACE SCI LAB
MG - A,H, GABRIEL RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB
PD - J,T* HOUGHTON RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PM - A,K, WARD RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB The objective of this investigation is to study the
PM - T, PATRICK MULLARD SPACE SCI LAB three-dimensionaL ion distributions tn the plasma ctoudst the
PS - D,A, BRYANT RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB solar wtndt the magnetospheret and the boundaries between them
MO - E,A, BUCK RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB and to measure these distributions with high time and angular
PI - G, HAERENDEL MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS resolution, The instrument consists of a pair of 270-deg
spherical electrostatic energy analyzers wtth mtcrochannet
BRIEF DESCRIPTION plate detectors that measure the three-dimensionaL
The UKS is one spacecraft of the AMPTE (Active energy/charge distribution of positive ions from 10 eV/O to 20
Magnetosphere ParticLe Tracer Experiment) program (aLong with keV/O over the polar angle range 0 to 180 dee with respect to
CCE and IRM) and serves as a subsateLtlte of the IRM the sptn axis of the spacecraft, A complete set of
spacecraft, Its purpose is to help distinguish between spatial measurements is obtained every 5-s sptn period,
structure and temporal changes tn the plasma phenomena
initiated by ion releases from the IRM and in the natural ....... AMPTE/UKSt SOUTHWOOD ...................................
magnetospherlc environment. Measured quantities are similar to
those of the IRM and include magnetic fletds9 oositlve ions9 INVESTIGATION NAME- TRIAXIAL MAGNETOMETER
eLectrons_ plasma wavest and modulations in tons and electrons,
The spacecraft is spin stabilized at 12 rpm and employs S-band NSSOC ID- UKS -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
communications, It carries a cold gas propulsion system and a SCIENCE
VHF radar system for station keeping with the IRM normaLLy at a
distance of a few hundred kilometers, The Lead investigator INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
for the UKS spacecraft ts D, A, Bryant, SPACE PLASMAS
....... AMPTE/UKSt GOUGH ....................................... MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION NAME- SUSSEX PARTICLE CORRELATOR EXPERIMENT PERSONNEL
(SPACE) LI - O.J. SOUTHWOOD IMPERIAL COLLEGE
OI - S.W.H.COWLEY IMPERIAL COLLEGE
NSSDC ID- UKS -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM OI - C.T. RUSSELL U OF CALIFt LA
SCIENCE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) The objective of this investigation is to study the
PARTICLES AND FIELDS magnetic fields in the near-earth environment. The instrument
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS consists of a three-axis orthogonat ftuxgate magnetometer with
SPACE PLASMAS ring core sensors. It is a refurbished ISEE 1/2 flight spare.
The two rangest plus and mlnus 256 and 8192 nT_ are selected by
PERSONNEL ground command, The accuracy of the instrument is plus and
LI - M.P. GDUGH U OF SUSSEX minus 1 nT per axis in the high range and plus and minus 0.03
OI - D,S, HALL RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB nT in the Low range,
OI - A.D. JOHNSTONE MULLARD SPACE SCI LAB
....... AMPTE/UKS_ WOOLLISCROFT ................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrument consists of microprocessor-controLLed INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA WAVE MEASUREMENTS
counting and timing circuitry which uses as input the particle
arrival outset.from the electron and ion spectrometers on board NSSOC ID- UKS -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
the soacecraft, The instrument computes autocorretatton SCIENCE
functions and fast Fourier transforms of the particle
modulations resulting from wave-particLe interactions tn the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
frequency range 1 HZ to 1 MHz with an average frequency PARTICLES AND FIELDSMAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
resolution of 3X. SPACE PLASMAS
....... AMPTE/UKSt HALL ........................................
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS LI - L,J,C°WOOLLISCROFT U OF SHEFFIELD
OI - D, JONES BRITISH ANTARCTIC SURV
NSSDC ID- UKS -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM OI - M. GOUGH U OF SUSSEX
SCIENCE OI - P. CHRISTIANSEN U OF SUSSEX
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PARTICLES AND FIELDS The instrument consists of an electric dipole antenna
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS with 7-m separation between its sensors and a high permeability
SPACE PLASMAS core coil to measure the magnetic component of the wave field.
The electric component is measured up to 2 MHz and the magnetic
component up to 20 kHz, The signal processing equipment is
composed of a stepped frequency analyzer covering the range up
to 130 kHZ and four discrete filters with IOX bandwtdths
covering the range up to 2 MHz, A corretator (64 ootnt auto)
permits study at higher frequency resolution°
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which the polarization analysis is accomplished allows the
* * ** *** **** ********************************** photometrically calibrated spectrum of each object to be
recovered simultaneously with a resolution of 4 A.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ASTRO ....... ASTRO_ DAVIDSEN ........................................
ALTERNATE NAMES- ASTRO-lt ASTRO-2
ASTRO-3 INVESTIGATION NAME- HOPKINS ULTRAVIOLET TELESCOPE (HUT)
NSSDC ID- ASTRO NSSDC ID- ASTRO -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-7
LAUNCH DATE- 03100186 WEIGHT- KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALv UNITED STATES INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY ASTRONOMY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA PERSONNEL
PI - A,F. DAVIDSEN JOHNS HOPKINS U
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS 01 - P,D. FELDMAN JOHNS HOPKINS U
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC OI - H.W, MOOS JOHNS HOPKINS U
ORBIT PERIOD- 92. MIN INCLINATION- 28. DEG OI - R.C. HENRY JOHNS HOPKINS U
PERIAPSIS- 300. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 300. KM ALT OI - W,G. FASTIE JOHNS HOPKINS U
OI - S.T, DURRANCE JOHNS HOPKINS U
PERSONNEL OI - K,S. LONG JOHNS HOPKINS U
MS - T.R, GULL _ASA-GSFC
MG - R,L, KINSLEY NASA HEADQUARTERS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PM - L,B. ALLEN NASA-MSFC The general obJectlve of the Hopkins Ultravlolet
PS - J. JONES NASA-MSFC Telescope (HUT) Is to obtain moderate resolution
Ps - E,J. WEILER NASA HEADQUARTERS spectrophotometry of faint astronomical objects in the
far-uttravlolet (900 to 1700 A), By extending the sensltlvlty
BRIEF DESCRIPTION range from 1200 A downward to the Lyman limit at 912 A where
ASTRO is an astronomy observatory consisting of three the interstellar medium becomes opaque In many dlrectfonst the
uttravlotet telescopes mounted and co-atlgned on a common HUT measurements supplement and complement information obtained
structure. The Spacetab instrument pointing system_ pallets with IUE and expected from the Space Telescope. HUT is used
and avlonlcs are utilized for attachment to the Shuttle and for for a broad program of studies of the far and extreme UV
control and data handling° The primary objectives of this spectra of quasars9 gataxlest starst nebulae_ pLanetst and
observatory are to obtatn (1) imagery tn the spectral range comets. The HUT consists of a O,9-m f/2 prlmary mtrrort which
1200-3100 A (Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope_ UIT); (2) reflects light into a prime focus spectrograph. Its dimensions
spectrophotometry in the spectral region 500 to 1800 A (Hopkins are 117 x 117 x 320 cm (or 370 cm wtth a lO0-cm baffte) i the
ULtraviolet Telescopet HUT); and (3) spectropolarfmetry from mass ts 480 kgt and 160 watts of power are required tn normal
1350 to 3200 A (Wisconsin Ultraviolet Photopotartmetry operation, HUT can be used to observe objects brighter than
Experfment_ WUPPE). Stnce many science objectives and selected 17th magnitude tn the 900-1800 A range with a resolution of 3
astronomical targets of the three instrument teams are A. In second ordert it Is also sensitive to the wavelength
tnter-retatedt simultaneous observations by all three range between 450 and 900 A. The spectrograph consists of an
instruments are planned. Therefore_ the total ultraviolet data aperture wheel assembly_ a Rowland grattngt and a
set is greatly enhanced by these simultaneous observations0 photon-counting mtcrochannel plate detector, The HUT detector
especially of variable astronomical sources. Three fltghts are uses a MCP intensifier with a CsI photocathodet fiber-optically
planned for the ASTRO Observatory. ASTRO-1 overlaps the coupled to a Rettcon self-scanned linear photodtode array wtth
passage of Comet Halley through the ecliptic plane. During the 1024 dtoQes. The aperture wheel assembLyt which has eight
planned flight tntervalt up to four deep space probes fly past postttonst is used both as a seal for the evacuated
this comet. Thls observatory is used to study the UV spectrograph and as a means of changing the entrance aperture
properties of the comet, A visual-wavelength wide field camera of the spectrograph. Visible light that does not enter the
is baseltned for this flight to study the solar-wind slit is reflected through a transfer Lens onto a SIT vtdfcon
interactions with the comet, Comet Halley is one of many camera. For point sources9 a G-arc-second diameter aperture ts
important astronomical targets studied on Astro-19 and the normally used| apertures as Large as 2 arc minutes are used on
comet may be observed as often as every other orbit. The extended sources° A far-UV spectrum of a 14th magnitude star
follow-up fttghts_ Astro-2 and Astro-31 wttL be dedicated to can be obtained in 20 minutes,
studies of many astronomical obJects_ and will include
increasing Participation of Guest Investigators, The ASTRO ....... ASTROt STECHER .........................................
Observatory requires both mission specialists and payload
specialists to control its operations from the Shuttle aft INVESTIGATION NAME- ULTRAVIOLET IMAGING TELESCOPE (UIT)
flight deck. Instrument monitoring and qulck-look data
analysis are planned for reaL-tlme ground operations. NSSDC IO- ASTRO -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
....... ASTR09 CODE ............................................ CODE EZ-7
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INVESTIGATION NAME- WISCONSIN ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOPOLARIMETRY HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS
EXPERIMENT (WUPPE) ASTRONOMY
NSSDC ID- ASTRO -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PERSONNEL
CODE EZ-7 PI - T.P. STECHER NASA-GSFD
OI - R.C, BOHLIN SPACE TELESCOPE SCI IN
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) OI " A.M, SMITH NASA-GSFC
HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS Ol - M.S. ROBERTS NATL RADIO ASTRON OBS
ASTRONOMY OI - H,R. BUTCHER KITT PEAK NATL OBS
OI - R.W, O'CONNELL U OF VIRGINIA
PERSONNEL
PI - A.D. CODE U OF WISCONSIN BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OI - K,H, NORDSIECK U OF WISCONSIN The objectives of the Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (UIT)
Ol - C.M. ANDERSON U OF WISCONSIN are to obtain images of faint objects in broad ultraviolet
OI - R.C. BLESS U OF WISCONSIN bands in the wavelength range 1250 to 2800 A, These images
will be used to investigate the present stellar content and
BRIEF DESCRIPTION history of star formation in gataxtes_ the nature of spiral
The scientific observations of the Wisconsin UV structure_ and non-thermal sources tn galaxies. Specific
Photopolartmetry Experiment (WUPPE) consist of seque_es of extragalactic problems to be addressed are the initial mass
exposures of each object through various analyzing filters, function for star formation9 advanced stellar evolution in
WUPPE is used to obtain spectropolartmetrfc and nearby galaxtest the nature of dust9 extragalactic globular
spectrophotometrtc observations of stars_ solar system objects9 clusters_ and integrated ultraviolet colors of nearby galaxies.
interstellar matter_ galactic nuclei and quasars from 1400 to Globular cluster evolution can be investigated from
3200 A. These observations provide a new potartmetric observations of the stellar content which wilt reach down to
diagnostic tool In an unexplored region of the spectrum where include the white dwarfs. In our own galaxyt there is a
it is expected that polarization effects from scattertng_ variety of interesting targets that can be better understood
absorptlont and non-thermal emission are far more important with ultraviolet imagery. Included in this category are
than at visible wavelengths. The WUPPE is a 50-cm f/tO supernovae remnantst reflection nebutae_ dark nebulae_ and
Cassegraln telescope feedlng a Monk-GItteson grating planetary nebulae. In the solar systemt the ptanetst their
spectrometer with spectro-Polartmetrtc analyzers. The satettttes_ and comets are studied. The UIT is a 38-cm f/9
dimensions are 66 cm diameter and 274 cm length, The mass is Rttshey-Cretlen telescope wtth 1.8 arc second resolution and a
250 kg and the experiment uses 170 watts of power tn normal 40 arc minute field of VieW, The dimensions are 80 cm x 80 sm
operation, The WUPPE detector is a dual 1024-plxet Retlcon x 353 cmt the mass is 400 kg_ and 100 watts of power are
self-scanned photodtode array coupled by fiber optics to a required. The detectors are magnetically focused two-stage
proxtmity-focusea _tcro-channet plate image intensifier which image 4ntensifiers_ which have phosphor outputs that are
has a CsTe photocathode. In the spectro-polartmetrtc mode the coupled to 70-mm film transports through fiber optics, Two
experiment wttt produce information about the Linear and sathodest CsI and CsTe_ wilt be used in combination with six
circular polarization as a function of wavelength in the range filters for each cathode to accurately define bandpass. There
1400 to 3200 A with a resolution of 40 A. The technique with is also a transmission gratlng9 which can be used for low
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dispersion objective spectra. The telescope will obtain images SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
of very faint objects in the ultraviolet that are similar tn UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
angular resolution to that obtainable tn the visible wavelength
from the ground, PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
**************************** ASTRO-C*************************** ORBIT PERIOD- 103. MIN INCLINATION- 99, DEC
PERIAPSIS- 900, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 900. KM ALT
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ASTRO-C PERSONNEL
ALTERNATE NAMES- MG - O. WRUBLIK NASA HEADQUARTERS
SC - N,W, BOGGESS NASA HEADQUARTERS
NSSDC IO- ASTRO-C PM - R,A. MATTSON NASA-GSFC
PS - J.C. MATHER NASA-GSFC
LAUNCH DATE- 00/00/87 WEIGHT- 400, KG
LAUNCH SITE- KAGOSHIMA_ JAPAN BRIEF DESCRIPTION
LAUNCH VEHICLE- M-352-3 The purpose of the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE}
mission ts to take precise measurements Of the diffuse
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY radiation between I micrometer and 10 mm over the whole
JAPAN ISAS celestial sphere. The following ouantitles are measured: (1)
the spectrum of the 3 dee K radiation over the range 0.1 to 10
mmt (2) the Isotropy of this radiation from 3,3 to 10 mm_ and
PERSONNEL (3) the spectrum and angular distribution of diffuse infrared
PM - F. MAKINO ISAS background radiation at wavelengths from 1 to 300 micrometers,
PS - S, MIYAMOTO OSAKA CITY U The spacecraft consists of a base module to which an experiment
module is attached, The experiment module contains a LIQuld-He
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Dewar fitted wlth 87 kg of 1.6 dee K superftuldt wlth a conical
Thls spacecraft houses the following three X-ray sun shade/ground plane, The two modules rotate at one rpm
astronomy experiments: (I) Large area proportional counter about the axis of symmetryl the orientation of the 1-rpm spin
array9 (2) all sky monitort and (3) gamma-ray burst detector, axts is maintained anti-earth and at 94 dee to the sun-earth
The B/C provides a three-axis stabilized platform, The whole Line, The spacecraft ts a cylindrical 12-stded polyhedron that
system wetghs about 400 kg and is scheduled to De Launched tn has solar panels on each side to supply an orbit-averaged power
1987o The prtcary mission objective is the study of the ttme of 600 W, The communications and data handling system provides
variability of X-rays from active galaxies such as Seyfert for control of all spacecraft and experiment functions. A NASA
galaxtest BL Lac objects9 and ouasars. Accurate timing standard TDRSS transponder is used for command_ tetemetrTtJand
analysis of gatactt¢ X-ray sources ts also planned, trackinG. Transmission of data is through an S-band
phased-array antennat either in real tlme or from a tape
....... ASTRO-Ct MIYAMOTO ...................................... recorder, The spacecraft also houses a propulsion system that
boosts It from Its 300-km altitude shuttle parking orbit to the
INVESTIGATION NAME- ALL SKY X-RAY MONITOR (ASM) 900-km operational altitude, The operational orbit Is
dawn-dusk sun-synchronous so that the sun ts always to the stde
_SSDC ID- ASTRO-C-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM and can be shielded from the instruments, Wlth thls orbit and
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE the spln axls orlentatlon9 the instruments perform a complete
scan of the celestial sphere every 6 months, The spln and
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) symmetrical configuration eliminate Local thermal effects that
X-RAY ASTRONOMY could bias the data. Low-conductance supports and muLtltayered
insulation are used to decoupte the spacecraft and experiment
PERSONNEL modules,
P: - S. MIYAMOTO OSAKA U
....... COBE9 HAUSER ...........................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A set of wtde FOV counters covers all of the sky by INVESTIGATION NAME- DIFFUSE INFRARED BACKGROUND EXPERIMENT
intermittent S/C revolutions. (OIRBE)
....... ASTRO-C_ NISHIMURA ..................................... NSSDC IO- COBE -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-7
INVESTIGATION NAME- GAMMA-RAY BURST DETECTOR
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
NSSDC ID- ASTRO-C-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ASTRONOMY
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) P: - M.G. HAUSER NASA-GSFC
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY Ol - J,C, MATHER NASA-GSFC
O: - O.T. WILKINSON PRIN=ETON U
PERSONNEL O: - S. GULKIS NASA-JPL
P: - J, NISHIMURA ISAS O: - R, WEISS MASS INST OF TECH
O: - G.F, SMOOT LAWRENCE BERKELEY LAB
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
A set of a proportional counter and a scintillation BRIEF DESCRIPTION
counter measures the spectrum and time structure of X-ray The diffuse IR background experiment (OIRBE) consists of
bursts, a cryogenically cooled (to 2 deg K) muttlband radiometer used
to investigate diffuse infrared radiation from 1 to 300
....... ASTRO-C_ TANAKA ........................................ micrometers. The instrument measures the absolute flux tn 10
wavelength bands with a 1-dee field of vtew pointed 30 deg off
INVESTIGATION NAME- LARGE AREA PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS (LAC) the spin axis. Detectors (photoconductors) and fitters for the
8 to 100 micrometer channels are the same as for the IRAS
NSSDC ID- ASTRO-C-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM mission, Botometers are used for the longest wavelength
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE channel (120 to 300 mlcrometers}, The OIRBE sensitivity will
be better than 2E-12 W/(sg cm sr) In channels i to 5. Channels
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) q to B will reach 6E-13 white channels g and I0_ wlth their
X-RAY ASTRONOMY tess sensitive botometers but LarGer etemduet wilt reach 4E-12,
These Limits are achievable wlth existing detectors cooled to
PERSONNEL near the oryostat temperature of 1.6 deg K. The telescope ts a
P: - Y. TANAKA ISAB well baffLedt off-axls_ Gregorian flux collector wlth
P: - K.A, POUNDS U OF LEICESTER re-lmaglng. The instrument weighs approximately 34 kgl uses
100 W and has a data rate of 1700 bps.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
These counters are low background and have a total area ....... COBE9 MATHER ...........................................
of 5000 sQ cm, The experiment ts implemented by collaboration
of Japanese and UK X-ray astronomy grouos. INVESTIGATION NAME- FAR INFRARED ABSOLUTE SPECTROPHOTOMETER
(FIRAS)
NSSDC ID- COBE -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-7
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- COBE
ALTERNATE NAMES- COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPL INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINERS)
ASTRONOMY
NSSOD ID- COBE
LAUNCH DATE- 10101/B7 WEIGHT- 4500. KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
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PERSONNEL in this orbit for more than one yeart Phase II_ CRRES operates
PI - J.O. MATHER NASA-GSFC four experiments to (1) map and characterize the dynamic
OI - R. WEISS MASS INST OF TECH behavior of the radiation beltst (2) study solar flare
OI - M.G4 HAUSER NASA-GSFC conversion and particle acceleratlon mechanlsms through
OI - D.T. WILKINSON PRINCETON U Identlflcatlon of fsotopest (3) expose state-of-the-art
OI - G.F. SMCOT LAWRENCE BERKELEY LAB electronics to the radiation belt envlronmentt and (4) verify
OI - S. GULKIS NASA-JPL performance and radiation hardness of advanced GaAs solar
celts. CRRES weighs 4383 kg and has the shape of an octagonal
BRIEF DESCRIPTION prism that Is 95 cm high and 2.6 m between opposite faces.
The far-IR absolute spectrophotometer (FIRAS) is a
cryogenically cooled polarizing Mtchetson fnterferometer used ....... CRRESt HEPPNER .........................................
as a Fourier transform spectrometer. The instrument oolnts
along the spin axis and has a 7-deg field of view, This device INVESTIGATION NAME- CHEMICAL RELEASE EXPERIMENTS
measures the spectrum to a precision of 1/1000 of the peak flux
at 1,7 mm for each 7-deg field of view on the sky (over the NSSDC ID- CRRES -06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
range 0.1 to 10 mm). The FIRAS uses a special flared trumpet CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
horn flux collector having very tow sldelobe Levels and an
external catlbrator covering the entire beami precise INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
temperature regulation and calibration are required. The IONOSPHERES
instrument has a differential input to compare the sky with an
internal reference at 3 deg K. This feature provides immunity PERSONNEL
from systematic errors In the spectrometert and contributes PI - J,P, HEPPNER NASA-GSFC
significantly to the ability to detect small deviations from a
blackbody spectrum. The instrument weighs 60 kgt uses 84 W and BRIEF DESCRIPTION
has a data rate of 1200 bps, The chemical release experiment consists of up to 1000 kg
of powdered and Liquid them|cats in up to 40 ejectable
....... COBEt SHOOT ............................................ cantsterst to be released during Phase I of the CRRES mtsston,
These releases have a large number of objectives which include
INVESTIGATION NAME- DIFFERENTIAL MICROWAVE RADIOMETERS (DMR) learning more about upper atmosphere dynamicst magnetospheric
and Ionospheric phystcst and space plasma physics,
NSSDC ID- COBE -03 " INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-T ....... CRRESt MULLEN ..........................................
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACERAD (AFGL-701}
ASTRONOMY
NSSDC ID- CRRES -D? INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PERSONNEL CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE
PI - G,F, SHOOT LAWRENCE BERKELEY LAB
OI - S. GULKIS NASA-JPL INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
OI - D.T. WILKINSON PRINCETON U MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
OI - J,C. MATHER NASA-GSFC PARTICLES AND FIELDS
OI - M.G, HAUSER NASA-GSFC
Ol - R. WEISS MASS INST OF TECH PERSONNEL
PI - E,G, MULLEN USAF GEOPMYS LAB
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The dlfferentlal microwave radiometer (DMR) investigation BRIEF DESCRIPTION
uses three differential radiometers to map the sky at 31,4_ 53t The objectives of this experiment are to determine the
and 90 GHz, The radiometers are distributed around the outer radiation effects on advanced mfcroetectrontc devices and to
surface of the cryostat, Each radiometer employs a pair of map the inner and outer radiation belts to significantly
horn antennas viewing at 30 deg from the sotn axis of the improve existing radiation belt models= To do this9 the
spacecraftt measuring the differential temperature between experiment uses a mteroelectrontes pa©kaget two dosimeterst a
points in the sky separated by 60 deg, At each freauency there htgh energy (1 to 10 MeV) electron spectrometer9 a medtum
are two channels for dual polarization measurements for energy (10 key to 1 MeV) electron spectrometert a low energy
improved sensitivity and for reliability, Each radiometer is a (10 eV to 30 keV) olasma analyzer9 a relativistic (100 to 1200
microwave recetver whose tnput ts switched rapidly between the MeV) proton spectrometer_ a high energy (1 to 100 MeV) proton
two horn antennast obtaining the difference In brightness of tel*moppet a heavy ion spectrometer measuring H to Fe tons in
two fields of view 7 deg in diameter located 60 deg apart and the energy range 045 to 500 keVt a search coil and a flux gate
3C deg from the axis of the spacecraft, High sensitivity is magnetometer on a 6,1-m boom_ a Lanmutr probe on two 5C-m wire
achieved by temperature stabilization (at 5C0 deg K for 51,4 booms_ and a passive plasma sounder on two 50-m booms, This
GHz and at 140 deg K for 53 and 90 GHz)_ by spacecraft spiny experiment is operated during Phase II of the CRRES mtsston,
and by the ability to integrate over the entire year,
Sensitivity to large-scale antsotroptes is about 3E-5 dee K, ....... CRRES_ REAGAN .........................................
The instrument weighs 120 kgt uses 114 Wt and has a data rate
of 500 bps, INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PROTON AND HEAVY ION
ENVIRONMENT MEASUREMENTS (ONR-507)
****************4*********** ****S****.**********************.*
NSSDC ID- CRRES -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- CRRES
ALTERNATE NAMES- CHEM RELEASE*RAP EFF SAT INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
NSSDC ID- CRRES PARTICLES AND FIELDS
LAUNCH DATE- C3/C0/86 WEIGHT- 4383, KG PERSONNEL
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL9 UNITED STATES PI - J.B. REAGAN LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY The objectives of this experiment are to map and
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA characterize the dynamic behavior of the earthWs radiation
UNITED STATES DOD-USAF belts and to understand the wave-particle Interactions that
UNITED STATES DOD-NAVY cause particle precipitation and the disruption of ELF/VL_
communications, TO do thfst the experiment uses an electron
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS and proton spectrometer and a heavy ion mass spectrometer,
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC This experiment ts operated during Phase II of the CRRES
ORBIT PERIOD- MIN INCLINATION- 28.5 DEG mission.
PERIAPSIS- 3CC. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 300. KM ALT
....... CRRESt SIMPSON ........................................
PERSONNEL
MG - D.S. DILLER NASA HEADQUARTERS INVESTIGATION NAME- ISOTOPES IN SOLAR FLARES IT (CRIE-HI)
SC - J, LYNCH NASA HEADQUARTERS (ONR-604)
PM - J.F4 STONE NASA-MSFC
PS - D,L. REASONER NASA-MSFC NSSDC ID- CRRES -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-7
BRIEF DESCRIPTIO_
The Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
(CRRES) mtsslon has two phases, For the first 45 to 6C days COSMIC RAYS
after release from the shuttlet Phase It CRRES is in a circular SOLAR PHYSICS
earth orbit with an altitude of 3C0 km and a 28,5 dee
inclination. In this phase the chemical release experiment and
the Low Altitude Satellite Study of Ionospheric Irregularities
(LASSII) take place in order to perform active exper.tments in
the ionosphere and do basic plasma physics research, After
this1 CRRES iS boosted to a _O0 by 35t8CC km elliptical
geosynchronous transfer orbit with an inclination of 22,9 deg,
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PERSONNEL solar cell panel. The spacecraft stabilization ts controlled
PI - J,A, SIMPSON U OF CHICAGO by a combination flywheel and magnetic control colt system so
OI - M, GARCIA-MUNOZ U OF CHICAGC that sensors are maintained In the desired earth-tooklng mode,
One "feature is the preclslon-polntlng accuracy of the primary
BRIEF DESCRIPTION imager to 0,01 deg provided by a star sensor and an updated
The primary objectives of this investigation are (1) to ephemeris navigation system. This allows automatic
study solar flare energy conversion and solar acceleration geographical mapplng of the dlg_tat imagery to the nearest
mechanismst and (2) to monitor solar flare particle fluxes, picture element. The operational llnescan system (OLS)9 built
Objective (1) Is accomplished through the identification of by Westlnghouset is the primary data acquisition system that
isotopes whose presence is a measure of the amount of solar provides real-time or stored multi-orbit day-and-night visual
matter traversed during acceleration and the time spent within and infrared imagery of clouds, A supplementary sensor package
the solar corona. The instrument is a 15-element solid-state contains five special sensors: (1) special sensor M/T (SSM/T)t
detector telescope used to resolve isotopes from H to Nt in the a microwave temperature sounder_ (2) special sensor B/X
energy range 20 to 500 MeV/nusteont and tts vtew angle is 93 (SSB/X)t an X-ray spectrometer_ (3) special sensor I/ES(SSI/ES)t an Ionospheric/scintillation monttort (4) special
dee (full cone), sensor J/4 (SSd/4)t a precipitating electron/ton spectrometer_
....... CRRES_ SZUSZCZEWICZ .................................... and (5) special sensor M/I (SSM/I)t a microwave tmager. Either
recorded Or real-time data are transmitted to ground-receiving
INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW ALTITUDE SATELLITE STUDY OF sites by two redundant S-band transmitters. Recorded data are
IONOSPHERIC IRREGULARITIES (NRL-701) read out to tracking sites Located at Fairchild AFB_ Wash. t and
Lortng AFBt Mafne_ and relayed by SATCOM to Air Force GLobal
NSSOC ID- CRRES -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM Weather Centrat_ Offutt AFBt Nebraska. Real-time data are read
CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE out at mobile tactical sites Located around the world, A more
complete description of the satellite can be found in the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) reportt D, A. Nichotst "The defense meteorological satellite
PARTICLES AND FIELDS programt" Optical Englneerlng_ v. 149 n. 4t July-August 1975,
IONOSPHERES
....... DMSP 5D-2/FIOp AFGWC STAFF .............................
PERSONNEL
PI - E.P. SZUSZCZEWICZ US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB INVESTIGATION NAME- OPERATIONAL LINESCAN SYSTEM (OLS)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDC IO- DMSPFIO-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
The objectives Of this experiment are to determine a OPERATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL SYS
comprehensive Information profile on the ionospheric state_ its
condition of Irregutarityt its susceptibility to exploitation INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
as a plasma Laboratory in sbace_ its disposition to METEOROLOGY
modification and controt_ and its signal channel
characteristics over the ELF to EHF domain. This experiment ts PERSONNEL
operated during Phase I of the CRRES mission, PI - AFGWC STAFF GLOBAL WEATHER CTR
....... CRRESt TRUMBLE ......................................... BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Operational Ltnescan System (OLS) is the primary
INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH EFFICIENCY SOLAR PANEL (AFAPL-801) experiment on the DMSP BLock 5D spacecraft, The purpose of
thts experiment is to provide gtobal_ day/night observations of
NSSDC ID- CRRES -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM cloud cover and measurements of cloud temperature to support
CODE RS Department of Defense reoutrements for operational weather
analysis and forecasting. The OLS employs a scanning optical
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) telescope driven In an oscillating motlont with optical
TECHNOLOGY compensation for image motlont which results in near-constant
resolution throughout the sensor field of view, The radiometer
PERSONNEL operates In two ("Light" and "thermal W) spectral intervals: (1)
PI - T. ?RUMBLE USAF AEROPROPUL LAB visible and near infrared (0.4 to 1.1 micrometers) and (2}
infrared (10.2 to 12,8 micrometers). The radiometer produces9
BRIEF DESCRIPTION with onboard processtngt data in four modes: LF (Light fine)
The objective of this experiment is to verify the and TF (thermal fine) data wtth a resolution of .56 kml and LS
performance and radiation hardness of advanced GaAs and Sf (Light smoothed) and TG (thermal smoothed) dotal with a
solar cells. To do thtat the experiment uses two solar celt resolution of 2.8 km. There are four onboard recorderst and
panels (55,6 by 25,4 cmt and 20.3 by 12.7 cm)_ plus the each has a storage capability of 400 mtn of both LS and TS data
necessary electronics and toad banks, This experiment is or 20 mtn of LF and TF data. For direct readout to tactical
operated during Phase II Of the CRRES mtsston, sttest the experiment is programmed so that LF and TS data are
obtatned at night, The infrared data (TF and TS) cover a
**************************** DMSP 5D-2/FlO********************* temperature range of 190 to 310 deg K with an accuracy of 1 deg
K. The LS data mode provides visual data through a dynamic
range from full sunlight down to a quarter moon, This mode
SPACECRAFT COMMONNAME- DMSP 5D-2/FlO also automatically adjusts the gain along the scan to allow
ALTERNATE NAMES- DMSP BLOCK 5D-2t DMSP-FIO useful data to be obtained across the terminator. Additional
DMSP 5D-2/S10 Information on this experiment is contained in the reportt D.
A, Ntchotst "Primary optical subsystems for DMSP BLock 5Or"
NSSOC IO- DMSPFIO Optical Engtneertngt v, 141 n, _ July-August 1975,
LAUNCH DATE- WEIGHT- 468. KG ....... OMSP 5D-2/FiOt AFGWC STAFF.............................
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS E INVESTIGATION NAME- MICROWAVE TEMPERATURE SOUNDER (SSM/T)
SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY NSSDC IO- DMSPF10-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
UNITED STATES DOD-USAF OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. MONITORING
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC METEOROLOGY
ORBIT PERIOD- 96.89 MIN INCLINATION- 97.6 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 564. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 653, KM ALT PERSONNEL
PI - AFGWC STAFF GLOBAL WEATHER CTR
PERSONNEL
MG - R. RIVERS USAF SPACE DIVISION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The microwave temperature sounder is a seven-channel
BRIEF DESCRIPTION scanning radiometer which measures radiation in the 5- to G-mm
OMSP 5D-2/FIO is one of a series of meteorological wavelength (50- to 60-GHz) region (specifically 50,5t 53,2_
satellites developed and operated by the Air Force under the 54,359 54.g_ 58.4_ 58.8251 and 59.4 GHz) to provide data on
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP), This programt vertical temperatures from the earthts surface to above 30 km,
prey(Dusty known OAPP (Data Acquisition and Processing The SSM/T operates tn the absorption band of molecular oxygen.
Program)_ was claSSified until March 1975. The objective of By choosing frequencies wtth different absorption coefficients
this grogram is to provide global visual and Infrared on the wing of the oxygen absorption bandt a series of
cLoudcover data and specialized environmental data to support weighting functions peaking at presekected altitudes is
Department of Defense requirements. Operattonatly_ the program obtained. The radiometer scans across the nadir track on seven
consists of two satellites in sun-synchronous polar orbttst scan positions and two calibration positions (cold sky and 300
with the ascending node of one satellite tn early morning and deg K). The dwell time for the crosstrack and calibration
the other at Local noon, The &,A-m-Long spacecraft ts positions is 2.7 s each, The total scan pertod is 32 s, The
separated tnto four sections: (1) a precision mounting platform instrument has an instantaneous field of view of 12 deg and
(PMP) for sensors and equipment requiring precise alignment; scans plus or minus 36 deg from nadir.
(2) an equipment support module (ESM) containing the
electronics0 reaction wheets_ and some meteorological sensors;
(3) a reactton control equipment (RCE) support structure
containing the third-stage rocket motor and supporting the
ascent phase reaction control equtbment; and (4) a 9,29-sq-m
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....... DMSP 5D-2/FlOt AFGWC STAFF ............................. NSSDC ID- DMSP-F7
INVESTIGATION NAME- MICROWAVE IMAGER (SSM/I)
LAUNCH DATE- WEIGHT- 468. KG
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB0 UNITED STATES
NSSDC ID- DMSPFID-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS E
OPERATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL SYG
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) UNITED STATES DOD-USAF
OCEANOGRAPHY
METEOROLOGY PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
PERSONNEL ORBIT PERIOD- 101.4 MIN INCLINATION- 98.7 DEG
PI - AFGWC STAFF GLOBAL WEATHER CTR PERIAFSIS- 817. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 839, KM ALT
•BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
The purpose of the microwave Imager is to provide day and MG - J, RIVERS USAF SPACE DIVISION
night measurements of ocean surface wind speedy ice coverage
and age_ area and Intenslty of preclpltatlont cloud water BRIEF DESCRIPTION
content and land surface moisture. An estimate of atmosoherlc DMSP 50-2/F7 is one of a series of meteorological
attenuation at each of the SSM/I sensor frequencies is also satellites developed and operated by the Air Force under the
available. Microwave brightness temperatures are obtained with Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP), This programt
a 7-channel passive microwave radiometer operating at four previously known as DAPP (Data Acquisition and Processing
frequenclest three with both vertical and horizontal Program)_ was classified until March 1973. The objective of
polarization (1g.35_ 37.0_ 85.5 GHz) and one wlth vertical this program ts to provide global visual and infrared cloud
polarization (22.23 GHz). The instrument scans across the cover data and specialized environmental data to support
track to gather data over an approximate 1400 km swath width Department of Defense requirements. Operatlonatly9 the program
with horizontal resolutions 13 to 50 km for different consists of two satellites tn planned 830-km sun-synchronous
frequencies. The data can be used for tropical storm polar orbtts_ with the ascending node of one satellite in early
recomnatssance_ shtp routing in polar regions9 agricultural morning and the other one at local noon. The 6oq-m-tomg
weather_ aircraft routing and relueltng_ etc. spacecraft is divided into four sections: (1) a precision
mounting platform (PMP) for sensors and equipment requiring
....... DMSP 5D-2/F10_ ROTHWELL ................................ precise alignment; (2) an equipment support module (ESM)
containing the electrontcst reaction wheelst and some
INVESTIGATION NAME- PRECIPITATING ELECTRON/ION SPECTROMETER meteorological sensors; (3) a reaction control equipment (RCE)
(SSJ/Q) support structure containing the third-stage rocket motor and
supporting the ascent phase reaction control equipment; and (4)
NSSOC ID- DMSPFIO-OQ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM a 9,29-sq-m solar celt panel, The spacecraft stabilization ts
OPERATIONAL ENVIRON, MONITORING controlled by a combination flywheel and magnetic control colt
system so sensors are maintained in the desired "earth-looking-
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) mode. One feature Is the preclslon-polntlng accuracy of the
IONOSPHERES primary Imager to 0.01 deg provided by a star sensor and an
PARTICLES AND FIELDS updated ephemeris navigation system= This allows automatic
geographical mapping of the digital imagery to the nearest
PERSONNEL picture element. The operational llnesean system (OLS)t built
PI - P.L. ROTHWELL USAF GEOPHYS LAB by Westfnghouset is the primary data acquisition system that
provides real-time or stored multi-orbit day-and-night visual
BRIEF DESCRIPTION and infrared imagery of the clouds. A supplementary sensor
The purpose of the precipitating electron/ton package contains seven special sensors: (1) special sensor H-2
spectrometer ts to measure fluxes and energies of electrons and (SSH-2)t a temperature/humidity soundert (2) special sensor M/T
ions precipitated into the upper atmosphere, Particles are (SSM/T)9 a microwave temperature sounder9 (3) special sensor
separated by an electrostatic analyzer into 20 energy bands B/S (SSB/S)t an X-ray spectrometer9 (4) special sensor I/E
from 30 eV to 30 keV: (1) 10 high-energy tevets_ 0.948t E.3gt (SSI/E)t an ionospheric plasma monttort (5) special sensor J/4
2.049 3.009 4.40t 6.469 9._81 13.929 20.44 and 30.00 keY; and (SSJ/4)t a precipitating electron/ion spectrometert (6) special(2) 10 low-energy levels9 3.OOt 44,09 64.&t 94.99 139,29 204.49
sensor M (SSM)t a magnetometert and (7) special sensor
300_ 440t 646t and 948 eV. Channeltrons are used to count the (SSJ*)t a space radiation dosimeter. Either recorded or
impinging electrons and ions in each energy band, real-time data are transmitted to ground-receiving sites by two
redundant S-band transmitters. Recorded data are read out to
....... DMSP 5D-2/F109 SAGALYN ................................. tracking sites located at Fairchild AFB9 Wash. t and Lortng AFBt
Malnet and relayed by SATCOM to Atr Force Global Weather
INVESTIGATION NAME- IONOSPHERIC/SCINTILLATION MONITOR Centralt Offutt AFB_ Nebraska. Reat-tlme data are read out at
(SSI/[S) mobile tactical sites located around the world. A more
complete description of the satellite can be found in the
NSSDC ID- DMSPFIO-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM report9 D. A. Nlchols_ "The defense meteorological satellite
OPERATIONAL ENVIRON, MONITORING program9 W Optical Englneerlngt v. 14_ n. 4t duty-August 1975.
....... OMSP 50-2/F7_ AFGWC STAFF ..............................
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS INVESTIGATION NAME- OPERATIONAL LINESCAN SYSTEM (OLS)IONOSPHERES
PERSONNEL NSSDD ID- DMSP-F7-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
Pl - R.C. SAGALYN USAF GEOPHYS LAB OPERATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL SYS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
The primary purpose of the Ionospherlc/sclntillatfon METEOROLOGY
monitor is to measure electron density and temperature_ PERSONNEL
hydrogen and oxygen ion density and temperature9 the power P; - AFGWC STAFF GLOBAL WEATHER CTR
spectrum of plasma Irregutarlties_ and the velocity components
of bulk plasma flow at satellite altitude. The experiment BRIEF DESCRIPTION
consists of four sensors. The electrostatic analyzer measures The Operational Ltnescan System (OLS) ts the primary
electron parameters at least 1 m above the satellite surface, experiment on the DMSP Block 5D spacecraft. The purpose of
The ion retarding potential analyzer has a body-mounted this experiment is to provide global day/night observations of
electrostatic trap with a circular aperture to measure ton cloud cover and measurements of cloud temperature to support
density and temperature. The drlftmeter uses a planar Department of Defense requirements for operational weather
electrostatic ion trap wtth a four-quadrant collector. The analysis and forecasting, The OLS employs a scanning optical
current is measured in pairs of quadrants and differenced to telescope driven
In an oscillating mottom9 with optical
provide plasma drift velocities, The scintillation monitor compensation for image mottont which results tn near-constant
obtains power spectrum irregularities by an lon trap wlth resolution throughout the sensor field of view, The radlo_eter
electrometer and amplifiers capable of measuring dc and ac operates in two ("light" and "thermal") spectral intervals: (I)
current from 20 Pz to 12 kHz. visible and near infrared (0,4 to 1.1 micrometers] and (2)
infrared (10.2 to 12.8 micrometers), The radiometer producest• . *** .
• * **** ******* *** ****** DMSP 50-2/F'7********************** with onboard processing9 data in four modes: LF (light fine)
and TF (thermal fine) data wtth a resolution of .5G kmt and LS
(light smoothed) and TS (thermal smoothed) datat with a
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- DMSP 50-2/F7 resolution of 2.8 km. There are four onboard recorders9 and
ALTERNATE NAMES- DMSP BLOCK 5D-29 DMSP-F7 each has a storage capability of 400 mtn of both LS and TS data
DMSP 50-2/$7 or 20 mtn of LF and TF data. For direct readout to tactical
sitest the experiment is programmed so that LF and TS data are
obtained at night, The infrared data (TF and TS) cover a
temperature range of 190 to 310 deg K with an accuracy of i deg
K, The LS data mode provides visual data through a dynamic
range from full sunlight down to a Quarter moon. Thts mode
also automatically adjusts the gatn along the scan to allow
useful data to be obtained across the terminator. Additional
information on this experiment is contained in the report9 D,
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A. NichoLst "Primary optical subsystems for DMSP BLock 509" NSSDC ID- DMSP-FT-OT INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
Optical Engfneerlng9 v, 149 n, 4+ July-August 1975. OPERATIONAL ENVIRON, MONITORING
....... DMSP 5D-2/F79 AFGWC STAFF .............................. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INVESTIGATION NAME- VERTICAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER
(SSH-2) PERSONNEL
PI - AFGWC STAFF USAF GEOPHYS LAB
NSSOC ID- DMSP-F7-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OPERATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL SYS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The primary purpose of the space radiation dosimeter is
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) to measure the radlatlon dose above desired thresholds in
METEOROLOGY silicon under aluminum shielding of four thicknesses
representative of the BLock 50 DMSP spacecraft. The Instrument
PERSONNEL consists of four detectors mounted beneath hemispherical domes
PI - AFGWC STAFF GLOBAL WEATHER OTR of different thicknesses. Each detector is a Din-dlffused
Junction silicon diode, The dosimeter directly measures the
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ionization in the silicon cube caused by natural radiation and
The objective of this experiment is to obtain vertical serves as an electron-proton spectrometer9 thus yielding the
temperature and water vapor profiles of the atmosphere to ftuences of energetic electrons and protons _,_countered in the
support Department of Defense requirements In operational orbit as a function of time. The energy thresholds for
weather analysis and forecasting, The SSH-2 is a 16-channel measured electrons by different dome sensors are 1.09 2.59 5.0
sensor with one channel (800 cm-Z) in the atmospheric window9 and 10,0 MeVt and those for protons are 209 359 51_ and 75 MeV.
one channel (BDB cm-1) in the 12-micrometer atmospheric wlndow¢ The radiation dose and the energetic electron flux obtained in
six channels (7479 7259 708_ 6gBt 6769 668,5 cm-Z) in the this experiment may result in an optimization of space
1B-mlcrometer C02 absorption band9 and eight channels (5359 radlatlon-shletdlng design to protect sensitive electronics
408o59 441o59 420_ 3749 397.5_ 3559 353.5 cm-i) in the 22- to components.
30-micrometer rotational water vapor absorption band. The
experiment consists of an optical system9 detector and ....... DMSP 5D-2/P7_ ROTHWELL .................................
associated etectronlcs9 and a scanning mirror, The scanning
mirror Is stepped across the satellite subtrack9 altowlng the INVESTIGATION NAME- PRECIPITATING ELECTRONIION SPECTROMETER
SSH-2 to vlew 25 separate columns of the atmosphere every 32 s (SSJIi)
over a cross track ground swath of 2000 km. White the scanning
mirror is stopped at a scene statlont the channel fitters are NSSDC IO- DMSP-FT-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
sequenced through the field of view, The surface resolution is OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. MONITORING
approximately 39 km at nadir. The radiance data are
transformed into temperature and water vapor profiles by a INVESTIGATION 31SCIPLINE(S)
mathematical inversion technique. IONOSPHERESPARTICLES AND FIELDS
....... DMSP 5D-2/FTt AFGWC STAFF ..............................
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAME- MICROWAVE TEMPERATURE SOUNDER (SSM/T) Pl - P.L. ROTHWELL USA_ 3EOPHYS LAB
NSSDC ID- DMSP-F7-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. MONITORING The primary purpose of the precipitating electron/Ion
spectrometer is to measure fluxes and energies of electrons and
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ions precipitated into the upper atmosphere. Particles are
METEOROLOGY separated by an electrostatic analyzer into 20 energy bands
from 30 eV to 30 keY: (1) 10 high-energy levets_ 0°9489 1.39_
PERSONNEL 2.049 3.009 4.409 6.469 %489 13,929 20,44 and 30.00 keVl and
PI - AFGWC STAFF GLOBAL WEATHER CTR (2) 10 tow-energy levels9 3,00_ 4.409 64.69 94,9_ 139.29 204.49
3009 440_ 6469 and 948 eV. Channeltrons are used to count the
BRIEF DESCRIPTION impinging electrons and ions in each energy band,
This experiment is a seven-channel scanning radiometer
which measures radiation in the 5- to 6-mm wavelength (50- to ....... OMSP _O-2/F79 SAGALYN ..................................
60-GHz) region9 (specifically 50.59 53.2_ 54.359 54.99 58.49
58.8259 and 59.4 GHz) to provide data on vertical temperatures INVESTIGATION NAME- IONOSPHERIC PLASMA MONITOR (SSI/E)
from the earthSs surface to above 30 km. The SSM/T provides
temperature soundings at higher altitudes and over cloudy NSSDC ID- DMSP-F7-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
regions inaccessible to the SSH-2o By choosing frequencies OPERATIONAL ENVIRON, MONITORING
with different absorption coefficients on the wing of the
oxygen absorption bandt a series of weighting functions peaking INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
at presetected attitudes is obtained. The radiometer scans IONOSPHERES
across the nadir track on seven scan positions and two PARTICLES AND FIELDS
catlbratton positions (cold sky and 300 dee K). The dwelt time
for the crosstrack and calibration positions is 2,7 s each. PERSONNEL
The total scan period is 32 s. The instrument has an PI - R,C. SAGALYN USAF GEOPHYS LAB
instantaneous field of view of 12 dee and scans plus or minus
36 deg from nadir. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrument consists of one spherical (SEA) an_ one
....... DMSP 5D-2/FTt AFGWC STAFF .............................. planar (PEA) electrostatic analyzer, The SEA provides
measurements of electron densities from 10 to 1.EG/cc in the
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETOMETER (SSM) temperature range from 200 to 159000 deg K, The PEA measures
Ion temperatures in the same range as welt as the average ion
NSSDC ID- DMSP-FT-O& INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM mass over the range I to 35 u. The PEA is oriented in the
OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. MONITORING direction of the positive spacecraft velocity.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) **************************** DMSP 5D-2/F8**********************
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- DMSP 5D-2/F8
PERSONNEL ALTERNATE NAMES- DMSP BLOCK 50-29 OMSP 5D-2/$8
PI - AFGWC STAFF USAF GEOPHYS LAB DMSP-F8
BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDC IO- DMSP-P8
The primary purpose of the magnetometer experiment is to
obtain the components of magnetic field transverse to the main LAUNCH DATE- WEIGHT- 468. KG
geomagnetic field at high latitudes which are associated wlth LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG APBt UNITED STATES
auroral field-aligned currents. The instrument consists of (1) LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS E
a trtaxtat ftuxgate magnetometer with a ftxed Z-axis sensor and
adjustable X- and Y-axts sensors and (2) a signal processor to SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
provide data at a ZO-nT resolution, UNITED STATES DOD-USAF
....... DMSP BD-2/F79 AFGWC STAFF .............................. PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE RADIATION DOSIMETER (SSJ*) ORBIT PERIOD- 101,4 MIN INCLINATION- 98.7 PEG
PERIAPSIS- 817, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 839. KM ALT
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PERSONNEL PERSONNEL
MS - J. RIVERS USAF SPACE DIVISIOE PI - P.L, ROTHWELL USAF GEOPHYS LAB
BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
DMSP 5D-2/F8 is one of a series of meteorological The purpose of the precipitating electron/Ion
satellites developed and operated by the Air Force under the spectrometer is to measure fluxes and energies of electrons and
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP}. This programt ions precipitated into the upper atmosphere. Particles are
previously known as DAPP (Data Acquisition and Processing separated by an electrostatic analyzer into 20 energy bands
Program)t was classified until March 1973, The objective of from 30 eV to 30 keV: (I) 10 hlgh-energy levelst O,94Bt 1.39t
thls program is to provide global visual and infrared 2,04t 3.00t 4,40_ 6.46! 9.48_ 13.92t 20,44 and 30.00 keV; and
cloudcover data and specialized environmental data to support (2) 10 tow-energy tevelst 3.00t 44.0t 64.61 94.9t 139.2t 204.4_
Department of Defense requirements. Operationally9 the program 300t 4400 G4_t and 948 eV. Channettrons are used to count the
consists of two satellites in planned 830-km sun-synchronous impinging electrons and ions tn each energy band.
polar orbits9 with the ascending node of one satellite in early
morning and the other at local noon. The 6.4-m-long spacecraft ....... DMSP 5D-2/FBp SAGALYN ..................................
tS separated tnto four sections: (1) a precision mounting
platform (PMP) for sensors and equipment requiring precise INVESTIGATION NAME- IONOSPHERIC/SCINTILLATION MONITOR
alignment; (2} an equipment support module (ESM) containing the (SSI/ES)
etectrontcs_ reaction wheelst and some meteorological sensors|
(3) a reaction control equipment (RCE) support structure NSSOC ID- DMSP-FS-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
containing the thlrd-stage rocket motor and supporting the OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. MONITORING
ascent phase reaction control equipment; and (4) a 9,29-sq-m
solar cell panel. The spacecraft stabilization ts controLLed INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
by a combination flywheel and magnetic control coil system so PARTICLES AND FIELDS
sensors are maintained tn the desired "earth-Looking" mode. IONOSPHERES
One feature ts the precision-pointing accuracy of the primary
Imager to 0,01 deg provided by a star sensor and an updated PERSONNEL
ephemeris navigation system, This allows automatic PI - R.C, SAGALYN USAF GEOPHYS LAB
geographical mapping of the digital imagery to the nearest
picture element. The operational tlnescan system (OLS)t built BRIEF DESCRIPTION
by Westinghouse0 is the primary data acquisition system that The primary purpose of the ionospheric/scintillation
provides real-time or storedt muttt-orbttt day-and-night visual monitor is to measure electron density and temperaturet ion
and infrared imagery of clouds. A supplementary sensor package density and temperature_ the power spectrum of plasma
contains three special sensors: (1) special sensor B/S (SSB/S)t trregulartties_ and the velocity components of bulk plasma flow
an X-ray spectrometer9 (2) special sensor I/IS (SSI/ES)t an at satellite altitude. The experiment consists of four
ionospheric/scintillation monitory and (3) special sensor J/4 sensors. The electrostatic analyzer measures electron
(SSJ/4)t a precipitating electron/ton spectrometer. Either parameters at least I m above the satellite surface. The ton
recorded or real-time data are transmitted to ground-receiving retarding potential analyzer has a body-mounted electrostatic
sites by two redundant S-band transmitters. Recorded data are trap with a circular aperture to measure ion density and
read out to tracking sites located at Fairchild AFB_ Wash._ and temperature. The drtftmeter uses a planar electrostatic ion
Lortng AFBt Mainet and relayed by SATCOM to Air Force GLobal trap wlth a four-quadrant collector, The current ts measured
Weather Center_ Offutt AFBt Nebraska, Real-time data are read tn pairs of quadrants and differenced to provide plasma drift
out at mobile tactical sites located around the world. A more velocities, The scintillation monitor obtains power spectrum
complete description of the satellite can be found tn the irregularities by an ton trap with an electrometer and
reportt D.A, Ntchotst "The defense meteorological satellite amplifiers capable of measuring dc and ac current from 20 Hz to
programg" Optical Engtneertng_ v, 14t n. 4t July-August 1975. 12 kHz.
....... DMSP 50-2/F8t AFGWC STAFF .............................. **************************** OMSP BD-2/Fg**********************
INVESTIGATION NAME- OPERATIONAL LINESCAN SYSTEM (OLS)
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- DMSP 50"2/F9
NSSOC IO- DMSP-FS-O1 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ALTERNATE NAMES- DMSP BLOCK 5D-2_ DMSP-F9
OPERATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL SYS DMSP 5D-2/$9
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}' NSSDC ID" DMSP-F9
METEOROLOGY
LAUNCH DATE- WEIGHT- 468. KG
PERSONNEL LAUNCH SITE- VAkDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES
PI - AFGWC STAFF GLOBAL WEATHER CTR LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS E
BRIEF DESCRIPTION SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
The Operational Linescan System (OLS} is the primary UNITED STATES DOD-USAF
experiment on the DMSP BLock 5D spacecraft, The purpose of
this experiment is to provide gtobatt day/night observations of PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
cloud cover and measurements of cloud temperature to support ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
Demartment of Defense requirements for operat4onat weather ORBIT PERIOD- 96.87 MIN INCLINATION- 97.6 DIG
analysis and forecasting, The OLS employs a scanning optical PERIAPSIS- 564, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 653. KM ALT
telescope driven In an oscillating motton_ wtth optical
compensation for image motton9 which results tn near-constant PERSONNEL
resolution throughout the sensor field of view. The radiometer MG - J. RIVERS USAF SPACE DIVISION
operates in two (alight" and "thermal") spectral intervals: (1)
visible and near infrared (0,4 to 1.i micrometers) and (2) BRIEF DESCRIPTION
infrared (10,2 to 12,8 micrometers). The radiometer producest DMSP 5D-2/F9 ts one of a series of meteorological
wtth onboard processingt data tn four modes: LF (Light fine) satellites developed and operated by the Air Force under the
and TF (thermal fine) data wlth a resolution of ,56 kmt and LS Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP). This progeamt
(Light smoothed) and TS (thermal smoothed) datat with a previously known as DAPP (Data Acquisition and Processing
resolution of 2,8 km, There are four onboard recorderst and Peogram)v was classified until March 1973. The objective of
each has a storage capability of 400 mtn of both LS and TS data thts program is to provide global visual and infrared cloud
or 20 mtn of LF and TF data. For direct readout to tactical cover data and specialized environmental data to support
sttest the experiment is programmed so that LF and TS data are Department of Defense requirements. OperattonaLLyt the program
obtained at night. The infrared data (TF and TS) cover a conslsts of two satellites tn sun-synchronous polar orbttst
temperature range of 190 to 310 deg K with an accuracy of 1 dee with the ascending node of one satellite in early morning and
K, The LS data mode provides visual data through a dynamic the other at Local noon. The 6,4-m-tong spacecraft is
range from full sunlight down to a quarter moon. This mode separated into four sections: (1) a precision mounting platform
also automatically adjusts the gain along the scan to allow (PMP) for sensors and equipment requiring precise alignment;
useful data to be obtained across the terminator. Additional (2) an equipment support module (ESM) containing the
information on this experiment is contained tn the reportt D.A, eLectrontcs_ reaction wheels_ and some meteorological sensors;
Ntchotst "Primary optical subsystems for DMSP BLock 5O_" (3) ? reaction control equipment (RCE) support structureOptical Engtneertngl v, 14t n. 4_ July-August 1975. €onta ntng the third-stage rocket motor and supporting the
ascent phase reaction control equipment; end (4) a 9,29-sd-m
....... DMSP SD-2/F8_ ROTHWELL ................................. solar cell panel, The spacecraft stabilization tS controlled
by a combination flywheel and magnetic control coil system soINVESTIGATION NAME- PRECIPITATING ELECTRON/ION SPECTROMETER
sensors are maintained In the desired earth-looking mode. One
(SSJ/4) feature is the precision-pointing accuracy of the primary
tmager to 0.01 deg provided by a star sensor and an updated
NSSDC ID- DMSP-FB-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ephemeris navigation system. This allows automatic
OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. MONITORING geographical mapping of the digital imagery to the nearest
picture element. The operational ltnescan system (OLS)t built
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) by Westtnghouset is the primary data acquisition system that
IONOSPHERES provides real-time or stored multi-orbit day-and-night visual
PARTICLES AND FIELDS and infrared imagery of clouds. A supplementary sensor package
contains ftve special sensors: (1) special sensor M/T (SSM/T)t
a microwave temperature sounder_ (2) special sensor B/X
(SSB/X)t an X-ray spectrometert (3) special sensor I/ES
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(SSI/ES) t an ionospheric/scintillation monttort (4) soectaL PERSONNEL
sensor J/4 (SSJ/4)! a precipitating electron/ton spectrometert PI - AFGWC STAFF GLOBAL WEATHERCTR
and (5) special sensor M/I (SSM/I)t a microwave tmager, Either
recorded or reak-tlme data are transmitted to ground-recelvlng BRIEF DESCRIPTION
sites by two redundant S-band transmitters, Recorded data are The purpose of the microwave tmager is to provide day and
read cut to tracking sites Located at Fairchild AFB_ Wash, t and night measurements of ocean surface wind speed_ ice coverage
Lortng AFBt Mstnet and relayed by SATCOM to Air Force GLobal and age_ area and intensity of prectpttstton_ cloud water
Weather Centrslt Offutt AFBt Nebraska, Rest-time data are read content and Land surface moisture, An estimate of atmospheric
out at mobile tactical sites Located around the world, A more attenuation at each of the SSM/I sensor frequencies is
complete description of the satellite can be found in the available, Microwave brightness temperatures are obtained with
report_ D, A, Ntchots_ "The defense meteorological satellite s 7-channel passive microwave radiometer operating at four
p rogramBW Optical Engtneertngt v, 14t n, 4_ Juty-August_ 1975, frequenctest three with both vertical and horizontal
polarization (19,35_ 37.09 85.5 GHz) and one wlth vertical
....... DMSP 5D-21FBt AFGWC STAFF .............................. polarization (22,23 GHz). The instrument scans a cross track
to gather data over an approximate lqOO-km swath wlqth with
INVESTIGATION NAME- OPERATIONAL LINESCAN SYSTEM (OLS) horizontal resolutions 13 to BO km for different frequencies.The data can be used for tropical storm reconnaissance9 ship
NSSDC IO- OMBP-FB-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM routing in polar reglonst agricultural weathert alrcraft
OPERATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL SYS routing and refueling9 etc.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ....... DMSP _D-2/FB_ ROTMWELL .................................
METEOROLOGY
INVESTIGATION NAME- PRECIPITATING ELECTRON/ION SPECTROMETER
PERSONNEL (SSJ/4)
PI - AFGWC STAFF GLOBAL WEATHER CTR
NSSOC IO- DMSP-FB-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. MONITORING
The Operational Ltnescan System (OLS) is the primary
experiment on the DMSP BLock 5D spacecraft, The purpose of INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
this experiment is to provide global9 day/night observations of IONOSPHERES
cloud cover and measurements of cloud temperature to support PARTICLES AND FIELDS
Department of Defense requirements for operational weather
analysis and forecasting, The OLS employs a scanning optical PERSONNEL
telescope driven in an oscillating motton_ with optical PI - P,L, ROTHWELL USAF GEOPHYS LAB
compensation for image motton_ which results in near-constant
resolution throughout the sensor field of view, The radiometer BRIEF DESCRIPTION
operates in two ("Light" and "thermal") spectral intervals: (1) The purpose of the precipitating electron/ton
visible and near infrared (0,4 to 1,1 micrometers) and (2) spectrqmeter is to measure fluxes and energies of electrons and
infrared (10,2 to 12,8 micrometers), The radiometer produces9 ions precipitated into the upper atmosphere, Particles are
with onboard processtngt data in four modes: LF (Light fine) separated by an electrostatic analyzer into 20 energy bands
and TF (thermal fine) data with a resolution of ,56 km9 and LS from 30 eV to 30 keV: (1) 10 high-energy tevelst 0,9q8_ 1,31
(Light smoothed) and IS (thermal smoothed) dotal with a 2,04t 3,009 4,409 6,469 9,48_ 13°92t 20.44 and 30,00 keV_ and
resolution of 2,B km. There are four onboard recorderst and (2) 10 Low-energy Levels9 3.00t 44.09 64,6t 94.Bt 139.2t 204,4t
each has a storage capability of AO0 mtn of both LS and TS data 300t 4409 646t and 948 eV, Channettrons are used to count the
or 20 mtn of LF and TF data, For direct readout to tactical impinging electrons and ions in each energy band,
sites9 the experiment is programmed so that LF and TS data are
obtained at night, The infrared data (TF and TS) cover a ....... CMSP 5D-2/FBt SAGALYN..................................
temperature range of 190 to 310 deg K with an accuracy of 1 des
K, The LS data mode provides visual data through a dynamic INVESTIGATION NAME- IONOSPHERIC/SCINTILLATION MONITOR
range from full sunlight down to a quarter moon, This mode (SSI/ES)
also automatically adjusts the gain along the scan to allow
useful data to be obtained across the terminator, Additional NSSDC ID- DMSP-FB-03 INVESTIGATIVE PReGRAM
information on this experiment is contained in the repqrtt 0. OPERATIONAL ENVIRON. MONITORING
A, Ntcholst "Primary optical subsystems for DMSP BLock BOA"
Optical Englneerlng9 v, 14t n. 4_ July-August9 1975, INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)PARTICLES AND _IELDS
....... DMSP 5D-2/F99 AFGWC STAFF .............................. IONOSPHERES
INVESTIGATION NAME- MICROWAVE TEMPERATURE SOUNDER (SSMIT) PERSONNEL
PI - RoC. SAGALYN USAF GEOPHYS LAB
NSSDC ID- DMSP-FB-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OPERATIONAL ENVIRON, MONITORING BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The prtmary purpose of the tonosphertclsctnttttat!on
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} monitor is to measure electron density and temperature9
METEOROLOGY hydrogen and oxygen ion density and temperature9 the Dower
spectrum of plasma trregulartttest and the velocity components
PERSONNEL of bulk plasma flow at satellite altitude, The experiment
PI - AFGWC STAFF GLOBAL WEATHER CTR consists of four sensors, The electrostatic analyzer measures
electron parameters at Least I m above the satellite surface,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION The ion retarding potentlat analyzer has a body-mounted
The microwave temperature sounder is o seven-channel electrostatic trap with a circular aperture to measure ton
scanning radiometer which measures radiation in the 5- to 6-mm density and temperature, The drtftmeter uses a planar
wavelength (50- to 6D-GHz) region (specifically 50,5t 53,2_ electrostatic ion trap with a four-quadrant collector, The
54,35t S4,Bt 5B,At 58,B25t and 59,4 GHz) to provide data on current is measured in pairs of quadrants and differenced to
vertical temperatures from the earthts surface to above 30 km, provide plasma drift velocities, The scintillation monitor
The SSM/T operates in the absorption band of molecular oxygen, obtains power spectrum irregularities by an ion trap with
By choosing frequencies with different absorption ooefftctents electrometer and amplifiers capable of measuring dc and ac
on the wtng of the oxygen absorption bandt _ series of current from 20 HZ to 12 kHz,weighting functions peaking at preselected a tttudes is
obtained, The radiometer scans across the nadir track on seven *** ******•************* *** **********************************
scan positions and two calibration positions (cold sky and 300
des K), The dwell time for the crosstrack and calibration
positions is 2,7 s each, The total scan period is 32 s, The SPACECRAFT COMMONNAME- ERBS
instrument has an instantaneous field of view of 12 deg and ALTERNATE NAMES- AEM-Dw EARTH PAD BUDGET SAT
scans plus or minus 36 deg from nadir, ERBS-A
....... OMSP BD-2/FBt AFGWC STAFF .............................. NSSDC ID- ERBS-A
INVESTIGATION NAME- MICROWAVE IMAGER (SSM/I) LAUNCH DATE- 08/29/8_ WEIGHT- 170, KGLAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL9 UNITED STATES
NSSDC ID- DMSP-FB-O5 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM .LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
OPERATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL SYS
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
METEOROLOGY
OCEANOGRAPHY PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
ORBIT PERIOD- 96,6 MIN INCLINATION- 4G, PEG
PERIAPSIS- 600, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 600. KM ALT
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PERSONNEL intensity at different atmospheric Layers, The procedure then
MG - D.S, DILLER NASA HEADQUARTERS is repeated In a reverse sense during spacecraft sunset, Each
SC - R.A, SCHIFFER NASA HEADQUARTERS sunrise or sunset event is monitored from the top of the clouds
PM - C,L. WAGNER_ JR. NASA-GSFC to approximately 150 km above the earthls surface. The sensor
PS - R. CURRAN NASA HEADQUARTERS has an instantaneous field of view of approximately 0,5 km
measured at the horizon for a 600-km orbit. The dynamic range
BRIEF DESCRIPTION of each radlometrlc channel is approximately QOOOt and the
The Earth Radiation Budget Satelllte-A (ERBS) Is a 2-yr uncertainty in any radlometrlc measurement is specified to be
mission to gather required radiation budget data9 aerosol data_ less than 0.1% of the unattenuated solar intensity (the sensor
and ozone data to assess climate change and ozone depletion. Is partially self-callbratlng In that a measurement of the
The e_erlments are the earth radiation budget experiment u nattenuated solar intensity is made prior to each spacecraft
(ERBE) and the stratospheric aerosol and gas experiment II sunset and following each spacecraft sunrise). Furthermoret
(SAGE II), The ERBE wilt be also carried on two TIROS-N/NOAA zero intensity levels are reached every time the elevation
series missions, mirror scans off the sun. The instrument module consists of
optical and electronic subassemblies mounted side by side. The
....... ERBSt COOPER ........................................... optical subassembly consists of a flat scanning mtrrort
Cassegratn opttcst and a detector package. The entire optical
INVESTIGATION NAME- EARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIMENT (ERBE) subassembly is gimbaled tn azimuth. The azimuth servo employs
sun sensors driven to null on the center of the sun to a
NSSDC ID- ERBS-A -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM tolerance of plus or minus 1 arc mtn. At the beginning of a
CODE EE-B_ APPLICATIONS sunrise or sunset eventt the instrument slews tn azimuth to a
position to acquire the sun, Upon acquisition in aztmuth_ the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
mirror servo scans in elevation until the sun is acquired, The
METEOROLOGY scan range is then reduced to scanning back and forth across
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS the solar image only. The solar input is reflected from the
scan mtrror through the Cassegratn telescope9 which produces a
PERSOkNEL solar image upon the science detector aperture, Thts image ts
EM - d,E. COOPER NASA-LARC scanned across the aperture by the motion of the scan mirror,
TL - B,R, BARKSTROM NASA-LARC The radiation through the aperture is dfspersedt and the beams
representing the wavelength bands are then collected and
BRIEF DESCRIPTION applied to silicon pln diode detectors, The outputs of the
The Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) Is designed detectors are fed to slgnal-condftlonlng ambllflers whose
to measure the energy exchange between the earth-atmosphere outputs go to the PCM encoder. The PCM encoder multiplexes and
system and space. These measurements are important for climate dlgltlzes the signals and then transfers the digital data to
prediction and for developing statistical relationships between the ERBS data system. The radlometrlc data for each wavelength
regional weather and radiation budget anomalies. The earth channel are sampled 64 times per second or approximately 4
radiation budget experiments will be flown on both TIROS-N/NOAA times per kilometer of tangent attltudet and are digitized to
series and ERaS satellites to measure globalt zonal9 and 12 bits, These datat plus science supporting data and
regional budgets on monthly time scaLest equator-to-pole instrument module housekeeping datat total approximately 6
gradlentst and monthly diurnal variations of regional scales, kbps.
The ERBE consists of etght channels distributed within two
instrument packages: the non-scanner (ERBE-NS) instrument and **************************** **********************************
the scanner (ERBE-S} instrument. The non-scanner ts a
flve-channel radiometer, Four channels are primarily
earth-vlewlngt but upon command can be pointed toward the sun SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- EUVE
for periodic calibration. The fifth channel is fixed for ALTERNATE NAMES- EXTREME UV EXPLORERt BERKSAT
continuous observation of the sun for calibration. Two of the
four gimbaled sensors are wlde-angted and view the entire earth NSSDC ID- EUVE
from limb to ttmb_ approximately 135 dog. These detectors have
broadband spectral responses varying from 0,2 micrometer to LAUNCH DATE- 09/00/87 WEIGHT- 400, KG
over 50 micrometers. Channel 1 makes total radiation LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES
measurements while channel 29 with its filter attachedt makes LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
measurements over the shortwave spectral band characterized by
the Suprastl-W dome filter which cuts off at B micrometers. SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
The remaining two gimbaled sensors are medium fletd-of-vlew UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
channels wlth an 88-deg field of vlew_ equivalent to a
Texas-slze footprint. Channel 3 measures total radiation while PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
channel 4_ placed under a Suprasil-W dome_ measures the ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
shortwave spectral band. The earth-emltted longwave radiation ORBIT PERIOD- 95.0 MIN INCLINATION- 2B.5 DEG
• component is determined by subtracting the shortwave channel PERIAPSIS- 550. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 550. KM ALT
from the total channel. The solar channel (5) has a iO-deg
field of view measuring the total solar spectral range of the PERSONNEL
sun. The scanner instrument is a small spatial resolution (FOV MG - M.B. WEZNREB NASA HEADQUARTERS
equals 3 dog diameter) scanning radiometer containing three SC - E,J. WEILER NASA HEADQUARTERS
separate channels (6_7_8), Channel 6 isolates the shortwave PM - d. KING NASA-JPL
spectral interval (0.2 to 5 micrometers). Channel 7 measures PS - C.S, BOWYER U OF CALIF_ BERKELEY
the tongwave spectral region (5 to BO mtcrometers)t and channel
8 measures total radiation (0.2 to 50 micrometers). All three BRIEF DESCRIPTION
sensors are located within a continuously rotating scan drum Extreme-Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE) is a spinning
which scans the FOV across track sequentially from horizon to spacecraft designed to rotate about the earth/sun line. The
horizon. The scanner also views the sun for calibration, spacecraft objective is to carry out a full-sky survey in the
Additional information can be obtained from "System extreme ultraviolet (EUV) range of the spectrumt from 100 to
considerations for an earth radiation budget scanning 1000 A_ for the purpose of discovering and studying UV sources
radiometers- and "The earth radiation budget satellite system radiating tn thts region and for analyzing effects of the
of the early 1980tst" Fourth Symp. on Meteorol, Obs, and interstellar medium on the radiation from these sources, The
Instrum. t Denver_ Colo,t April 10-14_ 1978. See Appendix B for search is accomplished by three EUV teLescopest each sensitive
a list of ERBE investigators, to a different band within the EUV range. A fourth telescope
performs a high sensitivity search of a Limited sample of the
....... ERBSt MCCORMICK ........................................ sky tn a single EUV band, In stx monthst the entire sky ts
scanned at a sensitivity level comparable to existing surveys
INVESTIGATION NAME- STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL AND GAS (SAGE) in other more traditional astronomical bandpasses. A moderate
resolution spectroscopy option is also under consideration;
NSSDC ID- ERBS-A -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM this covers the band from 80 to 600 A and provides spectra of
CODE EE-8_ APPLICATIONS at least the 100 brightest EUV sources,
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ....... EUVEt BOWYER ...........................................
METEOROLOGY
UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH INVESTIGATION NAME- EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET FULL-SKY SURVEYATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PERSONNEL NSSDC ID- EUVE -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PI - M,P. MCCORMICK NASA-LARC CODE EZ-7
OI - d,Z, PLEASANTS NASA-LARC INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ASTRONOMY
The SAGE sensor is a muLtl-spectral channel radiometer PERSONNEL
which measures the extinction of solar radiation intensity PI - C,G, BOWYER U OF CALIF_ BERKELEY
Outing solar occultation. As the spacecraft emerges from the OI - R. MALINA U OF CALIFt BERKELEY
earthts shadow during each orblt_ the sensor acquires the sun OI - F, PARESCE U OF CALIFt BERKELEY
and measures the solar intensity in wavelength bands centered OI - P. HEETDERKS U OF CALIFt BERKELEYbetween 0.385 and 1.0 micrometers as tt scans the sun
vertically. As the spacecraft continues in orbttt the line of
sight from the spacecraft to the rising sun scans the earthgs
atmosphere_ resulting in a measurement of the attenuated solar
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDC ID- EXOS-C -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
This Investi_atlon is designed to perform a full-sky SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
surveyl searching for EUV sources, The instrument package
contains four Wotter-Schwarzschttd grazing-incidence telescopes INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S]
{with EUV thln-fIkm filters) to collect and to isolate PARTICLES AND FIELDS
radiation. The detector system for each telescope is a
resistor anode image converter (RANICON)_ consisting of a PERSONNEL
mlcrochannet ptate_ a resistort and detector amplifiers PI - T, MUKAI ISAS
designed to produce images of sky fields in selected wavelength OI - h, KLBO ISAS
ranges. Three telescopes are designed to operate at right OI - T, ITOH ISAS
angles to the spin axis and to carry out the sky surveyt with OI - K. HIRAO ISAS
bandpass filters (tentatively) for the wavelength ranges 80 to OI - N, KAYA KOBE U
ZBO At 170 to 330 At and 500 to 750 A. These three telescopes OI - H. MATSUMOTO KOBE U
point perpendicular to the earth-sun line and sweep out a great
circle in the sky wlth each S/C revolution, As the earth moves BRIEF DESCRIPTION
around the sunt the great circle is shifted by 1 deg each day The purpose of this experiment is to measure the energy
and so the entire celestial sphere is surveyed in six months, spectrum of precipitating electrons and protons with
The fourth telescope points tn the anti-solar dtrecttont within electrostatic analyzers,
the earthts shadow cone, In thts Limited directtont the He II
304 A background ts almost completely absentt and thus higher ....... EXOS-C9 NAKAMURA
sensitivity can be obtained for observing selected interesting
objects. INVESTIGATION NAME- INFRARED SOLAR SPECTROMETER
**************************** EXOS-C**************************** NSSOC ID- EXOS-C -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
SPACECRAFT COMMONNAME- EXOS-C INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ALTERNATE NAMES- EXOSPHERIC SAT, C ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
NSSDC IO- EXOS-C PERSONNEL
PI - Y, NAKAMURA ISAS
LAUNCH DATE- 02/00/84 WEIGHT- 210. KG OI - A. MATSUZA_I ISAS
LAUNCH SITE- KAGOSHIMAt JAPAN OI - T, ITOH ISAS
LAUNCH VEHICLE- M-3S
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY This investigation uses an infrared (IR) spectrometer to
JAPAN ISAS measure the tlmb absorption of the solar spectrum to obtain
profiles of stratospherlc water vapor9 methane_ carbon dloxldeJ
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS and nitrous oxide.
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
ORBIT PERIOD- 98. MIN INCLINATION- 74. PEG ....... EXOS-Ct OGAWA
PERIAPSIS- 320. KM ALT APOAPSIS- I000. KM ALT
INVESTIGATION NAME- ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER
PERSONNEL
PM - T. ITOH ISAS NSSDC ID- EXOS-C "02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PS - H* OYA U OF TOHOKU SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
PS - T, OGAWA ISAS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
The purpose of this mission is to perform remote sensing
of the minor constituents of the middle atmosphere and to study PERSONNEL
the wave-partlcte interactions in the ionospheric plasma in the PI - T, OGAWA ISAS
South American anomaly and the auroral zones. This mission OI - K. SUZUKI ISAS
will be part of the Middle Atmosphere Program (MAP). OI - N. IWAGAMI ISAS
....... EXOS-C_ DOKE........................................... BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Thts investigation involves the measurement of
INVESTIGATION NAME- MONITOR OF HIGH ENERGY PARTICLES backscattered ultraviolet (2500-3500 A) to obtain profiles of
the ozone density in the 25- to 60-km altitude range.
NSSDO ID- EXOS-C -08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE ....... EXOS-Ct OYA
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INVESTIGATION NAME- TOPSIDE PLASMA SOUNDER
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
NSSDC ID- [XOS-C -06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PERSONNEL SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
PI - T. POKE _ASEDA U
OI - H. MURAKAMI RIKKYO U INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
OI - K. NAGATA TAMAGAWA U SPACE PLASMAS
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment monitors the energy spectra and flux of PERSONNEL
etectronst protons and alpha particles with energies greater PI - H, OYA U OF TOHOKU
than 50 keV ustng solid-state detectors. OI - A, MORIOKA U OF TOHOKU
OI - T, YOSHINO U OF ELECTRO-COMMUN
....... EXOS-C_ MAKINO
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INVESTIGATION NAME- LIMB SCANNING IR RADIOMETER This exbertmemt uses a topside sounder with a receiver
that can measure ionospheric electron demstty profiles9 radio
• NSSDC ID- EXOS-C -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM waves emanating from the planets and the higher harmonic
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE emissions from terrestrial electric power lines.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ....... EXOS-C_ TAKAGI
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR IMAGE-RADIOMETER
PERSONNEL
PI - T. MAKINO RIKKYO U NSSDC IO- EXOS-C -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OI - H. YAMAMOTO RIKKYO U SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
OI - M. SEKIGUCHI RIKKYO U
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
This investigation uses a limb scanning radiometer to
measure the 1.27-micrometer atmospheric band to deduce the PERSONNEL
ozone density in the 70- to 90-km altitude range. PI - M. TAKAGI NAGOYA U
OI - Y, KONDO NAGOYA U
....... EXOS-Ct MUKAI ..............................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INVESTIGATION NAME- PRECIPITATING PARTICLE ENERGY ANALYZER This investigation uses a solar image radiometer in
several visible and near-lnfrared bands to measure the tlmb
absorption of the solar spectrum to obtain vertical profiles of
stratospheric aerosols and ozone,
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....... EXOS-Ct TAKAHASHI ............ to search for VLF gravitational waves incident on the solar
system to a Level of strain amplitude approximately 1.E-15,
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA PROBES Investigators use the signals transmitted between the earth and
the Orbiter and between the Probe and the Orbiter to carry out
NSSDC ID- EXOS-C -OT INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM their investigations, The earth-Orblter communlcatlons use an
SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE S-band (2115 MHz) uptink and transponder to generate a coherent
S-X band downttnk (2297 MHz and 8422 MHz)v using an
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) earth-oriented 5-m dish antenna, The frequency stability is
SPACE PLASMAS approximately 1 part in 1,E-11, The Probe-to-Orbiter
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS transmission is at a frequency between 1 and 2 GHI_ using a
wide-band receiver and body-fixed 1-m dish antenna, Following
PERSONNEL the probe mlssion_ thls receiver and antenna are available to
PI - T, TAKAHASHI U OF TOHOKU carry out additional investigations, Individual Investigators
OI - H, OyA U OF TOHOKU and their investigations are Listed In Appendix B,
OI - K, HIRAO ISAS
OI - K. OYAMA IGAS ....... GALILEO ORBITERt BELTON ................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION NAME- IMAGING SCIENCE
Thls experiment uses plasma probes to measure electron
density and electron temperature, NSSDC ID- dOPO -10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4/CO-OP
**************************** GALILEO ORBITER*******************
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINERS)
PLANETOLOGY
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GALILEO ORBITER PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
ALTERNATE NAMES- JUPITER ORBITER PROBE_ JOP
GALILEO PERSONNEL
TL - M,J,S,BELTON KITT PEAK N_TL OBS
NSSDC ID- JOPO TM - C,D, ANGER U OF CALGARY
TM - C,R, CHAPMAN PLANETARY SCIENCE INST
LAUNCH DATE- 05130/86 WEIGHT- i03, KG TM - M,E, DAVIES RAND CORP
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES TM - R, GREELEY ARIZONA STATE U
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE TM - R. GREENBERG PLANETARY SCIENCE INST
TM - J,W= HEAD_ 3RD BROWN U
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY TM - G, NEUKUM U OF MUNICH
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA TM - G, SCHUBERT U OF CALIFI LA
TM - C.B. PILCHER U OF HAWAII
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS TM - d. VEVERKA CORNELL U
ORBIT TYPE- JUPITER ORBITER TM - M,H. CARR US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
ORBIT PERIOD- 86000, MIN INCLINATION- O,O PEG TM - J,B, WELLMAN NASA-JPL
PERIAPSIS- 320000, KM ALT APOAPSIS- l,gBE*7 KM ALT
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PERSONNEL . The purpose of this investigation is to study Juptter and
MG - D,R. MCCULLAR NASA HEADQUARTERS its satellites through muttt-spectratt high-resolution imaging
SC - R,E. MURPHY NASA HEADQUARTERS with a charge-coupled devtce (CCD) camera. Specific sctence
PM - J, CA_NI NASA-JPL objectives are (1) to Investigate the structure of the Jovian
PM - W,S, SHIPLEY NASA-JPL atmosphere and clouds through multi-spectral photometry and
PS - T.V, JOHNSON NASA-JPL poLartmetry; (2) to Investigate the dynamics of the Jovian
atmosphere through synopttc tmagfng of cloud structures; (3) to
BRIEF DESCRIPTION measure the sizes and shapes of the GattLean satellites and
The Galileo mission consists of a Jupiter orbiter and _ determine their ltbrattons; (4) to map the surface morphology
separate Jupiter atmospheric entry probe. The Orbiter will be of the Gat|Lean satellites at a spatial resolution better than
Launched from the Shuttle with a Centaur upper stage and wtLt 1 km and over a range of viewing and Lighting angles in order
use a Mars-powered flyby. The Orbiter serves as a relay ttnk to Investigate the geological processes that have acted on
to earth from the Probe. The Orbiter power sources are two their surfaces; (5) to use mutttspectraL imaging to identify
modular seLentde isotope generators (SIG) that provide dc and map the distribution of ices and minerals on the surfaces
current at 28 V to all subsystems and a total power of 500 W. of the satellites; (6) to search for auroral or other
Temperature is controlled by radioisotope heater units (RHUs). atmospheric emission on the night side of duptter_ on the
Telemetry is by a two-channel downltnkt one for continuous sateLtttest and in €trcum-dovtan space; and (7) to seek targets
transmission of fixed format (6.25 bps) on the S-bandy and the of opportunity for imaging the irregular satellites of Jupiter.
other for real-time playback data at rates between 2 and 128 The imaging Investigation uses a single camera consisting of a
kbs on the X-band. 1500-nanometer focal Length catadtoptric telescope imaging onto
an 800 x 800 element CCD, Optics are fused silicon. An
....... GALILEO ORBITER_ ANDERSON .............................. eight-position filter wheel (filters not specified) ts used.
The spectral response ts 350 to 1100 nanometerst the resolution
INVESTIGATION NAME- GRAVITYt CELESTIAL MECHANICS AND RADIO is 20 mtcrorad per Line patti the field of view is 0,46 degl
PROPAGATION the minimum exposure is 5 mttttsecondst and the maximum frame
rate is about I/mtn. The Linear dynamic range exceeds 1000_
NSSDC ID- JOPO -11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM with 8 blt/pfxeL encoding, The instrument is mounted on the
CODE EL-_/CO-OP scan platform of the Orbiter. The total mass is 23 kg and the
total continuous power is 23 W, Individual investigators and
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) their investigations are Listed in Appendix B,
PLANETOLOGY
RADIO PHYSICS ....... GALILEO ORBITER_ CARLSON ...............................
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS INVESTIGATION NAME- NEAR INFRARED MAPPING SPECTROSCOPY
(NIMS)
PERSONNEL
TL - J,D, ANDERSON NASA-JPL NSSDC ID- JOPO -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
TL - H,T, HOWARD STANFORD U CODE EL-A
TM - V.R, ESHLEMAN STANFORD U
TM - F,B, ESTABROOK NASA-JPL INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TM - A,J, KLIORE NASA-JPL PLANETOLOGY
TM m RI .WOO NASA'JPL ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
TM " G'F" LINDAL NASA'JPL PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
GEODESY AND CARTOGRAPHy
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purposes of thts investigation are (1) to investigate PERSONNEL
the hlgh-altltude neutral atmosphere of Juolter_ using PI - R.W. CARLSON NASA-JPL
occultation techniques to measure pressure_ temperaturet OI - T,V, JOHNSON NASA-JPL
molecular welght9 and turbulence; (2) to Investlgate the OI - G,E, DANIELSON CALIF INST OF TECH
Ionosphere of Jupiter and its interaction wlth the Ol - F,P, FANALE U OF HAWAII
magnetospheret using occultation techniques to determine OI - H,H, KIEFFER US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
electron number density and plasma scale height; (3) to OI - J,S, LEWIS MASS INST OF TECH
determine the sizes and shapes of the GatItean satellites; (4) OI - H, MASURSKY US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
to search for and characterize atmospheres and ionospheres of OI - D.L, MATSON NASA-JPL
the GatlLean satellites and study their interactions with the Ol - T,B, MCCORD U OF HAWAII
Jovian magnetosphere; (5) to determine the structure of the OI - L.A. SODERBLOM US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
gravitational field of Jupiter from DOODler tracking; (B) to OI - F,W. TAYLOR OXFORD U
determine the masses and gravitational moments of the GattLean
satellites and improve knowledge of their orbits; (T) to study
turbutencet electron density ftuctuatlonsw and winds tn the
Jovian ionosphere; (8) to Investigate microwave emission from
the atmosphere and trapped radiation belts of Jupiter; and (9)
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... GALILEO ORBITERt GRUEN .................................
The purposes of this investigation are (1) to map the
mineral distribution on the surfaces of the satellites of INVESTIGATION NAME- DUST (CDS)
Jupiter at a spatial resolution of 5 to 30 kmt (2) to identify
the individual phases and mlxtures presentt (3) to relate the NSSDC 10- JOPO -09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
mineralogical provinces to geological provinces observed with CODE EL-4/CO-OP
the imaging system_ and (4) to map regions of the Jovian
atmosphere over a wide range of phase angles to determine cloud INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
morphology and vertical structure, The instrument ts a INTERPLANETARY DUST
hlgh-speed scanning reftectlon-gratlng spectrometer mounted on PARTICLES AND FIELDS
the scan platform of the Orbiter, Imaging is done by a 20-cm
aperture telescope onto an InSb detector array In order to PERSONNEL
produce multi-spectral Line images of sources without external Pl - E, GRUEN MPI-NUCLEAR PHYS
scanning, Angular resolution is O,B miltlrad and the spectral OI - F, FECHTIG MPI-NUCLEAR PHYS
range is 0,9 to 3,0 micrometers In 144 channels at a spectral Ol - J, KISSEL MPI-NUCLEAR PMYS
resolution of 0,03 micrometers, The total mass of the OI - B,A, LINDBLAD LUND DBS
.spectrometer Is 11 kg and the total power is 8 W, OI - G,E, MORFILL MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
OI - H,A, ZOOK NASA°JSC
....... GALILEO ORBITER9 FANALE ................................ OI - M,S, HANNER NASA-JPL
INVESTIGATION NAME- FORMATION AND EVOLUTION OF THE GALILEAN BRIEF DESCRIPTION
SATELLITES (IDS) The purpose of this investigation is to determine the
physical and dynamical properties of small dust particles in
NSSDC ID- JOPO -12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM the Jovian environment9 with emphasis on the interaction of
CODE EL-4 dust with the magnetosphere and satellite surfaces, Parameters
measured include mass_ direction of mottont and charge, The
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) instrument package consists of entrance grids for sensing
PLANETOLOGY charger an impact plasma detector to measure pulse height and
rise tlme for both electrons and ions generated by Impact_ and
PERSONNEL appropriate electronics. Mass and velocity are derived from
PI - F,P, FANALE U OF HAWAII measurements by empirical relationships determined In
ground-based calibrations, The impact rate range is I,E-7 to
BRIEF DESCRIPTION I,E+2 per second_ the particle mass range is 1,E-16 to 1,E-6 g_
Thts investigation utilizes Galileo Orbiter remote and the charge range is 1.E-14 to 1.E-10 C, The instrument
sensing datat primarily from the tmagtng_ NIMS_ and UVS package is mounted on the spinning section of the Orbiter, Its
tnvesttgattons_ to study the formation conditions and total mass is 4,2 kg_ and the total power ts 1,7 W,
subsequent geological evolution of the Gatttean satettttesv
including the interaction of these bodies with their space ....... GALILEO ORBITERt GURNETT ...............................
environments.
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA WAVE (PWS)
....... GALILEO ORBITERt FRANK .................................
NSSDC TO- JOPO -OT INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA (PLS) CODE EL-q/CO-OP
NSSDC ID- JOPC -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
CODE EL-q/CO-OP SPACE PLASMAS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS PERSONNEL
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS PI - D,A, GURNETT U OF IOWA
OI - R,E, GENDRIN CNET
PERSONNEL OI - C.F, KENNEL U OF CALIFt LA
PI - L.A, FRANK U OF IOWA OI - FoL, SCARF TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
OI - F,Vo CORONITI U OF CALIF_ LA Ol - S,D, SHAWHAN U Or IOWA
OI - V,M, VASYLIUNAS MPI-AERDNOMY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION The purposes of this investigation are to measure the
The purposes of this investigation are (1) to establish varying electric and magnetic fields in the Jovian plasma tn
the sources of Jovian plasma; (2) to investigate plasma order to determine the characteristics and origin of plasma
interactions with the Jovian satellites; (3) to investigate the waves tn the magnetosphere and to analyze various wave-particle
role of plasma as a source for energetic charged particles in interaction phenomena tn the magnetosphertc interactions. The
the radiation zones; (4) to determine the nature of the instrument package includes a 2-m electric dipole antenna for
ecuatortal current sheet; and (5) to evaluate the roles of electric field measurement and two 27-cm search cotl
magnetic mergtngt co-rotational forces and field-aligned magnetometerst one for tow-frequency (less than 10 kHz) and the
currents in the dynamics of the Jovian magnetosphere, The other for high-frequency magnetic field measurements. There is
investigation uses an electrostatic analyzer (quadrlsphertcat also a 20-channel spectrum analyzer covering the range B.6 Hz
LEPEOEA) in determining differential energy spectra of both to 311 kHzt with 4 channels per decade and a high-data-rate
postttve ions and electrons with essentially complete angular waveform recelver to be used during selected periods. Sensors
coverage in 65 contiguous passbandso The fractional energy are mounted as a single unit in a boom approximately 2-m tong
resolution is 0,17 and the range is 1 eV to 50 keV. Three on the spinning section of the Orbiter, Electronics are
miniature mass spectrometers at the analyzer extt aperture are mounted near the base of the boom, The total mass of the
used for mass anatystst with a fractional mass resolution of package ts 3,1 kg (1o2 kg for the sensors and 1,9 kg for
0.18t sufficient to identify H*t He. He.._ Na+t K.t and S.. electronics). The total power is 2,B W.
The analyzer is mounted on a short boom on the spinning section
of the Orbiter. The total mass (excluding the boom) is 6,9 kgt ....... GALILEO ORBITER_ HANSEN ................................
and the total power Is 7,2 W,
INVESTIGATION NAME- PHOTOPOLARIMETERY/RADIOMETER (PPR)
....... GALILEO ORBITERt GIERASCH ..............................
NSSDC ID- JOPO -08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION NAME- JOVIAN ATMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS (IOS) CODE EL-4
NSSDC IO- JOPO -13 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
CODE EL-4 PLANETOLOGY
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES PERSONNEL
PI - J,E, HANSEN NASA-GIGS
PERSONNEL Ol - A,A, LACIS NASA-GIGS
PI - P.J. GIERASOH CORNELL U OI - D.L. COFFEEN NASA-GIGS
OI - PeH, STONE MASS INST OF TECH
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OI - L, TRAVIS NASA-GIGS
The objective of thts investigation is to utilize data OI - W,-C, WANG CALIF INST Or TECH
from the Imaging and NIMS investigations on the Orblter_ OI - Y,L. YUNG CALIF INST OF TECH
together wlth In sltu atmospheric data from the Prober to study
the dynamics of the atmosphere_ with particular emohasts on the BRIEF DESCRIPTION
nature and cause of the horizontal temperature gradients The purposes of the Photopotartmeter Radiometer (PPR)
beneath the clouds, investigation are to determine the cloud and haze properties
(vertical and horizontal distribution and mtcrostructure) and
radiation budget (including vertical profile of solar heating)
of Jupiter and to investigate the photometric and thermal
properties of satellite surfaces. The instrument is a lO-cm
Dalt-Ktrkham telescope followed by a 16-position fitter wheett
giving potarlmetry tn three spectral bands from 410 to 1050
I27
nanometers and photometry in seven spectral bands from 560 to PERSONNEL
890 nanometers. Silicon photodlodes are used for PI - M.G. KIVELSON U OF CALIF_ LA
photopolarlmetry and a thermoplle detector for radiometry. OI - P.J. CCLEMANt JR. LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
Measurement accuracy is 0.1% absolute polarlmetryl 1% relative OI - C.F. KENNEL U OF CALIFt LA
photometry and 3% absolute photometry_ 1% relative radiometry OI - R.L. MCPHERRON U O_ CALIF_ LA
and 5% absolute radiometry. The instrument is mounted on the OI - C.T. RLSSELL U OF CALIF_ LA
Orbiter scan platform. The total mass is 3.6 kg and the total
Power is 7.5 W, BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purposes of this Investlgatlon are to study the
....... GALILEO CRBITERt HORD .................................. Jovian magnetic field in order to map the configuration of the
magnetosphere and analyze its dynamlcs_ investigate
INVESTIGATION NAME- ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY [UVS) magnetospherlc-lonospherlc couptlngt measure magnetic
fluctuatlons9 search for magnetic fields on the satetlltesl and
NSSDC ID- JDPO -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM investigate the properties of the satellites and their
CODE EL-4 interactions with the ambient medium. The instrument package
includes dual trlaxlal fLuxgate magnetometers with a dynamic
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) range of 2.5E-12 to 1.6E-5 testas (0,0025 to 1,6E4 gammas)_
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS mounted
on a boom on the spinning part of the Orblter
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES spacecraft. Each sensor triad can be mechanically flipped
PERSONNEL about the boom axis. Outbound sensors are wound for low field
readlngs of I.E-12 to 5,12E-7 teslas (I milllgamma to 512
PI - C,W. HORD U OF COLORADO gammas)9 inbound sensors for hlgh field readings of 3.1E-Ii to
OI - C.A. BARTH U OF COLORADO 1,6E-5 testas (31 mltllgammas to 16 kltogammas). Electronics
OI - A.L. LANE NASA-JPL are mounted on the spinning section and include optimum
OI - A,I. STEWART U OF COLORADO averaging capability, The masst excluding the boom_ is 3.2 kg
OI - G.E. THOMAS U OF COLORADO (1,0 for the sensors_ 2.2 for the electronics}, The total
OI m R.E. STEELE U OF COLORADO power Is 3.7 W,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... GALILEO ORBITERt MASURSKY ..............................
This investigation studies (1} the composition and
structure of the hlgh neutral atmospheres of Jupiter and the INVESTIGATION NAME- GEOLOGY OF THE GALILEAN SATELLITES LIDS)
GaLitean satellites to determine atmospheric toss rates from
sateLlltes_ (2) mixing ratios on Jupiter of NH3 and of NSSDC ID- JOPO -15 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
UV-active trace constltuentst aria (3) auroral emissions and CODE EL-A
interactions between atmospheres and the Jovian otasmasphere.
Instrumentation consists of a Fastle-Ebert UV spectrometer INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
(wavelength range of 110 to _30 nanometers) wlth a Cassegraln PLANETOLOGY
telescope having a 5-cm aperturet 25-cm focal lengtht and a
programmable grating. The spectrum Is measured with PERSONNEL
mlcrochannel detectors at a FOV resolution of 1.8 k_ (i PI - h. MASURSKY US GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
nautical mile} at perlapsls. The spectrometer Is mounted on
the Orbiter scan platform and has a total mass of 3,_ kg. The BRIEF DESCRIPTION
total power Is 4.2 Wo The objective of thls investigation is to use Orbiter
Imaging and NIMS data to investigate geological processes on
....... GALILEO ORBITER_ HOWARD ................................ the Gatltean satellites9 with emphasis on the identification
and distribution of surface materlalsw the morphologies and
INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIO PROPAGATION densities of impact cratersl and the search for structure
\ indicative of glacial and perlglaclal processes,
NSSDC ID- JOPO -27 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
....... GALILEO ORBITERt MCELROY ...............................
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} INVESTIGATION NAME- INVESTIGATION OF JOVIAN UPPER ATMOSPHERE
RADIO PHYSICS AND OF SATELLITE ATMOSPHERES [IDS}
CELESTIAL MECHANICS
PERSONNEL NSSDC ID- JOPO -16 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
Pl - H,T. HOWARD STANFORD U CODE EL-4
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
The purpose of this experiment is to study the structure
of the atmospheres and ionospheres of Jupiter and Its PERSONNEL
satellites. This can be accomplished through the use of the PI - M.B. MCELROY HARVARD U
radio signals from both the Probe and the spinning section of
the Orbiter. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Thls investigation uses data from a variety of Probe and
....... GALILEO ORBITERt HUNTEM ................................ Orbiter tnvestigatlons to study the composition and structure
of planetary and satellite atmospherest wlth emphasis on
INVESTIGATION NAME- STRUCTURE + AERONOMY OF THE ATMOSPHERES photochemistry and interaction of the atmospheres with the
OF JUPITER AND ITS SATELLITES LIDS] magnetosphere,
NSSDC ID- JOPO -14 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ....... GALILEO ORBITERt MORRISON ..............................
CODE EL-4
INVESTIGATION NAME- JOVIAN ATMOSPHERIC STUDIES LIDS)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES NSSDC ID- JOPO -25 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PERSONNEL
Pl - P.M. HUNTEN U OF ARIZONA INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
The objectives of this investigation are to study the PI - O. MORRISON U OF HAWAII
heat balance of Jupiter's atmosphere_ to estimate the eddy
diffusion coefficients in the atmosphere9 and to study the BRIEF DESCRIPTION
aeronomy of neutral and ionized atmospheres (including those Of The objectives of thls experiment are to utlllze data
the satellites) by using data from a wide variety of Probe and from the Imaglngt Photopolarlmeter/Radiometer9 Near Infrared
Orbiter instruments, Mapping Spectrometert and Dust Detector investigations In order
to study the physical nature of the satellites and their
....... GALILEO ORBITERt KIVELSON .............................. regollths. Emphasis will be on radiometrlc temperatures and
surface thermal properties and on the sources and sinks of dust
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETOMETER (MAG) in the satellite system. These studies should clarify the
nature of the surface material and Indlcate the internal and
NSSDC ID- JOPO -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM external processes that determine Its physical properties.
CODE EL-_ Extension of these interpretations can then be made to improve
the utility of other remote-senslng observations of satettites9
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) asterolds_ and comets_ made both from earth and from other
PARTICLES AND FIELDS space missions.
PLANETOLOGY
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
IONOSPHERES
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....... GALILEO ORBITERt ORION ................................. NSSDC ID- JOPO -21 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4
INVESTIGATION NAME- GROUND-TRUTH ANALYSIS OF RADIATIVE
TRANSFER IN ATMOSPHERE OF JUPITER (lOS) INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
NSSDC IO- JOPO -17 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4 PERSONNEL
Pl - C. SAGAN CORNELL U
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Thls Irvestlgatlon uses data from the Orblter_ NIMS and
PERSONNEL UVS Investlgatlons_ together wlth the Probe Composition and
PI - G.S. ORTON NASA-JPL Nephetometer Investlgatlonst to study the organic chemistry of
the Jovian atmosphere_ with emphasis on the nature of the
BRIEF DESCRIPTION organic and inorganic chromophores that produce the colors of
The objective of this investigation is to study the the Jovian clouds.
structure of the atmosphere of Jupiter using data from the
Probe structuret composltlono Nephetometert and Net-FLux ....... GALILEO ORBITERt SCARF ..........
Radiometer Investlgatlons_ together with Orbiter
Photopotarlmeter/Radlometer and NIMS remote-senslng data. INVESTIGATION NAME- WAVE-PARTICLE INTERACTION PHENOMENA AT
Results include an analysis of radiative equilibrium in the JUPITER LIDS)
upper troposphere and stratosphere and an assessment of the
information required in general for successful remote NSSDC ID- JOPO -22 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
determination of atmospheric conditions on the outer planets. CODE EL-_
....... GALILEO ORBITER_ OXEN .................................. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INVESTIGATION NAME- COMPOSITION OF THE JOVIAN ATMOSPHERE
LIDS) PERSONNEL
PI - F.L. SCARF IRW SYSTEMS GROUP
NSSDC IO- dOPO -Z8 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4 BRIEF DZSCRIPTIO_
Thls investigation uses magnetospherlc data from the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) Orbiter Plasma9 PLasra Wave9 and Energetic Particle
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES investigations to study wave-partlcle integration pheno_ena_
with emphasis on evaluating the effective transport
PERSONNEL coefflclents (anomalous conductlvltyt pltch-angle diffusion
P; - T. OXEN STATE U OF NEW YORK coefflclent_ etc.) associated with the magnetospherlc plasma
instabilities and satellite-magnetosphere interactions.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Thts investigation uses in sttu data from the Mass ....... GALILEO ORBITERt SCHUBERT
Spectrometer and Helium Interferometer investigations on the
Probe and remote data from the NIMS and other Orbiter INVESTIGATION NAME- JOVIAN ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE AND
investigations to establish a direct caL1bratlon of previous CIRCULATION LIDS)
remote measurements of the composition of Jupiter by Voyager9
IRIS_ and earth-based spectroscopic observations. NSSDC ID- JOPO -23 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4
....... GALILEO ORBITERI POLLACK
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INVESTIGATION NAME- THERMAL AND DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES OF THE PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
JOVIAN ATMOSPHERE LIDS)
PERSONNEL
NSSDC TO- JOPO -19 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM P; - G. SCHUBERT U OF CALIF_ LA
CODE EL-4
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} This investigation uses data from the Orbiter Imaging
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES investigation and from all of the Probe investigations to study
the thermal and dynamical processes responsible for the global
PERSONNEL atmospheric circulation of Jupiter and the ways that these
P; - J.B. POLLACK NASA-ARC processes are influenced by the structure of the cloud Layers.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION • ....... GALILEO ORBITER_ SONETT ................................
The purpose of thls investigation is to determine the
vertical temperature structure and dynamics of the Jovian INVESTIGATION NAME- GALILEAN SATELLITE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
atmosphere using data from all of the probe investigations to . JOVIAN MAGNETOSPHERE INTERACTION LIDS)
characterize the roles of radiative heating9 thermal
convection, Latent heat release, and internal energy sources. NSSDC ID- JOPO -2q INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4
....... GALILEO ORBITERt RUSSELL
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INVESTIGATION NAME- JUPITER MAGNETOSPHERE AND SATELLITE PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERE INTERACTIONS LIDS) MAGNEIOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
NSSDC ID- JOPO -20 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-_ PERSONNEL
PI - C*P. SONETT U OF ARIZONA
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(G)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS The purposes of this investigation are to use data from
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS the Orbiter Magnetometer_ PLasma_ and PLasma Wave
investigations to measure any intrinsic magnetic fields that
PERSONNEL may exist on the GatItean satellites and to investigate the
Pl - C.T. RUSSELL U OF CALIFt LA processes whereby these satellites interact with the
magnetosphere and maln field of Jupltert including comparisons
BRIEF DESCRIPTION to similar interactions involving the moon.
This investigation uses data from the Orbiter
Magnetometer9 PLasma_ PLasma Wave9 and Energetic Particle ....... GALILEO ORBITER_ VAN ALLEN
investigations (1) to study the Jovian magnetosphere and
satettlte-magnetosphere interactions (with emphasis on refining INVESTIGATION NAME- DYNAMICS ENERGETIC PARTICLES_ ROLE OF
models of the dovlan maln field); (2) to study the Internal GALILEAN SATELLITES
structure of the GaLitean satellites from their interactlons
with the ambient medlum_ 43) to investigate the dynamics of the NSSDC ID- JOPO -26 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
magnetosphere; and (4) to examine crltlcatty the observational
data pertaining to energetic particle transport_ acceLeratlon_
and Loss In the Jovian magnetosphere. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
....... GALILEO ORBITER, GAGAN .................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- ORGANIC CHEMISTRY OF THE JOVIAN
ATMOSPHERE LIDS)
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PERSONNEL chemical compositiont and Location of clouds in the
PI - J.A. VAN ALLEN U OF IOWA tropospheret and the thermal balance of the planet, Data are
stored tn a _emory untt for the period of communication
BRIEF DESCRIPTION blackout during entryt and then transmitted to the Orbttert
The objectives of this experiment are to use data from interleaved with real-time data.
the particles and fields experiments to study the physical
dynamics (ortgtn9 accelerattonst diffusion9 and toss} of ....... GALILEO PROBEr BOESE ...................................
energetic charged particles in the Jovian magnetodtsc with
partlcuLar emphasis on the variability of phenomena with real INVESTIGATION NAME- NET FLUX RADIOMETER (NFR)
time and wtth local time; the role of the GaltLean satellites
in the absorptton_ tnJectton_ acceterationt and diffusion of NSSDC ID- GOP -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
energetic charged parttctesl and acceteratton_ dtffuston_ and CODE EL-4
toss of energetic charged particles within the inner
magnetospheret and the overall energettcs of the Jovian INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
magnetosphere, PLANETOLOGY
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
....... GALILEO ORBITER_ WILLIAMS
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLES-ORBITER (EPD) PI - R,W. BOESE NASA-ARC
OI - J,B, POLLACK NASA-ARC
NSSOC ID- dOPO -06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM 01 - P,M, SILVAGGIO LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LAB
CODE EL-4/CO-OP OI - M, LOEWENSTEIN NASA-ARC
OI - L.A. SROMOVSKY U OF WISCONSIN
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS The purposes of this investigation are (1} to measure
vertical distribution of net flux of solar energy and planetary
PERSONNEL emission in the region of the atmosphere from 0,i 'to 10 barst
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB (2) to determine the location of cloud tayerst and (3} to
OI - T.P, ARMSTRONG U OF KANSAS obtain evtdence on the mixing ratios of selected constituents
OI - T.A. FRITZ LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB and the opacity of clouds and aerosols in the infrared, A
01 - S.M, KRIMIGIS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB muttlchannek radiometer measures flux in about 30-deg cones
OI - L.J. LANZEROTTI BELL TELEPHONE LAB alternately centered plus or mtnus 45 dog from the Probe
OI - R.W, MCENTIRE APPLIED PHYSICS LAB horlzontat. The radiometer has an on-board calibration system
OI - J,G, ROEDERER U OF ALASKA (two black bodies)t a muttfdetector array (with channels at
OI - E,C. ROELOF APPLIED PHYSICS LAB approximately 0,3 - 3.Or 0,3 - 20001 20 - 300 50 - 40_ and 40 -
OI - W, $TUDEMANN MPI-AERONOMY 60 mfcremeters)_ and an array of stx pyroeLectric detectors.
OI - B. WILKEN MPI-AERONDMY The radiometer is mounted on the Probe with external viewing
after shield deployment, The total mass is 2,3 kg and the
BRIEF DESCRIPTION total power ts 4.6 W.
The purposes of this investigation are (l) to study the
detalted energyt angular dlstrlbutlont and stability of trapped ....... GALILEO PROBEr LANZEROTTI ..............................
protons_ etectronst and ions9 and determine ion composltlonl
(2) to investigate the interactions of these particles with the INVESTIGATION NAME- LIGHTNING AND RADIO EMISSIONS (LRD)
satellites and the solar wind| (3} to measure thermal plasma
flow velocities and temperaturesl and (4) to investigate NSSDC ID- JOP -06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
adiabatic and nonthermat processes in the trapped radiation, CODE EL-4/CO-OP
The instrument package consists of a Low-energy magnetospherlc
measurement system (LEMMS)_ a composition measurement system INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
(CMS)t and an instrument stepping platform, The LEMMS_ energy PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
range and charge response are 0,015 - 11 HeY for electrons and SPACE PLASMAS
0.02 55 MeV/ nucleon for protons and ions, These are PLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
determined through magnetic deflection1 dE/dx_ and E
techniques. The CMS uses dE/dxt Et ttme of fllghtt and pulse PERSONNEL
height analysis techniques to measure He through Fe with PI - L,J. LANZEROTTI BELL TELEPHONE LAB
varying energy responses in the 0.15 - 100 MeV/nucteon range, OI - G, DEHMEL BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH U
The instrument package is mounted on the spinning section of OI - F.O. GLIEM BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH U
the Crbtter. The total mass is 7,4 kg and the total power ts OI - E,P. KRIDER U OF ARIZONA
7.4 W, OI - X. RINNERT MPI-AERONOMY
OI - M, UMAN U OF FLORIDA
**************************** GALILEO ************************** Ol - H. FISCHER U OF KIEL
OI - _.D. MIHALOV NASA-ARC
OI - G, SCHMIOKE U OF KIEL
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GALILEO PROBE _ OI - G,H, WIBBERENZ U OF KIEL
ALTERNATB NAMES- JUPITER ORBITER PROBEr JOP
GALILEO BRIEF OESCRIPTICN
The objectives of thts investigation are (1) to verify
NSSDC ID- JOP the existence of Lightning on Jupiter and measure its basic
physical characteristics and (2} to measure RF noise Levels and
LAUNCh DATE- 05/30/86 WEIGHT- 250, KG one magnetic field component near Jupiter. Two instruments are
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES used for this investigation: an electromagnetic sensor and an
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE optical sensor. The electromagnetic sensor has a fertile-core
antenna with a preamplifier as an RF sensor, The frequency
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY domain ts 3t 15r and 100 kHz narrow-band, The ttme domain ts 1
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA HZ to 100 kHzt and the resolution is 16 s, The opttcat sensor
has a photod|ode with ftsheye tens, There is coincidence and
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS anticotnctdence between the RF and optical sensors. The
ORBIT TYPE- JUPITER PROBE electromagnetic sensor Is mounted under the Probe afterbodyt
while the optical sensor is mounted on the Probe enveLope_
PERSONNEL Looking out perpendicularly to the Probe sptn axis. The total
MG - D,R, MCCULLAR NASA HEADQUARTERS mass is 1,1 kg and the total continuous power ts 1.0 W,
SC - R.E. MURPHY NASA HEADQUARTERS
PM - J, CASANI NASA-JPL ....... GALILEO PROBEr NIEMANN .................................
PM - d. SPERANS NASA-ARC
PS - L. COLIN NASA-ARC INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROSCOPY (NMS}
PS - T,V, JOHNSON NASA-JPL
NSSDC ID- JOP -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION CODE EL-4
The Probe is a staged-vented system composed of a
deceleration module and a descent module, The Probe is INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
Launched from the Shuttle separately with Centaur upper stages, ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
Its mass and diameter are 250 kg and 1.2 mr respectively, The PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
deceleration module consists of structure and heat shields,
The descent moauLe contains the science instruments. Probe PERSONNEL
etectronlcs anc power sources are vented to the Jovian PI - H,B, NIEMANN NASA-GSFC
atmosphere. A parachute Is used to separate the descent module 01 - S.K. ATREYA U OF MICHIGAN
from the deceleration module and to control the Probe descent 01 - G,R, CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN
rate, It may be Jettisoned near the termination of the mission OI - T.M, DONAHUE U OF MICHIGAN
(at a pressure of 10 bars) to allow a more rapid descent at the OI - R.E, HARTLE NASA-GSFC
higher pressures and temperatures. In sttu science OI - D,M, HbNTEN U OF ARIZONA
measurements are made prior to and during high-speed entry and OI - T. OWEN STATE U OF NEW YORK
descent. Power ts supplied by a battery, Data are telemetered OI - NoW. SPENCER NASA-GSFC
to the Orbtter_ which in turn relays them to earth. The tn
sttu measurements give information on the physical structuret
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BRIEF OESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this investigation is to determine the The objective of this Invest]gallon is the precise (0.1%)
chemical and isotopic composition and physlcaL state of the determination of the helium abundance in the Jovian atmosphere
Jovian atmosphere9 including vertical variations from 0.I to 10 from 3 to 8 bars. A two-arm9 double-pathtength optical
bars or greater, Mixing ratios are determined for He to I% Interferometer that Includes an IR llght-emlttlng diode (LED)
accuracy and for H209 OH49 and ,NH3 to 5% accuracy, The ttght source9 an interference filter9 and a photodetector
isotopic ratio of Ne20 to Ne22 is measured to an accuracy of array9 is used to measure the refractive index difference
2_, ALL species with mass numbers 1-529 plus selected species between an atmospheric sample and a reference gas mixture, It
at higher mass numbers (including krypton and xenon) are is mounted on the Probe wtth an inlet pipe to the ambient
measured, The instrument is a quadrupoke mass spectrometer atmosphere. The total mass is 1.0 kg and the total continuous
with an electron impact ion source having redundant electron power is 0,7 W.
beam guns of varlabte kinetic energy and a secondary electron
multiplier ton detector, The dual-channel sample inlet system **************************** GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY*************
includes an enrichment system for trace-gas and isotope
determlnatlont a tandem gettert and a sputter ion pump. The
mass range is 1-529 84t and 131 u. The dynamic range is I.E.8. SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY
Other species with masses greater than 52 can be sought at the ALTERNATE NAMES-
sacrifice of integration tlme below 52 u, The scan perlod is 3
to 60 s. The instrument is mounted on the Probe with the NSSDC ID- GRO
sample inlet port near the stagnation point and the sample
outlet port near the minimum pressure point. The total mass Is LAUNCH DATE- 05/00/88 WEIGHT- 14000, KG
7.1 kg and the total power Is 15 W, LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL9 UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
....... GALILEO PROBEr RAGENT ..................................
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
INVESTIGATION NAME- NEPHELOMETRY (NEP) UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
NSSDC ID- JOP -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
CODE EL-4/CO-OP ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
ORBIT PERIOD- 92,5 MIN INCLINATION- 28,5 DEG
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PERIAPSIS- 400. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 400. KM ALT
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS PERSONNEL
MB - B.R, MCCULLAR NASA HEAOgUARTERS
PERSONNEL SC - A,G. OPP NA_ HEADQUARTERS
PI " B, RAGENT NASA-ARC PM - J.J. MADDEN NASA-GSFC
OI - J,E. BLAMONT CNRS-SA PS - D,A. KNIFFEN NASA-GSFC
OI - G,W, GRAMS GEORGIA INST OF TECH
OI - J.B. POLLACK NASA-ARC BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Gamma-Ray Observatory (GRO) is designed as a
BRIEF DESCRIPTION free-flylng satellite Launched from the Space Shuttle9 carrying
The objective of thls ]nvestlgatlon is to determine five gamma-ray instruments that require sustained pointing
vertical extentt structuret and mtcrophystcak characteristics toward gamma-ray sources in space, The spacecraft is
(particle size distribution9 number denstty_ and physical stabilized In three axes, GRO is supported by a mechanical
structure) of duptterts clouds over the range 0,1 to 10 bars, structure which9 in addition to the scientific instruments9
A single-wavelength9 multiple-angle (5) scattering houses an attitude-control systemt a power system9 and a
nepheLometert with a galtium-arsenide LED (9000 A) source and command and comruntcatfons system, ALL the main subsystems are
solid-state detectors is mounted on the Prober with appropriate redundant for increased reliability of the mission. The
external viewing geometry. Deployment takes place after the planned operating llfe in orbit is 2 years, Data are retrieved
heat shield is removed, The total mass is 1,8 kg and the total through the TDRSS, The objective.of the mission is to conduct
continuous power is 3,0 W, exploration of the gamma-ray spectrum originating in our galaxy
and beyond, Observations span the energy range from 30 keV to
....... GALILEO PROBEr SIEFF .......... 30 GeV with better than 10 times the sensitivity of previous
missions, Low-energy studies attempt to determine the origin
INVESTIGATION NAME- ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE (ASI) of gamma-ray bursts. Medium- and hlgh-energy studies address
numerous astrophysical Questions,
NSSDC ID- JOP -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4 ....... GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY9 FICHTEL
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH-ENERGY GAMMA-RAY TELESCOPE
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES NSSDC ID- GRO -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-7/CO-OP
PERSONNEL
PI - A, SIEFF NASA-ARC INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
OI - R.C. BLANCHARD NASA-LARC GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY
Ol - D,B, KIRK NASA-ARC ASTRONOMY
OI - G, SCHUBERT U OF CALIFt LA HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS
OI - S.C. SOMMER(RETIRED) NASA-ARC
OI - R.E. YOUNG NASA-ARC PERSONNEL
PI - C.E, FICHTEL NASA-GSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PI - R. HOFSTADTER STANFORD U
The objective of thls investigation is to determine PI - K. PINKAU MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
temperaturet pressuret densltyt and molecular weight over an OI - D.L, BERTSCH NASA-GSPC
altitude range from a threshold of about 1000 km above the OI - A,J, FAVALE GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORP
cloud deck down to Probe failure (deeper than 10-bar pressure), OI - R,C. HARTMAN NASA-GS_C
The instrument package consists of acceterattont temperaturet OI - E,B, HUGHES STANFORD U
and pressure sensors and associated electronics, The package Ol - D,A. KklFFEN NASA-GSFC
Is mounted In the Probe with the acceterometers near the OI - H,A. MAYER-HASSELWANDER MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
Probels center of gravity, The temperature-sensing head and OI - H, ROTHERMEL MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
pressure inlet are deployed outside the Probe boundary Layer. OI - E,J. SCHNEIO GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORP
The total mass is 1.9 kg and the total continuous power is 5.5 OI - M,K, $OMMER MPI-EXTRATZRR PHYS
W. OI - D,J, THOMPSON NASA-GS=C
....... GALILEO PROBEr VON ZAHN................................ BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrument is a pictorial-type telescope using a
INVESTIGATION NAME- HELIUM ABUNDANCE (HAD) digitized spark chamber to identify the electron pair produced
by a gamma-ray Interactlon9 and a Large NaI(TL) scintillator
NSSOC IO- JOP -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM crystal to Oetermtne the gamma-ray energy, The specific
CODE EL-4/CO-OP objectives of the exoeriment are (1) to search for Localized
sources (m,g,t neutron starst black holes) in the 20 MeV to 30
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) GeV range and study their propertles_ (2) to improve Location
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS accuracy of known sources, (3) to search for evidence of
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES cosmic-ray particle acceleration tn supernova remnants9 (4) to
study gamma-ray bursts and Line emission from solar flares9 (5)
PERSONNEL to obtain a Detailed picture of the diffuse gamma-ray emission
PI - U, VON ZAHN U OF BONN from our gataxy_ and study galactic dynamtcs_ cosmic-ray
OI - H,-J, HOFFMAN MESSERSOHMIT-BOLK-BLOM compostttonv and magnetic fteLdsv (G) to study other galaxies9
OI - D,M, HUNTEN U OF ARIZONA both normal and peculiar9 and (T) to study the diffuse
celestial radiation as it relates to cosmology, The instrument
weighs 1830 kgt uses 180 W and has a data rate of G85g bps,
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....... GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY, FISHMAN. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The investigation employs an imaging Compton telescope
INVESTIGATION NAME- TRANSIENT-EVENT MONITOR that covers the i to 30 MeV energy range. This instrument is
able to overcome background problems and provide unprecedented
NSSDC IO- GRO -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM sensitivity and spatial resolution. The scientific objectives
CODE EZ-7 of this experiment are (1) study of intensities, spectra_ and
spatial distribution of localized sources to an intensity of
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) about 1/50 of the Crab Nebular (2) study of the diffuse
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY galactic emission tn the energy range where electromagnetic
ASTRONOMY processes are expected to dominate_ (3) study of the diffuse
HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS cosmic intensity, and (4) study of broadened line emission from
excited nuclei tn the diffuse galactic emission and from
PERSONNEL localized sources, including the sunl using the 1-sq-m NaI
PI - G.J. FISHMAN NASA-MSFC detectors with an energy resolution of about 10% FWHM and an
02 - C,A, MEEGAN NASA-MSFC angular resolution of 2 to 6 deg (FWHM). The instrument weighs
02 - T,A. PARNELL NASA-MSFD 1460 kgt uses 216 WI and has a data rate of 6125 bps,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION **************************** **********************************
The slx-detector array of the translent-event monitor
provides definitive data on (I) the distribution of gamma-ray
burst sizes (log n - log s curve) down to 6E-IB J/sQ cm, (2) SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GIOTTO
the creclse direction of many sources through interplanetary ALTERNATE NAMES-
timing, (3) the general location of numerous additional burst
sources9 and (4} fluctuations and spectral changes on tlme NSSDC 2D- GIOTTO
scales of I millisecond or Less. These data not only impose
constraints upon theories of burst sources and their emission LAUNCH DATE- 07/15/85 WEIGHT- 950. KG
mechanlsmt but may provide identifications with optical or LAUNCH SITE- KOUROU (CENTRE SPATIAL GUYANAIS)_ FRANCE
X-ray objects. The exoerlment also provides GRO wlth a monitor LAUNCH VEHICLE- AR2ANE 3
of the entire unocculted sky for transient events and bursts.
The experiment package consists of 12 AB-cm diameter9 1,27-cm SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
thick Na2(Tt) disks wlth antl-coincldence shields. The energy INTERNATIONAL ESA
range is G0 to GO0 keV In aosroxlmately six channels; the time
resolution is 0.i microsecond. The package weighs 790 kg_ uses PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
157 Wt and has a data rate of 3555 bps. ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC
ORBIT PERIOD- 299,1 DAYS INCLINATION- 1.46 PEG
....... GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY_ KURFESS PERIAPSIS- 0,6994 AU RAP APOAPSIS- 1,0512 AU RAP
INVESTIGATION NAME- SCINTILLATION SPECTROMETER PERSONNEL
PM - D. DALE ESA-ESTEC
NSSDC ID- GRO -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PS - R. RE2NHARD ESAmESTEC
CODE EZ-7
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INVESTIGATION DISC2PLINE(S) This mission iS designed to encounter Halley's comet on
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY March 13t 1986t at a distance of 0.89 AU from the sun and 0.99
ASTRONOMY AU from the earth at an angle of 107 deg from the comet-sun
HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS line. The spacecraft ts based as much as possible on the
ESA-GEOS spacecraft and is spin stabilized with a rate of 15
PERSONNEL rpm. During the Halley encounter_ the sptn axis ts aligned
PI - J.D. KURFESS US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB with the relative vector velocity. The 1,5-m dish antenna,
02 - M. ULMER NORTHWESTERN U operating at X-bandy is inclined and despun In order to point
OI - W.N. JOHNSON US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB at the earth (44 deg with respect to the velocity vector). The
Ol - R,L, KINZER US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB scientific payload of lO experiments weighs 54.4 kg. A camera
OI - G.H. SHARE US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB produces color photographs of the nucleus. Other objectives of
OI - C. DYER ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABL the mission are (1) to determine the elemental and isotopic
Ol - D.D. CLAYTCN RICE U composition of volatile components tn the cometary coma_
particularly parent molecules; (2) to characterize the physical
BRIEF DESCRIPTION and chemical processes that occur in the cometary atmosphere
The instrument is composed of four identical and ionosphere; (3) to determine the elemental and isotopic
hlgh-sensitlvlty scintillation detectors that are independently composition of dust particles; (4) to measure total
mounted on one-axls orientation systems. For most gas-productlon rate and dust flux and slze/mass distribution;
observatlonst two detectors are pointed at the source while the and to derive the dust-to-gas ratio; and (B) to investigate the
other two are offset by 1B deg for simultaneous background macroscopic systems of plasma flows resulting from the
measurements. For time-variable phenomena_ all four detectors cometary-solar wind interaction. The goat ts to come wtthln
can be pointed at the source for maximum sensitivity. Of 500 km of Halley at closest encounter. The spacecraft has a
particular interest are observations of nuclear line radiation dust shield consisting of a front sheet of At i mm thick and a
from supernovae, novae_ neutron stars, accretion onto black 12-mm Kelvar near sheet separatec by 25 cm, which should
hotes_ solar ftares_ and continuum radiation. The detectors wtthstanP impacts of particles up to 0.1 g. The experiments
are optimized tn the 0.1 to 10 MeV range but have additional are switched on 3 h 45 mtn before closest approach= During the
capability for measurements from 10 to 150 MeV. The FOV is g cruise model the spacecraft is controlled by ESOC using the
deg wtth an effective area of 1507 sa cm at 0.51MeV, The ttme 30-m antenna at Wetthetm. For the 4-h encounter_ the 64-m
resolution is B s in normal mode and 4 microseconds in burst antenna at Parkest Australia, is employed.
mode. ALL detectors can be solar oolnted for flare
observations without affecting the other instruments on the ....... GIOTTO9 BALSIGER .......................................
spacecraft. The instrument weighs 1900 kg_ uses 161 Wt and has
a data rate of 6492 bps. INVESTIGATION NAME- 20N MASS SPECTROMETER (2MS)
....... GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY_ SCHONFELDER NSSDC ID- GIOTTO -03 2NVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION NAME- IMAGING COMPTON TELESCOPE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
NSSDC ID- GRO -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PLANETOLOGY
CODE EZ-7/COmOp PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} PERSONNEL
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY P2 - H. BALSIGER U OF BERNE
ASTRONOMY OI - E.G. SHELLEY LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS OI - R.G. JOHNSON LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
Ol - H.S. BRIDGE MASS INST OF TECH
PERSONNEL OI - A.J, LAZARUS MASS INST OF TECH
Pl - V. SCHONFELDER MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS OI - B.E. GOLDSTEIN NASA-JPL
Ol - B.N. SWANENBURG U OF LEIDEN OI - W.T. HUNTRESS NASA-JPL
02 - J,A. LOCKWOOD U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE OI - M.M. NEUGEBAUER NASA-JPL
OI - B.G. TAYLOR ESA-ESTEC OI - R.M. GOLDSTE2N NASA-JPL
Ol - J.A.M.BLEEKER U OF LEIDEN Ol - E. UEGSTRUP DANISH SPACE RES 2NST
Ol - A.J.M.DEERENBERG U OF LEIDEN Ol - H.R. ROSENBAUER MPI-AERONOMY
OI - W. HERMSEN U OF LEIDEN OI - R. SCHWENN MPI-AERONOMY
Ol - W.R. WEBBER U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE Ol - W.-H. IP MPI-AERONOMY
Ol - K. BEKNETT ESA-ESIEC Ol - D,T. YOUNG LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
Ol - R.D. WILLS ESA-ESTEC O2 - R.D. SHARP LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
OI - G. LICHT2 MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS Ol - d. GEISS U OF BERNE
OI - F. BUEHLER U OF BERNE
OI - Re BENSON TEXAS A.M
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... GIOTTC, KELLER .........................................
The objective of the investigation is to measure the ion
composition, energyt and angular distribution in the coma of INVESTIGATION NAME- HALLEY NUCLEUS IMAGING (HMC}
comet Halley. The instrument consists of two sensors: the
High-Energy Range Spectrometer (HERS) spec_allzed for the outer NSSDC IO- GIOTTO -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
coma and the High-Intenslty Spectrometer (HIS} specialized for SCIENCE
the inner coma. The HERS sensor has {1) an electrostatic
mirror for deflecting ions from the spacecraft ram direction INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
into the sensort instead of having the solar wind ions enter; PLANETOLOGY
(2} cylindrical acceleration grids which change the energy of INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
the ions so they can pass through the magnetic analyzer; (3) a
sector magnet that acts as a momentum/charge filter; (4) an PERSONNEL
electrostatic deflection plate that sorts the ions by Pl - H.U. KELLER MPI-AERONOMY
energy/charge; and (5) particle detectors consisting of a OI - R.M. BONNET ESA
two-dimensional mtcrochannel plate (MCP) and OI - C.B. COSMOVICI DFVLR
channeL-etectron-muttlpllers (GEM} for measuring masslcharge OI - W.A. DELAMERE BALL AEROSPACE SYS DIV
and elevation angle. The energy range is from 20 eV up to OI - C. JAMAR INST DtASTROPHYSIQUE
nearly 16 keV, depending on the M/Qt and the mass is determined OI - C. BARBIERI INST DI ASTRONOMIA
in 3 or 4 mass groups (e.g.t 1 to 41 4 to 18, Z6 to 84) wlth a OI - C. ARRIGNY INST OtASTROPHYSI_UE
mass resolution of M/delta M equal about 20. The elevation OI - L.F.B.BIERMANN MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
angler the polar angle relative to the spln axls_ covers 30 deg Ol - G. COLOMBO U OF PADOVA
and is measured In 4 bins, giving a resolution of 7.5 deg. The OI - W.F. HUEBNER LOS ALAMOS SCI LAB
azimuth angle is spln-scanned and has a resolution of 4 deg. OI - O.W. HUGHES U OF SHEFFIELD
The MCP allows the simultaneous measurement of mass and OI - F.L. WHIPPLE HARVARD COLLEGE OBS
elevation angle for 8 given Ion momentum per charge (8 kV). A OI - W.K._.SCHMIOT MPI-AERONOMY
complete scan over mass, energy, and angle takes about 12 st Ol - K. WILHELM MPI-AERONOMY
but other scans can be selected. The HIS sensor Is used to Ol - D. MALAISE INST O'ASTROPHYSIQUE
measure the relatively cold, tow-energy cometary species. Thls OI - S. GAZES CNRS-LPSP
sensor has (i} a set of deflection plates above the spacecraft OI - F. BENVENUTI INST DI ASTRONOHIA
skin; (2) a quadrtsphertcat tens followed by (3) a set of OI - P. SEIGE DPVLR
acceleration grids; (4) a permanent magnet; (5} a second
auadrlspherlcal tenst or analyzer; (6} a block of glass with BRIEF DESCRIPTION
conductive surfaces wlth holes in four directions that serves The Halley Multlcotor Camera (HMC} Is designed to provide
as a particle distributor and an.pllfler; and (7) 16 CEMs to hlgh-resolutlon images of the nucleus and the coma of HalLeyts
detect the emergent particles. HIS measures energies from 300 comet in nine colors and two polarizations. The camera
to 1625 eV over a M/Q of 12 - 65 with a resolution {M/Delta P) operates in a spin scan mode and uses a l-m focal length
of about 20t in an elevation angular range of 27 deg. The Rltchey-Chretlen telescope with an effective F number of 7.6
azimuth angle Is spln-scanned and the time resolution for a set The Instanteous field of view is 1.5 deg with no vlgnetting and
of measurements is about 4 s. The density range covered by the whole sphere can be viewed using rotation of the camera,
HERS is 1.E-3 to 1.E2/cubic cmt while that for HIS is I.E-2 to tilting of the 45-deg deflecting mlrrort and the spacecraft
I.E4. The instrument uses a microprocessor for operation and spin. The entrance collimator is at gO deg with respect to the
control. More details about this instrument can be found in telescope axis of symmetry, which is the axis of rotation for
"The Giotto Mass Spectrometer" by Balslger et aL.t ESA SP-169t the whole system. The tight is deflected by gO deg by a mirror
June 1981. that can be adjusted by about one deg about an axis
perpendicular to the plane of symmetry of the telescope. The
....... GIOTTO_ JOHNSTONE ...................................... sensors are two area charged coupled devices (CCD) and one
Retlcon. The CCDs have two segments each that provides 390 x
INVESTIGATION NAME- COMETARY mLASMA ION MASS AND ENERGY PER 292 plxets while the Retlcon has 2 x 936 plxets. The plxel
CHARGE ANALYZERS size in micrometers is 22.3 x 22.3 for the CCDs and 30 x 375
for the Retlcon. The spectral response of the whole system Is
NSSDC ID- GIOTTO -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM about 350 to 1100 nm and a filter wheel is used to obtain 4
SCIENCE bands simultaneously for color and polarization or 11 broad and
narrow bands alternately. The resolution in observing the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) comet is 11 mlplxel at a slant range of 500 km.
PLANETOLOGY
PARTICLES AND FIELDS ....... GIOTTOt KISSEL .........................................
PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION NAME- DUST IMPACT MASS SPECTROMETER (PIA)
PI - A.D. JOHNSTONE MULLARD SPACE SCI LAB
OI - W.C. FELDMAN LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB NSSDC ID- GIOTTO -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OI - P. CERULLI CNRt SPACE PLASMA LAB SCIENCE
Ol - A. EGIDI CNRt SPACE PLASMA LAB
OI ° M. DOBROWOLNY CNRt SPACE PLASMA LAB INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
OI - H. REME CESR INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
OI - M.K. WALLIS U COLLEGE CARDIFF DUST
OI - J.D. WINNIkGHAM SOUTHWEST RES INST
OI - K. JOCKERS MPI-AERONOMY PERSONNEL
OI - H.R. ROSENBAUER MPI-AERONOMY PI - J. KISSEL MPI-NUCLEAR PHYS
OI - B. WILKEN MPI-AERONOMY OI - Z. SEKANINA NASA-JPL
OI - W. STUDEMANN MPI-AERONOMY OI - N.G. UTTERBACK NASA-JPL
OI - O°A. BRYANT RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB Ol - B.C. CLARK MARTIN-MARIETTA'AEROSP
OI - O.R. LEPINE RUTHERFORDIAPPLTDN LAB OI - H.A. ZOOK NASA-JSC
OI - R° LUEST MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS OI - H° FECHTIG MPI-NUCLEAR PHYS
OI - H.U. SCHMIOT MPI-PHYS ASTROPHYS OI - E. GRUEN MPI-NUCLEAR PHYS
OI - G. PASCHMANN MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS OI - H.J. VOELK MPI-NUCLEAR PHYS
OI - L.F.B.BIERMANN MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS OI - E.K. JESSBERGZR MPI-NUCLEAR PHYS
OI - G. HAERENDEL MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS OI - F.R. KRUEGER MPI-NUCLEAR PHYS
OI - V. FORMISANO ESA-ESTEC OI - J°A.M.MCOONNELL U OF KENT_ CANTERBURY
OI - G.H° SCHWEHM U OF BOCHUM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OI - G.E. MORFILL MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
The objective of thls investigation tS to measure the OI - J. RAHE BAMBERG OBSERVATORY
plasma flow around comet Halley in order to study (1} the mass OI - E.B. IGENBERGS TECH U OF MUNICH
loading of the solar wind by Ions of cometary orlgln_ (2} the OI - K. KORNUNG U AT MUNICH-NEUBIBERG
exlstence_ Locatlon_ and strength of the upstream shock
transition in the solar wind ftowt 13) the position of and BRIEF DESCRIPTION
forces controlling the pressure balance surface between the The objective of this investigation is to determine the
cometary and the solar plasma, (4) the processes that form tall chemical and physical properties of the dust particles released
rays and other discrete visible features In the coma, and (5) by comet Palley. The instrument is a redesign of the one flown
the detection of wave motion induced by the cometary on Heltos-A and -B by Fechttg and colleagues. The chemical
interaction that Leads to the thermattzatton of solar wind and composition and the mass of individual particles are measured.
implanted ions. The instrument employs two sensors. One is a The impact count as a function of the position relative to the
270-deg spherical electrostatic energy analyzer (EEA) with a €omet's nucleus provides the mass distribution and the rate of
mtcrochannel plate detector that measures the three-dlmenstonat production of dust. The measurements should provide (1) the
energy/charge distribution of positive ions from 10 eV to 20 elemental abundance of individual particles, (2) compositional
keV over the polar angle range 20 - 180 deg wtth respect to the distribution around the comet, and (3} determination of
spin axis of the spacecraft. A complete set of measurements ts specific isotopic ratios, such as super 6 Lt/super T Lit super
obtained every sptn period (4 s}. The second sensor consists 10 B/ super 11 Bt or super 12 C/super 13 C. The instrument
of a guadrtsphertcal EEA wtth six time-of-flight analyzers set consists of (1) an adjustable entrance port, (2) a target of
at different polar angles in the range 20 - 160 deg. The atomic mass > 105_ (3) a set of acceleration grtds_ (A) a
three-dimensional energy distribution of five major mass groups two-section time-of-flight drift tube, (5) an ion reflector
of tons up to 44 u over the energy range 0.1 - 70 keV is chamber, and an electron multiplier tube. The particles are
measured in 32 spin periods (128 s). measured by the charge of the impact plasma, the impact Light
ftash_ and mass dispersion through the time-of-flight tube.
Calibration with a ground-based dust accelerator is imperative
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to the interpretation of the data. The Instrument handles an NSSDC IO- GIOTTO -08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
impact rate up to lOO/sl which Is controlled by the variable SCIENCE
entrance port (1-500 sQ mm) under microprocessor control and
covers the oartlcte mass range from 3.E-16 to 5,E-10 g. The INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
mass resolution M/delta M is 200 at 100 u and the dynamic range INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
that can be handled in one mass spectrum Is 1,E3. Additional DUST
detail for this instrument can be found In "The Particulate
Impact Analyzers an Instrument to Analyze Small Particles PERSONNEL
Released by Hatteygs Comet" by J, Klsset ESA SP-IGDt June 1981, Pl - J.A.M,MCDONNELL U OF KENTt CANTERBURY
OI - W.M. ALEXANDER BAYLOR U
....... GIOTTOt KRANKOWSKY ..................................... OI - D.W. HUGHES U OF SHEFFIELD
OI - E.B. IGENBERGS TECH U OF MUNICH
INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER (NMS) OI - R,J,L,GRARD ESA-ESTEC
Oi - D,H. CLARK RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB
NSSDC IO- GIOTTO -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM OI - G.H. SCHWEHM U OF BOCHUM
SCIENCE OI - Z. SEKANINA NASA-JPL
OI - M,S, HANNER NASA-JPL
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) OI -B°A. LINDBLAO LUND OBS
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS OI - E. GRUEN MPI-NUCLEAR PHYS
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES OI - A. MINAPRA U OF BARI
OI - J.C, MANDEVILLE CERT/ONERA
PERSONNEL OI - E, BUSSOLETTI U OF LECCEPI - D. KRANKOWSKY MPI-NUCLEAR PHY$
OI - P. LAMMERZAHL MPI-NUCLEAR PHYS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OI - P.X. EBERHARDT U OF BERNE The investigation uses a system comprised of an array of
Ol - U. HERRMANN U OF BERNE dust impact sensors to answer some of the fundamental questions
Ol - J,J. BERTHELIER CNRS-LGE In cometary sclencet nametyt the measure of the particulate
OI - J,M ILLIANO CNRS-CRPE mass efftux from a comets Its mass dlstrlbutlont and the
OI - J,H. HOFFMAN U OF TEXAS_ DALLAS particulate graln density. Using the entire surface of the
OI - R,R° HODGES U OF TEXAS_ DALLAS meteoroid shield of the spacecraft system_ the array of sensors
OI - H.U. KELLER MPI-AERONOMY iS able to detect masses over the range 1,E-17 to 1.E-5 g_ and
OI - M. FESTOU CNRG-SA perhaps even Larger. The upper tlmlt Is dependent on the
maximum mass of The particulate matter intercepted by the probe
BRIEF DESCRIPTION during the fly-by, This mass range encompasses almost all the
The objective of the investigation is to identify the non-volatile comet nucleus component_ currently believed to
chemical nature of the neutral gas molecules and tonic species comprise 50% of the comet mass. The range also encompasses
in the coma of comet HatLeyt and to measure their chemical and about 901 of the mass and scattering area distributions of the
tsotoptc abundances and their velocity distributions. The zodiacal cloud° The instrumentation ts comprised of (1) an
instrument conststs of two sensors: (1) the M-analyzer that impact plasma micro-perforation and sensing array which
wilt provide direct mass analysis in the range 1-36 u9 and (2) determines the masst penetration propertfest density and
the E-analyzer that will provide energy analysis in the range ionization of the impacting particles in the range 1.E-17 to
from about 25 eV up to 2.1 keVt corresponding to ktnettc 1°E-10 gl (2) a penetration-Initiated capacitor discharge array
energies of coma particles wlth masses oetween I u and 86 ut at for determining the impacting flux above a precisely defined
the relative probe velocity of 68.7 km/s° The energy analyzer threshold of 1.E-g gl and (3) a meteoroid shtetd array
is a parallel plate electrostatic deflector using an extended incorporating three transducers on the front shield and one on
focal plane detector to cover the entire range in two or three the rear shield. The Latter array determines the impact
measurements, The mass analyzer is a parallel plate deflector position and momentum exchange of the entire probe from the
followed by a magneti this configuration provides double mass range 1,E-10 to 1.E-3 gt or Larger. The techniques have
focustngl t.e,t suprathermaL species having different energies been selected with a special regard for the Halley comet
resulting from their motions in the co_et frame of reference environment and the anticipated high flux rates based on
wilt stilt be focused. The detectors are mtcrochanneL plates experience from previous missions, The comparison of different
followed by an array of charge-sensitive anodes, Both detection techniques and correlation of Independent sensor
analyzers cycle between a neutral mode when gas molecules are outputs has guided the design° Reliability of event detection
ionized by electrons bombarding them In a fly-through type in the unexplored environment of the comet is high and the
sourcel and an ion mode measuring ambient cometary ions° At Limiting accuracy of the measurements is believed to be better
greater distance from the nucleus (until 1 hour before closest than 20% over a dynamic range of 1.E+14. A microprocessor ts
encounter) the experiment provides ion composition and used to monitor each sensor status and to process each event as
directional analysts9 by apotytng variable deflecting voltages well as the cumulative data_ which represents the total event
in front of the analyzers° During the close encounters amplitude distribution from each sensor,
emphasis is on the neutral gas investigation which includes Low
ionization energies for the dlscrlmlnatlon of fragmentation ....... GIOTTOt MCKENNA-LAWLOR .................................
effects. Repetltlon periods are In the order of 3 seconds
which gives a spatial resolution of about 200 km, INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLES ONSET ADMONITOR
(EPONA)
....... GIOTTOt LEVASSEUR-REGOURD ..............................
NSSDC ID- GIOTTO -10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION NAME- HALLEY OPTICAL PROBE (HOPE) SCIENCE
NSSOC IO- GIOTTO -09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
SCIENCE INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS PERSONNEL
PI " S,M,P.MCKENNA-LAWLOR ST PATRICKBS COLLEGE
PERSONNEL OI - E. KIRSCH MPI-AERONOMY
PI - A.C. LEVASSEUR-REGOURD CNRS-SA OI - A, THOMPSON DUBLIN INST AOV STUDY
OI - J,L. WEINBERG U OF FLORIDA OI - D, OISULLIVAN DUBLIN INST ADV STUDY
OI - P° LAMY CNRS-LAS OI - D,B, MELROSE U OF SYDNEY
OI m K.P. WENZEL ESA-ESTEC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The optical probe technique is employed tn this BRIEF DESCRIPTION
investigation to determiner uneauivocattyt changes tn the The purpose of thts Investigation is to studyt at high
densities of emtsstve gases (OHt C sub 29 CNt CO super *_ and spatial and temporal resolutions the energetic charged
CS) and scattering dusty as welt as to measure the optical particles in the environment of Comet Halley (e°g. those
properties of Ousts in the coma of HaLkeyts comet. The produced by acceleration at Hatteyts bow shock and/or in Its
instrument contains no moving parts and performs tail)° Observations of energetic particles and their angular
photopotartmetrtc measurements parallel to the dtrectfon of dtstrtbuttonst taken in conjunction with onboard magnettc
mottor through the coma. The choice of wavelengths is the measurements_ can determine whether the magnetic field Lines in
following: 368t q44t BTSl and 718 nm for dust_ and 3071 3BTt the cometary tail are open or closed, Encounter data can be
4629 and 514 nm for gases. The rapid motion of the spacecraft used to provide the background corrections for those devices on
allows Line-of-sight measurements to be differenced so that the other Giotto experiments which are sensitive to energetic
resulting brtghtnesses and polarizations refer to the small particle radiation, The instrument employs both active and
volume of space of about 140 km Length centered at the moving passive shielding of surface barrier detectors along with dE/dx
probe, vs E circuitry to measure: electrons above about 15 keVt
protons above about 20 keV! and particles with Z) or = 2 above
....... GIOTTOt MCDONNELL...................................... 2,1 MeV with eight separate energy channels, Two identical
particle telescopes are used at each of the two viewing angles
INVESTIGATION NAME- OUST IMPACT DETECTOR (DID) except that one at each angle has an additional foil over its
aperture for the purpose Of separating tow-energy protons from
Low-energy protons, The telescopes are pointed at A5 and 137
deg with respect to the spacecraft spin axts and provide some
measure of the angular distribution, The instrument can
operate in two modes9 namely (a) tn a real time mode and (b) in
a cruise or storage mode, During the real time mode a 0.5-s
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time resotutton ts avaiLabLe tn the 8 energy channels tn each NSSDC IO- GMS-3
of 16 angular sectors. In the storage mode 48-m averaged solar
particle fLUX measurements wtth quadrtsectored information from LAUNCH DATE- 03100/84 WEIGHT- KG
selected energy channels yield data concerning solar partlcte LAUNCH SITE- TANEGASMIMAt JAPAN
propagation In the corona and in interplanetary space. LAUNCH VEHICLE- N-2
....... GIOTTO_ NEUBAUER ....................................... SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
JAPAN NASDA
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETOMETER (HAG)
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
NSSDC IO- GIOTTO -OT INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
SCIENCE ORBIT PERIOD- iQ40, MIN INCLINATION- O, PEG
PERIAPSIS- 36000. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 36000° KM ALT
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{S)
PLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD PERSONNEL
PARTICLES AND FIELDS PM - Y, ICHIKAWA NASOA
PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PI - F.M, NEUBAUER U OF COLOGNE The Geostationary Meteorological Satellites (GMS) are
OI - N,F, NESS NASA-GSFC Japan's contribution to the Internatlonat GLobal Atmospheric
OI - L.F, BURLAGA NASA-GSFC Research Program (GARP), The spacecraft is roughly cytlndrlcaL
OI - M,H, ACUNA NASA-GSFC with a height of 345 cm and a dlameter of 216 Cmo The
OI - F. MARIAkl U OF ROME cylindrical surface is covered wlth solar cells which provide
OI - H,U, SCHMIOT MPI-PHYS ASTROPHYS 225 W, The sateLtlte Is spln-stablLized with a despun
OI - E. UNGSTRUP DANISH SPACE RES INST earth-polntfng antenna. The satellite Is positioned near 140
OI - M.K. WALLIS U COLLEGE CARDIFF deg E and is designed to operate for 5 years. This is a
Ol - G. FUSMANN BRAUNSCHWEIG TECH U follow-on GMS type spacecraft Launched and controlled by NASDA
of Japan.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this investigation ts to study the ....... GMS-3, JMA STAFF ..................
interplanetary and induced cometary magnetic fields before and
during the encounter with comet Halley. The Instrument INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE AND INFRARED SPIN-SPAN
consists of a main trtaxtat fkuxgate magnetometer system RADIOMETER (VISSR)
mounted on top of a tripod on the spacecraft. In a 12-btt
analog-to-digital conversion the dynamical ranges are plus and NSSDC ID- GMS-3 -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
minus 16_ 64t 25G. 1024. 4096. 16384t and 65536 nT with APPLICATIONS SATELLITE
automatic range switching. An inner btaxtat magnetometer
system Is used for correcting the spacecraft magnetic field. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
During the encounter the sampling rate will be approximately 28 METEOROLOGY
vectors per second_ while the spacecraft spin rate is 15 rpm.
PERSONNEL
....... GIOTTO9 REME ........................................... Pl - JMA STAFF JAPANESE METEORDL AGCY
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRON ESA AND POSITIVE ION CLUSTER BRIEF DESCRIPTION
COMPOSITION ANALYZER (RPA) The Visible and Infrared Spln-Scan Radiometer (VISSR) is
slmILae to VISSR experiments on other GARP (GLobal Atmospheric
NSSDC TO- GIOTTO -OG INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM Research Program) satellites such as GOES 1 and GMS. It makes
SCIENCE both night IR (10.5 to 12.5 micrometers) and day IR
measurements_ plus visible (0.5 to 0.75 micrometer) photometric
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) observations of the subsatelllte area at 30-mln intervals. The
PLANETOLOGY visible channel has a resolution of about 1,25 kmt and the IR
PARTICLES AND FIELDS channel has a resolution of about 5 km at nadir. ReaL-tlme
transmission is available to the data acquisition station in
PERSONNEL Japan. wlth additional data transmission to other
PI - H. REME CESR meteorological users as needed.
OI - C. OtUSTON CESR
OI - F. COTIN CESR ....... GMS-3. JMA STAFF .........
OI - J.A, SAUVAUO CESR
OI - D,A. MENDIS U OF CALIF, SAN DIEGO INVESTIGATION NAME- WEATHER COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY
Ol - R.P. LIN U OF CALIF. BERKELEY
OI - A. WEKHOF U OF CALIF. BERKELEY NSSDC IO- GMS-3 -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OI - K.A, ANDERSON U OF CALIF. BERKELEY APPLICATIONS SATELLITE
OI - C.W. CARLSON U OF CALIF9 BERKELEY
OI - A, KORTH MPI-AERONOMY INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
OI - A,K. RICHTER KPI-AERONOMY METEOROLOGY
OI - A.D. JOHNSTONE MULLARO SPACE SOl LAB
PERSONNEL
BRIEF OESCRIPTION PI - JMA STAFF JAPANESE METEOROL AGCY
The purpose of the investigation is to measure and study
the three-dimensional distributions of electrons and tons, as BRIEF DESCRIPTION
welt as the ion composition, tn the vicinity of Halley's comet. The GMS 3 includes a communications facility. The
These studies wtLL help to determine: (1) the nature of the objectives of this equipment are (1) to collect and relay
comet tatL and the solar wind interaction wtth the comet; (2) weather observations from remote stations, including buoys.
the chemical and physical nature of the cometary atmosphere and ships, and unmanned stations, and (2) to transmit weather
ionosphere; and (3) the shemtcat and physical structure of the information and analyses from the central weather facility to
cometary nucleus. The instrument consists of two major untts_ other weather stations.
a symmetric auadrtsphertcaL electrostatic analyzer (ESSA) for
electrons and a positive ion composition analyzer (PICCA). ....... GMS-3t KOHNO...........................................
ESSA covers the energy range 10 eV - 30 key with a resolution
of 0.1 and has a field of view (FOV) of 3&O deg x 4 deg. It is INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR (SEM)
constructed of two concentric hemispheres wtth a circular
openlngt a circular top cap which determines the entrance NSSOC IO- GMS-3 -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
aperture0 and 16 channeL-eLectron-muLtlpLfers (CEM) for APPLICATIONS SATELLITE
detectors. The energy range Is swept every 0.25 s and the spin
rate is about 4 s. PICCA consists of an electrostatic INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
deflection plate above the spacecraft sktnt a hemispherical PARTICLES AND FIELDS
ESAt electrostatic optics, and a fast-counting CEM. The mass
range measured is 10 - 233 u with a delta M of < 1. The FOV is PERSONNEL
3 dee x 3 dee and the device has a dynamic range in density PI - T. KOHNO INST PHYS . CHEM RES
from I=[-3 to leE!/cubtc cm. More details can be found tn "The
Copernicus Experiment to Measure Three-DimensionaL ELectron BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Distribution and the Composition of Thermal Positive Ions The Space Environment Monitor (SEM) experiment observes
IncLuding Water CLusters near Comet HaLLey" by Reme et at., tn the tn-sttu charged particle environment. SoLar protons (1 to
ESA SP-1Bgl June 1981, 500 MeV)t alpha particles (8 to 390 MeV)_ and solar electrons
(greater than 2 MeV) are discriminated, and their respective
**************************** ********************************** energies are monitored by means of a number of solid-state
detectors.
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GMS-3
ALTERNATE NAMES- HIMAWARI-3
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**************************** SDES-G**************************** PERSONNEL
PI - H. LEINBACH NOAA-ERL
PI - H,H. SAUER NOAA-ERL
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GOES-G
ALTERNATE NAMES- BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The X-ray monitor consists of ton chamber detectors. The
NSSDC ID- GOES-G ranges and minimum useful threshold sensitivities are 0,5 to 3
At 1.0E-13 d per sq cm per s and i to B At 1.0E-12 J per sq cm
LAUNCH DATE m 05100186 WEIGHT- 660, KG per s wlth a dynamic range of I.Ei.
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL9 UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA ....... GOES-Gt LEINBACH .......................................
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR
UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA NSSDC IO- GOES-G -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS CODE EE-B/OPER, ENVIRON. MONITOR
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ORBIT PERIOD- 1440. MIN INCLINATION- 0.1 DEG PARTICLES AND FIELDS
PERIAPSIS- 35788, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 35788, KM ALT
PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL PI - H. LEINBACH NOAA-ERL
MG - J,R. GREAVES NASA HEADQUARTERS Pl - H,H. $AUER NOAA-ERL
PM - G.W. LONGANECKER NASA-GSFC
PS - W,E. SHENK NASA-GS;C BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The magnetometer has a range of plus or minus 400 nT
BRIEF DESCRIPTION (without saturation) and a resolution of 0.1 nT over a range of
GOES-G ts the seventh in a series of NASA-devetopedt plus or minus 50 nT,
NOAA-operated spacecraft. The sotn-stabtlized_
earth-synchronous spacecraft carries (1) a visible infrared ....... GOES-Gt NESS STAFF .....................................
spin scan radiometer (VISSR) atmospheric sounder (VAS) to
provide hlgh-quattty day/night cLoudcover dalai to take INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
radiance temperatures of the earth/atmosphere systemt and to ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDER (VAS)
determine atmospheric temperature and water content at various
Levels9 (2) a meteorological data collection system to relay NSSDC ID- GOES-G -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
processed data from central weather facilities to regional CODE EE-B/OPERATIONAL WEATHER 03
stations equipped wlth small automatic picture transmission
(APT) and to collect and retransmlt data from remotely Located INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
earth-based ptatformsl and (3) a space environment monitor METEOROLOGY
(SEM) system to measure protont electron_ and solar X-ray
fluxes and magnetic fields. The cylindrically shaped PERSONNEL
spacecraft measures 190,5 cm in diameter and 230 cm in tengtht PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
exclusive of a magnetometer that extends an additional 83 cm OI - W,E. SHENK NASA-GSFC
beyond the cylindrical shell. The primary structural members
are a honeycombed equipment shelf and a thrust tube. The VISSR BRIEF DESCRIPTION
telescope IS mounted on the equipment shelf and views the earth The Visible Infrared Spln-Scan Radiometer Atmospheric
through a special aperture in the side of the spacecraft, A Sounder (VAS) operates in three distinct modes to provide
support' structure extends radially from the thrust tube and is parameter flexlbillty_ spectral band setectlon_ geographic
affixed to the solar panelst which form the outer wall of the tocatlont and slgnal-to-nolse ratio. The VISSR mode is the
spacecraft to provide the primary source of electrical power, same as the VISSR system on board GOES It 2_ 3. Both the IR
Located in the annulus-shaped space between the thrust tube and channel (10.5 to 12,5 micrometers) and visible channel (O.5B to
the solar panels are stattonkeeping and dynamics control 0,75 micrometers) use common optics, Incoming radiation is
equipmentt battertest and most of the SEM equipment, Proper collected by a Ritchey-Chretten optical system. One
spacecraft attltude and sptn rate (approximately 100 rpm) are west-to-east raster line ts formed for each revolution of the
maintained by two separate sets of Jet thrusters mounted around spacecraft, A 20-dog north-to-south frame results from a total
the spacecraft equator and activated by ground command, The of 1821 steps of the scan mtrrort one 0.192-mr step for each
spacecraft uses both UHF-band and S-band frequencies tn its spacecraft revolution, A full picture takes 18,2 min to
telemetry and command subsystem, A low-Power VHF transponder complete and 2 mtn to reset for the next image. Eight
provides telemetry and command during Launch and then serves as visible-spectrum detectors (0.9 km horizontal resolution) and
a backup for the primary subsystem once the spacecraft attains one mercury-cadmium-tetluride IR detector (6.9 km horizontal
synchronous orbit, resolution) sweep the earth durtng each scan. The
dwetl-soundlng mode uses up to 12 spectral filters in a wheel
....... GOES-Gt LEINBACH ....................................... covering the range 678.7 per cm (I#.74 micrometers) through
2535 per cm (3.94 micrometers) positioned into the optical
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR train white the scanner ts dwelling on a single N-to-S scan
Line. The ftLter wheel is programmed so that each spectral
NSSDC 10- GOES-G -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM band filter dwells on a single scan llne for from O to 255
CODE EE-8/OPER. ENVIRON, MONITOR spacecraft spins. Either the 6.9-km or 13.8-km-resolutlon
detectors can be selected for the seven fitter positions
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) operating in the spectral region 701.6 per cm (14,25
PARTICLES AND FIELDS micrometers) through Z487 per cm (6.725 micrometers). For the
remaining five spectral bandst the 13.8-km-resolutlon detectors
PERSOKNEL are used, Setectabte frame stzet position and scan direction
PI - H, LEINBACH NOAA-ERL are also programmable vta ground command, For the VAS
PI - H.H. SAUER NOAA-ERL demonstrattont lO-btt reduced resolution (3.5 km) visible data
are provided for imaging, In some of the spectral reglons_
BRIEF DESCRIPTION muttlple-Line cata are required to enhance the slgnat-to-nofse
The energetic particle monitor consists of three detector ratio. Typtcatlyt 167 satellite spins at the same N-to-S scan
assembliest each covering limited regions of the overall energy line position are required to obtain the desired sounding data,
spectrum. The first two detector assemblies monitor protons in This number of spins per ltne can provide the soundings a 30- x
seven energy ranges between 0.8 and BOO MeVw and alpha 30-km resolution and require approximately 1.9 minutes on the
particles in slx ranges from 4 to >_00 MeV. There is also one average, The muttispectrat imaging (MSI) mode can provide
channel for the measurement of electrons In the )=500 keV normal VISSR IR imaging plus data in any two selected spectral
range, The third detector9 the high energy proton and alpha bands having a spatial resolution of 13.8 km. Thls mode of
detector (HEPAD)t monitors protons tn four energy ranges above operation takes advantage of the small
370 MeV and alpha particles in two energy ranges above 6_0 mercury-cadmlum-tetlurlde detector offset in the N-to-S plane.
MeVlnucteon. Using the data from these detectors simultaneously produces a
complete infrared map when they are operated every other scan
....... GOES-G9 LEINBACH ....................................... llne. Thls allows using the larger detectors during half of
the imaging/scanning sequence period to obtain additional
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR spectral information. Unlimited N-to-S frame slze and position
selection0 within the maximum N-to-S FOV scan dtrecttont can be
NSSDC ID- GOES-G -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM selected. Visible data are not available In thls mode. The
CODE EE-B/OPER. ENVIRON. MONITOR VISSR output ts digitized and transmitted to the NOAA Command
and Data Acquisition Statlon_ Wallops Istandt Va, There the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) signal is fed Into a "line stretchert" where It Is stored and
SOLAR PHYSICS tlme-stretched. The processed data are immediately transmitted
back to the satellite at reduced bandwidth for rebroadcast to
APT user stations and regional forecast centers, The VISSR
data are handled by NOAA and eventually sent to the Satellite
Data Services Dtvtstont National Climatic Centert Washtngtont
D.C,_ for archtvtng. Data from the VAS MSI mode and the dwell
sounding mode are not "stretched".
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....... GOES-Gt NESS STAFF ..................................... NSSDC IO- GOES-H -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8/OPER, ENVIRON. MONITOR
INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
NSSDC ID- GOES-G -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PARTICLES AND FIELDS
CODE EE-B/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PI - H. LEINBACH NOAA-ERL
METEOROLOGY Pl - H.H, SAVER NOAA-ERL
PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS The energetic particle monitor consists of three detector
assembllesl each covering limited regions of the overall energy
BRIEF DESCRIPTION spectrum. The first two detector assemblies monitor protons in
The meteorological data collection system is an seven energy ranges between 0,8 and 500 MeVt and alpha
experimental communications and data handling system designed particles in slx ranges from _ to )400 MeV. There is also one
to recelve and process meteorological data collected from channel for the measurement of electrons in the >=BOO keV
remotely located earth-based data collection (observation) range. The third detectorl the high energy proton and alpha
platforms (DCP). The collected data are retransmltted from the detector (HEPAD)t monitors protons in four energy ranges above
satellite to smaltl ground-basedt regional data utilization 370 MeV and alpha particles in two energy ranges above 640
centers, Data from up to 10tO00 DCP stations can be handled by MeV/nucteon,
the system. The system also allows for the retransmtsston of
narrow-band (WEFAX-type) data from centralized weather ....... GOES-HI LEINBACH .......................................
facilities to small ground-based APT receiving stations. This
communications system operates on S-band frequencies. The INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR
minimum data coLlectlon system for one small meteorological
satellite consists of approximately 3500 DCP stations to be NSSDC IO- GOES-H -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
contacted In a 6-h period, The total amount of data collected CODE EE-8/OPER. ENVIRON, MONITOR
during the 6-h period is between 3BOk and 600k bltst depending
on the coding techniques. Data received from individual INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
stations vary fror 50 to 3000 bttst depending on the type and SOLAR PHYSICS
variety of sensors used at an individual OCP station,
PERSONNEL
**************************** GOES-H**************************** PI - P. LEINBACH NOAA-ERL
PI - H,H, SAVER NOAA-ERL
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GOES-H BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ALTERNATE NAMES- The X-ray monitor consists of ion chamber detectors. The
ranges and minimum useful threshold sensitivities are 0.5 to 3
NSSDC ID- GOES-H At 1.0E-13 J per sq cm per s and 1 to 8 AT 1,0E-12 J per so cm
per s with a oynamlc range of I.Ei.
LAUNCH DATE- 08100186 WEIGHT- 660. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALI UNITED STATES ....... GOES-HI LEINBACH .......................................
LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS NSSDC ID- GOES-H -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA CODE EE-8/OPER, ENVIRON. MONITOR
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC PARTICLES AND FIELDS
ORBIT PERIOD- 1440, MIN INCLINATION- 0.1 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 35788. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 35788. KM ALT PERSONNEL
PI - H. LEINBACH NOAA-ERL
PERSONNEL PI - _.H. SAUER NOAA-ERL
MG - J.R. GREAyES NASA HEADQUARTERS
PM m G.W, LONGANECKER NASA-GSFC BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PS - W,E. SHENK NASA-GSFC The magnetometer has a range of plus or minus 400 nT
(without saturation} and a resolution of D,I nT over a range of
BRIEF DESCRIPTION plus or minus 50 nT.
GOES-H iS the eighth in a series of NASA-developedl
NOAA-cperated spacecraft. The spin-stabttizedl ....... GOES-H! NESS STAFF ......
earth-synchronous spacecraft carries (1) a visible infrared
spin scan radiometer (VISSR) atmospheric sounder (VAS) to INVESTIGATION NAME- VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER
provide hlgh-guatlty day/nlght cLoudcover datal to take ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDER (VAS)
radiance temperatures of the earth/atmosphere systemt anD to
determine atmospheric temperature and water content at various NSSDC ID- GOES-H -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
LeveLst (2) a meteorological data collection system to relay CODE EE-B/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB
processed data from central weather facilities to regional
stations equipped with small automatic picture transmission INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
(APT) and to collect and retransmlt data from remotely located METEOROLOGY
earth-based ptatformsl and 13) a space environment monitor
(SEN) system to measure protont etectronI and solar X-ray PERSONNEL
fluxes and magnetic fields. The cylindrically shaped PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
spacecraft measures 190,5 cm in diameter and 230 cm in lengthy OI - W.E, SHENK NASA-GSFC
exclusive of a magnetometer that extends an additional 83 cm
beyond the cylindrical shell, The primary structural members BRIEF DESCRIPTION
are a honeycombed equipment shelf and a thrust tube. The VISSR The Visible Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer Atmospheric
telescope is mounted on the equipment shelf and views the earth Sounder (VAS] operates in three distinct modes to provide
through a special aperture in the side of the spacecraft, A parameter ftexlbItltyt spectral band setectlonl geographic
support structure extends radially from the thrust tube and is locatlonl and slgnal-to-nolse ratio. The VISSR mode is the
affixed to the solar panelsl which form the outer wall of the same as the VISSR system on board GOES it 21 3. Both the IR
spacecraft to provlde the primary source of electrical power, channel (10.5 to 12,5 micrometers) and visible channel (0,55 to
Located In the annulus-shaped spa ce between t he thrust tube and 0.75 micrometers) use common optics, Incoming radiation is
the solar panels are statlonkeeplng and dynamics control collected by a Ritchey-Chretlen optical system. One
eoulpmentl batterlesl and most of the SEN equipment. Proper west-to-east raster Line Is formed for each revolution of the
spacecraft attitude and spin rate (approximately I00 rpm) are spacecraft, A 20-dog north-to-south frame results from a total
maintained by two separate sets of Jet thrusters mounted around of 1821 steps of the scan mtrrort one 0.192-mr step for each
the spacecraft equator and activated by ground command. The spacecraft revolution. A full picture takes 18.2 mtn to
spacecraft uses both UHF-band and S-band frequencies in its complete and 2 mtn to reset for the next image, Eight
telemetry and command subsystem. A Low-power VHF transponder vtsibLe-spectru_ detectors (0.9 km horizontal resolution) end
provides telemetry and command during launch and then serves as one mercury-cacmtum-teLlurtde IR detector (6.9 km horizontal
a backup for the primary subsystem once the spacecraft attains resolution) sweep the earth during each scan. The
synchronous orbit, dwell-sounding mode uses up to 12 spectral ftLters tn a wheel
covering the range 678.7 per cm (14.74 micrometers) through
....... GOES-HI LEINBACH ....................................... 2535 per cm (3,94 micrometers) positioned into the optical
train while the scanner is dwelling on a single N-to-S scan
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR Line. The filter wheel is programmed so that each spectral
band filter dwells on a single scan Line for from 0 to 255
spacecraft spins, Either the 6.9-km or 13.8-km-resoLutton
detectors can be selected for the seven filter positions
operating in the spectral region 701.6 per )cm (14.25mic ometers) through 1487 per cm (6.725 micrometers • For the
remaining five spectral bands_ the 13.8-km-resolution detectors
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are used, SeLectabLe frame slzet position and scan direction spacecraft-to-spacecraft velocity measurement system, The
are also programmable via ground command. For the VAS precise orbital position is measured using the ground-based
demonstratlon_ lO-blt reduced resolution (3.5 km) visible data Doppler tracking stations operated by the Defense Mapping
are provided for imaging, In some of the spectral reglons_ Agency (CMA), The two spacecraft are alike with respect to the
multlple-Line data are required to enhance the slgnaL-to-nolse gravity field detection system_ but thls particular spacecraftt
ratio. TyplcaLLyl 1&7 satellite spins at the same N-to-S scan AI_ also carries scalar and vector magnetometersl wlth four
Llne position are required to obtain the desired sounding data, star cameras to provide accurate orientation information for
This number of spins per Line can provide the soundings a 30- x the vector magnetometer. Command9 telemetryt and tracking use
30-km resolution and require approximately 1.g minutes on the the TORSS Single Access (SA) Link, In order to operate wlth
average, The muLtlspectrat imaging (MSI] mode can provide the TDRSS9 the conformat array antennas are In two parts to
normal VISSR IR imaging plus data in any two selected spectral allow communications whether approaching or receding from a
bands having a spatial resolution of 13.8 km. This mode of particular TDRS. Redundant data storage devices are used to
operation takes advantage of the small record the data during the TORSS Zone of Exclusion (ZOE)t
mercury-cadmtum-tetLurtde detector offset in the N-to-S plane, during swttchover from one TDRS to the othert and at other
Using the data from these detectors simultaneously produces a times as required, Recorder playback at a rate of 34 kbps for
complete infrared map when they are operated every other scan 12 minutes ts required for one orbit of data, The disturbance
Line. This allows ustng the Larger detectors during half of compensation system contains a 14-cm diameter ball housed in a
the tmaglng/scanntng sequence period to obtain additional 16-cm diameter spherical cavity in which the position of the
spectral information. Unlimited N-to-S frame size and position ball is electrically sensed, When in orbttt the ball responds
setecttont within the maximum N-to-S FOV scan dtrectton_ can be only to the gravity fields as the spacecraft shields the ball
selected, Visible oata are not available in this mode, The from all other forces, When the position of the balk tn the
VISSR output is digitized and transmitted to the NOAA Command cavity changest the sensor commands the propulsion system to
and Data Acquisition Gtatlon_ Wallops Istamdt Va. There the "fly" the spacecraft to re-center the ball tn the cavity, The
signal is fed into a "Line stretchert" where it is stored and propulsion system ts able to move the spacecraft linearly and
time-stretched, Processed data are immediately transmitted angularly wtth stx degrees of freedomt so that the ball remains
back to the satellite at reduced bandwidth for rebroadcast to at the center of the cavity. Since the ball ts attracted by
APT user stations and regional forecast centers. The VISSR the mass of the spacecraft and the propulsion fuet_ the fuel
data are handled by NOAA and eventually sent to the Satellite must be balanced between the front and rear tanks'to null out
Data Services Divtston_ National Climatic Center_ Washtngtont the gravity fields generated by the mass of fuel in each tank.
O,C,t for archtvtng. Data from the VAS MSI mode and the dwell NASA standard reaction wheels are used to provide the torque to
sounding mode are not "stretched", control the spacecraft, An onboerd computer provides for
autonomous control of the spacecraft9 independent of ground
....... GOES-H_ NESS STAFF ................ command control, To eliminate perturbations that could be
induced by rotating solar panetst the panels are rigidly
INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM attached. The solar array can support an orbital average Load
of 400 W. The structure of the spacecraft consists of an axial
NSSDC ID- GOES-H -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM cruciform aLuminum basic frame which supports all of the
CODE EE-8/OPERATIONAL WEATHER CB subsystems, Strong rings at each end support the 1-m diaeeter
propellant tanks, The outer monocoque shell is a secondary
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S] structural element and serves primarily to support the thermal
METEOROLOGY heat pipes and the solar array mounted on the upper half of the
cylindrical surface. A 4-m boom separates the magnetometers
PERSONNEL from the main body of the spacecraft. Because Of the need for
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS stability of the thermal rate of change of spacecraft
dtmenstomst the thermal design concept uses the lower half of
BRIEF DESCRIPTIOn the spacecraft as a radiator for internal power and isolates
The meteorological data collection system is an the upper body and solar array from the lower body and from
experimental communications and data handling system designed each other. Heat pipes are used to distribute heat uniformly
to receive and process meteorological data collected from over the spacecraft. Expected mission Lifetime is 7 months_
remotely Located earth-based data collection (observation) with G months of scientific data.
platforms (DCP). The collected data are rmtransmttted from the
satellite to smaLt_ ground-basedt regional data utilization ....... GRM-Ale ACUNA..........................................
centers. Data from up to lOtO00 DCP stations can be handled by
the system. The system also aLLows for the retransmlssJon of INVESTIGATION NAME- VECTOR MAGNETOMETER
narrow-band (WEFAX-tyDe) data from centralized weather
facilities to small ground-based APT receiving st ations. Thls NSSOC ID- GRM-A1 -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
communications system operats on S-band frequencies. The CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS
minimum data collection system for One small meteorological
satellite consists of approximately 3500 DCP stations to be INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
contacted in a 6-h period. The total amount of data collected GEODYNAMICS
during the 6-h period ts between 350k and 600k bttst depending PARTICLES AND FIELDS
on the coding techniques, Data received from individual
stations vary from SO to 3000 bttst depending on the type and PERSONNEL
variety of sensors used at an individual CCP station, PI - M,H. ACUNA NASA-GSFC
**************************** GRM-AI*=**-*********************** BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The vector magnetometer ts a trtaxtaL fluxgate instrument
similar to that flown on Magsat (79-094A-02). This
SPACECRAFT COMMONNAME- GRM-A1 magnetometer has a dynamic range Of positive and negative 2000
ALTERNATE NAMES- GEOPOTENTIAL RES MISS-A1 nT andt with the use of offset generatorst provides a total
operational range of 649000 nT, The accuracy ts 3 nTt with a
NSSDC ID- GRM-A1 resolution of 0,5 nT, Both the scalar and vector magnetometers
are mounted on the same 4-m boom extending from the end of the
LAUNCH DATE- 1990 WEIGHT- 2BOO, KG spacecraft,
LAUNCH SITE- VANOENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE ....... GRM-Alt FARTHING .......................................
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY INVESTIGATION NAME- SCALAR MAGNETOMETER
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
NSSOC ID- GRM-A1 -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS CODE EE-St APPLICATIONS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
ORBIT PERIOD- BB. MIN INCLINATION- 90. DEG INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PERIAPSIS- 160. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 160, KM ALT GEODYNAMICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
PERSONNEL
MS - T, FLYNN PERSONNEL
MG - J,P* MURPHY NASA HEADQUARTERS Pl - W=H. FARTHING NASA-GSFC
PS - D.E. SMITH NASA-GSFC
PS - R,A. LANGEL NASA-GSFC BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The scalar magnetometer ts a cesium vapor instrument
BRIEF DESCRIPTION similar to that flown on Magsat (79-094A-01). This
The GeopotenttaL Research Mission fORM) consists of a magnetometer determines the absolute value of the magnetic
pair of spacecraft In identical polar orbits at 160 km field to an accuracy of 1 nT. Both the scalar andvector
altttude_ but with a nominal 300-km separation from each other, magnetometers are mounted on the same 4-m boom extending from
The objective of the GRM is to determine the earthts gravity the end of the spacecraft,
and magnetic fields in order to provide accurate mathematical
models for studies of the structure_ composition and movement
of the solid earth and oceans; resource exploration; orbit
determination; and navigation. The spacecraft are flown in a
"drag-free" orbit obtained by providing thrust to counter the
atmospheric drag forces. A disturbance compensation system
senses the drag forces and actuates the thrusters. Accurate
measurement of the gravity field is obtatned by the sensitive
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....... GRM-AIt SMITH .......................................... control the spacecraft, An onboard computer provides for
autonomous control of the spacmcraftt independent of ground
INVESTIGATION NAME- SST (S/C-TO-S/C TRACKING) command control. To ellmlnate perturbations that could be
induced by rotating solar panels_ the panels arm rigidly
NSSOC ID- GRM-AI -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM attached. The solar array can support an orbital average load
CODE EE-BI APPLICATIONS of 400 W, The structure of the spacecraft consists of an axial
cruciform aluminum basic frame which supports all of the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) subsystems, Strong rings at each end support the %-m diameter
GEODYNAMICS propellant tanks, The outer monocoQue shell is a secondary
structural element and serves primarily to support the thermal
PERSONNEL heat pipes and the solar array mounted on the upper half of the
Pl - D.E. SMITH NASA-GSPC cylindrical surface. Because of the need for stability of the
thermal rate of change of spacecraft dlmenslons9 the thermal
BRIEF DESCRIPTION design concept uses the tower half of the spacecraft as a
The objective of the spacecraft-to-spacecraft tracking radiator for internal power and isolates the upper body and
(SST) instrument is to measur.e the relative velocity between solar array from the lower body and from each other, Heat
the two spacecraft, The Doppler frequency shift due to changes pipes ere used to distribute heat uniformly over the
In the retatlvm velocity between the two spacecraft (which are spacecraft. Expected mission tlfetlme is 7 monthst with 6
orbiting at 160 km altitude and separated by about 300 km) Is months of scientific data.
done at two frequencies: 91 GHz and 42 GHz. A continuous wave
signal is radiated by the GRM-AI spacecraft to the GRM-A2 ....... SRM-A2_ SMITH ..........................................
spacecraft0 which receives it and compares it to an onboard
signal, At the same tlme the A2 spacecraft is radiating an INVESTIGATION NAME- SST (S/C-TO-S/C TRACKING)
incrementally frequency-shifted signal to the A1 spacecraft
where it Is compared, The resulting continuous comparison of NSSDC ID- GRM-A2 -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
the signals serves to measure the velocity changes to a value CODE EE-89 APPLICATIONS
of 1.E-& m/s. The gravity field ts determined by processing
the Doppler data that wllL be tlme-correlated to the spacecraft INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
position as measured by the ground-based tracking network. GEODYNAMICS
This networks operated by DMA (Defense Mapping Agency)_
provides a spacecraft-to-ground Doppler shift measurement. The PERSONNEL
two sets (spacecraft-to-spacecraft and spacecraft-to-ground) of PI - O.E. SMITH NASA-GSFC
Doppler data are processed at GSFC to provide a geotd retatlng
the gravitational field strength to a geographic location on BRIEF DESCRIPTION
the earth. Accuracy of 2.5 mlttlgat is obtained wlth ZO0-km The objective of the spacecraft-to-spacecraft tracking
spatial resolution. (SST) instrument is to measure the relative velocity between
the two spacecraft, The Doppler frequency shift due to changes
**** **e**************************** GRM-A2******** ********* **** in the relative vetoctty between the two spacecraft (which are
orbiting at 160 km altitude and separated by about 300 km) is
done at two frequencies: 91 GHz and 42 GHz. A continuous wave
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- GRM-A2 signal is radiated by the GRM-A1 spacecraft to the GRM-A2
ALTERNATE NAMES- GEOPOTENTIAL RES MISS-A2 spacecraftt which receives it and compares it to an onboard
signal. At the same time the A2 spacecraft is radiating an
NSSDC IO- GRM-A2 incrementally frequency-shifted signal to the A1 spacecraft
where it is compared, The resulting continuous comparison of
LAUNCH DATE- 1990 WEIGHT- 2600. KG the signals serves to measure the velocity changes to a value
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES of 1,E-6 m/s. The gravity field is determined by processing
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE the Doppler data that wltt be tlme-corretated to the spacecraft
position as measured by the ground-based tracking network.
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY Thls networks operated by DMA (Defense Mapping Agency)_
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA provides a spacecraft-to-ground Doppler shift measurement. The
two sets (spacecraft-to-spacecraft and spacecraft-to-ground) of
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS Doppler data are processed at GSFC to provide a gmotd relattng
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC the gravitational field strength to a geographic location on
ORBIT PERIOD- 88, MIN INCLINATION- 90. OEG the earth. Accuracy of 2,5 mttttgal is obtained with lO0-km
PERIAPSIS- 160, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 160, KM ALT spatial resolution,
.. • .1 . .PERSONNEL * ***************** ***** HIPPARCOS******** ************ ***
MS - T. FLYNN NASA HEADQUARTERS
MG - J.P. MURPHY NASA HEADQUARTERS
PS - D.E. SMITH NASA-GSFC SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- HIPPARCOS
PS - R.A. LANGEL NASA-GSFC ALTERNATE NAMES- SPACE ASTROMETRY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDC ID- HIPPA
The Geopotenttat Research Mission (GRM) consists of a
patr of spacecraft in identical polar orbits at 160 km LAUNCH DATE- 0q/00/88 "WEIGHT- 1025. KG
attitudes but wtth a nominal 300-km separation from each other, LAUNCH SITE- KOUROU (CENTRE SPATIAL GUYANAIS)_ FRANCE
The objective of the GRM is to determine the earthts gravity LAUNCH VEHICLE- ARIANE
and magnetic fields in order to provide accurate mathematical
models for studies of the structure_ composition and movement SPONSORING COUNTRy/AGENCY
of the solid earth and oceans; resource exploration; orbit INTERNATIONAL ESA
determination; and navigation. The spacecraft are flown tn a
"drag-free a orbit obtained by providing thrust to counter the PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
atmospheric drag forces. A disturbance compensation system ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
senses the drag forces and actuates the thrusters, Accurate ORBIT PERIOD- 1436, MIN INCLINATION- 3, DES
measurement of the gravity field is obtained by the sensitive PERIAPSIS- 35266, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 3G30€, KM ALT
spacecraft-to-spacecraft velocity measurement system. The
precise orbital position ts measured using the ground-based PERSONNEL
Doppler tracking stations operated by the Defense Mapping PM - L. EMILIANI ESA-ESTEC
Agency (DMA). The two spacecraft are alike with respect to the PS - M,A,C,PERRYMAN ESA-ESTEC
gravity field detection system9 but this particular spacecraft_
A2t carries no magnetometers. Commandl tetemetry_ and tracking BRIEF DESCRIPTION
use the TDRSS Single Access (SA) llnk. In order to operate The scientific goats of this mission are the accurate
with the TDRSS0 the €onformat array antennas are in two parts measurement of the trigonometric parallaxes_ proper motlons_
to allow communications whether approaching or receding from a and positions of I.E5 selected stars9 mostly fainter than 10th
particular TDRS. Redundant data storage devices are used to magnitude. The spacecraft consists of two platforms and six
record the data during the TDRSS Zone of Exclusion (ZOE)t vertical panels_ all made of At honeycomb. The solar array
during swttchover from one TORS to the others and at other consists of three deployable sections. Antennae are located on
times as required. Recorder playback at a rate of 34 kbps for the top and bottom of the spacecraft. An attitude and
12 minutes is required for one orbit of data. The disturbance orbit-control subsystem ensures correct dynamic attitude
compensation system contains a 14-cm diameter bats housed in a control and determination durtng the 2.5-year planned lifetime.
16-cm diameter spherical cavity tn which the position of the The spacecraft spins around its Z-axts at the rate of 12
ball is electrically sensed. When in orbits the ball responds rev/day at an angle of 43 deg to the sun. The Z-axts rotates
only to the gravity fields as the spacecraft shields the ball about the sun-satellite ltne at 6.4 ray/year. The spacecraft
from all other forces. When the positron of the ball in the carries a single telescope whtch_ in the focal planer
cavity changest the sensor commands the propulsion system to superimposes two fields of vtew 58 dog apart. The attitude of
"fly" the spacecraft to re-center the ball tn the cavity. The the spacecraft about its CG is controlled to scan the celestial
propulsion system is able to move the spacecraft ttnearLy and sphere in a regular movement. The telescope uses a system of
angularly with six degrees of freedoms so that the ball remains grtdst at the focal surfaces composed of alternate opaque and
at the center of the cavity. Since the ball ts attracted by transparent bands, Behtnd these grldst an Image-dissector tube
the mass of the spacecraft and the propulsion fuels the fuel converts the modulated light into a sequence of photon counts
must be balanced between the front and rear tanks to null out from which the phase of the entire pulse train from a star can
the gravity fields generated by the mass of fuel in each tank. be derived, The apparent angle between two stars in the
NASA standard reaction wheels are used to provide the torque to combined fields of view is obtained from the phase difference
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of the two star outse trains. The telescope ts an PERSONNEL
attireflecttve eccentric Schmtdt system. A complex mirror is PI - UNKNOWN
employed which consists of two mirrors tilted in opposite
directions, each occupying half of the rectangular entrance BRIEF DESCRIPTION
pupil. The unvtgnetted field of view is 94 arc mtn by 54 arc The data collection and transmission relay package
min. An additional photomuLttpLter system known as Tycho views consists of a data channel to provide for the relay of
a beam splitter in the optical path and is used to gather meteoroLcgtcat_ hydrotogicatl and oceanographic data from
photometric and astrometrtc data of 4,EB stars down to 11th unattended Land-based and ocean-based data collection and
magnitude. Measurements are made in two broad bands transmission platforms.
corresponding to B and V in the Johnson BUV system. The Latter
stars will be determined to a precision of 0.05 arc sect which **************************** **********************************
is a factor of 25 Less than the main mission stars. The
mission is a facility type tn which guest investigators propose
particular research programs and selected stars are SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ISPM
Incorporated Into the overall observing strategy, ALTERNATE NAMES- ISPM-Bt ISP
INTERNATIONL SOLAR POLARt SOLAR POLAR
**************************** INSAT-1B************************** ISPM/CENTAUR
NSSDC ID- ISPESA
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- INSAT-1B
ALTERNATE NAMES- INDIAN NATIONAL SAT. LAUNCH DATE- 05/23/86 WEIGHT- 370. KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES
NSSDC ID- INSATIB LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHTLE-CGP
LAUNCH DATE- 08/00183 WEIGHT- 1152. KG SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY
LAUNCh SITE- INTERNATIONAL ESA
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC
INDIA ISRO ORBIT PERIOD- 2190. DAYS INCLINATION- 81. PEG
PERIAPSIS- Z.1 AU RAO APOAPSIS- B.O AU RAD
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC PERSONNEL
ORBIT PERIOD- i_40. MIN INCLINATION- 0.0 PEG PM - D. EATON ESA-ESTEC
PERIAPSIS- 3GO00. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 36000. KM ALT PS - K.P. WENZEL ESA-ESTEC
PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
MG - J.P. SINGH ISRO SATELLITE CENTER The primary objectives of the International Solar Polar
PM - P.P. KALE INDIA DEPT OF SPACE Mission (ISPM) are to Investlgate_ as a function of solar
tatltude9 the properties of the solar wind9 the sun-wlnd
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Interfacet the hetlospherlc magnetic fletdt solar X-rayst solar
The Insat-1 satellite program incorporates two three-axls radio bursts and plasma waves_ solar and galactic cosmic rays
stabilized spacecraft in geostatlonary orbit (Insat-lA at 74 and the Interplanetary/Interstellar neutral dust and gas. ISPM
degrees E and Insat-IB at 94 degrees E) with a host of ground also investigates cosmic gamma-ray bursts and searches for
stations throughout India, The Insat-iB satellltet built by gravitational waves. Secondary objectives include
the Ford Aerospace and Communications Corporatlont is designed Interplametary and planetary physlcs investigations during the
to provide combined tetecommunlcatlonst direct TV broadcastt initial Earth-duplter phase and investigations In the Jovian
and meteorological service to Indlats civilian community over a magnetosphere. Following the JuPiter sw|ngby_ the spacecraft
7-year-in-orblt llfespan. The telecommunications package travels in a heliocentric orbit wlth high hetlographlc
provides two-wayt tong-dlstance telephone circuits and direct Inclinatlont and passes over the rotational poles of the sun.
radio and TV broadcasting to the remotest areas of India, The Radlo-sclence Interdlsclpllnary/theoretlcak Investlgatfons are
meteorology ' package ts comprised of a scanntng conducted in addition to the operation of ntne scientific
very-high-resolution9 two-channel radlometer (VHRR) to provide instruments, The ISPM spacecraft ts spin stabilized at a rate
full-framer full-earth coverage every 30 minutes, The visual of 5 rpm and tts high-gain antenna points continuously to the
channel (0,BB-0.75 micrometers) has a 2°TB-km resolution while earth. It carries a scientific payload of 55 kg and is powered
the IR channel (lO.E-Z2.5 micrometers} has an 11-km resolution, by a single radto-lsotope generator (RTG) providing 290 W of
Using the Insat TV capabtLityt early warnings of impending power, The telemetry system operates tn X-band (B GHz), A
disasters (t,e.t ftoodst stormst etc,) can directly reach the low-power S-band (2 GHz) transmitter is also carried for
civilian populattom_ even in remote areas. The Insat-lB also duat-freduency radio-science investigations and early orbit
has a data channel for relaying meteoroLogtcal_ hydroLogtcaLt maneuvers. The upLtnk telecommunication system works in
and oceanographic data from unattended Land-based or S-band. Throughout the mission the spacecraft wtll be tracked
ocean-based data collection and transmission platforms, by the 34-m antennas of NASAts Deep Space Network (DSN} for B
hours per dayt providing meat time data at a rate of 1024 bps.
....... INSAT-1B_ UNKNOWN ...................................... During the remaining 16 hours data are stored onboard at a rate
of 512 bo=, and played back during the next tracking period.
INVESTIGATION NAME- TELECOMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE The original mission plans consisted of two spacecraft_ one
buttt by ESA and the other by NASA, NASA cancelled tts
NSSDC IO- INSATZB-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM spacecraft tn 1981. The ltst of co-Investigators for ISPM
APPLICATIONS investigations will be included when available.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ISPMt BAME .............................................
COMMUNICATIONS
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA SPECTROMETER
PERSONNEL
PI - UNKNOWN NSSDC ID- ISPESA -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROSRAM
CODE EZ-T/CO-OP
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The telecommunications package has 12 transponders INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
operating at 5935-6425 MHz (earth-to-satellite} and 3710-_200 SOLAR PHYSICS
MHZ (sateltlte-to-earth} for thick router thin route_ and PARTICLES AND FIELDS
remote area communication and TV program distribution. It also
has 2 transponders ooeratlng at 585B-5935 MHz PERSONNEL
(earth-to-satettlte) and 2555-2635 MHz (satettlte-to-earth) for PI - S.J. BAME LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
direct broadcasting to augmented low-cost community TV sets in
rural ameast radlo-program dlstrlbutlont national TV networking BRIEF DESCRIPTION
and disaster warning. The objectives of this investigation are (1} to
investigate and characterize bulk-flow parameters and
....... INSAT-1Bt UNKNOWN ...................................... internal-state conditions of the solar wtnd as functions of
solar Latitude; (2) to investigate radial variations of solar
INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION AND TRANSMISSION RELAY wind properties between Earth and Jupiter; and (3) to
investigate the solar wlnd interactions wlth the Jovian
NSSDC ID- INSATIB-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM magnetosphere. The instrument consists of two sensor systems
APPLICATIONS and associated electronics that interface with the spacecraft,
ELectrons in the energy range between 1 and 900 eV are measured
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) by a 120-deg spherlcaL-sectlon electrostatic analyzer with
COMMUNICATIONS seven channel electron multipliers (CEMs) whlch cover a polar
METEOROLOGY angle range of 146 deg. The plate spacing Is 0.35 cm and the
average radius of curvature is 4.2 am. The solar wind ion
analyzer makes three-dlmenslonal measurements of solar-wlnd
ions with energies In the range between 257 eV and 35 keV per
charge. It consists of a lOS-dog spherical-section
electrostatic analyzer fitted with 16 CEM sensors which cover a
polar angle range of 80 peg. It is mounted so that the first
ELM views along the spin axis direction and the sixteenth at a
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polar angle of 75 deg from the spin axis. A stepping motor is PERSONNEL
used to rotate any one of seven apertures into place. The mass P; - P,C, HED3ECOCK IMPERIAL COLLEGE
of the electron instrument is 2.6 kg. It uses 2,6 W of power
and has a data rate of 24 bps in storage mode and 48 bps in BRIEF DESCRIPTION
tracking mode, The mass of the ion instrument is 4.1 kg. It The objectives of this investigation are to determine the
uses 2.9 W mean and 7 W peak power_ and has a data rate of 56 strength and geometry of the interplanetary magnetic field in
bps in storage mode and 112 bps in tracking mode. the inner hellosphere (particularly at high solar latitudes)
and to investigate the hellographlc latitude dependence of the
....... ISPM_ BERTOTTI ......................................... field fluctuation spectra with special emphasis on the
frequency range below 0,01 HZ. Secondary objectives are to
INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIO SCIENCE study the internal dynamics of the solar wlndt the role of
dlscontlnultles and waves in the interplanetary field on
NSSDC ID- ISPESA -11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM propagation and acceleration of energetic partlctes_ the
CODE EZ-71CO-OP Interplanetary propagation and development of discontinuities
and wavest and the structure and dynamics of the dusk region of
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) the Jovian magnetosphere, The instrument consists of a
RADIO PHYSICS trlaxlat ftuxgate magnetometer_ a vector helium magnetometer_
HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS and associated electronics, The instrument has a mass of 4.75
kg. It has a data rate of 40 bps in the cruise mode and 80 bps
PERSONNEL in the tracking mode, It uses 5.A W of power,
P; - B. BERTOTTI U OF PAVIA
....... ISPMv HURLEY ...........................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this radlo science investigation is to INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR-FLARE X-RAYS AND COSMIC GAMMA RAY
search for tow-frequency (1,E-4 to I,E-2 HZ} gravitational BURSTS
waves expected to be generated by the violent collapse of
stars_ galactlc nuclel and other astrophysical obJects_ and for NSSOC ID- ISPESA -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
a gravltatlonaL wave background, Doppler data to be analyzed CODE EZ-T/CO-OP
for characteristic signatures are recorded during phases of the
ISPM Opposltlon_ using the spacecraft telecommunication system INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
and the NASA DSN. Correlative measurements wlth Galileo are SOLAR PHYSICS
planned. GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY
X-RAY ASTRONOMY
....... ISPM_ GLCECKLER ........................................
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND ION COMPOSITION SPECTROMETER P; - K,C, HURLEY CESR
O; m M'K" SOMMER MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
NSSDC Ig- ISPESA -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-T/CO-OP BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this investigation are to study the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) acceteratlon and storage of energetic electrons accelerated
SOLAR PHYSICS during solar flares by measuring solar X-radlatlon; to identify
PARTICLES AND FIELDS gamma-ray burst sources wlth known celestial objects or
phenomena; and to study plasma and energetic charged particle
PERSONNEL processes in the Jovian magnetosphere. The instrument consists
P; - G. GLOECKLER U OF MARYLAND of two hemispherical cesium iodide (sodium) crystals coupled to
O; - J, GEISS U OF BERNE curved cathode photomuttlptlers; two small solid-state
detectors with an americium 241 radioactive source deposited on
BRIEF DESCRIPTION the sensors_ anc a dlgltat electronics unit. The scintillation
The objective of this investigation is to study the counters measure X-rays in the energy range from 15 keV to Z50
eLementaL and tonic-charge composttton_ temperatures9 and mean keV_ while the solid state detectors measure X-rays from 5 keY
speeds of all major solar wind ions from H through Fe in solar to 15 keV, The instrument has a mass of 2,0 kg_ uses 2,6 W of
wind speeds ranging from 145 km/s (H.) to 1352 km/s (Fe B.). powert and has a data rate of 20 bps in storage mode and 40 bps
The instrument consists of a deflection assembtyt a in tracking mode.
high-voltage bubble containing analog electronics9 a
post-acceleration 30 kV supply9 and electronics for data ....... ISPM9 KEPPLER ..........................................
processing and power conversion, The instrument has a mass of
5.6 kgl uses 3,6 W mean and A.7 W peak power_ and has a data INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLE COMPOSITION AND
rate of 44 bps in storage mode and 88 bps in tracking mode, NEUTRAL GAS
....... ISPMt GRUEN ............................................ NSSDC ID- ISPESA -12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-T/CO-OP
INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC DUST
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
NSSDC IO- ISPESA -07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM SOLAR PHYSICS
CODE EZ-T/CO-OP PARTICLES AND FIELDS
ASTRONOMY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
DUST PERSONNEL
PI - E. KEPPLER MPI-AERONOMY
PERSONNEL
PI - E. GRUEN MPI-NUCLEAR PHYS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this investigation ape (1) to study the
BRIEF DESCRIPTION composttton_ energy spectra and spatial distribution of ions in
The objectives of this investigation are to study the energy range 80 keV to 15 MeV/nucleon and (2) to study the
particulate matter with masses between 1.E-19 and 1.E-10 g in temperature_ bulk velocity and density of the interstellar
the heltosphere; determine its physical and dynamical neutral gas in the vicinity of the solar system, The
properties as a function of ecliptic latitude and heliocentric investigation comprises two independent sensor systems_ the ion
distance; and investigate its interaction with other measurements being made by a set of four solid state detector
interplanetary/interstellar phenomena such as solar radtatlont telescopes with active anttcotnctdence shields having a total
solar wtnd_ hettosphertc magnetic fietdt and Interstellar geometrical factor of 0.4 sq cm st. The front element of each
neutral gas, The instrument is a mutttcotnctdence plasma telescope is an epttaxlal silicon detector of 5 micrometer
impact detector which measures masst speed_ flight direction thickness. The neutral gas sensor uses a channettron to
and electric charge of individual dust particles. The amplify and count secondary electrons produced by neutral
instrument has a mass of 3.75 kg and uses 2,0 W of power, The particle impact on a lithium fluoride (LtF) surface. The
data rate is 8 bps, Latter is periodically refreshed via a heated filament,
Automatic scanning of the neutral gas sensor is provided by a
....... ISPM_ HEDGECOCK ........................................ stepping motort and a mechanical collimator suppresses charged
particles and photoelectrons, The complete instrument has a
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD mass of _.4 kg and uses 3ol g of power. The data rate ts 16
bps in the tracking mode.
NSSDC ID- ISPESA -OB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-T/CO-OP ....... ISPMo LANZEROTTI
q
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW ENERGY PARTICLE SPECTRUMt
PARTICLES AND FIELDS COMPOSITIONt AND ANISOTROPY
SOLAR PHYSICS
i#I
!NSSDC ID- ISPESA -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
transport mec_anlsms9 and the thermal electron density, The
CODE EZ-7/CO-OP Instrument comprises three antenna systems [a 7D-m tlp-to-tlp
dipole in the equatorial plane9 a monopole along the spin axlst
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} and a pair of crossed-axls magnetic search coils) and four
PARTICLES AND FIELDS receiver systems (an rf receiver for the 1.25-kHz to 1-MHz
SOLAR PHYSICS range in two intervals from 1.25 to 48.5 kHz and from 52 kHz to
9QO kHz_ a plasma frequency receiver covering from 0,57 kHz to
PERSONNEL 35 kHz in 32 contiguous IntervalsI a fast envelope sampler from
Pl - L.J. LANZEROTTI BELL TELEPHONE LAB 10 HZ to 60 kHz with four oommandable decade ranges to capture
transient eventsl and a wave form analyzert dc to 500 Hzt that
BRIEF DESCRIPTION operates in two frequency bandst from dc to 10 HZ and from i0
The objectives of this investigation are (1} to HZ to 500 HZ). It also includes an active sounder for
investigate the solar-flare process with measurements of determining the ambient electron density, The instrument has a
non-relativistic and relativistic electronst and mass of 7,3 kgr excluding antennas and boomsr and has a data
non-retattvtstlc toms_ and their dependence on heltotatttude; rate of 116 bps in storage mode and 232 bps in tracking mode,
(2) to investigate solar elemental abundances with measurements It uses g,9 W mean power and 10,4 W when the sounder is
of chemical composition of nuclei of solar origin at all operated,
hetlotatltudes; (3) to investigate the interplanetary
propagation of solar energetic particles by measurement of ....... ISPMt VOLLAND ..........................................
antsotropy and composition parameters_ (4) to investigate
acceleration processes_ and (B) to investigate temporal and INVESTIGATION NAME- CORONAL SOUNDING
spatial variations of particle intensity in and near the Jovian
magnetosphere, The instrumentation consists of two NSSOC ID- ISPESA -lO INVESTIGATIVB PROGRAM
double-ended solid state detector systems which measure ions in CODE EZ-7/CO-OP
the range 50 keV to B MeV and electrons in the range 30 keV to
300 keVt and a (dE/dXt E) telescope using a 5-mlcrometer-thlck INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
front detector for ion elemental abundances in the range 1 to SOLAR PHYSICS
15 MeV/nucteon (Fe], Each double-ended system comprises a RADIO PHYSICS
magnetic spectrometert using a rare-earth magnet to separate
electrons from ions [geometric factor for ions is aporoxlmateLy PERSONNEL
0.5 sq cm srr and for electrons 0.05 sq cm sr}r and a loll PI - H,E. VOLLAND U OF BONN
spectrometer in which a 0.35 mg/sq cm thin loll excludes ions
below 350 keVi allowing electrons above 30 keV to be detected. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Orientation of the sensor systems is such that complete The objective of this radio sctence investigation is to
pitch-angle coverage is obtained, The instrument has a mass of determine the densttyr turbulence spectrumr and velocity of the
5,8 kg including shteldtmgr and uses 4,0 W of power, The data coronal plasma in the acceleration regime of the solar wind,
rate Is 80 bps in cruise mode and 160 bps in tracking mode, Dual-frequency ranging and Doppler data are recorded durtng
phases of the ISPM superior conjunction using the spacecraft
....... ISPMt SIMPSON .......................................... transmitters ant the NASA DSN,
INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC RAY AND CHARGED PARTICLE ******************''******** LANDSAT-DI************************
NSSDC ID- ISPESA -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-7/DO-OP SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- LANDSAT-D1
ALTERNATE NAMES- LAND SATELLITE-E
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS NSSDC ID- LAND-E
COSMIC RAYS
LAUNCH DATE- 06/00185 WEIGHT- 1407, KG
PERSONNEL LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFB_ UNITED STATES
PI - J.A. SIMPSON U OF CHICAGO LAUNCH VEHICLE- DELTA
BRIEF DESCRIPTION SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
The objectives of this investigation are to study the UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
energyt charger and mass spectra of energetic charged particles UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS
in interplanetary space in the energy range from approximately
O.B MeV/nucleon (for protons} to approximately 100 MeV/nucleonl PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
and to study spatlal gradients and the propagation of charged ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
particles throughout the hellosphere by measuring absolute flux ORBIT PERIOD- 9g,3 MIN INCLINATION- 98.2 DES
and vector anlsotropy. The instrument consists of six PERIAPSIS- 705.3 KM ALT APOAPSIS- 705.3 KM ALT
charged-particle telescopes (CPT) and associated electronics,
A high-energy telescope provides measurements of the chemical PERSONNEL
and isotopic composition and of the energy spectrum of the MS - B,B. SCHARDT NASA-GSFC
cosmic radiation above approximately 10 MeV/nucteon. A PM - L, GONZALES NASA-GSFC
Low-energy telescope (LET) extends chemical composition and PS - V,V. SALOMONSON NASA-GSFC
spectral measurements downward to < 1 meV/nucLeon. The
antsotropy tetescopest in conjunction with the LETt provide a BRIEF DESCRIPTION
means of determining the distribution of arrival directions in The Landsat-E system is an experimental earth resources
three dimensions of tow-energy protons and He nuclei, A monitoring system with the new powerful remote-sensing
high-flux telescope provides measurements of the intensity and capabilities of the thematic mapper.(TM}r and it provldes a
arrival direction of protonst heLtumt CNOr and Fe group nuclei transition for both foreign and domesttc users from the
in high-flux envtronmentst such as intense solar flares or multfspectral scanner (MSS] data (which are also part of the
JuptterVs magnetosphere_ where the other sensor systems may instrument package) to the higher resolution and data rate of
become saturated, Each CPT provides output to a the TM, It has a complete end-to-end highly automated data
data-processing _ntt (OPU]. The electron telescope consists of systemt which is designed to be a new generation systemr and is
a double Cerenkov and semiconductor detector telescope which a major step forward in global remote-senslng applications,
interfaces with the DPU, The instrument has a mass of 14,6 kg The Landsat-E mission consists of an orbiting satellite [space
including shielding and uses 14.6 W of power, The data rate is segment) with the necessary wideband data links and support
BO bps in cruise mode and 160 bps tn tracking mode, systemst and a ground segment, The Landsat-E is an Identical
back-up for Landsat 4 [NSSDC ID B2-OT2A], The Landsat-E space
....... ISPM9 STONE ...................... segment consists of two major systems: 11) the instrument
moduLer containing the instruments together with the mission
INVESTIGATION NAME- UNIFIED RADIO AND PLASMA WAVE unique subsystemst such as the solar array and driver the TDRS
antennat the wlde-band module (WBM)9 and the global positioning
NSSDC TO- ISPESA -06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM system (GPS}_ and (2) the muttlmlsslon modular spacecraft [MMS}
CODE EZ-T/CO-OP that contains the mooutarlzed and standardized powert
proputston_ attitude controlr and communications and data
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE[S) handling subsystems, When the Landsat-E satellite is taunchedt
PARTICLES AND FIELDS it will be deployed at an orbital altitude of 705,3 kmt
SOLAR PHYSICS inclination of 98.2 deg_ and a sun angle of 9:30 a,m, at the
descending node. This orbit has a frequency of 19-9/16 orbits
PERSONNEL per day and covers the earth in 16 days, The distance between
Pl - R.G. STCNE NASA-GSFC ground tracks is 172 kmr whlcht when used in conjunction with
the 185-km TM and MSS swath wldtht provides an overlap of T.6%,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION The space segment is designed with 3 years nominal Lifetime in
The objectives of this investigation are (1} to orbit and can be extended through In-orblt replacement
investigate source positions of travelling solar radio bursts capability when the Space Shuttle is operational. The
in the range from dc to 1 MHzl (2) to Investlgate the spacecraft and attendant sensors will be operated through the
large-scale magnetic field topology and the electron density Tracking And Data Relay Satellite System (TORBS].
along the exciter trajectory as a function of hettographtc
latitude and longitude at distances of 0,1 AU to approximately
B AU_ (3) to investigate Jovian radio source Locations in the
range from dc to 1 MHz; and (4) to investigate waves in the
plasma between dc and 35 kHzr their tnstabtlittes_ their energy
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....... LANDSAT-019 BANKS ...................................... that represents the radiant history of the Line= The
information outputs from the detector channels are processed in
INVESTIGATION NAME- MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS) the TM muLtipLexer for transmission via the Tracking And Data
ReLay SateLLites (TOPS) and/or direct readout to Local
NSSDC ID- LAND-E -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM receiving stations, Archival data will be available through
CODE EE-8_ APPLICATIONS the Earth Resources Data Contort Department of the intertor_
Sioux FatLs_ S.D,
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINEiS)
** . ** ** • . **********************************EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY * ***** ******* * **** *
METEOROLOGY
OCEANOGRAPHY
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- MS-T5
PERSONNEL ALTERNATE NAMES-
PI - G.F. BANKS NASA-GSFC
NSSDC ID- MS-T5
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Landsat-E Muttlspectrat Scanner (HAS) provides LAUNCH DATE- 01100185 WEIGHT- 140o KG
repetitive day/night acquisition of high-resolution LAUNCH SITE- KAGOSHIMA9 JAPAN
muLtispectraL data of the earthWs surface on a global basis, LAUNCH VEHICLE- M-3S2-1
While its primary function ts to provide an alternate to the
thematic mapper (TM)9 tt provides data for agrtcuLture_ SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
forestryt geotogyt and hydrology, The MSS system is also used JAPAN ISAS
for oceanographic and meteorological purposest i,e.t to maD
sea-ice fietdst Locate and track major ocean currentst monitor
both air and water pottuttont determine snow covert investigate PERSONNEL
severe storm envtronmentst etc, The MSS consists of a double PM - K, HIRAO ISAS
reflection-type teLescopet scanning mtrrort ftttersv detectors_ PS - H, OYA U 0 p TOHOKU
and associated electronics, The scanner operates tn the
following spectral intervals: band It 0,5 to 0,6 micrometers; BRIEF DESCRIPTION
band 2t 0,6 to 0,7 micrometers; band 3t 0,7 to 0,8 micrometers; MS-T5 is a test spacecraft similar to Ptanet-A which wilt
and band 4t O,B to 1,1 micrometers, The swath width is 185 km; fly by Comet Halley at a distance of 0.1 AU, It carries
the ground resolution is 82=6 m fop all four bands, The Instruments to measure plasma wave spectra9 solar wind tonst
primary 1maDe produced at the 1maDe plane ts relayed by use of and interplanetary magnetic fields, The spacecraft is
fiber-optic bundles to detectors where conversion to an spin-stabilized at two different rates (B and 0,2 rpm) during
electronic signal ts accomplished, Optical filters produce the mission, It is equipped with hydraztne thrusters for
spectral separation, Six detectors are employed in each of the attitude and velocity contrott star and sun sensors for
first four spectral bands= bands 1 through 3 use attitude determtnattont and a mechanically despum off-set
photomutttptter tubes as detectorst and band 4 uses silicon parabolic dish for Long range communication,
photodtodes, A multiplexer included in the MSS system
processes, the scanner°s 24 channels of data, These data are ....... MS-TBI OYA .............................................
time-multiplexed and then converted to a PCM signal by an A/D
converter, The data are transmitted directly to an acquisition INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA WAVE SPECTRAL RECEIVERS
station via the TDRSS, Data from this experiment will be
available through the Earth Resources Data Centert Department NSSDC ID- MS-T5 -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
of the Intertor_ Sioux Falls1 S,D, SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
....... LANDSAT-DI_ FEINBERG ................................... INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION NAME- GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) PLANETOLOGY
NSSDC ID- LAND-E -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PERSONNEL
CODE EE-8t APPLICATIONS PI - H. OYA U OF TOHOKU
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NAVIGATION Thls investigation involves measuring plasma wave soectra
within 0,i AU of Comet HaLLey, Both electric and magnetic
PERSONNEL field components are measured using sweep frequency receivers,
PI - P,M, FEINBERG NASA-GSFC The measured frequency ranges from 70 HZ to 196 KHZ,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... MS-T5_ OYAMA ...........................................
The GLobal Positioning System (GPS) is a Department of
Defense (POD) program to provide very precise position and INVESTIGATION NAME- ION RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER
timing information to a variety of users. The GPS assembly on
Landsat-E operates in two phases, The first phase NSSDC ID- MS-T5 -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
(approximately 90 days) is am experimental one to vaLtdate and SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
calibrate the position and timing information provided by the
GPS assembly, The second phase calls for operational use of INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
the GPS data by Landsat-E, PLANETOLOGY
....... LANDSAT-D%_ WEINSTEIN ..................................
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAME- THEMATIC MAPPER (TM) PI - K, OYAMA ISAS
NSSDC IO- LAND-E -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM BRIEF DESCRIPTION
CODE EE-8w APPLICATIONS Thts investigation involves the measurement of the solar
wind ion temperature and bulk velocity within a distance of 0,1
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) AU of Comet HaLLey and In interplanetary space, A retarding
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY potential analyzer is used to obtain the measurements,
METEOROLOGY
....... MS-TBt SAITO ...........................................
PERSONNEL
PI - O. WEINSTEIN NASA-GSPC INVESTIGATION NAME- TRIAXIAL RING-CORE MAGNETOMETERS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDC ID- MS-T5 -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
The Thematic MaDDer (TM) is a seven-bandt earth-tooklng9 SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
scanning radiometer with a 30-m ground element resolution
covering a 185-km ground swath from a 705-km altitude, The INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
instrument consists of primary imaging opttcst scanning INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS
mechantsmt spectral band discrimination opttcst detector PLANETARy MAGNETIC FIELD
arrayst radiative €ooLer_ 4nfLtght caLtbratort and required
operating and processing electronics, The scanning mechanism PERSONNEL
provides the cross-track scan while the progress of the PI - T, SAITO U OF TOHOKU
spacecraft provides the scan along the track, Seven spectral
bands are used to provide the spectral signature capability of BRIEF DESCRIPTION
the instrument: band it 0,45-0,52 micrometer; band 2t 0,52-0,&0 This investigation involves the measurement of the vector
micrometer; band 3t 0,63-0,69 micrometer; band 4t O.TG-O.90 magnetic field In the interplanetary medium and within 0.1 AU
mtcroreter; bane By 1,55-1,T5 micrometers; band 6t 10,40-12,50 of Comet Halley, The magnetometer ts constructed with a
micrometers; and band 7t 2,08-2,35 micrometers, The Optical three-axis ring core and provides a resolution of 1 nT or Less,
system images the earthls surface on a field stoP or a detector
sized to define an area on the earthls surface 30 m square (lEO
m for band 6), Several Lines are scanned simultaneously to
permit suitable dwell ttme for each resolution element, The
variation in radiant flux passing through the field stop onto
the photo and thermal detectors creates an electrical output
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**************************** ********************************** resolution of 0.12 dog K at 300 dog K, The AVHRR is capable of
operating in both real-time or recorded modes. Real-time or
direct readout data are transmitted to ground stations both at
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- NOAA-D tow (A-km) resolution via automatic picture transmission (APT)
ALTERNATE NAMES- and at high (1-km) resolution via hfgh-resotutton picture
transmission (HRPT), Data recorded on board are available for
NSSDC ID- NOAA-D central processing, They include global area coverage (GAC)
data9 which have a resolution of 4 km9 and local area coverage
LAUNCH DATE- WEIGHT- 588.9 KG (LAC) dsta_ which contain data from selected portions of each
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES orbit wlth a 1-km resolution, Similar experiments are flown on
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS F the other spacecraft in the TIROS-N/NOAA series,
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY ....... NOAA-Dw NESS STAFF .....................................
UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA INVESTIGATION NAME- TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TOVS)
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC NSSDC iO- NOAA-D -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
ORBIT PERIOD- 1DI,5 MIN INCLINATION- .g8,7 PEG CODE EE-B/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB
PERIAPSIS- 833, KM ALT APOAPSIS- B53, KM ALT
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
PERSONNEL METEOROLOGY
MG - J°R, GREAVES NASA HEADOUARTERS
PM - G.W. LONGANECKER NASA-GSFC PERSONNEL
PS - A, ARKING NASA-GSFC P; - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NOAA-D is a third-generation operational meteorological The TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS,) on NOAA-D
satellite for use tn the National Operational Environmental consists of instruments designed to determine radiances needed
Satellite System (NOESS) and for support of the Global to calculate temperature and humidity profiles of the
Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) during 1978-84, The atmosphere from the surface to the stratosphere (approximately
satellite design provides an economical and stable 1 mb). The first instrument Is the second version of the
sun-synch fonDus platform for advanced operation at instruments high-resolution spectrometer (HIRS/2), The HIRS/2 ha s 20
to measure the earth's atmospheret its surface and cloud covert channels ,in the following spectral tntervaLs¢ Channels 1
and the near-space environment. Primary sensors include an through 5t the 15-micrometer CO2 bands (15.0t 14.7t 14.5t 14.2t
advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) for observing and 14o0); channels 6 and 7w the 13.7 and 13.4-micrometer
daytime and nighttime global cloud cover and a TIROS C02/H20 bands; channel 8t the 11,l-micrometer window region;
operational vertical sounder for obtaining temperature and channel 9t the 9.7-micrometer ozone band; channels 10 through
water vapor profiles through the earthls atmosphere, Secondary 12_ the 6-mlcrometer water vapor bands (8,3_ 7,39 and 6,7);
experiments consist of a space environment monitor (SEM)_ which channels 13 and 14t the 4.57 and 4.52-micrometer N20 bands;
measures the proton and electron fluxes near the earth_ and a Channels 15 and 16t the 4.46 and 4,_O-mfcrometer C02/N20 bands;
data collection system (DCS)t which processes and relays to channel 17t the 4.24-micrometer C02 band; channels 18 and 19t
central data acquisition stations the various meteorological the 4.0 and 3,7-micrometer window bands; and channel 209 the
data received from free-floating balloons and ocean buoys 0.7-micrometer window region, The HIRS/2 provides data for
distributed around the globe, The satellite is based upon the calculations of temperature profiles from the surface to 10 mbt
Block 5D spacecraft bus developed for the U,S. Atr Force9 and water vapor content at three levels of the atmospheret and
is capable of maintaining an earth-pointing accuracy of better total ozone content, The second fnstrumentt the stratospheric
than plus or minus 0,1 dee with a motion rate of Less than sounding unit (SSU)t has three channels operating at 15.0
0.035 deg/s, micrometers using selective absorption by passing the incoming
radiation through three pressure-modulated cells containing
....... NOAA-Dt LEINBACH ....................................... C02. The third tnstrument_ the microwave sounding unit (MSU)o
has four channels operating in the 50 to 60 GHz oxygen band
INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR (SEM) (50o31t 53.73t 54.96 and 57.95) to obtain temperature profiles
which are free of cloud interference. The instruments are
NSSDC ID- NOAA-D -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM cross-course scanning devices utilizing a step scan to provide
CODE EE-B/OPER, ENVIRON. MONITOR a traverse scan while the orbital motion of the satellite
provides scanning in the orthogonat direction, The same
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) experiments are flown on other spacecraft In the TIROS-N/NOAA
PARTICLES AND FIELDS series,
PERSONNEL NOAA-Dt NESS STAFF .....................................
PI - H, LEINBACH NOAA-ERL
PI - H,H° SAUER NOAA-ERL INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS)
P; - D,S, EVANS NOAA-ERL
NSSOC ID- NOAA-D -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION CODE EE-B/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB
Thts experiment iS an extension of the solar-proton
monitoring experiment flown on the ITOS spacecraft series° The INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
experiment package consists of two detector systems and a data METEOROLOGY
processing unit. The meDium energy proton and electron COMMUNICATIONS
detector (MEPED) measures protons above 169 36_ and 80 MeVt and
protons In five energy ranges from 30 keV to >2,5 MeV; PERSONNEL
electrons above 30t lOOt and 300 keV; and protons and electrons PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
(inseparable) above G MeV. The total energy detector (TED)
measures electrons and protons between 300 eV and 20 keV. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Data Collection System (DCS) on NOAA-D ts designed to
....... NOAA-D! NESS STAFF ........... meet the meteorological data needs Of the United States and to
support the GLobal Atmospheric Research Program (GARP). The
INVESTIGATION NAME- ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER system receives tow-duty-cycle transmissions of meteorological
(AVHRR) observations from free-floating batloons_ ocean buoyst other
satettttes_ and fixed ground-based sensor platforms distributed
NSSDC ID- NOAA-D -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM around the globe, These observations are organized on board
CODE EE-B/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB the spacecraft and retransmttted when the spacecraft comes tn
range of a command and data acquisition (CDA) station, FoP
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) free-movlng battoonst the Doppler frequency shift of the
METEOROLOGY transmitted signal is observed to calculate the Location of the
balloons, The DCS is expected_ for a moving sensor pLatformt
PERSONNEL to have a Location accuracy of 5 to 8 km rmst and a velocity
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS accuracy of 1 to 1,6 m/s. This system has the capability of
acquiring data from as many as 2000 platforms per day,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Identical experiments are flown on other spacecraft in the
The NOAA-D Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer TIROS-N/NOAA series.
(AVHRR) is a four-channel scanning radiometer capable of
providing global daytime and nighttime sea surface temperature **************************** **********************************
and information about tce_ snowt and clouds, These data are
obtained on a daily basis for use tn weather analysis and
forecasting° The mutttspectral radiometer operates in the SPACECRAFT COFMON NAME- NOAA-F
scanning mode and measures emitted and reflected radiation in ALTERNATE NAMES-
the following spectral intervals: channel 1 (vtstble)t 0.55 to
0,9 micrometer9 channel 2 (near-IR)_ 0.725 micrometer to
detector cutoff around 1,1 micrometerst channel 3 (IR wtndow)t
10.5 to 11,5 mtcrometerst and channel 4 (IR wtndow)t 5,55 to
3.93 micrometers. ALL four channels have a spatial resolution
of 1,1 km_ and the two IR-wlndow channels have a thermal
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NSSDC ID- NOAA-F budget scanning radlometer_" and "The earth radiation budget
satellite system of the early 1980tsl " Fourth Symp, on
LAUNCH DATE- 05/00/84 WEIGHT- 386° KG Meteorot. Obs, and Instrum,t Denvert Colo._ April 10-14_ 1978o
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBo UNITED STATES See Appendix B for a List of ERBE investigators,
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS F
....... NOAA-F_ NESS STAFF .....................................
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS INVESTIGATION NAME- ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA (AVHRR)
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS NSSDC ID- NOAA-F -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC CODE EE-S/OPERATIONAL WEATHER 03
ORBIT PERIOD- 101,5 MIN INCLINATION- 9S.7 PEG
PERIAPSIS- 833. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 870, KM ALT INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
METEOROLOGY
PERSONNEL
MG - J.R. GREAVES NASA HEADQUARTERS PERSONNEL
PM - G.W, LONGANECKER NASA-GSFC PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
PS - A, ARKING NASA-GSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION The NOAA-F Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
NOAA-F Is a thlrd-generatlon operational meteorological (AVHRR) is a four-channel scannlng radiometer capable of
satellite for use in the Natlonat Operational Environmental providing global daytime and nighttime sea surface temperature
Satellite System (NOE_S) and for the support of the GLobal and information about tce_ snowt and clouds, These data are
Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) during 1978-84, The obtatmed on a datly basis for use tn weather analysis and
satellite design provides an economical and stable forecasting. The muLtlspectraL radiometer operates in the
sun-synchronous platform for advanced operational instruments scanning mode and measures emitted and reflected radiation tn
to measure the earthls atmospheret its surface and cloud cover_ the following spectral intervals: channel 1 (vlstbte)_ 0,55 to
and the near-space environment, Primary sensors include (1) an 0,9 mtcrometer_ channel 2 (near-IR)_ 0,T25 micrometer to
advanced very htgh resolution radiometer (AVHRR) for observing detector cutoff around 1,1 mlcrometerst channel 3 (IR window)_
daytime and nighttime global cloud covert (2) a TIROS 10,5 to 11,_ mtcrometers_ and channel 4 (IR wtndow)t 3,55 to
operational vertical sounder (TOVS) for obtaining temperature 3,93 micrometers, ALL four channels have a spatial resolution
and water vapor profiles through the earth's atmospheret and of 1,1 km_ and the two IR-wtndow channels have a thermal
(3) an earth radiation experiment (ERBE) for measuring the resolution of 0.12 deg K at 300 dee K, The AVHRR is capable of
energy exchange between the earth-atmosphere system and space, operating in both real-time or recorded modes, Real-time or
The secondary experiment is a data collection system (DCS)t direct readout data are transmitted to ground stations both at
which processes and relays to central data acquisition stations Low (4-km) resolution vta automatic picture transmission (APT)
the various meteorological data received from free-floating and at high (1-km) resolution vta high-resolution picture
balloons and ocean buoys distributed around the globe, A transmission (HRPT), Data recorded on board are available for
search and rescue (SAP) system is also carried on NOAA-F to central processing, They include global area coverage (GAC)
receive9 processt and relay distress signals transmitted by datat which have a resolution of 4 kmt and Local area coverage
beacons carried by civil aircraft and some classes of marine (LAC) data_ which contain data from selected portions of each
vessels, The satellite is based upon the BLock 5D spacecraft orbit with a 1-km resolution, The same experiments are flown
bus developed for the U,S, Air Forcer and ts capable of on the other spacecraft tn the TIROS-N/NOAA series,
maintaining an earth-pointing accuracy of better than plus or
minus 0,1 dee with a motion rate of Less than 0,035 deg/s, ....... NOAA-Ft NESS STAFF .................
....... NOAA-F9 BROOME......................................... INVESTIGATION NAME- TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
(TOVS)
INVESTIGATION NAME- EARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIMENT (ERBE)
NSSDE TO- NOAA-F -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NSSDC ID- NOAA-F -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM CODE EE-81OPERATIONAL WEATHER 03
CODE EE-81OPER. ENVIRON. MONITOR
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) METEOROLOGY
METEOROLOGY
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS PERSONNEL
PI ° NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
PERSONNEL
TL - G,C. BROOME NASA-LARC BRIEF DESCRIPTION
TM - A.A, RUDMANN NASA-GSFC The TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) on NOAA-F
consists of instruments designed to determine radiances needed
BRIEF DESCRIPTION to calculate temperature and humidity profiles of the
The Earth Radiation Budget Expertmemt (ERBE) is designed atmosphere from the surface to the stratosphere (approximately
to measure the energy exchange between the earth-atmosphere 1 mb), The first instrument is the second version of the
system and space, These measurements are important for climate high-resolution spectrometer (HIRS/2), The HIRS/2 has 20
prediction and for developing statistical relationships between channels in the following spectral intervals: Channels 1
regional weather and radiation budget anomalies, The earth through St the 1B-micrometer C02 bands (15,0t 14,7t 14,Bt lq,29
radiation budget experiments wilt be flown on both NOAA and and 14,0)$ channels 6 and Tt the 15,7 and 15,4-micrometer
_RBS satellites to measure gkobat_ zonaL_ and regional budgets C02/H20 bandsl channel 8t the 11,l-micrometer window region;
on monthly time scales9 equator-to-pole gradtentst and monthly channel 99 the 9,7-micrometer ozone bandl channels 10 through
diurnal variations of regional scales, The ERBE consists of 12t the 6-micrometer, water vapor bands (8,5_ 7,5t amd 6,7);
eight channels distributed within two instrument packages: the channels 13 and 1_ the 4,57 and q,52-mtcrometer N20 bandsl
non-scanner (ERBE-NS) instrument and the scanner (ERBE-S) Channels 15 and 169 the 4,q6 and 4oiO-mtcrometer C02/N20 bandsl
instrument, The non-scanner is a five-channel radiometer, channel 17_ the 4,24-micrometer C02 bandl channels 18 and 19_
Four channels are primarily earth-vtewtng_ but upon command the q,O and 3,7-mfcrometer window bandsl and channel 20_ the
they can be pointed toward the sun for periodic calibration, O,7-mtcrometer window region, The HIRS/2 provides data for
The fifth channel is fixed for continuous observation of the calculations of temperature profiles from the surface to 10 mb_
sun for calibration, Two of the four gimbaled sensors are water vapor content at three Levels of the atmosphere_ and
wide-angled and view the enttre earth from Ltmb to ttmb_ total ozone content, The second tnstrumentt the microwave
approximately 155 deE, These detectors have broadoand spectral sounding unit (MSU)_ has four channels operating in the 50- to
responses varying from 0,2 micrometers to over 50 micrometers, 60-GHz oxygen band (50.,319 53,759 Bq,96 and 57,95) to obtain
Channel 1 makes total radiation measurements while channel 2_ temperature profiles which are free of cloud interference, The
with its filter attached_ makes measurements over the shortwave instruments are cross-course scanning devices utilizing a step
spectral band characterized by the SuprastL-W dome filter which scan to provide a traverse scan while the orbital motion of the
cuts off at S micrometers, The remaining two gimbaled sensors satellite provides scanning in the orthogonaL direction, The
are medium field of vtew channels with a 32-deg field of vtew_ same experiments are flown on other spacecraft tm the
egulvakent to a Texas-slze footorlnt, Channel 3 measures total TIROS-NINOAA series,
radiation wh_Le channel _ placed under a Su_ra_tt-W dome_
measures the shortwave spectral band, The earth-emitted ....... kOAA-Ft NESS STAFF .....
tongwave radiation component is determined by subtracting the
shortwave chamoet from the total channel, The solar channel INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (OCS)
(_) has an 1R-deE field-of-view measuring the total solar
spectral range of the sun. The scanner instrument is a small NSSDC ID- NOAA-F -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
spatial resolution (FOV equals 5 x q,B deg) scanning radiometer CODE EE-8/OPERATIONAL WEATHER 03
containing three separate channels (6_7_8). Channel 6 isolates
the shortwave spectral interval (0.2 to 5 micrometers), INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
Channel 7 measures the tongwave spectral region (5 to 50 METEOROLOGY
mtcrometers)t and channel 8 measures total radiation (0°2 to 50
micrometers), ALL three sensors are Located within a
continuously rotating scan drum which scans the FOV across the
track sequentially from horizon to horizon, The scanner also
vtews the sun for calibration, Additional information can be
obtained from wSystem considerations for an earth radiation
1_5
PERSOkNEL distress signals transmitted by beacons carried by civil
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS aircraft and some classes of marine vessels, The satellite is
based upon the Block 5O spacecraft bus developed for the U.S.
BRIER OESCRIPTION Air Porce_ and is capable of maintaining an earth-polnting
The Data Collection System [DSS) on NOAA-F is designed to accuracy of better than plus or minus 0.1 deg with a motion
meet the meteorological data needs of the Unlted States and to rate of less than 0.035 deg/s.
support the Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP), The
system receives Low-duty-cycle transmissions of meteorological ....... NOAA-Gt BROOME ........................
observations from free-floatlng oatLoons_ ocean buoysv other
satettltest and fixed ground-based sensor platforms distributed INVESTIGATION NAME- EARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIMENT (ERBE)
around the globe. These observatlons are organized on board
the spacecraft and retransmltted when the spacecraft comes in NSSDC ID- NOAA-G -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
range of a commard and data acaulsltlon (CQA) station. For CODE EE-8/ORER. ENVIRON. MONITOR
free-movlng batloonst the Doppler frequency shift of the
transmitted signal is observed to calculate the Location of the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
balloons. The DOS is expected_ for a moving sensor platformt METEOROLOGY
to have a Location accuracy of 5 to _ km rmst and a velocity ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
accuracy of 1 to 1.6 m/s. This system has the capability of
acquiring data from as many as 2000 platforms per day. PERSONNEL
Identical experiments are flown on ocher spacecraft in the TL - G,C. BROOME NASA-LARC
TIROS-N/NOAA series, TM - A,A. RUOMANN NASA-GSFC
....... NOAA-Ft NESS STAFF ..................................... BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) is designed
INVESTIGATION NAME- SEARCH AND RESCUE iS*R) to measure the energy exchange between the earth-atmosphere
system and space, These measurements are important for climate
NSSDC IO- NOAA-F -06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM prediction and for developing statistical retationshlps between
regional weather and raolatlon budget anomalies. The earth
radiation budget experiments wilt be flown on both NOAA and
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ERBS satellites to measure gtobal_ zonalt and regional budgets
COMMUNICATIONS on monthly time scatesl equator-to-pole gradlentst and monthly
diurnal variations of regional scales, The ERBE consists of
PERSONNEL eight channels clstrlbuted within two instrument Packages: the
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS non-scanner (ERBE-NS] instrument and the scanner (ERBE-S)
instrument. The non-scanner is a flve-channel radiometer.
BRIEF OESCRIPTIOh Four channels are primarily earth-vlewlngt but upon command
The Search and Rescue (SAR) instruments have the they can be pointed toward the sun for periodic calibration,
capability of detecting and locating existing emergency The fifth channel is fixed for continuous observation of the
transmitters in a manner independent of the environmental data, sun for calibration. Two of the four gimbaled sensors are
Data from the 121.5-MHz emergency tocator transmitters (ELT)t wlde-angted and view the entire earth from tlmb to tlmD9
the 243-MHz emergency position indicating radio beacons approximately 13B deg. These detectors have broadband spectral
(EPIRB)t and experimental 406-MHz ELTs/EPIRBs are received by responses varying from 0.2 micrometers to over 50 micrometers.
the search and rescue repeater (SARR) and broadcast in real Channel 1 makes total raQiatlon measurements while channel 2t
time on an L-band frequency (1544.5 MHz}. Real-tlme data are wlth its fitter attached_ makes measurements over the shortwave
monitored by local user terminals operated in the United spectral band characterlzeo by the SuprasIl-W dome filter which
Statest Canada_ and France. The 406-MHz data are also cuts off at 5 micrometers. The remaining two gimbaled sensors
processed by the search and rescue processor (SARP} and are medium fletd-of-vlew channels with a 32-deg field of vlew_
retransmltted in real time and stored on the spacecraft for equivalent to a Texas-slze footprint. Channel 3 measures total
later transmittal to the CDA stations in Alaska and Virglnlat radiation while channel _ placed under a SuprasIt-w oome_
thus providing full global coverage. The distress signals are measures the shortwave spectral I band. The earth-emltted
forwarded to Mission Control Centers located in each country longwave radiation component is determined by subtracting the
for subsequent relay to the appropriate RescJe Coordination shortwave channel from the total channel. The solar channel
Center. (5) has an 18-deg field of view measuring the total solar
spectral range of the sun. The scanner instrument is a small
**************************** ****-***************************** spatial resolution (FDV equals 3 x 4,5 deg) scanning radiometer
containing three separate channels (6tT_B). Channel G isolates
the shortwave spectral interval (0.2 to 5 micrometers),
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- NOAA-G Channel 7 measures the longwave spectral region (5 to 50
ALTERNATE NAMES- mlcrometers)_ and channel 8 measures total radiation (0,2 to 90
micrometers). ALL three sensors are located within a
NSSDC ID- NOAA-G continuously rotating scan drum which scans the FOV across the
track sequentially from horizon to horizon. The scanner also
LAUNCH DATE- 04/15/89 WEIGHT- 386. K* views the sun for calibration. Adoitlonal information can be
LAUNCH SITE- VAN_ENBERG AFB9 UNITED STATES obtained fro_ "System considerations for an earth radiation
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS F budget scanntn_ radtometer$" and "The earth radiation budaet
satellite system of the early lg80tst '' Fourth Symp, on
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY Meteorol. Obs. and Instrum,t Denver9 Cplo._ *prlt lO-14t 1978.
UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS See Appendix B for a list of ERBE investigators,
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
....... NOAA-G_ CUNNINGHAM .....................................
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET
ORBIT PERIOD- 101.5 MIN INCLINATION- 98.7 DEG RADIOMETER (SBUV/2)
PERIAPSIS- 833. KM ALT APOAPSIS- B?O. KM ALT
NSSDC ID- NOA*-$ -07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PERSONNEL CODE EE-B/OPER. ENVIRON. MONITOR
MS - J.R. GREAVES NASA HEADQUARTERS
PM - G.W, LONG*NECKER NASA-GSFC INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S]
PS - A. ARKING NASA-GSFC UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH
METEOROLOGY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NOAA-G is a thlrd-generatlon operational meteorological PERSONNEL
satellite for use in the National Operational Environmental TL - F.G. CUNNINGHAM NASA-GSFC
Satellite System (NOESS) and for the support of the Global TM - C.F, HEATH NASA-GSFC
Atmospheric Research Program [GARP) during 1978-84. The
satellite design provides an economical and stable BRIEF DESCRIPTION
sun-synchronous platform for advanced operational instruments The Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Radiometer (SBUV/2) is
to measure the earthWs atmospheret its surface and cloud coverl deslgneo to provide the vertical distribution of ozone in the
and the near-space environment, Primary sensors include (I} an earthts atmosphere, The instrument design is based upon the
advanced very-hlgh-resolutlon radiometer (AVHRR] for observing technology developed for the SBUV/TOMS flown on the Nimbus 7.
daytime and nighttime global cloud covert (2} a TIROS The SBUV/2 instrument measures backscattered solar radiation in
operational vertical sounder (TOVS) for obtaining temperature an 11.3-degree fleld-of-vlew in the nadir direction at 12
and water vapor profiles through the earth0s atmosohere_ (3) an dlscretet 1.1 nm wldet wavelength bands between 292.0 and 3Dg,g
earth radiation experiment (ERBE) for measuring the energy nm. The solar Irradlance is determined at the same 12
exchange between the earth-atmosphere system and spacer and (4} wavelength bands by deploying a diffuser which reflects
a solar backscatter ultraviolet sPectrometer (SBUV/2) for sunlight into the instrument fletd-of-vlew. The SGUV/2 can
providing ozone distributions in the atmosphere, SeconOary also measure the solar Irradlance or the atmospheric radiance
experiments consist of a space environment monitor (SEM)t which with a continuous spectral scan from 160 nm to 400 nm in
measures the proton and electron fluxes near the eartht and a increments nominally 0,148 nm. The SBUV/2 has another
data collection system (DCS]t which processes and relays to narrowbano filter photometer channet_ called the cloud cover •
central data acquisition stations the various meteorological radiometer (CCR)I which continuously measures the earthts
data received from free-ftoatlng balloons and ocean buoys surface brightness at 380 nm, The CCR fleld-of-vlew is 11.3
dlstrlbutea around the globe. A search and rescue iS*R) system degrees.
iS also carried on NOAA-G to recelve9 processt and relay
Z46
....... NOAA-Gt LEINBACH ....................................... micrometers using selective absorption by passing the incoming
radiation through three pressure-modulated cells containing
INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR (SEM) C02, The thlro Instrument9 the mlcrowave sounding unlt (MSU)thas four channels operating in the 50 to 60 5Hz oxygen band
NSSDC ID- NOAA-G -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM (50,31v _3.73t 54.96 and 57.95) to obtain temperature profiles
CODE EE-6/OPER. ENVIRON, MONITOR which are free of cloud interference. The instruments are
cross-course scanning devices utilizing a step scan to provide
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) a traverse scan while the orbital motion of the satellite
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS provides scanning in the orthogonal direction, Similar
PARTICLES AND FIELDS experiments are flown on other spacecraft in the TIROS-N/NOAA
series.
PERSONNEL
Pl - H. LEINBACH NOAA-ERL ....... NOAA-G_ NESS STAFF .....................................
Pl - H.H, SAUER NOAA-ERL
PI - D.S, EVANS NOAA-ERL INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSOC 10- NOAA-G -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
This experiment is an extension of the solar-proton CODE EE-810PERATIONAL WEATHER OB
monltcrlng experiment flown on the ITOS spacecraft series, The
experiment package consists of two detector systems and a data INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
processing unit, The medium energy proton and electron METEOROLOGY
detector (MEPED) measures protons above 16_ 36t and 80 MeV9 and
protons in five energy ranges from 30 keV to >2,5 MeV; PERSONNEL
electrons above 30_ I00_ and 300 keV; and protons and electrons P; - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
(inseparable) above G MeV. The total energy detector (TED)
measures electrons and protons between 300 eV and 20 keV, BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Data Collection System (DOS} on NOAA-G is designed to
....... NOAA-Gt NESS STAFF .................................... meet the meteorological data needs of the United States and to
support the Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP). The
INVESTIGATION NAME- ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER system receives low-duty-cycle transmissions of meteorological
observations from free-floating balloons9 ocean buoys_ other
(AVHRR) satettttest and fixed ground-based sensor platforms distributed
NSSDC ID- NOAA-G -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM around the globe. These observations are organized on board
CODE EE-8/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB the spacecraft and retransmitted when the spacecraft comes in
range of a command ano data acquisition (COA) station. For
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) free-movlng battoonst the Doppler frequency shift of the
METEOROLOGY transmltted signal is observed to calculate the location of the
balloons, The DCS Is expected_ for a moving sensor platform9
PERSONNEL to have a Location accuracy of 5 to B km rms_ and a velocity
PI m NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS accuracy of 1 to 1,6 m/s, This system has the capability of
acquiring data from up to 2000 platforms per day,. Identical
BRIEF DESCRIPTION experiments are flown on other spacecraft in the TIROS-N/NOAA
The NOAA-G Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer series.
(AVHRR) iS a flve-channet scanning radiometer capable of
orovldlng global daytime and nighttime sea surface temperature ....... NOAA-Gt NESS STAFF .... ; ................................
and Informatlon about icel snow_ and clouds, These data are
obtained on a daily basis for use in weather analysis ard INVESTIGATION NAME- SEARCH AND RESCUE (SAR)
forecasting. The muttlspectrat radiometer operates in the
scanning mode and measures emitted and reflected radiation In NSSDC IO- NOAA-G -06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
the following spectral intervals: channel I (vlslbte)_ 0.55 to
O.g mlcrometert channel 2 (near-IR)t 0,725 micrometer to
detector cutoff around 1.1 mlcrometerst channel 3 (IR wlndow)9 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
10.5 to 11.5 mlcrometers_ channel _ (IR wlndow)t 3.55 to 3, g3 COMMUNICATIONS
mtcro_eterst and channel 5t 11,5 to 12,5 micrometers, ALL five
channels have a spatial resolution of 1,1 km_ and the two PERSONNEL
iRmwlnOow channels have a thermal resolution of 0.12 dee K at Pl - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
300 deg K, The AVHRR is capable of operating In both reat-tlee
or recorded moaes, Reat-tlme or direct readout data are BRIEF DESCRIPTION
transmltteb to ground stations both at tow (4-km) resolution The Search and Rescue iSAR) instruments have the
via automatic picture transmission (APT) and at high (1-km) capability of detecting and locating existing emergency
resolution via high-resolution picture transmission (HRPT), transmitters in a manner independent of the environmental data,
Data recorded on board are available for central processing, Data frcm the 121,5-MHz emergency Locator transmitters (ELT)t
They include global area coverage (GAC} datat which have a the 243-MHz emergency position indicating radio beacons
resolution of 4 kmt and local area coverage (LAD) datat which (EPIRB)_ and experimental 406-MHz ELTs/EPIRBs are received by
contain data from selected portions of each orbit with a 1-km the search ana rescue repeater (SARR) and broadcast in real
resolution, The same experiments are flown on other spacecraft time on an L-band frequency (1544,5 MHz)_ Real-time data are
monitored by local user terminals operated in the United
in the TIROS-N/NOAA series. Statesw Canadat and France. The 406-MHz data are also
....... NOAA-Gt NESS STAFF ..................................... processed by the search and rescue processor (SARP) and
retransmttted in real ttme and stored on the spacecraft for
INVESTIGATION NAME- TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER later transmittal to the CDA stations in Alaska and Virglnlat
(TOVS) thus providing full global coverage. The distress signals are
forwarded to Mission Control Centers Located in each country
NSSOC ID- NOAA-G -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM for subsequent relay to the appropriate Rescue Coordlnatlon
CODE EE-8/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB Center,
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) * ** ** ** * NOAA'H'*********************'*****
METEOROLOGY
PERSONNEL SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- NOAA-H
P; - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS ALTERNATE NAMES-
BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSOC ID- NOAA-H
The TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) on NOAA-G
consists of instruments designed to determine radiances needed LAUNCH DATE- WEIGHT- 386, KG
to calculate temperature and humidity profiles of the LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES
atmosphere from the surface to the stratosphere iapproxlmatety LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS F
I mb). The first instrument is the second version of the
hlgh-resotutlon spectrometer (HIRS/2), The HIRS/2 has 20 SPONSORING CObNTRY/AGENCY
channels in the following spectral intervals: channels 1 UNITE_ STATES NOAA-NESS
through 5_ the 15-mlcrometer C02 bands (15.0t 1_.7t 14,5_ 1_,2t UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
aria 14.0)1 channels 6 and 7t the 13,7 and 13.Q-mlcrometer
CD2/M2C bands; channel B_ the 11.l-mlcrometer window region; PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
channel gt the g,7-mlcrometer ozone bans; channels 10 through ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
12t the G-mlcrometer water vapor bands (8,3t 7,3t and 6,77; ORBIT PERIOD- 101=5 MIN INCLINATION- 98,7 BEG
channels 13 and l_t the Q,57 and _,52-mlcrometer N20 bands; PERIAPSIS- 833. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 870. KM ALT
channels 15 and 16_ the 4,€6 and _,!O-mlcrometer C02/N20 bands;
channel 1T0 the _.24-mlcrometer C02 band; channels 18 and let
the 4,0 and 3.T-mlcrometer window bands; and channel 20t the
O.7-mlcrometer window region. The HIRS/2 provides data for
calculations of temperature profiles from the surface to 10 mbt
water vapor content at three levels of the atmosphere_ and
total ozone content, The second Instrumentl the stratosoherlc
sounatna unit (SSU)_ has three channels operating at 15.0
I;7
PERSONNEL resolution, The same experiments are flown on other spacecraft
MG - J.O, GREAVES NASA HEADQUARTERS in the TIROS-N/NOAA series.
PM - G.W. LONGANECKER NASA-GSFC
....... NOAA-Nt MESS STAFF .....................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NOAA-H iS a thlrd-generatlon operational meteorological INVESTIGATION NA_E- TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
satellite for use in the National Operational Environmental (TOVS)
Satellite System (NOESS) and for support of the Global
Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) during I_78-84, The NSSDC Ig- NOAA-H -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
satellite design provides an economical and stable CODE EE-B/OPERATIONAL WEATHER O_
sun-synchronous platform for advanced operational instruments
to measure the earth's atmospheret its surface and cloud covert INVESTIGATION _ISCIPLINE(S)
and the near-space environment, Primary sensors Include (1) an METEOROLOGY
advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVWRR) for observing
daytime and nighttime global cloud covert (2) a TIROS PERSONNEL
operational vertical sounder (TOVS) for obtaining temperature PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
and water vapor profiles through the earthts atmospheret and
(3) a solar Packscatter ultraviolet spectrometer (SBUV/2) for BRIEF DESCRIPTION
providing ozone distributions in the atmosphere, The seconCary The TIROS Operational Vertical Souneer (TOVS) on NOAA-H
experiment is a data collection system (OCS)t which orocesses consists of instruments designed to determine raolantes needed
and relays to central data acqulsltion stations the various to calculate temperature and humidity profiles of the
meteorological cata received from free-floatlng balloons and atmosphere from the surface to the stratosphere (apProximately
ocean buoys distributed around the globe. A search and rescue 1 mb), The first instrument is the second version of the
(SAR) system is also carried on NOAA-H to receiver process_ and high-resolution spectrometer (HIRS/2), The HIRS/2 has 20
relay distress signals transmitted by beacons carried by civil channels in the following spectral intervals: channels 1
aircraft and some classes of marine vessels. The satellite is through E_ the 15-mlcrometer C02 bands (15.Or 14.7t 14._t l_.2t
based upon the BLock 50 spacecraft bus developed for the U.S. and 14.0); channels G and 7_ the 13.7 and 13,4-mlcrometer
Air Forcer and is capable of maintaining an earth-polnting C02/H2O bands; channel 89 the 11.l-mlcrometer window region;
accuracy of better than plus or minus 0,i deg with a motion channel _t the g.7-mlcrometer ozone band; channels lO through
rate of Less than 0.035 deg/s, 12t the 6-mlcrometer water vapor bands (G.3t 7.3t and E.7);
channels 13 and 14_ the 4,57 and 4.52-mlcrometer N20 bands;
....... NOAA-Hw CUNkINGMAM ..................................... channels 15 and 16_ the _,46 an_ 4,40-micrometer CO2/N20 banos;
channel iTt the 4.24-mlcrometer C02 band; channels 1_ an_ 19t
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET the 4.0 and 3,7-mlcrometer window bands; and channel 2Or the
RADIOMETER (SBUV/2) O,T-mlcrometer window region, The PIRS/2 provides oata for
calculations of temperature profiles from the surface to 10 mbt
NSSDC IO- NOAA-H -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM water, vapor content at three levels of the atmospheret and
CODE EE-B/OPER, ENVIRON, MONITOR total ozone content, The second Instrumentt the microwave
sounding unit (MSU)_ has four channels operating in the 50- to
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) 60-SHz oxygen band (50,31t 53.73t 5_,56 and 57.95) to obtain
UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH temperature profiles which are free of cloud interference, The
METEOROLOGY instruments are cross-course scanning devices utilizing a steb
scan to provioe a traverse scan while the orbital motion of the
PERSONNEL satellite provides scanning in the orthogonat direction.
TL - _.G. EUNNINGHAM NASA-GSFC Similar experiments are flown on other spacecraft in the
TM - D,F. HEATH NASA-GSPC TIROS-N/NOAA series.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... EOAA-he NESS STAFF .....................................
The Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Radiometer (SBUV/2) is
designed to provide the vertical distribution of ozone in the INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS)
earth,s atmosphere, The instrument design is based upon the
technology developed for the SBUV/TOMS flown on the Nimbus 7, NSSDC TO- NOAA-H -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
The SBUV/2 instrument measures backscattered solar radiation in COOl EE-8/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB
an ll.3-degree fietd-of-vlew in the nadir direction at 12
Oiscretet i.I nm wlde9 wavelength bands between 252,0 and 3_9.8 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
rim, The solar Irradlance is determined at the same 12 _ETEOROLOGY
wavelength bands by deploying a diffuser which wilt reflect
sunlight into the instrument fleld-of-vlew. The SBUV/2 can PERSONNEL
also measure the solar irradlance or the atmospheric radiance Pl - MESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
with a continuous spectral scan from 160 nm to 400 nm in
increments nominally 0.148 nm, The SBUV/2 has another BRIEF DESCRIPTION
narrowband filter photometer channelt called the cloud cover The Data Collection System lOBS) on NOAA-H is deslgne_ to
radiometer (CCR)t which continuously measures the earthts meet the meteorological data needs of the United States and to
surface brightness at 380 nm, The CCR fleld-of-vlew is 11.3 support the Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP). The
degrees, system receives tow-duty-cycle transmissions of meteorological
observations from free-floating batloonst ocean buoyst other
....... NOAA-HI NESS STAFF ..................................... satettltese and fixed ground-based sensor platforms distributed
around the globe, These observations are organized on board
INVESTIGATION NAME- ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION the spacecraft and retransmltted when the spacecraft comes in
RADIOMETER (AVHRR) range of a command and data acquisition (CDA) station, For
free-movlng balloonst the Doppler frequency shift of the
NSSDC I_- NOAA-H -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM transmitted signal is observed to calculate the location of the
CODE EE-8/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB balloons. The DCS is expectedw for a moving sensor platform_
to have a location accuracy of _ to 8 km rmst and a velocity
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) accuracy of 1 to 1.G m/s, Thls system has the capability of
METEOROLOGY acquiring data from as many as 2000 platforms per day,
Identical experiments are flown on other spacecraft in the
PERSONNEL TIROS-N/NOAA series.
PI - NBSS STAFF NOAA-NESS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... NOAA-H_ NESS STAFF .....................................
The NOAA-H Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer INVESTIGATION NAME- SEARCH AND RESCUE (SAR)
(AVBRR) is a flve-channet scanning radiometer capable of
providing global daytime and nighttime sea surface temperature NSSDC ID- NOAA-H -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
and information about feet snowi and clouds, These data are
obtained on a daily basis for use tn weather analysis and
forecasting. The multlspectrat radiometer operates in the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
scanning mode and measures emitted and reflected radiation in COMMUNICATIONS
the following spectral intervals: channel i (vlslble)t 0,55 to
O,g micrometert channel 2 (near-IR)_ 0,725 micrometer to PERSONNEL
detector cutoff around 1.1 mlcrometers_ channel 3 (IR wlndow)_ Ol - MESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
10.5 to 11.5 mlcrometers_ channel 4 (IR wlndow)t 3.55 to 3.93
mlcrometers_ and channel 5_ ZZ.5 to 12.5 micrometers. ALL five BRIEF DESCRIPTION
channels have a spatial resolution of 1,1 km_ and the two The Search and Rescue (SAR) instruments have the
IR-wlncow channels have a thermal resolution of 0,12 deg K at capability of detecting and locating existing emergency
300 deg K, The AVHRR Is capable of ooeratlng in both reat-tlme transmitters in a manner independent of the environmental cata.
or recorded modes, Reat-tlme or direct reaoout data are Data from the 121,5-MHz emergency locator transmitters (ELT)_
transmitted to ground stations both at low (4-km) resolution the 24]-MBz emergency position indicating radio beacons
via automatic picture transmission (APT) and at hlgh (1-km) (EPIRB)_ and experimental 40G-MHz ELTs/EPIRBs are received by
resolution via high-resotutlon picture trans_Isslon (HRPT), the search aria rescue repeater (SARR) and broadcast in real
Data recorded on board are available for central processing, time on an L-band frequency (iBA4.5 MHz), Reat-tlme data are
They include global area coverage (GAC) datat which have a monitorec by Local user terminals operated in the United
resolution of 4 kmt and Local area coverage (LAB) data, which States_ Canadat and France, The 406-MHz data are also
contain data from selected portions of each orbit with a 1-km processed by the search and rescue processor (SARP) and
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retransmltted in real time and stored on the spacecraft for NSSDC ID- NOAA-I -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
later transmittal to the NOAA Command and Data Acquisition CODE EE-8/OPER. ENVIRON, MONITOR
(CDA) stations in Alaska and Virglnlat thus providing full
glcbat coverage, The distress signals are forwardea to Mission INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
Control Centers located in each country for subsequent relay to PARTICLES AND FIELDS
the acorobrlate Rescue Coordination Cenler.
PERSONNEL
.***.****.*****.*******-**** NOAA-I**************************** Pl - H, LEINBACH NOAA-ERL
Pl - P,H, SAUER NOAA-ERL
PI - C,S. EVANS NOAA-ERL
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- NOAA-I
ALTERNATE NAMES- BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment is an extension of the solar-proton
NSSDC ID- NOAA-I monitoring experiment flown on the ITOS spacecraft series. The
experiment package consists of two detector systems and a data
LAUNCH DATE- WEIGHT- 386. KG processing unit. The medium energy proton and electron
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENEERG AFB_ UNITED STATES detector (MEPEO) measures protons above 1Gt 3Gt and 80 MeVt and
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS F protons in five energy ranges from 30 keV to >2.5 MeV;
electrons above 30_ lOOt and 300 keV_ and protons and electrons
SPONSORING COUNTRy/AGENCY (inseparable) above G MeV. The total energy detector (TED)
UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS measures electrons and protons between 300 eV and 20 keV.
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA -_
_' - ...... NOAA-I_ NESS STAFF .....................................
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC INVESTIGATION NAME- ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION
ORUIT PERIOD- 101.5 MIN INCLINATION- 9B.T bEG RADIOMETER (AVHRR)
PERIAPSIS- B33, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 8T0, KM ALT
NSSDC ID- NOAA-I -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PERSONNEL CODE EE-81OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB
MG - J.R. GREAVES NASA HEADQUARTERS
PM - G.W. LONGANEEMER NASA-GSFC INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
METEOROLOGY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NOAA-I is a thlrd-generatlon operational _eteorotoglcat PERSONNEL
satellite for use in the National Operational Environmental Pl - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
_atelllte System (NOESS) and for support Of the GLobal
Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) during 19T8-84. The BRIEF DESCRIPTION
satellite design provides an economical and stable The NOAA-I Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
sun-synchronous platform for advanced operational instruments (AVHRR) is a flve-channel scanning radiometer capable of
to measure the earth's atmosphere9 its surface and cloud covert providing global daytime and nighttime sea surface temperature
and the near-space environment. Primary sensors include (L) an and information about Icet snowt and clouds. These data are
advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR] for observing obtained on a daily basis for use in weather analysis and
daytime and nighttime global cloud covert (2) a TIROS forecasting, The muttlspectrat radiometer operates in the
operational vertical sounder (TOVS) for obtaining temperature scanning mode and measures emitted and reflected radiation in
and water vapor profiles through the earthts atmospheret and the following spectral intervals: channel Z (vlslble)_ 0.55 to
(3) a solar backscatter ultraviolet spectrometer (SBUV/2) for 0.9 mlcrbmeterl channel 2 (near-IR)i 0.T25 micrometer to
providing ozone distributions in the atmosphere. Secondary detector cutoff around 1.1 mlcrometersl channel 3 (IR wlnaow)t
experiments consist of a space environment monitor (SEM)_ which 10.5 to 11.5 mlcrometers_ channel _ (IR wlndow)9 3.55 to 3.93
measures the proton and electron fluxes near the earth9 and a mtcrometersl anc channel 5t 11.B to 12.5 micrometers. ALL five
data collection system (DCS)t which processes and relays to channels have a spatial resolution of 1,1 kmw and the two
central data acquisition stations the various meteorological IR-wtndow channels have a thermal resolution of 0,12 deg M at
data received from free-floating balloons and ocean buoys 300 deg K, The AVHRR is capable of operating in both real-time
Oistrlbuted around the globe, A search and rescue (SAR) system or recorded mbdes. Real-tlme or direct readout data are
is also carried on NOAA-I to recelvet processt and relay transmitted to ground stations both at low (4-km) resolution
distress signals transmitted by beacons carried by civil via automatic picture transmission (APT) and at high (1-km)
aircraft and so_e classes of marine vessels. The satellite is resolution via hlgh-resolutlon picture transmission (HRPT).
based upon the Block 5D spacecraft bus developed for the U.S, Data recorded on board are available for central processing,
Air Force_ and is capable of maintaining an earth-polntlng They include global area coverage (GAC) data_ which have a
accuracy of better than plus or minus 0.1 deg with a motion resolutlon of _ kmt and local area coverage (LAC) dotal which
rate of tess than 0.035 deg/s, contain data from selected portions of each orbit with a 1-km
resolution. The same experiments are flown on other spacecraft
....... NOAA-I_ CUNNINGHAM ..................................... in the TIROS-N/NOAA series,
INVESTIGATION NAFE- SOLAR BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET ....... EOAA-It NESS STAFF .....................................
RADIOMETER (SBUV/2)
INVESTIGATION NAME- TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
NSSDC ID- NOAA-I -06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM (TOVS)
CODE EE-8/OPER. ENVIRON, MONITOR
NSSDC ID- NOAA-I -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) CODE EE-8/OPERATIONAL WEATHER 03
UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH
METEOROLOGY INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
METEOROLOGY
PERSONNEL
TL - F.G, CUNNINGHAM NASA-GSFC PERSONNEL
TM - O,F. HEATH NASA-GSFC PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION B'RIEF DESCRIPTION
The Solar Rackscatter Ultraviolet Radiometer (SBUV/2) is The TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) on NOAA-I
designed to provlce the vertical distribution of ozone in the consists of instruments designed to determine radiances needed
earthIs atmosphere, The instrument design is based upon the to calculate temperature and humidity profiles of the
technology developed for the SBUV/TOMS flown on the Nimbus 7. atmosphere from the surface to the stratosphere (approximately
The SBUV/2 Instrument measures backscattered solar radiation in I mb), The first instrument is the second version of the
an 11.3-degree fletd-of-vlew in the nadir direction at 12 hlgh-resotutlon spectrometer (HIRS/2)e The HIRS/2 has 20
dlscretet 1.1 nm wldet wavelength bands between 252,0 and 339.8 channels in the following spectral IntervatsI channels i
nm. The solar irradlance is determined at the same 12 through 5t the 15-mlcrometer C02 bands (15.0t 14.7t 14.5t 14.2w
wavelength bands by deploying a dlffuser which wltt reflect and lq,O); channels B and 79 the 13.7 and 13.q-mlcrometer
sunlight into the instrument fleld-of-vlew. The SBUV/2 can C02/H20 bandsl channel 89 the 11.l-mlcrometer window meglonl
also measure the solar Irradlance or the atmospherlc radiance channel 99 the 9.7-mlcrometer ozone bandl channels 10 through
with a contlnucus spectral scan from IBO nm to 400 nm in 12t the 6-mlcrometer water vapor bands (8,3t 7,3_ and G,?);
increments nominally 0.1_8 nm. The SBUV/2 has another channels 13 and E@t the @.57 and 4.BS-mlcrometer N20 bands;
narrowband filter photometer channeLt called the cloud cover channels 15 and 1G_ the 4.4G and 4°40-mlcrometer C02/N20 bands;
radlo_eter (CCR)9 which continuously measures the earth#s channel 17_ the 4.2_-mlcrometer C02 band; channels 18 and Ig_
surface brightness at 38_ nm, The CCR fleld-of-vlew has the the _.0 and 3.?-mlcrometer window bandsl and channel 20t the
size of 11.3 degrees, O.7-mlcrcmeter window region, The HIRSI2 provides data for
calculations cf temperature profiles from the surface to 10 mb_
....... NOAA-I_ LEINBACM ....................................... water vapor content at three Levels of the atmospheret and
total ozone content. The second Instrument_ the stratospheric
INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR (SEM) sounding unit (SSU)_ has three channels operating at 15.0
micrometers using selective absorption by passing the incoming
radiation through three pressure-modulated cells containing
C02. The thlro Instrumentt the microwave sounding unlt (MSU]_
has four channels operating in the 50- to 60-GHz oxygen bend
(50.31_ 53.T3_ 5_,96 and 57.95) to obtain temperature profiles
1_9
which are free of cloud interference. The instruments are and the near-space environment. Primary sensors include (1) an
cross-course scanning devices utilizing a step scan to provide advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) for observing
a traverse scan while the orbital motion of the satellite daytime and nighttime global cloud €over_ (2} a TIROS
provides scanning in the orthogonaL direction. Similar oberational vertical sounder (TOVS) for obtaining temperature
experiments are flown on other spacecraft In the TIROS-N/NOAA and water vapor profiles through the earthts atmospheret and
series. (3) a solar backscatter ultraviolet spectrometer (SBUV/2) for
brovtdtng ozone distributions in the atmosbhere. The secondary
....... NOAA-I, NESS STAFF ..................................... exbertment is a data collection system (DCS)o which processes
and relays to central data acquisition stations the various
INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DES) meteorological data received from free-ftoatlng balloons anD
ocean buoys Distributed around the globe= A search ano rescue
NSSDC IO- NOAA-I -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM (SAR) system iS also carried on NOAA-J to recelvet processt and
CODE EE-8/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB relay distress signals transmitted by beacons carried by civil
aircraft and some classes of marine vessels, The satellite is
! INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) based upon the BLock 50 spacecraft bus developed for the U,S.
METEOROLOGY Air Forcer anc is capable of maintaining an earth-pointlng
accuracy of better than plus or minus 0.1 deg with a motion
PERSONNEL rate of tess than 0.035 deg/s.
Pl - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... NOAA-J_ CUNNINGHAM .....................................
The Data Collection System (DES) on NOAA-I is designed to INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR 8ACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET
meet the meteorological data needs of the United States and to RADIOMETER (SBUV/2)
support the Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP). The
system receives tow-duty-cycle transmissions of meteorotoglcat NSSDC ID- NOAA-J -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
observations from free-ftoatlng batloons_ ocean buoyst other CODE EE-8/OPER= ENVIRON. MONITOR
satellltest and fixed ground-based sensor platforms distributed
around the globe. These observations are organized on board INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
the spacecraft and retransmltted when the spacecraft cores in UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH
range of a command and data acquisition (CDA) station. For METEOROLOGY
free-moving balloonst the Doppler frequency shift of the
transmitted signal is Observed to calculate the location of the PERSONNEL
balloons. The DES is exbected_ for a moving sensor platformt TL - F,G. CUNNINGHAH NASA-GSFC
to have a location accuracy of 5 to 8 km rmst and a velocity TM - D,P. HEATH NASA-GSFC
accuracy of 1 to 1.6 m/s, This system has the capability of
acquiring data from up to 2500 platforms per day, Identlca[ BRIEF DESCRIPTION
experiments are flown on other spacecraft in the TIROS-N/NOAA The Solar 8ackscatter Ultraviolet Radiometer (SBUV/2) Is
series, designed to provide the vertical distribution of ozone In the
earthts atmosphere, The instrument design is based upon the
....... NOAA-Iv NESS STAFF ..................................... technology developed for the SBUV/TOMS flown on the Nimbus 7.
The SBUV/2 instrument measures backscattered solar radiation in
INVEGTIGATION NAME- SEARCH AND RESCUE (SAR) an 11.3-degree fletd-of-vlew in the nadir dlrectlon at i_
dlscretet 1.1 nm wldet wavelength bands between 252.0 and 339.8
NSSDC ID- NOAA-I -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM rim, The solar frradiance is determined at the same 12
wavelength bands by deploying a diffuser which will reflect
sunlight into the instrument fleld-of-vlew. The SBUV/2 can
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) also measure the solar Irradlance or the atmospheric radiance
COMMUNICATIONS with a continuous spectral scan from 160 nm to 400 nm in
increments nominally 0,148 nm, The SBUV/2 has another
PERSOKNEL narrowband filter photometer channelt called the cloud cover
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS radlometer (CCR)t which continuously measures the earthts
surface brightness at 380 nm. The CCR fletd-of-vlew has the
BRIEF DESCRIPTION size of 11.3 degrees.
The Search and Rescue (SAR) instruments have the
capability of detecting and locating existing emergency NOAA-Jt NESS STAFF .....................................
transmitters in a manner IndePendent of the environmental data.
Data from the 121.5-MHz emergency locator transmitters (ELT)t INVESTIG=TION NAME- ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION
the 2_3-MHZ emergency position indicating radio beacons RADIOMETER (AVHRR)
(EPIRB}t and experimental 4DG-MHz ELTs/EPIRBs are received by
the search and rescue repeater (SARR) and broadcast in real NSSDC ID- NOAA-J -Oi INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
time on an L-band frequency (1544.5 MHZ). Reat-tlme data are CODE EE-8/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB
monitored by local user termlnals operated in the United
• States9 Canada9 and France. The wOG-MHz data are also INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
brocessed by the search and rescue processor (SARP) and METEOROLOGY
retrarsmltted in real time and stored on the s_acecraft for
Later transmittal to the CDA stations in Alaska and Vtrgtntaw PERSONNEL
thus providing full global coverage. The distress signals are PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
forwarded to Mission Control Centers Located in each country
for subsequent relay to the appropriate Rescue Coordination BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Center, The NOAA-J Advancec Very High Resolution Radiometer
(AVHRR) is a flve-channet scanning radiometer capable of
**************************** ****-***************************** providing glcbal daytime and nighttime sea surface temperature
and information about tcet snowt and clouds, These data are
obtalned on a daily basis for use in weather analysis and
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- NOAA-J forecasting. The muttlspectral radiometer operates In the
ALTERKATE NAMES- scanning mode and measures emitted and reflected radiation in
the following spectral intervals: channel i (vlslbte)_ 0.55 to
NSSDC 13- NOAA-J 0.9 micrometerI channel 2 (near-IR)t 0.725 micrometer to
detector cutoff around 1=1 micrometers; channel 3 fIR wlndow)t
LAUNCH BATE- WEIGHT- 386. KG 10.5 to 11,5 mlcrometers; channel 4 (IR wlndow)t 3.55 to 3.93
LAUNCH SITE- VANDENBERG AFBt UNITED STATES micrometers; and channel 5_ 11.5 to 12.5 micrometers. ALL five
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ATLAS F channels have a spatial resolutlon of 1,1 kmt and the two
IR-wlndow channels have a thermal resolution of 0,12 deg K at
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY 300 deg K. The AVHRR is capable of operating in both reat-tlme
UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS or recorded modes. Reat-tlme or dlrect readout data are
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA transmitted to ground stations both at tow (_-km) resolution
vla automatic picture transmission (APT) and at high (1-km)
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS resolution via hlgh-resotutlon picture transmission (HRPT).
ORBIT TYPE m GEOCENTRIC Data recorded on board are available for central processing.
ORBIT PERIOD- 101.5 MIN INCLINATION- 98.7 DEG They include global area coverage (GAC) dotal which have a
PERIAPSIS- 833. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 870, KM ALT resoluticn of 4 kmt and local area coverage (LAC) datat which
contain data from selected portions of each orbit wlth a 1-km
PERSONNEL resolution. The same experiments are flown on other spacecraft
MG - J,R. GRZAVES NASA HEADQUARTERS in the TIROS-N/NOAA series,
PM - G.W. LONGANECKER NASA-GSFC
....... NOAA-JI NESS STAFF .....................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NOAA-J is a thlrd-generatlon operational meteorological INVESTIGATION NAME- TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER
satellite for use in the National Operational Environmental (TOVS)
Satellite System (NOESS) and for support of the Global
Atmospheric Research Program (GARP) during 1978-84. The
satellite design provlaes an economical and stable
sun-synchronous platform for advanced operational instruments
to measure the earthts atmosohere_ its surface and cloud cover_
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NSSDC 13- NOAA-J -02 INVESTIGATIVE PqOGRAM *** ** *********** OPEN/EML*******************'******
CODE EE-B/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OPEN/EML
METEOROLOGY ALTERNATE NAMES- EML9 Eg, MAGNETOSPHERE LAB.
PERSONNEL NSSDC tO- EML
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
LAUNCH DATE- 02/00/90 WEIGHT- 7_, KG
BRIEF DESCRIPTION LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES
The TIROS ODeratlonat Vertical SounDer (TOVS) on NOAA-J LAUNCH VEHICLE- SMTLE-PAMD
consists of instruments designed to determine radiances needed
to calculate temperature and humidity profiles of the SPONSORING COUNIRY/AGENCY
atmosohere from the surface to the stratosphere (aoDroxl_atety UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
1 mb). The first instrument is the second version of the
hlgh-resotutlon spectrometer (HIRS/2), The HIRS/2 has 20 PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
channels in the following spectral intervals: channels 1 ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
through 5_ the 15-mlcrometer C02 bands (15,0t 14.7_ 14.5_ 14,2_ ORBIT PERIOD- 1560, MIN INCLINATION- O. DE3
and 14.0)_ channels 6 and 7v the 13.7 and 13,4-mlcrometer PERIAPSIS- 6000. KM ALT AmOAPSIS- 70000, KM ALT
C02/H20 bands_ channel 8t the Ll.l-mlcrometer window region:
channel 9_ the 9,T-mtc to meter ozone band_ channels 10 through PERSONNEL
12t the 6-mlcrometer water vapor bands (8,3t 7.3_ and 6,7)1 MG - D,S. DILLER NASA _EADOUARTERS
channels 13 anc 14t the 4,57 and 4.52-mlcrometer N20 bands: SO - M.J. WISKERCHEN NASA HEADQUARTERS
channels 15 and 16t the 4.46 and 4.40-mlcrometer C02/N20 bands: PM - K.O. SIZEMORE NASA-GSFC
channel 17_ the 4.24-mlcrometer C02 bandi channels 18 and 191 PS - JoK. ALEXANDER NASA-3S:C
the 4.0 and 3.7-mlcrometer window bands; and channel 209 the PS - M,M, ACUNA NASA-GSFC
0.7-mlcrometer .In¢ow region. The HIRSI2 provides data for PS - F.L. KAISER NASA-GSFC
calculations of temperature profiles from the surface to 10 mbt
water vapor content at three levels of the atmosohere_ and BRIEF DESCRIPTION
total ozone content. The second tnstrumentt the microwave The EML (Equatorial Magnetosphere Laboratory) Is one of
sounding unit (MSU)_ has four channels operating in the 50- to the four spacecraft in the OPEN (Origins of PLasmas in the
60-GHz oxygen band (50°31t 53,73t 54°96 and 57°g5) to obtain Earth's Nelghborhooo) program. The OPEN program is a major new
temperature profiles which are free of cloud interference, The thrust in the study of solar-terrestrlal relationships. Its
instruments are cross-course scanning devices utilizing a step goaL_ to obtain the first Quantitative assessment of the global
scan to provide a traverse scan while the orbital motion of the flow of energy through the earth's space environment above the
satellite provides scanning in the orthogona{ direction, uDDer atmosphere_ is accomplished wlth a network of four
Similar experiments are flown on other spacecraft in the spacecraft orbiting in key Locations around the earth: two
TIROS-hLtNOAA series, plasma scurce regions and two geosbace storage regions. With a
properly instrumented spacecraft Laboratory in each of the four
....... NOAA-Jt NESS STAFF ............. regtonst simultaneous observations can be made of the entry of
plasma into the systemt the storage and release of energy
INVESTIGATION NAME- DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DOS) within the systemt and the transfer of plasma and energy
between those key regions as they change with time.
NSSDC tO- NOAA-J -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM Complementary programs being planned for the same time frame
CODE El-B/OPERATIONAL WEATHER OB are the ISPM (International Solar Polar Mission) and the UARS
(Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite) program, The OPEN
INvEsTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) program may be expanded to include more extensive participation
METEOROLOGY from ESA and/or ISAS. The OPEN program is designed to achieve
three major scientific goals: (1) to assess the mass_ momentum
PERSONNEL and energy flow and their time variability throughout the
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS geospace environment| (2) to improve the understanding of
plasma processes that control the collective behavior of
BRIEF DESCRIPTION geospace components and trace their cause-and-effect
The Data Collection System (DOS) on NOAA-J is designed to relationships through the systeml and (3) to assess the
meet the meteorological data needs of the United States and to importance to the terrestrial environment of variations in
support the Global Atmospheric Research Program (GARP). The energy input to the atmosphere caused by geospace processes,
system receives tow-duty-cycle transmissions of meteorological The program has a flexible central data handling facility to
observations from free-floating balloons9 ocean buoys_ other which the investigators gain access by remote computer
satettJtest and fixed ground-based sensor platforms olstrtbuted terminals. The spacecraft Laboratories are Launched from the
around the globe. These observations are organized on board Space Shutttet with a PAM-D upper stage for final orbit
the spacecraft and retransmltted when the spacecraft comes in insertion, Each has on-board propulsion systems and amble fuel
range of a command and data acquisition (CDA) station. For supplies to achieve and maintain their different orbits,
free-movlng balLoonst the Doppler frequency shift of the Spacecraft design Lifetime is 3-5 yearst with redundant
transmitteD signal iS observed to calculate the Location of the subsystems. ALL of the spacecraft are Cyttndrtcatt
balloons. The DOS is expectedl for a moving sensor platform_ approximately 2.8 m in diameter by 1.25 m high (plus 1.25 m for
to have a Location accuracy of 5 to 8 km rmst and a velocity its despun platform)1 with body-mounted solar cell arrays_ and
accuracy of i to 1,6 m/s. This system has the capability of are spin-stabilized. They have Long wire spin plane antennas_
acquiring data from up to 2000 platforms per day. Identical inertia booms_ and spin plane appendages to support sensors.
experiments are flown on other spacecraft in the TIROS-N/NOAA Prior to stabIllzatlont all four spacecraft may have spin rates
series° up to 60 rpm, The spacecraft are non-retrlevabte and
non-servlceabLe, This particular Sbacecraftt the EML_ measures
....... NOAA-Jt NESS STAFF ..................................... solar wind entry at the sunward nose of the magnetosphere_ and
the transport and storage of plasma in the equatorial ring
INVESTIGATION NAME- SEARCH AND RESCUE (SAR) current and near-earth plasma sheet, Data are stored using
on-board tape recorders and relayed to the Deep Space Network
NSSDC ID- NOAA-J -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM at a high rater although the average reat-tlme data rate for
EML is 22.2 kbps. There is a desDun glmbaLled instrument
platform on one end. EML will De In a 26-h equatorial orbit
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) wlth perigee and apogee of 2t400 by 70tO00 km. It weighs 744
COMMUNICATIONS kg and uses ]OE W of power. The spin rate is 10 rpm around an
axis Lying In the orbit plane and maintained within 30 deg of
PERSONNEL normal to the earth-sun Line.
PI - NESS STAFF NOAA-NESS
....... DPEN/EMLv BUROH
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Search and Rescue (SAP) instruments have the INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA ION COMPOSITION
capability of detecting and locating existing emergency
transmitters in a manner independent of the environmental data. NSSDC ID- EML -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
Data from the 121,5-MHz emergency locator transmitters (ELT)_ CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE
the 243-MHz emergency position indicating radio beacons
(EPIRB)t and experimental 406-MHz ELTs/EPIRBs are received by INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
the search and rescue repeater (SARR) and broadcast In real PARTICLES AND FIELDS
time on an L-band frequency (154A.5 MHz), Real-tlme data are SOLAR PHYSICS
monitored by local user terminals operated in the United MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
Stalest Canada_ and France. The 406-MHz data are also
processed by the search and rescue processor (SARP) and PERSONNEL
retransmltted in real tlme and stored on the spacecraft for PI - J,L, BUROH SOUTHWEST RES INST
Later transmittal to the CDA stations in ALaska and Vlrginla_ CI - S,Fo HAHN SOUTHWEST RES INST
thus providing full global coverage. The distress signals are CI - _.D. WINNINGHAM SOUTHWEST RES INST
forwarded to Mission Control Centers Located in each country CI - E,G, SHELLEY LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
for subsequent relay to the appropriate RescJe Coordination CI - P,H. REIFF RICE U
Center, CI - O,T. YOUNG LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
CI - A.O. JOHNSTONE MULLARO SPACE SCI LAB
CI - M. EJIRI ISAS
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This investigation (CEPPAD_ comprehensive energetic
This investigation is designed to study definitively (I) particle pitch angle distribution) is designed to provide
the composition of magnetospherlc plasma storage reglonst (2) detailed pitch angle measurements of energetic particle fluxes,
the entry of solar wind plasma into the magnetospheret (3) the to cover the particle energy spectra over as wide a range as
injection of ionospheric plasma into the magnetosphere_ (4) possible wlth statistically meaningful results_ to separately
magnetospherlc plasma transport and acceteratlon_ (5) the rote identify ions and electronst and to give information on high
of minor ionic constituents in magnetospherlc plasma processest energy ion composition, This instrument is identical to the
(6) specles-dependent magnetospherlc ion toss mechsnlsmst e.g.9 one flown on OPEN/PPL. The instrument measures electrons wlth
wave-partlcle interactions and charge exchanger (7) the physics energies from 20 keV to 3000 keV and protons from 20 keV to 17
of heavy ions and muttl-component pLasmast and (8) magnetotaIl MeV. Alpha particles and the CNO group of nuclei are also
composition phenomena (during the deep tall extended mission uniquely identified wlth high time resolution in broad energy
phase of EML). The instrument consists of a toroldal ion mass bands over the range 30 to 3300 keV/nucteon. Multiple detector
spectrograph (TIMS). This instrument has a mass per charge heads on the body-mounted portion of the instrument (BEPS)
range of 1 to 150 u/Q in 128 channelso with resolution (M/delta provide detailed hlgh-resotutlon three-dlmenslonal measurement
M) of i0_ and an energy range of 0 to _0 keV/Q1 with 32 energy of the energetic particle distribution function at all angles
steps logarithmically spaced and a resolution (delta LIE) of outside the toss cone. The detectors mounted on the scan
0,08. The field of view covers i0 deg of azimuth and plus and platform (SEPS) are designed to Look along the Local magnetic
minus 20 deg in elevatlont with 5 elements of 8 deg each in field direction, The major components of the body-mounted
elevation. The sample rate of 32 samples per second yields one detectors (BEPS) are the three sensor types LEMS_ HIST0 and
mass-energy-angle spectrum per 4 spin periods. This instrument DPU. The scan platform energetic partlcle spectrometers (SEPS)
is identical t o the instrument on OPE N/PPL. are divided Into three different spectrometers designated 'HARE_
HARPI and MISS. Both the BEPS and the SEPS are controlled by
....... OPEN/EMLt FRITZ ........................................ microprocessors.
INVESTIGATION NAME- CHARGE AND MASS MAGNETOSPHERIC ION ....... OPEN/EMLt MAYNARD ......................................
COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT (CAMMICE)
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRIC FIELDSI BURST MODE
N_SOC I3- EML -Oq INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCIENCE NSSDC ID- EML -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
PARTICLES AND FIELDS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICSPERSONNEL
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
PI - T,A, FRITZ LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
CI - J.B. BLAKE AEROSPACE CORP PERSONNEL
CI - J.F. FENNELL AEROSPACE CORP PI - N.E. MAYNARD NASA-GS_C
CI - b.A. BRYANT RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB CI - T.L, AGGSON NASA-GSFC
CI - B.K.G.HULTGVIST KIRUNA GEOPHYS INST CI - _.P. HEPPNER NASA-GSFC
CI - G. KREMSER MPI-AERONOMY CI - C.G. FALTHAMMAR ROYAL INST OF TECH
CI - W. STUDEMANN MPI-AERONOMY CI - L.P, BLOCK ROYAL INST OF TECH
GI - B. WILKEN MPI-AERONOMY CI - F.S. MOZER U OF CALIFt BERKELEY
CI - P.R. HIGBIE LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB CI - R.B, TORBERT U OF CALIF9 SAN DIEGO
CI - W.N. SPJELDVIK NOAA-SEL CI - W.J. BURKE USAF GEOPHYS LAB
CI - D,J. WILLIAMS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB CI - M. SMIDDY USAF GEOPHYS LAB
CI - T. POKE WASEDA U CI - A. PEDERSEN ESA-ESTEC
CI - J.M. CORNWALL AEROSPACE CORP CI - K. KNOTT ESA-ESTEC
CI - M. SCHULZ AEROSPACE CORP CI - R,J.L,GRARD ESA-ESTEC
CI - C,K. GOERTZ U OF IOWA
CI - V.M. VASYLIUNAS MPI-AERONOMY BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Cl - L.R. LYONS NOAA-SEL The major objectives of this investigation are (I) to
study the extent and variability of convective electric fields
BRIEF DESCRIPTION in the magnetosphere_ (2) to determine the electric fletd
The objectives of this investigation (CAMMICE_ charge and structure of the magnetopause and the energy dissipated at that
mass magnetosoherlc ion composition experiment) are the boundary_ (3) to understand the relationship between convective
unambiguous determination of the composition of the earth's electric fields and inductive electric fields generated by
plasma poputatlons_ their original sourcest and the mechanisms magnetic activity and the causes of strong turbulence in the
acting to energize and transport these populations within the electric field during magnetically active tlmest (_) to study
closely coupled magnetosphere/ionosphere and plasmapause dynamics including the degree of penetration into
magnetosphere/sotar-wlnd systemst and in the two major geospace the pLasmasphere of the convection electric fletd_ and (5) to
energy storage reservoirs -- the near-earth plasma sheet and determine the degree of electrical coupling and the extent of
the ring current. The CAMMICE incorporates two types of sensor electrical rapping between different regions of the
systemst MICS and HIT_ which each perform a three-parameter magnetosphere through comparison of electric field measurements
measurement on the ion composition over a combined range from < at different points along a common boundaryw wlthln the same
ZO keV/_ to 15 Mev/g for elements from hydrogen through iron, magnetic field tlne regions or in different regions of the
Each of the sensor systems is supported by its own independent magnetosphere (with the aid of the other spacecraft in the OPEN
data processing unit. The MICS sensor is mounted on a scan program). The instrument consists of three orthogonat double
platform, These sensors are identical to those flown on the probest each of which is a pair of separated conductors whose
OPEN/PPL spacecraft_ although the mountings are different, potential difference is measured. One pair consists of spheres
located in the satellite spin plane and separated by 160 m at
....... OPEN/EMLt HIGBIE ....................................... the ends of wlre booms. A Second pair consists of cylindrical
wire boom elements located in the spin plane and separated by
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND IONS an effective distance of 350 m. The third pair consists of
spheres that are oriented parallel to the satellite spin axis
NSSDC ID- EML -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM and are separated by 14 m at the ends of rigid booms.
CODE EE-B/CD-OP_ SCIENCE
....... OPEN/EMLt MCILWAIN .....................................
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRIC FIELD INVESTIGATION BY ELECTRON
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS DRIFT STUDIES (EFIELDS)
PERSONNEL NSSDC ID- EML -07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
Pl - P.R. HIGBIE LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB CODE EE-BICO-OPt SCIENCE
CI - D.N, BAKER LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
CI - R.D° BELIAN LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
CI - W. STUDEFANN KPI-AERONOMY MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
CI - E, KIRSCH MPI-AERONOMY PARTICLES AND FIELDS
CI - A. KORTH MPI-AERONOMY
CI - B. WILKEN MPI-AERONOMY PERSONNEL
CI - H.D. VCSS LOCKHEED PALO ALTO PI - C,E, MCILWAIN U OF CALIFt SAN DIEGO
CI - W.L. IMHOF LOCKHEED PALO ALTO CI - G. HAERENDEL MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
CI - J.B. REAGAN LOCKHEED PALO ALTO CI - F, MELZNER MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
CI - J.B. BLAKE AEROSPACE CORP CI - D.P. CAUFFMAN LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
CI - J,F. FENNELL AEROSPACE CORP CI - R. GREENWALD APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
CI - T.A, FRITZ LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB CI - R,W. FILLIUS U OF CALIFt SAN DIEGO
CI - D.d. WILLIAMS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB CI - J, QUINN U OF CALIPt SAN DIEGO
CI - M.G. KIVELSON L OF CALIF_ LA CI - E.C. WHIPPLE_ JR° U OF CALIFt SAN DIEGO
CI - R,B TORBERT U OF CALIF_ SAN DIEGO
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDC ID- EML -08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
The objective of this investigation Is to accurately CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
measure the vector electric field in the earth's neighborhood
using a method of test electrons that is inherently immune to INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
spacecraft interference. This technique Is used to study (i) MAG_ETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
the spatial and temporal characteristics of the convective PARTICLES AND FIELDS
electric field near the equatorial planet (2) the physical SPACE PLASMAS
processes at play near the magnetopauset plasma sheetl and
pLasmapauset (3) the instabilities associated with PERSONNEL
low-frequency plasma turbulencet (4} resonance of low-frequency PC - F.L. SCARF TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
waves wlth ions In the equatorial magnetosphere_ and (5) CI - J.K. ALEXAhDERt JR, NASA-GSPC
acceleration processes associated with substorms_ aurorast and CI - P. RODRIGUEZ US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
ring current particle energlzatlon. The instrument measures CI - R.G, STONE NASA-GSFC
the vector electric field at a nominal rate of 32 times per CI - P.J, KELLOGG U OF MINNESOTA
second_ wlth burst intervals sampling 100 times per second, CI - H. MATSUMOTO KYOTO U
Three electron guns and a detector system are useqt controlled CI - E.J. SMITH NASA-JPL
by a microprocessor. Information from the onboard magnetometer CI - S.D. SHAWHAN U OF IOWA
is utilized in selecting electron beam directions. Cl - W.S. KURTH U OF IOWA
DI - M,C, KELLEY CORNELL U
....... OPEN/EML9 MCPHERRON .................................... CI - P.M, KINTNER CORNELL U
CI - R,A, HELLIWELL STANFORD U
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELDS CI - W.W.L,TAYLOR TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
NSSDC ID- EML -06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM BRIEF DESCRIPTION
CODE EE-81CO-OPt SCIENCE The objective of this investigation is to determine the
dynamic behavior of the plasma trapped in the earthts
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) magnetosphere_ i,e.t toroldal and pololdal currentsl
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS oscillations and waves in the ptasmast ion entrance and exit
PARTICLES AND FIELDS via the ionosphere and solar windy and the extent of the
ptasmasheath. The instrument measures electric fields over the
PERSONNEL range 0.5 HZ to _00 kHz_ and magnetic flelds over the range 1
PC - R.L, MCPHERRON U OF CALIF_ LA HZ to 10 kHz. Trlaxlal magnetic search coils are utillzeo in
Cl - W. BAUMJOHANN U OF MUNSTER addition to a pair of electric dipole antennas. The instrument
CI - N,U. CROOKER U OF CALIF9 LA contains two sweep frequency receivers (12 HZ to _00 kHz and 12
CI - M.G. KIVELSON U OF CALIFw LA HZ to 6.25 kHz)_ a muttlchannel analyzer (5,6 HZ to 311 kHZ for
Cl - E,W. GREENGTADT TRW SYSTEMS GROUP the electric antenna and 5.6 Hz to 1,0 kHz for the magnetlc)t a
CI - W.J. HUGHES BOSTON U low frequency waveform receiver (0.01 to 10 Hz)+ and a wldeband
CI - S. KOKUBUN U OF TOKYO waveform receiver (I0 HZ to 16 kHZ).
CI - J.V. OLSON U OF ALASKA
CI - T, SAITO U OF TOHOKU **************************** OPEN/GTL**************************
CI - D,J, SOUTHWOOD IMPERIAL COLLEGE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OPEN/GTL
The major objective of this Investlgatlon is to study the ALTERNATE NAMES- GTLt GEOMAGNETIC TAIL LAB.
process of energy extractlonl transportt storaget and release
as it is evidenced through changes in the magnetic field, The NSSDC ID- GTL
instrument consists of dual trlaxlal magnetometers with
flippers. Dual microprocessors and random access memory are LAUNCH DATE- 08/00/89 WEIGHT- 584. KG
used to process the data so that the cata sent to earth are LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL0 UNITED STATES
immediately usable by all OPEN investigators without extensive LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHTLE-PAMD
catcutattons_ as welt as available on board the spacecraft to
other instruments in final corrected form. One million bits of SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
internal storage under microprocessor control provide snapshots UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
with up to 4 ms resolution on command or triggered by changes
In the data, The instrument ranges are plus and minus 256t PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
QOBBt and 659536 nT_ with corresponding resolutions of O.O0_t ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
O.OGt and Z nT. ORBIT PERIOD- 118000 MIN INCLINATION- 23.5 PEG
PZRIAFSIS- 13000. KM ALT APOAPSIS- I.SZ6 KM ALT
....... OPEN/EML_ PARKS ........................................
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAME- HOT PLASMA MG - D.S. DILLER NASA HEADQUARTERS
SC - M,J. WISKERCHEN NASA HEADQUARTERS
NSSDC ID- EML -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PM - K,O. SIZEMORE NASA-GSFC
CODE EE-BICO-OPt SCIENCE PS - J.K. ALEXANDER NASA-GSFC
PS - L.F, BURLAGA NASA-GSFC
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PS - M,L, KAISER NASA-GSFC
SPACE PLASMAS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PARTICLES AND FIELDS The GTL (Geomagnetic Tail Laboratory) is one of the four
spacecraft in the OPEN (Origins of Plasmas In the Earthts
PERSONNEL Neighborhood) program. The OPEN program is a major new thrust
PC - G.K. PARKS U OF WASHINGTON in the study of solar-terrestrlal relationships. Its goal_ to
Cl - B.H. MAbK U OF WASHINGTON obtain the first quantitative assessment of the global flow of
CI - C,S. LIN U OF WASHINGTON energy through the earthts space environment above the upper
CI - M, ASHOUR-ABDALLA U OF CALIFw LA atmospheret is accomplished with a network of four spacecraft
Cl - C,W. CARLSON U OF CALIFt BERKELEY orbiting in key locations around the earth: two plasma source
CI - H, REME CESR regions and two geospace storage regions. Wlth a properly
instrumented spacecraft laboratory in each of the four reglonst
BRIEF DESCRIPTION simultaneous observations can be maqe of the entry of plasma
Thls investigation Is designed to study both macroscopic Into the system_ the storage and release of energy within the
and microscopic phenomena of the distant magnetosphere_ systeml and the transfer of plasma and energy between those key
interplanetary space and the ionosphere. The physics of regions as they change with time. Complementary programs being
large-scale geophysical phenomena is studied by coordinating planned for the same tlme frame are the ISPM (International
the observations with those of the IPL_ PPL_ and GIL Solar Polar Mission) and the UARS (Upper Atmosphere Research
spacecraft. Microscopic processes are studied using In-sltu Satellite) program. The OPEN program may be expanqed to
plasma distribution measurements. Hlgh resolution include more extensive participation from ESA and/or ISAS. The
three-dlmenslonal distributions of ions and electrons are OPEN program is designed to achieve three major scientific
obtained by symmetric hemispherical electrostatic analyzers goals: (1) to assess the mass_ momentum and energy flow and
wlth 360-deg fields of view, An ion and electron detector set their time variability throughout the geospace environment; (2)
is mcunted on opposite ends of two inertial booms, An to improve the understanping of plasma processes that control
identical but completely separate ion and electron detector set the collective behavior of geospace components and trace their
Is mounted on the desqun platform. Both the Pody mounted and cause-and-effect relationships through the system; and (3) to
the despun detector systems are microprocessor controlled, The assess the importance to the terrestrial environment of
energy range covered is B keY to _0 keV. variations in energy input to the atmosphere caused py geospace
processes. The program has a flexible central data handling
....... OPEN/EMLt SCARF ........................................ facility to which the investigators gain access by remote
computer terminals, The spacecraft laboratories are launched
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA WAVES from the Space Shuttle_ wlth a PAM-O upper stage for final
orbit insertion. Each has on-board propulsion systems and
ample fuel supplies to achieve and maintain their different
orbits, Spacecraft design Lifetime ts 3-5 yearst with
redundant subsystems, All of the spacecraft are cyltndrtcat_
approximately 2°8 m in diameter by 1,25 m hlght wlth
body-mounted solar cell arrays_ and are spln-stabIllzed. They
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have Long wlre spin plane antennasl inertia booms_ and spin ....... OPENIGTL9 LEPPING ......................................
plane appendages to support sensors. Prior to stabILizatlon_
all four spacecraft may have spin rates up to 60 rpm. The INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELDS
spacecraft are non-retrievable and non-serviceable. This
particular spacecraft_ the GTLt measures sotar wind entry and NSSDC ID- GTL -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
acceteratton_ transport_ and storage of plasma tn the CODE EE-BICO-OPt SCIENCE
geomagnetic tail. Data are stored using on-board tape
recorders and relayed to the Deep Space Network at a high rater INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
although the a'verage reat-tlme data rate for GTL is 8 kbps. PARTICLES AND FIELDS
GTL wilt be in an orbit near the ecliptic plane and uses lunar
gravity assists to keep Its aaogee over the night hemisphere of PERSONNEL
the earth. The orbit parameters thus vary. The period Is 1-_ PI - R,P. LEPPING NASA-GSFC
monthst perigee is 13tOOO-57tO00 kmt and apogee Is 0.5-1.5 CI - M,H. ACUNA NASA-GSFC
million km (78-235 earth radii}. GTL weighs 58_ kg and uses CI - K,W. BEHANNON NASA-GSFC
273 W of Power. The spin rate is 20 rpm around an axis within CI - D.H. FAIRFIELD NASA-GSFC
i deg of normal to the ecliptic. CI - N,F. NESS NASA-GSFC
CI - S.I. AKASOFU U OF ALASKA
....... OPEN/GTL_ FRANK ........................................ CI - M, DOBROWOLNY CNRt SPACE PLASMA LAB
OI - F. MARIANI U OF ROME
INVESTIGATION NAME- HOT PLASMA AND ION COMPOSITION CI - F,M. NEUBAUER U OF COLOGNE
CI - K, SCHINDLER U OF BOOHUM
NSSDC ID- GTL -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM CI - Y.C. WHANG CATHOLIC U OF AMERICA
CODE EE-8/OO-OPt SCIENCE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) The objectives of this investigation are (i) to determine
SPACE PLASMAS the structure of the geomagnetic tail to approximately 250
PARTICLES AND FIELDS earth radii dlstancet and (2) to investigate the dynamics of
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS the distant _agnetotaIkt in particular wlth regard to the rote
it plays tn storm and substorm occurrence and tn overall
PERSONNEL considerations of energy balance tn the magnetosphere;
PI - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA speciftcatlyt to study the downstream effects of substorms to
CI - F.V. CORONITI U OF CALIFt LA determine to what distance from earth the tail ts important to
CI - G.L. SISCOE u OF CALIF_ LA substorm phenomena. The instrument is identical to the
magnetometer flown on OPEN/IPL. It consists of a triastal
BRIEF DESCRIPTION fluxgate magnetometer mounted remote from the spacecraft on a
The objective of this investigation is to make boomt a multiple resolution A/D convertert and a
comprehensive observations of the three-dimensional velocity microprocessor-controlled range control logic and data
distribution fucnttons of electrons and positive tons_ wtth processing system. Seven measurement ranges are included:
IDentification of lon species. The instrument contains three plus or minus 16_ 6Qt 2569 102_ 4096t 16t384t and 65tB36 nT.
sets of quadrtsphertcat analyzers wtth channel electron Resolution ranges from 0.00_ to 16 nT tn normal mode.and 2.BE-4
multipliers. These three obtain three-dimensional measurements to I nT in high resolution mode.
for hot plasma anD solar wind etectronsw solar wtnd tonal and
for posltlve-ion composition measurements. The positlve-lon ....... OPEN/GTLp MOZER ........................................
composition measurement includes five miniature imaging _ ss
spectrometers at the exit aperture of the analyzer. Sequencing INVESTIGATION NAME- DC ELECTRIC FIELDS
of the energy analyzers and mass spectrometerst and other
control functlons_ are provided by two microprocessors, The NSSDC ID- GTL -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
hot plasma analyzer measures electrons and ions in the range CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
1-50t000 eV/O. The solar wind analyzer measures tons from 150
to 7t000 eV/g, The positive ion composition measurement covers INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
masses from 1 to 550 u/g at 100 eV9 and 1 to B5 u/g at 10 keV. MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
....... OPEN/GTL_ GURNETT ...................................... SPACE PLASMAS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA WAVES PERSONNEL
PI - F,S. MOZER U OF CALIFt BERKELEY
NSSDC ID- GTL -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM CI - R,B. TORBERT U OF CALIFt SAN DIEGO
CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE CI - W.J. BURKE USAF GEOPHYS LAB
Cl - M, SMIDDY USAF GEOPHYS LAB
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) CI - R,J.L,GRAR_ ESA-ESTEC
PARTICLES AND FIELDS CI - K. KNOTT ESA-ESTEC
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS CI - A. PEDERSEN ESA-ESTEC
SPACE PLASMAS CI - L.P. BLOCK ROYAL INST OF TECM
CI - C,G. FALTHAM_AR ROYAL INST OF TECH
PERSONNEL CI - A. NISHIDA ISAS
Pl - D.A. GURNETT U OF IOWA
CI - J,K. ALEXANDER_ JR. NASA-GSFC BRIEF DESCRIPTION
CI - M.L. KAISER NASA-GSFC The objectives of this investigation are studies of (1)
CI - C,K, GOERTZ U OF IOWA the Large scale configuration of the electric field tn the
CI - R.R, SHAW U OF IOWA magnetotaIt9 (2) tail electric field variations during
CI - R,R, ANDERSON U OF IOWA substorms_ (3) the electric field in the plasma sheett (Q) the
CI - S.D. SHAWHAN U OF IOWA electric field near the magnetopause and In the plasma mantle
CI - F,L. SCARF TRW SYSTEMS GROUP at locations taltward of those covered by similar measurements
CI - H. MATSUMOTO KYOTO U on ISEE it (5) mlcroputsatlon and low frequency wave
CI - B.T. TSURUTANI NASA-JPL measurements at frequencies covering the local gyrofrequency
BRIEF DESCRIPTION (<IHz) and lower hybrid frequency (<IOHz) in the tail, (6)
plasma density as deduced from measurement of the floating
The objectives of thts investigation are to determine the potential of the spacecraftt and (7) electric field comparisons
role of wave-particle interactions in the plasma processes (with the aid of the other spacecraft in the OPEN program) at
which occur in the distant geomagnetic tail and to evaluate the different points along the same magnetic field liner at
consequences of these interactions. The electric field sensors different
points along a common boundaryt or tn dlfferent
consist of two orthogonat electric dipoles wtth a nominal regions of the magnetosphere. The instrument consists of two
tip-to-tip length of 100 ml and the magnetic field sensors orthogonal double probes9 each of which ts a palr of separated
consist of a trtaxtal search coil magnetometer. The spheres on wire booms that are located in the satellite spin
instrumentation consists of (Z} a sweep frequency receiver for plane and whose difference of potential is measured. The
high frequency resolution spectrum measurements9 (2) a separation distances between the pair of sensors are variable
multlchanneL scectrum analyzer for high time resolution and as great as 160 m tip-to-tlp. One Operating mode involves
spectrum measurements_ and (3) a wldeband waveform receiver for Length ratios of the two antennas of about 2:1 in order to
obtaining wldeband frequency-tlme spectra and muttl-antenna verify instrument operation through showing that the electric
cross-corretatlon measurements over selected time periods. The field signature is proportional to the boom length, A second
sweep frequency receiver covers the range 12 HZ to gO0 kHz for reason for two pairs of wire booms tn the satellite spin plane
the electric antenna and 12 Hz to 6.25 kHz for the magnetic is the requirement for measurements having a time resolution
antenna. The spectrum analyzer covers 5.6 HZ to 311 kHz for far better than the satellite spin period.
the electric antenna and 5.6 Hz to 1.0 kHz for the magnetic.
The wtdeband waveform receiver covers three bandst 10 to 250 ....... OPEN/GTL_ WILLIAMS .....................................
Hzv _0 HZ to 2 kHz9 and 500 Hz to 16 kHz. The Low frequency
waveform receiver has 5 simultaneous channeLs_ 0.1-10 hz. The INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLES AND ION COMPOSITION
sampling of the instrumentation is controlled by two (EPIC}
microprocessors which can be reprogrammed In flight. The
instrument also provides signals to other instruments
indicating the occurrence of specific types of plasma wave
events.
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NSSDC ID- GTL -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM have tong Nlre spin plane antennast inertia boomst and spin
CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE plane appendages to support sensors. Prior to stabItlzatlon,
all four spacecraft may have spin rates up to 60 rpm. The
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) spacecraft are non-retrlevabte and non-serviceable. This
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS particular spacecraft_ the IPLt measures the incoming solar
PARTICLES AND FIELDS wind_ magnetic fletds_ and particles. Data are stored using
on-board tape recorders and relayed to the Deep Space Network
PERSONNEL at a hlgh rate9 although the average real-tlme data rate of IPL
PI - D.J. WILLIAMS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB is 3.6 kbps. Experiment booms are deployed along the z-axls in
CI - T.P. ARMSTRONG U OF KANSAS both dlreotlons. IPL wilt be in a "halo" orblt_ a l-year
CI - S.M. KRIMIGIS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB heliocentric orbltl remaining near the sunward sun-earth
CI - A.T.Y.LUI APPLIED PHYSICS LAB gravltatlonat equItlbrlum polnt_ varying from 1.2 to Z.7
CI - R.W. MDENTIRE APPLIED PHYSICS LAB mItllon km from earth. Thus it gives an approximately Z-h
ST - C.I. MENG APPLIED PHYSICS LAB warning to the other OPEN spacecraft of changes in the solar
CI - E.C. ROELOF APPLIED PHYSICS LAB wind. IPL weighs 618 kg and uses 255 W of power. The spin
CI - L.J. LANZEROTTI BELL TELEPHONE LAB rate is 20 rpm around an axis within l deg of normal to the
CI - E.T. SARRIS U OF THRASE ectiptlo. During its first 9 months of operatlon_ IPL has an
CI - A. HASEGAWA BELL TELEPHONE LAB earth orbit similar to GTL (Geomagnetic Tall Laboratory)9 and
CI - Ko PAPADOPOULOS b OF MARYLAND makes magnetospherio observations before being established in
CI - T. SATO U OF TOKYO Its sunward "halo" orbit.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... OPEN/IPL_ BEHANNON .....................................
The principal objective of the EPIC (energetic particle
and ion composition) investigation is to explore the distant INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELDS
magnetotaIt region and obtain Informatlon on the orlglnt
transportt storage9 acceleration and dynamlcs of suprathermat NSSDC ID- IPL -0_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
and non-thermal partlcte populatlonso The instrument performs CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
three-dlmenslonat distribution measurements by using both total
energy (LEMS -- low energy composition system) and INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELDS
vetoclty/composltlon detectors (ICS -ion composition system)_ MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
measuring ions and electrons with energies )20 keV9 and ions PARTICLES AND FIELDS
with energy > 8 keV/nucteon. Composition measurements are made
py using a thin foil time-of-flight technique which resolves
the h and He Isotopest and provides elemental resolution up to PERSONNEL NASA-GSFC
approximately argon. The instrument also measures the Pl - K.W. BEHANNON
non-thermal components to G MeV for protons_ _80 keV for CI - M.H. ACUNA NASA-GSFC
etectront and 400 keY/nucleon for ions with Z > 2. Directional CI - L.F. BURLAGA NASA-GSFC
measurements wlth a time resolution < i second are posslbte. CI - R.J. FITZENREITER NASA-GSFC
Cl - J.H. KING NASA-GSFC
CI - R.P. LEPPING NASA-GSFC
. ** 1. * ** 1. *1 **** **e *** ****. *** *** *** *** *** OPEN/IPL****** ** * " **
CI " N.F. NESS NASA-GSFC
CI - K,H, SCHATTEN NASA-GSFC
Cl - F.Mo NEUBAUER U OF COLOGNE
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OPEN/IPL
ALTERNATE NAMES- IPLt INTERPLAN. PHYSICS LAB. CI - Y.C. WHANG CATHOLIC U OF AMERICA
NSSDC ID- IPL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The primary objective of this investigation is to
LAUNCH DATE- 08100/89 WEIGHT- 618. KG establish the Large-scale structure and fluctuation
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALI UNITED STATES characteristics of the interplanetary magnetic field as
functions of time throughout the mlssiont and through
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHTLE-PAMD correlative studies to understand the physical mechanisms by
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY which the observed phenomena relate to the dynamics of the
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA magnetosphere. The instrument is Identical to the magnetometer
on OPENIGTL, It consists of a trlaxiat fLuxgate magnetometer
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS mounted remote from the spacecraft on a boomt a multiple
ORBIT TYPE- HELIOCENTRIC resolution A/O €onverter9 and a microprocessor-controtteO range
ORBIT PERIOD- 3G5.2G DAYS INCLINATION- 23.5 DEG control Logic and data processing system. Seven measurement
PERIAPSIS- Oogg AU RAO APOAPSIS- 0.99 AU RAD ranges are included: plus or minus 169 BAt 25Gt i0241 4096t16t3841 and 65_536nT. Resolution ranges from OoOO_ to 16 nT
PERSONNEL in normal mode and 2,5E-_ to 1 nT in high resolution mode,
MG - O.S. OILLER NASA HEADQUARTERS
SC - MoJ. WISKERCHEN NASA HEADQUARTERS ....... OPE N/IPLt CHAPPELL .....................................
PM - KoO. SIZEMORE NASA-GSFC
PS - J.K. ALEXANDER NASA-GSFO INVESTIGATION NAME- COLD PLASMA IONS (TIDE)
PS - L.F. BURLAGA NASA-GSFC
PS - M.L. KAISER NASA-GSFC NSSOD ID- IPL -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAMCODE El-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The IPL (Interplanetary Physics Laboratory) is one of the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
four spacecraft in the OPEN (Origins of PLasmas in the Earth's MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
Neighborhood) program. The OPEN program is a major new thrust
in the study of sotar-terrestrlat relationships. Its goatt to SPACE PLASMAS
obtain the first quantitative assessment of the global flow of
energy through the earthts space environment above the upper PERSONNEL
atmosphere9 is accomplished with a network of four spacecraft Pl - C.R. CHAPPELL NASA-MSFC
orbiting in key tocatlons around the earth: two plasma source CI - D,L. REASONER NASA-MSFC
regions and two geospace storage regions. With a properly CI - N,H. STONE NASA-MSFC
instrumented spacecraft laboratory in each of the four regions9 CI - C.R. BAUGHER N ASA-MS=C
simultaneous observations can be made of the entry of plasma CI - J.H. HOFFMAN U OF TEXAS_ DALLAS
into the systemt the storage and release of energy within the CI - W.B. HANSON U OF TEXASt DALLAS
systemt and the transfer of plasma and energy between those key CI - R.A. HEELIS U OF TEXAS9 DALLAS
regions as they change with time. Complementary programs being Cl - P.M. BANKS STANFORD U
planned for the same time frame are the ISPM (Internatlonat CI - W.d. RAITT UTAH STATE U
Solar Polar Mission) and the UARS (Upper Atmosphere Research CI - A.F. NAGY U OF MICHIGAN
Satellite) program. The OPEN program may be expanded to CI - W.E. SHARP U OF MICHIGAN
include more extensive participation from ESA and/or ISAS. The CI - J.L. HORWITZ U OF ALABAMA
OPEN program is deslgneo to achieve three major scientific CI - R.H. COMFORT U OF ALABAMA
goals: (i) to assess the massy momentum and energy flow and CI - J,J. BERTHELIER CNRS-LGE
their time variability throughout the geosPace environment; (2) CI - M. EJIRI ISAS
to improve the unQerstandtng of plasma processes that control CI - R.E. GENDRIN CNET
the collective behavior of geospace components and trace their
cause-and-effect relationships through the system; and [3) to BRIEF DESCRIPTION
assess the importance to the terrestrial environment of This Investlgatlon_ TIDE (thermal Ion aynamlcs
variations in energy input to the atmosphere caused by geospace experlment)_ is designed to study the orlgln9 transportt
processes. The program has a flexible central data handling energization_ storage9 and Loss of Low energy ions in the
faoltlty to which the investigators gain access by remote earthts magnetosphere. The instrument measures the
computer terminals. The spacecraft laboratories are l_ nched distribution function of ions in the energy range O-ZOO eV and
from the Space Shutttet with a PAM-D upper stage for final the mass range I to 16 u. A complete ion distribution is
orbit insertion, Each has on-board propulsion systems and obtained over each spin of the spacecraft (nominally 6 s), The
ample fuel supplies to achieve and maintain their different instrument consists of two sensor assemblies ana an electronics
orbits. Spacecraft design Lifetime is 3-5 years_ with assembly, The two sensors are mounted on opposite edges of the
redundant subsystems, ALL of the spacecraft are cytlndrloatt spacecraft_ and each has a fleto of vlew of 170 deg. Control
approxlmatety 2.8 m in diameter by 1.25 m high_ with of the instrument by an onboard microprocessor permits
body-mounted solar ceil arrays_ and are spln-stabItized, They programmable sequences of angte_ energy_ and mass to be
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selected for specific stuoles. The angular acceptance is in 10 NSSDC ID- IPL -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
x 10 deg windows covering a 120-deg fan in the plane containing CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
the spln axlst and in 2 x 2 deg windows on k-deg centers
covering a 30-Peg fan in the plane containing the spln axis. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
Energy resolution is nominally 20%_ and mass resolution is 25% INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
for masses I-4_ 8% for masses Q-lGt anc B% for masses 16-64. PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACE PLASMAS
....... OPEN/IPL_ GLOECKLER ....................................
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND AND SUPRATMERMAL ION PI - R.P, LIN U OF CALIFt BERKELEY
COMPOSITION STUDIES CI - C,W. CARLSON U OF CALIF_ BERKELEY
CI - K.A. ANDERSON U _ EALIF_ BERKELEY
NSSDC ID- IPL -OB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM OI - M.K. HUDSON U OF CALIFt BERKELEY
CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE CI - K.P. WENZEL ESA-ESTEC
CI - T.R, SANDERSON ESA-ESTEC
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) Cl - R. REINHARD ESA-ESTEC
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS CI - G. PASCHMANN MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS CI - N. SCKOPKE MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
SPACE PLASMAS CI - S.K. PARKS U 0€ WASHINGTON
CI - B.H. MAUK U OF WASHINGTON
PERSONNEL Cl - k. REME CESR
PI - G. GLOECKLER U OF MARYLAND CI - J,M. BDSQUED PAUL SABATIER U
CI - H. BALSIGER U OF BERNE GI - A. ST. MARS PAUL SABATIER U
Cl - d. GEISS L OF BERNE
CI - L.A. FISK U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE BRIEF DESCRIPTION
CI - P.O. GLIEM BRAUNSGMWEIG TECH U This investlgatlont a 3-D plasma analyzert is oeslgned to
CI - T.E. HOLZER HIGH ALTITUDE OBS meet the following obJectlves: (1) to make the first detailed
CI - F.M, IPAVICH U OF MARYLAND exploration cf the interplanetary partlcte population in the
CI - K.W. OGILVIE NASA-GSFC suprathermal energy range between solar wind plasma energies
CI - W. STUDEMANN MPI-AERONDMY and 100 keV; (2) to study particle acceleration at the sunt in
CI - B. WILKEN MPI-AERONOMY the interplanetary medlum9 and upstream from the earth; (3) to
study the transport of particles in the interplanetary medium
BRIEF DESCRIPTION in the critical transition energy range between solar wind
This Investlgatlon Is designed {i) to provide detailed plasma and cosmic rays; and (4) to study the basic plasma
measurements of the elemental and Ionlc-charge composition of processes occurring in the interplanetary medlumt such as the
the solar windt (2) to provide the average speedy densltyl and production of radio emission by beam-plasma processes (Type Ill
temperature of solar wind QHe 2-_ and the a_erage speed of bursts) and shock waves {Type IT)9 solfton collapset and solar
solar wind protons9 and (3) to provide the energy distributions wind flux. The instrument measures the three-dlmenslonat
of selected ion species. The instrument consists of three distribution of plasma and energetic electrons and ions with
separate subsystems_ the SWICS {solar wlnd ion composltlon), high energyt angulart and temporal resolutlon_ over the energy
the STIES (suprathermal ion composltlon)_ and the OPU {data range 10 eV to i0 MeV (different ranges for different Darts of
processing unit). The SWICS unit contains a tlme-of-ftlght the instrument). The instrument consists of three detector
sensor and a proton/alpha telescope. The STICS unit contains a systemst SSTt EESA_ and PESA. The SST consists of two arrays
tlme-of-fllght sensor. The DPU contains two redundant of semiconductor detectors {electron and proton)_ each
microprocessors. The fields ofvlew of the two sensor units consisting of six separate telescopes covering an aperture of
are separated by 22.5 dee in the plane perpendicular to the 108 x 36 degrees. EESA and PESA are ouadrlspherlcal analyzers
spin axis. The energy range covered is 0.1 to 1000 keV/Q. {electron anD oroton_ respectlvely)_ each mounted on a separate
inertia boom. These analyzerst of novel design9 provide
....... OPEN/IPL_ KAISER ....................................... significant measurements even at the lowest flux levels likely
to be encountered by this spacecraft. The symmetrical
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA AND RADIO WAVES quadrlspherlcat electrostatic analyzers provide a large
geometric factory a uniform angular response at all polar
NSSDG ID- IPL -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM angles_ with about one-degree angular resolutlon9 and a
CODE EE-B/CO-OPI SCIENCE 36D-degree field of view. Microprocessors are employed to
provide physically meaningful onboard data processing and
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{S) compresslon_ as well as flexibility of operation. For example.
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS ten moments of positive ion and electron distributions are
SPACE PLASMAS computed every half spin period. In addltlont the particles are
RADIO PHYSICS sortea by pitch angler using the magnetic field vector obtained
directly from the magnetometer on board.
PERSONNEL
PI - M.L. KAISER NASA-GSFC ....... OPEN/IPL_ OGILVIE ......................................
CI - J. FAINBERG NASA-GSFC
CI - R.G, STONE hAGA-GSFC INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR WIND PLASMA
CI - P. RODRIGUEZ US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
CI - J.L. STEINBERG PARIS OBSERVATORY NSSOC ID- IPL -06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CI - S. HOANG PARIS OBSERVATORY CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE
CI - C.C. HARVEY PARIS OBSERVATORY
CI - P.d. KELLOGG U OF MINNESOTA INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
DI - E.J. SMITH NASA-JPL INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
CI - D.A. GURNETT U OF IOWA PARTICLES AND FIELDS
CI - H, MATSUMOTO KYOTO U SPACE PLASMAS
CI - F.L. SCARF TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
CI - G. DE GENOUILLAC PARIS OBSERVATORY PERSONNEL
PI - K.W. OGILVIE NASA-GSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION CI - L.F. BURLAGA NASA-GSFC
This investigation is designed to measure the intenslty CI - J.D. SCUPPER NASA-GSFC
and direction of arrival for both propagating and In-situ waves CI - E.C. SITTLERt JR, NASA-GSFG
originating in the solar wlnd near the earth. These waves OI - H,S. BRIDGE MASS INST OF TECH
depict the state of the solar wlnd impinging on the earthVs CI - A.J. LAZARUS MASS INST OF TECH
magnetosphere. The instrument contains flve subsystems within CI - J,W, BELCHER MASS INST O_ TECH
the main electronics boxl plus the antenna subsystems which CI - G.L. SISOOE U OF CALIFt LA
include a spln axis and two spin plane electric antennas (all CI - M.M. NEUGEBAUER NASA-UPL
spacecraft supplied) and a trlaxlal search coll (supplied by CI - J.F. FEYNMAN BOSTON COLLEGE
the plasma wave consortium). The flve subsystems in the main CI - V.M. VASYLIUNAS MPI-AERONOMY
electronics box are the radio frequency recelverst the comb
filter recelvert the fast enveloDe sampler9 the waveform BRIEF DESCRIPTION
analyzert and the power distribution subsystem. The radio This investigation is Ceslgned to provide complete,
frequency receivers sweep over the band from about 1.5 kHz to % accurate specification of solar wlnQ flow parameters in real
MHz. The comb fitters have setectable banOwldth of 0o59 19 or time. The instrument is a slx-axls Ion-electron spectrometer
2 HZt with a total frequency range of 5 to 150 kHz. The fast which provides three-dlmenslonal velocity distribution
envelope sampler is designed to capture transient events over functions for ions and electrons9 with high time resolution.
four possible commandable decade ranges: 0.2-2t 0.6-6_ 2-20_ The energy range covered extends from 7 eV to 30 keV for
and 6-GO kHz. The waveform analyzer operates in the frequency electrons in _ different modest ana from 30 eV to 30 keV in
regime below I kHz. different ion modes. In aodltlon, two Faraday cups are used to
obtain _-dlmenslonal measurements of ions in IB St in the
....... OPEN/IPL_ LIN .......................................... energy range 5 eV to 5 keV.
INVESTIGATION NAME- MOT PLASMA AND CHARGED PARTICLES
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....... OPEN/IPL_ SCHARDT ...................................... PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
INVESTI3ATION NAME- COSMIC RAYS (EPACT); ENERGETIC PARTICLE ORBIT PERIOD- 1356. FIN INCLINATION- gO. DEG
ACCELERATION-COMPOSITION-TRANSPORT PERIAPSIS- 5000. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 64000. KM ALT
NSSDC ID- IPL -07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PERSONNEL
CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE MG - D.S. OILLER NASA HEADQUARTERS
SC - M.J. WISKERCHEN NASA HEADQUARTERS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PM - K.O. SIZEMORE NASA-GSFC
PARTICLES AND FIELDS PS - J.K. ALEXANDER NASA-GSFC
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS PS - K.H. ACUNA NASA-GSFC
COSMIC RAYS PS - K.L. KAISER NASA-GSPC
PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PI - A.W. SCHAROT NASA-GSFC The PPL (Polar Plasma Laboratory} Is one of the four
CI - M.A, FORMAN STATE U OF NEW YORK spacecraft in the OPEN (Origins of Plasmas tn the EarthWs
CI - J,A, LOCKWOOD U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE Neighborhood) program, The OPEN program is a major new thrust
CI - W.R. WEBBER U OF NEW HAMPSHIRE in the study of sotar-terrestrlal relationships. Its goalt to
CI - G.E. MORFILL MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS obtain the first ouantltatlve assessment of the global flow of
CI - R. RAMATY NASA-GSFC energy through the earth0s space environment above the upper
CI - DoV. REAMES NASA-GSFC atmospheret is accomplished wlth a network of four spacecraft
CI - J.H. TRAINOR kASA-GSFC orbiting in key locations around the earth: two plasma source
CI - M.A.I.VAN HOLLEBEKE U OF MARYLAND regions and two geospace storage regions. With a properly
CI - T.T. VON ROSENVINGE NASA-GSFC instrumented spacecraft laboratory in each of the four reglonst
simultaneous observations are made of the entry of plasma Into
BRIEF OESCRIPTION the systemt the storage and release of energy within the
The EPACT (energetic particle systemt and the transfer of plasma and energy between those key
acceleratlon-composltlon-transoort) experiment is designed to regions as they change with time, Complementary programs being
provide a comprehensive study of energetic particle planned for the same time frame wilt be the ISPM (International
acceleration anc transport processes in solar ftares_ in the Solar Polar Mission) anc the UARS (Upper Atmosphere Research
Interplanetary medium and in planetary magnetospheres as well Satellite} program. The OPEN program may be expanded to
as the galactic cosmic rays and the anomalous cosmic ray include more extensive participation from ESA and/or ISAS, The
comporent. The instrument provides a complete description of OPEN program is designed to achieve three major scientific
electrons and atomic nuclei of different charge and isotopic goals: (I) to assess the massl momentum and energy flow and
composition over an energy range from 0.1 to 500 MeV/nucleont their tlme variability throughout the geospace environment; (2)
and extending up to Z=92 {uranium). The instrument is divided to improve the understanolng of plasma processes that control
into three seml-autonomous subsystems_ the Low energy angular the collective behavior of geospace components and trace their
distribution telescopes {LEAD)t the low energy matrix cause-and-effect relationships through the system; and (3) to
telescopes (LEMT)_ and the electron/Isotope telescope {ELITE}. assess the importance to the terrestrial environment of
There are four individual LEAD sensors_ two which view the variations in energy input to the atmosphere caused by'geospace
hemisphere above the spin planer and two pointed below the spln processes, The program has a flexible central data handling
plane. There are also three LEMT sensors which are oriented facility to which the investigators gain access by remote
above9 below_ and into the spin ptane_ and a single ELITE computer terminals, The spacecraft laboratories are launched
sensor which is double ended, from the Space Shuttlet with a PAM-D upper stage for final
orbit insertion, Each has on-board propulsion systems and
....... OPEN/IPL_ TEEGARDEN .................................... ample fuel supplies to achieve and maintain their different
orbits. Spacecraft design lifetime wltl be 3-5 yearst wlth
INVESTIGATION NAME- GAMMA RAY BURSTS AND EUV SPECTROSCOPY redundant subsystems, ALl of the spacecraft are cyllndrlcal_
approximately 2.8 m in diameter by 1,25 m hlgh (plus 1.25 m for
NSS_C ID- IPL -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM its 2 despun platforms)_ with body-mounted solar cell arrays0
CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE and are spln-stabillzed, They have Long wlre spln plane
antennast inertia boomst and spin plane appendages to support
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{S} sensors, Prior to stabiLizatlonl all four spacecraft may have
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS spin rates up to 60 rpm. The spacecraft are non-retrievable
GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY and non-servlceable. This partlcutar spacecraftl the PPLt
measures solar wind entry_ 1onospherlc output_ and the
PERSONNEL depositions of energy into the neutral atmosphere at high
Pl - B,J. TEEGARDEN NASA-GSFC latitudes. Imaging instruments make possible the measurement
Cl - T.L, CLINE NASA-GSFC of vlslblet uttravlolett and X-ray spectra of the polar cap.
CI - R. RAMATY NASA-GS_C The PPL has two despun glmballed instrument platforms_ and
CI - N, GEHRELS NASA-GSFC booms are deployed out both Z-axes. Data are stored on
Cl - J.I. TROMBKA NASA-GSFC on-board tape recorders and relayed to the Deep Space Network
CI - R. PEHL U OF CALIF_ BERKELEY at a high rate (600 Kb max_ 250 Kb nominal)9 although the
CI - K.C. HURLEY CESR average real-time data rate for PPL ts 41,6 kbps, PPL will be
CI - Mo NIEL CESR in a 22.6-h polar orbit (90 deg Incllnatlon}t with perlgee and
CI - Q. VEORENNE CESR apogee of 5_000 by G49000 km, It weighs 841 kg and uses 333 W
of power. The spin rate is 10 rpm around an axis approximately
BRIEF DESCRIPTION normal to the orbit plane.
The objectives of thls investigation are to provide the
first hlgh-resolutlon measurements of cosmic gamma-ray ....... OPENIPPLt CHAPPELL .....................................
transients and solar flares$ and to determine accurately the
sctar EUV input into the near-earth environment. The INVESTIGATION NAME- COLD PLASMA IONS (TIDE}
instrument consists of a coordinated set of three instruments.
The germanium detector system covers the energy range 25 keY to NSSDC IO- PPL -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
8 MeV in 8192 channels_ with resolution of < 2 keY FWHM at i CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
MeV. The silicon detector system covers the range 2.5-20 keV
for solar flares and 4-20 keV for cosmic transients. The EUV INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
system is a mlcro-channet olate with a mosaic of 8 filters MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
covering the aperture. The wavelength range Is 75 to 1500 A in PARTICLES AND FIELDS
8 broad bands. The germanium _etector system Is Isotroplc SPACE PLASMAS
except for the 15_ of the sky obscured by the spacecraft. The
silicon system has a 45-deg field of view for the sunv and the PERSONNEL
field of view for the EUV system is 28-deg FWHM. Pl - C.R, ChAPPELL NASA-MSFC
Cl - O.L, REASONER NASA-MSFC
**************************** OPEN/PPL*'************************* CI - N,H, STONE NASA-MSFC
El - C.R. BAUGHER NASA-MSFC
CI - J.H. HOFFMAN U OF TEXASt DALLAS
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OPEN/PPL CI - W.B* HANSON U OF TEXASI DALLAS
ALTERNATE NAMES- PPLt POLAR PLASMA LABORATORY CI - R.A. HEELIS U OF TEXASt DALLAS
CI - P.M. BANKS STANFORD U
NSSDC ID- PPL CI - W.J. RAITT UTAH STATE U
CI - A.Fo NAGY U OF MICHIGAN
LAUNCH DATE- 08/D0/90 WEIGHT- 841. KG CI - W.E. SHARP U OF MICHIGAN
LAUNCh SITE- VANOENBERG AFB, UNITED STATES CI - d.L. HORWITZ U OF ALABAMA
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHTLE-PAMD CI - R.H. COMFORT U OF ALABAMA
CI - J.d. BERTHELIER CNRS-LGE
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY CI - M. EJIRI ISAS
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA CI - R.E. GENDRIN CNET
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION and normally directed in or near the nadir direction, The
This Investlgatlon_ TIDE (thermal ion dynamics imaging field of vlew is directed by the earth-flndlng mirror
experlment)_ is designed to study the orlgln9 transport9 to different sectors wlthln the 20 x 36 dog instrument
energizatlomt storaget and toss of Low energy ions in the observing field, There are four optical channel sensors, The
earthls magnetosphere. The instrument measures the VWL and VWMt which are part of this tnvesttgattont cover 7
distribution function of ions tn the energy range 0-100 eV and wavelengths from 391,0 to 732.0 nm, The Ultraviolet Imager
the mass range 1 to 16 u, A complete ion distribution ts (PPL-11) provtces the other two channetst the VUV (vacuum
obtained over each spin of the spacecraft (nominally 6 s), The ultraviolet) anc the NUV (near ultraviolet).
instrument consists of two sensor assemblies and an electronics
assembly, The tNo sensors are mounted on opposite edges of the ....... CPEN/PPLt FRITZ ........................................
spacecraftt and each has a field of vlew of 170 deg. Control of
the instrument by an onboard microprocessor permits INVESTIGATION NAME- C_ARGE AND MASS MAGNETOSPHERIC ION
programmable sequences of angler energy9 and mass to be COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT (CAMMICE)
selected for specific studies, The angular acceptance Is in 10
x 10 dee windows covering a 120-deg fan in the plane containing NSSOC ID- PPL -O6 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
the spin axls_ and in 2 x 2 dee windows on 4-deg centers CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE
covering a 30-ceg fan in the plane containing the spln axis,
Energy resolution is nominally 20%t and mass resolution Is 25% INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
for masses 1-4_ 8% for masses 4-16t and 3X for masses 16-64. MAGNETOSPHERIO PHYSICS
SPACE PLASMAS
....... OPEN/PPLt FELDMAN' PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INVESTIGATION NAME- MULTI-SPECTRAL AURORAL IMAGING PERSONNEL
PI - T,A. FRITZ LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
NSSDC ID- PPL -10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM CI - J,B, BLAKE AEROSPACE CORP
CODE EE-8/CO-DPt SCIENCE CI - J,F, FENNELL AEROSPACE CORP
CI - D.A, BRYANT RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LA3
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) CI - B,K,G.HULTQVIST KIRUNA GEOPHYS INST
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS CI - G, KREMSER MPI-AERONOMY
UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH CI - W. STUDEMANN MPI-AERONOMY
CI - B. WILKEN MPI-AERONOMY
PERSONNEL CI - P.R. HIGBIE LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
Pl - P.D. FELDMAN JOHNS HOPKINS U CI - D.J. WILLIAMS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
CI - W.G. FASTIE JOHNS HOPKINS U CI - W.N, SPJELDVIK NOAA-SEL
CI - R.W. MCENTIRE APPLIED PHYSICS LAB CI - T, DOKE WASEDA U
CI - C,I. MENG APPLIED PHYSICS LAB CI - _,M. CORNWALL AEROSPACE CORP
CI - T.A. POTEMRA APPLIED PHYSICS LAB CI - M, SCHULZ AEROSPACE CORP
CI - S.I. AKASOFU U OF ALASKA CI - C,K. SOERTZ U OF IOWA
CI - L.d. LANZEROTTI BELL TELEPHONE LAB CI - V,M. VASYLIUNAS MPI-AERONOMY
CI - G.C. REID NOAA-ERL CI - L.R, LYONS NOAA-SEL
BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this Investlgatlon is to obtain The objectives of this investigation (CAMMICEt charge and
simultaneously acquired global Images of the aurora with Good mass magnetospherlc ion composition experiment) are the
spatial and temporal resolutions at many selected wavelengths, unambiguous determination of the composition of the earthts
The instrument consists of optical sensors and associated plasma poputattons_ their ortgtnat sources_ and the mechanisms
electronics locatec on the imaging despun platform, There are acting to energize and transport these populations wtthtn the
three optical channels: far uttravlolett near uttravlotet_ and closely coupled magnetosphere/Ionosphere and
vtstble_ each with a separate detector system consisting of an magnetosphere/solar-wind systems_ and in the two major geospace
intensified COD. The far ultraviolet channel utilizes 6 energy storage reservoirs - the near-earth plasma sheet and the
broadband filters covering wavelengths from 122 to 1800 At rtng current. The CAMMICE incorporates two types of sensor
while the near UV channel utilizes narrowband or Fabry-Perot systems_ MICS and HITt which each perform a three-parameter
filters at 2461_ 24T0_ 2972_ 2976_ and 3371 A. The field of measurement on the ion composition over a combined range from (
view ts 6 deg for the far UV and 8 dee for the near UV channet_ 10 keV/Q to 15 MeV/Q for elements from hydrogen through iron,
corresponding to spatial resolution of 7 and 21 kmt Each of the sensor systems is supported by its own independent
respecttvelyt from 4 RE, or 40 and 120 kmt resoecttvelyt from data processing unit. These sensors are identical to those
12 RE. The nominal temporal resolution is 20 st ranging up to flown on the OPEN/EML spacecraftt although the mountings are
TO0 s for special features, Sensitivity is 1E-3 to 61-3 different.
counts/s per raylelgh per spatial element.
....... OPEN/PPLt HIGBIE ......................
....... OPEN/PPLt FRANK
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND IONS
INVESTIGATION NAME- OPTICAL AURORAL IMAGER
NSSDC ID- PPL -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NSSDC ID- PPL -12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM CODE EE-8/CO-OPI SCIENCE
CODE EE-8/CO-OP, SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS PARTICLES AND FIELDS
UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH
PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL PI - P.R. HIGBIE LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
PI - L.A. FRANK U OF IOWA Cl - D.N. BAKER LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
CI - K.L. ACKERSON U OF IOWA CI - R,O, BELIAN LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
CI - J.D, CRAVEN U OF IOWA CI - W, STUDEMA_N MPI-AERONOMY
CI - P.B. hAYS U OF MICHIGAN CI - E. KIRSCH MPI-AERONOMY
CI - W.E. SHARP U OF MICHIGAN CI - A. KORTH MPI-AERONOMY
CI - B, WILKEN MPI-AERONOMY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION CI - H.D. VOSS LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
The major objective of thts investigation is to obtain CI - W,L. IFHOF LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
global auroral images at visible and UV wavelengths which CI - J.B, REAGAN LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
provide multtspectrat images with ttme resolution of 1 mtnute_ CI - J.B, BLAKE AEROSPACE CORP
spatial resolution of 10 km at a spacecraft altitude of 9 REt CI - J.F. FENNELL AEROSPACE CORP
and sensitivities of 100-300 rayletghs per count in each ptxeL. CI - T,A. FRITZ LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
This provides for gtooal determination of energy deposition CI - D,J. WILLIAMS APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
rates by charged particles into the earthts upper atmosphere_ a CI - M.G. KIVELSON U OF CALIF_ LA
global monitor of the interrelationship of major plasma regimes
in the magnetosphere9 a global monitor of coupling processes BRIEF DESCRIPTION
between the ionosphere and the magnetosphere_ and a global Thls investigation (CEPPAD_ comprehensive energetic
reference system for the interpretation of in sltu measurements particle pitch angle distribution) is designed to provide
by companion instruments in the OPEN mission. Thls detailed pitch angle measurements of energetic particle fluxes,
investigation utilizes two optical channels in the visible to cover the particle energy spectra over as wide a range as
wavelength region: a medlum-resolutlon channel (VWM) and a possible with statistically meaningful resultst to separately
low-resolutlon charnel (VWL). The instrumental hardware is identify ions and electronst and to glve information on high
combined with that of the Ultraviolet Imager (PPL-I1}° The energy ion co_posltlon. This instrument is identical to the
electronics subsystem is shared_ as is the front-optlcs system one flown on OPEN/EML° The instrument measures electrons with
used to point the instrument and to avoid the sunlit llmb of energies fro_ 20 keV to 3000 keV and protons from 20 keV to 17
the earth which is very bright In the visible. The combined MeV. Alpha particles and the CNO group of nuclei are also
instrument cowprises primary and secondary optlcst uniquely identified with high time resolution In broad energy
electromechanlcal devices for mirror and aperture control and bands over the range 30 to 3300 keV/nucleon. Multiple detector
filter selectlont optical filtersl Image-fntenslfled CCD sensor heads on the body-mounted portion of the instrument (BEPS)
arrays wlth thermoelectric coollng_ power converters and provide detailed hlgh-resotutlon three-dlmenslonat measurement
distribution clrcultst and data_ attitude and command of the energetic particle distribution function at all angles
processors. The instrument is mounted on the despun platform OUtSide the toss cone, The detectors mounted on the scan
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pLatform (SEPS) are designed to Look along the Local magnetic ....... OPENIPPL, RUSSELL ......................................
field direction. The major components of the body-mounted
detectors (BEPS} are the three sensor types LEMS, HISIt and INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELDS
DPU. The scan platform energetic particle spectrometers (SEPS)
are divided into three different spectrometers designated HARE_ NSSDC IO- PPL -08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
HARP, and HISS. Both the BEPS and the SEPS are controlled by CODE EE-B/CO-OP, SCIENCE
microprocessors.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
....... OPEN/PPL, IMHOF ........................................ MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INVESTIGATION NAME- POLAR IONOSPHERIC X-RAY IMAGING
EXPERIMENT (PIXIE} PERSONNEL
PI - C,T. RUSSELL U OF CALIF, LA
NSSDC ID- PPL -07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM C; - M. ASHOUR-ABDALLA U OF CALIF, LA
CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCIENCE C; - P,J- COLEMAN; JR, LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
C; - _.G, LUHMANN U OF CALIF9 LA
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) D; - F.S. MOZER d OF CALIF_ BERKELEY
MAGNETOSPHERID PHYSICS C; - P.H. REIFF RICE U
UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH CI - T, SAKURAI TOKAI U
PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PI - W.L. IMHOF LOCKHEED PALO ALTO The objective of this investigation is to make high
C; - D,L, MCKENZIE AEROSPACE CORP precision measurements of the magnetic field in the high and
C; - C,J, RICE AEROSPACE CORP lOW altitude polar magnetosphere (i) to study the morphology of
CI - PeF. MIZERA AEROSPACE CORP the polar cusp; (2) to determine the site of reconnectton; (3)
CI - W. CALVERT U OF IOWA to investigate the behavior of field-aligned current systems at
CI - D,P. CAUFFMAN LOCKHEED PALO ALTO high and low altitudes: how these currents communicate stresses
Cl - J.B. REAGAN LOCKHEED PALO ALTO within the magnetosphere, and the role they play in the
C; - M. WALT LOCKHEED PALO ALTO acceleration of particles; (4) to examine the nature of waves
C; - R.R. VONDRAK SRI INTERNATIONAL and instabilities in the polar cusp_ (5) to investigate the
C; - T,J, ROSENBERG U OFMARYLAND cusp magnetosheath interface and determine how magnetosheath
CI - J.G. LUHMANN U OF CALIF9 LA plasma gains access to the magnetosphere; and (6) to provide
CI - J. STADSNES U OF BERGEN accurate models of the magnetic field in the high Latitude
magnetosphere which depend on solar wind and magnetosphertc
BRIEF DESCRIPTION conditions. The instrument consists of dual trlaxlat
The objective of this investigation is to measure the magnetometers with flippers, Dual microprocessors and random
spatial distribution and temporal variations of X-ray emissions access memory are used to process the data so that the data
from the earth0s atmosphere. The instrument consists of two sent to earth is tmmeotatety usable by all OPEN investigators
major subsystems, the multiple pinhole camera and without extensive catcutattons_ as well as available on board
signal-processing electrontcs_ and the digital electronics, the spacecraft to other instruments in final corrected form.
The detector in the camera is a posttton-sensttlve mutttwire One million bits of internal storage under microprocessor
proportional counter. The signal processing electronics control orovlce snapshots wlth up to 4 ms resolution on command
identify events as X-ray interactions (or not)9 locate the or triggered by changes in the data. The instrument ranges are
events in three-dlmenslonal space, and determine the X-ray plus and minus 256_ _OgG_ and 65_536 nTt with corresponding
energy. The energy range is 1-100 keVt with spectral resolutions of O.O04t O,OGt and I nT.
resolution of 15% FWHM at G keY (inversely proportional to the
square root of the energy). The field of view is variable. CPEN/PPL, SCUDDER ......................................
8.5_ 12t 16. or 53 degt with spatial resolution of 0.55 to 1.0
deg, Temporal resolution is 1-50 minutes (typically 5 INVESTIGATION NAME- HOT PLASMA
minutes).
NSSDC IO- PPL -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
....... OPEN/PPLw MOZER ........................................ CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION NAME- OC ELECTRIC FIELDS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
NSSDC IO- PPL -09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PARTICLES AND FIELDS
CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE SPACE PLASMAS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PERSONNEL
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS PI m J.D. SCUDDER NASA-GSFC
PARTICLES AND FIELDS C; - T,J, BIRMINGHAM NASA-GSFC
C; - R.A. HCFFMAN NASA-GSFC
PERSONNEL C; - E.C. SITTLER_ JR, NASA-GSFC
P; - F.S. MOZER U OF CALI_ BERKELEY CI - R,W, FILLIUS U OF CALIF_ SAN DIEGO
C; - R.B. ?ORBERT U OF CALIF9 SAN DIEGO C; - C.E. MCILWAIN U OF CALIF, SAN DIEGO
C; - W.J. BURKE USAF GEOPHYS LAB CI - E.C. WHIPPLE_ JR. U OF CALIFt SAN DIEGO
C; - M, SMIDDY USAF GEOPHYS LAB C; m DIS" WU U OF MARYLAND
C; " R'U'L'GRARD ESA'ESTEC C; " A" KORTH MPImAERONOMY
C; " K. KNOTT ESA-ESTEC C; - A.K. RICHTER MPI-AERONOMY
C; - A. PEOERSEN ESA-ESTEC C; - K.W. OGILVIE NASA-GSFC
CI - T.L. AGGSON NASA-GSFC
C; - N.C. MAYNARD NASA-GSFC BRIEF DESCRIPTION
C; - D.P, STERN NASA-GSFC The objectives of this investigation are (i) to observe
C; - L,P, BLOCK ROYAL INSI OF TECH the expected kinetic and magnetohydrodynamlc signatures of
C; - C,G. FALTHAMMAR ROYAL INSI OF TECH magnetic reconnectlon in the cusp reglon_ to Quantify the
C; - K. TSURUDA ISAS energy released to the plasma and the rate of mass flux into
the magnetosphere Imptled_ and to understand what external
BRIEF DESCRIPTION parameters control the rates of reconnection of magnetic fluxl
The objectives of this investigation are to study (1) (2) to understand the role of field-aligned currents in the
large parallel and perpendicular electric fields in double auroral zoner their relation to auroral forms and terrestrial
layers and electrostatic shocks9 (2) larger spatial scale kilometric radlatlon_ and their response to magnetotaIl and
parallel electric fields responsible for upgolng ions and solar wlnd stimuli as monitored by the other OPEN spacecraftl
Inverted-V electron acceteratlont (3) the high Latitude to ascertain the altitude dependence of the associated
convection electric field9 |_} the electric field structure of electrical potential and the parameters which control its size;
the high latitude magnetosphere, polar cusp_ and plasma mantle_ and (5) to obtain a quantitative9 high time resolution
and (5) the electric field comparisons (with other spacecraft definition of the regions associated with the cusp and entry
in the OPEN program) at different points along the same layer including a study of_ the momentum transfer between
magnetic field line. at different points along a common magnetosheath and entry layer plasmas. The instrument, named
boundary_ or in different regions of the magnetosphere. The HYDRA_ resolves electrons and ions in three dimensions with
instrument consists of three orthogonal couble probes_ each of energies between 1 eV and 50 keV with 0.5-s time resolution.
which is a pair of separated conductors whose potential HYDRA consists of B pairs of 127-deg electrostatic analyzer
difference is measured. One pair consists of spheres located heads. Six pairs are body mounted, and two are on the loss
in the satellite spin plane and separated by 1GO m at the ends cone platform.
of wire booms. A second pair consists of cylindrical wire boom
elements located in the spin plane and separated by an ....... OPEN/PPL9 SHAWHAN ......................................
effective distance of 350 <m, The third pair consists of
spheres that are oriented parallel to the satellite spin axis INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA AND RADIO WAVES
and are separated by 14 m at the ends of rigid booms,
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NSSDC ID- PPL -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ....... OPEN/PPL_ TORR .........................................
CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION NAME- ULTRAVIOLET IMAGER
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS NSSDC ID- PPL -11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
RADIO PHYSICS CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ SCIENCESPACE PLASMAS
PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH
Pl - S,D. SHAWHAN U OF IOWA MAGNETOSPHERID PHYSICS
CI - R.R. ANDERSON U OF IOWA
CI - C,K. GOERTZ b OF IOWA PERSONNEL
CI - D.A. GURNETT U OF IOWA PI - M.R, TORR UTAH STATE U
CI - W,S, KURTH U OF IOWA Cl - P.M, BANKS STANFORD U
CI - B.T, TSURUTANI NASA-JPL CI - D,G. TCRR UTAH STATE U
CI - T, TEMERIN U OF CALIFt BERKELEy CI - d.G, ROEDERER U OF ALASKA
CI - J,K. ALEXANDERt JR, NASA-GS=D CI - K.C. CLARK U OF WASHINGTON
CI - M.L. KAISER NASA-GSFC CI - G,K. PARKS U OF WASHINGTON
CI - R.W, FREDRICKS TRW SYSTEMS GROUP CI - K.D. COLE LA TROBE U
El - M.C. KELLEY CORNELL U CI - E, KANENDA U OF TOKYO
CI - P.M, KINTNER' CORNELL U CI - H, OYA U De TOHOKU
CI - C.G. PARK CORNELL U CI - e.T. TSURUTANI NASA-JPL
CI - H. MATSUMOTO KYOTO U CI - J.M, AJELLO NASA-JPL
Cl - A,L, LA_E NA _-JPL
BRIEF DESCRIPTION CI - d,L, MITCHELL NASA-JPL
The objectives of this investigation are to measure the
s_ectrumt ampLitudet and wave vector characteristics for BRIEF DESCRIPTION
naturally occurring electromagnetic and electrostatic plasma The ultraviolet Imager is an ultraviolet imaging camera
waves along the OPEN/PPL trajectory for a frequency range of i designed to obtain global images of the aurora at several
Hz tc 400 kHz (magnetlc}t I HZ to 3.2 MHz (etectrlc)t and 1 Hz selected wavelengths wlth time resolution of I minute9 spatial
to 16 kHz (density fluctuations). The same characteristics are resolution of 10 km at a spacecraft altitude of 9 REt and
also measured for electromagnetic and electrostatic plasma sensitivities of 100-300 raytelghs per count in each plxel,
waves resulting from ground-based or Shuttle-based active wave9 The objective is to provide coherent information on the total
partlcle_ and chemical injection experiments. A unique feature energy influx to the atmosphere_ the characterlstlc energy of
of this instrument is the caoabltlty to recognize the presence the precipitating partfcles_ the spatial extent and structural
of a desired phenomenon based on onboard microprocessor and various other parameters such as activity indices. This
algorlthmst and to capture the waveforms for six wave fields investigation utilizes two UV optlcat channeLst one in the near
simultaneously. These waveforms provide simultaneous estimates ultraviolet (RUV) and one in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV). The
for the electromagnetic wave normalw potarlzatlont and Poyntlng instrumental hardware is combined with that of the Optical
vectors or for the electrostatic propagation and polarization Auroral Imager (PPL-12). The electronics subsystem is shared9
vectors after ground processing, as iS the front-optlcs system used to point the instrument and
to avoid the sunlit Limb of the earth which is very bright in
....... OPEN/PPLt SHELLEY ...................................... the visible. The combined instrument comprises primary and
secondary optlcs_ eLectromechanlcaL devices for mirror and
INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA ION COMPOSITION aperture control and filter seLectlont optical flLters_
Image-lntenslfled CCD sensor arrays wlth thermoelectric
NSSDC ID- PPL -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM coollngt power converters and distribution clrcultst and data_
CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE attitude and command processors. The instrument is mounted on
the despun platform and normally directed in or near the nadir
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) direction. The imaging field of view is directed by the
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS earth-flndlng mirror to different sectors within the 20 x 36
PARTICLES AND FIELDS deg Instrument observing field. There are four optical channel
SPACE PLASMAS sensors. The VUV (vacuum ultraviolet) covers 6 wavelengths
from 120.0 to 180.0 nm_ and the NUV (near ultraviolet) covers 5
PERSOKNEL wavelengths from 2_7.0 to 337.1 nm. The VWL and VWM (visible
PI - E.G. SHELLEY LOCKHEED PALO ALTO wavelengths) are provided as part of the Optical Auroral Imager
CI - g.A. WHALEN NAIL RES COUNC OF CAN (PPL-12).
CI - J.L. BURCH SOUTHWEST RES INST
CI - W.K. PETERSON LOCKHEED PALO ALTO **************************** ***_******************************
CI - R,D, SHARP LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
CI - R.G, JOHNSON LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
CI - S.M. KAYE LOCKHEED PALO ALTO SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- 0SS-2
CI - O.W. LENNARTSSON LOCKHEED PALO ALTO ALTERNATE NAMES-
CI - C.W. CARLSON U OF CALIFt BERKELEY
CI - J. GEISS U OF BERNE NSSDC IO- 0SS-2
Cl - H. BALSIGER U OF BERNE
CI - D.T, YOUNG LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB LAUNCH DATE- 03/00/88 WEIGHT- 3700. KG
CI - A, GHIELMETTI U OF BERNE LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL9 UNITED STATES
CI - g. PASCHMANN MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
CI - H°R. ROSENBAUER MPI-AERONOMY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
This investigation utilizes a toroldaL ion mass
spectrograph (TIMS) to fulfill its obJectivest which are to PLANNED CRBIT PARAMETERS
study 41) the propertles_ locatlont and morphology of the ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
principal source region for the entry of solar wind plasma into ORBIT PERIOD- 90. MIN _NCLINATION- 40. DEG
the magnetospheret l°e.t the polar CUSp_ (2) the propertles_ PERIAPSIS- 300. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 300. KM ALT
Locatlonv and morphology of the principal source region for hot
ionospheric plasma in the magnetosoheret t,e._ the auroral PERSONNEL
acceleration region; (3) the details of the processes by which MM - S,E. BERGSON-WILLISw JR, NASA-GSFC
the source plasmas are injected Into trapped prbltst wlth MS - G.F. ORMES NASA-GSFC
special emphasis on the mass dependence of these processes; (4)
details of the processes by which relatively coot source BRIEF DESCRIPTION
plasmas are energized into hot plasma, with special emphasis on The 0SS-2 system consists of the space segment and the
the mass dependence of these processes; and (B} the details of ground segment. The space segment includes the ShuttLet the
the processes by which the hot magnetospheric plasma are Lost9 Spacelab Avionics (IgLoo)_ and an experiment pallet upon which
for example through wave-partlcle scattering and charge the four science instruments are mounted. The ground segment
exchange9 with speclaL emphasis on the mass dependence of these consists of the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
processes. The instrument has a mass per charge range of 1 to (TDRSS) for data acqulsltlont the Payload Operatlons Control
I_0 u/g in 128 channeLs_ with resolution (M/delta M) of lOt and Center (POCC) for payload controLi the Spacelab Data Processing
an energy range of 0 to QO keVlg_ with 32 energy steps Facility (SLDPF) for data capture and processlngt and the data
Logarithmically spaced and a resolution (delta E/E) of 0.08. analysis facilities at various PI facilities. The
The field of view covers 10 deg of azimuth and plus and minus investigations were selected to study the temperature and
20 deg in eLevatlon9 with 5 elements of 8 dee each in comoosltlon of hlgh-temperature astrophysical plasmas on a
elevation. The sample rate of 32 samples per second yields one scale of sizes and distances ranging from our own galaxy to
mass-energy-angle spectrum per 4 spin periods. This instrurent clusters of galaxies. These investigations are part of the
is identical to the instrument on DPEN/EML° hlgh-energy astrophysics program of multiple SpaceLab flights
and extended Space Platform observations.
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....... OSS-2_ GORENSTEIN ............................................. 0SS-29 SERLEMITSOS
INVESTIGATION NAME- LARGE AREA MODULAR ARRAY OF REFLECTORS INVESTIGATION NAME- BROAD BAND X-RAY TELESCOPE (BBXRT)
(LAMAR)
NSSDC ID- OSS-2 -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NSSDC ID- OSS-2 -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM CODE EZ-7
COOL EZ-7
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) X-RAY ASTRONOMY
X-RAY ASTRONOMY
PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL Pl - P.J. SERLEMITSOS NASA-GSFC
PI - P. GORENSTEIN SAO
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
_RIEF DESCRIPTION The objective of the Broadband X-Ray Telescope (BBXRT}
The Large Area Modular Array of Reflectors (LAMAR) investigation is to perform high resolution energy-dlsperslve
investigation is deslgnedto obtain a sensitive view of regions spectrophotometry over the range 0.5 to i0 keV on X-ray sources
of the X-ray sky over a broad wavelength band. It makes selected from a List containing starst supernovae remnants,
photometric maps of extended X-ray sources on 5 to 10% of the neutron stars_ white dwarfst clusters of galaxlest and active
sky. The instrument consists of X-ray telescopes of the galactic nuclei including quasars, The instrument package
Kirkpatrlck-Baez deslgnt with imaging proportional counters consists of two identical co-atlgned grazing Inclcence
(IPC) as focal plane detectors. Speclflcally9 the LAMAR telescopes with cooled Si(Li) detectors at each focal plane.
consists of four basic array subassemblies (BAS)t array Observations wltl be conducted in a pointing mode for typically
structure9 central electronics assemolyt aspect sensor9 thermal 2000 s per source. Events wilt De processed by a
blanket systemt and supporting hardware. An attitude sensor mlcro-processor-controtlea data system which places them
and a pointing capability for specific targets are also individually in a 64-kbs telemetry stream with 62.5
included. Each BAS includes four telescope/IPC systemst a gas microseconds temporal resolution and 40-eV energy resolution,
systemt signal processing etectronlcs9 a self-supportlng The BBXRT represents the first attempt to extend
structurev and a sun shield. A system of flduclal lines hlgh-resclutlon spectroscopy beyond the Einstein spacecraft
compensates for alignment changes that occur as a result of Instrumentls 3.5-keV cutoff to include the iron K band. Each
variations in temperature, The axes of the LAMAR telescopes oo telescope has effective areas of approximately 500 sq cm and
not have to be precisely co-allgned. 100 sq cm at 1.5- and 7 keV_ respectively, with a spatial
accuracy of about 2 arc mln. Background reduction schemes
....... OSS-2t KRAUSHAAR result in an estimated Limiting spectral sensitivity for a
2000-s cbservatton of 1.E-13 erg/sq cm s. The absolute
INVESTIGATION NAME- DIFFUSE X-RAY SPECTROMETER (DXS) pointing requirement is < or = to 4 arc mln.
NSSOC IO- 0SS-2 -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM * ** ********************** OSTA-3****************************
CODE EZ-7
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- OSTA-3
X-RAY ASTRONOMY ALTERNATE NAMES-
PERSONNEL NSSDC ID- OSTA-3
PI - W, KRAUSMAAR U OF WISCONSIN
LAUNCH DATE- 08/29/84 WEIGHT- KG
BRIEF DESCRIPTION LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES
The objective of the Diffuse X-Ray Spectrometer (DXS) LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
experiment is to make the first map of the temperature and
composition of the medium over 1/40th of the celestial sphere_ SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
and LAMAR (0SS-2-01) supports these observations by indicating UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
the contribution of point sources. This spectrometer contains
four proportional counter X-ray detector assemblies which are PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
operated in functionally identical pairs. The detector pairs ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
are located on either side of the experiment pallet9 and each ORBIT PERIOD- 90.1 MIN INCLINATION- 57. OEG
is oscillated by an assembly about an axis parallel to the PERIAFSIS- 229. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 337. KM ALT
Orbiter roll axis. In each detector assembLy_ incident X-rays
are Bragg-refLected from a curved crystal panel and passed PERSONNEL
through a collimator to the entrance window Of a MG - N. WIRMAN NASA HEADQUARTERS
posltlon-sensltlve proportional counter. From a given position SC - M. SETTLE NASA HEADgUARTERS
in the sky_ only X-rays of a particular wavelength are
detected. The detector oscillation provides the scan for the BRIEF DESCRIPTION
full wave Length range of the detector for the given sky The OSTA-_ (Office of Space anc Terrestrial Applications)
position. In the normal data acquisition model the oscillator is the second Space Shuttle payload designed for conducting
drive rotates the detector pair back and forth through a experiments in remote sensing. This experiment payload
selectabLe scan angle up to 180 degt at a rate of 180 deg per consists of (I) a Shuttle imaging radar (SIR-B} for studies in
mln. A commandabLe X-ray tube source provides X rays of known geological explorations of the earthls surfacer (2) a Large
energy for ground and In-orblt calibrations, format camera (LPC) for cartographic mappings of the eartht (S}
a measurement of air pollution from satellite (MAPS} to provide
....... OSS-2_ MEYER ........................................... the distributions of the CO apundance in the atmosphere_ and
(4) a feature identification and location experiment (FILE) for
INVESTIGATION NAME- COSMIC RAY NUCLEI EXPERIMENT (CRNE) classification of surface materials. The SIR-B is an upgraded
version of the SIR-A flown on the OSTA-I payload during the
NSSDC IO- OSS-2 -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM STS-2 mission (kSSOC ID 81-111A-01). The MAPS and FILE sensors
CODE EZ-7 are the reftys of those on the same OSTA-I payload (NSSDC ID
81-111A-04 and 81-I11A-83).
INVESTIGATIOk DISCIPLINE(S)
COSMIC RAYS ....... CSTA-3_ ELACHI-
PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION NAME- SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR-B (SIR-B)
PI - P. MEYER U OF CHICAGO
PI - D, MULLER U OF CHICAGO NSSDC IO- OSTA-3 -OZ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8t APPLICATIONS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Cosmic Ray Nuclei Experiment (CRNE) is a reftlght of INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
essentially the Spacetab-2 instrument (SPALAB-2-DS)_ and EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
extends observations of the cosmic ray nuclei in the
approximate energy range from 100 to 1000 GeV per nucleon. The PERSONNEL
instrument measures the nuclear charge "Z n and the energy "E" Pl - C. ELACHI NASA-JPL
of each cosmic ray particle. It consists of a combination of
two gas Cerenkov coJnters and two transition radiation BRIEF DESCRIPTION
detectors. Charge detection is determined by use of twq The primary purpose of this experiment is to provide data
Large-area scintillators. A particle must pass through both for studles in geographyt geologyv hydrology_ oceanograohy_
scintillators to register a measured charge. Particle energy vegetatlont and ice applications. The SIR-B Is a slde-looklngt
is measured by Cerenkov counters in the lower energy range and synthetic aperture radar that illuminates the earthls surface
by the transltlon-radlatlon detectors in the higher energy with horizontally polarized (HH) microwave radiation
range. Each one of the two gas counters is viewed by 48 transmitted at L-band frecuency 1.28 GHz (wavelength 23 cm).
photomuttIoller tubes, Each transltlon-radlatlon detector The SIR-B antenna can be mechanically tilted while the
consists of three radiators and 3 gas-fltled muttlwlre Shuttle's payload bay is facing the earth. This enables
proportional chambers, researchers to obtain radar Imacery of a specific area at up to
six incident angles ranging from 15 to 60 deg.
MuLtlpte-lncldence-angle radar imagery can potentially be used
to distinguish surface materials on the basis of their
roughness characteristics. With a 12-MHz bandwloth ano 20%
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degradation in the putsey the ground range resolution is 17 m **************************** PLANET-A**************************
at 60-deg incidence angle and is 58 m at 15 deg. The azimuth
resolution ts 25 km. The s_ath width of the SIR-B imagery is
20-50 km. The SIR-B provides both ctgttaLty recorded and SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- PLANET-A
optically recorded data. The digital radar data are ALTERNATE NAMES-
transmitted from the Shuttle through the Tracking And Data
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) to White Sands9 New Mexico, NSSDC ID- PLANET*
White Sands relays the SIR-B data vta Comsat to GSFC where the
data are processed to CCT form, The digital tapes are then LAUNCH DATE- 08414485 WEIGHT- 140, KG
sent to JPL to be processed to imagery. The ootlcat data are LAUNCH SITE- KAGOSHIMAy JAPAN
processed by an optical corretator at JPL. LAUNCH VEHICLE- M-3S2-I
....... OST*-3t MOLLBERG ....................................... SPONSORING CObNTRYIAGENCY
JAPAN ISAS
INVESTIGATION NAME- LARGE FORMAT CAMERA (LFC)
NSSDC ID- OST*-3 -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PERSONNEL
CODE EL-By APPLICATIONS PM - K, HIRAO ISAS
PS - M, SHIMIZU ISAS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
GEODESY AND CARTOGRAPHY BRIEF DESCRIPIION
Planet-A is planned to fly by the nucleus of Comet Halley
PERSONNEL on March By 1986_ at a dlstance of several hundred thousand
PI - 5. MOLLBERG NASA-JSC kilometers, The maln objective of the mission is to take UV
images of the hydrogen corona for about 30 days before and
BRIEF DESCRIPTION after Hatleyts descending crossing of the ecliptic plane. Solar
The Large Format Camera (LFC) is a photographic camera wind parameters are measured for a much Longer time period. The
with a 30B-mm focal tength_ an f/6 aperture0 and a film format spacecraft weighs about 140 kg and is spln-stabItlzed at two
of 23 by 46 cm. The camerats film platen moves horizontally different rates (5 and 0.2 rp_) during the mission, Hydrazlne
along the Shutttets tlne of flight when the shutter is open to thrusters are used for attitude and veloclty controtl star and
minimize smearing effects. A ground resolution of 10 m is sun sensors are for attitude controll and a mechanically despun
achieued at altitudes of 200 to 250 km wlth standard off-set parabolic dish is used for long range communication, A
photographic films. The LFC is able to obtain overlapping test spacecrafty MS-TSy Launched earllert wltt provide some
stereoscopic coverage along the Shuttteta flight path with measurements at the same time but at distances of 0.1 AU.
base-to-helght ratlos of O.3t O.G9 0.9 and 1.2. Its imagery is
applicable to cartographic mapping at a scale of 1:SOLO00, ....... PLANET-A_ KANEDA .......................................
....... OSTA-3y REICHLEy JR. ................................... INVESTIGATION NAME- UV IMAGING TELESCOPIC CAMERA
INVESTIGATION NAME- MEASUREMENT OF AIR POLLUTION FROM NSSDC ID- PLANETA-01 INVESTIGATIVE PRO*RAM
SATELLITES (MAPS} SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
NSSDC IO- OSTA-3 -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
CODE EL-St APPLICATIONS PLANETOLOGY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PERSONNEL
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS Pl - E. NANED* U OF TOKYO
METEOROLOGY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PERSONNEL This instrument is used to take UV images of the hydrogen
Pl - H,G. REICHLE_ JR, NASA-LARC corona of the comet by hydrogen Lyman-alpha llne, It is
composed of a mirror tetescopey a UV Intenslflerl and a
BRIEF DESCRIPTION sptn-synchronlzed camera that uses charge-coupled devices
The primary purpose of this experiment is to measure the (CCD). During Imaglng_ the spacecraft will be despun to 0.2
seasonal variations of carbon monoxide in the troposphere. The rpm.
MAPS experiment consists of a two-channel gas filter radiometer
that measures the intensity of upwetllng thermal radiation at a ....... PLANET-Ay MUKAI ........................................
wavelength of 4.6T micrometers, The instrument is designed to
oetermlne the concentration of CO In the earthls atmosphere at INVESTIGATION NAME- ION ELECTRON ESAS
ambient pressures of 266 and 76 torr (corresponding roughly to
altitudes of *.S and ii km). An aerial camera_ equipped with a NSSDC IO- PLANETA-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
Light sensory photographs the ground track during sunlit SCIENTIFIC SATELLITE
portions of the orbit.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
....... OSTA-3v SIVERTSONy JR.- ................................ PLANETOLOGY
INTERPLANETARY PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION NAME- FEATURE IDENTIFICATION AND LOCATION
EXPERIMENT (FILE} PERSONNEL
PI - T. MUKAI ISAS
NSSDC ID- OSTA-3 -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8t APPLICATIONS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Solar wind plasma measurements are made wlth 270-dog
INVESTIGATIO_ DISCIPLINE(S) electrostatic analyzers (ESAs) in this investigation. Both
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY ions and electrons in the energy range between 0.03 and 16 keV
are measured wlth the ESAs employing mlcro-channet plates.
PERSONNEL Three dimensional distribution of the solar wind plasma within
PI - W.Eo SIVERTSONy JR. NASA-LARC . or - 30 deg to the ecliptic plane wilt be measured.
OI - R,G, WILSON NASA-LARC
**************************** **********************************
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment is to develop the means
to automatically classify surface materials into one of four SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ROSAT
categories: watert vegetatlony bare ground_ or clouds and ALTERNATE NAMES- ROENTGENSATELLITEy GERMAN X-RAY SATELLITE
snow. The FILE compares ratios of the reflected solar
radiation in tNo wavelengths to make real-tlme classification NSSDC ID- ROSAT
decisions about the four primary features mentioned above. The
FILE system has two imaging cameras_ each contains a LAUNCH DATE- 07130/87 WEIGHT- KG
two-dlmensional array of charge-coupled detectors. They are LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES
designed to measure surface reftectlvlty at wavelengths of 0.65 LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
and 0.85 mtcrometery respectively. A sunrise sensor activates
the experiment under approprlate solar illumination conditions. SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
The output of the two imaging cameras is sent to a FED PEP OF GERMANY DFVL*
declslonmaklng electronics unlt_ where the ratio of the two UNITED STATES NASA-OBSA
camera measurements for each olcture element is determined,
FILE contains scene class counters to determine when the PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
instrument has recorded an adequate number of scenes of each ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
type and to suppress further data acquisition from such scenes. ORBIT PERIOD- 94° MIN INCLINATION- 57, PEG
Similar sensors may be placed on future satellites to control PERIAPSIS- 475. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 475. KM *LT
the operation of other earth tmagtng instruments and avoid the
collection of unwanted or unusable data,
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PERSONNEL NSSDC IO- ROSAT -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
MG - M.B. WEINREB NASA HEADQUARTERS CODE EZ-T/CO-OP
MG - M. OTTERBEIN BMFT
SC - A,G, OPP NASA HEADQUARTERS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PM - G,W, OUSLEY NASA-GSFC X-RAY ASTRONOMY
PM - K, PFEIFFER DFVLR
PS - S,S. HOLT NASA-GSFC PERSONNEL
PS - J. TRUEMPER FPI-EXTRATERR PHYS Pl - A. WELLS U OF LEICESTER
Ol - G.M, COURTIER RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB
bRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Roentgensatelllte (ROSAT) is a USIGerman cooperative BRIEF DESCRIPTION
project wlth British participation, The prime obJectlve_ The wlOe field camera (WFC) consists of three nested
during the first G months of the misslon9 is to perform a aluminum mirrors with an XUV sensitized mlcrochannel plate
complete sky survey in the energy range 0,041 to 2 keV (MCP} detector at the focus, A focal turret assembly is used
utilizing proportional counters at the focal plane of a large to select one of two identical detector assemblies. The clear
X-ray telescope (LXT) provided by Germany and an XUV wide field field of view is a 4-deg half-angle cone around the WFC axis,
camera (WFC] provided by the UK, After completion of the all The energy range of the WFC is 0,21 to 0,041 keV,
sky survey the second scientific objective (during the
following 12 months} wilt be the Detailed observation of , *** ** *** * SAN MARCO-O/L** ** *** *
selected sources with respect to spatial structures spectral
and time variability. This objective will be met by utilizing
a high resolution Imager (HRI)_ provided by the United Stalest SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SAN MARCO-D/L
which wilt alternate with the two posltlon-sensltlve ALTERNATE NAMES-
proportional counters (PSPC) in the focal plane. ROSAT is a
continuously operating three-axls stabilized SIC. The maln NSSDC IO- SM-DL
telescope has focal Length 240 cm_ diameter 113 cmt and is
surrounded by SIC electronics. The axis lies between two Large LAUNCH DATE- 04/00184 WEIGHT- 230. KG
solar panels and parallel to the WFC axis, The telescope LAUNCH SITE- SAN MARCO PLATFORM9 OFF COAST OF KENYA
resolution with the HRI is better than 10 arc s. ROSAT has an LAUNCH VEHICLE- SCOUT
attitude control system using two advanced star trackers9
reaction wheeLs_ and magnetic cotts_ and a data system SPONSORING CObNTRY/AGENCY
utilizing two tape recorders, ITALY ERA
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
....... ROSAT_ GERDES ..........................................
PLANNEO ORBIT PARAMETERS
INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGER (HRI) ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
ORBIT PERIOD- 100, MIN INCLINATION- 2.9 BE3
NSSOC IO- ROSAT -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PERIAPSIS- 260. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 800. KM ALT
CODE EZ-I/CO-OP
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) MG - M.B. WEINREB NASA HEADQUARTERS
X-RAY ASTRONOMY SC - E.R, SCHMERLING NASA HEADQUARTERS
PM - R,E. AOKINS NASA-GSFC
PERSONNEL PS - N.W, SPENCER NASA-GS_C
EM - J, GERDES SAO
ES - S,S, HOLT NASA-GSFC BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The primary purpose of the San Marco -OIL Spacecraft
BRIEF DESCRIPTION (S/C) is to explore the relationship between solar activity and
The high resolution Imager (HRI) is essentially a copy of meteorological phenomena9 wlth emphasis on lower atmospheric
the very successful HRI provided by SAO for the HEAO 2 mlsslont winds and thermosphere-lonosphere phenomena. The S/C_ to be
modified to comply with the electrical and mechanical Launched by a scout vehtcLet has a planned lifetime of 1,5
interfaces of ROSAT, Incoming X-ray photons are converted to years. The science investigations use the following five
electrons at a photocathode. The electrons are multiplied in a flight sensors: a drag balance for determining neutral
oalr of cascaded mtcrochanne I plates (MCP) with a gain of about densftyt e wind and terperature spectrometers an ion velocity
1E8, A crossed grid at the exit of theMCP collects the instruments an airglow-solar spectrometer_ and an electric
electron ctoudt thereby yielding a measurement of the location field meter, The satellite is a 9G,5-cm-dlameter sphere with
of the incoming photon with an positional accuracy of about 25 four 48-cm canted monopole telemetry antennas and three
micrometers. A radioactive calibration source is attached to orthogonal pairs of electric field probe sensors (one pair
the retractable vacuum door in front of the HRI. For tnflfght oriented along the spacecraft spin axis}. An internal
calibrations a UV source is integrated into the HRI. structural cylinder (26-cm dtam) extends slightly through the
sphere and is coincident with the satellite spin axis, The
....... ROSAT9 TRUEMPER ........................................ power supply consists of a solar-celt array split into two
secttons_ two rechargeable nickel-cadmium battertes_ and
INVESTIGATION NAME- POSITION SENSITIVE PROPORTIONAL COUNTER associated circuitry. The satellite attitude data are provided
(PSPC) by a trtaxtat magnetometers a horizon sensor_ and a digital sun
sensor, A magnetic torquing system is used to control spin
NSSDC ID- ROSAT -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM rate and spacecraft attitude. A tape recorder records the PCM
CODE EZ-7/CO-OP telemetry at E000 bps for a maximum period of 50 mln. The
transmission to the ground is either in real time at GOO0 bps
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} or on recorder playback at 72 kbps.
X-RAY ASTRONOMY
SAN MARCO-DILl BROGLIO .................................
PERSONNEL
PI - J, TRUEMPER MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS INVESTIGATION NAME- DRAG BALANCE AND AIR DENSITY
Ol - H. HIPPMANN MPI-EXTRATERR PHYS
NSSDC IO- SM-DL -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE
The position sensitive proportion counter (PSPC] is a
thln window gas counter, Incoming photons are absorbed_ INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
oroduclng an electron cloud oroportlonal to the photon energy, ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
The electron ctoua drifts to the anode wire grid where a high
voltage is appLiec, In the high electric fleldt close to the PERSONNEL
wirest gas amplification of about 5E4 takes place producing a Pl - L, BROGLIO NAIL RES COUNC ITALY
charge signal at the anode wires which is proportional to the
energy of the incoming photons. Simultaneous charge signals BRIEF DESCRIPTION
are induced in two cathode wire grids close to the anode. The drag balance Instrument_ which is an integral part of
These signals are used to obtain the position of the photons the satelltte_ consists of an inner masst an elastic element_
with an accuracy of about 120 micrometers, A rotating filter and an outer shell. The drag balance is the connecting elastic
wheel_ in front of each PSPCt allows the selection of reduced element between the outer Light shell and the inner heavy body,
photon energy ponds. In one postttone the filter wheel is The center of the balance is Located at the sateltttels
utilized as a vacuum door containing three radioactive sources geometric centers or that point which is the geometric center
for calibration, both of the inner body and the shell, This instrument measures
the relative translations between the shell and the inner body
....... ROSAT9 WELLS ........................................... both in Value and dtrecttonl resolving any relative translation
along three mutually orthogonal axes. These three axes are
INVESTIGATION NAME- WIDE FIELD CAMERA fixed tc the bodyt one of them being coincident with the polar
symmetry axis of the satellite, Being fixed to the satellltet
the axis rotates with it tn the free-precession motion around
the center of gravity. The balance is designed in such a way
that the maximum translation between the shell and the drum is
generally of the order of O.Ol mm. In most cases the drag
force at the apogee is negllglble_ and therefore the apogee
data are used to get an In-ftlght calibration of the balance,
The translation of the elastic system is changed into voltages
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that are amplified and demodulated to obtain dc signals, NSSDC ID- SM-DL -OQ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE
....... SAN MARCO-D/L9 HANSON ..................................
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INVESTIGATION NAME- ION VELOCITY INSTRUMENT (IVI) PLANAR METEOROLOGY
RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
NSSDC ID- SM-DL .-03 INVESTIGATIVE PRCGRAM
CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE PERSONNEL
PI - N,W, SPENCER NASA-GSFC
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) OI - G,R, CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
IONOSPHERES BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this investigation Is to measure the in
PERSOKNEL sltu neutral wlndst neutral particle temperatures_ and the
PI - W.B. HANSON U OF TEXAS_ DALLAS concentration of selected gases. Three components of the
wlnds--one normal to the satellite dlrectlon--are measured.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Two scanning baffles are used_ one moving vertically In front
Tnls experiment is a planar retarding potential analyzer_ of the sensor_ such as that used on the Atmosphere Explorer-C
aeslgned to obtain measurements of relative thermat-lon (AE-C) neutral atmosphere temperature experiment (NATE)t and
veloclty_ plasma denslty_ and ion temperature, The ion angle one moving horizontally nearly identical in concept to the
of arrival can De determined by use of a square aperture scanning baffles incorporated on the NATE for AE-D and -E, The
collimator and a split collector, Together wlth knowledge of magnitudes of the horizontal and vertical components of the
spacecraft motlont this allows computation of the wind normal to the spacecraft velocity vector are computed from
three-dlmenslonal thermal-ion motion along the orbital path. measurements of the angular relationship between the neutral
Plasma density and temperature are calculated by interpretation particle stream and the sensor. The component of the total
of the voltage-amperage profile produced by the instrument for stream velocity in the satellite direction Is measured directly
a given impressed voltage pattern on the grids and collector, by the retarding potential quadrupole (RPQ) through
Ion velocity _easurements are obtained once each spacecraft determination of the required retarding potential. From these
spin period (I0 s). quantitative measurementst the wind vector is computed. The
temperature technique used on the AE NATE provides the basis
....... SAN MARCD-D/L_ MAYNARD ................................. for the temperature measurements for this mission. It should
be emphasized that the wind and temperature measurements cam be
INVESTIGATION NAME- 3-AXIS ELECTRIC FIELD INSTRUMENT (EFT) performed in the same operating mode. For composition
measurementst the RPQ mass spectrometer is used in a separate
NSSOC ID- SM-DL -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM operatln_ mode ceslgned for that purpose.
CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE
******** *********** ********* SOLAR OPTICAL TELESCOPE***********
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
IONOSPHERES SPACECRAFT COFMON NAME- SOLAR OPTICAL TELESCOPE
ALTERNATE NAMES- SOT-I_ SUNLAB
PERSONNEL
PI - N,C, MAYNARD NASA-GSFC NSSDD ID- SOT-1
OI - J,P, HEFPNER NASA-GSFC
LAUNCH DATE- 09100/89 WEIGHT- 3635, KG
BRIEF DESCRIPTION LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITE3 STATES
Thls experiment is designed to observe the three LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
components of ambient electric field Over the satellite
trajectory. Three pairs of cylindrical probes are used_ a pair SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
for each component. For each component_ the floating potential UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
of each of the two symmetrically placed probes with respect to
the spacecraft Is measureo. From these observatlonst the PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
electric field can be calculated for known conditions of ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
satellite motlont probe geometryt and magnetic field, Two ORBIT PERIOD- 93,8 MIN INCLINATION- 57, DES
pairs of probes extend from the satellite equatort and one palr PERIAPSIS- _60, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 460. KM ALT
is oriented along the spin axis.
PERSONNEL
....... SAN MARCO-DIL_ SCHMIDTKE ................. MG - E, REEVES NASA HEADQUARTERS
SC - E. CHIPMAN NASA HEADQUARTERS
INVESTIGATION NAME- AIRGLOW-SOLAR SPECTROMETER PM - G, HOGAN NAGA-GSFC
PS - S,D, JORDAN NASA-GSFC
NSSDC ID- SM-DL -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B/CO-OP_ SCIENCE BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The main objective of the Space Optical Telescope (SOT)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINEKS) is to achleve the high spatial resolution required for the
SOLAR PHYSICS determination of densltyt temperature_ magnetic fleldt and
AERONOMY non-therrat velocity field In solar features on the scale at
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS which many basic physical processes occur. Such processes
include changes in magnetic field strengtht waves_ single
PERSOKNEL pulsest and systematic mass flows. To understand the flow of
PI - G. SCHMIDTKE INST FUR PHYS WELTRAUM energy and mass on a global scale over the surface of the sun9
OI - F. FISCHER INST FUR PHYS WELTRAUM it Is necessary to investigate structures only slightly larger
OI - M. KNOTHE INST FUR PHYS WELTRAUM than the photon mean free path. SOT consists of two major
OI - M. MASCHEK INST FUR PHYS WELTRAUM parts: the telescope facillty_ which remains essentially
OI - C. MUNTHER INST FUR PHYS WELTRAUM unchangea from mission to mission; and the scientific
instruments (Sis) whlcht depending upon the obJectlves9 may
BRIEF DESCRIPTION vary frcm mission to mission, The telescope uses an on-axls
Thls sensor measures the equatorial day and night Gregorian configuration with primary mirror 1.3 m in diameter.
alrglow9 the solar radiation reflected from the earth's surface The parabololdat primary mirror focuses light through a hole in
and from ctoudst and the radiation of Interplanetary and a heat-rejectlon mirror allowing only 3 arc m of the sunts
intergalactic origin reaching the satellite in the spectral 32-arc-m disk to be seen by the secondary mirror. The
range from 20 to 700 nm with a spectral resolution of 0.7 to 4 elllpsoldal secondary mirror reflects the image onto a flat
nm. Four spectrometerst _ gratlngst and 17 multipliers are tertiary mirror that directs the Light beam off axis, Focal
used. A toroldal concave gratlngt of radius equal to 115.B mm_ plane Instruments_ such as those selected for the SOT-I
with holographically formed curved llnest was selected to mlsslon_ are posltlone_ at the final or Gregorian focus, The
achieve wavelength scanning, The scanning is performed by telescope facility has an effective focal length of 31,25 m and
stepwlse rotation of the orating within plus or minus 3 deE. a 1B1-mlcrometer arc s plate scale. The SOT Observatory
Exit slits are positioned at optimum distances near the Rowland remains shuttle-attached throughout the mission, It utilizes
circle, The exit slits are followed by multipliers. A filter the Spacelab-provlded instrument pointing system during
wheel provides three fitters for each multiplier working above on-orblt operatlonst and is mounted vla launch locks directly
I_0 nm. to the orbiter cargo bay during launch and landing. Mission
operations are conducted by dual interactive controlt either
....... SAN MARCO-D/LI SPENCER ................................. from the payload specialist station in the orbiter aft flight
deck or from ground-based stations In the payload operations
I_VESTIGATION NAME- WIND AnD TEMPERATURE SPECTROMETER control center.
(WATS)
16€
....... SOLAR OPTICAL TELESCO=E9 TITLE ......................... Is retrieved on a subsequent shuttle flight, It Is planned to
regularly launch and recover LDEF at approximately yearly
INVESTIGATION NAME- COORDINATED FILTERGRAPH-SPECTROGRAPM intervals,
NSSDC ID- SOT-1 -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-At BLUE .............................
CODE EZ-7
INVESTIGATION NAME- EFFECTS OF LONG-DURATION EXPOSURE ON
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ACTIVE OPTICAL SYSTEMS COMPONENTS
SOLAR PHYSICS
NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -26 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PERSONNEL CODE RS
PI - A,M, TITLE LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION TECHNOLOGY
The coordinated flltergraph spectrograph (CFS) consists
of a narrow band_ visible llght_ tunable fILtergraph and a PERSONNEL
vlsipte and UV spectrograph, The cameras for both systems use PI - M.D. BLUE. GEORGIA INST OF TECH
large CCD arrays. The instrument exploits the superior spatial OI - J,J, GALLAGHER GEORGIA INST OF TEOH
resotutlont spectral r_nge_ and temporal repeatability of the OI - R,G, SHACKELFORO GEORGIA INST OF TECH
SOT tO study hydrodynamic and magnetic processes on spatial
scales rarety_ if ever9 resolved from the ground, The BRIEF DESCRIPTIO_
instrument has an active image motion stabilization system to The effects of space exposure on the performance of
enable diffraction-limited performance and a dedicated tasers_ radiation detectorsw and other optical components are
expertment processor for experiment control and data flow measured, From the results obtatnedt guides for component
management. Near simultaneous visible and UV observations selection are established, The LDEF instrumentation includes
follow the ftcwst energy and magnetic fields continuously from 128 etectro-optlcat samples mounted in a peripheral tray,
the low photosphere into the corona. The co-investigators are Passive thermal control is used to keep the samples within the
listed in Appendix B. temperature range -50 deg C to 68 deg C, A set of 35 samples
Is maintained in the Laboratory as controls. The experiment is
....... SOLAR OPTICAL TELESCOPE_ ZIRIN ......................... passive and no electrical power is employed°
INVESTIGATION NAME- PHOTOMETRIC FILTZRGRAPH SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A9 BOURRIEAU.
NSSDC IO- SOT-I -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION NAME- OPTICAL FIBERS AND COMPONENTS
CODE EZ-T
NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -43 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) CODE RS
SOLAR PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PERSONNEL TECHNOLOGY
PI - H, ZIRIN CALIF INST OF TECH
OI - E,N, FRAZIER AEROSPACE CORP PERSONNEL
OI - R,L, MOORE NASA-MSFC PI - U, BOURRIEAU CERT/ONERA
OI - S,A, MUSMAN NASA-JPL
OI - J,H, UNDERWOOD NASA-JPL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
01 - B,J, LABONTE MT WILSON.LAG OAMPANAS The objective of this experiment is to examlne the
OI - S,A, SHEETMAN MT WILSON*LAG CAMPANAS radlatlon effects on fiber optic waveguldes which are used as
important components in new communication systemst
BRIEF DESCRIPTION optoelectronlc circuits and data links, Comparisons of
The photometric filtergraph (PFG) for SOT consists of a radlatlon-lnduced damage in flight and during laboratory tests
pair of hlgh-speed film cameras behind broad pass-band are to determine the validity of irradiation tests wlth
continuum filters. The PFG is combined wlth the CFS to form a radioactive sources. The experimental approach is to passively
single focal plane package for the SOT, The instrument expose two optic fiber waveguldes (one step index and one
exploits the superior spatial resolutlont spectral ranger and graded index} to the space environment for postfllght
temporal repeatability of the SOT and records high resolution measurements and comparison with preflight measurements. The
images of the solar atmosphere on photographic film, flight samples occupy a portion of a peripheral LDEF tray which
Fittergraphs are recorded in the visible and_ as far as also contains six other experiments from France. The
oractlcabtet into the UV° The recorded data is for the study instrumentation provides protectlon for the samples during the
of granulationt surface flows_ sunspots9 and solar flares. Launch and reentry phases of the LOEF mission,
**************************** SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A************** ....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A_ BRANOHORSTt JR,
INVESTIGATION NAME- ADVANCED PHOTOVOLTAIC EXPERIMENT
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A
ALTERNATE NAMES- LONG DURATION EXPOS,FAC._ LDEF NSSOC ID- SSLDEF -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
LDEF-A CODE RS
NSSDO IO- SSLDEF INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TECHNOLOGY
LAUNCH DATE- 0_/15/B4 WEIGHT- 9200, KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES PERSONNEL
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE PI - M,W. BRANOHORSTt JR, NASA-LERC
OI - A.F, FORESTIERI NASA-LERC
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this investigation are (i) to study the
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS performance of advanced and conventional solar cetls_ (2) to
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC improve reference standards for photovoltalc measurements_ and
ORBIT PERIOD- 95,2 MIN INCLINATION- 28,5 DEG (3) to measure the energy distribution in the extraterrestrial
PERIAPSIS- 527, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 527, KM ALT solar spectrum, The instrumentation is mounted in a standard
LDEF tray and includes a large number of samples provided by 15
PERSONNEL different agencies, A standard LDEF Experiment Power and Data
MG - R, GUALDONI NASA HEADQUARTERS System is usec to operate the experiment and record the data,
PM - L,P° DASPIT_ JR, NASA-LARE The required power Is provided by llthlum-sutfur dioxide
PS - W,H, KINARD NASA-LARC batteries, Daily observations are planned for a period of 11
months,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The Long Duration Exaosure facility (LDEF) is being ....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-At BUCKER
developed by the NASA office of Aeronautics and Space
Technology and the NASA/Langley Research Center to accommodatet INVESTIGATION NAME- FREE FLYER BIOSTACK
using the shutttet a class of technotogy_ sctencet and
applications experiments that require a free-ftylng exposure in NSSDC ID- sSLDEF -50 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
space and that beneftt from post-flight laboratory studies with COOE EB-3/CO-OP
the retrieved experiment hardware, The LDEF is a simple
reusable structure approxlmateIy 4,3 m in diameter and 9,1 m in INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
length, The experlments are contained in trays mounted to the SPACE BIOLOGY
structure, The LOEF has no central power or data system. It
doesl howevert provide initiation and termlnatlon signals at
the start and end of the mission. Any required power and/or
data systems are included by the experimenter in hls respective
tray, Standard Experiment Power and Data Systems have been
designed for use in LDEF trays and these can be procured by the
experimenters. The LDEF has a gravity-gradient stabilized
orbit orientation. After an extended period in orblt_ the LDEF
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PERSONNEL kSSDC Ig- SSLOEF -_0 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PI - H, BUCKER CFVLR CODE RS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
The experiment objective is to investigate the biological TECHNOLOGY
effect of the structured components of cosmic radiation durlng
space ftightt with emphasis on the effects of individual very PERSONNEL
heavy ions. Quantitative assessment of the hazards of heavy PI - J.F, CRIFO CNRS-LPSP
ion particles to man in space permits the establishment of OI - J,M, BERSET CNRS-LPSP
suitable protection guidelines for man and biological
experiments in future space flights. The flight hardware is BRIEF DESCRIPTION
composea of biological specimens and nuclear track detectors. Thls experiment is designed to test the space behavior of
Correlation of the olotoglcat and physical events Is achieved vacuum UV optical components (EUV thin fILmsl UV gas fItters_
by using a special sandwich construction of visual track photocathodest and UV crystal filters) and to provide data for
detectors and monotayers of biological objects. The LDEF the development and quattftcatlon of new components. The
instrumentation consists of 12 passive Selector units mounted experimental approach is to passively expose these components
in a tray on the earth-facing end of the LDEF and 8 units to the space environment for postfttght measurements and
mounted in one-thlrd of a peripheral tray. comparison wlth preflight measurements. The flight samples
occupy s portion of a peripheral LDEF tray which also contains
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A_ CALHOUN slx other experiments from France, The instrumentation
provides protection for the samples during the Launch and
INVESTIGATION NAME- CASCADE VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE HEAT PIPE reentry phases of the LDEF mfsslon.
NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -39 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-At DEIASI ...........................
CODE RS
INVESTIGATION NAME- EFFECTS OF THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON THE
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PROPERTIES OF METALLIZED DIELECTRICS
TECHNOLOGY
NSSOC ID" SSLDEF -20 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PERSONNEL CODE RS
PI - L.D. CALHOUN MCDON-DOU$ ASTRONAUT
PI - M.G. GROTE MCDON-DOUG ASTRONAUT INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TECHNOLOGY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment is to verify the PERSONNEL
capability of a cascade variable-conductance heat pipe system PI - R,J. DEIASI GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORP
to provide precise temperature control of tong-tlfe spacecraftt OI - F,J, KUEHNE GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORP
without need of feedback heaters or other power sources for OI - M,L, ROSSI GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORP
temperature adJustment_ under conditions of widely varying
power input and space environment. The instrumentation BRIEF DESCRIPTION
consists of two variable-conductance heat pipes connected in The objective of this experiment ts to evaluate the
series and mounted in a peripheral tray. One plpe is for performance of a wide range of structural polymeric materialst
coarse control (- or -3 deg C) and the other is for flne both metaltlzed plastics and graphlte-relnforced composltest in
control (. or -0.3 deg C). Solar energy is the heat source and a tow-earth orbit environment, The experiment provides
space is the heat sink, The power and data system of quantitative data on the degradation caused by thermal cycttngt
experiment SSLDEF-12 is used for data collection and recordinG, ultraviolet anD electron trradtatfont applied loadt and high
Data are collected twice daily throughout the LDEF mission, voltage plasma interaction. The specimens for this
Investigation are mounteo in a corner tray divided tnto four
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-At CALLEN quadrants. Three quadrants contain the passive parts of the
experiment. The fourth quadrant contains the high-voltage part
INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE TESTING OF HOLOGRAPHIC DATA of the experiment,
STORAGE CRYSTALS
....... SPACE SHUTTLE L DEF-A_ FELBECK
NSSDC I3- SSLDEF -08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE RS INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE EXPOSURE INFLUENCE ON MECHANICAL
PROPERTIES OF HI-TOU3HNESS GRAPHITE EPOXY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TECHNOLOGY NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE RS
PERSONNEL
PI - W,R, CALLEN GEORGIA INST OF TECH INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
OI - T.K, GAYLORD GEORGIA INST OF TECH TECHNOLOGY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
The effect of Long space exposure on electro-optic PI - O.K. FELBECK U OF MICHIGAN
crystals for use in ultra-high capacity space data storage and
retrieval systems is tested, The information obtained helps BRIEF DESCRIPTION
develop high-bit-capacity recorder and memory systems. The This experiment is flown to determine the effect of
experimental approach is to expose passively five holographic extended expcsure to a space environment on the mechanical
data storage crystats_ each 10 mm x 10 mm x 2 mm tn size, The properties of a specially toughened T300/5208 graphite-epoxy
crystals for this experiment are located in the same peripheral composite material, Specimens made by recently developed
tray as that used for Experiment 26 (Blue), techniques of intermittent tmterLamtnar bonding are exposed and
tested after flight for (1) fracture toughness_ (2) tensile
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A_ CARLSON strengtht and (3) elastic modulus. The LDEF instrumentation
consists of test specimens occupying one-sixth of a peripheral
INVESTIGATION NAME- BALLOON MATERIALS DEGRADATION LOEF tray.
NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -3B INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-Aw FILE .............................
CODE RS
INVESTIGATION NAME- PASSIVE COSMIC RADIATION DETECTOR
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TECHNOLOGY NSSDC IO- SSLDEF -14 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-7/CO-OP
PERSONNEL
PI - L.A. CARLSON TEXAS A.M INVESTIGATION OISOIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment is to assess the effects PERSONNEL
of Long-term exposure of candidate balloon fItms_ tapes_ and PI - R.C. FILZ USAF GEOPHYS LAB
lines to the space environment, The instrumentation includes OI - R. BEAUJEAN U OF KIEL
seven balloon material fItms_ two seal tapes_ and three tlnest OI - P.J. MCNULTY CLARKSON COLL OF TECH
occupying one-third of a peripheral tray. Degradation of OI - C,L. PEACOCK NASA-MS¢C
mechanical and radiometrlc properties is observed by a series OI - P.S. YOUNG MISSISSIPPI STATE U
of postfttght tests on the exposeo materials and on identical OI - G. SIEGMON U OF KIEL
samples kept on the ground for comparison purposes. Ol - W. ENGE U OF KIEL
OI - B,E. WHITE MITRE CORP
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-At CRIFO
INVESTIGATION NAME- THIN METAL FILM AND EVAPORATED CATHODES
PERFORMANCE IN SPACE
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -36 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
The objective of this experiment is to oerform detailed CODE RS
dlfferentlat energy spectral measurements of trapped protons
integrated over the 6- to 12-month mission, In addltlon9 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
measurements of heavy-lon components are made and neutron TECHNOLOGY
intensities are determined. The experimental aoproach is to
provide four containers In which passive radiation detectors PERSONNEL
are arranged and oriented to best detect mirroring Inner-zone Pl - D,H, HLMES NASA-LARC
trapped protons as the LDEF passes through the South Atlantic
Anomaly, BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The experiment objective is to determine the type and
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A_ GREGORY .......................... degree of damage produced by meteoroid impacts on exposed
targets of several different configurations, These data should
INVESTIGATION NAME- THE INTERACTION OF ATOMIC OXYGEN WITH help in the design of future spacecraft whlch_ because of their
SOLID SURFACES AT ORBITAL ALTITUDES sizes and expected tlfetlmes_ would otherwise have high
probabilities of damage caused by meteoroid impacts, The LDEF
NSSDC IO- SGLDZF -19 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM instrumentation occupies 19 peripheral trays_ two trays on the
CODE RS earth-faclng end_ and one tray on the space-faclng end of the
LDEF,
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TECHNOLOGY ....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A_ JOHNSTON .........................
PERSOKNEL INVESTIGATION NAME- FIBER OPTICS EXPERIMENT
PI - J,C, GREGORY U OF ALABAMA
OI - P, No PETERS NASA-MS_C NSSDC IO- SSLDEF -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAMCODE RS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The main objectives of this experiment are to determine INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
the effects of high fluxes of atomic oxygen on various solid TECHNOLOGY
surfaces and to investigate the mechanisms of interaction.
These objectives are accomplished by using a wide variety of PERSONNEL
materlatst some not chemically affected by oxygen_ and altering PI - A,R, JOHNSTON NASA-JPL
the exposure_ angle of Incldence_ and temperature of the Pl - L,A, BERGMAN NASA-JPL
substrates by their position on the LDEF spacecraft and by
experiment design, The instrumentation occupies one-slxth of a BRIEF DESCRIPTICN
peripheral LDEF tray on both the Leading and trailing edges of This experiment determines tong-term degradation of fiber
the LDEF, The flux of atomic oxygen is maximum on the Leading optic data transmission egulpment and guatlfles designs for
edge and considerably smatter on the trailing edge, mounting technlgues_ terminal couptlngt and sheaths, Fiber
optic transmission Lines are required for future satellites
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A_ HICKEY ........................... because of their Large bandwtdthst tack of electromagnetic
interference probtemst Low weight and cost_ and safety. The
INVESTIGATION NAME- PASSIVE EXPOSURE OF EARTH RADIATION Instrumentatlon_ which occupies one whole peripheral LOEF trayt
BUDGET EXPERIMENT COMPONENTS is designed to test four fiber Links, Each Link is about tO0 m
in Length and arranged as a flat hellcat colt placed on a
NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -2T INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM mounting plate. The links are tested one at a time (for a
CODE. RS total time of ? mln once each 48 h) by transmitting a sequence
of hlgh-rate bits and measuring the error generation and toss
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) within each Link, A standard LDEF Experiment Power and Data
TECHNOLOGY System is used to operate the experiment and record the data,
The experiment also tnctuoes four passive fiber Links that are
PERSONNEL not connected to electronic measuring circuits, The
PI - J,R, HICKEY EPPLEY LABt INC degradation of the passive Links is determined by postftlght
OI - F,J, GRIFFIN EPPLEY LABt INC measurements.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-At LIND .............................
Earth radiation budget (ERB) experiments require
accuracies in solar and earth flux radiation measurements in INVESTIGATION NAME- GROWTH OF CRYSTALS FROM SOLUTIONS IN LOW
fractlonat percentages, This experlment exposes ERB channel GRAVITY
components9 then retrieves and resubmits them to radiometrlc
calibration, Corrections are applied to ERB results, NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -17 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
Information is obtained to help select components for future CODE RS/CO-OP
solar and ERB expertmentso T.he instrumentation includes
earth-flux channel components mounted In one-fourth of a tray INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
on the earth-viewing end of the LDEFt and solar channel TECHNOLOGY
components mounted in one-sixth of a peripheral LDEF tray (in
the direction of the velocity vector), PERSONNEL
PI - M.D, LIND ROCKWELL INTER SCI CTR
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-At HORZ ............................. OI - K,F, NIELSEN TECH U OF DENMARK
INVESTIGATION NAME- CHEMISTRY OF MICROMETEOROIDS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment tests a novel method for growing crystals
NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -51 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM from solutions, This method consists of allowing two or more
CODE EL-4 reactant solutions to diffuse sLowLy towards each other in a
region of pure solvent in which they react to form single
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) crystals of a desired substance, Several types of crystals of
INTERPLANETARY DUST importance in research and technology are studied, The
experiment utilizes speciaLLy designed reactors havlng three or
PERSONNEL more compartments separated by valves for keeping the reactant
PI - F, HORZ NASA-JSC sotutlons and solvent separated untlt the apparatus reaches tow
OI - D.S, MCKAY NASA-JSC gravity. The reactors are enclosed in a vacuum-tight container
Ol - D,A, MORRISON NASA-JSC and surrounded by thermal insulation, The temperature is
Ol - D,E, BROWNLEE U OF WASHINGTON maintained at 35 deg C,
Ol - RoM. HOUSLEY ROCKWELL INTL CORP
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-At LIND .............................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of the experiment is to obtain chemical INVESTIGATION NAME- INTERSTELLAR GAS
analysis of a statistically significant number of
mlcrometeorofds, Information regarding their denslty9 shaper NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -48 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
and mass flux is also obtained. The LDEF instrumentation CODE EZ-T/CO-OP
includes both active and passive collection units, The active
units occupy one standard peripheral LDEF tray in which a clam INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
shell arrangement is used to protect the collection units ASTRONOMY
during ground handLlngt tauncht LDEF deployment and retrieval,
The passtve units occupy taD standard peripheral LDEF trays, PERSONNEL
These provide no protection against contamination, PI - D,L, LIND NASA-JSC
Ol - _. GEISS U OF BERNE
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A9 HUMES ............................ OI - F, BUEHLER U OF BERNE
INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE DEBRIS IMPACT STUDY
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -31 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
The objective of this experiment is to analyze the CODE EL-4/OO-OP
interstellar helium and neon atoms which penetrate the
hellosphere to the vicinity of the earth. By collecting these INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
particles at several Locations in the earthts orblt0 it is
possible to study the dynamics of the interstellar wind as it INTERPLANETARY DUST
flows through the hetiosphere and interacts with the solar PERSONNEL
photon flux and. solar wlnO, The experiment hardware acts as a PI - J-A,M.MCDONNELL U OF KENT_ CANTERBURY
set cf simple "cameras" wlth hlgh-purlty copper-beryllium OI - D,G. ASHWORTH U OF KENT_ CANTERBURY
collecting foils serving as the "film." The experiment housing OI - W.C. CAREy U OF KENYI CANTERBURy
provides thermal control9 establishes viewing angles and Ol - R.P, FLAVILL U OF KENTt CANTERBURY
viewing dlrectlont rejects ambient partlcles9 sequences the OI - R.C, JENNISON U OF KENT_ CANTERBURY
collecting foils_ and protects the foils during deployment and
retrieval of the LDEF, The experiment uses two peripheral BRIEF DESCRIPTION
trays and two trays on the space-faclng end of the LDEP, Power The objective of this experiment is to measure the
is provided by tlthlum-sodlum dloxlde batteries, spatial dlstrlbutlont slier velocityt and composition of
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A_ MALHERBE ......................... mlcropartlcles in the near-earth environment. The measuring
technique is based UDOn the penetration of mlcrometer-thlck
multlplemfoll arrays. The detectors are located in four
INVESTIGATION NAME- VACUUM DEPOSITED OPTICAL COATINGS one-thlro trays spaced at 90-deg intervals around the LDEF
periphery and in two-thlrds of a tray on the space-faclng end
NSSDC TO- SSLDEF -41 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM of the LDEF,
CODE RS
....... SPACE SPUTTLE LDEF-At MCINTOSH .........................
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TECHNOLOGY INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW TEMPERATURE HEAT PIPE EXPERIMENT
PERSONNEL NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PIm A, MALHERBE MATRA/SFOM OPTICAL DIV CODE RS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment is designed to investigate the tong-term INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
stability of a wide range of vacuum-deposited optical coatings TECHNOLOGY
which are used in spacecraft optical and electro-optical PERSONNEL
instruments. The experimental approach is to passively expose PI - R, MCINTOSH NASA-GSFC
these components to the space environment for postftlght OI - S, OLLENDORF NASA-GSFC
measurements and comparison wlth preflight measurements, The OI - C,R, MCCREIGHT NASA-ARC
flight samples occupy a oortlon of a peripheral LDEF tray which
also contains six other experiments from France. The BRIEF DESCRIPTION
instrumentation provides protection for the samples during the This experiment evaluates the performance charecterlstlcs
launch and reentry phases of the LDEF mlsslon, In the space environment of a fixed conductance transporter
heat piper a thermal diode heat Pipet and a Low-temperature
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-At MANDEVILLE ....................... phase change material, The instrumentation is a setf-contalned
and thermally isolated package fitting in a peripheral tray. A
INVESTIGATION NAME- STUDY OF MICROMETEOROID IMPACT CRATERS standard LDEF Experiment Power and Data System is used for data
ON VARIOUS MATERIALS collection and recording, The recorded data are analyzed afterflight.
NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -32 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-q/CO-OP ....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-At MIRTICH ..........................
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INvEsTIGATION NAME- ION BEAM TEXTURED AND COATED SURFACESINTERPLANETARY DUST
PERSONNEL NSSOC IO- SSLDEF -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PI " J°C, MANDEVILLE CERT/ONERA COOE RS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
The main goal of this experiment Is to study impact TECHNOLOGY
craters produced by mlcrometeorolds on selected materials PERSONNEL
(metals and glasses) in the form of thick targets. PI - M,J. MIRTICH NASA-LERC
Interplanetary dust particles are expected to form well-deflned
craters upon impacting the exposed materials at very high BRIEF DESCRIPTION
velocity. The post-flight study of crater frequency and impact This experiment measures the effect of the Space Shuttle
features primarily gives data on the mass-flux distribution of launch and near-earth space environment exposure on (I} the
mtcrometeorotds_ and to a lesser extent provides velocity optical properties of ton-beam textured htqh-absorptance solar
information. The LDEF tnstrumentattont whtch is entirety thermal control surfaces and (2) the optical and electrical
passlve0 requires only one-slxth of a peripheral tray, properties of ion-beam sputtered conductive solar thermal
control surfaces. Verification of the durability of these
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A9 MANDEVILLE ....................... surfaces is conducive to the acceptance of this technology on
future Shuttle-launched space systems. The experimental
INVESTIGATION NAME- DUST DEBRIS COLLECTION WITH STACKED approach is to passively expose 3B samples (representing a
DETECTORS variety of materials and coatings} to all environments of the
entire mission. The degradation is determlned from a
NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -_3 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM comparison between pre-taunch and post-launch characteristics.CODE RS
SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-At MOREAU ...........................
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
TECHNOLOGY INVESTIGATION NAME- RULED AND HOLOGRAPHIC GRATINGSDUST
PERSONNEL NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -42 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
Pl - J,C, MA_DEVILLE CERT/ONERA CODE RS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
The primary aim of thls experiment is to investigate the TECHNOLOGY
feasibility (for future missions) of using muttilayer thin film PERSONNEL
detectors to collect mlcrcmeteoroldst if not in their original Pl - M. MCREAU INSTRUMENT SA/JOBIN-Y
shaper at least as fragments suitable for chemical analysis.
The LDEF instrumentation consists of targets made of one or two BRIEF DESCRIPTION
thin metal foils placed in front of a thicker plate. The The objective of this experiment is to investigate the
experiment includes 31 targets with a total sampling surface long-term stability of various ruled and holographic gratings
area of 2AO sq cm. The samples are mounted in a peripheral which are used in spacecraft optical and electro-optical
tray that contains six other experiments from France. instruments. The experimental approach is to passively expose
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDBF-At MCDONNELL ........................ these components to the space environment for postftight
measurements and comparison with prefllght measurements. The
flight samples OCCUpy a portion of a peripheral LDEF tray which
INVESTIGATION NAME- MULTIPLE FOIL MICROABRASION also contains six other experiments from France. The
• PACKAGE instrumentation provides protection for the samples during the
launch and reentry phases of the LDEF mission.
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....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-At NICHOLS .......................... design and analysis of the existing Space Shuttle
graphlte/epoxy payload bay doors. The LOEF instrumentation
INVESTIGATION NAME- EFFECTS OF SOLAR RADIATION ON GLASSES consists of test specimens mounted in two perloherat trays. A
duplicate set of matched specimens is tested on the ground to
NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -44 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM provide basetine data.
CODE RS
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A_ PREUSS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TECHNOLOGY INVESTIGATION NAME- CRITICAL SURFACE DEGRADATION EFFECTS ON
COATINGS AND SOLAR CELLS
PERSONNEL
PI - RmL, NICHOLS NASA-MSFC NSSDC IO- SSLDEF -Q6 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OI - D.L. KINSER VANDERBILT U CODE RS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
The objective of this experiment is to determine the TECHNOLOGY
effects of solar radiation and the space environment on the
opttcalt mechanical9 and chemical properties of various PERSONNEL
glasses, The instrumentation includes 6B cylindrical clsk PI - L. PREUSS MBB SPACE DIV
samples occupying one-slxth of a peripheral LDEF tray (where
exposure to solar radiation Is maximum) and 52 samples BRIEF DESCRIPTION
occupying one-fourth of a tray on the earth-faclng end of The objectives of this experiment are (i) to investigate
LDEF (where exposure to solar radiation is minimum), the comblnec effects of radiation and contamination on
different thermal coatings and solar cells wlth and without
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-AI OtSULLIVAN conductive layers and (2) to provide design crlterlat design
technlquest ant test methods to ensure control of combined
INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH RESOLUTION STUDY OF ULTRA HEAVY space and spacecraft environmental effects. This experiment
COSMIC RAYS also provides qualifications for a number of new coatings and
solar celts, The instrumentation includes both active and
NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -49 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM passive test samples mounted in a standard LOEF tray. An
SCIENCE experiment exposure-control canister iS used to limit the
exposure of some samples to space and spacecraft environment
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) only.
COSMIC RAYS
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A_ ROBERTSON
PERSONNEL
PI - O. OeSULLIVAN DUBLIN INST ADV STUDY INVESTIGATION NAME- EFFECT OF SPACE EXPOSURE ON PYROELECTRIC
OI - C.O. CEALLAIGM CUBLIN INST ADV STUDY INFRARED DETECTORS
OI - A. THOMPSON DUBLIN INST ADV STLDY
OI - K,P, WENZEL ESA-ESTEC NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -18 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OI - Vo DOMINGO ESA-ESTEC CODE RS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
The experiment objective is to study charge and energy TECHNOLOGY
spectra of ultra heavy cosmic ray nuclei, Since the flux of
ultra heavy cosmic ray nuclei is'very small (of the order of 1 PERSONNEL
per sq m per day) the instrumentation requires a Large Pl - U.Bo RCBERTSON NASA-LARD
area-tlme exposure, Sixteen LDEF trays are used_ each OI - I.O, CLARK NASA-LARC
containing 12 stacks of passive nuclear track detectors. Both OI - R.K, CROUCH NASA-LARC
Lexan potycarbonate and CR-39 detectors are used. The
information provided assists in understanding the physical BRIEF DESCRIPTION
processes of cosmic ray nuclei production and acceleration at The objective of this experiment is to determine the
the source in interstellar space. Information concerning effects of Iong-duratlon space exposure and launch environment
nucleosynthests is also obtained, on the performance of infrared pyroetectrtc detectors,
Performance parameters (responstvttyt detecttvttyt and spectral
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A_ PAILLOUS response) and materials properties (pyroelectrtc coefficient
and dielectric toss tangent) are measured before and after
INVESTIGATION NAME- THERMAL COATINGS AND STRUCTURAL MATERIAL exposure, The detectors for this experiment are included with
the various components of Experiment 26 (Blue) and located in
NSSDC ID- SSLCEF -34 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM the same experiment tray.
CODE RS
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-At ROBINSONt JR.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TECHNOLOGY INVESTIGATION NAME- TRANSVERSE FLAT PLATE HEAT PIPE
PERFORMANCE
PERSONNEL
PI - A, PAILLOUS CERT/ONERA NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -37 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OI - d.C. GUILLAUMON CNESICST CODE RS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
The obJectlve of thls experiment is to examine the TECHNOLOGY
validity of ground simulations of the space environment for
studies of degradation of thermal control coatings used on PERSONNEL
satellites. Comparisons are made of sample degradations from PI - G.A. ROBINSON9 JR, NASA-MSFC
both ground tests and actual flight tests, The LDEF OI - F, EDELSTEIN GRUMMAN AEROSPACE CORP
instrumentation consists of 30 samples located with 6 other
experiments from France in a peripheral tray. The sample BRIEF DESCRIPTION
container is sealed In space and kept under vacuum until The purpose of this experiment is to demonstrate the
optical tests are completed on the ground. Long-term operation of a hlgh-capaclty_ llghtwelghtt transverse
flat-plate heat pipe in a sustalnep zero-gravlty environment.
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A9 POWELL ........................... The experiment also tests the ability of the heat pipe to
reprlme in zero gravity. The LDEF instrumentation consists of
INVESTIGATION NAME- GRAPHITE/POLYMIDE AND GRAPHITE/EPOXY three transverse flat-plate heat pipe modules installed in a
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES IN SPACE peripheral tray with a standard LDEF Experiment Power and Data
System (EPDS) for data collection and recording= The EPDS
NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -35 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM power is provided by tlthlum-sulfur dioxide batteries. The
CODE RS experiment operates for three i5-hour perlodst at I montht 3
months_ and 6 months after Launch.
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TECHNOLOGY ....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-Ae SCHALL
PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON SPACECRAFT
Pl - J.H. POWELL ROCKWELL INTL CORP MATERIALS
OI - 3.W. WELCH ROCKWELL INTL CORP
NSSDC IO- SSLDEF -15 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
BRIEF DESCRIPTIOh CODE RS
The primary objective of the graphlte/poLylmlde and
graphlte/epoxy testing experiment is to accumulate actual INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
operational data in the space envlronment over tong periods of TECHNOLOGY
time. From these datat design criteria associated with
mechanical properties of future lightweight space-orlented
structural components are estabtlshedo A secondary objective
of the graphlte/epoxy sandwich testing is to validate
mechanical properties (knockdown factors) as applied to the
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PERSONNEL ....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-At SINGER ...........................
PI - P. SOHALL AEROSPACE CORP
OI - E.N. BORSON AEROSPACE CORP INVESTIGATION NAME- INTERPLANETARY OUST
OI - E.G, WOLFF AEROSPACE CORP
NSSDC ID- SSLOEF -52 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION COOE EL-4
Materials specimens are analyzed to understand changes in
properties and structure after exposure to space environment. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
In general the experimental approach involves the comparison of INTERPLANETARY DUST
preflight and postfttght analyses, The specimens include
various structural matertatst solar power components0 thermal PERSONNEL
contrct materfatst Laser communication components9 Laser mirror PI - S.F. SINGER U OF VIRGINIA
coatlngsl Laser-hardened materlats9 antenna materlats_ and OI - P, KASSELt JR, NASA-tARO
advanced composites, The investigation consists of 14 OI - U, STANLEY U OF VIRGINIA
subexperlments involving a number of POD taboratorles and
POD-contractor organizations. The instrumentation requires BRIEF DESCRIPTION
four peripheral trays for the test speclmens9 two standard LDEF The objective of this experiment is to measure the i_pact
Experiment Power and Data Systems_ two experiment control rate and direction of aotld partlctest with some discrimination
canlstersl and llthlum-suLfur dioxide batteries, as to their _ass and velocity in Low-earth orbit, The
instrumentation consists of six groups of detectors mounted on
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A_ SCOTTt JR. the LOEFt permitting the detection of dust impacting from all
directions. The total active area of the detectors is about 1
INVESTIGATION NAME- ATOMIC OXYGEN STIMULATED OUTGASSING square meter, The instrumentation occupies two full LOEF trays
and four partial (one-thlrd) trays. A standard LDEF Experiment
NSSDC IO- SSLDEF -07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM Power and Data System is used to record the impact data.
CODE RS
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-At SLEMP ............................
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TECHNOLOGY INVESTIGATION NAME- THERMAL CONTROL SURFACES (PASSIVE)
PERSONNEL NSSDC IO- SSLDEF -05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PI - R,L. SCOTTI JR, SOUTHERN U CODE RS
OI - R.C. LINTON NASA-MSFC
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION TECHNOLOGY
The effect of oxygen impingement on thermal control
surfaces in near-earth orbit is investigated with regard to the PERSONNEL
production of optically damaging outgasslng products, The PI - W.S, SLEMP NASA-LARC
bidirectional reflectance of selected coatings is measured
before and after space exposure, Data help determine if atomic BRIEF DESCRIPTION
oxygen impingement was a major factor in unexplained Skytab This experiment determines the effects of space exposure
contamination by providing an understanding of the effect of on new coatings being developed for spacecraft thermal control,
atomic oxygen on thermal control surfaces, The test samples Samples of palntst other coattngs_ and second-surface mirrors
are Located in two packagest each occupying one-sixth of an are exposed_ some to all environments of the mission and some
exposure tray, One package is positioned on the Leading edge to only specific environments, An exposure control canister is
of the LOEFt where it receives maximum (ram) exposure to used to protect some of the test samples from exposure to
oxygen, The other package is Located on the trailing edger Launch and reentry.environments, Spectral reflectance of the
where it eecetves minimum exposure to ambient oxygen, samples is measured before and after the mtsston,
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-At SEELEY ....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A_ SLEMP ..............
INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH-PERFORMANCE INFRARED MULTILAYER INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE EXPOSURE OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS
FILTERS-RADIATION EFFECTS FOR LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES
NSSDC IO- SSLDEF -23 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -21 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE RS CODE RS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TECHNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY
PERSONNEL PERSONNEL
PI - J.S. SEELEY READING U PI - W,S. SLEMP NASA-LARC
OI - A, WHATLEY READING U
OI - R, HU_NEMAN READING U BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OI - O,Ro LIPSCOMBE BRITISH AEROSPACE CORe The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the
effects of the near-earth orbital environment on the phystcat
BRIEF DESCRIPTION and cherlcaL properties of various composite materials. This
The objective of the muttttayer filters experiment is to investigation is aimed at determining the suitability of these
expose high-performance infrared muLtttayer filters to the materials for long-duration missions lasting 10 to 30 years.
space environment and recover them for subsequent analysis and The expertment_ which is passtve_ occupies one peripheral LDE =
comparison with Laboratory control samples, Semtconductors_ tray, The tnvesttgatlon also includes a series of ground-based
such as PbTet St_ and Ge are investigated for evidence of tests to help isolate the effects Of UVt vacuum and time
degradation, ZnS and other dielectrics are also examined after exposure on the flight specimens,
flight for evidence of degradation, The materials technology
experlment evaluates the degradation of spacecraft surface ....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A! TAYLOR ...........................
finishes, The two experiments require only one-sixth of a
peripheral tray and one-fourth of a tray on the earth-faclng INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE PLASMA-HIGH VOLTAGE DRAINAGE
end of the LDEF,
NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-At SHAPIRO CODE RS
INVESTIGATION NAME- HEAVY IONS IN SPACE INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TECHNOLOGY
NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -13 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-7 PERSONNEL
PI - W*W.L.TAYLOR TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PI - G.K. KCMATSU TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
PARTICLES AND FIELDS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PERSOkNEL This experlment is flown to determine the tong-term
PI - M.M, SHAPIRO(RETIRED) US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB current drainage properties of thin dielectric fltms subjected
OI - J.H, ADAMSt JR, US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB to hlgh-tevel electric stress in the presence of the ambient
OI - R, SILBERBERG US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB plasma and solar radiation. Observed behavior of these films
OI - C,H. TSAO US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB helps establish allowable tong-term electric stress Levels for
such fltms9 as applied to solar array and spacecraft thermal
BRIEF DESCRIPTION control coating materials. The instrumentation consists of a
Eight stacks of passive track detectors are used to large number of dielectric samplest each having an associated
investigate the three components of heavy nuclei in space battery and power processing untt_ with the exception of
(tow-energy Nt O_ and Ne nuclei9 heavy nuclei of the Van Allen "spectator" samples that are not electrically stressed in
bettst and ultra-heavy nuctett Z>30t of the galactic cosmic flight,
radiation), Lexan is used for the Low-energy stacks and CR-39
is used for the cosmic ray stacks, The instrumentation
requlres two standard LDEF trays,
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OI - d.A. BASS NASA-GSFC
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-At TAYLOR ...........................
OI - W,A, HASBACH NASA-JPL
INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON FIBER
OPTIC SYSTEMS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This experiment determines the effects of space on
and optical properties of candidate
NSSDC ID- SSLD{r -16 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM mechanlcal9 electrlcaly
CODE RS lightweight solar array materials such as those needed for a
space statlont a satellite power statlony and solar electric
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} propulslcn solar arrays. Data obtained on the combined effects
TECHNOLOGY of the space environment on these material properties allow
spacecraft manufacturers to design solar arrays wtth more
PERSONNEL predictable lifetimes, This investigation is passive, The
PI - E.W, TAYLOR USAF WEAPONS LAB LDEF instrumentation consists of a large number of
NASA-supplled samples mounted In a peripheral tray, Over
BRIEF DESCRIPTION two-thlrds of the tray is occupied by MSFC samples. The
The objectives of this investigation are to Qualify fiber remaining space is occupied by samples from LeRCy GSFCy and
optic links for future space apptlcatlons_ and to document and JPL,
analyze the effect of the natural space environment on llnk and
component performance. This investigation is Located in a ....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-Ay WILKES ...........................
peripheral LOEF tray and it is composed of nlne distinct
experlmentsy consisting of both active and passive data links INVESTIGATION NAME- THERMAL CONTROL SURFACES
or components, Typical data rates for the active Links range
from % to 10 Megablts/s. Measurements performed in flight NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROBRAM
include bit error and fiber attenuatlony in addition to fiber CODE RS
temperature and tray volume temperature, A standard LDEF
Experiment Power and Data System Is used to perform the active INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
experiments. TECHNOLOGY
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A_ TENNYSON ......................... PERSONNEL
PI - O,R, WILKES NASA-MSFC
INVESTISATION NAME- PROPERTIES OF POLYMER-MATRIX COMPOSITE OI - H,M. KING NASA-MSFC
MATERIALS_ EFFECT OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT
BRIEF DESCRIPTICN
NSSDC 10- SSLDEF -24 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM This experiment determines the effects of space exposure
CODE RS on new coatings developed for spacecraft thermal control. The
experiment is designed to test 25 "actlve M samples (in
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) calorimeter assemblies) and 24 "passlve W samples, All samples
TECHNOLOGY are mounted on an indexing wheel (carousel} wlth a
reflectometer that perloolcatly records reflectance values in
PERSONNEL space. Each sample is measured 20 times during the LDEF
PI - R,C, TENNYSON U OF TORONTO mission. The carousel has an IN (or protected) and an OUT (or
OI - J.S. HANSEN U OF TORONTO exposed) position, The samples are kept in the OUT position
23.5 h each dayt and in the IN position 1/2 h per day, The IN
BRIEF DESCRIPTION posttton is used for emtttance measurements and also for
The objective of this experiment is to qualify various protection during raunchy reentryt and the early flight period,
potymer-matrlx composite materials for future spacecraft
applications. By varying the times of exposure to the space ....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A_ WILLIAMS .........................
envlronmentt the changes in the mechanical properties of
several lightweight composite materlalst including graohltet INVESTIGATION NAME- EVALUATION OF LOW SCATTER MIRRORS
boront S-glassy and PRD-49 are studied. Property degradation
causeD by matrix breakoownt outgasslngt thermal stressesl and NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -53 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
internal void cracks are investigated for these materials. CODE RS
Actual specimen test results from space are correlated with
ground test data at ambient conditions and In a thermal-vacuum INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
chamber. The LDEF instrumentation consists of test specimens TECHNOLOGY
mounted in a peripheral tray, PERSONNEL
....... SPACE SHLTTLE LDEF-At VENABLES ......................... PI° VoL, WILLIAMS WESTINGHOUSE ELEC CORP
IN_STIGATION NAME- RADIATION SENSITIVITY OF QUARTZ CRYSTAL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OSCILLATORS EXPERIMENT The objective of this experiment is to obtain data on the
effect of space environment on tow scatter mirrors of the type
NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -22 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM proposed for next-generatlon meteorological satellites. The
CODE RS experiment requires one-thlrd of a perlpheral'tray and involves
the preflight and postfttght measurements of the optical
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) properties of qO mirror samples. The samples are mounted in an
TECHNOLOGY experiment exposure control canister which prevents
contamination of the optical, surfaces during Launch and reentry
PERSONNEL operations,
PI - J_D. VEkABLES MARTIN-MARIETTA LABS
* t
OI - J.S. AHEARN MARTIN-MARIETTA LABS t *********** ***** ********** SPACELAB *************************
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Thls experiment measures the radiation sensitivity of SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SPACELAB 1
quartz crystal oscillators. By measuring the frequency drift ALTERNATE NAMES-
of these resonators before and after ftlghtt and the frequency
offset occurring during the fltghtt the drift caused by space NSSDC IO- SPALABE
radiation can be determined, The effects of exposure to an
orottal radiation environment are compared with results of LAUNCH DATE- 09/30/83 WEIGHT- 14BOO, MG
ground tests using a transmission electron microscope, Data LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES
obtained from LDEF and ground experiments provide guides to LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
improve the raolatton hardness of these components, The LDEF
instrumentation occupies one-sixth of a peripheral tray and SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
consists of 10 Quartz resonators exposed to space radiation and INTERNATIONAL ESA
resonators shielded from radiation. UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
....... SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A_ WHITAKER ......................... PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR ARRAY MATERIALS (PASSIVE} ORBIT PERIOD- 89,q MIN INCLINATION- 57, DESPERIAPSIS- 250. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 250. KM ALT
NSSDC ID- SSLDEF -45 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE RS PERSONNEL
MM - J,A. DOWNEYy 3RD NASA'MS rC
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) MS - C,R, CHAPPELL NASA-MSFC
TECHNOLOGY MG - M.J, SMITH NASA HEADQUARTERS
SC - M. WISKERCHEN NASA HEADQUARTERS
PERSgNNEL PM - H.G. CRAFTy JR. NASA-MSFC
Pl - A.F. WHITAKER NASA-MSFC
OI - C.F. SMITHy JR. NASA-MSFC
Ol - L.E. YOUNG NASA-MSFC
Ol - H.W, BRANOHORSTy JR. _ASA-LERC
OI - A.F. FORESTIERI NASA-LERC
OI - E,N. COSTOGUE NASA-JPL
OI - E.M. GADDY NASA-GSFC
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
The first Spacetab mission is a Joint NASA and European PI - R. BEAUJEAN U OF KIEL
Space Agency (ESA) mission. Spacetab i consists of a OI - W. ENGE U OF KIEL
pressurized compartment (module) for housing equipment and OI - Go SIEGMON U OF KIEL
flight personnel and a space-exposed platform to accommodate
instruments. The'compartment and platform are flown into space BRIEF DESCRIPTICN
and returned Insloe the payload compartment of the Space The experiment objective is to use a stack of plastic
Shuttle Orbiter. The mission is planned to Last 7 days_ and sheets to measure heavy cosmlc-ray nuclei (nuclear charge equal
while in spacer the Orbiter payload compartment doors are to or greater than 3t energies in the range 20 MeV to I GeV per
opened to allow viewing of the earthy sunt and deep space, atomic mass unit) and to determine the sourcet acceteratlont
Spacelab 1 is a multIdlsclotlne mission comprising five broad propagatlont and age of cosmic rays. The equipment consists of
areas of investigation: Atmospheric Physlcs and Earth a stack of Layers of plastic visual track detectors housed in a
Ocservatlonst Space PLasma Physlcst Astronomy and Solar sealed aLumlnum container.
Physlcs_ Material Sciences and TechnoLogyt and Life Sciences.
The Atmospheric Physics investigations conduct studies of the ....... SPACELAB I, BEGHIN .....................................
earthts environment through surveys of temperaturet
composltlonl and motion of the atmosphere. The Earth INVESTIGATION NAME- PHENOMENA INDUCED BY CHARGED PARTICLE
Observations investigations use and evaluate the capability of BEAMS
advanced measuring systems for making topographic and thematic
maps from hlgh-resolutlon photographs and from remote-senslng NSSDC ID- SPALAB1-2B INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
data. Investigations in the Space PLasma Physlcs group study CODE EE-B/CO-OPt SCIENCE
the charged particle or plasma environment of the earth. The
Astronomy investigations study astronomical sources of INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
radiation In the ultraviolet and X-ray wavelengths. The Solar PARTICLES AND FIELDS
Physics investigations measure the total energy output of the IONOSPHERES
sun using three otfferent methods with the instruments cross
calibrated so that meanlngfut comparisons can be made. The PERSONNEL
Material Sciences and Technology investigations take advantage Pl - C. BEGHIN CNRS_ CTR FOR SPECTROM
of the mlcrogravlty conditions to perform studies in such areas OI - B. NARHEIM NDRE
as crystal growtht metaLturgyt trlbotogyt fluid physlcsw and OI - T. MOE NDRE
ceramics technology. The Life Sciences investigations are OI - D. HENRY CNRS
concerned wlth the effects of the space environment (zero OI - J.Y. DELAHAYE CNRS-LGE
gravity and hlgh-energy radiation) on human physiology and on OI - J.J. BERTHELIER CNRS-LSE
the growth9 aevetopment_ and organization of biological OI - J. LAVERGNAT CNRS-LGE
systems. OI - E,N. MAEHLUM NDRE
OI - J. TROIM NDRE
....... SPACELAB Et ACKERMAN ................................... OI - H. ARENDS ESA-ESTEC
01 - C. KLINGE ESA-ESTEC
INVESTIGATION NAME- GRILLE SPECTROMETER OI - I.R. SANDERSON ESA-ESTEC
NSSDC ID- SPALABI-18 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM BRIEF DESCRIPTION
CODE EE-B/CO-OPt APPLICATIONS The experiment objectives are to use electron- and
ion-beam guns (up to 10 keV)t an associated wave receiver (up
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) to 100 MHz)t an electron-temperature propel and three particle
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS detectors (i) to study ionospheric neutralization processes by
measurin G the stability of the electronic potential of the gun
PERSONNEL wlth respect to the ptasmat (2) to study plasma instabilities
PI - M. ACKERMAN IASB bymeasurlng electric (up to 100 MHz) and magnetic (200 HZ up i
OI - C. LIPPENS IASB to 20 MHZ) wave componentst (3) to use the Shuttle motion to
OI - A. GIRARD ONERA perform Ion-bounce experlments_ and (4) to monitor the
OI - M. BESSON ONERA secondary electron flux. The equipment consists of an actlve
OI - J. LAURENT ONERA package containing an electron gunt an ion gunt and a particle
OI - M.P. LEMAITRE ONERA detector; and a passive package containing an etectrlc antennat
OI - J. VERCHEVAL IASB a magnetic antennat and two particle detectors.
Ol - C. MULLER IASB
....... SPACELAB it BENTON .....................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The experiment objective is to Oetermlne the vertical INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIATION ENVIRONMENT MAPPING
distribution profiles of trace constituents in the
stratospheret mesosphere_ and thermosphere in order to study NSSDC ID- SPALABI-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
the chemical and dynamical atmospheric processes. The CODE EB-3
equipment contains an infrared spectrometer wlth a telescope
and a cooled infrared detector. The spectrometer operates in INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
the wavelength range from 2.5 to 13 micrometers. PARTICLES AND FIELDS
SPACE BIOLOGY
....... SPACELAB it ANDRESEN ...................................
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAME- SPECTROSCOPY IN X-RAY ASTRONOMY PI - E.V. BENTON U OF DALIF_ SAN FRANC.
01 - C.D. PETERSON U OF CALIFt SAN FRANC.
NSSDC IO- SPALABI-28 INVESTIGATIVE PROSRAM OI - R.M. CASSOU U OF CALIF_ SAN FRANC.
CODE EZ-7/CO-OP OI - A.L. FRANK U OF CALIF_ SAN FRANC.
INVESTIGATIOK DISCIPLINE(S) BRIEF DESCRIPTION
X-RAY ASTRONOMY The objectives of this experiment are to provide baseline
data for evatuatlon of radiation risk to man from high charge
PERSONNEL and energy (HZE) oartlctes on this anq future Spacetab
PI - R.D. ANDRESEN ESA-ESTEC misslonsv and to continue a program of documentation of HZE
OI - S.J. KELLOCK MULLARO SPACE SCI LAB particle radiation inside manned spacecraft which has included
OI - L. SCARSI U OF PALERMO ApoLlot Skytab_ and ASTP missions. The equipment consists of
OI - G. BOELLA U OF MILAN 12 smattt Lightwelght9 passive dosimeter packets and three
thick muttltayered stacks of plastic detector films attached at
BRIEF DESCRIPTION sites corresponding to a wlde range of spacecraft shietolng.
The experiment objective Is the study of detailed Materials used in the dosimeter include plastic nuclear track
features in cosmic X-ray sources and their associated temporal deteetorst AgCl crystal detectorst and thermotumlnescent
varlatlons over a wlde energy range. The equipment Is a gas detector chips. The thick plastic stack consists of 200 Lexan
scintillation proportional counter having a 17B-mlcrometer potycarbonate plastic films.
beryllium window_ a xenon chambert a photomuttiptler detectort
and a putse-helght analyzer. A more detailed descrlptlon of ....... SPACELAB It BERTAUX ....................................
this experiment may be found In R. D. Andersen et at.1 Adv.
Space Res.t v. 2_ n. 4t p. 281_ 1583. INVESTIGATION NAME- INVESTIGATION ON ATMOSPHERIC H AND D
THROUGH THE MEASUREMENT OF LYMAN-ALPHA
....... SPACELAB it BEAUJEAN ...................................
NSSDC ID- SPALAB1-22 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION NAME- ISOTOPE STACK CODE EE-B/CO-OP9 SCIENCE
NSSDC ID- SPALAB1-29 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
CODE EZ-7/CO-OP PARTICLES AND FIELDS
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
COSMIC RAYS
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PERSONNEL ....... SPACELAB i_ COGOLI
PI - J.L. BERTAUX CNRS-SA
OI - G. KOCKARTS IASB INVESTIGATION NAME- LYMPHOCYTE PROLIFERATION IN
OI - F. GOUTAIL CNRS-SA WEIGHTLESSNESS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDC ID- SPALABI-36 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
The experiment objective is to study varlous sources of CODE EB-3/CO-OP
Lyman-alpha emission in the atmospheret in the interplanetary
medlumt and possibly in the galactic medium. The equipment INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
consists of a spectrophotometer with an atomic hydrogen SPACE BIOLOGY
absorotlon cell and an atomic deuterium absorption ceLl_ and a
solar-btlnd photomultIDller for the detector. PERSONNEL
PI - A, DOGOLI FEDERAL INST OF TECH
....... SPACELAB Lt BOWYER ..................................... Ol - M. VALLUCHI FEDERAL INST OF TECM
OI - A, ISChOPP FEDERAL INST OF TECH
INVESTIGATION NAME- FAR UV ASTRONOMY USING THE FAUST
TELESCOPE BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment is to study the effect
NSSDC ID- SPALABI-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM of weightlessness on white cell proliferation and to detect
CODE El-T/CO-OP possible alteration to the cells responsible for the immune
response. The instrumentation includes flasks containing human
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) tymphocytes to which a mltogen is added in flight to induce
ASTRONOMY celt division, Stimulated and control flasks are kept at 37
deg C by an incubator for 70 h9 after which they are stored in
PERSONNEL a freezer for postfllght analysis.
PI - C.S. BOWYER U OF CALIF_ BERKELEY
OI - G,C. COURTES CNRS-LAS ....... SPACELAB 1_ COURTES ....................................
OI - J,M, DEHARVENG CNRS-LAS
OI - R. MALINA b OF CALIF_ BERKELEY INVESTIG_TIOh NAME- VERY WIDE FIELD GALACTIC CAMERA
OI - J.C. BERGES CNRS-LAS
NSSDC ID- SPALABL-27 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION CODE EZ-7/CO-OP
The experiment objective is to search for UV stars and
other astronomical UV sources in the IEO to 200 nm band. The INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
equipment consists of a far ultraviolet space telescope (FAUST) ASTRONOMY
and an electronic interface module. The instrument is an ZODIACAL LIGHT
f/1.12 Wynne camera wlth an effective collecting area of 15D sq
cm and a field of view of 7.5 deg. The Imaglng capability is PERSONNEL
better than 2 arc minutes in the entlre field of view. The PI - G.C, DOURTES CNRS-LAS
detector system uses a mlcrochannel plate image intensifier in OI - M, VITON CNRS-LAS
conjunction wlth a 60-exposure9 35-mm film pack of Kodak IIAO. OI - J,P. SIVAN CNRS-LAS
Ol - R, DECHER NASA-MSFC
....... SPACELAB i_ BROWN ...................................... OI - G.A, GARY NASA-MSFC
INVESTIGATION NAME- NUTATION OF HELIANTHUS ANNUUS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The experiment objective is to make a very general UV
NSSDC ID- SPALABI-12 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM survey of a large part of the celestial sphere. A camera with
CODE EB-3 a very wide field of view is used in two modes. In the
photometric mome_ observations are made at 1Bat igO_ and 250
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) manometers (nm) and the field of view is 5_ deg. In the
SPACE BIOLOGY spectrometric mode9 a narrow sllt i0 dee by iO arc mln is used
and measurements are obtained in the 130 to 270 nm range.
PERSONNEL
PI - A,H. BROWN U OF PENNSYLVANIA ....... SPACELAB 1_ CROMMELYNCK
OI - A.O. DAhL U OF PENNSYLVANIA
OI - D,K, CHAPMAN b OF PENNSYLVANIA INVESTIGATION NAME- ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENT OF THE SOLAR
CONSTANT
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The experiment objective is to determine whether or not NSSDD ID- SPALABI-26 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
nutatlon (spiral motion of growing plants) takes place In the CODE EZ-7/CO-OP
absence of a gravitational force, The test plant Is a dwarf
sunflower seedling (Hellanthus Annuus). The equipment consists INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
of a dark box9 within which four test plants illuminated by SOLAR PHYSICS
infrared llght are located in the field of vlew of a vloeo
camerat rotor comoartmentst plant modulest battery pack9 video PERSONNEL
tape data recorder_ control etectronlcs_ and a carry-on module PI - D. CROMMELYNCK ROY METEOROL INST BELG
container of 2_ plant modules. Plants at various stages of OI - V. ODMINGO ESA-ESTEC
growth are kept in a rotor compartment under a 1-g acceleration
until it is their turn to be tested in front of the camera, BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The experiment objectives are (i) to measure the absolute
....... SPACELAB Lt BUCKER value of the solar constant to 0.L% accuracy using a
self-caLibratlng radlometert and (2) to measure any long-term
INVESTIGATION NAME- ADVANCED BIOSTACK EXPERIMENT variations in the solar constant. The equipment consists of an
absolute radiometer with an Inbuilt stabillty check. This
NSSDC ID- SPALABI-32 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM radiometer has two channels which enable any degradation of the
CODE EB-3/CO-OP black surfaces to be detected and compensated. The radiation
measurements are made by using a heat balance system driven
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} automatically by a feedback system,
SPACE BIOLOGY
....... SPACELAB I_ DIBTERLE .............
PERSONNEL
PI - H, BUCKER DFVLR INVESTIGATION NAME- MICROWAVE REMOTE SENSING EXPERIMENT
BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSDC ID- SPALABI-39 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
The experiment objectives are to determine the biological CODE EE-8/CO-OP_ APPLICATIONS
importance of nuclear disintegration starsl to assess
quantitatively the interference of hlgh-atomlc-number and high INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
energy (HZE} particles with other biological studies in space_ METEOROLOGY
to determine the distribution of HZE particles at different OCEANOGRAPHY
Locations in the module and on the palletl and to establish EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
radiation protection guldetlnes for humans and biological
experiments in future space flights, The experimental packages PERSONNEL
consist of Layers of different biological Objects sandwiched PI - G. DIETERLE ESA-TOULOUSE
between dlfferent types of HZE detectors, This arrangement PI - G.P. DE LOOR TNO PHYSICS LAB
permits correlations between HZE particle trajectories and
biological injury. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of the microwave remote sensing experiment
are to develop all-weather remote sensing methods_ study
sensor-object interaction by measurement of ocean surface wave
spectra with a dual-frequency scatterometer9 and verify
synthetic aperture radar behavior, The microwave remote
sensing experiment instrumentation is a radar facility, In the
active modest the instrument transmits microwave energy in
X-band (9.65 GHz) to earth targets. A sensitive tow-nolse
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receiver detects the backscattered radar signals. The NSSDC ID- SPALABI-42 INVESTIGATIVE PROSRAM
Instrument operates in three modes: (1) a main mode as a CODE ENICO-OP
two-frequency scatterometer (2FS)t (2) a hlgh-resolutlon mode
as a synthetic aperture radar (SAR)t and (3) a passive mode as INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
a passlve mlcrowave radiometer, In the 2FS model the TECHNOLOGY
instrument measures the ocean surface wave spectra at
wavelengths wlthln a range of S to 500 m by using the complex PERSONNEL
backscatterlng of the ocean surface at two adjacent microwave PI - U, HUTH ESA
frequencies. In _he SAP mode_ areas of the earthes surface are OI - Y. MALMEJAC CEA-DMECN
imaged. The backscattered data are coherently recorded and OI - L.G. NAPOLITANO U OF NAPLES
off-line processing provides imagery with a ground resolution
of 25 by 25 m. The radiometer mode measures naturally emitted BRIEF DESCRIPTION
microwave radiation from the earth to provide ocean surface The materials science facility includes 38 different
temperatures_ and is used in time multiplex with other modes, experiments. Slx of these experiments are IndlvlduaL9
black-box type experiments which require only provision of
....... SPACELAB It GREEN powert data recordlng_ and heat rejection, The 32 other
experlmerts are performed wlth the help of multl-user
INVESTIGATION NAME- ELECTRO-PHYSIOLOGICAL TAPE RECORDER facilities, The isothermal heating facility is a muttl-user
facility for different types of experlmentst including
NSSDD ID- SPALABL-35 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM solidification studles_ alffuslon fundamentalst casting of
CODE EB-3/CO-OP metals and coffposltes_ and preparation of new and/or improved
glasses and ceramics. The gradient heating facility for Low
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) temperatures is a multipurpose facility for different types of
SPACE BIOLOGY experiments such as crystal growth and unidirectional
solidification of eutecttcs. Vacuum and noble gas supply
PERSONNEL provisions are part of the facility, The mirror heating
PI - H.L. GREEN CLINICAL RES CENTER facility is an experimental facility which is particularly
OI - F.D. STOTT CLINICAL RES CENTER suitable for Investlgatlng crystal growth using the melt zone
OI - H.S, WOLFF CLINICAL REG CENTER or traveling solvent methods, The fluid physics module
OI - O. QUADENS U OF ANTWERP consists mainly of a structure fitted with two disks which cam
be rotated separatelyt at the same or different speeds_ and In
BRIEF DESCRIPTION either direction.
The experiment objective is to study acclimatization of
astronauts to zero gravity by means of electrocardiograms ....... SPACELAB It KIRSCH .....................................
(ECG)t electroencephalograms (EEG)_ and electro-ocutograms
(EOG) obtained before launch_ throughout the mlsslont and after INVESTIGATION NAME- MEASUREMENT OF (CENTRAL) VENOUS PRESSURE
the flight, The equipment is a standard Oxford Instruments BY PUNCTURING AN ARM VEIN
Me_Itog four-channel tape recorder wlth electrodest spare
batterles_ and tape cassettes. The recorder is attached to the NSSDO ID- SPALABI-31 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
belt cf a crew member. CODE EB-3/CO-OP
....... SPACELAB It HERSE ............. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE BIOLOGY
I_VBSTIGATION NAME- WAVES IN THE OH EMISSIVE LAYER
PERSONNEL
NSSDC ID- SPALABl-19 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PI - K. KIRSCH U OF BERLIN
CODE EE-8/CO-OPt APPLICATIONS OI - R. KOCH U _ BERLIN
OI - F, ROCKER U OF BERLIN
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
METEOROLOGY BRIEF DESCRIPTION
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS The experiment objective is to investigate the severe
engorgement of the cephatad circulation (characterized by
PERSONNEL distended neck vetnst puffy facet and nasal congestion) that is
Pl - M. HERSE CNRS-SA experienced by astronauts upon entry into the weightlessness
OI - G. MOREELS CNRS-SA condition. For this experiment the central venous pressure is
OI - S, PRAKASH PHYSICAL RESEARCH LAB measured by puncturing an arm vein with a needle-manometer
(strain gage).
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The experiment objectives are to study the large-scale SPACELAB it KIRSCH .....................................
structure of the atmospheric OH emlsslont and to investigate
possible relations between the OH emission structure and INVESTIGATION NAME- COLLECTION BLOOD SAMPLES FOR DETERMINING
orography or meteorological phenomena. The equipment contains A.D.H.t ALDOSTERONEt AND OTHER HORMONES
an image intensifier wlth a camerat fIlterl and 16-mm movie
camera. The spectral part of the airglow is delimited on the NSSDC ID- SPALABE-3? INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
short wavelength slde by a Schott RGg filter (50% cutoff at 730 CODE EB-3/CO-OP
nanometers) and on the IR side Dy the sensitivity of the
photocathode (B0X cutoff at 830 nanometers), INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE BIOLOGY
....... SPACELAB It HORNECK ....................................
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAME- MICRO-ORGANISMS AND BIOMOLECULES IN THE PI - K. KIRSCH U _ BERLIN
SPACE ENVIRONMENT OI - R. KOCH U OF BERLIN
OI - h. STOBOY U OF BERLIN
NSSOC ID- SPALABL-34 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE E_-3/CO-OP BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The experiment objective is to investigate gross
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) deviations from normal flula and mineral metabolism observed in
SPACE BIOLOGY weightlessness. This experiment measures the blood serum
hormones that are responsible for the control of water and
PERSONNEL mineral balance. Blood samples_ which are collected during
PI - G. HORNEDK OFVLR flight with the same needles that are used in Experiment 31
OI - C. THOMAS-GARFIAS OFVLR (Kirsch)_ are analyzed subsequent to flight.
OI - G. REITZ DFVLR
....... SPACELAB 1_ LEACH
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The experiment objectives are {Z) to measure INVESTIGATION NAME- INFLUENCE OF SPACEFLIGHT ON
Quantitatively the effects of space parameters (vacuumt solar ERYTHROKINETICS IN MAN
UV-raclatton) on microbial systems and btomoleculesl using
Bacillus SubtILis spores as the test specimens; (2) to evaluate NSSDC ID- SPALABI-IA INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
the consequences of genetic and response alterations; and (3) CODE EB-3
to compare the results wlth simulation experiments performed on
the ground. The equipment is a box accommodating 350 INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
biological samples, The samples are exposed to selected SPACE BIOLOGY
combinations of space vacuum and solar radiation of various
wavelengths and intensities, PERSONNEL
PI - C.S. LEACH NASA-JSC
....... SPACELAB Et HUTH OI - W,H, CBOSBY SCRIPPS C.R FOUNDATION
OI - M, TAVASSOLI SCRIPPS C*R FOUNDATION
INVESTIGATION NAME- MATERIALS SCIENCE Oi - P,C, JOHNSON BAYLOR U
OI - _.P, CHEN U OF TENNESSEE
OI - D.D.R.DUNN U OF TENNESSEE
OI - R.D. LANGE U OF TENNESSEE
OI - E,C, LARKIN V.A. HOSP_ MARTINEZ
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSOO ID- SPALABZ-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
The experiment objective is to obtain new and specific CODE RS
information pertaining to the mechanism and slte of action
relative to the red blood celt mass and plasma Volume redJctlon INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{S)
observed during space flight, The equlpment consists of an TECHNOLOGY
InfLight blood collection system,
PERSONNEL
....... SPACELAB i_ MENDE- PI - C,H.T.PAN COLUMBIA U
PI - A.F. WHITAKER NASA-MSFC
INVESTIGATION NAKE- ATMOSPHERIC EMISSION PHOTOMETRIC IMAGING PI - R.L. GAUSE NASA-MSFC
NSSDC ID- SPALABI-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM BRIEF DESCRIPTION
CODE EE-89 SCIENCE The experiment objectives are (i) to determine the extent
to which selected commercial Lubricant wettabltlty is affected
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) by a zero-gravlty envlronmentt (2} to determine how bearing
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS torque_ bearing Lubricant feedlng_ and bearing operating films
are altered by operations in zero gravltyt (3) to compare
PERSONNEL results wlth laboratory research of commercial appllcatlonst
PI - S.B, MENDE LOCKHEED PALO ALTO ano (_) to provide data for applications in space hardware.
Ol - R.H. EATHER BOSTON COLLEGE The equipment consists of plates for lubricant wetting and
Ol - R.J, NAUMANN NASA-MSFC spreading testst various Journal bearlngs_ and a flight camera
OI - D.L, REASONER NASA-MSFC to record lubricant responses. Two types of experiments are
Ol - G.R, SWENSON NASA-MSFC planned: wetting and spreading on stationary surfaces_ and
OI - B.J. DUNCAN NASA-MSFC two-phase boundary in a Journal-bearlng configuration. In each
Ol - K.S, CLIFTON NASA-MSFC case_ the ftuld-surface combination wilt be the primary control
parameter,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The experiment objectives are (i} to investigate upper ....... SPACELAB 19 RESCHKE ....................................
atmospheric transport processes through the measurement of
resonant scattered emissions from positive Mg ionst (2} to INVESTIGATION NAME- VESTIBULO-SPINAL REFLEX MECHANISMS
measure excitation cross sections of upper atmosDherlc
constituents using injected particle oeams and detection of the NSSOC IO- SPALABI-16 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
resulting emtsstcnst (3} to investigate atmospheric composition CODE EB-3
and energy budget through observations of natural auroral (4)
to observe Large- and small-scale auroral morphology and INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
compare ultraviolet and visible auroral featurest (5) to SPACE BIOLOGY
support the electron accelerator in conducting measurements of
magnetospherlc electric fletdst and (6) to measure small PERSONNEL
particulate contamination around the Shuttle/ Soacelab. The PI - M,F. RESCHKE NASA-JSO
equlpment consists of (i} a dual-channel video system wlth Ol - J,L, HOMICK NASA-JSC
associated optics and data handling electronics mounted on a OI - D.J. ANDERSON U OF MICHIGAN
stabilized platform for pointing and contrott (2} SEC vldlcon
for hlgh-sensltlvlty_ hlgh-resolutlon operatlon_ (3) a BRIEF DESCRIPTION
tow-resotutlon mlcrochannel plate array operating in a photon This investigation has three basic objectives: (i) to
counting mode9 and (_) Command and Data Management Systems and investigate vestlbuto-splnat reflexes associated wlth an
onboard recorders utilized for data display and recording. The applied acceleration and concurrent activation of nerve tissue
magnesium positive ion resonance Line is imaged at 279°5 and by a mild electrical shockl (2} to observe any incidental
280°2 nanometers= For the atomic oxygen positive ion 2-p state occurrence of motion sickness; and (3) to investigate the
studyt simultaneous sensing at 731.9 and 2_7.0 nanometers is post-flight return to normal vesttbulo-sptnat reflexes. The
obtained, instrumentation includes Low-power electronic equipment to
elicit and record the reflexes and the "hop and drop" equipment
....... SPACELAB it OBAYASHI of Experiment 13 (Young) to provide the Linear acceleration.
INVESTIGATION NAME- SPACE EXPERIMENTS WITH PARTICLE ....... SPACELAB it REYNOLDS'
ACCELERATORS (SEPAC}
INVESTIGATION NAME- METRIC CAMERA EXPERIMENT
NSSOC IO- SPALABI-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-81CO-OP_ SCIENCE NSSDC 10- SPALABI-38 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8/CO-OPt APPLICATIONS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
IONOSPHERES EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
AERONOMY
PERSONNEL
PERSONNEL Pl - M. REYNOLDS ESA-TOULOUSE
PI - T. OBAYASHI U OF TOKYO Pl - G, KONECNY TECH U OF HANNOVER
OI - W,W,L.TAYLOR TRW SYSTEMS GROUP
01 - J.L. BURCH SOUTHWEST RES INST BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Ol - C.R. CHAPPELL NASA-MS=O The purpose of the metric camera experiment is to test
OI - W,T, ROBERTS NASA-MSFC the mapping capability of hlgh-resolutlon space photography.
OI - P,M. BANKS STANFORD U The experiment uses a Zelss RMK A30/23 aerial survey camera and
a Skytab optical wlndowt having the following characteristics:
BRIEF DESCRIPTION f = 305 mm; f-stops avallabte--f/5,Gt f/at f/T1; shutter
The experiment objectives are to carry out active and speeds--i/lOOt 1/2500 1/500_ and 1/1000 s; negative slze--23 x
interactive experiments in the earthWs ionosphere to study (l) 23 cm (length for 550 photos per magazine}; angle of fletd--BG
auroral production in the upper atmospheret (2} ionospheric deg| and ground resolutlon--20 m. Btack-and-whlte_ colort and
parameters such as anomalous reslstlvltyt plasma coupling color IR films can be used, To get 80% Longitudinal overlap of
processes_ electric and magnetic field morphologyt vehicle subsequent photographs at a Spacetab velocity of 7.7 km per s_
charge neutratlzatlont ShuttLe/Spacelab induced envlronmentst there is a time interval of about 5 s between two successive
electron beam/ neutral plume Interactlont the couotlng between exposures. Strips 1800 to 2300 km can be covered on the ground
the earthts atmosphere and magnetosphere_ and (3) the effects in each sequence.
of particle interactions on atmospheric dynamics. The
equipment consists of an electron beam acceteratort magneto ....... SPACELAB 1_ ROSS-
plasma dynamic (MPC) arcJett battery/capacltor bank to provide
high discharge currentt monitor and diagnostic devlcest and INVESTIGATION NAME- MASS DISCRIMINATION DURING
contrott dlsptayt and data management systems. The electron WEIGHTLESSNESS
beam acceteratort MPO arcJett and neutral gas ejector are
contained in the accelerator subsystem, The electron beam NSSDC IO- SPALAB1-30 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
accelerator is capable of operating at voltages from I to 7,5 CODE EB-31CO-OP
kV at a maximum of 1.5 A and with a variable mulse width of
from I0 ms to i s. The MPD arcJet uses argon gas and has an INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
energy input of 2 kltoJoutes per pulse, The third accelerator SPACE BIOLOGY
component is a neutral gas plume generator which USeS nitrogen
as the gas° PERSONNEL
Pl - H, ROSS U OF STIRLING
....... SPACELAB it PAN OI - _.S. WOLFF CLINICAL RES CENTER
INVESTIGATION NAME- BEARING LUBRICANT WETTINGt SPREADING AND
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS IN ZERO-G
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The experiment objective is to compare mass The experiment objective is to measure the solar spectral
dlscrlmlnatlon when both the observer and the test objects are Irradlance between 170 and 3200 nanometers with an accuracy of
welghttessl wlth weight qlscrlmlnatlon gnder normal gravity. 0.1% in order to determine the solar constantt variations In
The equipment is a box containing 24 batts_ each 3 cm in the solar constant with solar cycle using Spacetab/STS flights
olameter, The mass of the balls varies from 50 to 64 grams, over a 10-year periqdt and variations of irraalance within each
The crew member is directed to perform comparisons in which he spectral region, The equipment consists of three grating
must decide whlch of two specified balls is the heavier, This spectrometers covering UV (170 to 370 nm}_ visible (350 to 900
test is performed for 72 assigned palrs_ and the result is nm)t and IR {800 to 3200 nm).
recorded for each comparison,
....... SPAOELAB I_ TORR .......................................
....... SPACELAB i_ SCANO
INVESTIGATION NAME- AN IMAGING SPECTROMETRIC OBSERVATORY
INVESTIGATION NAME- BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHIC RESEARCH IN
WEIGHTLESSNESS NSSDC ID- SPALABI-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROSRAM
CODE EE-B/OO-OP_ SCIENCE
NSSOC ID- SPALA_I-33 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EB-3/CO-OP INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE BIOLOGY PERSONNEL
Pl - M.R. TORR UTAH STATE U
PERSONNEL OI - S,K, ATREYA U 0 _ MICHIGAN
Pl - A, SCANO U OF ROME OI - G,R, CARIGNAN U OF MICHIGAN
OI - J,C.G.WALKER ARECIBO OBSERVATORY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OI - D.G, TORR UTAH STATE U
The experiment objectives are to record a three OI - T.M. DONAHUE U OF MICHIGAN
olmenslonal balllstocardlogram (BCG) in a resting weightless
human subject and compare it with similar tracings recorded on BRIEF DESCRIPTION
the same subject in ground conditionsv posslqty to find BCG The experiment objectives are (i) to obtain the first
modifications in relation to cardiovascular adaptation to daytime measurements of the airglow spectrum from the extreme
welghtlessness9 anc to record other body accelerations under uttraviotet to the infrared (20 to 1200 nm)t (2} to monitor the
various physiological conditions. The equipment consists of shuttte-induced contamlnatlont and (3) to serve as a precursor
three mlnl-acceterometers and a four-track mlnlatJre recorder, for future shuttle flights, It is planned to measure emissions
from a large range of minor constltuents_ metastable and
....... SPACELAB 19 SCHMIDT .............. excited species of both atomic and molecular ions and neutrals
In the atmosphere from the stratosphere to. the upper
INVESTIGATION NAME- DC AND LOW FREQUENCY VECTOR MAGNETOMETER thermosphere, The flight instrument is deslgneq for hlgh-speed
operatlom as an imaging devlce_ and Is composed of five
NSSDC ID- SPALABI-23 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM identical spectrometers9 each of which Is restrlcteq to a given
CODE EE-8/CO-OPt SCIENCE spectral range within the 20- to 1200-nm region, Each module
is an imaging scanning spectrometer with coincident 0.5- x
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} O.OO7-de_ fields of view. Imaging capability is obtained along
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS the LenGth of the observational field by use of an area array
PARTICLES AND FIELDS detector comprising 190 x 244 elements, Thus9 a single
measurement produces adjacent spectra In a given module
PERSONNEL obtained from adjacent observational fletqs, Wavelength
PI - R, SCHMIDT AUSTRIAN AOAD OF SCI resolution varies between 0,2 and 0,6 nm over the spectral
range, A scan mirror is usedv and a single exposure at one
BRIEF DESCRIPTION scan position covers a 250-nm region, The telescope is
The experiment objectives are to use a three-axls baffled9 and it has several operating mqdes.
fluxgate magnetometer to study (1) magnetic fields of the
ionospheric polar electroJet and its return current_ equatqrlal ....... SPAOELAB it VON BAUMGARTEN .............................
electroJett anq the solar quiet current_ (2) the vector
magnetic field as a plasma parameter_ and (3) the Spacetab INVESTIGATION NAME- EFFECTS OF RECTILINEAR ACCELERATIONt
magnetic field background. The equipment consists of two OPTOKINETIC AND CALORIC STIMULI IN SPACE
separate three-axls fluxgate sensors.
NSSDC ID- SPALABI-41 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
....... SPACELAB It SULZMAN CODE EB-3/CO-OP
INVESTIGATION NAME- CHARACTERIZATION OF PERSISTING INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS SPACE BIOLOGY
NSSDC ID- SPALABI-15 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PERSONNEL
CODE EB-3 PI - R. VON BAUMGARTEN JOHANNES GUT_NBCRG U
OI - J. DICHGANS U OF IUBINGEN
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) Ol - T, BRANDT KRUPP KRANKEN-ANGSTALN
SPACE BIOLOGY OI - H, SCHERER U OF MUNICH
OI - A, BERTHOZ CNRS-LPT
PERSONNEL
PI - F,M, SULZMAN STATE U OF NEW YORK BRIEF DESCRIPTION
01 - M.C, MOORE HARVARD U The experiment objective is to study the vlsuo-vestlbular
OI - C.A, FULLER U OF CALIFt RIVERSIDE coordination and the integration of multlsensory stimuli within
the orientation centers of the brain by exposing the subject to
BRIEF DESCRIPTION short periods of Linear acceleration in conjunction with
The experiment objective Is to test if circadian rhythms optoklnetlc stlmutatlon and caloric stimulation, A Linear
persist outside the earthVs envlronmentt and to determine If acceleration sled-Like device catted the "body restraint
the circadian timing system is exogenous or endogenous, Common system" is used to hole and protect the test subject during
fungus Neurospora Crassa (which produces patches of extensive exposure to motion stimuli, The subJectts head Is held by a
growth once each day) Is useo as the test subject, The helmet-tlke device that contains an optoklnetlc stimulation
equipment consists of a Light-tlght box containing the growth dlsplayt a caloric stimulation system9 an optical target
tubes, setting system_ an eye-movement recordert and various other
recording systems.
....... SPACELAB It THUILLIER ..................................
• - ...... SPACELAB it VOSSt JR, ..................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- MEASUREMENT OF THE SOLAR SPECTRUM FROM
170 TO 3200 NANOMETERS INVESTIGATION NAME- EFFECTS OF PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS ON
THE HUMORAL IMMUNE RESPONSE OF HUMANS
NSSDC ID- SPALABE-21 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-T/CO-OP NSSDC ID- SPALABl-17 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EB-3/30-OP
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SOLAR PHYSICS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACE BIOLOGY
PERSONNEL
Pl - G, THUILLIER CNRS-SA PERSONNEL
Ol - J.E. BLAMONT CNRS-SA PI - E,W, VOSSt JR. U OF ILLINOIS
OI - P.C. SIMON IASB
01 - R, PASTIELS IASB
OI - D, LABS LANDESSTERNWARTE
Ol - H. NECKEL HAMBURGER STERNWARTE
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION . *** . . * * *
• ** * ** ***** ** ***** * SPACELAB *************************
The experiment objectives are (1) to obtain an evaluation
of prolonged weightlessness as a stress factor on the humoral
immune response of humans and (2) to establish t he capability SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SPACELAB 2
of hurans to respond IrmunologlcatLy to potential foreign ALTERNATE NAMES-
pathogens during future sustained space flight. The equipment
includes a container for storing blood samoles_ sterile NSSDC ID- SPALAB2
syrlnges9 needles9 and test tubes,
LAUNCH DATE- 03/16/85 WEIGHT- 1_500, KG
....... SPACELAB i_ WILHELM ........ - ........................... LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
INVESTIGATION NAME- STUDY OF LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON FLUX AND
ITS REACTION TO ACTIVE EXPERIMENTATION SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
NSSDC ID- SPALABI-24 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-R/CO-OP_ SCIENCE PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) ORBIT PERIOD- 92.5 MIN INCLINATION- 50. DEG
PARTICLES AND FIELDS PERIAPSIS- 390, KM ALT APOAPSIS- ADO. KM ALT
PERSONNEL PERSONNEL
Pl - K, WILHELM MPI-AERONOMY MM - R.E. PACE NASA-MSFC
Ol - W. STUDEMANN MPI-AERONOMY MS - E,W. URBAN NASA-MSFC
02 - R, SCHMIDT AUSTRIAN ACAD OF SET " MG - R.A, KENNEDY NASA HEADQUARTERS
SC - E. WEILER NASA HEADQUARTERS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PM - O.C. JEAN NASA-MSFC
A 2-pl fletd-of-vlew electrostatic analyzer measures
natural electron fluxes In the 0.I to 12.0-keV range in order BRIEF DESCRIPTION
to study (I) the precipitation process in auroral emlsslon9 (2} Spacetab 2 consists of three pallets and a unique
the effects of the electron accelerator operations on the structure (called the Igloo} on which various instruments are
natural electron fluxes9 (3) the influence of the exposed to the space environment. Spacelab 2 Is presently
Shuttle/Spacelab-generated atmosphere on the natural electron schedules to be flown for 7 days on STS 23 In February 1985.
fluxt and (q) the natural electron flux as a sensitive probe of Included In the payload is the Instrument-polntlng system built
the surface charge on the STS/Spacetab, The equloment consists by the European Space Agency (ESA) and designed to point the
of an electrostatic deflection device with a hemlspherlc field instruments at targets of opportunity. The following
of view and wlth azlmuth and pltch-angte resoLutlont and eight investigations have been chosen to fly on this mission: Vitamin
contlnuous-channet electron multipliers for detectors. D metabolltes and bone demlnerallzatlont interaction of oxygen
and gravlty-lnfluenced tlgnlflcatlont ejectable plasma
....... SPACELAB I_ WILLSON .................................... diagnostics packager plasma depletion experiments for
ionospheric ard radlo-astronomlcal studles_ small helium-cooled
INVESTIGATION NAME- ACTIVE CAVITY RADIOMETER SOLAR infrared telescopet elemental composition and energy spectra of
IRRAOIANCE MONITOR cosmic ray nuclei between 50 GeV per nucleon and several TeV
per nucteont hard X-ray imaging of clusters of galaxies and
NSSDC ID- SPALABI-OQ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM other extended X-ray sources9 solar magnetic- and
CODE EZ-7/CO-OP vetoclty-fleLd measurement systeml coronal helium abundance
Spacetab experlment_ hlgh-resolutlon telescope and
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) spectrographt solar UV spectral IrraOlanse monltor_ In-orblt
SOLAR PHYSICS calibration of MESA low-gravlty accelerometert properties of
PARTICLES AND FIELDS superftuid helium in zero gravlty_ and vehicle charging and
PERSONNEL potential experiment.
P; - R.C. WILLSON NASA-JPL ....... SPACELAB 2t BANKS ......................................
OI - R. BEER NASA-JPL
O; - J.M. KENDALL9 SR. NASA-JPL INVESTIGATION NAME- VEHICLE CHARGING AND POTENTIAL (VCAP)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION NSSOC ID- SPALAB2-14 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAMThe objective of the active cavity radiometer trradtance
monitor experiment is to measure the total solar trradtance
with state-of-the-art accuracy and precision. The solar INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}]rradlance from far ultraviolet through far infrared
wavelengths ts measured by three type-V active-cavity PERSONNEL
radiometer detectors. These detectors are electrically P; - P.M. BANKS STANFORD U
self-callbratedt cavity pyrhellometers each capable of defining
the absolute radlatlon scale wlth an uncertainty of plus or BRIEF DESCRIPTION
minus 0oi%. The three detectors are independently shuttered_ This multiple experiment uses several instruments for the
and their cycles of operation are different. The three data acquisition, Its purpose is to measure the charge
Qetectors are used In various combinations to provide periodic accumulation on the Orbiter and the resulting potential of the
cross references on the system's performance, vehicle. The sclentlflc objectives are (I) to probe electron
beam interactions in space plasma (In conjunction with the PDP
....... SPACELAB 1_ YOUNG ...................................... to assess its character of propagatlont wave emlsslonst
particle scatterlngt Ion heating processes_ and microscopic
INVESTIGATION NAME- VESTIBULAR STUDIES plasma phenomena) in the vicinity of the Orbiter using the RMSt
and at Greater distances during planned flyaround maneuvers;
NSSDC ID- SPALABI-13 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM (2) to study electromagnetic wave generation processes by
CODE EB-3/CO-OP attempting to generate Low frequency waves which can propagate
to other scientific satellites and/or ground receiving sites;
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) (3) to reasure vehicle charging processes by variations of the
SPACE BIOLOGY Orbiter Dotentlal and surface return currents using the CCP and
SRPA In modes developed during the STS-3 mission. Auroral
PERSONNEL electron precipitation as well as active electron emission are
PI - LoR. YOLNG MASS INST OF TECH used to probe the vehicle electrical environment; (4) observe
O; - G,M° JONES MCGILL U electrical processes associated with charging and discharging
O; - R.E. MALCOLM D*C INST OF ENVIRN MED of vehicle dielectric surfaces; (5) to assess capabilities of
OI - K.E, MONEY D.C INST OF ENVIRN MED measuring thermal plasma parameters from diagnostic instruments
O; - C.M. OMAN MASS INST OF TECH mounted in the pallet; and (6) to map the wave and particle
OI - D.G,D. WATT MCGILL U distributions in the vicinity of the electron beam by Joint
O; - J.H. BINSAOK MASS INST OF TECH experiments with the plasma diagnostics package (Spatab 2-O3).
O; - E,A, BOUGHAN MASS INST OF TECH The instruments to be used are (a) a charge and current orobe
(COP)9 (b) a soherlcal retarQlng potential analyzer/Langmulr
BRIEF DESCRIPTION probe (SRPA-LP)t (c) a fast-pulse electron gun (FPEG}t and (d)
The vestibular studies are designed to investigate (1) a digital control and interface unit (DCIU).
space, motion slcknesst (2) vlsuat-vestlbular-tactlte
interactions during weightlessness9 and (3) post-fllght ....... SPACELAB 29 BRUECKKER ..................................
carry-over of weightlessness effects. The tnstrumentatlon for
these studies includes the body restraint system of Experiment INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH RESOLUTION TELESCOPE AND
_i (Vcn Baumgarten)_ a rotating dome9 a "hop and drop" statlont SPECTROGRAPH (HRTS)
and various recording devices,
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NSSDC ID- SPALAB2-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM detectors (five photodlodes and two photon counters)9 and a UV
CODE EZ-7 calibration Light source, They are sealed in a canister filled
wlth 1,1 atm of argon to eliminate the effects of contamination
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) from high Vacuum outgasslng, One spectrometer is used almost
SOLAR PHYSICS continuously during the daylight portion of the solar-polnted
orbit for measuring short-tlme variations of the UV solar flux
PERSONNEL (flare-related and slowly varying component), The other
PI - S,E, BRUECKNER US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB spectrometer Is used only once a day to track any change In
OI - J.D.P.BARTOE US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB sensitivity of the first spectrometer, Two of the five
OI - O.K. MOE" US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB photodlodes are used only once a day. A deuterium lamp
OI - K,R, NICOLAS US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB calibrated in spectral Irradlance is used as the transfer
OI - M.E. VAN HOOSIER US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB standard source for daily Infllght calibration and stability
OI - C, JCROA_ OXFORD U tracking of both spectrometers and all seven detectors, The
two photon counters obtain a spectral resolution of 0,1
BRIEF DESCRIPTION nanometer over the whole wavelength ranger white 5-nanometer
The objectives of this investigation follow: (19 the resolution is obtained wlth the five photodlodes, A
study of the energy transport and mass balance of the microprocessor controls all instrument functions by program
temperature mlntmum_ chromosphere_ transition zoner and corona instruction, Channels monitor the 121,6-nanometer tlne (Lyman
in the autet sun as welt as in ptages_ fLarest and sunspots_ alpha) and seven segments of the continuum from Z45 to 390
(2) the examination of the velocity field of the tower corona nanometers, Eight narrow-band channels (0.1-nanometer
to study the origin of the solar wtndl (3) the study of the resotuttcn) are monttorec continuously and scanned In five
structure and dynamics of spicules and supersptcutes in the UV O,Z-nanometer steps. In the spectral scan mode (once a day)
spectrum_ (4) the study of structure and dynamics of the spectrum from 120 to 400 nanometers is scanned at
promtnences_ and (B) the study of pre-ftare and flare 0.1-nanometer resolution. In the narrow-band mode the solar
phenomena. These objectives are obtained through intensity spectrum and the deuterium tamp are scanned wtth both
measurements9 Doppler _easurements9 and tlne-proflte analysis spectrometers_ both are monitored in the broad-band mode,
of high spatial resolution (i arc s) and high spectral
resolution (B ptcometers) of UV spectra (wavelengths 117.6-170 ....... $PACELAB 29 COWLES .....................................
nanometers) covering a wide variety of continua and emission
Lines that originate in different temperature regimes of the INVESTIGATION NAME- INTERACTION OF OXYGEN AND GRAVITY
solar atmosphere. The instrumentation consists of a stigmatic INFLUENCED LIGNIFICATION
spectrograph with a sttt that covers the full solar radius
simultaneously with 1000 resolution elements. Thust the slit NSSDC ID- SPALAB2-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
covers many different solar features at the same time, One CODE EB-3
spectrum contains enough information for a statistical
analysis. Photographs of a series of spectra over a period of INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
at least 15 min are made in order to follow the changes In the SPACE BIOLOGY
Intenslty9 Doppler vetocltles_ and Line profiles as they are
caused by dlsturPances moving through the solar atmosphere. PERSONNEL
SpectroheLlograms of two dimensions as a function of time are PI - d.R. COWLES U OF HOUSTON
constructed In order to investigate the 3-dlmenslonal strJcture OI - H,W, SCHELD U OF HOUSTON
of the chromosphere and transition zone, A systematic mapping
of the coronal velocity field over the whole sun is also made_ BRIEF DESCRIPTION .
along with a series of tlmb spectra at different altitudes for The objectives of this investigation are to establish the
studies of the structure and dynamics of spicules. The sllt is effect of oxygen on tlgnln formation in plant tissue subjected
pclnteo within a tolerance of half a sllt width for a duration to a weightless environment and to measure the relative amount
of at least 15 mln. The sllt of the high-resotutlon telescope of aromatic blosynthesls under different oxygen environments.
and spectrograph (HRTS) is stepped in rapid sequence over a The investigation distinguishes between two known factors9
small area of the sun (plus or minus 5 arc s)t which allows the oxygen and gravlty9 that influence llgnlflcation in plants.
spectrohetlograms to be made. The HRTS consists of a 30-cm Selected pregermlnated seeds are planted in metabolic chambers
Gregorian telescope of 90-cm focal length, a UV spectrographt a and germinated Just prior to launch. The chambers are closed
160 nanometer broad-band spectrohetlograph9 and an H-alpha and the atmospheric composition is adjusted by flushing known
spllt-dlsplay system housed in a thermal control canister gas mixtures through rubber septa in the chamber walls. The O2
mounted on the instrument pointing system liPS). The telescope concentrations are 21% (for the control)_ 10% 9 and 3%, Each
has an occulting mirror at the primary focus that reflects away oxygen concentration ts duplicated in another chamber module.
all but a B x 15 arc-mtn portion of the solar image that then Mercury vapor lamps are used to simulate sunlight during
passes through an aperture to strike a secondary mirror that programmed day/night cycles throughout the mission. The
re-images it onto the UV Wadsworth spectrographic slit plate, investigation is also duplicated on earth at 1-g gravity and on
The secondary mirror receives Less than one solar constant of a cttnostat (ground controls).
illumination, The spectral resolution l.s 50 mILtlangstromsl
and the spatial resolution is 1 arc s, The roll film camera ....... SPACELAB 29 FAZIO ......................................
holds 1000 exposures of type 101 film.
INVESTIGATION NAME- SMALL9 HELIUM-COOLED INFRARED TELESCOPE
....... SPACELAB 2t BRUECKNER ..................................
NSSDC ID- SPALAB2-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR UV SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE MONITOR CODE EZ-7
(SUSIM)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
NSSDO ID- SPALAB2-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM DUST
CODE EZ-T ZODIACAL LIGHT
ASTRONOMY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SOLAR PHYSICS PERSONNEL
Pl - G,G. FAZIO SAO
PERSONNEL Ol - W,F, HCFFMANN U OF ARIZONA
PIm G,E, BRUECKNER US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB OI - D,E, KLEINMANN SAO
OI - J,D.F,BARTOE US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB OI - F,J, LOW U OF ARIZONA
01 - D,K. PRINZ US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB OI - G.H. RIEKE U OF ARIZONA
Ol - M,E, VAN HOOSIER US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB OI - W,A, TRAUB SAO
OI - E,W, URBAN NASA-MSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives of this investigation are (1) to improve BRIEF DESCRIPTION
the accuracy of knowledge of the absolute solar ftuxesl (2) to The scientific objectives are as follows: (1)
orovlde a highly accurate traceaotttty of solar fluxes to a measurement and mapping of extended Low-surface brightness
variety of UV ractatton standards to establish Long-term (solar infrared emission from the galaxy. The experiment is BOO times
cycle)" variations; and (3) to measure the variability of solar more sensitive than current balloon experiments at BOO
fluxes In the wavelength range of 120-400 nanometers during mlcrometers9 thus making possible extensive measurement of
several tlme perlods_ ranging from flare-produced changes to quantlty_ dlstrlbutlonw and temperatures of galactic dust and
the variability from solar rotation. It Is desired to (a) structure_ (2) measurement of diffuse emission from
improve the absolute accuracy of solar continuum Irradlance intergalactic material and/or galaxies and quasarsi (3)
measurements in this wavelength range with a goat of plus or measurement of the zodiacal dust emlsslon9 especially If the
minus G to 10% (wavetength-dependent)_ (b) measure with high H20 column density can be held to Less than I.E_12 motecutes/sq
accuracy the intensities of the continuum below 208 nanometers cm_ and (4) measurement of a Large number of dlscrete infrared
relative to the Intensltles of the continuum above 208 sources that overlap with the IRAS results. Spatial filtering
nanometers with a goal of plus or minus I%t (c) perform provides measurements of the fluxt spectral characterlstlcs9
hlgh-accuracy measurements of the intensities of solar emission posltlons9 and sizes of discrete sources with high sensitivity.
Lines relative to the stable solar continuum above 20B Technical objectives concerned wlth the measurement of the
nanometers wlt_ a goal of plus or mlnJs Z to 5% natural and spacecraft-lnduced infrared background and the
(wavelength-dependent)9 and (d) improve the absolute accuracy determination of suitable techniques for the In-space use of
of solar emission llne Irradlance measurements in the 120- to superfluld helium and cryogenic telescopes are as follows: (19
400-nanometer region with a goal of plus or minus G to i0% to take environmental measurements of H20t C02_ other
(wavelength-dependent}. The instrumentation consists of a Infrared-actlve motecutest dust particles9 the effects of
solar UV spectral Irradlance monitor. The monitor consists of molecular deposition and cosmic rays9 and the effects from the
two identical gouble-dlsperslon scanning spectrometers_ seven shuttle environment on the performance of cooled infrared
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telescopes; (2) to prove the design of cooled infrared detailed measurements of Low-frequency slosh modes of
telescopes; and (3) to demonstrate the performance of a large superfLuid helium; (2) to take precise measurements of the
superfLuid helium Dewar system and measure some of its thermal fluctuations and Distributions in superfLutd helium in
properties in space, The instrumentation consists of a small zero gravity (the investigation performs at the mtcroKelvin
HerscheLtan telescope (15 cm in diameter with an f/€ off-axis) Level over a freguency range of 0-100 Hz);' (3) to Develop an
cooled to 3 deg K. It scans at the rate of 6 deg/s and covers apparatus to measure the velocities and attenuation of
a 90-deg arc across the sky, The focal plane contains 10 guanttzed surface waves in superfLutd films at frequencies so
detectorst g of which cover the region from q to 120 high that surface tension forces dominate over gravity forces
micrometers in three non-overlapping broad bands 14 to 9t 12 to and attenuation effects preclude their measurement on earth;
2A9 and 50 to 120 micrometers). One detector has a narrow-band and (4) to obtain suoerfLutd helium cryostat performance data
response at the h20 and CO2 band Locations (6 to 7 and lq to 16 for future space applications. The instrumentation consists of
micrometers). The detectors cover a full 3 deg perpendicular an instrumented cryostat (containing an investigation package
to the scan direction, There is also a movable cold shutter to inside) and a support electronics package, The cavity is
provide an absolute zero flux reference for each band. The surrounded by a gO-Liter superftutd helium torpid and a
stored Liquid helium cooling system is composed of a Liquid multlLayer super Insulation system spaced by helium
helium Dewar containing LiQuid helium at 1.5 deg _t a transfer vapor-cooked shields, The Dewar operates tn both upright and
Line assembly9 a vapor-cooled telescope cryostatt and a horizontal configurations. The cryostat ts instrumented with
cryostat vacuum cover, germanium anc thermocouple temperature sensors to monitor the
chamber temperatures and the superftuld plug and insulation
....... SPACELAB 2t GABRIEL _ ................................... performance, Accelerometers monitor vibration effects in order
to cross-correlate with the bulk behavior observations.
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR CORONAL HELIUM ABUNDANCE
....... SPACELAB 2_ MENOILLO-
NSSDC ID- SPALAB2-Og INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-7/CO-OP INVESTIGATION NAME- PLASMA DEPLETION EXPERIMENTS FOR
IONOSPHERIC + RADIO ASTRONOMICAL STUDIES
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SOLAR PHYSICS NSSDC IO- SPALAB2-O_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
PERSONNEL
PI - A.H, GABRIEL RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PI - J,L. CULHANE U COLLEGE LONDON ASTRONOMY
OI - B.E. PATCHETT RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
OI - K, STRONG U COLLEGE LONDON
OI - K, NORMAN MULLARD SPACE SCI LAB PERSONNEL
PI - M, MENDILLO BOSTON U
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PI - P.A. BERNHARDT LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
The objectives of this Invest|gallon are (1) to determine 01 - M,D. PAPAGIANNIS BOSTON U
the relatlve abundance of helium to hydrogen in the solar OI - M,C. KELLEY CORNELL U
corona from the measurement of the photoexcttatton of hydrogen OI - R.A. HELLIWELL STANcDRD U
Lyman alpha at 121.6 nanometers and helium II at 30.4 OI - M,B, PONGRATZ LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
nanometers; (2) to determine the fundamental parameters of the OI - G,M, SMITH LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB
coronal plasma such as electron densltyt temoerature_ and OI - D.d, BAKER UTAH STATE U
ionization balance as a function of radial distance above the OI - R.D. HARRIS UTAH STATE U
Limb; and (3) to construct a contour map in the intensity of OI - D.T. FARLEY CORNELL U
selected extreme UV lines and in physlcal parameters (electron OI - D. ANDERSON NOAA-SEL
temperature and density) of coronal features with 1B-arc-s
resolution9 both on the dtsk and above the limb of the sun. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The instrumentation ts composed of a 1-mr graztng-tncldence The objectives of this investigation are (1) to study the
spectrometer using a 1200-Ltne/mm ruled grating. The sunts ionospheric iF-region) depletion and related effects caused by
image is focused onto the entrance slit plane by means of a Shuttle thruster ftrtngs in mtd-tatttudest (2) to determine the
28-cm focal lenGthg grazing-Incidence telescope of Wolter type nature of the physical processes governing the ionospheric
1 sector design. The slit is Oriented tangentially to the structuret including diffusion coefftctents_ chemical reactlon
solar Ltmb_ and can be steoaed radially in steps of 1 arc min rates9 neutral wind vetoctttes_ electric fields_ electron
from a position on the solar disk to 8 arc mtn above the limb cooling ratest and Limiting fluxes9 (3) to produce controlled
by a servo-drlven linear traverse on the telescope mirror, perturbations In the ptasmasphere to examine the formation of
Twelve channel electron multlpllers are positioned behind artificial VLF ducts and the equatorial spread F_ and (4) to
different exit slits at ore-selected spectral oosltlons on the use the ionospheric depletion region (hole) to conduct
Rowland circle. Two positions are at 121.6 nanometers and 30,4 ground-basedt hlgh-resolutlon9 radio astronomical studies.
nanometers (for H/He abundances), The other slits cover During fllght9 thrust firings from the orbital maneuvering
associated parameters_ such as the temperature and density of system release a minimum of 200 kg of exhaust vapors over each
the solar atmosphere. Some sLftshave attenuating fitters for of the radio astronomical sites of Westfordt Mass,; Areclbot
dynamic range of the ratio of the disk intensity to that of the Puerto Rico; Robervat_ Quebec; Jicamarcat Peru; and Hobart_
corona at the distance of 3,SEB km. Filters are removed for Tasmanlat Australia. A study of airglow emissions is another
ttmb measurements, A small oscillatory rotation of the grating of the scientific and technical goals.
about an axis through the entrance slit permits a small
wavelength scan to discriminate against scattered stray light. ....... SPACELAB 2_ MEYER
An auxiliary instrument monitors changes in He IT 30.4
nanometer intensity caused by atmospheric absorption effects INVESTIGATION NAME- ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION AND ENERGY SPECTRA
resulting from spacecraft height or changes of Line of sight to OF COSMIC RAY NUCLEI
the sun, A zero-order detector monitors the solar Limb
crossings and gives data on short-term intensity variations in NSSDC ID- SPALAB2-O6 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
stars for wavelengths shorter than 140 nanometers, Signals are CODE EZ-7
counted_ multtptexedt and ]nterfacec with the SpaceLab
telemetry system for transmission to the ground, The pointing IN _ STIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
accuracy is 15 arc s and the pointing stability is 5 arc s, COSMIC RAYS
....... SPACELAB 2t MASON ...................................... PERSONNEL
Pl - P. MEYER U OF CHICAGO
INVESTIGATION NAME- PROPERTIES OF SUPERFLUID HELIUM IN PI - D, MULLER U OF CHICAGO
ZERO-G OI - J.E, LAMPORT U OF CHICAGO
OI - _. L_HEUREUX U OF CHICAGO
NSSDC ID- SPALAB2-Z3 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE RS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this investigation is to make a precise
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) determination of the charge composition and individual energy
TECHNOLOGY soectra of cosmic ray nuclei from lithium to Iront covering the
energy range from 50 to 2000 GeV/nucleon, The Investlgatlon
PERSONNEL exposes to deep space an instrument of Large volume and
PI - PeV= MASON NASA-JPL considerable mass fop an extended time period (without the
OI - D.J. COLLINS NASA-JPL influence of an overlying atmosphere). The instrument for
OI - O.D, ELLEMAN NASA-JPL charge composition is a telescope of two plastic scintillators;
Ol - D. PETRAC NASA-JPL for the energy measurementst two gas Cerenkov counters covering
OI - M.M. GAFFREN NASA-JPL the range from EO to 150 GeV/nucteon and a transition radiation
OI - T,G. WANG NASA-JPL detector system for the region from _00 to 2000 GeV/nucleon are
used, The detector elements are contained in a cylindrical
BRIEF DESCRIPTION pressurized shell with hemispherical top and bottom covers (2,8
The objectives of this investigation are to determine the m in diameter with a maximum height of 3,7 m). ALL detector
fluid and thermal properties required for the design of planned elements comprise areas of 2 x 2 m. The transition radiation
space experiments using superfLutO helium (2,2 deg K) as a detector consists of six radiators (with a total of 109000
cryogen_ to advance scientific understanding of the plastic foils of B-micrometer thickness) and six xenon-filled
interactions between superfLutd and normal Liquid heLtum_ and multtwtre proportional chamberst and is positioned in the
to oemonstrate the use of superfLutd helium as a cryogen in center of the instrument. Two scintillators are adjacent to
zero gravity. SpectftcaLtyt the opJecttves are (1) to take both endst and are housed in Light integration boxes, The two
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gas Derenkov counters flit the remaining space between the In addition to the PDP_ the experiment consists of a special
scintillators and hemispherical tlds of the pressurized purpose end effector9 a release mechanlsmt a receiver and data
container. They are filled with gases at atmospheric pressure9 processing assembly9 and an rf antenna assembly.
and the inner walls are coated with white highly reflective
paint. There is a geometric factor of 5 sq m-st for the ....... SPACELAB 2t TITLE ......................................
transition detector and 1 SO m-sr for the Cerenkov counter
telescope, To detect the light of an incident partlcle9 2_ INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR MAGNETIC AND VELOCITY FIELD
photomuttlptler tubes with photocathodes 12.7 cm in diameter MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
are used. Fast 5,08-cm photomuLtlpLiers are coupled directly
to the scintillators_ which are used for time delays between NSSDC IO- SPALAB2-D8 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
responses recorded by each sclntIltatori particles must CODE EE-Bt SCIENCE
penetrate both, Cerenkov radiation is detected by 50 tubes
with 12.7-cm windows. An electronics package collects the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
information from the various sensors and formats it for ground SOLAR PHYSICS
transmission. PARTICLES AND FIELDS
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
....... SPACELAB 2_ SCHNOES ....................................
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAME- VITAMIN D METABOLITES AND BONE PI - A,M, TITLE LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
DEMINERALIZATION OI - H.E. RAMSEY LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
OI - R.C. SMITHSON LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
NSSDC Ig- SPALAB2-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM OI - S.A. SCHOOLMAN LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
CODE EB-3 OI - T.D, TARBELL LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
OI - L,W. ACTON LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) OI - W.L. LIVINGSTON KITT PEAK NATL OBS
SPACE BIOLOGY OI - J.W, HARVEY <ITT PEAK NATL OBS
OI - R,W. MILKEY KITT PEAK NATL OBS
PERSONNEL OI - G,W. SIMON USAF GEOPHYS LAB
PI - H.K, SCHNOES U OF WISDgNSIN OI - S,P. WORDEN USAF GEOPHYS LAB
Ol - H,F. DE LUCA U OF WISCONSIN OI - J.B. ZIRKER USAF GEOPHYS LAB
OI - E, HOLTON NASA-ARC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION The objectives of this investigation are (1) to measure
This experiment measures quantitatively the blood levels magnetic and velocity fields in the solar atmosphere wlth high
of biologically active Vitamin D metabotltes of the Shuttle spatial resolution and deduce the small-scale structure and
flight crew members to establish whether derangements of evolution of these fields on the IO- to 20-mln time scale of
mineral (soeclflcatty calcium) metabolism reflect themselves in solar granulatloni (2) to follow the evolution of solar
any way in a mooulatlon of Vitamin D metabolism to its various magnetic structures over periods of 20 to 40 h in order to
metapoLites, The experiment is composed of a developmental determine how the magnetic elements couple to the supergranule
phase and a final phase, As part of the developmental phaset velocity qatterns and by what mechanisms field diffusion and
existing analysis methods for the Vitamin D metabotltes are disappearance occur; (3) to study with high temporal and
refined and new methods developed. The final phase consists of spatial resolution the magnetic field changes associated with
the quantitative analysis of the Vitamin D metabolltes in transient events such as flares_ and to isolate and follow the
plasma samples of the Spacelab 2 crew collected prior toy birth of sunspotst poresl and ephemeral reglonsl (_) to develop
durlngl and post flight. Flight hardware consists of two blood the elements of an H-alpha magnetograph/telescope that can be
collection klts_ a centrifuge to probate the ptasmat and a -20 reflown; and (B) to provide a test of the pointing accuracy and
dog C freezer for sample storage. ALL the equipment is Located stability of the instrument pointing system lIPS) to
in the Orbiter mld-deok, subarc-second accuracy. The instrumentation consists of a
solar optical universal polarlmeter mounted on the IPS. The
....... SPACELAB 2t SHAWHAN .................................... potarlmeter is composed of a tunable blrefrlngent filter with a
bandpass of GO mIltlangstroms using associated blocking filters
INVESTIGATION NAME- EJECTABLE PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS PACKAGE to permit the filter to operate in eight spectral bands_ each
about 0=8 nanometer wide. A fltm camera takes direct
NSSDD ID- SPALAB2-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM fILtergrams through the tunable filter. A charge injection
CODE EE-B9 SCIENCE device (CID)-array camera takes photoelectric fIltergrams with
a high slgnal-to-nolse ratio through the tunable filters. A
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) video processor stores images in digital memory and a
PARTICLES AND FIELDS hlgh-resolutlont whlte-tlght system with fltm camera and video
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS display is used for acquisition of accurate pointing data. The
filter systems are interfaced to a 30-cm Dassegratn telescope
PERSONNEL with offset pointing capability, Rotatable wedges are placed
Pl - S.D. SHAWHAN U OF IOWA in front of the telescope to allow it to observe any desired
OI - L,A. FRANK _ OF IOWA point on the sun. A guider assembly compensates for hlgh-speed
OI - O.A, GURNETT U OF IOWA image motion. To record a complete Line profile9 fIltergrams
OI - N. DtANGELO U OF IOWA are taken in orthogonaL polarizations at 15 wavelengths spaced
OI - H.C. BRINTON NASA HEADOUARTERS 2 to 3.5 picometers apart and in the near continuum. They are
OI - O,L, FORTNA NASA-GSFC recorded on S0115 film with a resolution element of 50
OI - O.L, REASONER NASA-MSFD micrometers per side,
OI - N.H, STONE NASA-MSFC
SPACELA8 2_ WILLMORE ...................................
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The PLasma Diagnostic Package (POP) is a fully INVESTIGATION NAME- HARD X-RAY IMAGING OF CLUSTERS OF
instrumented ejectable subsatetllte. During the mission it GALAXIES AND OTHER EXTENDED X-RAY SOURCES
will operate within the payload bay_ on the remote manipulator
system [RMS)t and as a free flyer. The objectives include the NSSDC ID- SPALAB2-O7 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
following: (i) to study Orblter-magnetoplasma Interactlons in CODE EZ-T/CO-OP
terms of density wakes_ dc electric fletds9 energized plasma_
and a variety of possible wave-partlcle instabilltles; (2) to INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
provide in sltu measurements of the ionospheric plasma "holes" ASTRONOMY
induced by the Orbiter engine burns in support of the ground X-RAY ASTRONOMY
radar observations of Spacetab 2 experiment 4 (Spalab 2-04)1
(_) to measure fleldst wavest and plasma modifications induced PERSONNEL
by the Orblter/Spacetab operating systems in the Spacetab bay Pl - A.P, WILLMORE U OF BIRMINGHAM
and out to distances of 10 km_ and (4) to observe natural OI - D.K. BEDFORD U OF BIRMINGHAM
waves_ flelds9 anc plasmas in the unperturbed magnetosphere, OI - G,F, CARPENTER U OF BIRMINGHAM
Instruments to be flown include the following: (I) a OI - C.J, EYLES U OF BIRMINGHAM
quadrlspherlcal Low-energy proton and electron differential OI - J.R,H.HERRING U OF BIRMINGHAM
analyzer to provide electron and proton distribution functions OI - G,M. SIMNETT U OF BIRMINGHAM
from 2 eV to BO keV_ (2} a plasma wave analyzer/electrlc dipole OI - G.K. SKINNER U O_ BIRMINGHAM
and _gnetlc search colt sensors to glve components of OI - J.W,G,WILSON U OF BIRMINGHAM
electrostatic and electromagnetic waves from 5 HZ to 30 MHz]
(Z) a dc electric field meter for sensing components of the QC BRIEF DESCRIPTION
electric field over the range from 2 to 2000 mV/m; (4) a The purpose of this investigation is to examine the X-ray
trlaxlat fluxgate magnetometer to measure the dc magnetic field emission from clusters of galaxies in order to study the
distribution in the vicinity of the Orbiter; (B) a Langmulr mechanisms involved in their emission and the possible presence
probe t_ measure electron density in the region I,E4 to 1.E7 of an intergalactic gas. The spatial and spectral distribution
per co and electron temperature from BOO to 5000 dog K; (6) a of X-ray flux from these clusters in the energy range from 2 to
retarding potential analyzer and differential flux analyzer to 20 keV is studied. The investigation is also used on other
oetermlne the energy distribution ant streaming velocity X-ray sources_ such as those occurring at the center of our
direction for plasma ions with energies Less than iG eVt number galaxy. These sources are extremely weak and require a
densities of 1.E2 to 1,E7 per cc9 temperatures fro_ 500 to 1.E6 pointing system to acquire sufficient observing time. The
Peg K_ and velocities up to 15 km/s within plus or minus 50 dog instrument is a double X-ray telescope that uses a technique to
of the instrument pLane] and (7) an ion mass spectrometer for produce X-ray images of small regions of the sky at higher
measuring from I to 64 u and densities of 20 to 2.EB per co, X-ray energies than is possible using conventional methods. It
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uses a coded binary mask and a posltton-sensittve detector that ....... SPACELAB 30 CADORET
produces an X-ray map of the sky. The mask uses a special case
of the random pinhole mask, which produces an image by INVESTIGATION NAME- MERCURY IODIDE CRYSTAL
deconvoLvtng the pattern of the mask holes that produce a
shadowgram on the posltlon-sensltlve detector when illuminated NSSDC ID- SPALABG-22 INVESTIGATIVE PROGBAM
by radiation from the object. The two telescopes have
different resolutions. One has a coarse resolution to detect
feint sources and an extended region of stronger sourcest while INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
the other has a fine resolution that resolves fine details in
more intense regions. The resolution values are 12 x 12 arc PERSONNEL
mln and 3 x 3 arc mln, respectively, at full width half maximum PI - R, CADORET CNES
of the response and do not necessarily imply the limits to the
fineness of the detail that can be deduced. The detectors are BRIEF DESCRIPTION
composed of multlwlre posltlon-sensltlve proportional counters. The experiment objective is to grow near-perfect single
Antl-colncldence techniques are used to reject cosmlc-ray crystals of mercury iodloe (HgI2) in a mlcrogravlty environment
events. A motorized glmbal system Is used to point the which wltt cecrease the convection effects on crystal growth.
telescope tQ within 0,5 dee of any orientation with respect to High-quallty crystals of this composition can Lead to improved
the Shuttle. A mlcroprocessor system accepts the nominal radiation detectors,
vehicle attitude to selecta preprogrammed List of targets and
to arlve the telescopes, A gyro package for polnting_ star ....... SPACELAB 3t CALLAHAN
sensors for determination of absolute directions to wlthln i
arc mln, and star field cameras for tong-term drift motion are INVESTIGATION NAME- RESEARCH ANIMAL MOLDING FACILITY (RAHF)
also part of the instrumentation,
NSSDC ID- SPALAB3-II INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
**************************** SPACELAB 3************************ CODE EB-3
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SPAOELAB 3 PLANETARY BIOLOGY
ALTERNATE NAMES-
PERSONNEL
NSSDC ID- SPALAB3 PC - P.X. CALLAHAN NASA-ARC
OI - J,W, TREMOR NASA-ARC
LAUNCH DATE- 10/26/84 WEIGHT- 1#500, KG
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES BRIEF DESCRIPTION
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE The objectives of the Research Animal Holding Facilities
Verification Test (RAHF-VT} are to evaluate operational
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY requirements and procedures for the preflight preparatlon_
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA Launch9 in orblt_ de-orblt, Landing and postfLight handling and
care of selected animal specimens (rats and primates}; to
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS provide a final blocomparabillty assessment between animals and
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC the RAHF under weightless conditions and closed tlfe support
ORBIT PERIOD- 92.0 MIN INCLINATION- B7, PEG systems of the space transport system (STS}; to obtain
PERIAPSIS- 370. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 370. KM ALT operational experience as a precursor for more complex
dedicated missions; and to • perform a study of the
PERSONNEL physiological, behavloralt anD morphological changes that may
MG - S. SMITH NASA HEADQUARTERS occur as a consequence of containment in the RAHP during
SC - J.S. THEON NASA HEADQUARTERS spaceflight. A total of 24 rats will be flown in one RAHF
PM - J. CREMIN NASA-MS_C unit. Primates (4 monkeys) wlll be flown In the other. Other
PS - G.H. FIEHTL NASA-MSFC than visual and photographic observation of the anlmalst no
interface with the animal payload wlll be required except
BRIEF DESCRIPTION normal housekeeping operations. RAHF operation and anlmal/RAHF
SQacetab 3 consists of a Spacetab long module and a interfaces are fully documented by visual meanst by taped
pallet. The primary obJectlve of the mission is to conduct verbal commentst by written notes, and photographically by
appllcatlon_ sclencet and technology experimentation requiring using 16mm motion and 35mm still cameras. After recovery of
the Low-gravlty environment of earth orbit and animalst behavior Is monltored_ and physiological and
extended-duratlon (7 days) stable vehicle attitude with morphological data are obtained to compare with Infllght data
emphasis on materials processing. Payload specialists wilt be and ground controls, In conjunction wlth the RAHF experiment
used In-orbit to conduct the scientific investigations, there are two measuring technique systems_ the Dynamic
Investigations have been selected to fly aboard the SPacelab 3 Envlronment System (DEMS) and the Biotelemetry System iBIS).
mission from the United Statest Indlat and France. The The primary application of both systems will be to provide
experiments represent a total of five qlfferent dlsclpllnes_ supportlmg data for interpreting and assembling the results of
including materlals-processlng " in space_ environmental the RAHF-VT. The DEMS is designed to measure nolset vlbratlon9
Pbservatlons_ tlfe sclencest plasma physlcsl and technology and acceleration forces. The unlt is mounted between the two
research. Some of the experiments are located in the module_ RAHF units. The BTS is deslgneo to measure basic physiological
some on the pallet in the payload bay_ and one in mld-deck, functions In experimental animals. It wilt measure the deep
This Is the first SqaceLab mission in which a Low-gravlty body temperature and heart rate and ECG pattern for four
environment wilt be strictly maintained in orbit, squirrel monkeys and four rats which wIlL be contained in the
RAHFs. The sensors and transmitter package are implanted in
....... SPACELAB 39 BISWAS the animals preflight.
INVESTIGATION NAME- IONIZATION STATES OF SOLAR AND GALACTIC ....... SPACELAB 39 FARMER
COSMIC RAY HEAVY NUCLEI STUDIES (IONS)
INVESTIGATION NAME- ATMOSPHERIC TRACE MOLECULES OBSERVED BY
NSSDC ID- SPALAB3-15 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM S=ECTROSCOPY (ATMOS}
CODE EZ-7
NSSDC IO- SPALAB3-14 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} CODE EE-B_ APPLICATIONS
COSMIC RAYS
PARTICLES AND FIELDS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PERSONNEL METEOROLOGY
PI - S. BIS_AS TATA INST OF FUND RES
PERSONNEL
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PI - C,B, FARMER NASA-JPL
This experiment was designed to study the recently OI - O. RAPER NASA-JPL
discovered anomalous component of tow-energy galactic OI - R. NORTON NASA-JPL
cosmlc-ray ions of Ct N_ 09 Net and Ca to Fe of energy 5 to I0 OI - R. BEER NASA-JPL
MeV per u In regard to their ionization states_ composition and OI - F,W. TAYLOR OXFORD U
tntenstty_ and to study the tontzattQn states of heavy elements OI - M.T, CHAHINE _ASA-JPL
from oxygen to iron tn energetic solar particles emitted during OI - R, TOTH NASA-JPL
flare events. The detector system serves for both studies, and OI - R. SCHINDLER NASA-JPL
consists of stacks of thin sheets of cellulose nitrate (CN) and OI - J. BRECKINRIDGE NASA-JPL
texan potycarbonate which are efficient tow-nolse detectors for OI - J.H. SHAW OHIO STATE U
heavy nuclei. The stacks are in the shape of a cylindrical OI - _, SUSSKINO NASA-GSFC
module with a diameter of 40 cm and a height of approximately 5 OI - J,M, RUSSELLt 3RD NASA-LARC
cm, OI - R, ZANDER U OF LIEGE
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION SPACELAB 3t SCHNEIDER ..................................
The primary purpose of the Atmospheric Trace Molecules
observed by spectroscooy (ATMOS) SL 3 experiment is to INVESTIGATION NAME- URINE MONITORING
demonstrate the capability to monitor environmental Quality by
surveying the atmosphere for trace constituents and tOentifytng NSSDC IO- SPALAB3-18 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
their sources_ flow patternst and decay mechanisms. In its CODE EB-3
most general formt the ATHOS exoeriment objective is to
determine concentration profiles through stratospheric INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
attitudes (2D to 80 km) at a vertical resolution of 2 km, The PLANETARY BIOLOGY
ATHOS instrument views the sun through the stratosphere and
measures the spectral absorotton of solar energy, Each PERSONNEL
oata-taklng run is initiated prior to the sun emerging fror or Pl - H, SCHNEIDER NASA-JSC
disappearing behind the earth. Data from the instrument for
these sunrise and sunset tlmb encounters are Interferograms BRIEF DESCRIPTION
thatt when processed on the groundv provide absorption spectra, The primary objectives of the Urine Monitoring
The instrument is a contlnuous-scannlng Fourier spectrometer Investigation (UMS) are (1) to verify the operation of the UMS
operating in the 2- to ZG- micrometer wavelength region and in the collection and sampling of urinet (2) to perform
capable of generating one Interferogram each second wlth a Inftlght measurement calibration of the UMSt (3) to develop and
spectral resolution of 0.01 (i/cm). It is comprised of four use a feasible procedure for monitoring crew water Intaket
major elements: a sun trackert a tetescopet an tnterferometert using the existing galley water supply and Shuttle food systemt
and a data-handling system, The sun tracker automatically and (_) to verify the system for preparing urine samples for
Locks onto the sum and corrects for any orientation change postfttght analysts, Measurements on the urine samples include
within predetermined tlmlts. The energy from the sun tracker indices of renal function and eLectroLyte9 protmlnt and hormone
is directed into the optical system and is collected by an Levels. The unltt stowed in Orbiter mid-deck tockersl
infrared detector. The detector slgnat is amptlfled and sent accommodates 8 crew members, Measurement calibration is
to the etectronlcs. These data in conjunction with engineering accomplished by comparisons wlth premeasurmd atlquots injected
and housekeeping data are converted into a serial PCM bit Into the urinal during flight,
stream in a format compatible with the Spacetab hlgh-rate
multiplexer ........ SPACELAB 3t SCHNEPPLE ..................................
....... SPACELAB 3t HART .......................... INVESTIGATION NAME- VAPOR CRYSTAL GROWTH SYSTEM (VCGS)
INVESTIGATION NAME- GEOPHYSICAL FLUID FLOW CELL (GFFC) NSSDC ID- SPALAB3-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE RS
NSSDC ID- SPALAB3-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE RS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TECHNOLOGY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
TECHNOLOGY PERSONNEL
PI - W.F, SDHNEPPLE EG*G INC
PERSONNEL OI - L. VON DEN BERG EG.G INC
PI - J,E, HART U OF COLORADO OI - M,M, SCHIEBER EG.G INC
OI - P,A, GILMAN HIGH ALTITUDE OBS
OI - G,H. FICHTL NASA-MSFC BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OI - W. FOWLIS NASA-MSFC The purpose of this experiment is to grow more perfect
OI - Jo TOOMRE U OF COLORADO mercuric oxide (HgI2) crystals in a tow-gravlty environment by
OI - F.W, LESLIE NASA-MSFC dlffuslon-controtted growth conditions and avoiding strain
dislocations produced by the crystatVs weight. Thts crystal
BRIEF DESCRIPTION has practical importance as a sensitive gamma-ray detector and
The purposes of this experiment are to simulate energy spectrometer that can operate at an ambient temperature
barocttnic flows which occur naturally in the atmospheres of rather than Liquid nitrogen temperaturet as in present
rotating planets and stars9 and to gain insights and answers to detectors, The crystals are grown by vaporization and
crucial Questions concerning large-scaLe_ nonlinear mechanics recondensatton at 120 deg C in a specially designed furnace tn
of global ftows_ especially those conditions related to fluid the Vapor Crystal Growth System (VCG$). Provisions are made to
vlscosityt rotatlon9 gravlty_ etc. 9 which allow quatitatlveLy reverse the growth procedure if potycrystattine growth begins
Different modes of instability or waves in the model. (which is a common problem on the ground). Growth is observed
Simulation will be accomplished through the use of a dielectric through an optical assembly.
fluid that is temperature-dependent and confined between
concentrlco rotatingl electrically conductive spherical shells, ....... SPACELAB 39 gANG .......................................
The apparatus includes a convection cettt temperature
controllers9 rotation drlve9 and a high voltage supply, A INVESTIGATION NAME- DROP DYNAMICS MODULE (DROP) EXPERIMENTS
camera wltt be used to vlew the flow pattern made visible by
injection of ayes9 or from the distortion of a set of ruled NSSDC ID- SPALAB3-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
Lines on the outer shell caused by refractive index changes in CODE RS
the fluid. This experiment has applications to the atmospheric
flows of the sun9 Jupitert Saturnt eartht and any other reptdly INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
rotating ceLestlat object. TECHNOLOGY
....... SPACELAB 39 LAL ........................................ PERSONNEL
PI - T,G. WANG NASA-JPL
INVESTIGATION NAME- FLUID EXPERIMENT SYSTEMS (FES)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NSSDC ID- SPALAB3-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM The experiment objective is to perform basic experiments
CODE RS on the dynamics of rotating and oscillating dropst with a view
toward confirming specific theoretical predictions and gaining
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) insight and direction relative to those dynamlcat processes not
TECHNOLOGY currently accessible by theory. Speciflcattyt the experiment
objectives are the study of the equilibrium figures of a
PERSONNEL rotating drop and the Large-amplitude oscillations of a tiauld
PI - R,B, LAL ALABAMA A.M U drop. OetaILed objectives are to determine (i) bifurcation
Pl - R.L, KROES NASA-MSFC polntst (2) instability at bifurcation polnts9 (3) hysteresis
of bifurcation polnts9 (4) equilibrium shapes of dropst and (5)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION oscillations of the rotating drops, Objectives concerning
A series of experiments are performed in which trtgtycine oscillations of rotating drops are to determine (1) frequency
sulfate (TGS) crystals are grown by a Low-temperature solution of large-amplitude osclttatlonst (2) damping of large-amptltude
growth technique in the mlcrogravlty environment of the orbital oscIttatlons9 (3) shaping of these oscillations9 (4) mode
Spacetabo The objectives are (1) to develop a technique for coupling in oscillations9 (B) effect of turbulent flow on
solution crystal growth in a tow-gravity environment9 (2) to relationships between amplitude and frequency/damping of a
characterize the growth environment and to determine the mode9 and (6) shape at the Bohr-Wheeter saddle point,
influence of the environment on growth behavtort and (3) to
determine how growth In a tow-gravlty environment influences **************************** SPOT-I****************************
the properties of a resultant TGS crystal. Growth is
accompanied by slowly extracting heat at a controlled rate
through a seed crystal of TGS suspended on an insulated string SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SPOT-1
In a saturated solution of TGS tn a test celt. Variations in ALTERNATE NAMES- SPOT-A
the tlquld denslty9 sotutlon concentratlon9 and temperature
around the growing crystal are studied using schlleren9 NSSDC ID- SPOT
shadowgraph9 and interferometrlc techniques. Growth in earth
gravity ts also studied similarly. It is expected that LAUNCH DATE- 01100/85 WEIGHT- 1750. KG
convective ftow_ found tn earth-based studies9 is minimized in LAUNCH SITE- KOUROU (CENTRE SPATIAL GUYANAIS)9 FRANCE
space9 allowing a slow9 uniform growth resulting in a higher LAUNCH VEHICLE- ARIANE
degree of perfection. Such crystals have practical
applications as infrared detectors.
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SPONSDRING COUNTRYIAGENCY NSSDC ID- SPOT-2
FRANCE CNES
LAUNCH DATE- 01/0G/86 WEIGHT- 1750, KG
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS LAUNCH SITE- KOUROU (SENTRE SPATIAL GUYANAIS)t fRANCE
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC LAUNCH VEHICLE- ARIANE
ORBIT PERIOD- 101.3 MIN INCLINATION- 98.7 DEG
PERIAPSIS- 815. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 829.6 KM ALT SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
FRANCE CNES
PERSONNEL
PM - M, COUILLAND CNES PLANNED CRBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ORBIT PERIOD- 101.3 MIN INCLINATION- g8.7 PEG
The SPOT-1 (Systeme Probatotre dIObservatton de ta Terre) PERIAPSIS- 815. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 829, KM ALT
spacecraft is an earth observation satellite with a ground
resolution better than that of the Landsat series satellites, PERSONNEL
The main applications for the images returned by the first SPOT PM - M, COUTLLAND CNES
mission are land-use studtest agriculture and forestry
resourcest mineral and • olt resourcest and cartography, The BRIEF DESCRIPTION '
three-axis stabilized satellite operates In _ circular The SPOT-2 (Systeme Probatotre d,Observatlon de la Terre)sun-synchronous near-polar orbit for a design tt clime of 2 spacecraft ts an earth observation satellite with a ground
years. The spacecraft dimensions are 2 x 2 x 3,5 m and 15.60 m resolution better than that of the Landsat series satellites,
for the overall Length of the deployed solar panel. SPOT-1 The main applications for the images returned by the second
consists of two parts: (1) the busy a standard multt pu rpose SPOT mission are Land-use studtest agriculture and forestry
platformt and (2) the payload. The bus provides housekeeping resources_ mineral and oil resourcest and cartography. The
information and an onboard computer. The payload is mounted on three-axis stabilized satellite operates in a circular
one of the stde panels of the Pus. It consists of two sun-synchronous near-polar orbit for a design lifetime of 2
identical high-resolution visible (HRV) imaging instruments and years, The spacecraft dimensions are 2 x 2 x 3.5 m and 18,60 m
a package comprising two magnetlc-tape data recorders and a for the overall length of the deployed solar panel, SPOT-2
telemetry transmitter. The HRV imaging instrument observes in consists of two parts: (1) the Oust a standard multipurpose
three spectral bands (tn the visible and near infrared regions) platform9 and (2) the payload, The bus provides housekeeping
with a ground resolution of 20 my and in a broader spectral information and an onboard computer. The payload is mounted on
band (panchromatic black and white) with a ground resolution of one of the side panels of the bus, It consists of two
10 m, The pattern of successive ground tracks is repeated tdentt'cal high-resolution visible (HRV} imaging instruments and
exactly at 26-day Intervals. The SPOT-1 instrument package has a package comprising two magnetic-tape data recorders and a
{he provision for off-nadlr viewing which should be telemetry transmitter, The HRV imaging instrument observes in
particularly useful for monitoring localized phenomena evolving three spectral bands (in the visible and near Infrared regions)
on a relatively short tlmescale. It also gives the capability with a ground resolution of 20 mt and in a broader spectral
for recordingt during successive satellite passest stereoscopic band (panchromatic black and white) with a ground resolution of
pairs of images of a given area, 10 m. The pattern of successive ground tracks is repeated
exactly at 26-day intervals. The SPOT-2 instrument package has
....... SPOT-It CRIS-STAFF ..................................... the provision for off-nadlr viewing which should be
particularly useful for monitoring Localized phenomena evolving
INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH RESOLUTION VISIBLE IMAGER on a relatively short tlmescale. It also gives the capability
for recording9 during successive satellite passest stereoscopic
NSSDC ID- SPOT -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM pairs of images of a given area.
APPLICATIONS
....... SPOT-2_ CRIG-STAFF .....................................
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH RESOLUTION VISIBLE IMAGER
PERSONNEL NSSDC ID- SPOT-2 -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PI - CRIS-STAFF CNES APPLICATIONS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
The SPOT-I High Resolution Visible (HRV) Imager provides EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
acquisition of high-resolution data of the earthts surface on a
global basis, The HRV experiment is designed to operate in PERSONNEL
either of two modest in the visible and near infrared spectral PI - CRIS-STAFF CNES
reglons: (i) a panchromatic (black and white) mode
corresponding to observation over a broad spectral band (0,51 - BRIEF DESCRIPTION
0,73 micrometer) and (2) a mutttspectrat (color) mode The SPOT-2 High Resolution Visible (HRV) Imager provides
corresponding to observation in three narrower spectral bands acquisition of high-resolution data of the earthts surface on a
(0.50 O.Bgt 0.61 - 0.68t and 0.79 - 0.89 micrometer), The global basis. The HRV experiment is designed to operate in
tnstrumentts sampling mesh corresponds to a ground element either of two modest in the visible and near infrared spectral
(ptxet) that is 10 m x 10 m in the first case and 20 m x 20 m regions: (1) a panchromatic (black and white) mode
in the secondt for nadir viewing. The detectors are of the CCD corresponding to observation over a broad spectral band (0.51 -
(charge-coupled device) type. Each array consists of 6000 0.73 micrometer) and (2) a mutttspectrat (color) mode
detectors without any mechanical scanning. Light from the corresponding to observation in three narrower spectral bands
scene being viewed enters the HRV instrument via a plane mirror (0.50 - O.Bgt 0.61 - 0,68t and 0,79 - 0.89 micrometer), The
that is steerable by ground control. The viewing axis can thus tnstrumemtts sampling mesh corresponds to a ground element
be oriented as required in the Diane perpendicular to the (ptxet) that is 10 m x 10 m in the first case and 20 m x 20 m
orbit. This off-nadir viewing capability covers a range of tn the secondt for nadir viewing, The detectors are of the CCD
plus or minus 27 deg relative to the vertical (in 45 steps of (charge-coupled device) type, Each array consists of 6000
0,6 deg each). This allows the instrument to image any point detectors without any mechanical scanning. Light from the
within a strip extending 475 km to either side of the satellite scene being viewed enters the HRV instrument vta a plane mirror
ground track, The width of the swath actually observed varies that is steerable by ground control, The viewing axts can thus
between 60 km for nadir viewing and 80 km for extreme off-nadir be oriented as required in the plane perpendicular to the
viewing, Wtth this special feature of off-nadir vtewtngt the orbit. This off-nadir viewing capability covers a range of
twO HRV instruments can be pointed to cover adjacent fields tn plus or minus 27 deg relative to the vertical (in 45 steps of
order to obtain complete earth coverage, Among other 0.6 deg each). This allows the instrument to image any point
possibilities introduced by this feature are increased revisit within a strip extending 47S km to either stde of the satellite
coverage at intervals ranging from one to several days and the ground track. The width of the swath actually observed varies
recording of stereoscopic pairs of images of a given area between 60 km for nadir viewing and 80 km for extreme off-nadir
during successive satellite passes. The nbservatton sequence viewing. With this special feature of off-nadir vtewtng_ the
is Loaded every day tnto the onboard computer by the ToJtouse two HRV instruments can be pointed to cover adjacent fields in
ground-control station while the satellite is within tts range, order to obtain complete earth coverage. Among other
The operation sequences for the two HRV instruments ere possibilities introduced by this feature are increased revisit
entirely independent, Data will be processed at the Centre de coverage at intervals ranging from one to several days and the
Rectification des Images Spatlates (CRIS) which will be Jointly recordin G of stereoscopic pairs of images of a given area
set up by the Centre Nation dlEtudes Spattales (CNES) and the during successive satellite passes. The observation sequence
Instttut Geographtdue National (IGN). CRIS is responsible for is loaded every day into the onboard computer by the Toulouse
archtvtng SPOT-1 raw data received at Toulouse and for carrying ground-control station while the satellite is within its range,
out image data processing, The operation sequences for the two HRV instruments are
entirely independent, Data wilt be processed at the Centre de
• ***** ***** * ** SPOT-2************* * **** * * Rectification des Images Spattales (PRIG) whlch will be Jointly
set up by the Centre Nation dtEtudes Spattates (CNES) and the
Instttut GeographtQue National (IGN). CRIS is responsible for
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- SPOT-2 archtvtng SPOT-2 raw data received at Toulouse and for carrytng
ALTERNATE NAMES- SPOT-B out image data processing,
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**************************** ********************************** NSSDC ID- LST -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-7/CO-OP
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- ST INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ALTERNATE NAMES- LARGE SPACE TELESCOPEt SPACE TELESCOPE ASTRONOMY
NSSDC ID- LST PERSONNEL
PI - J.C. BRANDT NASA-GSFC
LAUNCH DATE- 06/00786 WEIGHT- 11000. KG OI - A. BOGGESSt 3RD NASA-GSFC
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES OI - E.A. BEAVER U OF CALIFt SAN DIEGO
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE OI - S.R. HEAP NASA-GSFC
OI - J.B. HUTCHINGS DOMINION ASTROPHYS OBS
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY OI - M.A. JURA U OF CALIF, LA
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA Ol - J.L. LINSKY U OF COLORADO
INTERNATIONAL ESA OI - S.P. MARAN NASA-GSFC
Ol - B.D. SAVAGE U OF WISCONSIN
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS OI - A.M. SMITH NASA-GSFC
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC OI - L.M. TRAFTON U OF TEXASt AUSTIN
ORBIT PERIOD- 9_.5 MIN INCLINATION- 28.8 DEG OI - R.J. WEYMANN U OF ARIZONA
PERIAPSIS- 500. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 500. KM ALT
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PERSONNEL This investigation uses an ultraviolet spectrograph
MG - M. BENSIMON NASA HEADQUARTERS capable of obtaining hlgh-quallty spectra at two resolving
SC - E.J. WEILER NASA HEADQUARTERS powers: 20t000 and 120,000. The Lower dispersion is achieved
PM - J.B. ODOM NASA-MSFC wlth four gratings that cover the spectral range 1100 to 3200 A
PM - F.A. CARR NASA-GSFC so that each grating Is used only near its maximum blaze
PS - C.R. O'DELL NASA-MS_C efficiency. The higher dispersion utilizes an echelle
PS - A. BOGGESS NASA-GSFC arrangement. The sensor Is a multl-channet putse-countlng
device, the clglcon. This detector operates functionally llke
BRIEF DESCRIPTION an Image-dlssector tube and can be used as an image dissector
The Space Telescope (ST) is a spaceborne, to perform star centering and field mapping of the entrance
dlffractlon-tlmlted Rltchey-Chretien telescope with the aperture, eliminating the need for a separate star tracker or
following parameters: an effective aperture of 2.4 m, a spatial slit camera. There are two detectors, one with a CsTe
resolution of 0.1 arc s9 and a wavelength coverage from 0.1 to photocathode and one with Csl. The two target entrance
1000 micrometers. The expected limiting magnitude is between apertures have fields of view of 1 sq arc s and 0.3 sq arc st
27 and 2B. This is 10 times better resolution with greater respectively. There are no significant time constraints. The
wavelength coverage than that of ground-based telescopes; hlgh-resotutlon spectrograph (HRS} operates in sunlight so that
detectable objects can be BO times fainter than those it can be utilized at all tlmest except when the source Is
observable with the largest earth-based telescobes. The occulted by the earth or moon. The high dynamic range and
telescope is capable of accommodating five different choice of dlsperslons make it possible to observe a large range
instruments at Its focal plane. The Space Shuttle Is to be of stellar magnltudes_ from very bright to moderately faint.
used for the initial launch9 In-orblt servlclngt and for return The HRS bridges the gap between objects observed by
of the ST to the ground for maintenance. The anticipated rocket-borne spectrographs_ Copernicus, IUEt and the
minimum operational tlfetlmet excluding downtime for periodic falnt-obJect spectrograph (FOS).
maintenance and updating, is greater than 15 yr. The ST system
serves as an international astronomical space observatory ST, HARMS ..............................................
facility. The use of the onboard instrumentation is open to
scientists of all countries. Its design is flexible to allow INVESTIGATION NAME- FAINT-OBJECT SPECTROGRAPH (FOS)
for the replacement of scientific instrumentation when
necessaryt to incorporate technological advancest and to NSSDC ID- LST -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
satisfy changes in the observational interests of the CODE EZmT/CO-OP
astronomical community. Instrumentation updatlng9 repalrt or
replacement can be accomplished either by return of the ST to INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
the groundt or by using suited astronauts for In-orblt work. ASTRONOMY
....... STt BLESS .............................................. PERSONNEL
Pl - R.J. HARMS U OF CALIFt SAN DIEGO
INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH-SPEED PHOTOMETER OI - F. BARTKOt JR. MARTIN-MARIETTA AEROSP
OI - E.Ao BEAVER U OF CALIF, SAN DIEGO
NSSDC ID- LST -06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM Ol - HeC. FORD SPACE TELESCOPE SCI IN
CODE EZ-7/CO-OP OI - B. MARGON U OF WASHINGTON
OI - A.F. DAVIDSEN JOHNS HOPKINS U
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) OI - E.M. B_RBIDGE U OF CALIFo SAN DIEGO
ASTRONOMY OI - J.R. ANGEL U OF ARIZONA
OI - R.C. BOHLIN SPACE TELESCOPE SOl I_
PERSONNEL
PI - R.C. BLESS U OF WISCONSIN BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OI m GIW" VAN CITTERS U OF TEXASt AUSTIN The falnt-object spectrograph (FOG) Investlgatlon obtains
OI - E*L. ROBINSON U OF TEXASt AUSTIN spectra of astronomical objects at the faintest possible
OI - J.L. ELLIOT CORNELL U limiting magnitude in ultraviolet and visible wavelengths. The
OI - A.D. CODE U OF WISCONSIN spectrograph covers a broad spectral range and is Intended for
spectroscopy primarily at modest spectral resolution. The
BRIEF DESCRIPTION spectral profiles of broad emission and absorption features and
The hlgh-speed photometer (HSP} investigation makes continuum flux distributions are observed in both extended and
fast-tlme-resotutlon (1 millisecond and slower} photometric point sources. The FOS is a flxed-stot spectrograph wlth the
observations of rapidly varying objects in the spectral range capability of selecting either of two spectral resolving powers
1150 to 8500 A and llnear polarlmetrlc observations from 2100 (100 or 1000) over the wavelength range 1140 to 7000 A. A
to 7000 A of a wide variety of objects. It establishes an nondlsperslve mode is also available, providing camera images
accurate tlnk between observations made on existing vlsuat and for scientific and target acquisition purposes. A
UV photometric systems and the corresponding observations of polarlzatlon-anatyzer capability is provided over the
the faint objects observed by the space telescope. The wavelength range 1200 to 3500 A. The FOS uses a 512-Diode
instrument consists of two image dissectors: one sensitive In linear array of photon-countlng dlgicons as detectors. To
the UV and solar blind, the other sensitive in the visible and cover the full wavelength ranger two detectors are used. The
near infrared. A wide variety of bandpasses is formed by uttravlotet/vlsibte sensor has a magnesium fluoride faceplate
broadband and interference filters arranged in strips across and a bl-atkatl photocathode. The vlslble/near-IR sensor has
the dissector tubeWs photocathoae. Some of the filters are the same window material and an extended-red trl-alkatl
coatec with a polarizing material. Diaphragms provide a choice photocathode. For the faintest objects9 integration times are
of three fields of view: 0o79 1.4, and 2.8 arc s. The long.
dissectors can be commanded to receive photoelectrons from any
of the approximately 100 filter-dlaphragm-polarlzer ....... STt JEFFERYS ...........................................
combinations available. The tNo detectors can be located
inside or outside of an axial instrument bay_ with no INVESTIGATION NAME- ASTROMETRY SCIENCE
additional optics required.
NSSDC ID- LST -09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
....... ST, BRANOT ............................................. CODE EZ-T/CO-OP
INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH-RESOLUTION SPECTROGRAPH (HRS) INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ASTRONOMY
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PERSONNEL BOO nm_ then gradually decreasing into the infrared. The
PI - W.H. UEFFERYS U OF TEXAS_ AUSTIN combination of the optical mosaic and CCD detectors provides a
OI - G.F. BEhEDICT U OF TEXAS, AUSTIN contiguous fletd with an overall size of 1600 by 1600 plxets.
OI - P.D. HEMENWAY U OF TEXAS, AUSTIN Focal ratios of f/12.g and f/30 give field sizes of 2.67 so arc
OI - P.J. SHELUS U OF TEXAS, AUSTIN mln at a resolution of 0.1 arc s/plxet for the wlde-fletd
OI - R.L. OUNCOMBE U OF TEXAS_ AUSTIN camera and 68.7 sq arc s at 0.043 arc s/plxel for the planetary
OI - W.F. VAN ALTENA YALE U camera. The instrument contains space for 50 fitters as welt
OI - O+G. FRANZ LOWELL OBSERVATORY as potarlzers/fIlters and transmission gratings.
OI - L,W, FREDRICK U OF VIRGINIA
***************** ** ****** STP ******************************
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This investigation uses the facilities of the optical
telescope assembly_ instead of requiring a separate instrument, SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- STP PB0-1
The space telescope (ST) guidance system consists of three ALTERNATE NAMES- SPACE TEST PROGRAM PBO-lt PB0-E
Ioentlcal flne guidance sensors (FGS) distributed in an annulus TEAL RUBY SATELLITE(TRS)
centered on the optical axls of the ST, Each sensor has its
own field of vlew (FOV), In normal operatlonst two of the NSSDC TO- PBO-I
sensors are used for fine pointing the ST. The sensor that is
not used for telescope, pointing Is the primary astrometrlc LAUNCH DATE- WEIGHT- 1940, KG
instrument at that particular time. An FGS consists of a set LAUNCH SITE-
of gimbaled mirrors such that any star within its FOV can be LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
placed on an image dlssector/Interferometer combination. The
encoder readings of the gimbaled mirror axes supply the object SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
position In the FOVI the output of each of the pairs of UNITED STATES DOD-USAF
Interferometers supplies a fine error signal. Each sensor
contains a set of movable filters_ plus temperature, vottage_ PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
and other monitors. The astrometry experimenter **serves stars ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
in an approximate magnltude range of Q to 20. ORBIT PERIOD- 98°6 MIN INCLINATION- 72.5 PEG
PERIAPSIS- 740,B KM ALT APOAPSIS- T@O.8 KM ALT
....... ST9 VAN DE HULST .......................................
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAME- FAINT-OBJECT CAMERA PM - W,A. WISDOM USAF SPACE DIVISION
PS - I, RZEPNICK AEROSPACE CORP
NSSOC 13- LST -OB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-T/CO-OP BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Space Test Program PBO-I is a ODD satellite which has
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) essentially a rectangular paralleleplped shape and approximate
ASTRONOMY dimensions 2._ x 2,4 x 0.7 m, The S/C is three-axls stabilized
to maintain one 2._ x 2.4 m surface vector pointing at the
PERSONNEL nadir. The spacecraft serves as a stable platform reference
TL - H.C. VAN DE HULST HUYGENS LAB for three experiment telescopes. Telemetry capabltlty Is PCM
TM - I.R. KING U OF CALIFy BERKELEY and uses onboard tape recorders with up to 6 hours storage.
TM - P. CRANE EUROP SO OBSy SWIZR
TM - R. ALBRECHT SPACE TELESCOPE SCI IN ....... STP P80-1_ BOWYER ......................................
TM - C. BARBIERI INST DI ASTRONOMIA
TM - A. BOKSENBERG U COLLEGE LONDON INVESTIGATION NAME- EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETER
TM - M.J. DISNEY U COLLEGE CARDIFF
TM - T,M, KAMPERMAN ASTRONOMICAL INST NSSDC IO- PBO-I -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
TM - C,D, MACKAY U OF CAMBRIDGE SPACE TEST PROGRAM
TM - R,N, WILSON EUROP SO OBS_ SWIZR
TM - J,M, DEHARVENG CNRS-LAS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
BRIEF DESCRIPTION EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY
The falnt-obJect camera (FOE) investigation uses an ASTRONOMY
imaging camera with a two-dlmenslonal photon-event counting
detectory operating at a high focal ratlol which fully exploits PERSONNEL
the spatial resolving power of the STy and is able to detect Pl - C,S, BOWYER U OF CALIFt BERKELEY
objects that are 50 times fainter than those observable wlth OI - 0, FINLEY U OF CALIF_ BERKELEY
the most powerful earthbound telescope. The FOE has a minimum
format of 6q by G4 plxels. Based on a plxel slze of 25 by 25 BRIEF DESCRIPTION
mlcrometerst a focal ratio of approximately f/g6 is required to The extreme-uttravlotet {EUV) photometer investigation
exploit the spatial resolving power of the ST. At that focal consists of an imaging grazlng-lncldence telescope with several
ratlo_ the plxet size is 0.022 by 0.022 sd arc s. For imagery broadband fitters sensitive to extreme and far UV radlatlon.
and photometry of very faint stars and extended sources_ The telescope is zenlth-tooklng. The orbital motion of the
cumulative exposures are required to obtain a useful spacecraft provides a scanning functlony resuttlng in a mapping
signat-to-nolse ratio, The wavelength range is 1200 to 7000 A of the sky in the wavelength regions of interest throughout the
and the dynamic range is from 21st to 28th visual magnitude for mission,
point sources_ and from 15th to 22nd visual magnitude/sq arc s
for extended sources, ....... STP PeO-l_ POWER .......................................
....... STy WESTPHAL ........................................... INVESTIGATION NAME- ION AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM
INVESTIGATION NAME- WIDE-FIELD CAMERA NSSDC IO- P80-1 -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
SPACE TEST PROGRAM
NSSDC IO- LST -07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE *Z-T/CO-OP INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{S)
TECHNOLOGY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{S)
ASTRONOMY PERSONNEL
PI - J.L, POWER NASA-LERC
PERSONNEL
PI - J.A. WESTPHAL CALIF INST OF TECH BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OI - W.A. BAUM LOWELL OBSERVATORY The ion auxiliary propulsion system wltt test two mercury
OI " D,G, CURRIE U OF MARYLAND ion thrusters_ each proouclng 1 mtb of thrust, These are
OI - G.E. DAkIELSON CALIF INST OF TECH configured on the spacecraft to be representative of the
OI - B.A. SMITH U OF ARIZONA thrusterWs use for statlonkeeplng and maneuvering.
OI - A.D. CODE U OF WISCONSIN Instrumentation provides thruster performance and measures the
OI - J.E. GUKN CALIF INST OF TECH effects of the thrusters on other spacecraft components snd
OI - J. KRISTIAN CALIF INST OF TECH functlons.
OI - C,R. LYNDS KITT PEAK NATL OBS
_ - - .....................................OI P.Ko SEIDELMANN US NAVAL OBSERVATORY ....... STP PB0-1_ QUrLLE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION INVESTIGATION NAME- STELLAR HORIZON ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION
The wlde-fletd camera {WFC) investigation uses two EXPERIMENT
cameras of different focal lengths housed in a single planetary
radial bay. One is a wlde-fletd camera and the other is a NSSDC IO- PBO-I -OQ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
planetary camera. Each camera uses a simple optical mosaic SPACE TEST PROGRAM
technique in conjunction with four charge-coupled devices (CCD)
as detectors_ each having 800 by BOO picture elements, Each INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{S)
CCD iS thinned for back-slde lltumlnatlon_ and their spectral ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
responses are extended from the visible to the vacuum NAVIGATION
uttravlotet by special processing. The overall qJantum
efficiency of the instrument Is about 10% from Lyman alpha
(121°6 nm) tc 350 nm_ rising rapidly to about 50% from 450 to
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PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Pl - F. OUELLE UNKNOWN The main objective of thls investigation Is to improve
the existing accuracy of solar flux measurements in the 120-
GRIEF DESCRIPTION to 400-nm region of the sPectrumt and to help determine the
variations of this flux over a solar cycle. The full-sun
spectral trradiance is measured with two spectral resolutions,
....... STP P80-1, *TEARS ...................................... 0.15 and S nm, with an absolute accuracy of plus or minus G to
10% (wavelength dependent). The accuracy of the measurements
INVESTIGATION NAME- TEAL RUBY below 210 nm relative to measurements of the more stable solar
continuum above 210 nm ts plus or minus 1 to 5% (wavelength
NSSDC ID- P80-I -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM dependent). The solar ultraviolet spectral frradtance monitor
SPACE TEST PROGRAM (SUSIM) consists of two Identlcal doubte-dlspersion scanning
spectrometerst seven detectorst and three deuterlum calibration
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) tamps, The spectrometers and detectors arm seated in a
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY canister filled with 1.1 atm of argon gas. One spectrometer is
used almost continuously; the second is used infrequently to
PERSONNEL track the stability of the first. The deuterium Lamps serve as
PI - H. *TEARS DARPA secondary standards for tnfltght calibration.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION ....... UARS, CHANG ............................................
This investigation uses an IR telescope and detection
system which has a multlspectraL mosaic focal plane to measure INVESTIGATION NAME- T_EORETICAL ANALYSIS-CHEMICAL_RADIATIVE,
signal strength in a variety of spectral bands in the infrared. AND DYNAMICAL PROCESSES-MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE
It gathers earth background Data and tests techniques for IR
detection and data reduction. NSSDC ID- UARS-1 -24 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B, APPLICATIONS
*****-********************** **********************************
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- UARS PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
ALTERNATE NAMES- UPPER ATMOSPH,RESEAR,SAT METEOROLOGY
NSSOC IO- UARS-1 PERSONNEL
PI - J.S. CHANG LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LAB
LAUNCH DATE- 4 QTR 89 WEIGHT- 5455. KG PI - F.M. LUTHER LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LA3
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES Ol - J.E. PENNER LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LAB
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE OI - D.J. WUEBBLES LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LAB
SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY BRIEF DESCRIPTION
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA Thls theoretical investigation studies the mechanisms
that control upper atmosphere structure vartabtlttyt and the
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS response of the upper atmosphere to natural and anthropogenlc
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC perturbations. The focus is on the chemlcatt radlatlvet and
ORBIT PERIOD- 97. MIN INCLINATION- 57. PEG dynamical processes In the middle atmosphere using
PERIAPSIS- GO0. KM ALT APOAPSIS- GO0. KM ALT tlme-dependent transport-klnetlos models.
PERSONNEL ....... UARSt CUNNOLD ..........................................
MG - D.B. BROOME NASA HEADQUARTERS
SC - R.J. MCNEAL NASA HEADQUARTERS INVESTIGATION NAME- PREDICTION OF THE DYNAMICAL IMPACT OF
PM - P.T. BURR NASA-GSFC CHANGES IN STRATOSPHERIC OZONE
PS - C,A. REBER NASA-GSFC
NSSDC ID- UARS-1 -1B INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS
The Upper-Atmosphere Research Satellite UARS wltt be
launched as part of the upper-atmosphere research Program. The INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
basic objectives of the UARS mission are to conduct research in ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
the atmosphere above the tropopause by measuring the gtmbal PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
budget of constituent trace gases and their chemtoalt METEOROLOGY
dynamical, and radiative behavior. Speclfloally! the
objectives are (I) to study energy input and loss In the upper PERSONNEL
atmosphere; (2) to study global atmospheric photochemistry; (3) PI - DoM. CUNNOLD GEORGIA INST OF TECH
to study dynamtcs of the upper atmosphere; and (4) to study the OI -FoN. ALYEA MASS INST OF TECH
coupling among processes and between atmospheric regions. The
UARS has two major components. The first is the Mutttmlsston GRIEF DESCRIPTION
Modular Spacecraft (MMS)t designed as a standard bus for NASA A principal goal of this modeling activity ts to estimate
spacecraft missions (e.g.t SMM and Land*at-D). and consisting the dynamical response of the atmosphere to chemtcat
of three basic modules: attitude control subsystem; power perturbattonst particularly the nature of transport in the
subsystem; and communications and data handling subsystem. The stratosphere. This theoretical investigation uses the UARS
second major component is an instrument module which provides data to test and update a three-dimensional photochemical
mounting accommodations for the scientific instruments. The dynamical model of the stratosphere. A 32-level modelt
MMS maintains a precise orientation to the local vertical and extending from the ground to 8T km and containing a horizontal
to the velocity vector. There are two on-board tape recorders, resolution approximately equivalent to planetary wave-number
Three NASA standard GO-amp-hour nickel-cadmium batteries will 18t is used in this study. It contains the prediction of
fly along with the solar celt array. The planned lifetime for between three and six long-tlved chemical species.
the mission is 18 monthst limited by the finite amount of
stored cryogen needed for one of the instruments. The data are ....... UARS, FREDERICK ........................................
returned to earth through the TORSS. A central data processing
and storage facility at NASA-GSFCt linked to remote analysis INVESTIGATION NAME- INSTRUMENT OF OPPORTUNITY-SOLAR
and display computers at the Investlgatorst institutions, BACKSCATTER UV SPECTRAL RADIOMETER
facilitates the timely processing and analysis of the data. In
acdlClon to the Investigators who are providing instruments, NSSDC ID- UARS-I -ZG INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
the UARS Science Team includes ten theoretical investigator
groups.
INVESTIGATION OISCIPLINE(S)
....... UARS9 BRUECKNER ........................................
PERSONNEL
INVESTIGATION NAME- SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE EM - d.E. FREDERICK NASA-GSFC
MONITOR 120-AO0 NM ES - J.E. FREDERICK NASA-GSFC
NSSDC ID- UARS-1 -08 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM BRIEF DESCRIPTION
CODE EE-G_ APPLICATIONS The objective of thls experiment Is to measure on a
global scale the total ozone content and ozone vertical
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) profiles. An Ebert-Fastle monochromator is used to analyze the
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES backscatter of solar UV due to ozone in the atmosphere. It has
SOLAR PHYSICS a fixed field of view tn the nadir direction, a solar reference
mode_ and tt includes a cloud cover radiometer.
PERSONNEL
PC - G.E. BRUECKNER US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
OI - M.E. VAN HOOSIER US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
OI - D.K. PRINZ US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
OI - J.D.F.BARTOE US NAVAL RESEARCH LAB
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....... UARSt GADD ............................................. PERSONNEL
Pl - P.B. HAYS U OF MICHIGAN
INVESTIGATION NAME- THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION PHYSICS9 OI - G. HERNANDEZ NOAA-ERL
CHEMISTRY_ AND DYNAMICS-STRATOSPHERE OI - 0. REES U COLLEGE LONDON
OI - R.G. ROBLE NATL CTR FOR ATMOS RES
NSSDC ID- UARS-I -25 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-B/CO-OPt APPLICATIONS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of thls investigation is to use a
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) hlgh-resolutlont Doppler-lmaglngt Fabry-Perot Interferometer to
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS detect sharp features in the spectrum of light emitted or
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES scattered from the earth's atmosphere_ and to obtain the
METEOROLOGY terperature anc vector wind field directly. The information
obtained is used to study a series of problems associated with
PERSONNEL the dynamics of the atmosphere and the transport of minor
Pl - A. GADD METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE constituents within the atmosphere. There is a single sensor
OI - A.F, TUCK METEOROLOGICAL OFFICE containing the spectral filters and the main objective
telescope, The telescope is glmbatled to view the horizon at
BRIEF DESCRIPTION two orthogonal directlons_ and to scan in the zenith direction
The objectives of this theoretical investigation are to for attitude coverage.
further the understanding of the stratosphere_ and to study Its
interactions with the troposphere, These objectives are ....... UARS_ HOLTON ...........................................
achieved through two primary actlvltlemt analysis and
diagnosis. A comprehensive three-dlmenslonat numerical model INVESTIGATION NAME- NAVE DYNAMICS AND TRANSPORT IN THE
of the troposphere and stratosphere is used,_-- MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE
....... UARS_ GELLER ........................................... NSSDC IO- UARS-I -17 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-8_ APPLICATIONS
INVESTIGATION NAME- OBSERV.ANALYSIS-THEORETICAL MODELLING
INVESTIGATIONS OF DYNAMICS FOR UARS INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
NSSDC ID- UARS-1 -20 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM METEOROLOGY
CODE EL-St APPLICATIONS PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PERSONNEL
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES Pl - J.R. HDLTON U OF WASHINGTON
METEOROLOGY Ol - J.M. WALLACE U OF WASHINGTON
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS OI - D.L. HARTMANN U _ WASHINGTON
Ol - R.E. YOUNG NASA-ARC
PERSONNEL OI - C.B° LEOVY U OF WASHINGTON
Pl - M,A. GELLER NASA-GSFC
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION This theoretical investigation uses a program of
The major goals of this theoretical investigation are (1) observational analysis using UARS data and numerical modeling
to construct a simulation of upper-atmosphere flow regimes and designed to elucidate: the nature of the general circulation
utilize the UARS observed parameters to study the resolvabillty of the middle atmosphere_ the rote of dynamics In controlling
of upper-atmosphere dynamics by .the UARS instruments and the distribution and variability of various trace constltuentst
subsequent data analysis; (2) to use pre-UARS llmb scanning and the nature and extent of dynamical interactions between the
data of the stratosphere and mesosphere for general circulation lower and middle atmosphere, Emphasis is placed on the roles
studies; and (3) to assess the extent to which upper-atmosphere which large-scale wave motions play In maintaining the budgets
data must be included in studies of tropospheric climate and in of momentum_ heart, and trace constituent concentrations on a
extended-range forecasting, global basis in the middle atmosphere,
....... UARSt GROSE ................................................... UARS9 LONDON ...........................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- STRATOSPHERIC TRANSPORT PROCESSES_BUDGZT INVESTIGATION NAME- RESPONSE OF UPPER ATMOSPHERE PARAMETERS
OF MINOR CONSTITUZNTStANO ENERGETICS TO VARIATIONS OF SOLAR ACTIVITY
NSSDC IO- UARS-I -22 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM NSSDC ID- UARS-I -19 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-St APPLICATIONS CODE EL-81 APPLICATIONS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
METEOROLOGY METEOROLOGY
PERSONNEL PERSONNEL
Pl - WoL. GROSE NASA-LARC PI - J, LONDON U OF COLORADO
Ol - WoT. BLACKSHZAR NASA-LARC
OI - K.V° HAGGARD NASA-LARD BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OI - E.E, REMSBERG NASA-LARD Thls theoretlcal Investlgatlon deals wlth the natural
OI - R.E. TURNER NASA-LARD variability of the thermal structure and ozone concentration of
OI - R.J. KURZEJA GEORGE WASHINGTON U the upper atmosphere wlth emphasis on their response to
significant solar variability. It provides definitive testsl
BRIEF DESCRIPTION from analysis of retrieved dalai of specified mechanisms by
This theoretical investigation is a coordinated program which ozone variations are in response to variations in solar
of theoretical model studles9 data analysls_ and interpretation activity. A two-fold approach is used: data analysis and
designed to study transport processest budgets of trace statistical evaluation of the pertinent upper atmosphere
chemlcalst and energetlcs of the stratosphere, The first part parameters as they relate to various forms of solar activity;
of thls effort is devoted to the study of the transport of and theoretical study of the sensitivity of realistic models of
minor comstltuentst heart momentum_ and potential vortlclty in the ozone photochemical equilibrium system as related to
the stratosphere, The second Dart utilizes UARS data to study observed and suggested solar variability,
budgets of trace chemicals by determining bulk mass-transfer
rates within the stratosphere and among the stratospherel ....... tARSi MILLER ...........................................
tropospheret and mesosphere, The Last part of this effort is
an analysis of stratospheric energetlcso INVESTIGATION NAME- SYNOPTIC ANALYSIS+DYNAMICAL INTERPRETA.
OF UARS METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION
....... UARSt HAYS .............................................
NSSOC ID- UARS-I -16 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH RESOLUTION DOPPLER IMAGER (HRDI) CODE EE-8_ APPLICATIONS
NSSDC ID- UARS-1 -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
CODE EL-B/CO-OPt APPLICATIONS ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
METEOROLOGY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES PERSONNEL
METEOROLOGY PI - A,J. MILLER NOAA-NMC
PI - R,S, GUIROZ NOAA-NMC
187
BRIEF DESCRIPTIOk PERSONNEL
The objective of this theoretical investigation is to PI - G.d, ROTTMAN U OF COLORADO
merge temperature and wlnd measurements in the stratosphere and OI - J. LONDON U OF COLORADO
mesosphere wlth the Operatlonat National Weather Service
analyses. Energy budget terms are evaluatedw and height and BRIEF DESCRIPTION
temperature fields (planetary waves) are analyzed by Fourier The objective of this investigation is to measure the
analysis. The interlayer dynamic coupling among the solar spectrum at wavelengths between 120 and BOO nm wlth an
troposphere9 strat_spheret and mesosphere is studied also. absolute accuracy better than 10%, Temporal variations of the
solar radiation are followed to within i to 2% during these
....... UARSt RIDER ............................................ missions, The Investlgatlon utilizes a I18 m Ebert-Fastle
spectrometer with approximately O,IB-nm spectral resolution.
INVESTIGATION NAME- ANALYTIC-EMPIRICAL MODELING OF UPPER It has three separate data channels9 each using a phototube
ATMOSPHERE PARAMETERS Optimized for dlfferentt but overlapplngt portions of the
instrument spectral range. Solar data are taken on a dally
NSSDC ID- UARS-Z -21 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM basis and analyzed to establish correlations of the spectral
CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS Irradlance with solar rotation and wlth solar activity (lO.7-cm
flux levetst sunspot numberl calcium ptage areal solar flares,
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) etc,), The normal mode of operation involves a q-h duty cycle
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS per day. Of this total tlme_ i h is spent observing the sun
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES and the remainder of the time is spent In callbratlon
METEOROLOGY activities, Ten to 1B stars are chosen for the calibration
PERSONNEL program,
Pl - C.A, REBER kASA-GSFC ....... UARSt RUSSELLt 3RD .....................................
Ol - F,T. HUANG COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP
Ol - A.E, HEDIN NASA-GSFC INVESTIGATION NAME- HALOGEN OCCULTATION EXPERIMENT (HALOE)
OI - J.E, FREDERICK NASA-GSFC
OI - E. HILSENRATH NASA-GSFC NSSDC IO- UARS-1 -09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS
The primary oPJectlves of this theoretlcat investigation INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
are the organlzatlont emplrlcat modellngt and geophysical ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
interpretation of the various data acquired from the UARS. A METEOROLOGY
secondary objective is the acquisition of comalementary data PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
from other sources (e.g.t the Operational NOAA sateltltes) for
use In this anatysls and for use by the UARS Science Team. A PERSONNEL
substantial Dart of the investigation is the calcutatlon of a PI - J.M. RUSSELLt 3RD NASA-LARC
tlme-dependentt three-dlmenslonalt anatytlc-emplrlcet model OI - J, PARK COLL OF WILLIAM - MARY
using data on at_ospheric temperaturet minor species mixing OI - S.R. DRAYSON U OF MICHIGAN
ratlost etc, The modeling technique is a direct follow-up to OI - P,J. CRUTZEN MPI-CHEMISTRy
the OGO Model and the Mass Spectrometer-lncoherent Scatter OI - R,J. CICERONE NATL CTR FOR ATMOS RES
(MSIS) Model which have proven quite successful for OI - P,L. HANST ENVIRON PROTECT AGENCY
thermospheric research9 and to the current empirical Ozone
Modett all of which were developed and are avaltable at the BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Goddard Space Flight Centert Code 690t Greenbettt Md, 20771. The objective of this investigation is to measurer using
solar occultation technlquesv the upper-atmospherlc vertical
....... UARSt ROCHE ............................................ concentration profltes of H20t O3t HCtt HFt NOt CH_ HNO3t and
C02. Pressure in the attitude range from 10 to 5B km Is
INVESTIGATION NAME- ALTITUDE DISTRIBUTION OF ATMOSPHERIC measured also. The measurements are used to study trace gas
MINOR SPECIES AND TEMP.IN IO-GOKM RANGE sources and sinks and upper-atmosphere transport9 and to
validate photochemical and atmospheric dynamics models, A
NSSDC ID- UARS-I -OB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM four-channel gas-filter correlation radiometer and a
CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS flve-channet filter radiometer mounted on a common chassis with
azimuth and elevation scan capability are used, The gas fitter
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) correlation radiometry is used to measure HCLt HFt CHQt NOt and
METEOROLOGY C02_ and broadband filter spectroscopy is used to measure H20t
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS 03t HNO3t and C02, The C02 data are used to obtain the
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES atmospheric pressure profile,
PERSONNEL ....... UARSt TAYLOR ...........................................
Pl - A.E. ROCHE LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
OI - J.B, KUMER LOCKHEED PALO ALTO INVESTIGATION NAME- AN IMPROVED STRATOSPHERIC AND
OI - R.D, SEARS LOCKHEED PALO ALTO MESOSPHERIC SOUNDER (ISAMS)
OI - T.C, JAMES LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
OI - L.R. MEGILL UtAH STATE U NSSDC ID- UARS-I -11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
OI - K,D. BAKER UTAH STATE U CODE EE-8/CO-OPt APPLICATIONS
OI - D,G. MURCRAY U OF DENVER
OI - A. GOLDMAN U OF DENVER INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
OI - J°C. GILLE NATL CTR FOR ATMOS RES ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
METEOROLOGY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
The investigation objectives are to remotely measure the
stratospheric composition (H20t N20t NOXt HNO3t Cl2t ClOt HOlt PERSONNEL
03t C02w and CH@) and temperature in the 10- to GO-km altitude PI - F.W. TAYLOR OXFORD U
range. The composition and temperature are determined from OI - R. HUNNEMAN READING U
measurements of tlmb emission spectra in the 3.5-to OI - H. HADLEY RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB
12-mlcrometer infrared wavelength range. The necessary high OI - K.H. DAVIES RUTHERFORO/APPLTON LAB
sensitivity, background flux discrfmlnatlont and spectral OI - G.D, PESKETT OXFORD U
resolution are provided by a cryogenlcatty cooled sotld-etalon OI - C,D. RCDGERS OXFORD U
spectrometer using a Linear detector array to simultaneously OI - E.J. WILLIAMSON OXFORD U
cover the 10- to GO-km range with 2-km resolution. The 01 - J,J, BARNETT OXFORD U
spectral resolution is 0.25 inverse cm. Three days are Ol - J.G. WHITNEY OXFORD U
required to achieve global coverage within the TB-deg tatltude OI - C.A. BAILEY OXFORD U
for the 57-deg orbit. OI - G,R, TMORTON OXFORD U
OI - J.S° SEELEY READING U
....... UARSt ROTTMAN .......................................... OI - J,M. RUSSELLt 3RD NASA-LARC
INVESTIGATION NAME- ULTRAVIOLET SOLAR SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE BRIEF DESCRIPTION
EXPERIMENT The investigation objective is to make global
measurements of radiation from C02t H2O9 COt NOt N20t and CHq.
NSSDC IO- UARS-I -0_ INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM These measurements yield: (i) the kinetic temperaturet
CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS vibrational temperaturet and attitude distribution for C02; (2)
the H20 concentration from 15 to 110 km; (3) the CO attitude
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) dlstrlbutlpn; (4) the NO attitude dlstrlbutlon; (5) the N2O
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS attitude dlstributfon; and (G) the CH_ attitude distribution.
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES These parameters are obtained as a function of time and
SOLAR PHYSICS location. The improved Stratospheric and Mesospherlc Sounder
is an infrared radiometer observing thermal emission and
resonance fluorescence of solar radiation from the atmospheric
tlmb by gas correlation spectroscopy. The spectral range
covered Is 2,7 to 100 micrometers. The altitude range extends
from 15 to i_0 kmt depending upon the particular species
measured. For most channelst vertical profltes of temperature
(to approximately 1 deg K accuracy) and composition (to
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approximately 15% accuracy) can be made with a vertical ....... UARS9 WINNINGHAM .......................................
resolution better than 4 km and a horizontal resolution of 400
km (Limited by geometry of tlmb path). INVESTIGATION NAME- PARTICLE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR (PEM)
....... UARS9 THUILLIER NSSDC ID- UARS-1 -07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-Bt APPLICATIONS
INVESTIGATION NAME- TEMPERATURE AND WIND MEASUREMENT IN THE
MESOSPHERE AND LOWER THERMOSPHERE INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
IONOSPHERES
NSSDC ID- UARS-1 -Of INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
CODE EE-8/CO-OP9 APPLICATIONS PARTICLES AND FIELDS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PERSONNEL
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS PI - J.D. WINNINGHAM SOUTHWEST RES INST
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES Of - P.M. BANKS STAN=ORD U
METEOROLOGY Of - d,L. BURCH SOUTHWEST RES INST
Of - H.D. VOSS LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
PERSONNEL Of - W.L. IMHOF LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
PI - G. THUILLIER CNRS-SA Of - J.B. REAGAN LOCKHEED PALO ALTO
Ol - P, CONNEG PARIS OBSERVATORY Ol - M.H. REES U OF ALASKA
OI - H. TEITELBAUM CNRS-SA Of - G,C, REID NOAA-ERL
Of - M.L. OUBOIN CNET OI - R.G, ROBLE NATL DTR FOR ATMOS RES
Of - P* BLLM L OF BONN Of - P.J. CRUTZEN MPI-CHEMISTRY
OI - S,S* CHANDRA NASA-GSFC Of " T,A. POTEMRA APPLIED PHYSICS LAB
BRIEF DESCRIPTION BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The investigation objectives are to measure The objective of this investigation is to determine the
simultaneously the wind and temperature in the high mesosphere global input of charged-partlcte energy Into the earthts
and tow thermospheret using a remote senslng method_ and to stratosphere_ mesospherel and thermosphere_ and to understand
derive the eddy diffusion coefficient. Aosotute tlne the atmospheric processes involved. Direct in sltu
intensities of the wavelengths listed below are also measured, measurements of precipitation electrons in the energy range
The flight instrument Is composed of two maln units. The upper from i00 eV to 5 MeV and of protons in the energy range from
Dart is a Cassegraln-type telescope. The Lower Dart consists IO0 eV to 200 MeV are made with a medlum-energy particle
of a fletd-compensated Michelson Interferometer and associated spectrometer (MEPS) and a hlgh-energy particle spectrometer
optlcs_ detectorst laser unity electromechanlsmst and (MEPS)o In addltlon9 global images and energy spectra of
electronics. The wavelengths measured (in Angstroms) are B5779 atmospheric X-rays produced by electron precipitation are
6300_ 72789 73199 and 7371. The spectral scanning is achieved performed over the energy range from G to 150 keY with an
by a small-angle prlsm9 changing the optical path by atmospheric X-Ray imaging spectrometer. The data from these
approximately 1 wavelength in 16 steps, The llmb is scanned in instruments are used as input to computational models,
steps from 400 to 70 km. The field of view is 2 deg in a
horizontal plane and the vertical field of view varies from 16 ....... UARS9 ZUREK
arc mln in the thermosphere to 4 arc mln for mesospherlc
observations. The duration of a complete scan for a given tlne INVESTIGATION NAME- RADIATIVE-DYNAMIC BALANCES IN THE
is 1,6 st MESOSPHERE
....... UARS9 WATERS NSSDC ID- UARS-1 -23 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EE-B_ APPLICATIONS
INVESTIGATION NAME- MICROWAVE LIMB SOUNDER (MLS)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
NSSDC ID- UARS-1 -13 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
CODE EE-8t APPLICATIONS PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
METEOROLOGY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS PERSONNEL
METEOROLOGY PI - R.W. ZUREK NASA-JPL
PLANETARY ATMOSPHERES
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PERSONNEL The overall ooJectlve of this theoretical investigation
PI - J.W, WATERS NASA-JPL is to construct a comprehensive and consistent climatology
model of the mesosphere as observed by UARS. From the
BRIEF DESCRIPTION mesospherlc data9 this analysis produces (i) the radiative
The objective of the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) budget based on 03 and 02 absorption of solar radiance and C02
Investlgatlon is to measure 039 ClOt H2029 and the magnetic emlsslon9 including the effects on the Latter of
field and pressure in the uoper atmosphere. The spectral non-thermodynamlc equilibrium; and (2) the dynamical
region covered is from 63 to 205 GHz, The sampled altitude climatology features of the mesosphere9 showing the relative
range extends from 15 to 110 km. The instrument has a 2-s contributions to the heat and momentum budgets by adiabatic
integration tlme wlth longer integrations performed as heatlngv by the mean merldlonat clrculatlont and by ecdles
appropriate during data reduction. Absolute accuracy of the (waves}. The eddy contribution is separated into standing and
MLS Is approxlmately 5% for composltlon_ and approximately 2 transient components which include dynamical fluxes due to
deg K for temperature. Vertical resolution for profile atmospheric tides.
measurements is 3 to 6 km; horizontal resolution is 30 km
across and 300 km along the observation direction. Comotete **************************** VEGA *****************************
profiles are obtained in less than BOs.
....... UARG9 WILLSON SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VEGA 1
ALTERNATE NAMES- VENERA-HALLEY 1
INVESTIGATION NAME- INSTRUMENT OF OPPORTUNITY-ACTIVE CAVITY
RADIOMETER NSSDC ID- HALLEYE
NSSDC ID- UARS-1 -27 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM LAUNCH DATE- 12/22/8_ WEIGHT- 125. KG
LAUNCH SITE- UNKNOWN_ U.S.S.R.
LAUNCH VEHICLE-
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
PERSONNEL U,S.S.R. SAG
EM - R,C. WILLSON NASA-JPL
ES - R.C. WILLSON NASA-JPL PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
ORBIT TYPE- VENUS fLYBY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this experiment Is the measurement of PERSONNEL
the total solar Irradlance wlth state-of-the-art accuracy and PM - UNKNOWN
oreclslon. This experiment is part of a tong-term program of PS - UNKNOWN
extra-atmospherlc observations to determine the magnitude and
direction of variations in the output of the total BRIEF DESCRIPTION
solar-optlcat energy. The instrument measures solar output This spacecraft mission combines a Venus swlngby and a
from the far UV through the far IR wavelengths using three9 comet Halley flyby. Two identical spacecraft are scheduled to
electrically seLf-catlbratedt cavity detector pyrhellometers be launched during the period December 22-289 198€, After
each capable of defining the absolute Irradlance with an carrying Venus entry probes to the vicinity of Venus (arrival
uncertainty of plus or minus 0.1%9 and with a resolution of and deployment of probes are scheduled for June lq-229 198E)w
plus or minus 0.02%. the two spacecraft are to be retargetted using Venus gravity
field assistance to intercept comet Halley In March 1986, The
first spacecraft is to encounter Halley on March 89 1986_ and
the second about a week Later. The flyby velocity is to be
77.7 km/s. Although the spacecraft can be targetted with a
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precision of 100 kmt the position of the spacecraft relative to ....... VEGA It UNKNOWN ........................................
the comet nucleus is estimated to be known only to within a few
thousand kilometers. Thlst together wlth the problem of dust INVESTIGATION NAME- WIDE- AND NARROW-ANGLE CAMERAS
protectlon_ Leads to estimated flyby distances of 10tO00 km for
the first spacecraft and 3000 km for the second. The ESSDC ID- HALLEYz-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
spacecraft is three-axls stabilized. Its main features are
Large solar Danels_ a hlgh-galn antenna d|sht and an automatic
pointing platform carrying those experiments that require INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
pointing at the comet nucleus, The automatic platform can
rotate through * or -110 deg and . or -40 deg in two PERSONNEL
oerpendlcutar directions with a polntlng accuracy of B mln and Pl - UNKNOWN
a stability of I (arc mln)/s. It carries the narrow- and the
wlde-angle camerat the three-channel spectrometert and the BRIEF DESCRIPTION
infrared sounder. ALL other experiments are body mountedt with The wlde-angLe camera Is used for Large-scale coma
the exception of two magnetometer sensors and various plasma imaging and as a guide for the narrow-angle camera. Both
probes and plasma wave analyzers which are mounted on a 5-m cameras use COOs (charge-coupled devices) wtth about BOO x 500
boom. The total scientific payload weighs 125 kg and has a ptxeLs each as detecting devices in the focal plane. The
data rate of 65 kbtt/s. The comet-encounter science data take combined data rate for the two cameras is 48 kbps_ which is not
ts from 2.5 h before until 0.5 h after the closest approacht sufficient to transmit the full contents of the CCDs. Only a
with several periods of data take before and aftert each _wtndow" one-tenth of the area of the CCD_ around the center of
Lasting about 2 h. Continuous coverage for plasma instruments brfghtnesst ts transmitted. The exposure tlme must be kept
is provided by an onboard memory {5-Mbtt tape recorder). The short to keep image blur to a mtntmumt but it cannot be Less
spacecraft ts shielded from hyperveloctty dust impacts by a than 0.01 s if good sensitivity is to be achieved. The
shtetd consisting of a lO0-mtcron muttttayer sheet 20 to 30 cm narrow-angle camera can resolve nucleus surface structures down
from the spacecraftt and a l-mm Al sheet B to 10 cm from the to 200 m from a distance of 10t000 km. A set of six
spacecraft. No information is presently available on the Venus replaceable filters with a relatively wide (80 nm) passband are
entry probes, The information here was obtained from the ESA used In the narrow-angle camera. The wlde-angte camera has a
BuLletlnt NO. 29_ p. 64_ February 1982, focal Length of 100 mm_ an f-number of f/29 and a 4-deg fletd
of view, For the narrow-angle camera these parameters are 1200
....... VEGA it GRINSAUZ ................. mmp f/6_ and 0.5 deg. In addition to the purely scientific
objectives of imaging the nucteusl the cameras also have the
INVESTIGATION NAME- ION MASS SPECTROMETER / ELECTRON task of providing the information needed to guide the platform
ANALYZER and determine the spacecraftts trajectory relative to the
nucleus.
NSSDC ID- HALLEYZ-OT INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
....... VEGA It UNKNOWN ........................................
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) INVESTIGATION NAME- THREE-CHANNEL SPECTROMETER
PERSONNEL NSSDC ID- HALLEYI-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PI - K.I. GRINGAUZ SOVIET ASAO OF S_I
OI - L,I. _ERSHCHIKOVA SOVIET AOAD OF SOl
OI - I.N. KLIMENKO SOVIET ACAD OF SCI INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)"
OI - A.P. REMIZOV SOVIET ACAD OF SOl
OI - G.A. SKURIDIN SOVIET ACAD OF SOl PERSONNEL
OI - M.I. VERIGIN SOVIET ACAD OF SCI PI - UNKNOWN
OI - G.A. VLADIMIROVA SOVIET ACAD OF SCI
Ol - G,I, VOLKOV SOVIET ACAD OF SCI BRIEF DESCRIPTION
01 - I. APATHY HUNGARIAN ACAD OF SOl Thls experiment is intended for (1) spectral and
OI - T.I. GOMBOSI HUNGARIAN ACAD OF SCI polarization studies of the dustt (2] spectral mapping of the
OI - A.J. SOMOGYI HUNGARIAN ACAD OF SOl comat and (3) determination of the outflow rates of various
OI - L. SZABO HUNGARIAN ACAD OF SOl gases and their content. The instrument has a Cassegralm
OI - I. SZEMEREY HUNGARIAN ACAD OF SCI telescope wlth a focal length of 500 mm and an objective
OI - S. SZENDRO HUNGARIAN ACAD OF SOl diameter of 140 mm. The light flux passes through three l-deg
OI - E, KEPPLER MPI-AERONOMY slits located in the focal plane to three independent
Ol - A,K, RICHTER MPI-AERONOMY spectroscopic channels in the UV_ vlslble_ and infrared, The
UV channel covers the range 120 to 350 nm_ with spectral
BRIEF DESCRIPTION resolution of D.B nmt spatlat resolution of 3 x 6 arc mlnutes_
This instrument consists of two ion spectrometers and a and sensitivity of 3 raytetghs. The visible channel covers 350
single-channel electron analyzer. The electron analyzer has an to 900 nm9 with spectral resolution of 1 nm_ spatial resolution
angular aperture of * and - 5 degt and measures electrons in of 3 x 6 arc minutest and sensitivity of 10 raytelghs. The
the energy range 3-5000 eV. One ion spectrometer is oriented infrared channel covers 900 to 2000 nm_ with spectral
parallel to the relative velocity vector and covers the energy resolution of 10-12 nm_ spatial resolution of G x 60 arc
range 15 eV to 25 keV wtth a resolution E/(delta E) of 25 and mtnutes_ and sensitivity of 3E4 rayLetghs. The UV and visible
an angular aperture of 40 deg. Provided that the thermal channels use mlcro-channeltrons for detectorst while the
velocities of the cometary ions are considerably Lower than the infrared ©hannel uses a germanium photoOtode.
encourter velocity9 a mass spectrum tn the range 1-100 u can be
obtained. The Ion density threshold is IE-3 /cu cmt and the ....... VEGA it UNKNOWN ........................................
dynamic range is lEG. The second ion spectrometer is oriented
towards the sun and covers the energy range 40 eV to 25 keV INVESTIGATION NAME- INFRARED SOUNDER
with a resolution E/(delta E} of 25 and an angular aperture of
40 deg, This sensor is intended for measuring basic parameters NSSDC ID- HALLEYI-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
of the solar wind ion flows and the transition Layer plasma.
The flow threshotc value is IES /(sq cm s st) and the dynamic
range is IE5. INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S]
....... VEGA 1, RIEDLER ........................................ PERSONNEL
Pl - UNKNOWN
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETOMETER
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NSSDC ID- HALLEYL-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM The objectives for this instrument are to determine (I]
the slze_ radiation cabaclty_ and temperature of the nucteus_
(2) the naturet density, dlstrlbutlont and temperature of the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE[S) dust9 and (3] the nature_ relative content_ and temperature of
the parent molecules, The instrument has a Cassegraln
PERSONNEL telescope wlth a focal length of 500 mm_ a diameter of 140 mm_
PI - W.W. RIEDLER AUSTRIAN ACAD OF SCI and a field of vlew of Z deg. The radiation flux is separated
OI - K. SCHWINGENSCHUH AUSTRIAN ACAD OF SOl into three beams_ each of which passes through its own filter
OI - R. SCHMIOT AUSTRIAN ACAD OF SCI located on a wheel spinning at up to 20 rpm. Two of the
OI - YE.G. YEROSHENKO IZMIRAN channels are devoted to the spectrosoplc mode In the wavelength
01 - V.A. STJAZHKIN IZMIRAN intervals 4000-8000 and 8000-16t000 nm. The third channel is
devoted to nucleus imaging at 7000-14,000 rim. Three Hg-Cd-Te
BRIEF DESCRIPTION photoconductors cooled to 80 deg K by Liquid nitrogen are used
This instrument is designed to measure the constant as detecting cevtces.
component of the magnetic field and its Low-frequency
fluctuations in the cometary and solar wind interaction zone ....... VEGA 11 UNKNOWN ........................................
and in interplanetary space. The instrument consists of two
sensor units mounted 1.5 m apart on a 5-m boom. INVESTIGATION NAME- DUST MASS SPECTROMETER
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NSSOC ID- HALLEYI-O; INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM two probes placed on the 5-m boom isolated from the spacecraft.
The plasma flow fluctuations are measured wlth a Faraday cup at
the boorts tlp. The second wave instrument has a frequency
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) range 0 to 300 kHz and a dynamic range of 70 dB.
PERSONNEL ....... VEGA i_ UNKNOWN ........................................
PI - UNKNOWN
INVESTIGATION NAME- LANGMUIR PROBE
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This instrument is mounted parallel to the relative NSSDC ID- HALLEYI-II INVESTIGATIVE PRO3RAM
velocity vector and analyzes the chemical and isotopic
composition of individual dust particles, Impact of a dust
particle on the instrument's target area causes a plasma to be INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
formed consisting of dust and target materlatt from which ions
are extracted by a 1.5-kV electric field. The ions travel PERSONNEL
through a tlme-of-ftlght tube (actually two tubes with an PI - UNKNOWN
electrostatic reflector betweent with total length of 1 m)
where they are separated according to their mass before being BRIEF DESCRIPTION
recorded by an electron multiplier. The mass range is 1-100 ut Thls instrument Is designed to measure the cometary
with resolution M/(delta M) of 200. The instrument observes plasma density tn the range 10 to IE5 /cu cmt and the
the spectra of the most common dust parttctes_ which are temperature in the range 0.1 to 10 eV.
expected to be in the stze range 100-10t000 nm,
**************************** VEGA *****************************
....... VEGA 1_ UNKNOWN........................................
INVESTIGATION NAME- DUST IMPACT COUNTER SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VEGA 2
ALTERNATE NAMES- VENERA-HALLEY 2
NSSDC ID- HALLEYI-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NSSDC ID- HALLEY2
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) LAUNCH DATE- 12722/8q WEI3HT- 125. KG
LAUNCH SITE- UNKNOWN_ U,S.S,R,
PERSONNEL LAUNCH VEHICLE-
PI - UNKNOWN
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY
BRIEF DESCRIPTION U,S.S.R, SAG
This instrument consists of three plezo-etement detectors
mounted on a special metallic plate to measure the amplitude of PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
the wave generated by dust particles heavier than IE-IO g ORBIT TYPE- VENUS fLYBY
impacting on the plate. The amplitude is proportional to the
mass of the dust particle. From the arrival time of the pulse PERSONNEL
at the three detectorst the coordinates of the impact point can PM - UNKNOWN
be determined, This method can be improved If instead of one PS - UNKNOWN
plate the muttltayer system used for spacecraft protection Is
used with three detectors in each Layer to increase the range BRIEF DESCRIPTION
of measurable mass dtstrtbutto O. The dead ttme of the Thts spacecraft mission combines a Venus swtngby and a
instrument depends on the acoustic decay of the signal in the comet Halley flyby, Two identical spacecraft are scheduled to
ptezo-elements and can turn out to be significant, be Launched during the period December 22-28t 198_. After
carrying Venus entry probes to the vicinity of Venus (arrival
....... VEGA it UNKNOWN........................................ and deployment of probes are scheduled for June 14-229 1585)t
the two spacecraft are to be retargetted using Venus gravtty
INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER field assistance to intercept comet Halley In March 1986. The
first spacecraft is to encounter Halley on March 8t 19869 and
NSSDC ID- HALLEYI-O6 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM the second about a week later. The flyby velocity Is to be
77.7 km/s. ALthough the spacecraft can be targetted with a
precision of 100 km0 the position of the spacecraft relative to
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) the comet nucleus is estimated to be known only to within a few
thousand kilometers. Thls_ together with the problem of dust
PERSONNEL protectton_ leads to estimated flyby distances of lOtO00 km for
PI - UNKNOWN the first spacecraft and 3000 km for the second. The
spacecraft is three-axls stabilized, Its main features are
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Large solar panels_ a hlgh-gain antenna disht and an automatic
This instrument measures the elemental and isotopic pointing platform carrying those experiments that require
compositions of the neutral gases in the coma, pointing at the comet nucleus. The automatic platform can
rotate through * or -110 deg and * or -40 deg tn two
....... VEGA it UNKNOWN ........................................ perpendicular directions with a pointing accuracy of 5 mtn and
a stability of i (arc mfn)/s, It carries the narrow- and the
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLES EXPERIMENT wide-angle camerat the three-channel spectrometert and the
infrared sounder, All other experiments are body mountedt with
NSSOC ID- HALLEYI-OB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM the exception of two magnetometer sensors and varlous plasma
probes and plasma wave analyzers which are mounted on a 5-m
boom. The total scientific payload weighs 125 kg and has a
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) data rate of 65 kblt/s. The comet-encounter science data take
IS from 2.5 h before until 0,5 h after the closest approach_
PERSONNEL with several periods of data take before and aftert each
Pl - UNKNOWN Lasting about 2 h. Continuous coverage for plasma instruments
is provided by an onooard memory (5-Mblt tape recorder). The
BRIEF DESCRIPTION spacecraft is shielded from hypervetoctty dust impacts by a
This instrument measures accelerated cometary ions tn the shield consisting of a ZOO-micron multttayer sheet 20 to _0 cm
energy range 20 keV to 20 MeV, The field of view is 30 degt from the spacecraftt and a 1-mm At sheet 5 to 10 cm from the
and the detector ts ortented tn the ecliptic plane, spacecraft, No information is presently available on the Venus
entry probes, The information here was obtained from the ESA
....... VEGA 19 UNKNOWN ........................................ Buttetlnt NO. 29t p. &it February 1982.
INVESTIGATION NAME- WAVE ANALYZERS ....... VEGA 29 GRINGAUZ
NSSDC TO- HALLEYI-IO INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION NAME- ION MASS SPECTROMETER / ELECTRON
ANALYZER
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) NSSOO IO- HALLEY2-07 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
PERSONNEL
PI - UNKNOWN INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
BRIEF DESCRIPTION PERSONNEL
This experiment is designed to study (I) the mechanism of PI - K.I. GRINGAUZ SOVIET ACAD OF SOl
anomalously high ionization of coretary gas_ (2) the OI - L,I, OENSHCMIKOVA SOVIET ACAO OF SCI
shock-front structure_ and (3) the phenomena In the region of Oi - I,N. KLIMENKO SOVIET ACAD OF SOl
the contact surface (tonooause). There are two analyzers9 OI - A.P. REMIZDV SOVIET ACAD OF SCI
which are designed to monitor waves excited in the cometary OI - G,A. SKURIDIN SOVIET ACAD OF SCI
envlronmentt in particular the lower hybrid waves (i0 Hz)t Ion OI - M.I. VERIGIN SOVIET ACAO OF SOl
cyclotron waves (1 HZ)9 and plasma waves (iDOkHz). One OI - G,A. VLADIMIROVA SOVIET ACAD OF SOl
analyzer has a frequency range 0.1 to 1000 Hz. A twln-Probe OI - G,I. VOLKOV SOVIET ACAD OF SOl
technique is used to measure the potential difference between OI - I. APATHY HUNGARIAN ACA_ OF SOl
igl
OI - T.I. GOMBOSI HUNGARIAN ACAD OF SOI BRIEF DESCRIPTION
OI - A.J. SOMOGYI HUNGARIAN ACAO OF SOl This experiment is intended for (I) spectral and
OI - L. SZABO HUNGARIAN ACAD OF SOl polarization studies of the dustt (2) spectral mapping of the
OI - I. SZEMEREY HUNGARIAN ACAD OF SCI comap and (_) oetermlnatlon of the outflow rates of various
OI - S. SZENDRO HUNGARIAN ACAD OF SCI gases and their content. The instrument has a Cassegraln
OI - E. KEPPLER PPI-AERONOMY telescope wlth a focal length of 500 mm and an objective
OI - A.K. RICHTER MPI-AERON3MY diameter of 140 mm. The Light flux passes through three L-deE
slits located In the focal plane to three independent
BRIEF DESCRIPTION spectroscopic channels in the UVI vlslble_ and infrared. The
Thls instrument consists of two Ion spectrometers and a UV channel covers the range 120 to 350 nm_ with spectral
slngte-channeL electron analyzer. The electron analyzer has an resolution of 0.5 nmt spatial resolution of 3 x 6 arc minutes,
angular aperture of . and - 5 deg_ and measures electrons In and sensitivity of 3 raytelghs. The visible channel covers 350
the energy range 3-5000 eV, One ion spectrometer is orterted to go0 nmt with spectral resolution of 1 nm_ spatial resolution
parallel to the relative velocity vector and covers the energy of 3 x 6 arc mtnutesl and sensitivity of 10 raytetghs. The
range 15 eV to 2B keV wtth a resolution E/{delta E) of 25 and infrared channel covers 900 to 2000 nm_ with spectral
an angular aperture of 40 deg. Provided that the thermal resotuttcn of 10-12 nm_ spatial resolution of 6 x 60 arc
velocities of the cometary tons are considerably Lower than the mtnutes_ and sensitivity of 3E4 raytetghs, The UV and visible
encounter veloclty9 a mass spectrum in the range 1-100 u can be channels use mlcro-channettrons for detectorst while the
obtained. The Ion density threshold is 1E-3 /cu cm9 and the infrared channel uses a germanium photodlode.
dynamic range is IE6. The second ion spectrometer is oriented
towards the sun and covers the energy range 40 eV to 25 keV ....... VEGA 2t UNKNOWN
wlth a resolution E/{delta E) of 25 and an angular aperture of
40 deg. Thls sensor is intended for measuring basic parameters INVESTIGATION NAME- INFRARED SOUNDER
of the solar wind ion flows and the transition Layer plasma.
The flow threshold value is 1E5 l(sq cm s sr) and the dynamic NSSDC IO- HALLEY2-03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
range is 1E5.
....... VEGA 2_ RIEDLER ........................................ INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETOMETER PERSONNEL
Pl - UNKNOWN
NSSDC ID- HALLEY2-09 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objectives for thls instrument are to determine (I)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) the slze9 radiation capacltyt and temperature of the nucleus_
(2) the naturet densltyt dlstrlbutlont and temperature of the
PERSONNEL dust_ and (3) the naturet relative content9 and temperature of
PI - W.W. RIEDLER AUSTRIAN ACAD OF SOl the parent molecules. The instrument has a Cassegraln
OI - K. SChWINGENSCHUH AUSTRIAN ACAD OF SCI telescope with a focal length of B00 mmt a diameter of 140 mmt
OI - R. SCHMIDT AUSTRIAN ACAD OF SCI and a field of view of i deg. The radiation flux is separated
OI - YE.G. YEROSHENKO IZMIRAN Into three beams9 each of which passes through Its own filter
OI - V.A. STJAZHKIN IZMIRAN Located on a wheel spinning at up to 20 rpm. Two of the
channels are devoted to the spectrosoptc mode in the wavelength
BRIEF DESCRIPTION intervals 4000-8000 and 8000-16t000 nm, The third channel is
This instrument ts designed to measure the constant devoted to nucleus imaging at 7000-149000 nm, Three Hg-Cd-Te
component of the magnetic field and its Low-frequency photoconductors cooled to 80 deg K by liquid nitrogen are used
fluctuations tn the cometary andsolar wind interaction zone as detecting devices,
and in interplanetary space, The instrument consists of two
sensor unlts mounted 1,5 m apart on a B-m boom. ....... VEGA 2_ UNKNOWN
....... VEGA 2t UNKNOWN ........................................ INVESTIGATION NAME- OUST MASS SPECTROMETER
INVESTIGATION NAME- WIDE- AND NARROW-ANGLE CAMERAS NSSDC ID- HALLEY2-04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
NSSDC IO- HALLEY2-01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE{S)
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S} PERSONNEL
PI - UNKNOWN
PERSONNEL
PI - UNKNOWN BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This instrument is mounted parallel to the relative
BRIEF DESCRIPTION velocity vector and analyzes the chemical and isotopic
The wide-angle camera wtLL be used for Large-scale coma composition of individual dust particles, Impact of a dust
imaging and as a guide for the narrow-angle camera, Both particle on the instrument's target area causes a plasma to be
cameras use CCDs (charge-coupled devices) wtth about 500 x 500 formed consisting of dust and target materiaLe from which ions
ptxets each as detecting devices in the focal plane, The are extracted by a i,B-kV electric field. The ions travel
combined data rate for the two cameras ts 48 kbpst which is not through a time-of-flight tube (actually two tubes with an
sufficient to transmtt the full contents of the CCDs, Only a electrostatic reflector between9 with total Length of 1 m)
nwtndow" one tenth of the area Of the CCDg.around the center of where they are separated according to their mass before being
brightness9 ts transmitted, The exposure ttme must be kept recorded by an electron multiplier, The mass range is 1-100 u4
short to keep image blur to a mtnimumt but it cannot be Less with resolution M/(delta M) of 200, The instrument observes
than 0,01 s if good sensitivity is to be achieved, The the spectra of the most common dust particles0 which are
narrow-angle camera can resolve nucleus surface structures down expected to be in the size range 100-10_000 nm,
to 200 m from a distance of 10_000 km. It is planned to use a
set of stx replaceable filters with a relatively wtde (80 nm) ....... VEGA 2t UNKNOWN
passPand In the narrow-angle camera. The wide-angle camera has
a focal length of i00 mmt an f-number of fl2t and a 4-deg field INVESTIGATION NAME- OUST IMPACT COUNTER
of view. For the narrow-angle camera these parameters are 1200
mmt f169 and 0.5 deg. In addition to the purely scientific NSSDC ID- HALLEY2-05 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
objectives of imaging the nucleus9 the cameras also have the
task of providing the information needed to guide the platform
and information about the spacecraft's trajectory relative to INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
the nucleus.
PERSONNEL
....... VEGA 2_ UNKNOWN ........................................ PI - UNKNOWN
INVESTIGATION NAKE- THREE-CHANNEL SPECTROffETER BRIEF DESCRIPTION
This instrument consists of three plezo-etement detectors
NSSDC ID- HALLEY2-02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM mounted on a special metallic plate to measure the amplltuoe of
the wave generated by oust particles heavier than IE-IO g
impacting on the plate. The amplitude is proportional to the
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) mass of the dust particle. From the arrival time of the pulse
at the three detectors_ the coordinates of the impact point can
PERSONNEL be determlneo. This method can be improved if instead of one
PI - UNKNOWN plate the muttItayer system used for spacecraft protection is
used with three detectors In each layer to increase the range
of measurable mass distribution. The dead time of the
instrument depends on the acoustic decay of the signal In the
plezo-eLements and can turn out to be significant.
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....... VEGA 2t UNKNOWN ........................................ PERSONNEL
MG - R. MILLS NASA HEADQUARTERS
INVESTIGATION NAME- NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER SC - NONE ASSIGNED
PM - NONE ASSIGNED
NSSDC ID- HALLEY2-06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM PS - NONE ASSIGNEO
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) The Venus Radar Mapper {VRM) is a Low-cost mission
deveLope_ by JPL, The science objectives are (1) to map more
PERSONNEL than 70% of Venus at resolutions equivalent to I km/tlne palrt
P; m UNKNOWN or better; (2) to ootaln lO0-m vertical resolution altimeter
data over as much of the planet as possibLe; and (3) make
BRIEF DESCRIPTION gravity field measurements over areas not covered by Pioneer
This instrument _easures the eLementaL and isotopic Venus Orbiter. The spacecraft uses protofLight units from
compositions of the neutral gases in the coma. Voyager preflight testing, ELectric power is suppLted by two
Large solar panels that have 1 deg of freedom for their motion,
....... VEGA 2w UNKNOWN the Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) electronics are contained
between the bus portion of the spacecraft and a 3,7-m antenna.
INVESTIGATION NAME- ENERGETIC PARTICLES EXPERIMENT The interplanetary traJectoryt which wilt be Type I, wiLL bring
the spacecraft to Venus in Late JuLy 1988. The nominal mission
NSSDC ID- HALLEY2-OB INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM wiLL Last 243 days and wiLL observe 360 deg of Venus Longitude.
....... VENUS RADAR MAPPERt NONE ASSIGNED
INVESTIGATIOk DISCIPLINE(S)
INVESTIGATION NAME- SYNTHETIC APERATURE RADAR
PERSONNEL
P; - UNKNOWN NSSDC ID- VRM -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4
BRIEF _ESCRIPTION
This instrument measures accelerated cometary ions in the INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
energy range 20 keV to 20 MeV. The field of vlew is 30 degt PLANETOLOGY
and the detector is oriented in the ecliptic plane.
PERSONNEL
....... VEGA 2t bNKNOWN P; - NONE ASSIGNED
INVESTIGATION NAME- WAVE ANALYZERS BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The VRM Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Is able to operate
NSSDC tO- HALLEY2-10 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM between altitudes of 1_900 and 250 kmt with Look angles ranging
between 51 deg for the Lowest aLtitudes and 24 deg for the
maximum. Data san be taken from higher altitudes at the cost
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) of reduced signal-to-noise ratio. The SAR is designed to map a
tong and narrow strip of Venus on every orbit, It does thts by
PERSONNEL rotating so that the 3.7-m antenna points at the planet and
PI - UNKNOWN then activates the SAR system when the spacecraft altttude
faLLs below lt900 km. A continuous swath of Venus images san
BRIEF DESCRIPTION be obtained ana stored on a tape recorder. The SAR took angle
This experiment is designed to study {1) the mechanism of constantly changes as the spacecraft moves toward pertapsts°
anomaLousLy high ionization of cometary gas9 (2) the It continues mapping until the altitude again reaches lt900 km
shock-front structuret and (3} the phenomena in the region of and then stops. When a mapping pass is compteted_ the
the contact surface (]onopause). There are two anatyzers_ spacecraft points the antenna toward earth and transmits the
which are designed to monitor waves excited in the cometary image swath at a data rate of 250 kbps. When the data have
envtronment_ in particular the Lower hybrid waves (10 Hz)t ion been transmftted_ the spacecraft ts near the point where the
cyclotron waves (1 HZ)9 and plasma waves (lOOkHz). One next swath must be taken and the whole process is repeated.
analyzer has a frequency range 0.i to 1000 HZ. A twin-probe Swath overlap varlest but averages S km° Swath width ranges
technique is used to measure the potential difference between between 17 to 28 km. The SAR is built by Hughes using advanced
two probes places on the 5-m boom tsotatec from the spacecraft. SAR engineering techniques,
The plasma flow fluctuations are measured with a Faraday cup at
the boomts ttp, The second wave instrument has a frequency ....... VENUS RADAR MAPPER_ NONE ASSIGNED
range 0 to 300 kHz and a dynamic range of 70 dB°
INVESTIGATION NAME- ALTIMETER
....... VEGA 2t UNKNOWN
NSSDC ID- VRM -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
IkVESTIGATION NAME- LANGMUIR PROBE CODE EL-4
NSSDC IO- HALLEY2-11 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
PLANETOLOSY
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) PERSONNEL
P; - NONE ASSIGNED
PERSONNEL
P; - UNKNOWN BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The objective of this investigation is to obtain lO0-m
BRIEF DESCRIPTION vertical resolution altimeter data over as much of the planet
This instrument is designed to measure the cometary as possible. The instrumentation for this investigation
plasma density in the range 10 to 1E5 /cu cm9 and the consists of standard NASA off-the-sheLf components and
temperature in the range 0.1 to 10 eV° electronics.
**************************** VENUS RADAR MAP*E***************** ....... VENUS RADAR MAPPER_ NONE ASSIGNED
INVESTIGATION NAME- GRAVITY FIELD MEASUREMENT
SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- VENUS RADAR MAPPER
ALTERNATE NAMES- VRM NSSDC ID- VRM -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EL-4
NSSDC ID- VRM
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
LAUNCH DATE- 03/00/_B WEIGHT- KS GEODESY
LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERAL_ UNITED STATES PLANETOLOGY
LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
PERSONNEL
SPONSORING COUNTRY/AGENCY PI - NONE ASSIGNED
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS The objective of this investigation is to make gravity
ORBIT TYPE- VENUS ORBITER field measurements over the surface of Venus above areas that
ORBIT PERIOD- 222° MIN INCLINATION- 50. OEG were not covered by the Pioneer Venus Orbiter. The
PERIAPSIS- 250. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 10300. KM ALT instrumentation for thls investigation consists of standard
NASA off-the-sheLf components and electronics.
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*,,,1,,***,**1,********,**** VIKING S_EDEN**********,***,****,* BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The purpose of this investigation (V5) is to determine
the state of substorm activity in the magnetosphere at the
SPACECRAFT COMMO_ NAME- VIKING SWEDEN times during which the on-board particle and field detectors
ALTERNATE NAMES- VIKING are measuring signatures worthy of study, The ultraviolet
Imager obtains images which show the pattern of auroral.
NSSDC ID- VIKING electron energy deposited in the lonospheret viewed
simultaneously over the entire auroral region and polar cap_ in
LAUNCH DATE- 05100184 WEIGHT- 270, KG two wavelength regions, With an image repetition rate of once
LAUNCH SITE- KOUROU (CENTRE SPATIAL GUYANAIS) r FRANCE per mlnr or sometimes once every 20 st the time history of this
LAUNCH VEHICLE- ARIANE energy input can be followed as the satettlte traverses the
magnetospherlc acceleration reglonsr and the foot of the fletd
SPONSORING COUNTRYIAGENCY tlne passing through the satellite moves across the imaged
SWEDEN SBSA ionospheric region, I_ages can be studied both Indlvlduatty
and as movie seQuencest thus yielding information on the
PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS detailed spatial and temporal structure of the aurora, Two
ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC optical emissions are measuredr one from the atomic oxygen
ORBIT PERIOD- 530, _IN INCLINATION- 98,7 OEG resonance Line at 1304 Aw the other from the N2
PERIAPSIS- 822, KM ALT APOAPSIS- 15000. KM ALT Lyman-Berge-HopfleLd (LBH) bands In the 1400 - 1600 A region,
The ratio of the intensities of these emissions depends on the
PERSONNEL O:N2 density ratio in the atmosphere and on the mean energy of
OM - P, ZETTERQUIST SWEDISH SPACE CORP the precipitating electrons, Detection of auroras should be
PS - K, FREDGA SWEDISH SPACE SCI COMM possible even in the sunlit hemisphere due to the Low intensity
of backscattered ultraviolet Light from the atmosphere,
BRIEF DESCRIPTION Howevert scattering of direct sunlight by the instrument will
Viking Swedenr the first Swedish national satetLitet is a restrict somewhat the possibilities for viewing at the foot of
potar-orbltlng research satellite for exploration of the spacecraft field tines in the midnight auroral zone, The
magnetospherlc phenomena which take place in the attitude range instrument is designed to obtain images wlth a ground
of 1-2 earth radii above the auroral zones. The objective of resolution of better than 50 km. Reflecting optics are used to
the mission is to investigate the interactions between the hot form a 25 x 20 deg image on an image intensifier which is
coLtlstonLess plasmas and the cold cotLtstontess plasmas on coupled to a CCC array t_age detector by means of fiber optics.
auroral zone magnetic field Lines and to relate these processes The Line of sight of the instrument ts perpendicular to the
to the detailed auroral characteristics. To investigate these spin axtsr ana consequently the image of a fixed point on the
phenomenal Viking Sweden is instrumented for simultaneous in earth moves across the detector at a rate depending on the spin
sttu measurements of ftelds9 parttcLest ptasmast and waves. In period. The signal charges on a COD tmager are normally read
addltlont an ultraviolet tmager records the auroras. The out by shifting rows of charges until they reach the edge of
payload instruments measure the following: the electrostatic the detector. In this instrument9 the clock rate which
vector fteLdt the geomagnetic vector ftekdt the cold plasma determines the movement of the charges is adjusted so that the
densttyt the hot plasma distribution function from i eV to 300 motion remains in step with the movement of the image, In this
keV energyr the hot ion compostttonr all three components of way an exposure time of about Z s can be attained despite the
electric waves of frequencies up to 500 kHz9 magnetic waves of rotation of the spacecraft, Two almost identical c_meras are
frequencies up to 10 kHzr and ultraviolet images of auroral used. One has a calcium fluoride filter with a potassium
forms. CoorDinated observations from sounding rockets and with bromide photo-cathode which results in a pass band from 1250 to
ground-based facilities such as EISCAT are expected to provide approximately 1600 A, For the other9 the outer filter is
important complementary data. The Viking Sweden satellite is barium fluoride and the photo-cathode is of cesium todtdet
to be Launched together with the French remote sensing which together gives a pass band from 1350 to 1900 A, Exposure
satellite SPOT9 a project in which Norway participates, sequence controt$ data transfer to tetemetryt and housekeeping
InltlatLyr Viking Sweden is placed in the same orbit as SPOTt functions arm carried out by a speclat purpose blt-slice
but it is to be injected into Its flnat orbit by means of a microcomputer, The eLectronlcs are designed to provide
separate boost motor, Acquisition of telemetry data and complete flexibility as to the size and shape of the
operation of the satellite take place at the Esrange ground telemetered i_ager and the type of averaging carried out on the
station (67 deg_ 52 mln9 35 s North tatltude9 21 deg$ 3 mln_ 49 plxets during readoutr so that the optimum choice can be made
s East longitude) wlth a 9-m S-band facility, Only reat-tlme as to image slzmr spectral resolutions and temporal resolution
telemetry is usedr and the experiments are operated only when in using the available telemetry bandwidth at a particular
the satellite is within vlew of Esrange, The data rate is _5 time, Control of the exposure time and sequencing is done
kbps, The main body of the spacecraft has a flat octagonal entirely through clocking the COD arrayt using reference pulses
shaper 0.5 m hlgh and with a diagonal of 1,8 m, For the wave from the earth-Limb sensor on the spacecraft, No mechanical
and electric measurements there are three probe palrsl one shutter is employed,
axial probe pair 8 m tlp-to-tlp and two orthogonat radial pairs
on wire Dooms 80 m tlo-to-tlo, There are also extendable booms ....... VIKING SWEDENr BAHNSEN
for the magnetometerr and a Loop antenna, The satellite is
spin stabILlzeo at 3 rpm_ wlth the spin axis perpendicular to INVESTIGATION NAME- HIGH FREQUENCY WAVE EXPERIMENT
the orbit plane, The spin axis direction is controlled to
within 5 deg_ and is to be determined afterwards to better than NSSOC ID- VIKING -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
i deg accuracy, Magnetic torquing ts used for attitude and SCIENCE
spin conCrotr and thermal control ts _asstve. An average power
of 80 W is provided by 2,2 sq m of solar celts on the satellite INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
body, Design tlfet|me is B monthsr although the Lifetime in PARTICLES AND FIELDS
orbit wltt be far greater than that, MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
....... VIKING SWEDENt ANGER IONOSPHERES AND RADIO PHYSICS
INVESTIGATION NAME- ULTRAVIOLET AURORAL IMAGER PERSONNEL
PI - A, BAHNSEN DANISH SPACE RES INST
NSSDC ID- VIKING -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM CI - M, JESPERSEN DANISH SPACE RES INST
SCIENCE Cl - E, UNGSTRUP DANISH SPACE RES INST
CI - B, HOLBACK UPPSALA IONOSPHER OBS
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) CI - R,E, GZNDRIN CNET
ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS CI - R, BOSTROM UPPSALA IONOSPHER OBS
PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PI - C,D, ANGER b OF CALGARY The wave instrument (V!) Is divided into two parts_ one
CI - A,V, JOKES HERZBERG INST OF ASTRO for high frequencies (V_H) and one for tow (ViL), ALthough the
CI - G.G, SHEPHERD YORK U investigation is divided into two partst these arm closely
CI - A.L, BROADFOOT U OF SOUTHERN CALIF related as many components of the instrument arm common_ such
CI - G. GUSTAFSSON KIRUNA GEOPHYS INST as sensorst the micro-processor9 differential ampttfterst etc.
CI - L.L. COGGER U OF CALGARY The objectives of this investigation are to gather information
CI - F, CREUTZBZRG HERZBERG INST OF ASTRO about plasma instabilities and wave-particle tnteracttonst and
CI - R.L, GATTINGER HERZBERG INST OF ASTRO to measure the plasma density and electron temperature, This
CI - F,R, HARRIS HERZBERG INST OF ASTRO part (ViH) of the investigation is designed to cover the
CI - J.W. HASLETT U OF CALGARY frequency range 4 to 500 kHz, It uses the same probes (on two
CI - E.J, LLEWELLYN U OF SASKATCHEWAN 40-m booms) as V1 (VIKING -04) to measure the ac electric field
CI - J,C. MCCONNELL YORK U in the tO- to BOO-kHz range. ViH measures simultaneously the
CI - D,J. MCEWEN U OF SASKATCHEWAN amplitudes of one electric (Ey or Ez) and one magnetic (Bx)
CI - J.S. MURPHREE U OF CALGARY field component as functions of frequency in the range 4 to 500
CI - E.H. RICHARDSON COMINION ASTROPHYS OBS kHz, It Is possible to switch between Ey and Ez up to 15 times
CI - G, ROSTOKER U OF ALBERTA per splnl thus provIolng measurements in two orthogonat
CI - D, VENKATESAN U OF CALGARY dlrectlonst but this co_paratlve measurement is Limited to
CI - G, WITT U OF STOCKHOLM frequencies below 200 kHzt as the Ez sensor has this freauehcy
tlmltatlcn, The magnetic field sensor is an alr-core Loop
antenna with an area of 0,1 so mr mounted on a 2-m boom wlth
the Loop axls parallel to the spacecraft spin axlst and it
measures the spln-lndependent magnetic field component Bx. The
field strength is measured by two methods that operate in
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parallel. In one method the magnetic field sensor and one of electron saturation current is obtalned_ the satellite
the electric field sensors are each connected to a fItterbank potential wltl be driven to perhaps 10 to 50 V negative, That
having 8 frequency channels9 anD all 16 filters are sampled wltt cause some easily identifiable disturbances for the Low
within 37,5 ms. The other method employs a stepped frequency energy particle experiments. Each electric field component in
analyzer (SFA) wlth two channels_ one for the magnetic the spin plane can be measured in the range 0,05 to 400 mV/m_
component and one for an electrlc component. In each channel wlth accuracy of 0.2 mV/m for fletos stronger than 50 mVlm and
the signal amplitude within the same narrow fre_Jency band is 0,025 mV/m for weaker fields, For the axial component_ the
measured, The band can be stepped through the whole or part of range is 0.5 to 4000 mV/mt wlth accuracy of 2 mV/m for fields
the range 10 to 500 kHz, The frequency stepping is controlled stronger than 500 mV/mt and 0,25 mV/m for weaker fields, The
by the micro-processor. The whole range is covered in 256 sampling rate for each of the components is 53 Hz in normal
steps_ which takes 1.2 s in fast mode (one samote per step), mode and 106 Pz in fast mode. The probes are shared with the
Two "active" experiments (a resonance sounder at SFA V_ instrument (VIKING -02 and -03)_ which will process the ac
frequenclest and a mutual impedance measurement) wilt also be signals with frequencies greater than I Hz. The VI dc and Vq
operated approximately IDX of the time. The resonance sounder ac measurements can be made slmuttaneoustyw but when V4 is
operates by exciting the plasma (using two 3B-m booms) wlth a using one of the radial probes it cannot then be usec for
strong alternating electric field at a frequency that is swept electric flelo measurements.
through the high frequency range, Resonances occur as the
frequency sweep passes the characterlstlc plasma frequenclest ....... VIKING SWEDENt HOLBACK .................................
resulting in strong signals on the electric sensors connected
to the SFA. In this way'the electron gyrot plasmav and uDDer INVESTIGATION NAME- LOW FREQUENCY WAVE EXPERIMENT
hybrid frequencies can be determined with good Dreclslon (a few
percent). By coupling the signal to the OFT spectrum analyzer NSSDC ID- VIKING -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
of V4L (VIKING -03} approximately 10 times higher precision is SCIENCE
obtained. The mutual impedance measurement of the plasma
density is performed by emitting a rather weak alternating INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
current (using electrostatic probes on two 2-m booms) and MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
measuring the voltage on the electric sensors. In partlcular_ PARTICLES AND FIELDS
the electron plasma frequency appears as a large variation in
the impedance around this frequency, The shape of the PERSONNEL
Impeaance variation may be analyzed in terms of the Debye PI - E, HCLBACK UPPSALA IONOSPHER OBS
tengtht giving information about the electron temperature. The CI - R. BOSTROM UPPSALA IONOSFHER OBS
measurement range for the electron density is i to 3000 per cu CI - G. HOLMGREN UPPSALA IONOSPHER OBS
cm9 and for the electron temperaturet 0.5 to 50 eV at apogee, CI - H, KOSKINEN UPPSALA IONOSPHER OBS
The magnetic field threshold level is 3E-15 T per (Hz**0,5)9 CI - A. BAHNSEN DANISH SPACE RES INST
and the electric field threshold Level Is 3E-8 Vlm per CI J M. JESE RSZN DANISH SPACE RES INST
(Hz**O,5}. CI - E. UNGSTRUP DANISH SPACE RES INST
CI - M.C. KELLEY CORNELL U
....... VIKING SWEDENt BLOCK ................................... CI - P.M. KINTNER CORNELL U
CI - A. PEDERSEN ESA-ESTEC
INVESTIGATION NAME- VECTOR ELECTRIC FIELD EXPERIMENT
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
NSSDC ID- VIKING -04 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM The wave instrument (V4) is divided into two partst one
SCIENCE for high frequencies {VQH} and one for Low (V4L). ALthough the
investigation is divided into two partst these are closely
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S) related as many components of the instrument are common_ such
PARTICLES AND FIELDS as sensorst the mlcro-processort differential ampllflerst etc.
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS The objectives of this investigation are to gather information
about plasma instabilities and wave-partlcle Interactlons_ and
PERSONNEL to measure the plasma density and electron temperature. This
PI - L,P. BLOCK ROYAL INST OF TECH part (V4L) of the investigation is designed to cover the
CI - C.G. FALTHAMMAR ROYAL INST OF TECH frequency range 0 to 15 kHz, Two instruments are usedt a wave
CI - FoS. MOZER U OF CALIFI BERKELEY analyzer and a plasma density instrument, The wave analyzer
CI - A. PEDERSEN ESA-ESTEC treats the data in three branches: (I) the discrete Fourier
transform (OFT} analyzer_ operating in the range 0 to 15.6 kHzt
BRIEF DESCRIPTION giving power spectra in 256 points; (2) the filterbank9 with 3
The purpose of this investigation (VI) is to measure the broadband filters covering 200 HZ to 3,5 kHz which are sampled
ouasl-statl¢ electric field vector9 and to use swept electric every telemetry frame (18,75 ms) i and (3) the wave form (WF}
field probes for plasma density measurements, The instrument branch for frequencies below 200 Hit where two wave signals are
measures potential differences between probes on booms sampled and transmitted with a bandwidth of 214 HZ ort
extending in dlfferent directions from the spacecraft, The alternatlvelyt 428 HZ, The DFT performs power spectrum
probes do not normally assume the same potential as the analysis of one wave signal at a time. There are six different
surrounding plasma_ but they can be operated in such a way that signals that can be analyzed_ and the selection is controlled
the probe-plasma potential drops are accurately accounted for_ by the experiment controtlert which can be commanded from the
even when their exact values are unknown. The instrument is ground, In a special mode the OFT Is used to analyze the data
controlled by a mlcro-processor. There are two pairs of from the SFA part of V4H (VIKING -02}, This is possible as the
orthogonal radial probest each pair consisting of a probe at higher frequencies are first mixed to lower frequencies which
the end of each of two _O-m wire booms (80 m tlp-to-tlp), fit the frequency range of the OFT, The spectrum analysis of
These wire booms are extended in the spin plane and are kept the DFT then gives a factor of 10 Petter frequency resolution
straight by centrifugal force. Two _-m stiff booms extending than what is achieved originally by the SFA. The plasma
along the spin axis carry the two axial probes. Thust there density instrument consists of two independent units with
are three orthogonal probe oalrs which measure three vector probes and electronics that can be operated separately or in
components. Each probe is a sphere of 10 cm dlametert and each parallel, The probes_ which are mounted on two qO-m booms_ are
has adjacent electrodes (guard9 inner tlpt and outer tip) to shared wlth the VI instrument (VIKING -Oq), When operated in
minimize measurement errorsI the lengths of these electrodes the density moOe_ 1.e.t at Low input Impedancet the probes ere
are 50_ 1509 and 15 cmt respectlvetyl for the radial probes, biased positively and thus work on the saturation portion of
For the axial probes_ all three electrodes are 10 cm Long, The the current-voltage probe characteristic, To avoid problems
accuracy of the measurements depends critically on the probe caused by a varying spacecraft potentlal_ the bias voltage is
guard and tip potentials relative to the surrounding Plasma referred to the electric field probes which are part of the Vt
potential. For negative potentlalt probe current is experiment (VIKING -0_), The quantity of interest for the wave
essentially saturated to the photo-emlsslon current carried by measurements is the relative fluctuation of the electron
electrons Leaving the probes the plasma ion current is density. In addition to the relative current fluctuatlons_ the
negligible in comparison. At several volts positive potentlal_ dc level is measured_ which Is used to calculate the total
there is again almost saturation current when all plasma plasma density, The data from the resonance sounder part of
electrons amrlvlng In the vicinity are attracted and caught by VQH (VIKING -02) wltt be used for calibration of the density
the positive probe. The probes wilt be electronlcly blased_ probe measurement.
with currents that are as equal as posslbte_ to an operating
point on the probe characterlstlc which is midway between these ....... VIKING SWEDEN_ LUNDIN ..................................
two saturation reglons_ and where the dynamic conductance dl/dV
is nearly maximum. To find the desired operating polnt_ one INVESTIGATION NAME- HOT PLASMA EXPERIMENT
probe w_kt be subjected to a current pulse sweep w_th
simultaneous measurement of the probe-satelllte voltage for NSSDC IO- VIKING -05 INVESTIGATIVE P_OGPAM
each putse_ so that the probe characteristic corresponding to SCIENCE
the ambient plasma conditions ts obtained. The bias current
for the following electric field measurements wilt then be INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
automatically kept at the operating point current until the PARTICLES AND FIELDS
next current pulse sweeP is initiated. This sequence is called MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS
the Langmulr mode_ and the electron temperature and density can
be calculated from the probe characteristic. The electron
aenslty is measured more accurately and with better time
resolution by the V_L experiment (VIKING -03} than by this
experiment. Therefore_ this experiment mode is normally
employed only once every few mlnutes_ or even Less frequently.
The whole sequence of current pulses takes a few hundred
milliseconds. During the strongest current puLses_ when plasma
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PERSONNEL BRIEF DESCRIPTION
PI - R, LU_DIN KIRUNA GEOPHYS INST The objectives of this investigation are to measure the
CI - L. ELIASSON KIRUNA GEOPHYS INST characteristics of fleld-aLigned (Birkeland) currentst to
_I - I, SANDAHL KIRUNA GEOPHYS INSY measure plasma waves and turbutencet to identify localized
CI - F, SORAAS U OF BERGEN instabilities and plasma processest and to provide the local
CI - W, STbDE_ANN MPI-AERONOMY magnetic field reference frame for other experiments on board,
CI - B. WILKEN MPI-AERONOMY The instrument is a single wlde-range trlaxlat fluxgate
CI - J.B. BLAKE AEROSPACE CORP magnetometer mounted remotely from the spacecraft on a
CI - J.F. FE_NELL AEROSPACE CORP deployable boom, There are four dynamic ranges, which are
CI - D,A. BRYANT RUTHERFORD/APPLTON LAB switched automatically, The ranges (both positive and
CI - T,A. FRITZ LOS ALAMOS NAT LAB negative) and resolutions are 1024 nT with 0,125 nT resolution;
CI - D,J, WILLIAMS APPLIED =HYSICS LAB 4096 nT wlth 0.5 nT resotutlon; 16384 nT with 2 nT resolution;
CI - A. KORIH MPI-AERONOMY and 65o536 nT with 8 nT resolution, The sampling rate is such
CI - J.B, REAGAN LOCKHEED PALO ALTO that 53,3 complete vector samples are obtained per second, ULF
CI - R,D. SHARP LOCKHEED PALO ALTO waves with frequencies up to 26 HZ are also measured.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION **************************** X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER***********-*
The objectives of this investigation (V3) are (1) to
study the magnetic field-aligned acceleration mechanisms
associated with discrete aurora; (2) to measure the energy SPACECRAFT COMMON NAME- X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER
input and output from the ionosphere due to charged particles; ALTERNATE NAMES- XTE
(_) to IDentify the charge carriers in the fleLd-atlgned
(Btrketand) currents{ (_) to study the escape processes for NSSDC IO- XTE
upward flowing ion events and their atmospheric implications;
(_1 to study the bulk mottont including convecttont of Low LAUNCH DATE- 08/00/89 WEIGHT- KG
energy ions (1 to 10 keY); (6) to study the solar wlnd versus LAUNCH SITE- CAPE CANAVERALt UNITED STATES
the ionospheric contribution to the hot magnetospherlc plasma LAUNCH VEHICLE- SHUTTLE
during various magnetospherlc disturbance tevetsl and (7} to
study various morphological features of the hot magnetosphertc SPONSORINS COUNTRY/AGENCY
plasma. This large plasma experlment_ utilizing 7 sensor UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
untts_ is subdivided into three categories: the Low energy
particle spectrometers (LEPS)t the ion composition PLANNED ORBIT PARAMETERS
spectrometers (ICS)_ and the high energy magnetosphertc ion ORBIT TYPE- GEOCENTRIC
Composition spectrometers (MICS/V). The LEPS measures (I) the ORBIT PERIOD- 92,6 MIN INCLINATION- 28,5 PEG
energy spectrum of electrons from 10 eV to 40 keV with (delta PERIAPSIS- 409. KM ALT APOAPSIS- 409, KM ALT
E)/E of 0,05; (2) the Ditch angle distribution of electrons
from O.l to 300 keV with 2-deg resolution; (3) the energy PERSONNEL
spectrum and pitch angle distribution of positive ions in the MG - D, WRUBLIK NASA HEADQUARTERS
range 40 eV to qO keV with (delta E)/E ( 0.08 and angular SC - L, KALUZIENSKI NASA HEADQUARTERS
resolution of 6 degl and (4) the three-dimenslonal distribution PM - W,D, HIBBARD NASA-GSFC
function of positive ions from I eV to 10 keV for determining PS - S.S, HOLT NASA-GSFC
possible directional flow velocities down to 1 km/s, For the
LEPS unlt_ 8 spectrometers are used_ with channettronst (or BRIEF DESCRIPTION
channetpLates) for sensor elements. The ICS fulfills these X-ray Timing Explorer (XTE) is an Explorer S/C planned to
main functions: (1) provides detatted composition measurements carry three X-ray instruments into orbit to make observations
of oosittve ions in the energy range 0.01 to 70 keV/Q and mass of variable X-ray stellar sources. Emissions in the range 15
per unit charge range 0.7 to 150 u/El (21 identifies and to 200 keV are observed with time scales of mtcroseconOs to
separates the minor constituents 3 He 2+9 16 0 6+t and 16 C 3. years, The S/C can point a Large area proportional counter
from the major constituents H.9 4 He 2+t 4 He*9 and 16 O. in (LAPC) and a high energy scintillator array (HESA) at any
the energy range 0.01 to 15 keV; (3) provides complete mass desired target to an accuracy of 0.1 dog. In addtttont an all
separation of the major constituents up to 70 keV; and (4) sky monitor (ASH) observes the entire sky once per orbit to
provides pitch angle and energy distribution function provide near-continuous observations of all sources and to
measurements of the major ion constituents H*t 4 He 2*t 4 He.t alert the narrow-field instruments to fortuitous transient
and O. in the energy range 50 eV to 20 keV within half a spin X-ray phenomena,
period. Three spectrometers are used for the ICS measurements9
all with toroldaL-shaped electrostatic analyzers placed in ....... X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER_ BRADT ...........................
front of crossed field velocity analyzers. The MICS/V fulfills
the following functions: (1) determines the composition of INVESTIGATION NAME- X-RAY SKY MONITOR
magnetosphertc ions over the energy range from 10 keV/g to 10
MeV/g and mass range i to 5G u; (2) identifies and separates NSSDC tO- XTE -01 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
most of the "rare" magnetosphertc ions constituents including CODE EZ-7
isotopic identification of 3 He and 4 He_ and makes separate
carbon_ nttrogen_ and oxygen measurements at various charge INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
states within the given energy range; and (_) orovldes Pitch HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS
angle and energy distribution function measurements of the X-RAY ASTRONOMY
major ion constituents in the energy range 10 keV to 10 MeV
within half a spin period. This instrument combines an PERSONNEL
electrostatic analyzer (ESA)t time-of-flight (TOF) measurementt PI - H.V, BRADY MASS INST OF TECH
residual energy sensors (solid state detectors}t and a heavy PI - S,So HOLT NASA-GSFC
ion telescope (HIT). The ESAITOF goes up to 300 keV/Ol and the OI - J.E, MCCLINTOCK MASS INST OF TECH
HIT provides composition measurements of positive ions from 400 OI - C.R. CANIZARES MASS INST OF TECH
keV/nucteon to i0 MeV/nucteon using a dE/dx and E measuring OI - J.H. SWANK NASA-GSFC
technique, The ftela of view of the ESA/TOF is 2 x 2 deg_ and OI - F.E, MARSHALL NASA-GSFC
that of the HIT is 20 Oeg_ FWHM, Cycle times are 1.2 to 4,8 s
for the ESA/TOF and 0.6 s for the HIT. BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The ASM provides all-sky X-ray coverage_ to a sensitivity
....... VIKING SWEOENt POTEMRA ................................. of a few percent of the Crab Nebula intensity in one day9 in
order to provide both flare alarms and tong-term intensity
INVESTIGATION NAME- MAGNETIC FIELD EXPERIMENT records of celestial X-ray sources,
NSSDC ID- VIKING -06 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM X-RAY TIMING EXPLORERt HOLT ............................
SCIENCE
INVESTIGATION NAME- LARGE AREA X-RAY PROPORTIONAL COUNTER
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PARTICLES AND FIELDS NSSDC ID- XYE -02 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
MAGNETOSPHERIC PHYSICS CODE EZ-7
PERSONNEL INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S)
PI - T,A. POYEMRA APPLIED PHYSICS LAB HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS
CI - R, BOSTROM UPPSALA IONOSPHER OBS X-RAy ASTRONOMY
CI - G. GUSTAFSSON KIRUNA GEOPHYS INST
CI - M.H. ACUNA NASA-GSFC PERSONNEL
CI - D.P. STERN NASA-GSFC PI - S.S, HOLT NASA-GSFC
CI - M. SUGIURA NASA-GSFD PI - H.V, BRADY MASS INST OF TECH
CI - L. ZANETTI APPLIED PHYSICS LAB OI - d.H, SWANK NASA-SS;C
CI - A. BYTHRO_ APPLIED PHYSICS LAB OI - F.E. MARSHALL NASA-GSFC
OI - C,R, CANIZARES MASS INST OF TECH
OI - J.E. MCCLINTOCK MASS INST OF TECH
19&
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The LAPC provides approximately I sq m of net X-ray
detector areal in the energy range 2 to 60 keV_ for the stuay
of temoorallspectral effects in the X-ray emission from
galactic and extragalactic sources.
....... X-RAY TIMING EXPLORERt ROTHSCHILD
INVESTIGATION NAME- HARD X-RAY SCINTILLATOR ARRAY
NSSDC ID- XTE -03 INVESTIGATIVE PROGRAM
CODE EZ-7
INVESTIGATION DISCIPLINE(S}
HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS
X-RAY ASTRONOMY
PERSONNEL
PI - R.E. ROTHSCHILD U OF CALIF9 SAN DIEGO
OI - RoM. PELLING U OF CALIF_ SAN DIEGO
OI - D,E. GRUBER U OF CALIFt SAN DIEGO
OI - J.L. MATTESON U OF CALIFt SAN DIEGO
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The HESA studies the temporal and temoorat/spectrat
effects of the hard X-ray (20 to 200 keV) emission from
galactic and extragalactic sources,
19T

4INDEX OF ACTIVE AND PLANNED SPACECRAFT
AND EXPERIMENTS

4. INDEX OF ACTIVE AND PLANNED SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS
This index contains the names of all spacecraft and experiments that were
either active sometime between June I, 1981, and May 31, 1983, or planned as
of May 31, 1983. The spacecraft are listed alphabetically by both common name
and alternate names. The alternate names are printed with a reference to the
NSSDC spacecraft common name. Next to the NSSDC spacecraft common name are
the sponsoring country and agency, actual or projected launch date, orbit
type, NSSDC ID code, and the current status. The current status includes the
epoch date, operating status,-and data rate of all launched spacecraft and
experiments. The epoch date indicates when a particular operating status and
data rate were reached. Some experiments may be included in this publication
which have a status of inoperable with an epoch data earlier than June 1, 1981
because this status information was not known by NSSDC when the last report
was published. For prelaunch spacecraft, only the overall mission status is
shown; there is no status information shown for prelaunch spacecraft
experiments. An explanation of the terms used in these columns may be found
in Appendix C. The experiments are listed following the associated spacecraft
common name or planned Space Shuttle onboard experiment package common name
and are ordered alphabetically by the principal investigator's, lead
investigator's, or team leader's last name. The experiment name, NSSDC ID
code, and current status are also given for each experiment. Finally, each
name is followed by a page number referencing the description of the
spacecraft or experiment found in this report.
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INDEX OF ACTIVE AND PLANNED SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS
BY SPACECRAFT NAMES AND PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
, LAUNCH * ....... CURRENT STATUS .....
• SPACECRAFT NAME COUNTRY AND AGENCY DATE ORBIT TYPE *
• **************** *** NSSDC I0 EPOCH STATUS DATA PAGE
•PRINColNVEST,NAME EXPERIMENT NAME * MMDDYY RATE NO,
1976-053A UNITED STATES DOD-USAF 06/26/76 GEOCENTRIC 76-059A 06127176 NORMAL STND II
HIGBIE ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTOR 76-059A-01 11100182 PARTIAL ZERO II
1977-007A UNITED STATES DOD-USAF 02105/77 GEOCENTRIC 77-007A 02/07/77 NORMAL STND 11
HIGBIE ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTOR 77-007A-01 11/00/78 PARTIAL STND 11
1979-053A UNITED STATES DOD-USAF 06110179 GEOCENTRIC 79-053A 06111179 NORMAL STND 11
HIGBIE ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTOR 79-053A-01 03100182 NORMAL ZERO ii
1981-025A UNITED STATES DOD-USAF 03116181 GEOCENTRIC 81-025A 03116181 NORMAL STND 12
HIGBIE ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTOR 81-025A-01 05/00/81 NORMAL STND 12
1982-C19A UNITED STATES DOD-USAF 03106182 GE3CENT_IC 82-019A 03106182 NORMAL STND 12
HIGBIE ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTOR 82-019A-01 03/00182 PARTIAL STND 12
AEM-B SEE SAGE
AZM-D SEE ERBG
AMPTEICCE bNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 08100184 GEOCENTRIC CCE APPROVED MISSION 113
GLOECKLER CHARGE-ENERGY-MASS SPECTROMETER(CHEM) CCE -03 113
MCENTIRE MEDIUM ENERGY PARTICLE ANALYZER (MEPA) CCE -02 113
POTEMRA CCE MAGNETOMETER (HAG) CCE -05 113
SCARF PLASMA WAVE EXPERIMENT (PWE) CCE -04 113
SHELLEY HOT PLASMA COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT (HPCE) CCE -01 113
AMPTE/CHARGE COMP EXPL SEE AMPTE/CCE
AMPTE/ION RELEASE MODULE SEE AMPTE/IRM
AMPTEIIRM FED REP OF GERMANY BMFT 08/00/84 GEOCENTRIC IRM APPROVED MISSION 114
HAUSLER PLASMA WAVE INSTRUMENT IRM -04 114
HOVESTADT SUPRATHERMAL IONIC CHARGE ANALYZER IRM -06 114
LUEHR MAGNETOMETER IRM -02 114
PASCHMAN_ PLASMA INSTRUMENT IRM -03 114
RDSENBAUER PLASMA ION COMPOSITIDN INSTRUMENT IR_ -05 114
VALENZUELA ION RELEASE EXPERIMENT IRM -01 114
AMPTEIUKS UNITED KINGDOM SERC 08100184 GEOCENTRIC UKS APPROVED MISSION 115
GOUGH SUSSEX PARTICLE CORRELATOR EXPERIMENT UKS -01 115
(SPACE)
HALL ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS UKS -02 115
JOHNSTONE THREE-DIMENSIONAL ION ENERGY/CHARGE UKS -03 115
DISTRIBUTIONS
SOUTHWOOD TRIAXIAL MAGNETOMETER UKS -OA 115
WOOLLISCROFT PLASMA WAVE MEASUREMENTS UKS -05 115
APPL EXPL MISSION B SEE SAGE
ARCAD 3 SEE AUREOL 3
ARIEL G SEE UK 6
ASTRO UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 03/00/86 GEOCENTRIC ASTRO APPROVED MISSION 116
CODE WISCONSIN ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOPOLARIMETRY ASTRO -01 116
EXPERIMENT (WUPPE)
3AVIDSEN HOPKINS ULTRAVIOLET TELESCOPE (HUT) ASTRO -02 116
STECHER ULTRAVIOLET IMAGING TELESCOPE (UIT) ASTRO -03 116
ASTRO-1 SEE ASTRO
ASTRO-2 SEE ASTRO
ASTRO-3 SEE ASTRO
ASTRO-A SEE HINOTORI
ASTRO-_ SEE TENMA
ASTRO-C JAPAN ISAS 00/00/87 ASTRO-C APPROVED MISSION 117
MIYAMOTO ALL SKY X-RAY MONITOR (ASH) ASTRO-C-02 117
NISMIMURA GAMMA-RAY BURST DETECTOR ASYRO-C-03 111
TANAKA LARGE AREA PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS (LAC) ASTRO-C-OI 117
ASTRON U.S,S,Ro SAG 03/23/83 GEOCENTRIC 83-020A 12
UNKNOWN ULTRAVIOLET TELESCOPE 83-020A-01 12
UNKNOWN X-RAY SPECTROMETERS 83-020A-02 12
ASTRONOMICAL SATELLITE-A SEE HINOTORI
AUREOL 3 U,S,S.R, SAG 09/21181 GEOCENTRIC 81-09AA 13
BEGHIN ISOPROBE (RADIO-FREqUENCY PROBE) 81-09AA-08 13
BERTHELIER ION MASS SPECTROMETER (DYCTIO_) 81-09_A-07 13
BERTHELIER ISO F (ELECTRIC FIELD PROBE) 81-094A-0_ 13
BERTHELIER TRAC (FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER) 81-094A-11 13
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INDEX OF ASTIVE AND PLANNED SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS
BY SPACECRAFT NAMES AND PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
* LAUNCH " ....... CURRENT STATUS .....
* SPACECRAFT NAME COUNTRY AND AGENCY DATE ORBIT TYPE *
** *** * ****" * * ** * * * * * *** *** **** * *** * ***** NSSDC ID EPOCH STATUS DATA PAGE
*PRINC,INVEST.NAME EXPERIMENT NAME * MMODYY RATE NO.
BOSQUED TBE SOFT PARTICLE SPECTROMETERS 81-Og4A-04 13
BOSQUED ROBE SOFT PARTICLE SPECTROMETER 81-094A-05 14
BOSQUED ENERGETIC SPECTROMETER (ION) 81-O9_A-0G 14
GALPERIN KUKUSHKA SOFT PARTICLE SPECTRCMETER 81-094A-01 14
GALPERIN PIETSTCHANKA PARTICLE SPECTROMETER 81-094A-02 1_
GALPERIN FON ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTCR 81-D94A-03 14
GLASYSHEV ALTAIR (AURORAL PHOTOMETRY) 81-094A-12 14
LEFEUVRE ISO M (MAGNETIC FIELD PROBE) 81-094A-10 14
AUREOLE 3 SEE AUREOL 3
AUTOMATIC STATION ASTRON SEE ASTRON
BERKSAT SEE EUVE
BHASKARA INDIA ISRO 06/07179 GEOCENTRIC 79-051A 06107179 NORMAL STND I_
U,S.S,R, INTERCOS
CALLA SATELLITE MICROWAVE RADIOMETER (SAMIR} 79-051A-01 06112/79 NORMAL STND 15
BHASKARA 2 INDIA ISRO 11120181 GEOCENTRIC 81-I15A iii00181 NORMAL STND 15
BHANDARI THERMAL CONTROL COATING 81-I15A-04 11100181 NORMAL STND 15
CALLA SATELLITE MICROWAVE RADIOMETER (SAMIR) 81-I15A-02 11100/81 NORMAL STND 15
JOSEPH DUAL TV CAMERA 81-I15A-01 iii00/81 PARTIAL BIND 15
KAMAT DATA COLLECTION PLATFORM 81-I15A-05 11/00/81 NORMAL STND 15
MATHUR SOLAR CELL 81-115A-03 ll/0O/Bl NORMAL STND 15
OCE SEE AMPTE/CCE
CHARGE COMPOSITION EXPL SEE AMPTE/CCE
CHEM RELEASE.RAD EFF SAT SEE CRRES
COBE UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 10/01/87 GEOCENTRIC COBE APPROVED MISSION 117
HAUSER DIFFUSE INFRARED BACKGROUND EXPERIMENT COBE -02 117(DIRBE)
HATHER FAR INFRARED ABSOLUTE SPECTROPHOTOMETER COBE -01 117(FIRAS)
SMOOT DIFFERENTIAL MICROWAVE RADIOMETERS (DMR) COBE -03 118
CORSA-B SEE HAKUCHO
COS-B INTERNATIONAL ESA 08/0g_75 GEOCENTRIC 75-OT2A 04/25182 INOPERABLE ZERO 15
CARAVANE COLLABOR, GAMMA-RAY ASTRONOMY SPARK CHAMBER 75-072A-01 04125182 INOPERABLE ZERO iG
EXPERIMENT (25 - i000 MEV)
COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPL SEE CDBE
COSMIC RADIATION SAT B SEE HAKUCHO
COSMIC RAY SATELLITE-B SEE COS-B
CRRES UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 03/00/86 GEOCENTRIC CRRES APPROVED MISSION 118
UNITED STATES DOD-USAF
UNITED STATES DOD-NAVY
HEPPNER CHEMICAL RELEASE EXPERIMENTS CRRES -06 118
MULLEN SPACERAD (AFGL-701) CRRES -02 liB
REAGAN ENERGETIC PROTON AND HEAVY ION CRRES -03 lib
ENVIRONMENT MEASUREMENTS (ONR-307)
SIMPSON ISOTOPES IN SOLAR FLARES II (CRIE-HI} CRRES -01 118
(ONR-G04)
SZUSZCZEWICZ LOW ALTITUDE SATELLITE STUDY OF CRRES -05 119
IONOSPHERIC IRREGULARITIES (NRL-701)
TRUMBLE HIGH EFFICIENCY SOLAR PANEL (AFAPL-B01) CRRES -04 119
DAUGHTER SEE ISEE 2
DE 1 SEE DYNAMICS EXPLORER 1
DE 2 SEE DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2
DE-A SEE DYNAMICS EXPLORER 1
DE-B SEE DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2
DMSP 14537 SEE DYSP 5D-l/F3
DMSP 50-I/F3 UNITED STATES OOO-USAF 05/01/78 GEOCENTRIC 78-042A 02/18/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 1G
AFGWC STAFF OPERATIONAL LINESCAN SYSTEM (OLS} 78-042A-01 02/18183 INOPERABLE ZERO 16
SHRUM GAMMA-RA_ DETECTOR (SSB) 78-042A-04 02/18/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 17
OMSP 5D-21FIO UNITED STATES DOD-USAF GEOCENTRIC DMSPFID APPROVED MISSION 119
AFGWC STAFF OPERATIONAL LINESCAN SYSTEM (OLS) OMSPFIOmOI 119
AFGWC STAFF MICROWAVE TEMPERATURE SOUNDER (SSMIT) DMSPFIO-02 I19
AFGWC STAFF MICROWAVE IMAGER (SSM/I) DMSPFIO-05 120
ROTHWELL PRECIPITATING ELECTRON/ION SPECTROMETER DMSPFIO-04 120
{SSJI4)
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INDEX OF ACTIVE AND PLANNED SPACECRAFT AND EXPERIMENTS
BY SPACECRAFT NAMES AND PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
* LAUNCH * ....... CURRENT STATUS ......
* SPACECRAFT NAME COUNTRY AND AGENCY DATE ORBIT TYPE *
*************************************************************************************** NSSDC ID EPOCH STATUS DATA PAGE
*PRINC, INVEST. NAME EXPERIMENT NAME * MMDDYY RATE NO.
SAGALYN IONOSPHERICISCINTILLATION MONITOR DMSPFIO-03 120
(SSI/ES)
DMSP 5D-2/FG UNITED STATES DOD-USAF 12/21/82 GEOCENTRIC 82-118A 12/21/B2 NORMAL STND 17
AFGWC STAFF OPERATIONAL LINESCAN SYSTEM (OLS) 82-118A-01 12/25/82 NORMAL STND 17
AFGWC STAFF VERTICAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER 82-118A-02 12/27/82 INOPERABLE ZERO 17
(SSH-2]
KOLASINSKY SCANNING X-RAY SPECTROMETER (SSB/A] 82-I18A-03 12/24182 NORMAL STND 17
ROTHWELL PRECIPITATING ELECTRON/ION SPECTROMETER 82-118A-05 12/28/B2 NORMAL STND 1B
(SSJ/4)
SAGALYN IONOSPHERIC PLASMA MONITOR (SSIIE) 82-118A-0_ 12/28/82 NORMAL STND 18
BMSP 5D-21F7 UNITED STATES DOD-USAF GEOCENTRIC DMSP-F7 APPROVED MISSION 120
AFGWC STAFF OPERATIONAL LINESCAN SYSTEM (OLS) DMSP-F7-O1 120
AFGWC STAFF VERTICAL TEMPERATURE PROFILE RADIOMETER DMSP-F7-02 121
(SSH-2]
AFGWC STAFF MICROWAVE TEMPERATURE SOUNDER (SSM/T) DMSP-F7-03 121
AFGWC STAFF MAGNETOMETER (SSM) DMSP-F7-06 121
AFGWC STAFF SPACE RADIATION DOSIMETER (SSJ*) DMSP-F7-07 121
ROTHWELL PRECIPITATING ELECTRON/ION SPECTROMETER DMSP-F7-05 121
(SSJ/4}
SAGALYN IONOSPHERIC PLASMA MONITOR (SSIIE) DMSP-F7-04 121
DMSP 5D-2/F8 UNITED STATES DOD-USAF GEOCENTRIC DMSP-FB APPROVED MISSION 121
AFGWC STAFF OPERATIONAL LINESCAN SYSTEM (OLS) DMSP-F8-01 122
ROTHWELL PRECIPITATING ELECTRON/ION SPECTROMETER DMSP-F8-03 122
(SSJI4)
SAGALYN IONOSPHERIC/SCINTILLATION MONITOR DMSP-F8-02 122
(SSI/ES)
DMSP 50-2/F9 UNITED STATES DOD-USAF GEOCENTRIC DMSP-F9 APPROVED MISSION 122
AFGWC STAFF OPERATIONAL LINESCAN SYSTEM (OLS) DMSP-Fg-01 123
AFGWC STAFF MICROWAVE TEMPERATURE SOUNDER (SSM/T) DMSP-Fg-02 123
AFGWC STAFF MICROWAVE IMAGER (SSM/I) DMSP-Fg-O5 123
ROTHWELL PRECIPITATING ELECTRON/ION SPECTROMETER DMSP-Fg-04 123
(SSJI_)
SAGALYN IONOSPHERIC/SCINTILLATION MONITOR DMSP-Fg-03 123
(SSI/ES)
DMSP 50-2/S10 SEE DffSP 50-2/F10
DMSP BD-2/SG SEE DMSP 50-2/F6
DMSP 50-2/$7 SEE DMSP 50-2/F7
DMSP BD-2/S8 SEE DMSP 5D-2/F8
DMSP 50-2/$9 SEE DMSP 50-2/F9
DMSP BLOCK BD-1 SEE DMSP BD-1/F3
DMSP BLOCK 5D-2 SEE DMSP BD-2/F6
DMSP BLOCK 50-2 SEE DMSP 50-2/F7
DMSP BLOCK 50-2 SEE DMSP BD-2/F8
DMSP BLOCK 50-2 SEE DMSP 5D-2/Fg
DMSP BLOCK 50-2 SEE DKSP 50-2/F10
DHSP-FIO SEE DMSP 50-2/F10
DMSP-F3 SEE DMSP 5D-1/_3
DMSP-F6 SEE DMSP 5D-2/FG
DMSP-F? SEE DMSP 5D-2/FT
DMSP-F8 SEE DMSP 5D-2/F8
CHSP-F9 SEE DMSP 50-2/m9
DMSPSD1 SEE DMSP 5D-I/F3
DYNAMICS EXPLORER 1 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 08103181 GEOCENTRIC 81-070A 08103181 NORMAL STND 18
BURCH HIGH ALTITUDE PLASMA INSTRUMENT 81-070A-05 12101181 INOPERABLE ZERO 18
CHAPPELL RETARDING ION MASS SPECTROMETER 81-070A-04 08109181 PARTIAL STND 1B
FRANK GLOBAL AURORAL IMAGING AT VISIBLE AND 81-OTOA-03 09/14/81 NORMAL STND 19
ULTRAVIOLET WAVELENGTHS
HELLIWELL CONTROLLED AND NATURALLY OCCURING WAVE 81-070A-08 08/03/81 NA NA 19
PARTICLE INTERACTIONS
MAGGS AURORAL PHYSICS 81-OTOAmOT 08/03181 NA NA 19
SHAWHAN PLASMA WAVES 81-OTOA-02 09113/81 NORMAL STND 19
SHELLEY HOT PLASMA COMPOSITION 81-070A-06 08113/81 NORMAL STND 20
SUGIURA MAGNETIC FIELD OBSERVATIONS 81-070A-01 08124/81 NORMAL STND 20
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DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 08/03/81 GEOCENTRIC 81-OTOB 02/19/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 20
BRACE LANGMUIR PROBE 81-OTOB-09 02/19/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 20
CARIGNAN NEUTRAL ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITIOK 81-0TOB-03 02/19/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 21
SPECTROMETER
HANSON RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER 81-070B-'07 02/1g/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 21
HAYS FABRY-PEROT INTERFEROMETER Bl-OTOB-05 02/19/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 21
HEELIS ION DRIFT METER 81-OTOB-06 02/19/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 21
HOFFMAN LOW ALTITUDE PLASMA INVESTIGATION HIGH 81-OTOB-13 08/03/81 NA NA 22
ANGULAR RESOLUTION
MAYNARD ELECTRIC FIELD INVESTIGATIONS 81-070B-02 02/19/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 22
MAYR ATMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS AND ENERGETIES 81-070B'12 08/03/61 NA NA 22
INVESTIGATION
NAGY MAGNETOSPHERIC ENERGY COUPLING TO THE 81-070B-I0 08/03/81 NA NA 22
ATMOSPHERE INVESTIGATION
ROBLE NEUTRAL-PLASMA INTERACTIONS 81-070B-11 08/03/81 NA NA 22
INVESTIGATION
SPENCER WIND AND TEMPERATURE SPECTROMETER Bl-O70B-OA 02/19/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 23
SUGIURA MAGNETIC FIELD OBSERVATIONS 81-OTOB-01 02/19/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 23
WINNINGHAM LOW ALTITUDE PLASMA INSTRUMENT 81-070B-08 02/19/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 23
DYNAMICS EXPLORER-A SEE DYNAMICS EXPLORER i
DYNAMICS EXPLORER-B SEE DYNAMICS EXPLORER 2
EARTH RAD BUDGET SAT SEE ERBS
EARTH RES TECH SAT.-B "SEE LANDSAT 2
EARTH RES TECH SAT°-C SEE LANDSAT 3
EML SEE OPEN/EML
EQ, MAGNETOSPHERE LAB. SEE OPEN/EML
ERBS UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 08/29/84 GEOCENTRIC ERBS-A APPROVED MISSION 123
COOPER EARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIMENT (ERBE) ERBS-A -01 124
MCCORMICK STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL AND GAS (SAGE) ERBS-A -02 124
ERBS-A SEE ERBS
ERTS-B SEE LANDSAT 2
ERTS-C SEE LANOSAT 3
ESA-GEOS 2 INTERNATIONAL ESA 07114178 GEOCENTRIC 78"071A 08101178 NORMAL STND 23
BEGHIN WAVE FIELD IMPEDANCE 78-071A-1Z '06/30/82 NORMAL ZERO 24
GEISS LOW-ENERGY ION COMPOSITION 78-OTIA-03 02/01/81 NORMAL STND 24
GENDRIN MAGNETIC WAVE FIELDS 78-071A-06 02101181 NORMAL STND 24
HULTQVIST LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON AND PROTON PITCH 78-071A-04 02/01/81 NORMAL STND 24
ANGLE DISTRIBUTION
MARIANI TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 78-OTEA-09 02/01/81 NORMAL STNO 24
MELZNER DO ELECTRIC FIELD AND GRADIENT B 78-071A-08 02/01/81 NORMAL STNO 25
ELECTRON BEAM DEFLECTION
PEDERSEN DC FIELDS BY DOUBLE PROBE TB-OTIA-07 02/01/81 NORMAL STND 25
PETIT VLF PLASMA RESONANCES 7B-O71A-OS 02/01/81 NORMAL STND 25
UNGSTRUP ELECTRIC WAVE FIELDS 78-071A-10 06/30/82 NORMAL ZERO 25
WILKEN ELECTRON AND PROTON PITCH ANGLE 78-071A-01 02/01/81 NORMAL STND 25
DISTRIBUTION
WRENN THERMAL PLASMA FLOW 7B-O71A-02 02/01/81 NORMAL STND 26
EUROPEAN X-RAY OBS SAT. SEE EXOSAT
EUVE UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 09/00/87 GEOCENTRIC EUVE APPROVED MISSION 124
BOWYER EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET FULL-SKY SURVEY EUVE m01 124
EXOS'B SEE JIKIKEN
EXOS'C JAPAN ISAS 02/00/84 GEOCENTRIC EXOS'C APPROVED MISSION 125
DOKE MONITOR OF HIGH ENERGY PARTICLES EXOS-C -08 125
MAKINO LIMB SCANNING IR RADIOMETER EXOS-C -01 125
MUKAI PRECIPITATING PARTICLE ENERGY ANALYZER EXOS-C -04 125
NAKAMURA INFRARED SOLAR SPECTROMETER EXOS-C -03 125
OGAWA ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER EXOS-C -02 125
OYA TOPSIDE PLASMA SOUNDER EXOS-C -08 125
TAKAGI SOLAR IMAGE-RADIOMETER EXOS-C -05 125
TAKAHASHI PLASMA PROBES EXOS-C -07 125
EXOSAT INTERNATIONAL ESA 05/26/83 GEOCENTRIC 83-051A 05/26/83 NORMAL STNO 26
BOYD LOW-ENERGY X-RAY IMAGING TELESCOPES 83-051A-02 06/00/83 PARTIAL STND 26
TAYLOR GAS SCINTILLATION X-RAY SPECTROMETER 83-OBIA-03 05126183 NORMAL STND 26
TRUEMPER MEDIUM-ENERGY COSMIC X-RAY PACKAGE 85-051A-01 05126/85 NORMAL STND 27
EXOSPHERIC SAT. B SEE JIKIKEN
EXOSPHERIC SAT, C SEE EXOS-C
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EXPLORER 50 SEE IMP-J
EXTREME UV EXPLORER SEE EUVE
GALILEO SEE GALILEO PRGBE
GALILEO SEE GALILEO ORBITER
GALILEO ORBITER UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 05/30/86 JUPITER ORBITER JOPO APPROVED MISSION 126
ANDERSON GRAVITYt CELESTIAL MECHANICS AND RADIO JOPO -11 126
PROPAGATION
BELTON IMAGING SCIENCE JOPO -i0 126
CARLSON NEAR INFRARED MAPPING SPECTROSCOPY JOPO -01 126
INIMS)
FANALE FORMATION AND EVOLUTION OF THE GALILEAN JOPO -12 127
SATELLITES (IDS)
FRANK PLASMA (PLS) JOPO -04 127
GIERASCH JOVIAN ATMOSPHERIC DYNAMICS (IDS) JOPO -13 127
GRUEN DUST (DOS) JOPO -09 127
GURNETT PLASMA WAVE (PWS) JOPO -07 127
HANSEN PHOTOPOLARIFETERYIRADIOMETER (PPR) JOPO -OB 127
HORD ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY (UVS) JOPO -02 128
HOWARD RADIO PROPAGATION JOPO -27 125
HUNTEN STRUCTURE . AERONOMY OF THE ATMOSPHERES JOPO -14 128
OF JUPITER AND ITS SATELLITES (IDS)
KIVELSON MAGNETOMEIER (MAG) JOPO -03 128
MASURSKY GEOLOGY OF THE GALILEAN SATELLITES (IDS) JOPO -15 128
MCELROY INVESTIGATION OF JOVIAN UPPER ATMOSPHERE JOPO -16 128
AND OF SATELLITE ATMOSPHERES (IDS)
MORRISON JOVIAN ATMOSPHERIC STUDIES (IDSI JOPO -25 128
ORTGN GROUND-TRUTH ANALYSIS OF RADIATIVE" JOPO -17 129
TRANSFER IN ATMOSPHERE OF JUPITER (IDS)
OWEN COMPOSITION OF THE JOVIAN ATMOSPHERE JOPO -18 129
(IDS)
POLLACK THERMAL AND DYNAMICAL PROPERTIES OF THE JOPO -19 129
JOVIAN ATMOSPHERE (IDS)
RUSSELL JUPITER MAGNETOSPHERE AND SATELLITE JCPO -20 129
MAGNETOSPHERE INTERACTIONS (IDS)
SAGAN ORGANIC CHEMISTRY OF THE JOVIAN JOPO -21 12g
ATMOSPHERE (IOS)
SCARF WAVE-PARTICLE INTERACTION PHENOMENA AT JOPO -22 129
JUPITER (IDS)
SCHUBERT JOVIAN ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE AND JOPO -23 129
CIRCULATION (IDS)
SONETT GALILEAN SATELLITE MAGNETIC PROPERTIES JOPO -24 129
JOVIAN MAGNETOSPHERE INTERACTION (IDS)
VAN ALLEN DYNAMICS ENERGETIC PARTICLESt ROLE OF JOPO -26 12g
GALILEAN SATELLITES'
WILLIAMS ENERGETIC PARTICLES-ORBITER (EPD) JOPO -06 130
GALILEO PROBE UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 05/30/86 JUPITER PROBE JOP APPROVED MISSION 130
BOESE NET FLUX RADIOMETER (NFR) JOP -04 130
LANZEROTTI LIGHTNING AKD RADIO EMISSIONS (LRO) JDP -OG 130
NIEMANN NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROSCOPY (NMS) JOP -03 130
RAGENT NEPHELOMETRY (NEP) JOP -05 131
SIEFF ATMOSPHERIC STRUCTURE (ASI) JOP -02 131
VON ZAHN HELIUM ABUNCANCE IHAD) JOP -01 131
GAMMA-RAY OBSERVATORY UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 05100188 GEOCENTRIC GRO APPROVED MISSION 131
FICHTEL HIGH-ENERGY GAMMA-RAY TELESCOPE GRO -04 131
FISHMAN TRANSIENT-EVENT MONITOR GRO -05 132
KURFESS SCINTILLATION SPECTROMETER GRO -02 132
SCHONFELDER IMAGING COMPTON TELESCOPE GRO -03 132
GEODETIC SATELLITE-C SEE GEOS 3
GEOMAGNETIC TAIL LAB. SEE OPEN/GTL
GEOPOTENTIAL RES MISS-AT SEE GRM-A1
GEOPOTENTIAL RES MISS-A2 SEE GRM-A2
GEOS 3 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 04109175 GEOCENTRIC 75-027A 04109175 NORMAL STND 27
ANDERLE US NAVY DOPPLER SYSTEM TB-O27A-O5 12/01/78 PARTIAL SUBS 27
JACKSON C-BAND SYSTEM 75-027A-03 12/01/78 PARTIAL SUBS 27
PUR_Y RADAR ALTIMETER SYSTEM 75-027A-01 12/01/78PARTIAL ZERO 27
SALZBERG S-BAND TRACKING SYSTEM 75-D27A-02 12/01178 PARTIAL STND 28
STEPMANIDES LASER TRACKING REFLECTOR 75-02TA-04 04/09/75 NORMAL STND 28
GEOS-C SEE GEOS 3
GEOSTATION,METEORO, SAT.2 SEE GMS-2
GEOSTATION.METEOROL.SAT, SEE GMS
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GERMAN X-RAY SATELLITE SEE RDSAT
GIOTTO INTERNATIONAL ESA 07/15/85 HELIOCENTRIC GIOTTO APPROVED MISSION 132
BALSIGER ION MASS SPECTROMETER (IMS) GIOTTO -03 132
JOHNSTONE COMETARY PLASMA ION MASS AND ENERGY PER GIOTTO -05 133
CHARGE ANALYZERS
KELLER HALLEY NUCLEUS IMAGING (HMC) GIOTTO -01 133
KISSEL DUST IMPACT MASS SPECTROMETER (PIA) GIOTTO -04 133
KRANKOWSKY NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER (NMS) GIOTTO -02 134
LEVASSEUR-REGOURD HALLEY OPTICAL PROBE (HOPE) GIOTTO -OB 134
MCDONNELL DUST IMPACT DETECTOR (DID) GIOTTO -08 134
MCKENNA-LAWLOR ENERGETIC PARTICLES ONSET ADMONITOR GIOTTO -I0 134(EPONA)
NEUBAUER MAGNETOMETER (MAG) GIOTTO -07 135
REME ELECTRON ESA AND POSITIVE ION CLUSTER GIOTTO -06 135
COMPOSITION ANALYZER (RPA)
GMS JAPAN NASDA 07114177 GEOCENTRIC 77-065A 08115/77 NORMAL STND 28
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
JMA STAFF VISIBLE AND INFRARED SPIN-SCAN 77-065A-01 12100/82 PARTIAL STND 25
RADIOMETER (VISSR)
JMA STAFF WEATHER COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY 77-OG5A-03 12100/82 PARTIAL STND 29
KOHNO SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR (SEM) 77-065A-02 12100182 PARTIAL STND 29
GMS-2 JAPAN NASDA 08/10/81 GEOCENTRIC 81-OT6A 12101181 NORMAL STND 29
JMA STAFF VISIBLE AND INFRARED SPIN-SCAN 81-076A-01 12/01/81 NORMAL STND 29
RADIOMETER (VISSR)
JMA STAFF WEATHER COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY 81-076A-03 12/01/81 NORMAL STND 29
KOHNO SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR (SEMI 81-07GA-02 12/01/81 NORMAL STND 29
GMS-3 JAPAN NASDA 03/00/84 GEOCENTRIC GMS-3 APPROVED MISSION 135
JMA STAFF VISIBLE AND INFRARED SPIN-SPAN GMS-3 -01 135
RADIOMETER (VISSR)
JMA STAFF WEATHER COMMUNICATIONS FACILITY GMS-3 -03 135
KOHNO SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR (SEM) GMS-3 -02 135
GOES 1 UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS 1011G/75 GEOCENTRIC 75-100A 06/18/80 NORMAL SUBS 2_
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
LEINBADH ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR 75-100A-02 06/01/78 PARTIAL ZERO 30
LEINBACH SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR 75-100A-03 06101178 NORMAL ZERO 30
LEINBACH MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR 75-100A-04 06118/80 NORMAL ZERO 30
NESS STAFF VISIBLE IkFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER 75-100A-01 06130179 PARTIAL SUBS 30(VISSR)
NESS STAFF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DES) 75-I00A-05 11/30/79 NORMAL ZERO 30
GOES 2 UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS 06/16/77 GEOCENTRIC 77-048A 06/16/77 NORMAL STNO 30
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
LEINBACH ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR 77-048A-02 07/20177 NORMAL STND 31
LEINBACH SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR 77"OqBA'03 07/20/77 NORMAL STND 31
LEINBACH MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR 77-048A-04 04/24/82 PARTIAL SUBS 31
NESS STAFF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DES) 77-048A-05 10/04179 NORMAL STND 31
GOES 3 UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS 06116178 GEOCENTRIC 78-062A 08114179 NORMAL STND 31
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
LEINBAEH ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR 78-062A-02 07113178 NORMAL STND 32
LEINBACH SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR 78-062A-03 07/13/78 NORMAL STNO 32
LEINBACH MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR 78-062A-04 07/13/78 NORMAL STND 32
NESS STAFF VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER 78-062A-01 03105181 INOPERABLE ZERO 32(VISSR)
NESS STAFF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DES) 78-062A-05 07113/78 NORMAL STND 32
GOES 4 UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS 09/09/80 GEOCENTRIC 80-074A 09110180 NORMAL STND 32
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
LEINBACH ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR 80-074A-02 12/15/80 PARTIAL SUBS 33
LEINBACM SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR 8C-074A-03 09110180 NORMAL STND 33
LEINBADH MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR 80-074A-04 04/23192 INOPERABLE ZERO 33
NESS STAFF VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER 80-074A-01 11/26182 INOPERABLE ZERO 33
ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDER (VA3}
NESS STAFF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS} 80-074A-05 09127180 NORMAL STNO 33
GOES 5 UNITED STATES NOAA-NE$S 05122/81 GEOCENTRIC 81-049A 08105181 NORMAL STND 3_
LEINBACH ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR 81-049A-02 08/05/81 NORMAL STND 34
LEINBADH SOLAR X-RAy MONITOR 81-049A-03 08/05/81 NORMAL STND 34
LEINBACH MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR 81-049A-04 08/05/81 NORMAL STND 34
NESS STAFF VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER 81-049A-01 08/05/81 NORMAL STND 34
ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDER (VAS)
NESS STAFF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS) 81-049A-05 08/05/81 NORMAL STND 35
GOES 6 UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS 0_128183 GEOCENTRIC 83-041A 06101183 NORMAL STND 35
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
LEINBACH ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR 83-041A-02 06/01/83 NORMAL STND 35
LEINBACH SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR 83-041A-03 06/01/83 NORMAL STND 35
LEINBACH MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR 83-041A-04 06101183 NORMAL STND 35
NESS STAFF VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER 83-041A-01 06/01/83 NORMAL STNO 35
ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDER (VAS)
NESS STAFF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS) 83-041A-05 06/01/83 NORMAL STND 36
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GOES-A SEE GOES 1
GOES-B SEE GOES 2
GOES-C SEE GOES 3
GOES-D SEE GOES 4
GOES-E SEE GOES 5
GOES-F SEE GOES 6
GOES-G UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS 05/00/86 GEOCENTRIC GOES-G APPROVED MISSION 156
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
LEINBACH ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR GOES-G -02 135
LEINBACH SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR GOES-G -03 136
LEINBACH MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR GGES-G -04 136
NESS STAFF VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER GOES-G -01 136
ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDER (VAS)
NESS STAFF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM GOES-G -05 137
GOES-H UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS 08100186 GEOCENTRIC GOES-H APPROVED MISSION 137
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
LEINBACH ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR GOES-H -02 137
LEINBACH SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR GOES-H -03 137
LEINBACH MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR GOES-H -04 137
NESS STAFF VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER GOES-H -01 137
ATMOSPHERIC SOUNDER (VAS)
NESS STAFF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM GOES-H -05 138
GOES-I SEE GOES 1
GRM-A1 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 1990 GEOCENTRIC GRM-A1 PROPOSED MISSION 13B
ACUNA VECTOR MAGNETOMETER GRM-A1 -03 138
FARTHING SCALAR MAGNETOMETER GRM-AI -02 138
SMITH SST (S/C-TO-S/C TRACKING) GRM-AI -01 139
GRM-A2 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 1990 GEOCENTRIC GRM-A2 PROPOSED MISSION 139
SMITH SST (S/C-TO-S/C TRACKING) GRM-A2 -01 139
GTL SEE OPEN/GTL
HAMUCHO JAPAN ISAS 02/21/79 GEOCENTRIC 79-014A 02/21/79 NORMAL STND 36
MAKINO DIFFUSE SOFT X-RAYS AND SOFT X-RAY 79-014A-02 03/00/79 NORMAL STND 36
SOURCES
MIYAMOTO MONITOR OF X-RAY _OU_CES 79-014A-01 03100179 NORMAL STND 36
HELIOCENTRIC SEE ISEE 3
HELIOS 1 SEE HELIOS-A
HELIOS-A FED REP OF GERMANY 8MWF 12/10/74 HELIOCENTRIC 74-097A 12/10/74 NORMAL STNO 36
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
FECHTIG MICROMETEOROID DETECTOR AND ANALYZER 74-097A-12 12/10/74 NORMAL STND 37
GURNETT SOLAR WIND PLASMA WAVE 74-097A-04 03/10175 PARTIAL STND 37
GURNETT FINE FREQUENCYt COARSE TIME RESOLUTION 74-097A-05 03/10/75 PARTIAL STND 37
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
GURNETT 26,5-KHZ TO 3-MHZ RADIO WAVE 74-097A-06 03110175 PARTIAL STND 37
KEPPLER ENERGETIC ELECTRON AND PROTON DETECTOR 74-097A-10 12/10/74 NORMAL STND 38
KUNDT CELESTIAL MECHANICS 74-097A-14 12100180 INOPERABLE ZERO 38
KUNOW COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES 74-097A-07 12/10/74 NORMAL STND 38
LEINERT ZODIACAL LIGHT PHOTOMETER 74-097A-11 12/10/74 NORMAL STND 38
NESS FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER FOR AVERAGE FIELDS 74-097A-02 12/10/74 NORMAL STND 38
NEUBAUER FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER FOR FIELD 74-097A-01 12/10/74 NORMAL STNO 38
FLUCTUATIONS
NEUBAUER SEARCH COIL MAGNETOMETER 74-097A-03 12/04/80 INOPERABLE ZERO 39
ROSZNBAUER PLASMA DETECTORS 74-097A-09 12/10/74 NORMAL STND 39
TRAINOR GALACTIC AND SOLAR COSMIC RAYS 74-097A-08 12110174 NORMAL STND 39
HELOS SEE EXOSAT
HI,ECCEN LUN OCCULT,SAT, SEE EXOSAT
HILAT UNITED STATES DOD-USAF 06127/B3 GEOCENTRIC 83-063A 06/27/83 NORMAL STNO 39
CANADA NRC
HARDY ELECTRON SPECTROMETER { 83-063A-04 06/27/83 NORMAL SINO 39
HUFFMAN AURORAL IONOSPHERIC MAPPER 83-063A-05 06/27/83 PARTIAL STND 40
POTEMRA THREE-AXIS FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 83-063A-_3 06127/83 NORMAL STNO 40
RICH PLASMA MONITOR 83-063A-02 06/27/83 NORMAL STND 40
RINO COHERENT BEACON 83-063A-01 06/27/83 NORMAL STND 40
HIMAWARI SEE GMS
HIMAWARI-2 SEE GMS-2
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HIMAWARI-3 SEE GMS-3
HINOTDRI JAPAN ISAS 02/21/81 GEOCENTRIC 81-017A 02/21/81 NORMAL STND 40
HIRAO PLASMA PROBES 81-017A-06 10/13/82 NORMAL SUBS 40
KDNDO SOLAR FLARE GAMMA-RAY DETECTOR IN 81-017A-04 10/13/82 NORMAL SUBS 41
0.2-9°0 MEV RANGE
MATSUOKA TIME PROFILE AND SPECTRA OF X-RAY FLARES 81-017A-03 10/13/82 NORMAL SUBS 41
IN THE 2-20 KEV RANGE
TAKAKURA SOLAR FLARE 5-40 KEV X-RAYS USING 81-017A-01 10113182 NORMAL SUBS 41
ROTATING MODULATION COLLIMATOR IMAGING
IAKEUCHI ELECTRON FLUX ABOVE 100 KEV PARTICLE 81-017A-05 10/13/82 NORMAL SUBS 41
DETECTOR MONITOR
TANAKA SOLAR FLARE X-RAY BRAGG SPECTROSCOPY IN 81-017A-02 10/13/82 NORMAL SUBS 41
1.7-2,0 A RANGE
HIPPARCOS INTERNATIONAL ESA 04/00/88 GEOCENTRIC HIPPA APPROVED MISSION 139
IK bULGARIA 1300 BULGARIA BAS 08/07/81 GEOCENTRIC 81-075A 41
U,S.S.R, INTERCOS
ARSHINKOV TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS 81-075A-11 08/07/81 NORMAL STND 41
BANKOV ION DRIFT METER AND RETARDING POTENTIAL 81-075A-01 08/07/81 NORMAL STND 41
ANALYZER
OACHEV LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON-PROTON ELECTROSTATIC 81-075A-05 05/01/82 INOPERABLE ZERO 42
ANALYZER ARRAY IN 3 ORTHOGONAL DIRECTIONS
GOGOSHEV VISIBLE AIRGLOW PHOTOMETERS 81-075A-08 08/07/81 NORMAL STND 42
GOGOSHEV WAVELENGTH SCANNING UV PHOTOMETER 81-075A-09 05/01/82 INOPERABLE ZERO 42
IVANOVA SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ION TRAP 81-075A-02 08/07/81 NORMAL STND 42
IVANOVA CYLINDRICAL LANGMUIR PROBE 81-075A-03 08/07/81 NORMAL STND 42
KAZAKOV PROTON SOLID-STATE TELESCOPE 81-075A-07 08/07/81 NORMAL STND 42
MARKOV DOUBLE SPHERICAL ELECTRON TEMPERATURE 81-075A-04 08/07/81 PARTIAL STND 42
PROBES
NENOVSKI ION ENERGY-MASS COMPOSITION ANALYZERS 81-075A-06 08/07/81 PARTIAL STND 43
STANEV TRIAXIAL SPHERICAL VECTOR ELECTRIC FIELD 81-075A-I0 08/07/81 NORMAL STNO 43
PROBES
IME-D GEE ISEE 2
IME-H SEE ISEE 3
IMP 8 SEE IMP-J
IMP-J UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 10/26173 GEOCENTRIC 73-078A 10/2G/73 NORMAL STND 43
AGGSON ELECTROSTATIC FIELDS 73-078A-11 10126/73 NORMAL STND 43
BAME SOLAR PLASMA ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER 73-078A-I0 10/26/73 NORMAL STND 43
BRIDGE SOLAR PLASMA FARADAY CUP 73-078A-02 10/26/73 NORMAL STND 44
FRANK MEASUREMENT OF LOW-ENERGY PROTONS AND 73-078A-04 i0126173 NORMAL STNO 44
ELECTRONS
GLOECKEER SOLID-STATE DETECTORS 73-078A-03 12/15/78 PARTIAL STND 44
GURNETT ELECTROSTATIC WAVES AND RADIO NOISE 73-078A-12 10126/73 NORMAL STND 44
KRIMIGIS CHARGED PARTICLE MEASUREMENTS 73-078A-08 11105/73 NORMAL STND 44
EXPERIMENT
MCDONALD SOLAR AND COSMIC-RAY PARTICLES 73-078A-09 10/26/73 NORMAL STND 44
NESS MAGNETIC FIELD EXPERIMENT 73-078A-01 10/2G/75 NORMAL STND 45
SIMPSON SOLAR FLARE HIGH-Z/LOWmE AND LOW-Z _ 73-078A-07 10/26/73 NORMAL STND 45
ISOTOPE
STONE ELECTRONS AND HYDROGEN AND HELIUM 73-078A-06 10126173 NORMAL STND 45
ISOTOPES
WILLIAMS ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS 75-078A-05 10/26/73 NORMAL STNO 45
IMP-K SEE ISEE 1
IMP-K PRIME SEE ISEE 2
INDIAN NATIONAL SAT. SEE INSAT-1A
INDIAN NATIONAL SAT. SEE INSAT-1B
INFRA-RED ASTRONOM SAT SEE IRAS
INSAT-IA INDIA ISRO 04/10/82 GEOCENTRIC 82-031A 10/00/82 INOPERABLE ZERO 45
UNITED STATES NASA-OSTO
UNKNOWN VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER (VHRR) 82-031A-01 10/00/82 INOPERABLE ZERO 45
UNKNOWN TELECOMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE 82-031A-02 10/00/82 INOPERABLE ZERO 46
UNKNOWN DATA COLLECTION AND TRANSMISSION RELAY 82-031A-03 10100/82 INOPERABLE ZERO 45
IkSAT-1B INDIA ISRO 08/00/83 GEOCENTRIC INSATIB APPROVED MISSION 140
UNKNOWN TELECOMMUNICATIONS PACKAGE INSATIB-02 140
UNKNOWN DATA COLLECTION AND TRANSMISSION RELAY INSATIB-03 140
INT ULTRAVIOLET EXPL SEE IUE
INTERCOSMOS 19 U.S.S.R. INTERCOS 02/2T/79 GEOCENTRIC 79-020A 08/00/81 INOPERABLE ZERO 46
GOGOSHEV ELECTROPHOTOMETER {EMO-1) 79-020A-02 08100/81 INOPERABLE ZERO 46
UNKNOWN TOPSIDE SOUNDER 79-020A-01 08/00/81 INOPERABLE ZERO 4_
UNKNOWN PLASMA EXPERIMENT 79-020A-05 08/00/81 INOPERABLE ZERO 46
UNKNOWN WAVE EXPERIMENT 79-020A-04 08/00/81 INOPERABLE ZERO 46
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UNKNOWN PARTICLE EXPERIMENT 79-020A-05 08/00181 INOPERABLE ZERO 46
INTERCOSMOS BULGAR 1300 SEE IK BULGARIA 1300
INTERNATIONL SOLAR POLAR SEE ISPM
INTERPLAN° PHYSICS LAB° 3EE OPEN/IPL
INTNL SUN EARTH EXPL-A SEE ISEE 1
INTNL SUN EARTH EXPL-C SEE ISEE 3
ION RELEASE MODULE SEE AKPTE/IRM
IONO-IK SEE INTERCOSMOS 19
IONOSONDE-IK SEE INTEROOSMOS lg
IONOSP SOUNDING SAT 2 SEE ISS-B
IPL SEE OPEN/IPL
IR ASTRON, SAT° SEE IRAS
IRAS THE NETHERLANDS NIVR 01/25/83 GEOCENTRIC 83-004A 01/26/83 NORMAL STND 47
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
UNITED KINGDOM SRC
SCIENCE WORKING TEAM IR TELESCOPE 83-004A-01 01/26/83 NORMAL STND 47
SCIENCE WORKING TEAM LOW RESOLUTION SPECTROMETER 83-004A-02 01/26/83 NORMAL STND 41
IRM SEE AMPTE/IRM
ISEE i UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 10122/77 GEOCENTRIC 77-102A 10/22/77 NORMAL STND 47
ANDERSON ELECTRONS AND PROTONS 77-102A-i0 10/22/77 NORMAL STNO 47
BAME FAST PLASMA AND SOLAR WIND IONS 77-102A-01 01100179 PARTIAL STND 48
CLINE GAMMA-RAY BURSTS 77-102A-14 10/22/77 NORMAL STND 48
FRANK HOT PLASMA 77-102A-03 10/22/77 NORMAL STND 48
GURNETT PLASMA WAVES 77-102A-07 10/22/77 NORMAL STNO 49
HARVEY PLASMA DENSITY 77-102A-08 10/22/77 NORMAL STND 48
HELLIWELL VLF WAVE PROPAGATION 77-102A-13 10/22/77 NORMAL STND 49
HEPPN[R DC ELECTRIC FIELD 77-102A-11 10/22/77 NORMAL STND 49
HOVESTADT LOW-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS 77-102A-05 08/07/78 PARTIAL STND 49
MOZER QUASI-STATIC ELECTRIC FIELDS 77-102A-06 10122177 NORMAL STND 49
OGILVIE FAST ELECTRONS 77-102A-02 10/22/77 NORMAL STNO 49
RUSSELL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 77-102A-04 10/22/77 NORMAL STND 49
SHARP ION COMPOSITION 77-102A-12 04/13/78 PARTIAL STND 50
ISEE 2 INTERNATIONAL ESA 10/22/77 GEOCENTRIC 77-102B 10/22/77 NORMAL STND 50
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
ANDERSON ELECTRONS AND PROTONS 77-1028-08 05101179 PARTIAL STND 50
EGIDI SOLAR WIND IONS 77-1028-02 10/22177 NORMAL STND 50
FRANK HOT PLASMA 77-I02B-03 01110178 PARTIAL STND 50
GURNETT PLASMA WAVES 77-102B-05 10/22/77 NORMAL STND 51
HARVEY RADIO PROPAGATION 77-102B-06 10/22/77 NORMAL STND 51
RUSSELL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 77-1028-04 10122/77 NORMAL STNO 51
WILLIAMS ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND PROTONS 77-1028-07 10/22/77 NORMAL STND 51
ISEE 3 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 08/12178 HELIOCENTRIC 78-079A 08112/78 NORMAL STNO 51
ANDERSON INTERPLANETARY AND SOLAR ELECTRONS 78-079A-09 11122179 INOPERABLE ZERO 52
BAME SOLAR WIND PLASMA 78-079A-01 03/19180 PARTIAL STND 52
HOVESTADT LOW-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS 78-079A-03 08115178 NORMAL STND 52
HYNDS ENERGETIC PROTONS 78-079A-08 08/15/78 NORMAL STNO 52
MEYER COSMIC-RAY ELECTRONS AND NUCLEI 78-079A-06 08/15178 NORMAL STND 52
OGILVIE SOLAR WIND ION COMPOSITION 78-079A-11 08/18/78 NORMAL STND 52
SCARF PLASMA WAVES 78-079A-07 08/12/78 NORMAL STND 53
SMITH MAGNETIC FIELDS 78-079A-02 08/12/78 NORMAL STND 53
STEINBERG RADIO MAPPING 78-079A-10 08113178 NORMAL STND 53
STONE HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC RAYS 78-079A-12 01115179 PARTIAL STNO 53
TEEGARDEN GAMMA-RAY BURSTS 78-079A-15 01/15179 PARTIAL STND 53
VON ROSEkVIRGE MEDIUM ENERGY COSMIC RAY 78-079A-04 08/15/78 NORMAL STND 53
WIEDENBECK HIGH-ENERGY COSMIC RAY 78-079A-05 04/04/81 PARTIAL $TND 54
WILCOX GROUND BASED SOLAR STUDIES 78-079A-13 _A NA 54
ISEE-A SEE ISEE I
ISEE-B SEE ISEE 2
ISEE-C SEE ISEE 3
ISIS i CANADA DRB-DRTE 01130169 GEOCENTRIC 69-009A 01130170 PARTIAL SUBS 54
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
BARRINGTON VLF RECEIVER 69-009A-03 01130170 NORMAL SUBS 54
BRACE CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBES 69-009A-07 01/30/70 NORMAL SUBS 5_
CALVERT FIXED-FREQUENCY SOUNDER 69-009A-02 01/30/70 NORMAL SUBS 55
HARTZ COSMIC RADIO NOISE 69-009A-10 01130170 NORMAL SUBS 55
MCDIARMID ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS 69-009A-04 01/30/70 NORMAL SUBS BB
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NELMS SWEEP-FREQUENCY SOUNDER GB-OO9A-OI 01/30/70 NORMAL SUBS 55
SAGALYN SPHERICAL ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER 69-009A-08 01130170 NORMAL SUBS 55
ISIS 2 CANADA DOC-CRC 04/01/71 GEOCENTRIC 71-024A 02/04/73 PARTIAL SUBS 56
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
ANGER 3914- AND 5577-A PHOTOMETER 71-024A-II 02/04/73 NORMAL SUBS 56
BABRINGTON VLF RECEIVER 71-024A-03 02/04173 NORMAL SUBS 56
BRACE CYLINDRICAL ELECTROSTATIC PROBES 71-024A-07 00100181 PARTIAL SUBS 56
CALVERT FIXED-FREQUENCY SOUNDER 71-024A-02 02/04/73 NORMAL SUBS 56
HARTZ COSMIC RADIO NOISE 71-024A-I0 02/04/73 NORMAL SUBS 57
MAIER RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER 71-024A-08 02/04/73 NORMAL SUBS 57
MCDIARMID ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS 71-024A-04 02/04/73 PARTIAL SUBS 57
SHEPHERD 6300-A PHOTOMETER 71-024A-12 02/04/73 NORMAL SUBS 57
WHITTEKER SWEEP-FREQUENCY SOUNDER 71-024A°01 02/04/73 NORMAL SUBS 57
ISIS-A SEE ISIS 1
ISIS-B SEE ISIS 2
ISP SEE ISPM
ISPM INTERNATIONAL ESA 05/23/86 HELIOCENTRIC ISPESA APPROVED MISSION 140
BAME PLASMA SPECTROMETER ISPESA -05 IAO
BERTOTTI RADIO SCIENCE ISPESA -11 141
GLOECKLER SOLAR WIND ION COMPOSITION SPECTROMETER ISPESA -04 141
GRUEN COSMIC DUST ISPEGA -07 141
HEOGECOCK MAGNETIC FIELD ISPESA -08 141
HURLEY SOLAR-FLARE X-RAYS AND COSMIC GAMMA RAY ISPESA -01 141
BURSTS
KEPPLER ENERGETIC PARTICLE COMPOSITION AND ISPESA -12 141
NEUTRAL GAS
LANZEROTTI LOW ENERGY PARTICLE SPECTRUM, ISPESA -03 142
COMPOSITION. AND ANIGOTROPY
SIMPSON COSMIC RAY AND CHARGED PARTICLE ISPESA -02 142
STONE UNIFIED RADIO AND PLASMA WAVE ISPESA -06 142
VOLLAND CORONAL SOUNDING ISRESA -10 142
ISPM-B SEE ISPM
ISPMICENTAUR SEE ISPM
ISS-2 SEE ISS-B
ISS-B JAPAN RRL 02/16/78 GEOCENTRIC 78-018A 04/01183 INOPERABLE ZERO 58
AIKYO SWEEP FREQUENCY TOPSIDE IONOSPHERIC 78-018A-01 04/01/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 58
SOUNDER (TOP}
IWAMOTO ION MASS SPECTROMETER 78-018A-04 04101183 INOPERABLE ZERO 58
KATOH RADIO NOISE NEAR 2.5+ 5+ 10+ AND 25 MHZ 7B-O18A-02 04101/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 5B
SAGAWA RETARDING POTENTIAL TRAP 7BmOIBA-03 04/01/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 58
IUE UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 01/26/78 GEOCENTRIC 78-012A 01/26/78 NORMAL STND 58
INTERNATIONAL ESA
UNITED KINGDOM SRC
GUEST INVESTIGATORS LOW-IHIGH-RESOLUTION+ ULTRAVIOLET 78-012A-01 01126178 NORMAL STND 59
SPECTROGRAPH PACKAGE
NONE ASSIGNED PARTICLE FLUX MONITOR (SPACECRAFT) 78-012A-02 01/26/78 NORMAL STND 59
JIKIKEN JAPAN ISAS 09/18/78 GEOCENTRIC 78-087A 01/00/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 59
, EJIRI IMPEDANCE AND ELECTRIC FIELD (IEF) 78-087A-04 01/00/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 59
KAWASHIMA CONTROLLED ELECTRON BEAM EMISSIONS (CBE) 78-087A-07 01/00/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 59
KIMURA VLF DOPPLER PROPAGATION (DPL) 78-087A-03 01/00/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 60
KUBO ENERGY SPECTRUM OF PARTICLES (ESP) 78-087A-06 01/00/83 INOPERABLE ZERO 60
OYA STIMJLATED PLASMA WAVE (SPW) 78-087A-01 01100183 INOPERABLE ZERO 60
OYA NATURAL PLASMA WAVES (NPW) 78-087A-02 01/00183 INOPERABLE ZERO 60
JOP SEE GALILEO PROBE
JOP SEE GALILEO ORBITER
JUPITER ORBITER PROBE SEE GALILEO PROBE
JUPITER ORBITER PROBE SEE GALILEO ORBITER
LAND SATELLITE-E SEE LANOSAT-D1
LANDSAT 2 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 01/22/75 GEOCENTRIC 75-004A 05/06/80 NORMAL SUBS 60
BALLA MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS) 7fi-OO4A-02 01/07/82 NORMAL ZERO 60
LANDSAT 3 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 03105/78 GEOCENTRIC 78-026A 03105/78 NORMAL STND 61
BALLA MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS) 78-026A-02 09130/82 PARTIAL STND 61
GILBERT DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS) 78-026A-03 03/05/78 NORMAL STND 61
WEINSTEIN RETURN BEAM VIDICO_ CAMERA (RBV) 78-026A-01 04/14/82 PARTIAL SUBS G2
LANDSAT 4 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 07/16/82 GEOCENTRIC 82-072A 02/15/83 PARTIAL SUBS 62
UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS
BANKS MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS) 82-072A-02 08101/82 NORMAL STND 62
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FEINBERG GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GP$) 82-OT2A-03 03101183 PARTIAL ZERO 62
LINSTROM THEMATIC MAPPER (TM) 82-072A-01 02/15/83 PARTIAL ZERO 62
LANDSAT-C SEE LANOSAT 3
LANDSAT-D SEE LANOSAT 4
LANDSAT-D1 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 06100185 GEOCENTRIC LAND-E APPROVED MISSION 142
UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS
BANKS MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER (MSS) LANO-E -02 143
FEINBERG GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) LANO-E -03 143
WEINSTEIN THEMATIC MAPPER (IM} LAND-E -01 143
LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE SEE ST
LDEF SEE SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A
LDEF-A SEE SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A
LFO-A SEE LANDSAT 4
LONG DURATION EXPOS°FAC. SEE SPACE SHUTTLE LOEF-A
MAGION UoS. S,R. INTERCOS I0124/78 GEOCENTRIC 78-099C 09110181 INOPERABLE ZERO 63
CZECHOSLOVAKIA CAS
TRISKA ELF AND VLF RECEIVERS 78-099C-01 09/10181 INOPERABLE ZERO 63
TRISKA ENERGETIC PARTICLE DETECTORS 78-099C-02 09/10/81 INOPERABLE ZERO 63
MARINER 77A SEE VOYAGER i
MARINER 77B SEE VOYAGER 2
MARINER JUPITERISATURN A SEE VOYAGER i
MARINER JUPITERISATURN B SEE VOYAGER 2
MEO2 SEE SMS 2
METEOROLOGICAL SAT-A SEE METEOSAT 1
METEOROLOGICAL SAT-B SEE METEOSAT 2
METEOSAT 1 INTERNATIONAL ESA 11/23/77 GEOCENTRIC 77-108A 11/24/79 PARTIAL STND 63
PERA DATA COLLECTION PLATFORM (DCP) 77-108A-02 11/23/77 NORMAL STND 63
METEOSAT 2 INTERNATIONAL ESA 06119181 GEOCENTRIC 81-OBTA 07/02/81 NORMAL ZERO 64
PERA DATA COLLECTION PLATFORM (DCP) 81-057A-02 07106181 INOPERABLE ZERO 64
SERENE IMAGING RADIOMETER 81-057A-01 11108181 NORMAL ZERO 64
METEOSAT-B SEE METEOSAT 2
MJS 77A SEE VOYAGER 1
MJS 778 SEE VOYAGER 2
MOTHER SEE ISEE i
MS-T5 JAPAN ISAS 01100185 MS-T5 APPROVED MISSION 143
OYA PLASMA WAVE SPECTRAL RECEIVERS MS-T5 -01 143
OYAMA ION RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER MS-T5 -02 143
SAITO TRIAXIAL RING-CORE MAGNETOMETERS MS-T5 -03 143
NIMBUS 5 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 12111172 GEOCENTRIC 72-OgTA 03/31183 INOPERABLE ZERO 64
HOUGHTON SELECTIVE CHOPPER RADIOMETER {SCR) 72-097A-02 03/31/B3 INOPERABLE ZERO 6_
WILHEIT9 JR. ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE 72-097A-04 03131183 INOPERABLE ZERO 65
RADIOMETER (ESMR)
NIMBUS 6 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 06112175 GEOCENTRIC 75-052A 01100176 PARTIAL STND 65
HOUGHTON PRESSURE MODULATED RADIOMETER (PMR) TB-OB2A-09 03102181 PARTIAL ZERO 65
JACOBOWITZ EARTH RADIATION BUDGET (ERB) 75-052A-05 03/02/81 PARTIAL ZERO 65
JULIAN TROPICAL WIND ENERGY CONVERSION AND 7B-OB2A-O1 03/02/81 PARTIAL SUBS 65
REFERENCE LEVEL (TWERLE}
WILHEITt JR, ELECTRICALLY SCANNING MICROWAVE 75-052A-03 03102181 PARTIAL ZERO 66
RADIOMETER (ESMR)
NIMBUS 7 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 10124/78 GEOCENTRIC 78-098A 10124/78 NORMAL STND 65
GLOERSEN SCANNING MULTISPECTRAL MICROWAVE 78-098A-08 10/24/T8 NORMAL STND 66
RADIOMETER (SMMR)
HEATH SOLAR BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET/TOTAL 78-098A-09 10/24/78 NORMAL STND 67
OZONE MAPPING SPECTROMETER (SBUV/TOMS)
HOUGHTON STRATOSPHERIC AND MESOSPHERIC SOUNDER 78-098A-02 09130182 PARTIAL STNO 67
(SAMS)
HOVIS COASTAL ZONE COLOR SCANNER (CZCS) 78-098A-03 10/29/78 NORMAL STND 67
HWANG TEMPERATUREIHUMIDITY INFRARED RADIOMETER 78-098A-I0 10/24/78 NORMAL STND 67
(THIR)
JACOBOWITZ EARTH RADIATION BUDGET (ERB) 78-098A-07 06/22180 PARTIAL STND 68
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MCCORMICK STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL MEASUREMENT-IT 78-098A-06 10124/78 NORMAL STND 68
(SAM-IT)
NIMBUS-E SEE NIMBUS 5
NIMBUS-F SEE NIMBUS 6
NIMBUS-G SEE NIMBUS 7
NOAA 6 UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS 06/27/79 GEOCENTRIC 79-057A 06/27179 NORMAL STNO 68
LEINBACH SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR (GEM) 79-057A-04 06127/79 NORMAL STND 69
NESS STAFF ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER 79-057A-01 02123182 PARTIAL SUBS 69
(AVHRR)
NESS STAFF TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER 79-057A-02 06/27/79 NORMAL STND 69
(TOVG)
NESS STAFF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DOS) 79-057A-03 06127179 NORMAL STND 69
NOAA 7 UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS 06123181 GEOCENTRIC 81-059A 06123/81 NORMAL STND 69
LEINBACH SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR (GEM) 81-059A-04 04108182 PARTIAL SUBS TD
NESS STAFF ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER 81-059A-01 07/13/81 NORMAL STND 70
(AVHRR)
NESS STAFF TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER 81-059A-02 07113/81 NORMAL STND 70
(TOVS]
NESS STAFF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (OCS) 81-059A-05 07/13/81 NORMAL STND 70
NOAA 8 UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS 03128183 GEOCENTRIC 85-022A 05109183 NORMAL STND 70
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
LEINBACH SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR (SEM) 83-022A-04 05109183 NORMAL SINg 71
NESS STAFF ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER 83-022A-01 05109183 NORMAL STNO 71
(AVHRR)
NESS STAFF TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER 83-022A-02 05109/83 NORMAL STND 71
(TOVS}
NESS STAFF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS) 83-022A-03 05109183 NORMAL STNO 71
NESS STAFF SEARCH AND RESCUE (SAR) 83-022A-05 05109183 NORMAL STND 71
NOAA-A SEE NOAA G
NOAA-C SEE NOAA 7
NOAA-D UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS GEOCENTRIC NOAA-D APPROVED MISSION 144
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
LEINBACH SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR (GEM) NOAA-D -04 144
NESS STAFF ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER NOAA-D -01 144
[AVHRR)
NESS STAFF TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER NOAA-D -02 144
(TOVS)
NESS STAFF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS) NOAA-D -03 144
NOAA-E SEE NOAA 8
NOAA-F UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS 03/00/84 GEOCENTRIC NOAA-F APPROVED MISSION 145
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
8ROOME EARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIMENT (ERBE) NOAA-F -05 145
NESS STAFF ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER NOAA-F -01 145
(AVHRR)
NESS STAFF TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER NOAA-P -02 145
(TOVS)
NESS STAFF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DOS) NOAA-F -03 145
NESS STAFF SEARCH AND RESCUE (SAR) NOAA-F -06 146
NOAA-G UNITED STATES N3AA-NESS 04115185 GEOCENTRIC NOAA-G A PPRO_D MISSION 145
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
BROOME EARTH RADIATION BUDGET EXPERIMENT {ERBE) NOAA-G -05 146
CUNNINGHAM SOLAR BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET NOAA-G -07 146
RADIOMETER {SBUV/2}
LEINBACH SPACE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR (GEM) NOAA-G -04 141
NESS STAFF ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION RADIOMETER NOAA-G -01 147
(AVHRR)
NESS STAFF TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER NOAA-G -02 147
(TOVS)
NESS STAFF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS) NOAA-G -03 147
NESS STAFF SEARCH AND RESCUE (SAR) NOAA-G -06 147
NOAA-H UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS GEOCENTRIC NOAA-H APPROVED MISSION 147
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
CUNNINGHAM SOLAR BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET NOAA-H -05 148
RADIOMETER (SBUVI2)
NESS STAFF ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION NOAA-H -01 148
RADIOMETER [AVHRR}
NESS STAFF TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER NOAA-H -02 148
(TOVS]
NESS STAFF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS) NOAA-H -03 148
NESS STAFF SEARCH ANO RESCUE {SAR) NOAA-H -04 14B
NOAA-I UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS GEOCENTRIC NOAA-I APPROVED MISSION 149
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
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CUNNINGHAM SOLAR BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET NOAA-I -06 149
RADIOMETER (SBUV/2)
LEINBACH SPACE ENVIRONMENTAL MONITOR (SEM) NOAA-I -04 149
NESS STAFF ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION NOAA-I -01 149
RADIOMETER (AVHRR)
NESS STAFF TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER NOAA-I -02 149
(TOVS)
NESS STAFF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (OCS) NOAA-I -03 150
NESS STAFF SEARCH AND RESCUE (SAR) NOAA-I -05 150
NOAA-J UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS GEOCENTRIC NOAA-J APPROVED MISSION 150
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
CUNNINGHAM SOLAR BACKSCATTER ULTRAVIOLET NOAA-J -05 150
RADIOMETER (SBUV/2)
NESS STAFF ADVANCED VERY HIGH RESOLUTION NOAA-J -01 150
RADIOMETER (AVHRR]
NESS STAFF TIROS OPERATIONAL VERTICAL SOUNDER NOAA-J -02 151
(TOVS}
NESS STAFF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM [DCS) NOAA-J -03 151
NESS STAFF SEARCH AND RESCUE (SAR) NOAA-J -04 151
OPEN/EML UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 02/00/90 GEOCENTRIC EML PROPOSED MISSION 151
BURCH PLASMA ION COMPOSITION EML -03 151
FRITZ CHARGE AND MASS MAGNETOSPHERIC ION EML -04 152
COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT (CAMMICE)
HIGBIE ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND IONS EML -02 152
MAYNARD ELECTRIC FIELDS: BURST MODE EML -05 152
MCILWAIN ELECTRIC FIELD INVESTIGATION BY ELECTRON EML -07 152
DRIFT STUDIES (EFIELDS)
MCPHERRON MAGNETIC FIELDS EML -06 153
PARKS HOT PLASMA EML -01 153
SCARF PLASMA WAVES EML -08 153
OPEN/GTL UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 08/00/89 GEOCENTRIC GTL PROPOSED MISSION 153
FRANK HOT PLASMA AND ION COMPOSITION GTL -04 154
GURNETT PLASMA WAVES GTL -02 15_
LEPPING MAGNETIC FIELDS GTL -01 154
MOZER DC ELECTRIC FIELDS GTL -05 154
WILLIAMS ENERGETIC PARTICLES AND ION COMPOSITION GTL -03 155
(EPIC)
OPENIIPL UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA OBlOOIB9 HELIOCENTRIC IPL PROPOSED MISSION 155
BEMANNON MAGNETIC FIELDS IPL -04 155
CHAPPELL COLD PLASMA IONS (TIDE) IPL -03 155
GLOECKLER SOLAR WIND AND SUPRATHERMAL ION IPL -OB 156
COMPOSITION STUDIES
KAISER PLASMA AND RADIO WAVES IPL -05 156
LIN HOT PLASMA AND CHARGED PARTICLES IPL -01 156
OGILVIE SOLAR WIND PLASMA IPL -06 15_
SCHARDT COSMIC RAYS (EPACT); ENERGETIC PARTICLE IPL -07 157
ACCELERATION-COMPOSITION-TRANSPORT
TEEGARDEN GAMMA RAY BURSTS AND EUV SPECTROSCOPY IPL -02 157
OPENIPPL UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 08100/90 GEOCENTRIC PPL PROPOSED MISSION 157
CHAPPELL COLD PLASMA IONS (TIDE) PPL -04 157
FELDMAN MULTI-SPECTRAL AURORAL IMAGING PPL -IC 158
FRANK OPTICAL AURORAL IMAGER PPL -12 155
FRITZ CHARGE ANO MASS MAGNETOSPHERIC ION PPL -06 158
COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT (CAMMICE)
HIGBIE ENERGETIC ELECTRONS AND IONS PPL -05 158
IMHOF POLAR IONOSPHERIC X-RAY IMAGING PPL -07 15_
EXPERIMENT (PIXIE)
MOZER DC ELECTRIC FIELDS PPL -09 159
RUSSELL MAGNETIC FIELDS PPL -OB 159
SCUDDER HOT PLASMA PPL -03 159
SHAWHAN PLASMA AND RADIO WAVES PPL -02 160
SHELLEY PLASMA ION COMPOSITION PPL -01 180
TORR ULTRAVIOLET IMAGER PPL -11 160
OREOL 3 SEE AUREOL 3
OSS-IISTS-3 SEE STS-3
OSS-2 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 03/00/88 GEOCENTRIC 0SS-2 APPROVED MISSION 160
GORENSTEIN LARGE AREA MODULAR ARRAY OF REFLECTORS 0SS-2 -01 161
(LAMAR)
KRAUSHAAR DIFFUSE X-RAY SPECTROMETER (DXS) OSS-2 -02 161
MEYER COSMIC RAY NUCLEI EX}ERIMENT (CRNE) 0SS-2 -03 161
SERLEMITSOS BROAD BAND X-RAY TELESCOPE (BBXRT) OSS-2 -04 161
OSTA-1 SEE STS-2
OSTA-I/STS-2 SEE STS-2
OSTA-2 SEE STS-7
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OSTA-2/STS-7 SEE STS-7
OSTA-3 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 0B/29/84 GEOCENTRIC OSTA-3 APPROVED MISSION 161
ZLACHI SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR-B (SIR-B) OSTA-3 -01 161
MOLLBERG LARGE FORMAT CAMERA (LFC) OSTA-3 -02 162
REICHLE+ JR. MEASUREMENT OF AIR POLLUTION FROM OSTA-3 -03 162
SATELLITES (MAPS}
SIVERTSONt JR, FEATURE IDENTIFICATION AND LOCATION OSTA-3 -04 162
EXPERIMENT (PILE)
OUTER PLANETS A SEE VOYAGER 1
OUTER PLANETS B SEE VOYAGER 2
P78-1 SEE STP P78-1
P78-2 SEE STP P78-2
PBO-1 SEE STP P80-I
PB3-1 SEE HILAT
PIONEER 6 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 12116/65 HELIOCENTRIC 65-105A 02/07/71 NORMAL SUBS 71
ANDERSON CELESTIAL MECHANICS 65-105A-07 12/16165 NORMAL STNO 72
ANDERSON RELATIVITY INVESTIGATION 65-105A-10 12116165 NORMAL STND 72
BRIDGE SOLAR WIND PLASMA FARADAY CUP 65-105A-02 12/03/74 PARTIAL SUBS 72
GOLDSTEI_ SPECTRAL BROADENING 6B-105A-09 12/08/68 NORMAL ZERO 72
MCCRACKEN COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY 65-10BA-05 PARTIAL ZERO 72
SIMPSON COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE 65-105A-05 12/03/74 NORMAL SUBS 73
WOLFE ELECTROSTATIC ANALYZER 65-105A-06 12/03/74 NORMAL SUBS 73
PIONEER 9 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 11/08168 HELIOCENTRIC 6B-lOOA 05/19/69 NORMAL SUBS 73
ANDERSON CELESTIAL MECHANICS 68-ZOOA-OB 11/08/68 NORMAL STND 73
BERG COSMIC DUST DETECTOR 68-100A-04 INOPERABLE ZERO 74
ESHLEMAN TWO-FREGUENCY BEACON RECEIVER 68-100A-03 12103/74 NORMAL SUBS 74
MCCRACKEN COSMIC-RAY ANISOTROPY 6B-100A-05 NORMAL ZERO 74
SCARF ELECTRIC FIELD DETEBTOR 6B-lOOA-O7 05/19169 NORMAL SUBS 74
SONETT TRIAXIAL MAGNETOMETER 68-100A-01 05/19/69 NORMAL SUBS 7€
WEBBER COSMIC-RAY GRADIENT 6B-lOOA-06 05119169 NORMAL SUBS 75
WOLFE SOLAR PLASMA DETECTOR 68-100A-02 12/03/7_ NORMAL SUBS 75
PIONEER 10 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 03/03/72 JUPITER FLYBY 72-012A 03103/72 NORMAL STND 75
ANDERSON CELESTIAL MECHANICS 72-012A-09 03/03/72 NORMAL STND 75
FILLIUS JOVIAN TRAPPED RADIATION 72-012A-05 12119/73 NORMAL STND 76
GEHRELS IMAGING PHOTOPOLARIMETER (IPP) 72-012A-07 06/01/80 NORMAL ZERO 76
JUDGE ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY 72-012A-06 03/03/72 NORMAL STND 7S
KINARD METEOROI3 DETECTORS 72-012A-04 06/01/80 INOPERABLE ZERO 76
KLIORE 5-BAND OCCULTATION 72-012A-10 12105/T3 NORMAL ZERO 76
MCDONALD COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA 72-012A-12 03/09/72 NORMAL STND 77
SIMPSON CHARGED PARTICLE COMPOSITION T2-OI2A-02 03103172 NORMAL STND 77
VAN ALLEk JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES 72-012A-11 03103/72 NORMAL STND 77
WOLFE PLASMA 72-012A-13 03103/72 NORMAL STND 77
PIONEER 11 UNITED STATES N_SA-OSSA 04106173 SATURN FLYBY 73-019A 04106173 NORMAL STND 77
ANDERSON CELESTIAL MECHANICS 73-019A-09 04106173 NORMAL STND 78
FILLIUS JOVIAN TRAPPED RADIATION 73-019A-05 04106173 NORMAL STND 78
GEHRELS IMASING PHOTOPDLARIMETER (IPP) 73-019A-07 06/011B0 NORMAL ZERO 78
INGERSOLL INFRARED RADIOMETER 73-019A-08 10105179 NORMAL ZERO 7B
JUDGE ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY 73-019A-06 04106/73 NORMAL STND 79
KINARD METEOROID DETECTORS 73-019A°04 04/06/73 NORMAL STND 79
KLIORE S-BAND OCCULTATION 73-019A-10 09/02/T9 NORMAL ZERO 79
MCDONALD COSMIC-RAY SPECTRA 73-019A-12 04/06/73 NORMAL STND 79
SIMPSON CHARGED PARTICLE COMPOSITION 73-019A-02 04/06/73 NORMAL STND 79
SMITH MAGNETIC FIELDS 73-019A-01 04106173 NORMAL STND 79
VAN ALLEN JOVIAN CHARGED PARTICLES 73-019A-11 04106173 NORMAL STND 80
WOLFE PLASMA 73-019A-13 12104/77 NORMAL STND 80
PIONEER VENUS 1 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 05120/78 VENUS ORBITER 78-051A 05/20/78 NORMAL STND BO
BARNES SOLAR WIND PLASMA ANALYZER [OPA} 78-051A-18 05/20/7B NOgMAL STND BO
BRACE ELECTRON TEMPERATURE PROBE (OETP} 78-051A-01 12/05/78 NORMAL STND 80
CROFT GAS-PLASMA ENVIRONMENT-DUAL FREGUENCY 78-051A-03 05/20/78 NORMAL STND 81
EXPERIMENT (OGPE)
DONAHUE INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENTIST 78-051A-04 NA NA 81
EVANS GAMMA BURST DETECTOR (OGBD) 78-051A-05 05/20/78 NORMAL STND 81
KEATING ATMOSPHERIC DRAG (DAD) 78-051A-19 12/00/78 NORMAL STND 81
KLIORE RADIO OCCULTATION (ORO} 78-051A-20 12/00/78 NORMAL STND 81
KNUDSEN RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER (ORPA} 78-051A-07 05/20/78 NORMAL STNO 81
MASURSKY INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENTIST 78-051A-OB NA NA 81
MCGILL INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENTIST 78-051A-09 NA NA 82
NAGY INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENTIST ?8-051A-I0 NA NA 82
NIEMANN NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER (ONMS} 78-051A-11 12/05/78 NORMAL STND 82
PETTENGILL RADAR MAPPER (ORAD) 78-051A-02 00/00/81 INOPERABLE ZERO 82
PHILLIPS INTERNAL DENSITY DISTRIBUTION (OIOD) 78-051A-23 82
RUSSELL MAGNETOMETER (OMAG) 78-051A-12 05120/78 NORMAL STND 82
SCARF ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR (OEFD) 78-051A-13 05/20/78 NORMAL STND 82
SCHUBERT INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENTIST 78-051A-14 NA NA 83
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SHAPIRO CELESTIAL MECHANICS (OCM) 78-051A-21 12/00/78 NORMAL STND 83
STEWART PROGRAMMABLE ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER 78-051A-15 12/05/78 NORMAL STND 83
(OUVS)
TAYLORt JR. ION MASS SPECTROMETER 1-60AMU (DIMS) 78-051A-17 12105178 NORMAL STND 83
TRAVIS CLOUD PHOTOPOLARIMETER 78-051A-06 05/20/78 NORMAL STND 83
WOO ATMOSPHERIC AND SOLAR CORONA TURBULENCE 78-051A-22 12/00/78 NORMAL STND 83
(OTUR)
PIONEER VENUS 1978 ORBIT SEE PIONEER VENUS 1
PIONEER VENJS ORBITER SEE PIONEER VENUS 1
PIONEER-A SEE PIONEER 6
PIONEER-D SEE PIONEER 9
PIONEER-F SEE PIONEER 10
PIONEER-G SEE PIONEER 11
PLANET-A JAPAN ISAS 08114185 PLANETA APPROVED MISSION 162
KANEDA UV IMAGING TELESCOPIC CAMERA PLANETA-01 162
MUKAI ION ELECTRON ESAS PLANETA-02 162
POLAR PLASMA LABORATORY SEE OPEN/PPL
PPL SEE OPEN/PPL
PROGNOZ 8 UoS°S.Ro SAG 12125/80 GEOCENTRIC 80-103A 12125180 NORMAL STND 83
LICKIN SOLAR X-RAY SPECTROMETER 80-103A-01 12/26180 NORMAL STND 84
ROENTGENSATELLITE SEE RDSAT
ROSAT FED PEP OF GERMANY DFVLR 07/30/87 GEOCENTRIC ROSAT APPROVED MISSION 162
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
GERDES HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGER (HRI) ROSAT -01 163
TRUEMPER POSITION SENSITIVE PROPORTIONAL COUNTER ROSAT -02 163
(PSPC)
WELLS WIDE FIELD CAMERA ROSAT -03 163
$81-1 GEE STP $81-1
SAGE UNITED STATES NASA-OSTA 02/18/79 GEOCENTRIC 79-013A 04/15/82 INOPERABLE ZERO 84
MCCORMICK STRATOSPHERIC AEROSOL AND GAS EXPERIMENT 79-013A-01 04115182 INOPERABLE ZERO 8_
(SAGE)
SAN MARCO-DIL ITALY CRA 04100184 GEOCENTRIC SM-DL APPROVED MISSION 163
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
BROGLIO DRAG BALANCE AND AIR DENSITY SM-DL -01 163
HANSON ION VELOCITY INSTRUMENT (IVl) PLANAR SM-DL -03 164
RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZER
MAYNARD 3-AXIS ELECTRIC FIELD INSTRUMENT (EFI) SM-DL -05 164
SCHMIDTKE AIRGLOW-SOLAR SPECTROMETER SM-DL -02 164
SPENCER WIND AND TEMPERATURE SPECTROMETER SM-DL -04 164
(WATS)
SAS-D SEE IUE
SAT. FOR EARTH OBSo-2 SEE BHASKARA 2
SCATHA SEE STP P78-2
SEO SEE BHASKARA
SEO-2 SEE BHASKARA 2
SESF P78-2A SEE SIP P78-2
SHUTTLE O_T-2 SEE STS-2
SHUTTLE OFT-3 SEE STS-3
SME UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 10/06181 GEOCENTRIC 81-100A 10/06181 NORMAL STND 84
BARTH UV OZONE 81-100A-01 10/06181 NORMAL STND 84
BARTH INFRARED RADIOMETER (4 CHANNELS) 81-100A-02 10106181 NORMAL BIND 85
BARTH 1o27 MICROMETER AIRGLOW 81-100A-03 i0106/81 NORMAL BTND 85
BARTH VISIBLE NITROGEN DIOXIDE 81-100A-04 10106181 NORMAL STND 85
BARTH SOLAR UV MONITOR 81-100A-05 10106/81 NORMAL STND 85
BARTH SOLAR PROTON ALARM 81-100A-06 10106181 NORMAL STND 85
SMM UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 02/14/80 GEOCENTRIC 80-01AA 08/01/80 PARTIAL SUBS 86
ACTON SOFT X-RAY POLYCHROMATOR (XRP) 80-014A-OA 11/23/80 NORMAL ZERO 86
CHUPP GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETER (GRE) 80-014A-07 02/17/80 NORMAL STND 86
DE JAGER HARD X-RAY IMAGING SPECTROMETER (HXIS) 80-014A-05 11/02182 INOPERABLE ZERO 86
_ROST HARD X-RAY BURST SPECTROMETER (HXRBS) 80-014A-06 02/19/80 NORMAL STND 87
HOUSE CORONAGRAPH/POLARIMETER 80-01_A-01 09/01/80 INOPERABLE ZERO 87
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TANDBERG-HANSSEN ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER AND POLARIMETER 80-014A-02 11/23/80 NORMAL ZERO 87
WILLSON ACTIVE CAVITY RADIOMETER IRRADIANCE 80-OI4A-OB 12111180 PARTIAL SUBS B1
MONITOR
SMS 2 UNITED STATES NOAA-NESS 02106/75 GEOCENTRIC 75-011A 0B/00182 INOPERABLE ZERO 87
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
NESS STAFF VISIBLE INFRARED SPIN-SCAN RADIOMETER 75-DIIA-04 08/05/81 INOPERABLE ZERO 8B(VISSR}
NESS STAFF DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM (DCS) 75-011A-05 OBlOO/B2 INOPERABLE ZERO 88
WILLIAMS ENERGETIC PARTICLE MONITOR 75-011A-01 08/00/82 INOPERABLE ZERO 98
WILLIAMS SOLAR X-RAY MONITOR 75-011A-02 08/00/82 INOPERABLE ZERO 88
WILLIAMS MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR 75-011A-03 08100182 INOPERABLE ZERO 88
SMS-B SEE SMS 2
SMS-C SEE GOES i
SOLAR MAXIMUM MISSION SEE SRM
SOLAR MESOSPHERE EXPL SEE SME
SOLAR OPTICAL TELESCOPE UNITED STATES NASA-OSGA 09/00189 GEOCENTRIC SOT-I APPROVED MISSION 164
TITLE COORDINATED FILTERGRAPH-SPECTROGRAPH SOT-I -01 165
ZIRIN PHOTOMETRIC FILTERGRAPH SOT-1 -02 165
SOLAR POLAR SEE ISPM
SOLWIND SEE S TP P78-1
SOT-1 .SEE SOLAR OPTICAL TELESCOPE
SPACE ASTROMETRY SEE HIPPARCOS
SPACE SHUTTLE LDEF-A UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 04/13/84 GEOCENTRIC SSLDEF APPROVED MISSION 165
BLUE EFFECTS OF LONG-DURATION EXPOSURE ON SSLOEF -26 165
ACTIVE OPTICAL SYSTEMS COMPONENTS
BOURRIEAb OPTICAL FIBERS AND COMPONENTS SSLDEF -43 165
BRANDHORSTt JR° ADVANCED PHOTOVOLTAIC EXPERIMENT SSLDEF -02 165
BUCKER FREE FLYER BIOSTACK SSLDEF -50 165
CALHOUN CASCADE VARIABLE CONDUCTANCE HEAT PIPE SSLDEF -39 166
CALLEN SPACE TESTING OF HOLOGRAPHIC DATA SSLDEF -O8 166
STORAGE CRYSTALS
CARLSON BALLOON MATERIALS DE3RADATION SSLDEF -38 165
CRIFO THIN METAL FILM AND EVAPORATED CATHODES SSLDEF -40 166
PERFORMANCE IN SPACE
OEIASI EFFECTS OF THE SPACE ENVIRONMENT ON THE SSLDEF -20 166
PROPERTIES OF METALLIZED DIELECTRICS
FELBECK SPACE EXPOSURE INFLUENCE ON MECHANICAL SSLDEF -OG 16GPROPERTIES OF HI-TOUGHNESS GRAPHITE EPOXY
FILE PASSIVE COSMIC RADIATION DETECTOR SSLDEF -14 165
GREGORY THE INTERACTION OF ATOMIC OXYGEN WITH SSLDEF -19 167
SOLID SURFACES AT ORBITAL ALTITUDES
HICKEY PASSIVE EXPOSURE OF EARTH RADIATION SSLDEF -27 167
BUDGET EXPERIMENT COMPONENTS
HORZ CHEMISTRY OF MICROMETEOROIDS SSLDEF -51 167
HUMES SPACE DEBRIS IMPACT STUDY SSLDEF -36 167
JOHNSTON FIBER OPTICS EXPERIMENT SSLDEF -03 167
LIND GROWTH OF CRYSTALS FROM SOLUTIONS IN LOW SSLDEF -17 167
GRAVITY
LIND INTERSTELLAR GAS SSLDEF -48 167
MALHERBE VACUUM DEPOSITED OPTICAL COATINGS SSLDEF -41 1G8
MANDEVILLE STUDY OF MICROMETEOROID IMPACT CRATERS SSLDEF -32 168
ON VARIOUS MATERIALS
MANDEVILLE DUST DEBRIS COLLECTION WITH STACKED SSLOEF -33 168
DETECTORS
MCDONNELL MULTIPLE FOIL MICRDABRASION SSLOEF -31 168
PACKAGE
MCINTOSH LOW TEMPERATURE HEAT PIPE EXPERIMENT SSLDEF -12 168
MIRTICH ION BEAM TEXTURED AND COATED SURFACES SSLDEF -01 168
MOREAU RULED AND HOLOGRAPHIC GRATINGS SSLDEF -42 168
NICHOLS EFFECTS OF SOLAR RADIATION ON GLASSES SSLDEF -44 169
OwSULLIVAN HIGH RESOLUTION STUDY OF ULTRA HEAVY SSLDEF -49 169
COSMIC RAYS
PAILLOUS THERMAL COATINGS AND STRUCTURAL MATERIAL SSLDEF -34 169
POWELL GRAPHITE/POLYMIDE AND GRAPHITE/EPOXY SSLOEF -35 169
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES IN SPACE
PREUSS CRITICAL SURFACE DEGRADATION EFFECTS ON SSLDEF -46 169
COATINGS AND SOLAR SELLS
ROBERTSON EFFECT OF SPACE EXPOSURE ON PYROELECTRIO SSLDEF -18 169
INFRARED DETECTORS
ROBINSONt JR. TRANSVERSE FLAT PLATE HEAT PIPE SSLDEF -37 169
PERFORMANCE
SCHALL SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON SPACECRAFT SSLDEF -15 16g
MATERIALS
SCOTT, JR. ATOMIC OXYGEN STIMULATED OUTGASSING SSLDEF -07 170
SEELEY HIGH-PERFORMANCE INFRARED MULTILAYER SSLDEF -23 170
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FILTERS-RADIATION EFFECTS
SHAPIRO HEAVY IONS IN SPACE SSLOEF -13 1TO
SINGER INTERPLANETARY DUST SSLDEF -52 170
SLEMP THERMAL CONTROL SURFACES (PASSIVE) SSLDEF -05 170
SLEMP SPACE EXPOSURE OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS SSLDEF -21 170
FOR LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES
TAYLOR SPACE PLASMA-HIGH VOLTAGE DRAINAGE SSLDEF -09 170
TAYLOR SPACE ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS ON FIBER SSLDEF -16 171
OPTIC SYSTEMS
TENNYSON PROPERTIES OF POLYMER-MATRIX COMPOSITE SSLDEF -24 171
MATERIALSt EFFECT OF SPACE ENVIRONMENT
VENABLES RADIATION SENSITIVITY OF QUARTZ CRYSTAL SSLDEF -22 171
OSCILLATORS EXPERIMENT
WHITAKER SOLAR ARRAY MATERIALS (PASSIVE) SSLDEF -45 171
WILKES THERMAL CONTROL SURFACES SSLDEF -04 171
WILLIAMS EVALUATION OF LOW SCATTER MIRRORS SSLDEF -53 171
SPACE TELESCOPE SEE ST
SPACE TEST PROGRAM P78-I SEE STP PT8-1
SPACE TEST PROGRAM P80-1 SEE STP P80-1
SPACE TRANSPORT SYS-7 SEE SIS-7
SPACELAB I INTERNATIONAL ESA 09130/83 GEOCENTRIC SPALABE APPROVED MISSION 171
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
ACKERMAN GRILLE SPECTROMETER SPALABI-18 172
ANDRESEN SPECTROSCOPY IN X-RAY ASTRONOMY SPALABI-2B 172
BEAUJEAN ISOTOPE STACK SPALABI-29 172
BEGHIN PHENOMENA INDUCED BY CHARGED PARTICLE SPALABI-2B 172
BEAMS
BENTON RADIATION ENVIRONMENT MAPPING SPALABI-11 172
BERTAUX INVESTIGATION ON ATMOSPHERIC H AND D SPALABE-22 172
THROUGH THE MEASUREMENT OF LYMAN-ALPHA
BOWYER FAR UV ASTRONOMY USING THE FAUST SPALABI-07 173
TELESCOPE
BROWN NUTATION OF HELIANTHUS ANNUUS SPALABI-12 173
BUCKER ADVANCED BIOSTACK EXPERIMENT SPALAB1-32 173
COGOLI LYMPHOCYTE PROLIFERATION IN SPALABI-36 173
WEIGHTLESSNESS
COURTES VERY WIDE FIELD GALACTIC CAMERA SPALABE-27 173
CROMMELYNCK ABSOLUTE MEASUREMENT OF THE SOLAR SPALAB1-26 173
CONSTANT
DIETERLE MICROWAVE REMOTE SENSING EXPERIMENT SPALAB1-39 173
GREEN ELECTRO-PHYSIOLOGICAL TAPE RECORDER SPALAB1-35 174
HERSE WAVES IN THE OH EMISSIVE LAYER SPALABE-19 174
HORNECK MICRO-ORGANISMS AND BIOMOLEDULES IN THE GPALAB1-34 174
SPACE ENVIRONMENT
HUTH MATERIALS SCIENCE SPALAB1-42 174
KIRSCH MEASUREMENT OF (CENTRAL) VENOUS PRESSURE SPALABI-31 174
BY PUNCTURING AN ARM VEIN
KIRSCH COLLECTION BLOOD SAMPLES FOR DETERMINING SPALAB1-37 174
A.D.H._ ALDOSTERONE_ AND OTHER HORMONES
LEACH INFLUENCE OF SPACEFLIGHT ON SPALABl-14 174
ERYTHROKINETICS IN MAN
MENDE ATMOSPHERIC EMISSION PHOTOMETRIC IMAGING SPALABI-03 175
OBAYASHI SPACE EXPERIMENTS WITH PARTICLE SPALABI-02 175
ACCELERATORS (SEPAC)
PAN BEARING LUBRICANT WETTING9 SPREADING AND SPALABI-09 175
OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS IN ZERO-G
RESCHKE VESTIBULO-SPINAL REFLEX MECHANISMS SPALABl-16 175
REYNOLDS METRIC CAMERA EXPERIMENT SPALABl-38 175
ROSS MASS DISCRIMINATION DURING SPALABI-30 175
WEIGHTLESSNESS
SCANO BALLISTOCARDIOGRAPHIC RESEARCH IN SPALABI-33 176
WEIGHTLESSNESS
SCHMIDT DC AND LOW FREQUENCY VECTOR MAGNETOMETER SPALABI-23 176
SULZMAN CHARACTERIZATION OF PERSISTING SPALABI-15 175
CIRCADIAN RHYTHMS
THUILLIER MEASUREMENT OF THE SOLAR SPECTRUM FROM SPALABI-21 iT6
170 TO 3200 NANOMETERS
TORR AN IMAGING SPECTROMETRIC OBSERVATORY SPALABI-01 175
VON BAUMGARTEN EFFECTS OF RECTILINEAR ACCELERATIONt SPALABE-41 176
OPTOKINETIC AND CALORIC STIMULI IN SPACE
VOSS, JR. EFFECTS OF PROLONGED WEIGHTLESSNESS ON SPALABI-17 176
THE HUMOBAL IMMUNE RESPONSE OF HUMANS
WILHELM STUDY OF LOW-ENERGY ELECTRON FLUX AND SPALAB1-24 177
ITS REACTION TO ACTIVE EXPERIMENTATION
WILLSON ACTIVE CAVITY RADIOMETER SOLAR SPALABI-04 177
IRRADIANCE MONITOR
YOUNG VESTIBULAR STUDIES SPALABI-13 117
SPACELAB 2 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 03/16/85 GEOCENTRIC SPALAB2 APPROVED MISSION 177
BANKS VEHICLE CHARGING AND POTENTIAL (VCAP) SPALAB2-14 177
BRUECKNER HIGH RESOLUTION TELESCOPE AND SPALAB2-10 178
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SPECTROGRAPH (HRTS)
BRUECKNER SOLAR UV SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE MONITOR SPALAB2-11 178
(SUSIM)
COWLES INTERACTION OF OXYGEN AND GRAVITY SPALAB2-02 178
INFLUENCED LIGNIFICATION
FAZIO SMALLt HELIUM-COOLED INFRARED TELESCOPE SPALAB2-05 178
GABRIEL SOLAR CORONAL HELIUM ABUNDANCE SPALAB2-09 179
MASON PROPERTIES OF SUPERFLUID HELIUM IN SPALAB2-13 179
ZERO-G
MENDILLO PLASMA DEPLETION EXPERIMENTS FOR SPALAB2-04 179
IONOSPHERIC + RADIO ASTRONOMICAL STUDIES
MEYER ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION AND ENERGY SPECTRA SPALAB2-O6 179
OF COSMIC RAY NUCLEI
SCHNOES VITAMIN O METABOLITES AND BONE SPALAB2-01 180
DE_INERALIZATION
SHAWHAN EJECTABLE PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS PACKAGE SPALAB2-03 180
TITLE SOLAR MAGNETIC AND VELOCITY FIELD SPALAB2-OB 180
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
WILLMORE HARD X-RAY IMAGING O = CLUSTERS OF SPALAB2-O7 180
GALAXIES AND OTHER EXTENDED X-RAY SOURCES
SPACELAB 3 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 10128/84 GEOCENTRIC SPALAB5 APPROVED MISSION 181
BISWAS IONIZATION STATES OF SOLAR AND GALACTIC SPALABS-15 181
COSMIC RAY HEAVY NUCLEI STUDIES (IONS)
CADORET MERCURY IODIDE CRYSTAL SPALABS-22 181
CALLAHAN RESEARCH ANIMAL HOLDING FACILITY (RAHF) SPALABS-11 181
FARMER ATMOSPHERIC TRACE MOLECULES OBSERVED BY $PALABS-14 181
SPECTROSCOPY (ATMOS)
HART GEOPHYSICAL FLUID FLOW CELL (GFFC) SPALABS-IO 182
LAL FLUID EXPERIMENT SYSTEMS (FES) SPALABS-01 182
SCHNEIDER URINE MONITORING SPALAB3-18 182
SCHNEPPLE VAPOR CRYSTAL GROWTH SYSTEM (VCGS) SPALAB3-02 182
WANG DROP DYNAMICS MODULE (DROP) EXPERIMENTS SPALAB3-OB 182
SPOT-I FRANCE CNES 01100185 GEOCENTRIC SPOT APPROVED MISSION 182
CRIS-STAFF HIGH RESOLUTION VISIBLE IMAGER SPOT -01 18_
SPOT-2 FRANCE CNES 01/00/86 GEOCENTRIC SPOT-2 APPROVED MISSION 183
CRIS-STAFF HIGH RESOLUTION VISIBLE IMAGER SPOT-2 -01 183
SPOT-A SEE SPOT-1
SPOT-B SEE SPOT-2
ST UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 06/00186 GEOCENTRIC LST APPROVED MISSION 184
INTERNATIONAL ESA
BLESS HIGH-SPEED PHOTOMETER LST -06 184
BRANOT HIGH-RESOLUTION SPECTROGRAPH (HRS) LST -02 184
HARMS FAINT-OBJECT SPECTROGRAPH (FOS) LST -03 184
JEFFERYS ASTROMETRY SCIENCE LST -09 184
VAN DE HULST PAINT-OBJECT CAMERA LST -08 185
WESTPHAL WIDE-FIELD CAMERA LST -07 185
STP PTB-1 UNITED STATES DOD-USAF 02/24/79 GEOCENTRIC 79-017A 02124179 NORMAL STND 89
BOWYER EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROMETER 79-017A-04 05113180 NORMAL ZERO 8)
IMHOF GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER 79-017A-01 02124/79 NORMAL STNO 89
MCKENZIE SOLAR X-RAY SPECTROMETER TB-O17A-03 11119/80 PARTIAL SUBS 89
MICHELS SOLAR WIND MONITOR 79-017A-02 02/2_/79 PARTIAL STND 89
PEPIN PRELIMINARY AEROSOL MONITOR 79-017A-07 02/24/79 NORMAL STND 89
SHULMAN X-RAY MONITOR 79-017A°06 02/24/79 NORMAL STND 89
VANCOUR HIGH LATITUDE PARTICLE SPECTROMETER 79-017A-05 02124179 NORMAL STND 89
SIP PTB-2 UNITED STATES DOD-USAF 01/50/79 GEOCENTRIC 79-007A 01/30/79 NORMAL STND 90
AGGSON ELECTRIC FIELD DETECTOR 79-007A-05 02/25/79 NORMAL STND 90
BLAKE ENERGETIC PROTON DETECTOR 79-007A-14 01/31/79 NORMAL STND 90
COHEN ELECTRON GUN-ION GUN 79-007A-07 10/25/79 PARTIAL STND 90
FENNELL SPACECRAFT SHEATH FIELDS DETECTOR 79-007A-06 03/30/79 PARTIAL SUBS 90
HALL QUARTZ CRYSTAL MICROBALANCES IN 79-007A-03 01/30/79 NORMAL STND 91
RETARDING POTENTIAL ANALYZERS
HALL THERMAL CONTROL SAMPLE MONITOR 79-007A-04 01/30179 NORMAL STND 91
HARDY RAPID SCAN PARTICLE DETECTOR 79-007A-12 02/09/79 NORMAL STN3 91
JOHNSON ENERGETIC ION SPECTROMETER 79-007A-13 02108/79 NORMAL STND 91
KOONS CHARGING ELECTRICAL EFFECTS ANALYZER 79-007A°02 02/05/79 NORMAL STND 91
LEDLEY MAGNETIC FIELD MONITOR 79-007A-08 02/22/79 NORMAL STNO 91
MIZERA SPACECRAFT SURFACE POTENTIAL MONITOR 79-007A-01 10101/79 PARTIAL STND 91
NANEVICZ TRANSIENT PULSE MONITOR TD-O07A-16 02100179 NORMAL STND 91
REAGAN HIGH-ENERGY PARTICLE DETECTOR 79-00TA-15 01/31/79 NORMAL STND 92
WHIPPLEt JR. UCSD CHARGED PARTICLE DETECTOR TD-OOTA-11 05/08182 INOPERABLE ZERO 92
STP P80-1 UNITED STATES DOD-USAF GEOCENTRIC P80-1 APPROVED MISSION 185
_OWYER EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETER P80-1 -05 185
POWER ION AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM PBO-I -02 185
QUELLE STELLAR HORIZON ATMOSPHERIC DISPERSION P80-I -04 185
EXPERIMENT
STEARS TEAL RUBY P80-1 -01 186
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STP PBC-I SEE HILAT
STP PROBE SEE ISEE 3
STP $81-I UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 05/11/82 GEOCENTRIC 82-041A 12105182 INOPERABLE ZERO 92
UNITED STATES DOD-NAVY
IMMOF STIMULATED EMISSION OF ENERGETIC 82-041A-02 12105/82 INOPERABLE ZERO 92
PARTICLESt ONR-804
SIMPSON COSMIC RAY ISOTOPE EXPERIMENT-LOW ENERGY 82-041A-01 12105/82 INOPERABLE ZERO 92
(ONR-602) (PHOENIX i)
STRAT AERO AND GAS EXP SEE SAGE
STS-2 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA ii/12/81 GEOCENTRIC 81-I11A 11/14/81 RETURNED TO EARTH 92
BROWN HEFLEX BIOENGINEERING TEST (HBT) 81-111A-07 11/14/81 RETURNED TD EARTH 93
ELACHI SHUTTLE IMAGING RADAR-A (SIR-A) 81-111A-01 11/14/81 RETURNED TO EARTH 93
GOETZ SHUTTLE MULTISPECTRAL INFRARED 81-IIIA-02 11/14/81 RETURNED TO EARTH 93
RADIOMETER (SHIRR)
KIM OCEAN COLOR EXPERIMENT (OCE) 81-111A-05 11/14181 RETURNED TO EARTH 93
REICHLE_ JR, MEASUREMENT OF AIR POLLUTION FROM 81-111A-04 11/14/81 RETURNED TO EARTH 93
SATELLITES (MAPS)
SCMAPPELL FEATURE IDENTIFICATION AND LOCATION 81-111A-03 11/14/81 RETURNED TO EARTH 94
(FILE)
VONNEGUT NIGHTIDAY OPTICAL SURVEY OF LIGHTING 81-111A-_6 11114/81 RETURNED TO EARTH 94
STS-21OSTA-1 SEE STS-2
STS-3 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 03/22182 GEOCENTRIC 82-022A 03130182 RETURNED TO EARTH 94
BANKS VEHICLE CHARGING AND POTENTIAL 82-022A-04 03/30/82 RETURNED TO EARTH 9_
EXPERIMENT
BRUECKNER SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE 82-022A-03 03/30/82 RETURNED TO EARTH 94
MONITOR
COWLES INFLUENCE OF WEIGHTLESSNESS IN 82-022A-07 03/30/82 RETURNED TO EARTH 95
LIGNIFICATION OF PLANT SEEDLINGS
MCDONNELL MICROABRASION FOIL 82-022A-08 03130182 RETURNED TO EARTH 95
NOVICK SOLAR FLARE X-RAY POLARIMETER EXPERIMENT 82-022A-02 03/30/82 RETURNED TO EARTH 95
OLLENDORF THERMAL CANISTER EXPERIMENT 82-022A-05 03130182 RETURNED TO EARTH 95
SHAWHAN PLASMA DIAGNOSTIC PACKAGE 82-022A-01 03130182 RETURNED TO EARTH 95
TRIOLO CONTAMINATION MONITOR 82-022A-09 03/30/82 RETURNED TO EARTH 96
WEINBERG CHARACTERISTICS OF SHUTTLE/SPACELAB 82-022A-06 03/30182 RETURNED TO EARTH 96
INDUCED ATMOSPHERE
STS-7 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 06/18183 GEOCENTRIC 83-059A 06/24/83 RETURNED TO EARTH 95
FED RIP OF GERMANY BMFT
DAY CONTAINERLESS PROCESSING OF GLASS 83-059A-03 06/24183 RETURNED TO EARTH 96
FORMING MELTS
GELLES LIQUID PHASE MISCIBILITY GAP MATERIALS 83-059A-02 06/24/83 RETURNED TO EARTH 9G
KLEIN SOLIDIFICATION FRONT 83-059A-05 06124183 RETURNED TO EARTH 96
OTTO STABILITY OF METALLIC DISPERSIONS 83-059A-04 06124183 RETURNED TO EARTH 97
WIEDEMEIER VAPOR GROWTH OF ALLOY-TYPE SEMICONDUCTOR 83-059A-01 06/24183 RETURNED TO EARTH 97
CRYSTALS
SUNLAB SEE SOLAR OPTICAL TELESCOPE
SYNCH METEOROL SATELL B SEE SMS 2
TEAL RUBY SATELLITE(TRS) SEE STP PBO-1
TENMA JAPAN ISAS 02120/83 GEOCENTRIC 83-011A 02120183 NORMAL STND 97
MIYAMOTO HADAMARD TRANSFORM TELESCOPE 83-011A-02 02/23/83 NORMAL STND 97
MIYAMOTO ALL SKY X-RAY MONITOR 83-011A-03 02/23/83 NORMAL STND 97
TANAKA GAS SCINTILLATION PROPORTIONAL COUNTERS 83-011A-01 02/24/83 NORMAL STND 97
(GSPC)
YAMASHITA X-RAY REFLECTING TELESCOPE 83-011A-04 04/24/83 NORMAL STND 97
TIP 1 UNITED STATES DOD-NAVY 09102172 GEOCENTRIC 72-069A 12/00174 NORMAL STND 98
POTEMRA TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 72-069A-01 09102172 NORMAL STND 93
TRIAD SEE TIP 1
TRIAD 1 SEE TIP 1
TRIAD A 3EE TIP 1
TRIAD OI 1X SEE TIP 1
UARS UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 4 OTR 89 GEOCENTRIC UARS-1 PROPOSED MISSION 186
BRUECKNER SOLAR ULTRAVIOLET SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE UARS-I -08 186
MONITOR 120-400 NM
CHANG THEORETICAL ANALYSIS-CHEMICAL_RADIATIVE9 UARS-I -24 18G
AND DYNAMICAL PROCESSES-MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE
CUNNOLD PREDICTION OF THE DYNAMICAL IMPACT OF UARS-I -18 186
CHANGES IN STRATOSPHERIC OZONE
FREDERICK INSTRUMENT OF OPPORTUNITY-SOLAR UARS-1 -26 185
BACKSCATTER UV SPECTRAL RADIOMETER
GADO THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION PHYSICSt UARS-I -25 187
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t ,
CHEMISTRY_ AND DYNAMICS-STRATOSPHERE
GELLER OBSERV.ANALYSIS-THEORETICAL MODELLING UA_S-1 -20 187
INVESTIGATIONS OF DYNAMICS FOR UARS
GROSE STRATOSPHERIC TRANSPORT PROCESSESBBUDGET UARS-1 -22 187
OF MINOR CONSTITUENTS_AND ENERGETICS
HAYS HIGH RESOLUTION DOPPLER IMAGER (HRDI) UARS-1 -02 187
HOLTON WAVE DYNAMICS AND TRANSPORT IN THE UARS-I -17 iBT
MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE
LONDON RESPONSE OF UPPER ATMOSPHERE PARAMETERS UARS-1 -19 187
TO VARIATIONS OF SOLAR ACTIVITY
MILLER SYNOPTIC ANALYSIS.DYNAMICAL INTERPRETA° UARS-1 -18 187
OF UARS METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION
REBER ANALYTIC-EMPIRICAL MODELING OF UPPER UARS-E -21 188
ATMOSPHERE PARAMETERS
ROCHE ALTITUDE DISTRIBUTION OF ATMOSPHERIC UARS-1 -05 188
MINOR SPECIES AND TEMP,IN lO-60KM RANGE
ROTTMAN ULTRAVIOLET SOLAR SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE UARS-I -04 188
EXPERIMENT
RUSSELL_ 3RD HALOGEN OCCLLTATION EXPERIMENT (HALOE) UARS-1 -09 188
TAYLOR AN IMPROVED STRATOSPHERIC AND UARS-I -Ii 188
MESOSPHERIO SOUNDER (ISAMS)
THUILLIER TEMPERATURE AND WIND MEASUREMENT IN THE UARS-E -01 183
MESOSPHERE AND LOWER THERMOSPHERE
WATERS MICROWAVE LIMB SOUNDER (MLS) UARS-I -13 189
WILLSON INSTRUMENT OF OPPORTUNITY-ACTIVE CAVITY UARS-1 -27 189
RADIOMETER
WINNINGHAM PARTICLE ENVIRONMENT MONITOR (PEM) UARS-I -07 189
ZUREK RADIATIVE-DYNAMIC BALANCES IN THE UARS-I -23 189
MESOSPHERE
UK 6 UNITED KINGDOM SRC 06/02179 GEOCENTRIC Tg-O47A 06/02179 PARTIAL ZERO 93
UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA
BOYD X-RAY GRAZING INCIDENCE SYSTEM 79-047A-03 02/24182 PARTIAL ZERO 98
FOWLER COSMIC RAY 79-047A-01 02/24182 PARTIAL ZERO 98
POUNDS XmRAY PROPORTIONAL COUNTER SPECTROMETER 79-047A-02 02/24/62 PARTIAL ZERO 98
UK SUBSATELLITE SEE AMPTE/UKS
UKS SEE AMPTE/UKS
UME 2 SEE ISS-B
UNITED KINGDOM SUBSAT SEE AMPTE/UKS
UNITED KINGDOM-6 SEE UK 8
UOSAT UNITED STATES AMSAT 10/06181 GEOCENTRIC 81-1008 10106181 NORMAL STNO 98
UNITED KINGDOM U OF SURR
ACUNA TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER 81-1008-01 02100182 NORMAL STND 99
FEREBEE CHARGED PARTICLE 81-100B-03 02100182 NORMAL STNO 9g
SMITHERS HIGH FREQGENCY BEACON 81-100B-04 05/D0183 PARTIAL STND 99
SWEETING EARTH IMAGING 81-1008-02 01/00/82 NORMAL STND 99
SWEETING MICROWAVE BEACON 81-I00B-05 05100183 NORMAL STND 9_
UPPER ATMOSPH.RESEAR°SAT SEE UARS
USAF OPERATIONAL SAT-76 SEE 1976-059A
USAF OPERATIONAL SAT-T7 SEE IgTT-OOTA
USAF OPERATIONAL SAT-79 SEE lgTg-OBDA
VEGA I U.S.S.R. GAS 12/22/84 VENUS FLYBY HALLEY1 APPROVED MISSION 18g
GRINGAUZ ION MASS SPECTROMETER / ELECTRON HALLEYI-07 1
ANALYZER
RIEDLER MAGNETOMETER HALLEY1-09 190
UNKNOWN WIDE- AND NARROW-ANGLE CAMERAS HALLEYI-OI 190
UNKNOWN THREE-CHANNEL SPECTROMETER HALLEYI-02 190
UNKNOWN INFRARED SOUNDER HALLEYE-03 190
UNKNOWN DUST MASS SPECTROMETER HALLEY1-04 191
UNKNOWN DUST IMPACT COUNTER HALLEY1-05 191
UNKNOWN NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER HALLEY1-06 191
UNKNOWN ENERGETIC PARTICLES EXPERIMENT HALLEY1-08 191
UNKNOWN WAVE ANALYZERS HALLEYI-IO EEl
UNKNOWN LANGMUIR PROBE HALLEYI-ll 191
VEGA 2 U°S°S.R. SAG 12122184 VENUS FLYBY HALLEY2 APPROVED MISSION 191
GRINGAUZ ION MASS SPECTROMETER / ELECTRON HALLEY2-07 191
ANALYZER
RIEDLER MAGNETOMETER HALLEY2-09 192
UNKNOWN WIDE- AND NARROW-ANGLE CAMERAS HALLEY2-OI 192
UNKNOWN THREE-CHANNEL SPECTROMETER HALLEY2-02 192
UNKNOWN INFRARED SOUNDER HALLEY2-03 192
UNKNOWN DUST MASS SPECTROMETER HALLEY2-04 192
UNKNOWN DUST IMPACT COUNTER HALLEY2-05 lg2
UNKNOWN NEUTRAL MASS SPECTROMETER HALLEY2-06 193
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UNKNOWN ENERGETIC PARTICLES EXPERIMENT HALLEY2-08 193
UNKNOWN WAVE ANALYZERS HALLEY2-10 193
UNKNOWN LANGMUIR PROBE HALLEY2-11 195
VENERA 11 U.S,S.R. SAG 09/09/78 HELIOCENTRIC 78-084A 09/09/78 NORMAL STNO 99
ESTULIN GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETER 78-084A-01 09/00/78 NORMAL STND 99
GRINGAUZ RETARDING POTENTIAL TRAPS 7e-OBAA-02 09/00/78 NORMAL STND 100
KURT UV GRATING MONOOHROMATOR 78-084A-03 09100178 NORMAL STND 103
LOGACHEV ELECTRON AND PROTON SPECTROMETER 78-084A-04 09/00/78 NORMAL STND 100
MAZETS GAMMA-RAY B_RST DETECTORS 78-084A-08 09/00/78 NORMAL STNO 100
PISARENKO PROTON SPECTROMETER 78-084A-OB 09/00/78 NORMAL STND 100
SAVICH TWO-FREQUENCY TRANSMITTERS 78-084A-07 09/00/78 NORMAL STND 100
VAISBERG SOLAR WIND PLASMA DETECTORS 78-084A-08 09/00/78 NORMAL STND 100
VENERA 12 U°S,S°R. GAS 09/14/78 HELIOCENTRIC 78-086A 09/14/78 NORMAL STND 100
ESTULIN GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETER 78-086A-01 09/00/78 NORMAL STND 101
GRINGAUZ RETARDING POTENTIAL TRAPS 78-08GA-02 09/00/78 NORMAL STND 101
KURT UV GRATING MONOCHROMATOR 78-08£A-03 09/00/78 NORMAL STND 101
LOGACHEV ELECTRON AND PROTON SPECTROMETER 78-08GA-04 09/00/78 NORMAL STND 101
MAZETS GAMMA-RAY BURST DETECTORS 78-086A-05 09/00/78 NORMAL STND 101
PISARENKO PROTON SPECTROMETER 78-086A-06 09/00/78 NORMAL STNO 101
SAVIOH TWO-FREQUENCY TRANSMITTERS 78-086A-07 09/00/78 NORMAL STNO 101
VAISBERG SOLAR WIND PLASMA DETECTORS 78-086A-08 09/00/78 NORMAL STND 101
VENERA 15 U.S.S,R. SAG 06/02/83 HELIOCENTRIC 83-053A 102
VENERA 16 U.S.S.R. GAS 06/07/83 HELIOCENTRIC 83-05_A 102
VENERA-HALLEY 1 SEE VEGA 1
VENERA-HALLEY 2 SEE VEGA 2
VENUS RADAR MAPPER UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 03100188 VENUS ORBITER VRM PROPOSED MISSION 193
NONE ASSIGNED SYNTHETIC APERATURE RADAR VRM -01 193
NONE ASSIGNED ALTIMETER VRM -02 193
NONE ASSIGNED GRAVITY FIELD MEASUREMENT VRM -03 193
VIKING SEE VIKING SWEDEN
VIKING 1 LANDER UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 08120/75 MARS LANDER 75-075C 07120176 NORMAL STND 102
ARVIDSON LANDER IMAGING 75-075C-06 02/26/79 NORMAL SUBS 102
HESS METEOROLOGY 75-078C-07 11/00/82 INOPERABLE ZERO 102
MICHAEL+ JR. LANDER RADIO SCIENCE 75-07SE-11 02/26/79 NORMAL SUBS 102
VIKING SWEDEN SWECEN SBSA 05/00/84 GEOCENTRIC VIKING APPROVED MISSION 194
ANGER ULTRAVIOLET AURORAL IMAGER VIKING -01 19_
BAHNSEN HIGH FREQUENCY WAVE EXPERIMENT VIKING -02 19_
BLOCK VECTOR ELECTRIC FIELD EXPERIMENT VIKING -04 195
HOLBACK LOW FREQUENCY WAVE EXPERIMENT VIKING -03 195
LUNDIN HOT PLASMA EXPERIMENT VIKING -OB 195
POTEMRA MAGNETIC FIELD EXPERIMENT VIKING -06 195
VIKINS-B LANDER SEE VIKING I LANDER
VOYAGER 1 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 09/05177 SATURN FLYBY 77-084A 09/06/77 NORMAL STND 103
8RICGE PLASMA SPECTROMETERS 77-084A-06 11/25/80 NORMAL ZERO 103
BROAD_OOT ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY 77-08_A-04 09/06/77 NORMAL STND 105
HANEL INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY AND RADIOMETRY 77-084A-03 10/01/81 NORMAL ZERO 103
KRIMIGIS LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYZER AND 77-084A-07 091061?7 NORMAL STNO 104
TELESCOPE
NESS TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS 77-084A-05 09/06/77 NORMAL STND I0_
SCARF PLASMA WAVE (.01-56 KHZ) 77-084A-15 09/06/77 NORMAL STND i04
SMITH IMAGING 7T-084A-01 09/06/77 NORMAL STND 104
TYLER RADIO SCIENCE TEAM 77-OB4A-02 09/06/77 NORMAL STND 104
VOGT HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY 77-OBAA-OB 09/06/77 NORMAL STND 105
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE
WARWICK PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY 77-084A-10 09106/77 NORMAL STND 105
VOYAGER 2 UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 08/20/77 SATURN FLYBY 77-076A 09/06/77 NORMAL STND 105
BRIDGE PLASMA SPECTROMETERS 77-076A-06 09/06/77 NORMAL STND 105
BROADFOOT ULTRAVIOLET SPECTROSCOPY 77-076A-04 09/06/77 NORMAL STND 105
HANEL INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY AND RADIOMETRY 77-07GA-05 10101/81 NORMAL ZERO 106
KRIMIGIS LOW-ENERGY CHARGED PARTICLE ANALYZER AND 77-076A-07 09/06/77 NORMAL STNO 106
TELESCOPE
LANE MULTIFILTER PHOTOPOLARIMETERI 77-076A-11 07109/79 PARTIAL SUBS 106
2200-7300 A
NESS TRIAXIAL FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETERS 77-076A-05 09/06/77 NORMAL STNO 10_
SCARF PLASMA WAVE (o01-56 KHZ) 77-076A-13 09/06/77 NORMAL STND 106
SMITH IMAGING 77-076A-01 09/06/77"NORMAL STND 106
TYLER RADIO SCIENCE TEAM 77-076A-02 09/06/77 NORMAL STND 107
VOGT HIGH- AND MODERATELY LOW-ENERGY 77-076A-08 09/06/77 NORMAL STND 107
COSMIC-RAY TELESCOPE
WARWICK PLANETARY RADIO ASTRONOMY 77-076A-10 09106177 NORMAL STNO 107
VRM SEE VENUS RADAR MAPPER
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X-RAY OBSERVATION SAT. SEE TENMA
X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER UNITED STATES NASA-OSSA 0BI00/89 GEOCENTRIC XTE PROPOSED MISSION 196
5RADT X-RAY SKY MONITOR XTE -01 196
HOLT LARGE AREA X-RAY PROPORTIONAL COUNTER XTE -02 IgG
ROTHSCHILD • HARD X-RAY SCINTILLATOR ARRAY XTE -03 197
XTE SEE X-RAy TIMING EXPLORER
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5. INVESTIGATOR NAME INDEX
This index contains an alphabetical listing of the names of the
investigators Or team members associated with each experiment _escribed in
Sections 2 and 3. The current organizational affiliation of the person is
also shown. Listed under each person's name are the associated experiments.
Each experiment contains the spacecraft and experiment name, NSSDC ID code,
and the page number referencing the description of the experiment. An
asterisk preceding an experiment name identifies the person as the principal
investigator, lead investigator, or team leader for that experiment.
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APPENDIXES

APPENDIX A - OTHER RELEVANT SPACECRAFT
Spacecraft relevant to the purpose of this report and not included
elsewhere are listed in this appendix. Also listed here are missions which
were planned to be launched during the reporting period but failed at launch.
The spacecraft include those that have been published in earlier reports of
this series and now have a status of canceled, failed at launch, or mission
being rescoped. Also included are essentially dormant spacecraft which are
used to provide new science and technology information incorporating
ground-based facilities and techniques. In this latter group are the air
density studies using air drag effects and ground-based photography, radio
beacon receptions, celestial mechanics studies using spacecraft motions and
radio transmissions, and laser retroreflector studies. In addition, some
spacecraft that were turned off but which are still operable may be listed; it
is unlikely these will ever be re-activated. The spacecraft are listed
alphabetically by the NSSDC spacecraft common name. Listed with each
spacecraft are the sponsoring country and agency, the actual launch date, the
NSSDC ID code, and the current status.
A-I
Spacecraft Sponsoring Launch
Name Country and Agency Date NSSDC ID Current Status
ATS 5 United States NASA-OSTA 08/12/69 69-069A Radio Beacon
BE-B United States NASA-OSSA 10/10/64 64-064A Laser Retroreflector
BE-C United States NASA-0SSA 04/29/65 65-032A Laser Retroreflector
Diademe I United States NASA-OSSA 02/08/67 67-011A Laser Retroreflector
Diademe 2 United States NASA-OSSA 02/15/67 67-014A Laser Retroreflector
ECHO I United States NASA-OSSA 08/12/60 60-009A Laser Retro_eflector
ECHO 2 United States NASA-OSSA 01/25/64 64-004A Laser Retroreflector
GEOS I United States NASA-OSSA 11/06/65 65-089A Laser Retroreflector
GEOS 2 United States NASA-OSSA 01/11/68 68-002A Laser Retroreflector
ISPM/NASA United States NASA-OSSA N/A ISPM/NASA Canceled Mission
LAGEOS United States NASA-OSTA 05/04/76 76-039A Laser Retroreflector
Pageos I United States NASA-OSSA 06/24/66 66-056A Laser Retroreflector
Pioneer 7 United States NASA-OSSA 08/17/66 66-075A Celestial Mechanics
Pioneer 8 United States NASA-OSSA 12/13/67 67-123A Celestial Mechanics
San Marco-D/M United States NASA-OSSA N/A SM-DM Canceled Mission
Seasat I United States NASA-OSSA 06/27/78 78-064A Laser Retroreflector
Sirio 2 Italy ESA N/A Sirio-2 Failed at T_unch
SPOT France CNES N/A SPOT Rescoped Mission
Starlette France CNES 02/06/75 75-010A Laser Retroreflector
HARS 2 United States NASA-OAST N/A UARS-2 Canceled Mission
VOIR United States NASA-OSSA N/A N/A Rescoped Mission
A-2
APPENDIX B - SPECIAL INVESTIGATORS
BI. The COS-B Caravane Collaboration
The gamma-ray astronomy experiment for COS-B was built, operated, and the
data analyzed by a collaboration of six European research groups. Group
members that have played a significant role in the implementation of the
program are listed along with their affiliations.
B2. Individual Galileo Investiqators
The Galileo Orbiter imaging and radio science investigations include
special individual studies. The individual investigators, investigator
affiliations, study names, and objectives are listed.
B3. ISPM Theoretical and Interdisciplinary Scientists
The names and affiliationsof the ISPM theoreticaland interdisciplinary
scientistsare listed.
B4. Joint IRAS Science Working Group
The Infrared Astronomy Satellite (IRAS), like IUE, does not have
individual principal investigators or team leaders associated with each
experiment. The operation of the spacecraft is by the Joint IRAS Science
Working Group. Members of this Working Group and their affiliations are
listed.
B5. NASA-Selected F_rth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) Investigators
The NASA-selected ERBE investigators and their affiliations are listed
along with the subjects of their investigations.
B6. OPEN Theoretical Investigators
The OPEN theoretical investigators are listed along with their
affiliations.
B7. OPEN Ground-Based Investigators
The OPEN ground-basedinvestigatorsare listedalong with their
affiliations.
B8. Solar OpticalTelescopeCoordinatedFiltergraph-Spectrometer
Co-Investigators.
The Solar Optical Telescope coordinated filtergraph-spectrometer
co-investigators are listed here rather than in the section 3.3 because
of the large number of co-investigators for this experiment.
B-I
BI. THE (COS-B) CARAVANE COLLABORAT%ON
Member Affiliation
Bennett, K. Space Science Department, ESA-ESTEC
Noordwijk, The Netherlands
Bignami, G.F. Istituto di Scienze Fisiche
dell' ]nlverslta di Milano, Italv
Boella, G. Istituto di Scienze Fisiche
dell' " •Unlverslta di Milano, Italy
Buccheri, R. Universit_ di Palermo, Italy
Burger, J.J. Scientific Projects DeDartment, ESA-ESTEC
Noordwijk, The Netherlands
! ° . •,D'Amico, N. Jnlverslta di Palermo, Italy
Hermsen, W. Huyqens Laboratorium
Leiden, The Netherlands
Kanbach, G. Max-Planck-Institut fur Physik und
Astrophysik, Garching bei Munchen,
Federal Republic of Germany
• .
Koch, L. Centre d'Etudes Nuclealres de Saclav,
Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Labeyrie, J. Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay,
Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Lichti, G.G. Space Science Department, ESA-ESTEC
Noordwijk, The Netherlands
LUst, R. Max-Planck-Institut f_r Physik und
Astrophysik, Garching bei Munchen,
Federal Republic of Germany
• .
Masnou, J. Centre d'Etudes Nuclealres de Saclay,
Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Mayer-Hasselwander, H.A. Max-Planck-Institut f_r Physik und
Astrophysik, Garching bei Munchen,
Federal Republic of Germany
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BI concluded
Member Afflllation
Occhiallnl, G.P. Istituto dl Scienze Fisiche
dell'Unlverslt_ di Milano, Italy
• .
Paul, J.A. Centre d'Etudes Nuclealres de Saclay,
Gl£-sur-Yvette, France
Pinkau, K. Max-Planck-Institut £_r Physik und
Astrophysik, Garchinq bei M_nchen,
Federal Republlc of Germany
Sacco, B. Unlverslta di Palermo, Italy
Scarsi, L. Unlverslta di Palermo, Italy
Swanenburg, B.N. Huygens Laboratorium
Leiden, The Netherlands
Taylor, B.G. Space Science Department, ESA-ESTEC
Noordwijk, The Netherlands
van de Hulst, H.C. Huygens Laboratorium
Leiden, The Netherlands
Wills, R.D. Space Science Department, ESA-ESTEC
Noordwijk, The Netherlands
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B2. GALILEO IMAGING AND RADIO SCIENCE INVESTIGATORS
Galileo Imaging investigators
Investigator and
Investiqation Name Objectives Affiliation
Jovian Auroral To search for and investi- Clifford D. Anger
Studies gate Jupiter's auroras; to University of Calgary/
use auroral imaging to oh- Canada
tain information on the con-
figuration and dynamics of
the Jovian magnetosphere; to
search for luminous phenomena
on the dark sides o£ the
Galilean satellites
Structure and Dynam- To investigate the physical Michael J. S. Belton
ics of the Jovian structure and dynamical re- Kitt Peak National
Atmosphere gimes of the Jovian atmos- Observatory
phere, including cloud mo-
tion, heat transfer, cloud
composition and scattering
properties, and atmospheric
wave motions
Geological Histories To investigate the geologic Michael H. Carr
of the Galilean histories of the Galilean U.S. Geological Survey
Satellites satellites by photogeologic
techniques to determine sur-
face morphology and measure
local elevations and height
contours, and by the pre-
paration of contour maps and
geological maps
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B2 continued
Galileo Imaging Investigators
Investigator and
Investigation Name Objectives Affiliation
Jovian Atmospheric To study dynamics of the Clark R. Chapman
Dynamics and Satel- upper atmosphere of Jupiter Planetary Science In-
lite Histories by determining cloud stitute
motions and evolution; to
synthesize Galileo imagery
with previous imagery,
including ground-based
patrol photography; to
study surface histories of
the Galilean satellites,
particularly by crater den-
sity and morphology; and to
investigate possibilities
to make imaging studies of
smaller Jovian satellites
and o£ asteroid targets of
opportunity
Geodetics of the To establish a geodetic net Merton E. Davies
Galilean Satellites on the Galilean satellites Rand Corporation
and determine their radii,
shapes, and rotational
poles; to provide satellite
control nets for precision
cartography
Geological Explora- To investigate the geology Ronald Greeley
tion of the Galilean of the Galilean satellites Arizona State Univer-
Satellites using photogeological sity
techniques, with emphasis
on cratering, tectonic
processes, and the dis-
covery of new geological
processes associated with
the presence of icy crusts
on the satellites
B-5
B2 continued
Galileo Imaging Investigators
Investigator and
Investigation Name Objectives Affiliation
Dynamical Properties To study the internal Richard Greenberg
of the Galilean structure and past his- Planetary Science In-
Satellites tory of the Galilean stitute
satellites _rom dynam-
ical studies of shape
and rotation; to inves-
tigate impact cratering
and chronology; to search
for previously undis-
covered satellites in
the Jovian system
Geology of the To investigate surface James W. Head, III
Galilean Satellites morphology and infer Brown University
geologic histories of
the Galilean satellites,
with emphasis on impact
cratering processes and
comparative studies with
the terrestrial planets
Photogeology of the To investigate the geol- Gerhard Neukum
Galilean Satellites ogy o£ the Galilean Munich University,
satellites with empha- Federal Republic
sis on impact cratering of Germany
processes; to develop
a multispectral image
processing capability
and imaging data library
in Europe
Photometry and To investigate the Jovian Carl B. Pilcher
Imaging of Jupiter atmosphere and cloud pro- University of Hawaii
and the Galilean perties by multispectral
Satellites photometry and polarime-
try; to study surface com-
position of the Galilean
satellites with emphasis
on the role of volatiles;
to search for auroral
emissions from the inter-
action of satellite atmo-
spheres with the Jovian
magnetosphere
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B2 continued
Galileo Imaqina Investiqators
Investigator and
Investigation Name Objectives Affiliation
Jovian Atmospheric To investigate the nature Gerald Schubert
circulation of the thermal and dynam- University of Cali-
ical processes responsi- fornia, Los Angeles
ble for the atmospheric
circulation of Jupiter
and the ways that these
processes are influenced
by the structure of the
cloud layers
Imaging, Spectro- To investigate the sur- Joseph Veverka
photometry, and face morphology and Cornell [_iversity
Polarimetry of the spectrophotometric prop-
Galilean Satellites erties of the Galilean
and Jupiter satellites; to identify
compositional units of
the satellites; to obtain
photometry of Jovian belts
and zones to investigate
cloud properties and
energy balance; to inves-
tigate possibilities for
making photo-polarimetric
observations of the
smaller Jovian satellites
Multispectral Radio- To participate closely in John B. Wellman
metric Imaging of the development of a Jet Propulsion Labora-
Jupiter and the multispectral radio- tory
Galilean Satellites metric imaging capability
for Galileo, including
design of the camera sys-
tem, its calibration, and
development of image pro-
cessing software; .touse
these multispectral
images to study composi-
tional differences on the
surfaces of the Galilean
satellites and in the
atmosphere of Jupiter
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GalileoRadio Science Investigators
Investigator and
Investigation Name Objectives Affiliation
Celestial Mechanics To use closed-loop radio- John D. Anderson
Measurements of metric data from the Jet Propulsion Labora-
Jupiter and Its Galileo orbiter (I) to tory
Satellites determine the structure
of the gravitational
fields of Jupiter and
the Galilean satellites;
(2) to determine the rel-
ativistic time delay
during the solar conjunc-
tion of Jupiter; and (3) to
improve the determination
of the orbits of Jupiter
and its satellites. Also,
to measure the general
relativistic redshift in
the gravitational field
of Jupiter (by using one-
way Doppler data)
Atmospheres and Iono- To use S-X band oc- Von R. Eshleman
spheres of Jupiter cultation techniques to Stanford University
and Its Satellites measure the vertical pres-
sure and temperature pro-
files and atmospheric ab-
sorptivity on Jupiter,
the Jovian ionospheric
structure and dynamics,
and the plasma environ-
ment of the Galilean
satellites; to use
phase and intensity
scintillation data to
study atmospheric tur-
bulence and convection
on Jupiter; and to
investiqate the use of
bistatic radar tech-
niques to study the
surfaces of the Galilean
satellites
B-8
B2 continued
Galileo Radio Science Investigators
Investigator and
Investigation Name Objectives Affiliation
Search for Gravita- To use high-precision Frank B. Estabrook
tional Radiation Doppler monitoring Jet Propulsion Labora-
during cruise to con- tory
duct a systematic search
for very low frequency
gravitational waves in-
cident on the solar sys-
tem, to a level of strain
amplitude of about I.E-15
Jupiter Radio As- To study relativistic Eric Gerard
tronomy electrons in the Jovian Meudon Observatory
magnetosphere by mea- Paris, France
suring the integrated
radio flux near 400 MHz
(using the Probe relay
antenna) over a large
range in time and geom-
etry
Microwave Investiga- To use the Probe relay Samuel Gulkis
tion of Jupiter antenna to study the Jet Propulsion Labora-
trapped radiation belts tory
of Jupiter and to mea-
sure the thermal micro-
wave radiation from the
planet with high spatial
resolution. Also, to
measure the thermal
microwave brightness of
the Galilean satellites
in order to study their
surface properties
B-9
iB2 concluded
Galileo Radio Science Investigators
Investigator and
Investigation Name Objectives Affiliation
Atmospheres and Iono- To use S-X band occul- ArvTdas J. Kliore
spheres of Jupiter tation techniques to Jet Propulsion Labora-
and Its Satellites study the atmospheres tory
and ionospheres of
Jupiter and the Galilean
satellites, with empha-
sis on the neutral at-
mospheres. For Jupiter,
the occultation data de-
termine temperature,
pressure, and density
profiles down to the
100 mb pressure level.
In addition, deviations
of the local vertical
direction from the pre-
dicted value will be
determined and used to
study zonal wind veloc-
ities in the Jovian
atmosphere
Atmospheres and Iono- To use S-X band occul- Gunnar Lindal
spheres of Jupiter tation techniques to Jet Propulsion Labora-
and Its Satellites study the atmospheres tory
and ionospheres of
Jupiter and the Galilean
satellites, with empha-
sis on ionospheric mea-
surements. In the iono-
sphere, the occultation
data yield electron num-
ber density and plasma
scale height profiles
Radio Scintillation To use spacecraft radio Richard Woo
in the Jovian At- scintillations to mea- Jet Propulsion Labora-
mosphere sure and study turbulence tory
in the Jovian atmosphere,
and electron density ir-
regularities, magnetic
field direction, and winds
in the Jovian ionosphere.
Also, where possible, to
take similar measurements
of the Galilean satellites
B-10
B3. ISPM THEORETICAL AND INTERDISCIPLINARY SCIENTISTS
Member Affiliation
W. I. Axford Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand
J. Lemaire Institute d'Aeronomie
Spatiale de Belgique, Belgium
G. Noci Arcetri Observatory, Italy
B4. JOINT IRAS SCIENCE WORKING GROUP
Member Affiliation
Aumann, H.H. NASA-Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Beintema, D. University of Groningen, The Netherlands
Borgman, J. University of Groningen, The Netherlands
Clegg, P. Queen Mary College, London University, UK
Dejong, T. University of Leiden, The Netherlands
Gillette, F. Kitt Peak National Observatory
Habing, A. University of Leiden, The Netherlands
Hauser, M. NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center
Houck, J. Cornell University
Jennings, R. University College, London University, UK
Low, F. University of Arizona
Marsden, P. University of Leeds, UK
Neugebauer, G. California Institute of Technology
(U.S. Principal Scientist, Co-Chairman)
Pottasch, S. University of Groningen, The Netherlands
Soifer, T. California Institute of Technology
Van Duinen, R. University of Groningen, The Netherlands
(European Principal Scientist, Co-Chairman)
Walker, R. NASA-Ames Research Center
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B5. NASA-SELECTED ERBE INVESTIGATORS
Principal Investigator Affiliation Description
of Investiqations
B. Barkstrom National Aeronautics and Instrument thermal modelinq
(ERBE Scientist and Space Administration (NASA) and cloud variability
Science Team Leader) Langley Research Center (LaRC) algorithm development
A. Berroir Laboratofre de Meteorologie Improvement of radiation
Dynamique, France modelizations in a general
circulation model
R. Cess State University of New York, Validation of models which
Stonybrook predict radiation budget
variations and investigate
climatic feedback effects.
R. Curran NASA/Goddard Space Fliqht The effect of clouds on
Center (GSFC) satellite albedo
measurements
C. Duncan NASA/GSFC Calibration and evaluations
of ERBE Sensors
A. Gruber National Oceanic and Atmos- Development of angular
pheric Administration (NOAA) models and intercomparison
National Earth Satellite of ERBE data with
Service (NESS) atmospheric constituents
and operational satellite
measurements
E. Harrison NASA/LaRC Studies o£ diurnal
variation of cloudiness and
Earth radiation budget
D. Hartmann University of Washington, Investigation of the
Seattle diurnal cycle o£ radiation
budget and the effects of
cloudiness on net radiation
F. House Drexel University, Application of optimal
Philadelphia estimation techniques to
data use investigations
F. Huck NASA/LaRC Assessment of sensor
performance and measurement
accuracy
B-12
B5. concluded
Principal Investigator Affiliation Description
of Investigations
G. Hunt University College London, Investigation of regional
England radiation budgets compared
to those from geostationary
data and use of HALOE and
SAGE II data to understand
effects of other atmospheric
constituents
R. Kandel Centre National de la Diurnal variations and the
Recherche Scienti£ique, Earth radiation measurements
France
A. Miller NOAA/National Meteorological The dynamical interpretation
Center (NMC) of ERBE measurements
V. Ramanathan National Center for Use of ERBE measurements to
Atmospheric Research validate and improve
radiation models and general
circulation climate models
E. Raschke University of Cologne, Investigation of surface and
west Germany regional radiation budgets
and improvement of model
parameterizations
G. Smith NASA/LaRC Algorithm development and
investigation of radiation
budget variability
W. Smith University of Wisconsin, Investigation of time/space
Madison lag of radiation budget
compared to other
meteorological variables
T. Vonder Haar Colorado State University, Algorithm development for
Fort Collins averaging ERBE data over
time and space and
synergistic investigations
using SAGE II data
B-13
B6. OPEN THEORETICAL INVESTIGATORS
Member Affiliation Investigation
M. K. Hudson (PI) Univ. of Calif., Berkeley A Theoretical Study of
M. A. Temerin Univ. of Calif., Berkeley Wave-Particle Interactions
R. L. Lysak Univ. of Calif., Berkeley in the Earth's Neighborhood
C. A. Cattell Univ. of Calif., Berkeley
M. H. Rees (PI) University of Alaska Modeling of the Atmosphere-
R. G. Roble National Center for Magnetosphere-Ionosphere
Atmospheric Research System (MAMI)
C. P. Sonett (PI) University of Arizona Theoretical Investigations
P. E. Krider University of Arizona
L. L. Hood University of Arizona
B. R. Lichtenstein University of Arizona
F. Herbert University of Arizona
K. Papadopoulos (PI) University of Maryland Modeling and Theoretical
A. Hasegawa Bell Laboratories Investigations
J. B. McBride Science Applications Inc.
H. Okuda Princeton Plasma
Physics Laboratory
P. J. Palmadesso U.S. Navy Research
Laboratory
M. Ashour-Abdalla (PI) Univ. of Calif., LA The Development of
P. J. Coleman, Jr. Univ. of Calif., LA Theoretical Technology
C. F. Kennel Univ. of Calif., LA for the OPEN Mission
C. T. Russell Univ. of Calif., LA
R. J. Walker Univ. of Calif., LA
F. V. Coroniti Univ. of Calif., LA
J. M. Dawson Univ. of Calif., LA
V. Decyk Univ. of Calif., LA
R. W. Huff Univ. of-Calif., LA
J. N. Leboeuf Univ. of Calif., LA
T. A. Lin Univ. of Calif., LA
L. A. Frank University of Iowa
D. A. Gurnett University of Iowa
T. Sato University of Tokyo
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B7. OPEN GROUND-BASED INVESTIGATORS
Member Affiliation Investigation
J. D. Kelley (PI) SRI International High Latitude Incoherent-
V. B. Wickwar SRI International Scatter Radar Measurements
R. A. Greenwald (PI) Johns Hopkins University Dual Auroral Radar
R. D. Hunsucker University of Alaska Network (DARN)
J. G. Roederer University of Alaska
T. B. Jones University of Leicester
M. J. Rycroft (PI) Natural Environment OPEN Satellite Exploration
Research Council Simultaneously with
of the UK Antarctic Measurements
J. Dudeney Natural Environment (OPEN SESAME)
Research Council
of the UK
D. Jones Natural Environment
Research Council
of the UK
A. J. Smith Natural Environment
Research Council
of the UK
A. Vallance-Jones (PI) National Research Canadian Auroral Network
Council of Canada for the OPEN Program
Unified Study (CANOPUS)
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B8. SOLAR OPTICAL TELESCOPE COORDINATED FILTERGRAPH-SPECTROMETER CO-INVESTIGATORS
Member Affiliation
L. W. Acton Lockheed Palo Alto
U. Anzer MPI-Phys Astrophys
E. C. Bruner Lockheed Palo Alto
L. Cram Sacramento Peak Obs
R. B. Dunn Sacramento Peak Obs
R. R. Fisher High Altitude Obs
D. Galloway MPI-Phys Astrophys
B. Haisch Lockheed Palo Alto
J. W. Harvey Kitt Peak Natl Obs
J. T. Jefferies U of Hawaii
S. Keil USAF Geophys Lab
J. W. Leibacher Lockheed Palo Alto
W. L. Livingston Kitt Peak Natl Obs
F. Meyer MPI-Phys Astrophys
B. Mihalas Sacramento Peak Obs
D. Mihalas Sacramento Peak Obs
R. W. Milkey Kitt Peak Natl Obs
F. Orrall U of Hawaii
H. E. Ramsey Lockheed Palo Alto
W. J. Rosenberg Lockheed Palo Alto
H. W. Schmidt MPI-Phys Astrophys
S. A. Schoolman Lockheed Palo Alto
G. W. Simon USAF Geophys Lab
R. C. Smithson Lockheed Palo Alto
H. Spruit MPI-Phys Astrophys
T. D. Tarbel Lockheed Palo Alto
J. Toomre U of Colorado
R. Wegman MPI-Phys Astrophys
O. R. White High Altitude Obs
C. J. Wolfson Lockheed Palo Alto
S. P. Worden USAF Geophys Lab
J. B. Zirker Sacramento Peak Obs
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APPENDIXC - DEFINITIONS
Certain words and phrases are used in this report in a precise and spe-
cific sense. These terms are defined here to clarify the intended meaning.
ACTIVE A spacecraft/experiment pertinent to this report that has
been launched and was reported to NSSDC to have either a
"normal" or "partial" status.
APOAPSIS The distance from the center or the altitude from the
surface of the reference body to the farthest orbit point.
Distance is used in astronomical units for heliocentric
orbits and altitude is used in kilometers for all other
orbits.
APPROVED A spacecraft mission has been approved and funding is
MISSION available for it.
BRIEF A concise summary of the spacecraft mission, specifically
DESCRIPTION outlining overall mission objectives and the scientific
studies being performed. Also, a concise summary of exper-
iment purposes and instrument characteristics, emphasizing
those relevant to scientific use of the resulting data.
CANCELED A mission was canceled and no funds are expected to become
MISSION available to carry it out.
FAILED MISSION A spacecraft failed to achieve a suitable orbit, or the
experiments failed to function after achieving orbit.
INCLINATION The angle (in degrees) between the satellite orbital plane
and the equatorial plane of the primary gravitational body.
For satellites with heliocentric orbits, the ecliptic plane
is used in lieu of the equatorial plane.
INOPERABLE A spacecraft/experiment can no longer produce useful scien-
tific data because of malfunction or failure of the space-
craft/experiment systems or critical parts thereof; comple-
tion of the spacecraft trajectory in which useful measure-
ments could be taken; or discontinuation of network support
(tracking, command, and telemetry).
MISSION BEING A mission has been redefined to an extent that the original
RESCOPED mission plan and experiments are no longer valid and a new
mission plan and experiments are under study.
NA Status information not applicable.
NORMAL Spacecraft/experiment systems are capable of working so
that the data would be suitable for all planned scientific
studies for the spacecraft/experiments when they are turned
on and the data are recorded. \
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NSSDC ID CODE An identification code used in the NSSDC information sys-
tem. In this system, each successfully launched space-
craft/experiment is assigned a code based on the launch se-
quence of the spacecraft. Subsequent to 1962, this code
(e.g., 72-012A for the spacecraft Pioneer 10) corresponds
to the COSPAR international designation. The experiment
codes are based on the spacecraft code. For example, the
experiments carried aboard the spacecraft 73-019A (Pioneer
11) are numbered 73-019A-01, 73-019A-02, etc. Each
prelaunch spacecraft and experiment is also assigned an
NSSDC ID code based on the name of the spacecraft. For
example, the approved NASA launch COBE would be coded COBE.
The experiments to be carried aboard this spacecraft would
be coded COBE -01, COBE -02, etc. Once a spacecraft is
launched, its prelaunch designation is changed to a
postlaunch one; e.g., Pioneer G, which was launched April
6, 1973, was given the NSSDC ID code of 73-019A,
corresponding to the launch spacecraft common name, Pioneer
11.
ORBIT TYPE A word or phrase indicating the most important phase of the
trajectory of a given spacecraft mission. The orbit type
may be geocentric, geocentric commensurate, selenocentric,
heliocentric, Hermocentric (Mercury), Cythereanocentric
(Venus), Aerocentric (Mars), Zenocentric (Jupiter),
Chronocentric (Saturn), lunar lander, Venus lander, Mars
lander, Jupiter probe, Venus probe, lunar flyby, Venus
flyby, Mars flyby, Mercury flyby, Jupiter flyby, or Saturn
flyby.
PARTIAL Spacecraft/experiment systems are working, but not all are
working as well as the design required. If the spacecraft/
experiments were turned on and the data recorded, the data
would be suitable for only a portion of the planned scien-
tific studies.
PERIAPSIS The distance from the center or the altitude from the
surface of the reference body to the nearest orbit point.
Distance is measured in astronomical units (AU) for helio-
centric orbits and altitude is measured in kilometers (km)
for all other orbits.
PLANNED A spacecraft mission was last reported to NSSDC as either
"approved" or "proposed." This designation is also used
for an experiment that is expected to fly on a planned
spacecraft mission.
PROPOSED Spacecraft design and experiments have been selected but
MISSION funding has not been approved.
RETURNED The status given to those experiments which have been
TO EARTH carried onboard the Space Shuttle (not deployed), which
have performed successfully, and which have been returned
to earth with the Shuttle.
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STANDARD Data that can be processed and made available to the exper-
imenters are being acquired at the rate or percentage of
coverage required to accomplish the planned studies.
SUBSTANDARD Data that can be processed and made available to the
experimenters are not being acquired at the rate or
percentage of coverage required to continue all planned
studies.
UNKNOWN Information is either unknown or unavailable at NSSDC.
ZERO ADplied to data acquisition rates, indicates a spacecraft/
experiment has been _irned off except for state-of-health
measurements and is in a standby condition capable of being
returned to its previous status. In the case of Space
Shuttle experiments, a zero data rate indicates that the
experiment has been returned to earth by the Shuttle.
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APPENDIX D - ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
A angstrom; ampere
ac alternating current
ACAD academy
ACIC Aeronautical Chart and Information Center (now Defense Mapping
Agency Aerospace Center)
ACS attitude control system
A/D analog to digital
AE Atmosphere Explorer (satellite, NASA)
AEC Atomic Energy Commission
AFB Air Force Base
AFCRL Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories (now US Air Force
Geophysics Laboratory)
AFGL Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
AFO Announcements of Flight Opportunities
AFSC Air Force Systems Command
AGC automaticgain control
AGCY agency
A-h amp-hour; ampere-hour
ALT altitude
AM amplitude modulation
a.m. ante meridien
AMPTE Active Magnetosphere Particle Tracer Experiment (NASA satellite
program)
AMS Army Map Service (now Defense Mapping Agency Topographic Center)
AMSAT Radio Amateur Satellite Corporation
amu atomic mass unit (also see u)
AMU astronaut maneuvering unit
Ap magnetic activity index Ap
APL Applied Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University
APPL application
ARC Ames Research Center (NASA)
arc-min arc-minute
arc-s arc-second
AT atomic
atm atmosphere
ATS Applications Technology Satellite (NASA)
AU astronomical unit
AUST Australia
avg average
AVHRR advanced very high resolution radiometer
AWRE Atomic Weapons Research Establishment (Australia)
AXAF Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility
b barn
B bel; magnetic field strength
BaF barium fluoride
bcd binary coded decimal
BCG ballistocardiogram
Be beryllium
BE Beacon Explorer (satellite, NASA)
bpi bits per inch
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bps bits per second
Btu British thermal unit
BUV backscatter ultraviolet
B/W black and white
BWF Bundesminister fur Wissenschaftliche Forschung
(Fed Rep of C_rmany)
C Celsius; coulomb
CaF calcium fluoride
cal calorie
CAN Canada; Canadian satellites
cc cubic centimeter
CCD charged-coupled device
CCE Charge Composition Explorer (satellite, AMPTE program)
Cd cadmium; candela
CD crystal detector
CDA command and data acquisition (station)
CDAW Coordinated Data Analysis Workshop
C&DH control and data handling
CDHP command and data handling package
CdS cadmium sulfide
CEM channel electron multipliers
CENS Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Saclay (France)
CEP cylindrical electrostatic probe
CFA crossed electric and magnetic field analyzer
CG center of gravity
CHEM charge and energy mass spectrometer; chemical
Ci curie
CID cathode imaging detector
CMD command
CNES Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (French space agency)
CNET Centre National d'Etudes des Telecommunications (France)
CNRS Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (France)
COBE Cosmic Background Explorer (satellite, NASA)
COMM commission
CONIE Comision Nacional de Investiqacion del Espacio (Spain)
COS Cosmic-Ray Satellite (ESA); cosmic
COSPAR Committee on Space Research
CO2 carbon dioxide
cp candlepower
CPA comprehensive particle analysis; curved plate analyzer
cpi characters per inch
CPT charged-particle telescope
CPU central processing unit
CRA Centro Ricerch Aerospaziali (Italy)
CRC Communications Research Centre (Canada)
CRIS Centre de Rectification des Images Spatiales
CRIE cosmic-ray isotope experiment
CRRES Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (joint
NASA/USAF mission)
CRS Commission for Space Research (Italy)
CRT cathode ray tube
CsI cesium iodide
CsTe cesium telluride
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CTR center
CZCS coastal zone color scanner
d day
DAN Danish
DAPP Defense Acquisition and Processing Program (DOD)
DASA Defense Atomic Support Agency
dB decibel
dBu decibel unit
dc direct current
DCP data collection platform
DCS direct couple system; data collection system
DE Dynamics Explorer (satellite, NASA)
DEF defense
deg degree
DFVLR Deutsche Forschungs-und Versuchanstalt fur Luft-und
Raum£ahrt (Research Laboratory for Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Fed Rep of Germany)
DIAM diameter
DMA Defense Mapping Agency
DMSP Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DOD)
DOD Department of Defense
DPU data processing unit
dr dram
DRB-DRTE Defence Research Board - Defence Research Telecommunications
Establishment (Canada)
DSN Deep Space Network
DUS data utilization stations
dyn dyne
DYN dynamic
E energy; east; electric field strength
ECG electrocardiograph
EDPS Experiment Data and Power System
EDS Environmental Data Service (NOAA)
EEA Electrostatic _InergyAnalyzer
EEG electroencephalogram
ELEC electric
ELF extremely low frequency
EML F_uatorial Magnetospheric Laboratory (OPEN S/C)
EOF end of file
EOS Earth Observation Satellite (NASA)
EPDS Experiment Power and Data Systems
E/Q energy per unit charge
E/S LIB PT The earth/sun libration point
ERBE earth radiation budget experiment
ERBS Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (NASA)
ERDC Earth Resources Data Center
ERL Environmental Research Laboratory (NOAA)
EROS Earth Resources Observation Service
ESA European Space Agency; electrostatic analyzer
ESA-GEOS Geostationary Earth-Orbiting Satellite (ESA)
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ESOC European Space Operations Centre (ESA)
ESRO European Space Research Organization (now ESA)
ESSA Environmental Science Services Administration (now NOAA)
ESTEC European Space Technology Center (ESA)
ETR Eastern Test Range (also referred to as Cape Canaveral)
Eu europium
EURECA European Retrievable Carrier (sDacecraft)
EUV extreme ultraviolet
EUVE Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (satellite, NASA)
eV electron volt
EVA extravehicular activity
EXOS Exospheric Satellite (Japan)
EXOSAT European X-ray Observation Satellite (ESA)
F farad; Fahrenheit
fc footcandle
Fe iron
FIRAS far infrared absolute spectrophotometer
fL footlambert
FM frequency modulation
FMDM flex multiplexer/demultiplexer
FOC faint object camera
FOF2 frequency of F2
FOV field of view
FPI Fabry-Perot Interferometer
FRC Flight Research Center (NASA)
FRG Federal Republic of Germany
ft foot (feet)
FWHM full width at half maximum
g gram
G earth gravity; geometry factor; gauss
GAC global area coverage
gal gallon
GARP Global Atmospheric Research Program
GEOPHYS geophysical
GEOS Geodetic Earth-Orbiting Satellite (NASA); Geostationary
Earth-Orbiting Satellite (ESA)
GEOS 3 Geodesic Satellite 3
GES FUR Gesellschaft fur Weltraumforschung (Center for Space Research,
WELTRAUM- Fed Rep of Germany)
FORSCH
G.E.T. ground elapsed time
GeV giga electron volts (109 eV)
GHz gigahertz
GISS Goddard Institute for Space Studies (NASA)
GM Geiger-Mueller
GMS Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (Japan)
GMT Greenwich mean time
GOES Geosynchronous Operational Environmental Satellite (NASA-NOAA)
GPS global positioning system
GRARR Goddard range and range rate
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GRM Geopotential Research Mission
GRO Gamma-Ray Observatory
GSE geocentric solar ecliptic (coordinate system); ground
support equipment
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA)
GSM geocentric solar magnetospheric (coordinate system)
GSPC gas scintillation proportional counter
GSTDN ground spaceflight tracking and data network
GTL Geomagnetic Tail Laboratory (OPEN S/C)
GUGMS Glavnoye Upravleniye Gidrometeorologicheskoi Sluzhby
(Main Administration of the Hydrometeorological Service, USSR)
GV gigavolt
GVHRR geosynchronous very high resolution radiometer
h hour
H hydrogen; henry
HAC half-angle collimator
HCMM Heat Capacity Mapping Mission (satellite, NASA)
HCO Harvard College Observatory
He helium
HEAO High-Energy Astrophysical Observatory (satellite, NASA)
HEPAD high-energy proton alpha detector (or telescope)
HF high frequency
Hg mercury
HgI2 mercuric iodide
HILAT High Latitude Satellite (POD)
H20 water
HR high resolution
HXIS hard X-ray imaging spectrometer
HXRBS hard X-ray burst spectrometer
Hz hertz (cycles per second)
HZE high-charge and high-energy particle
IAP Institute of Atmospheric Physics (USSR)
ICEX ice and climate experiment
ICSU International Council of Scientific Unions
ID identification
IDC image dissector camera
IDM ion drift meter
IGN Institut Geographique National
IGRF International Geomagnetic Reference Field
IGY International Geophysical Year
IKI Institute for Space Research (USSR)
IMP Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (satellite, NASA)
IMS International Magnetospheric Study; ion mass spectrometer
in. inch
INOP inoperable
INSAT Indian National Satellite (ISRO-USSR)
InSb indium/antimony
INST institute
INTA Instituto Nacional de Tecnica Aerospacial (Spain); the
National Institute of Aerospace Science
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ION COMP ionospheric composition
IPA Institute for Physics of the Atmosphere (SAS)
IPL Interplanetary Physics Laboratory (OPEN S/C)
IPP imaging photopolarimeter
IPS instrument pointing system
IQSY International Quiet Sun Year
IR infrared
IRAS Infrared Astronomy Satellite (The Netherlands-NASA-UK)
IRIG Inter-Range Instrumentation Group
IRIS infrared-interferometer spectrometer; Italian Research
Interim Stage S/C
IRM Ion Release Module (AMPTE S/C)
IRR infrared radiometry
ISAS Institute of Space and Aeronautical Science (Japan)
ISEE International Sun-Earth Explorer (satellite, NASA-ESA)
ISIS International Satellite for Ionospheric Studies (NASA-Canada)
ISPM International Solar Polar Mission (ESA)
ISRO Indian Space Research Organization
ISS Ionospheric Sounding Satellite (Japan)
ITOS Improved TIROS Operational Satellite (NOAA)
ITSA Institute for Telecommunication of Sciences and Aeronomy
(formerly a subdivision of ESSA; now NOAA-ERL)
IUE International Ultraviolet Explorer (satellite, NASA-UK-ESA)
IUS intermediate upper stage
IUWDS International [_SIGRAM and World Days Service
IZMIRAN Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism and Aeronomy of the
Academy of Sciences (USSR)
J joule
JHU Johns Hopkins University
JOP Jupiter Orbiter Probe (Galileo Probe)
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory (NASA)
JSC Johnson Space Center (NASA)
JY jansky (IE-26 W/sq m Hz)
K degree Kelvin
kbs kilobits per second
kbps kilobits per second
keV kiloelectron volt
kg kilogram
kHz kilohertz
km kilometer
Kp magnetic activity index Kp
KPNO Kitt Peak National Observatory
KSC Kennedy Space Center (NASA)
1 liter
L lambert
LAB laboratory
LAC local area coverage
LAGEOS Laser Geodetic Earth-Orbiting Satellite (NASA)
LAMAR large area modular array of reflectors
LAMMR large antenna multifrequency microwave radiometer
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LANG Langmuir probe instrument
LARC Langley Research Center (NASA)
LASL Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
LASSII .Low Altitude Satellite Studies of Ionospheric Irregularities
(NRL study mission)
Ib pound
LDEF Long-Duration Exposure Facility
LED light-emitting diode
LEE low-energy electron
LEPAT low-energy proton alpha telescope
LEPEDEA low-energy proton and electron differential energy analyzer
LERC Lewis Research Center (NASA)
LET low-energy telescope
LF light fine; low frequency
LFC large format camera
Li lithium
LiF lithium fluoride
LL Lincoln Laboratory (MIT)
im lumen
LMD Laboratory of Meteorological Dynamics
LP Langmuir probe
LPSP Laboratoire de Physique Stellaire et Planetaire (CNRS)
LR labeled release; low resolution
LRIR limb radiance inversion radiometer; low-resolution infrared
radiometer
LS light smoothed
isb least significant byte
LST Large Space Telescope (satellite, NASA; now called Space
Telescope)
ix lux
m meter; milli- (prefix)
MAG magnetic field; magnetometer
MAGSAT Magnetic Fields Monitor Satellite
MAPS Measurement of Air Pollution from Satellite
MAS Ministry of Aviation Supply (UK)
MCC Mission Control Center
M/Q mass-to-charge ratio
MEA materials experiment assembly
MED medicine; medical
MEPED medium energy proton and electron detector
MESA miniature electrostatic accelerometer
MeV million electron volts
mg milligram
Mg magnesium
MHz megahertz
min minute
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MJS Mariner Jupiter/Saturn (spacecraft, NASA)
mm miilimeter
MMS Multimission Modular Spacecraft
mol mole
MPD magneto-plasma dynamic
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MPI Max Planck Institute (Fed Rep of Germany)
MR medium resolution
msb most significant bit
MSC Manned Spacecraft Center (now Johnson Space Center)
MSFC Marshall Space Flight Center (NASA)
MSL Material Science Laboratory
MUSE monitor of ultraviolet solar energy
mV millivolt
mW milliwatt
Mx maxwell
N nucleon; north; newton
NA not applicable; not available
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration (Washington, D.C.,
Headquarters )
NASC National Aeronautics and Space Council
NASCOM NASA Communications Network
NASDA National Space Development Agency (Japan)
NATL national
NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NBS National Bureau of Standards
NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research
NCC National Climatic Center (NOAA)
NDRE Norwegian Defense Research Establishment
NESC National Environmental Satellite Center (now NESS)
NESS National Environmental Satellite Service (NOAA)
NETH Netherlands spacecraft
NHC National Hurricane Center
NI ion density (concentration)
NIH National Institutes of Health
NMC National Meteorological Center
NNSS Navy Navigational Satellite System
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (formerly ESSA)
NORAD North American Air Defense Command
NORW Norwegian
NOS National Ocean Survey (NOAA)
NOSS National Oceanic Satellite System
NOTS Naval Ordnance Test Station
NRC National Research Council
NRL Naval Research Laboratory
NSA National Security Agency
NSF National Science Foundation
NSSDC National Space Science Data Center
nT nanotesla
NUCL nuclear
NWL Naval Weapons Laboratory
NWRC National Weather Records Center (presently NCC)
OMSF Office of Manned Space Flight (NASA)
ONERA Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales
ONR Office of Naval Research
OPEN Origins of Plasmas in the Earth's Neighborhood (NASA program)
OSCAR Orbiting Satellite Carrying Amateur Radio
OSSA Office of Space Science and Applications (NASA)
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OSTA Office of Space and TerrestrialApplications
oz ounce
P poise; phosphorus
Pa pascal
PAGEOS Passive Geodetic Earth-Orbiting Satellite (NASA)
PAM pulse amplitude modulation
PAM-A payload assist module - emulates Agena upper stage
PAM-D payload assist module - emulates Delta upper stage
PAM-D2 payload assist module - emulates Delta upper stage with
additional boost
pc parsec
PC proportional counter
PCM pulse-coded modulation
PDP plasma diagnostic package; passive dosimeter packet
PFM pulse frequency modulation
PHA pulse height analyzer
PHYS physics
PI principal investigator
PICNO picture number
PIXEL picture element
PM pulse modulation; photomultiplier
p.m. post meridien
PMEL Pacific Marine Environmental Laboratory (NOAA)
PMR pressure modulation radiometer; Pacific Missile Range
PMT photomultiplier tube
P-N positive-negative (junction)
POCC Payloads Operations Control Center
PPL Polar Plasma Laboratory (OPEN S/C)
PPR photopolarimeter radiometer
PPS pulses per second
PRC Peoples Republic of China
psia pounds per square inch, absolute
psig pounds per square inch, gauge
pt pint
q quart
Q charge
Ra radium
rad radian
RAD radiation
RAHF research animal holding facility
RAM random access memory (system)
RBV return beam vidicon (camera)
RC resistance capacitor
RE earth radii
REP republic
RES research
rf radio frequency
rfI radio frequency interference
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rms root mean square
RMS remote manipulator system
ROSAT Roentgen Satellite (German X-ray research satellite)
RPA retarding potential analyzer
rpm revolutions per minute
rps revolutions per second
RRL Radio Research Laboratories (Japan)
RSRS Radio and Space Research Station (England)
RTD Research Technology Division (USAF)
RTG radioisotope thermoelectric generator
s second
S south; siemens
SAGE Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (S/C or Exp.)
SAMSO Space and Missile Systems Organization (USAF)
SAO Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
SAR synthetic aperture radar; search and rescue
SAS Soviet Academy of Science
SBUV/TOMS solar backscatter ultraviolet/total ozone mapping system
S/C spacecraft
SCATHA Spacecraft Charging at High Altitudes (satellite)
SCI science
SCR selective chopper radiometer
SDPF Sensor Data Processing Facility
SEA spherical electrostatic analyzer
SEC secondary electron conduction (vidicon tube)
SEM space environment monitor
SERC Space and Engineering Research Council (UK)
SFA sweep frequency analyzer
SHS Soviet Hydrometeorological Service
SIDS Space Investigations Documentation System (NASA)
SIG selenide isotope generator
SIR-A Shuttle Imaging Radar - A
SM San Marco (satellite, Italian); also Italian Indian Ocean
launch site
SME Solar Mesosphere Explorer (satellite, NASA)
SMM Solar Maximum Mission (satellite, NASA.)
SMMR scanning multispectral microwave radiometer
S/N signal to noise
SNAP systems for nuclear auxiliary power
SOT Solar Optical Telescope (satellite)
SPAS Shuttle Payload Satellite (deployable/retrievable German low cost
commercial spacecraft)
SPOT Systeme Probatoire d'Observation de la Terre
sq square
sr steradian
SRI Stanford Research Institute
SRPA spherical retarding potential analyzer
SRT supporting research and technology
SS Space Shuttle
SSC Satellite Situation Center
SSCC spin-scan cloudcover camera
SSD Space Science Division (JPL)
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SSLDEF Space Shuttle Long-Duration Exposure Facilitv
ssPP Shuttle Spacelab Payloads Project
SST satellite-to-satellite tracking
SSUS-A solid spinning upper stage - emulates Atlas upper stage
SSUS-D solid spinning upper stage - emulates Delta upper stage
St stokes
ST Space Telescope (satellite, NASA)
STD standard
STDN Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (NASA)
STP Solar Terrestrial Probe (satellite, NASA); solar terrestrial
physics; Space Test Program
STS Space Transportation System
STS/SSUS Spinning Upper Stage - launched from the STS
SW southwest
t tonne (1000 kg)
T tesla
TAC Technology Application Center
TBD to be determined
TDRS Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
TDRS-MA multiple access mode of operation with TDRS
TDRS-SA single access mode of operation with TDRS
TDRSS Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
Te tellurium
TE electron temperature
TEC total electron content
TECH technical; technology
TED total energy detector
TEMP temporal; temperature
TeV tetra electron volts
THIR temperature/humidity infrared radiometer
TIP Tracking Impact Prediction (satellite, DOD)
TIROS Television and Infrared Observations Satellite (NASA)
TL team leader
TM team member; thematic mapper
T/M telemetry
TOF time of flight
TOPEX topography experiment - GEOS class S/C
TOPO topographic
TOS TIROS Operational Satellite (or System) (NASA)
TOVS TIROS operational vertical sounder
TRF technical reference file (NSSDC)
TSS Tethered Satellite System
TWERLE tropical wind energy conversion and reference level
experiment
u atomic mass unit
U university
UA unified abstract
UARS Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite
UCLA University of California at_Los Angeles
UHF ultra-high frequency
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UK United Kingdom
UKS United Kingdom Spacecraft (AMPTE S/C)
ULEWAT ultralow-energy wide-angle telescope
ULEZEQ ultralow-energy, Z, E, and Q experiment
U.S. United States
USA United States of America
USAF United States Air Force
USGS United States Geological Survey
USN United States Navy
USSR Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
UT universal time
UV ultraviolet
V volt
VAR variation
VAS VISSR atmospheric sounder
VCO voltage controlled oscillator
VDC volts DC
VHF very high frequency
VHRR very high resolution radiometer
VIS visual imaging spectrometer
VISSR visible infrared spin-scan radiometer
VLF very low frequency
VLF/MF very low frequency/multi frequency
VOIR Venus Orbiting Imaging Radar (satellite)
VRM Venus Radar Mapper
vs versus
W watt; west
WATS wind and temperature spectrometer
Wb weber
WBM wide-band module
WBVTR wide-band video tape recorder
WDC World Data Center
WDC-A-R&S World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites
WEFAX weather facsimile
WFC Wallops Flight Center (NASA); wave form channel
WMO World Meteorological Organization
WS Wallops Station (NASA; now Wallops Flight Center)
WSIR wide swath imaging radar
WSMR White Sands Missile Range
WTR Western Test Range (also referred to as Vandenberg AFB)
WWW World Weather Watch
XTE X-ray Timing Mission
XUV extremeultraviolet
yd yard
yr year
Z atomic number
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